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man , Lord John RUSSELL, M. P. London, 1828.

Have you

This short sketch of the life of Lord Coke, has brought to

our consideration a subject of no small importance to the

people ofthis country. We mean the education of gentle

men of the Bar. The professions of Law and Physic, more

or less concern every man in civilized society. Who can

say that he is above asking for their assistance ? Have

you robust health - how long will you keep it ?

great wealth - will that save you from impositions, and inju

ries ? Are you poor ? Disease and oppression await you ;

and the glorious inheritance of a goodname, is equally de

sired by the wealthy and the wretched. Fortunate, thrice

fortunate is he , who lives a long life of usefulness, and comes

not into the hands of either of these professions.

* By the laws of the land, every man may defend his own

rights. He may appear personally before any tribunal,and ar

gue his own cause. But when my Lord Coke himself, after

havinggraduated at Oxford, and for six years pursued the stu

dy of the Law at Westminster Hall; had been lecturer at Ly

on's Inn three years, and for many yearsconcerned in every

cause of importance that was tried at Westminster Hall ;

Recorder ofNorwich and Coventry ; Solicitor to the Queen ;
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The Study of the Law . [ 1830 .

and lastly Attorney General : we say , when my Lord Coke,

after all this, involved himself in great difficulty, on account

of having solemnized his marriage, in an illegal form , with

Lady Hatton , and only escaped the penalties of the law, by

pleading ignorance of that law ,we are sure we do not assume

too much , when we say, that no man , lawyer or not , exhibits

much wisdom , who undertakes to manage his own case . It

is in relation to the difficulties of this profession, that we wish

to call the attention of the public .

We do not believe that any branch of human knowledge,

requires in a higher degree , a good preparatory education,

particularly in the classics, history, moral philosophy, logic,

metaphysics, and afamiliar acquaintance with the language

and thoughts of the best English writers of poetry and prose.

Short of this, a man with great industry, and greater luck ,

may become what may be called in his own district, a good

lawyer, but he can never count surely upon being great.

Bold and troublesome times bring out, now and then, such

men as Patrick Henry ; but if, in ordinary times, any man

sets out to make a Patrick Henry, he will succeed in making

himself exceedingly ridiculous . But it is not every one pos

sessed of the qualifications we speak of,who can succeed. It

is not every one who gets command of the vessel — but if for

tune should so much favour him , he ought to be able to seize

the occasion, and to manage it to the best advantage . It has

become too common in this country, for young men to talk

of talents, and genius, and all that sort of thing, not only in

law, but what is much worse , in politics ; and disregarding

the dull detail and drudgery oftruth, run away with the de

lusions of intuition . Your intuitive sort of politician ,always

ends his career in inconsistency, blessed with the mistrust

of the people ; or after contending for half his life, has the

mortification of finding, that instead of good, he has been do

ing injury ; instead of blessing, he has been cursing his

country ; instead of reputation, he has sunk to mediocrity.

With us, most lawyers, at some period of their lives, are

politicians. Here, where every man may aspire to the

highest offices, popular or talented lawyers must come into

public life ; for notwithstanding the vulgar prejudice against

them, as a class of men, they are the most popular . Their

employments must make them so ; and if they are talented,

and honest, and well informed , there are no men who can be
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more useful to their country . From the counsellor they soon

become the personal friend .

One knows but little about laws or society itself, who

thinks lawyersmay entirely be dispensed with. It is equal

ly true , that where we can, we had better do without them .

No country can be so free, that every man can know the

laws. Such is the variety of human affairs, and such the

diversity of interests, both public and private , that no code

can be made for the least civilized nation, which will not

soon become a science known only , and then but imper

fectly , to those who make it their daily study, and spend

years in the practice of applying its rules to the business

of life . Hard study and long practice can alone make

a lawyer. The most talented man , unless he be pos

sessed of most unblushing impudence , can scarcely tell

whether he stands upon his head or his heels , when he first

appears before a grave judge , with an anxious client at his

back, and a practised, industrious, self possessed advocate ,

to oppose him . If ever man feels the weakness of his na

ture, it is on such occasions ; and we are very much mista

ken , if his timidity will not be in proportion to his good sense .

Who ever attempts to introducea new law, or amend an

old one, but the lawyers ? Who else can well attempt it ?

One should certainly understand before he undertakes to im

prove. At the last sitting of the legislature , we had somemis

erable examples of the truth of what we are saying, to which

we may by and by call the attention of the reader. In this

country, lawyers cannot and do not represent their profession .

That is, they have not ministers to support, with a view to

their own promotion. Their promotion can only comefrom

the people. It is a mistake, a very vulgar mistake, to sup

pose that they make laws for their own use .
Of what use

is law to them , but as component parts of the people, or as it

is administered by their agency between man and man ; and

frame the law as you please, dishonesty, misunderstandings,

mistakes, new cases, and a variety of other causes , neces

sarily the result of society, must create lawsuits . The more

pure and elevated the principles and practice of the law, the

more exalted will be the character and reputation of the law

yers, and of course the more popular and influential they

will be. It is their necessary relation to society, then,

which makes their services indispensable to the people, both
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in public and private affairs. They are the officers of the

courts. To the courts they are responsible for their con

duct, and we are sorry that the courts are so little responsi

ble to the people, for anyneglectof this supervisory power,

over the manners and habitsof the Bar. As for ourselves,

we believe there is one great cause, which leads to almost

every thing discreditable to the Bar, individually or collec

tively, in this state ; and that the people have been as much

if not more to blame for its introduction than the lawyers

themselves. We mean the ready admission of persons to

the practice of the courts of Law and Equity, who are total

ly incompetent to the duties of their profession. Persons

who have not undergone the necessary, absolutely necessa

ry , process of preparation, even for the commencement of

the study ; and who, after a few months sitting in a lawyer's

office, wasting their time by listening to every person that

comes in , filling up a few blanks, and running hastily over

a few elementary writers, here a little and there a little,

with as much confusion in their heads as in “ chaos old ,”

have been pushed into life , with a commission from the courts

to ruin as many poor clients as may be silly enough ( and

there are enough ofthem ,God knows) to trust in such hands

their lives , their property, and their character. In this

country, a great proportion of lawsuits isamongthe ignorant

classes ofcommunity. How can they judge ? Theyare ta

ken with the manners of a pert youngman, or the imposing

gravity of an old one, and hastily commit cases to their man

agement. Is it necessary to legislate in favor of such law

yers, or of any lawyers, against such people ? Is the law

yer's interest only to be cared for ? Is the weaker to be

neglected, and the interest of the many to be sacrificed for

thepromotion of a few ignorant, indolent or ambitious young

men , who may prefer to do other men's business badly,

than their own well? Can the client cheat the lawyer ?

Can he deceive him ? Can his ignorance injure him ? If

he pays him his fee, all his duty to the lawyeris performed.

But is it so with the lawyer ? There, it only begins with

him . For whose protection, then , is it necessary that there

should be any legislation as to the admissionof persons to

the practice of the law ? Surely for the people. The law

yers are but few in number. They aremere agents, per

mitted by the laws of the land. The public, then , havethe
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right to regulate their admission, altogether with a view to

the interest of the client, and on such conditions as are most

beneficial to the public. So trifling is the interest'of the

bar , compared to that of the people, we do not hesitate to

say, and we believe every respectable lawyer will agree

with us, that it is not worth consideration.

No one would think of enacting laws, to protect the trustee

from the acts ofthe cestui que trust ; the attorney against the

devices of his principal; the factor against the contrivances

of the planter. On the contrary, we allknow that the agent

is the person who has the principal in his power, that he is

entirely at his mercy, and that in fact no law can save the

principal from many, very many, acts of mismanagementand

bad faith on the partof his agent. The great difficulty of the

law then is to defend the many from the acts of the few .

Are these few a privileged class, or are they only a neces

sary component of society - the best means of enforcing

justice among the citizens, and of all men occupying the

most advantageous position for advancing the interest of

their country ? Surely they hold this vantage ground. How

important it is then , that they should be men of cultiva

ted intellects, pure morals, and elevated principles. Shall

the people neglect to enforce this object? Will they over

looktheir own interest ? We solemnly believe that halfthe

evils under which this state now suffers, half the mischief

done by the general government, has proceeded from the

ignorance and petty ambition of the herd of pettifoggers,

which for years have disgraced the halls ofCongress - men,

who disregard the plain dictates of justice, and abandon

themselvesto the little prejudices andselfish views of small

localities, unable to comprehend the pure and noble doc

trines of political economy, or the simple and beautiful op

erations of a written constitution . In our own state, thank

God, we have not, and can never have under our present

constitution , “ government lawyers, who represent in Par

liament nothing beyond their own personal tendencies, and

the brief which the minister of the day may put into their

hands.” But then we have men, who,either through igno

rance, or with little schemes confined to their own district

popularity, urge with unabated zeal, plans of alterations, re

trenchments, pulling down and disorganizing, which soon

or late must destroy the high character that Carolinians
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er causes.

have been in the habit of flattering themselves their state

possessed . The profession of physic has of late years

been more strictly dealt with than that of the law . A di

ploma is required from some regular institution , or a most

rigid examination is enforced. The profession examine and

the profession reject. If a physician is admitted to practice,

andhe is not qualified, it is the fault of somerespectable insti

tution , composed of his own class , who admit him upon exam

ination . It is not so readily to be supposed however, that

when the profession have the controul of admissions into

their own body, that they will be less rigid than if it be placed

in other hands . Many of course may be admitted who will

never distinguish themselves; but that depends upon oth

A good education does not necessarily make

a distinguished man. It only secures a certain degree of

respectability, which we are contending for, a proper self

respect , anda forbearance on subjects beyond their powers.

This is the general effect of a good education, and thatwhich

we think our profession needs most. If the Legislature

think the community benefitted by exacting much from me

dical gentlemen , we think it should be equally rigid in ex

actingproper qualifications on the part of thegentlemen of

the bar.

What are the common topics urged on the other side ?

That young men in this free countryare anxious to be push

ing on . That education is a costly thing, and not so easily

procured. That to require applicants for the bar to go

through a collegiateeducation, and then to study law three

or four years, according to the old law of this state, is to ex

act of them a little fortune, enough to set them up snugly in

any other business ? 2nd . That it keeps down poor young

men, and excludes them from immediately sharing in the

profits and honours of the profession. We have heard no

other arguments.

To the first, we reply , that no man can expect to procure

any desirable object, without paying value for it - value, ei

ther in labour, money, or some other equivalent - unless by

act of Congress. We know no other body that has the right

to take value from one and bestow it on another. Uponno

other principle than that of the Tariff, can any class of citi

zens seek to be gainers at the cost of the others . Is it just

that he who expends his substance, and the labour of years
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to qualify himself properly for his business, should be put

upon the same footing with those who have neither laboured

nor paid ? A suitable library for a lawyer costs some thou

sands. What is a lawyer without his library ? we mean the

best of them . He is like a carpenter without his tools . He

may borrow - yes, and get on just about as well borrowing as

the carpenter. He can never do his work as he wishes it, or

as it should be done . Take the case of a father who gives his

son a good education, and supports him three or four years

during his studyof the law. To set him up in his office as he

should be, it will cost him not less than six or seven thousand

dollars . This is the capitalwhich he gives his son . He then

leaves him to take care of himself. He has done for him

what was necessary to qualify him properly and honestlyfor

duties required ofhim by his profession - bythe oath of that

profession — and by the sacred principles of justice between

man and man ; for it is fraudulent in a man to set himself up

as competent to the performance of duties, which he knows

he cannot be fitted for. And when he has qualified himself

by great labour and expense, is it just, or is it good policy,

that he should be put on the same footing with one, who

thinks it not worth his toil or his money, to obtain the ca

pacity for doing that well, which he is permitted to do

imperfectly ? Or if he is so ignorant that he knows not

his own blindness, should the community neglect their

rights, and sacrifice their interest, to gratify his vanity ? Is

it notanti-republican to put the welfare of the majority at

the mercy of the few - to tax the many for the profit of a

small class, merely because that small class are eager to

have a share of the loaves and fishes ? As Twisden, Jus

tice, said, “ it is stealing leather to make poor men shoes.”

What is the frequent course of these things ? A young

man a little before he becomes twenty-one, finds it disagree

able to work at a trade. It does not suit his constitution .

To stand behind the counter is too vulgarand tame . Farm

ing and planting keeps him so much in the country,and in

such dull society. He prefers the ease of learning, the am

bition of the law , and admires the eloquence of Philips and of

Curran - he quits thework -shop, deserts the store, or aban

dons the plantation - hurries off to some village or town, and

enters a lawyer's office . Sometimes he onlyborrows a few

books from an office. He has, if he be lucky , a little smatter
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ers .

ing of latin --but that very often is not the case. He reads

Blackstone's Commentaries, Phillips' Evidence, Espinas

se's Nisi Prius, Chitty's Pleading , perhaps East's Crown

Law , and in six months he appliesfor admission. He pro

duces a certificate of moral character, which is very easy to

get; for if he cannot get it where they know him , he can get

it where they do not know him. A committee of two or

three gentlemen of the bar, are appointed by the Court of

Appeals to examine him, with half a dozen or a dozen oth

The court is cleared . He sits at the bar, and the

committee ask them round three or four questions a -piece

exactly such questions too as they expect to answer . What

is law ? What is a deed ? What is murder ? What is lar

ceny ? What is a trust ? - no, not what is a trust , that would

be considered unfair, too deep - that some of their predeces

sors might be stumbled at. Then they retire. The com

mittee go out, and the Judges admit them by dozens. As

to Equity — that sublime and beautiful science — they per

haps delay another term before they ask for admission into

the holiness of her secrets . The applicant in the mean

time reads Maddock's Chancery and Mitford's Pleadings

petitions again - is asked the parts of a bill,about uses and

trusts, accidents, frauds, mistakesnot all about them good

reader, but simply if equity can relieve in such cases. He

is again admitted, and becomes a Solicitor in Chancery , and

then the first thing that he does is to bring a bill instead of

trover, to demand a ne-exeat instead of bail, or to mistake a

use for a trust. Indeed a case not many years since came

under our own observation , where a very worthy gentleman

had purchased an estate and took titles, but not havingconfi

dence in his own knowledge ofthe Registry Acts, carried his

titles to a gentleman ofthebar,whohadbecome nauseated with

hisoldtrade of physic , and had turned his attention to the study

of the law , which he imagined more peculiarly suited to the

developement ofhisabilitiesand pretensions as an orator . This

Esculapian lawyer took his fee and time to consider, and when

his client waited upon him for the result of his reflections, he

found him to his very elbows in parchment. He had a bill of

dimensions huge,” in the old English form , with the story

thrice told . He had called upon the vendor to answerupon

his solemn oath , if he had not executed that deed of con

veyance , which he exhibited marked A, which he prayed
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might be consideredas a part and parcel of the complainant's

bill, as much so as if it had been particularly and verbatimly

set out ; and to say what objections he could have to the solemn

recording, enregistering, and enrolling of the same, in pursu

ance of the Acts of Assembly, in that case made and provi

ded ; and praying that if he could not shew good cause to the

contrary, that it should be so recorded, enregistered , and en

rolled, as by law required , and for such and other relief in the

premises, as to the Hon. Chancellors should seem meet.

Unfortunately for the client, the Court of Equity did not

sit for some six months or so afterwards, or the cause was

not brought to a hearing, and in the mean time the vendor

sold to another purchaser without notice , who recorded his

deed, without the advice of counsel learned in the law. Of

course the bill was dismissed, and the client lost his land,

and had no remedy left, the vendor having become a bank

rupt and left the state ; and as for his lawyer he could not have

indemnified him, even if he had pursued him .

Cases almost as extravagant as this occur every day.

Members of the bar look on and smile at them, and frequent

ly the poor client goes off and cannot conceive by what ho

cus pocus he has been deprived of his rights. Heflies into a

passion with the law ; thinks it all injustice and mummery ;

lays to the court all his misfortunes, and never once thinks

that his lawyer has been wrong. He was a particular

friend of his , and therefore must have understood the case .

There was some foul means used on the other side ; some

thing that was not altogether the clean thing. Alas ! how

many such lawyers we have seen ! But to avoid personali

ties, we will mention a few cases given by Cicero, who is

complaining of the ignorance of the lawyersin his time , and

in doing so, has stated such as we may really say we have

seen over and over

“ Then answers Crassus, not to speak of other innumera

ble instances, of great importance,and to proceed to your

favourite study of the law, can you regard them as or

ators, upon whom Scævola, with a mixture of mirth and in

dignation, waited many hours, when he was hastening to the

Campus Martius; at which time Hypseus, with a loud voice,

and in a torrent of words, insisted before the prætor M.

Crassus, that his client might lose his cause. While Cneius

Octavius, a man of consular rank, in a speech of equal

2VOL . I.NO. I.
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length, refused to suffer his antagonist to lose his cause, or

that his own client should take the advantage, by the blun

ders of the other party , of being acquitted of the charge of

betraying his ward , and all its troublesome consequences.

For my part, answers the other, I remember to have heard

Mucius speak of these dunces, but I am so far fromallowing

them to be orators, that I am for depriving them of the privi

lege of pleading at the bar. And yet, replied Crassus, these

advocates wanted neither eloquence nor address and readi

ness in speaking ; what they wanted was a knowledge of the

law . For the one insisted upon more, while he was plead

ing upon anarticle in the twelve tables, than the law allow

ed; and if this was granted him , he of course would have

lost the trial. Theother thought it unjust that he should

be exposed to greater hardship than the charge brought

against him implied, and did not perceive that ifhe had been

dealt by in that manner, his antagonist must have been de

feated .

“Nay, not many days ago, while we were sitting as assist

ants to our friend Q. Pompeius, the city prætor, did not one

ofyour eloquent lawyers insistupon the defendantbeing in

dulged in an old and common exception, in favour of a debtor

who was engaged to pay a sum at a certain day ? He did not

understand that this rule was made in favour of the creditor ;

insomuch, that if the defendant had proved before the judge,

that the money was demanded before it became due, when

the plaintiff came to demand it a second time he might have

been precluded by this exception, because the affairhad al

ready been tried . Can any thing be more scandalous, in

words or in conduct, than that a man , who pretends to super

intend the interests of his friends, to relieve the oppressed ,

to administer to the sick , and to raise the dejected , should so

stumble in the affairs ofthe most trivial and obvious nature,

as to become an object of pity to some, and of ridicule to

others ? ”

Now we ask whether it is better to require three or four

years of study, even should it cost something considerable,

on the part of those who wish to adopt the legal profession,

in order to fit them for a difficult business ; whose services

are required in one way or the other by the whole commu

nity, to the decided advantage of that community ; or that

to oblige a few , the whole population of the country should
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men.

be subjected to the risk of loss and vexation ? It appears to

us thestrangest infatuation , to cometo any other conclusion

than thatofacting for public, rather than for individual ends.

Should the rights and interests of those who have prop

erly qualified themselves for the business, be also overlook

ed ? After all, the business generally accumulates in the

hands of a few , and a mass of non-combattants hang about

the bar, mere drones upon society. If there are enough to

do the business of the country, and to do it well, should not

the principle of demand and supply regulate these matters,

as well as others ? On the contrary, for some years past it

would seem to have been the policy of this country, to make

as many lawyers as possible ; and true to the principles of the

American System , to make them like other worthless articles

as rapidly as they can be thrown off from the hands ofthe work

Would it not be more wise and useful, that fewer were

lawyers, and those learned and skilful; possessing high cha

racter, dignified manners, and the confidence and respect of

the people ? In short, is it not all important that these universal

agents of a free peopleshould be fully competent to the ordi

nary duties of their calling ; and when competent, that they

should not be overwhelmed by and confounded with a crowd

of ignorant , idle and useless brethren, with whom they can

notassociate , with whom they do not sympathize, and for

whom they have to bear the indiscriminate abuse so com

monly heaped upon the profession, or what is worse , the

general suspicions entertained by the people as to the cor

rectness of their motives .

There is no profession or business in which so much con

fidence is placed, with so little security, except upon the

honour of the man, as that of the law, notwithstanding a com

mon feeling of jealousy which is entertained as to the hon

esty ofthelawyers. We are confident in saying, that in no

class of men has this confidence been more justly placed,or

has been less abused . How all important it is, then , thatthe

character of the bar should be sustained. It is public prop

erty , and as such should be protected and fostered .

As to the argument that a long period of study must ex

clude many clever men from the profession, we have only

to say , that government is made for the whole, and not for

any particular men . Place the desired object within the

reach of those who will qualify themselves to reach it . It
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is their business to qualify themselves. Only lay such re

straints as are necessary . We would not go farther than

that . To stop short of that , is injustice to all the rest who

constitute the community.

A man may wish to be a merchant, before he has money

or credit ; a physician, before he knows the healing art ; or

a lawyer, before he has read the laws of the land,but is it

public policy that he should be, or that the government

should offerhim temptations , or grant him a monopoly or ex

clusive privilege before he is competent ? According to the

“ American System ," it would be all right; but according

to our poor notions of right and wrong, it would be a gross

violation of the rights ofthe citizens. We are therefore de

cidedly of opinion, that the legislature should require of

those who seek to be admitted to the profession of law, a

good education , and at the least , three years regular study

of the laws of the land ; and that when they apply for ad

mission , they should be thoroughly examined, and that in

public; or otherwise permit anyand every man to practice

law who pleases, andno longer legalize the issuing of com

missions to a few , which operate as a fraud upon the igno

rant and honest people of the country , by certifying tothe

competency of a man totally incompetent, and by giving to

a thing a false name and false pretensions. Theevil is grow

ingdaily worse , and shouldbe speedily corrected. Ourbar is

sinking instead ofrising . It is a great conceitto suppose that

many men in our country are learned lawyers. In making

these remarks, we do not lay the least claim to superiority

on our parts : we are well aware of our inferiority to many,

very many, but it shall not induce us to shut our eyes or our

mouths, from seeing and proclaiming the necessity of im

provementgenerally ; and we rely upon the candour and good

feeling of the profession to bear us out in the observations

we have made. Many who like ourselves, feel their deficien

cies , will no doubt be equally ready to acknowledge them,

and the necessity of regeneration. It must be acknowl

edged however, that this plan of making lawyers,to learn

the law afterwards, has the high authority of Mr. Simile in

the farce :

“ Simile. Sir, you are very ignorant on the subject - it

is the method most in vogue.
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O'Cul. What ! to make the music first, and then make

the sense to it afterwards !

Sim . Just so .

Monopoly. What Mr. Simile says is very true , gentlemen.

O'Cul. Why, Mr. Simile , I don't pretend to know much

relating to these affairs, but what I think is this, that in this

method, according to your principles, you must often com

mit blunders .

Sim . Blunders ! to be sure I must — but I could always

getmyself out of them again .'

We know of no man in this country, who has made him

self eminent at the bar, who did not study some three or four

years before his admission. That gentlemen can be pointed

out, we do not deny, who in particular causes of great feeling

and interest, havemade eloquent speeches and great argu

ments- causes to which they have devoted themselves.

But such persons have generally turned their attention to

politics, and only made the bar a stepping stone to prefer

ment. But were they great lawyers ? Were they ready

to meet an able and practised solicitor in the Court of Chan

cery, with the same preparation ? or on a sudden emergen

cy, without any preparation ? Could they go into a diffi

cult cause, andargue it well, as a lawyer, withouta prepa

red speech ? We have never yet seen that man who could ,

unless he had been labouring for years in his vocation , toil

ing night and day over law books and law papers, and hav

ing cases as familiar to his mind, as a statesman's principles

should be to him. How few instances do we see of the

most distinguished lawyers, who have for years been enga

ged in political life , return with success to the bar ? Lord

Coke, speaking of the difficulties of the profession, ( and no

man knew them better, or overcame them with more facil

ity ,) ofthe years of labour and perseverance necessary to be

devoted to the acquisition of law learning, observes: “ And

yet, he that at length by these means shall attain to be learn

ed, when he shall leave them off quite, for his gain or his

ease , soon shall he ( I warrant him ) lose a great part of his

learning. Therefore, as I allow not to the student any
dis

continuance at all, ( for he shall lose more in a month than he

shall recover in many, ) so do I recommend perseverance to

all,as to eachof these means an inseparable incident.”

By prolonging the period of his study, the student will find
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his profit, not only in the greater fund of knowledge which

he must necessarily acquire , but coming to the bar later in life,

he willhave more strength, perseverance, self command, in

dependence, knowledgeof the world , and in short , the capa

city to take care ofhimself, as well as of his client . Who ever

comes to the bar in Great Britain at twenty -one ? Indeed who

could come to the bar there, and maintain his ground with

the learned and able lawyers of that country, at that prema

ture age ? He would inevitably sink, never to rise again ;

and if it is not always the case here, we should rather lay it

to the general incapacity of the bar, than to any constitu

tional difference. By general incapacity we mean express

ly to say , that ordinarily our bar is not learned. Wehave,

it is true, some distinguished examples to the contrary , but

they are few . Is notthe success of such men even prover

bial with the whole community ? Nothing marks the able

and practised lawyer so much as the examination of hiswit

nesses, and the developement of the evidence of the case .

He knows the points of his case, and examines exclusively

to them. He avoids idle repetitions ; never weakens his

case by contending for a point, which he knows cannot be

maintained by an accurateview ofthe law. Conceals his ob

ject from the witness who is opposed to him , and even from

the opposite counsel himself, if he be not equally astute and

skilful, until , like an artful general, he has drawn his oppo

nent into his ambush, and holds him ready for a quickand

glorious conquest . Let points arise ever so unexpectedly,he

is ready to meet them. Can a person of twenty - one carry

on thegame with such a man, without falling a prey to him ?

If he does, and does it successfully, let him bless his stars,

and sing te deum to his lucky client .

Let us look at the example of those who havebeen most dis

tinguished in this arduousprofession . Lord Mansfield did not

commence his legal studies till he was twentyor twenty -one;

at an age which that great man, and greatest of lawyers, Lord

Hardwicke, thought too early for a youth to commence tray

elling . It was not until he was 26that he was called to the

bar, and even then he did not think it advisable to push

himself into the practice of his profession, but “full of vigor,"

he determined, and determined wisely, “ to travel into for

eign parts, before he set himself down to the serious prose

cution of his legal studies, to which his genius and his slen
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der fortune, as a younger son , forcibly and happily prompt

ed him ." * His slender fortune it seems then, did not urge

him to come forward before his time . What an example for

the young men of our country ! They will not pretend to

readier talents, or more precocious judgments than Lord

Mansfield's. But even at this age , when he did come to

the bar, he was saved, says his biographer, from the “ em

barrassments” which juvenile indiscretions too frequently

occasion, by his conciliating the esteem, the friendship and

patronage of the great oracles of the law who adorned that

period, amongst whom Lord Talbot and Lord Chancellor

Hardwicke were looked up to as the foster-fathers of the

science ; ” and at the age of thirty, when hecommenced the

argument of causes, he is styled by the same writer, “ our

Tyro in the law ,'' “ exercising his dawning genius and

opening talents.” Thus initiated into his profession, he

was immediately engaged , and continued to be employed in

the most important causes of the day .

Lord Somers did not enter College at Oxford, until he

was in his 24th year. He was too poor. He, at the same

time that he commenced his studies at College, enrol

led himself as a student of the Middle Temple . He, too,

was called to the bar at the age of 26, but didnotleave col

lege to commence the practice, until six years afterwards ;

and then , at 32, under the patronage of Lord Shrewsbury,

commenced his successful career.t

So of Sir Matthew Hale ; after having got over his mad fits

“for the stage -players,” and “ martial affairs, " did not set

himself down to the study of the law, until he had passed his

twentieth year ; and being very poor, “ he studied for ma

ny years at the rate of sixteen hours a day, and was re

clai rom the idleness of his former course of life ,' by

that eminent lawyer, Sergeant Glanvil.” “ Yet (even then,

says Bishop Burnet, ) he did not at first break off from keep

ing too much company with some vain people, till a sad ac

cident drove him from it, ” when, by the assistance of Noy,

Selden , and Chief Justice Vaughan , he commenced his lu

crative and honourable practiceat the bar, which must have

been between the 25thand 30th year of his

Holliday's Life of Mansfield, p. 12.

† Maddock's Life of Somers.

of his age . 1
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It would be more than useless to multiply instances which

must be familiar to the profession.

“ The early English lawyers do not appear, ( says a late

work , * ) from what we know of the subject, to have been

a very eloquent race of men . If we may judge from the

reports transmitted to us in the Year-Books, their arguments

were exceedingly pithy, and never wandered beyond the

technical limits of the question . There is a passage in Sir

Thomas Elyot's Governor, which confirms this view of the

subject. But forasmuch as the tongue wherein it ( the law )

is spoken , is barbarous, and the stirring ofaffections of the

mynde in this nature was never used , therefore there lack

eth elocution and pronunciation , two of the principal parts

of Rhetorike, notwithstanding some lawyers,if they bewell

reteined , will in a meane cause pronounce right vehement

ly.” From these observations made in relation to the early

lawyers, those of the present daymay draw some profitable

lessons . How few are good speakers ! This is not so sur

prising as that they should be often ignorant. Any man of

good sense may make himself a learned lawyer, with less

labour, and even with hours less regular than those prescri

bed by Lord Coke.t But to speak well is the most noble

and difficult task for man. And even, if, as Cicero says,

" the multiplicity of suits, the variety of causes, the bustle

and confusion of the forum , afford employment sufficient

for the most wretched speakers, we ought not, for that

reason, to lose sight of themain object of our pursuit . Thus,

in those arts which are cultivated, not for the use, but the

elegance they bestow upon life, with what accuracy and fas

tidiousness we form our taste ; for there are no controver

sies to induce people to endure a bad actor in the theatre ,

as they do an indifferent pleader at the bar. An orator,

therefore, ought to be extremely careful, not only to please

those whom it is his business to please , but to insure the

admiration of those who can forma more rational and cor

rect judgment.” To the young practitioner the words of

Ciceroshould never be forgotten. With care, diligence and

study, he must gain his end . Who ever becomes a profi

* Law and Lawyers, or Westminster Hall.

# Sex horas somno, totidem des legibus æquis,

Quatuor orabis, des epulisque duas,

Quid superest sacris ultro largite camænis.
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cient musician otherwise ? The same cultivation will pro

duce effects equally admirable, and infinitely more profita

ble . But how sadly it is neglected inour country! It is the

consequence of the too early admission to the bar. How

can one be eloquent, who is every moment alarmed at his

own ignorance of the subject he is discussing ? or who is so

blind that he cannot see his own weakness ? Instead of

the “action, action ," of Demosthenes, give us the “ knowl

edge, knowledge,” of Cicero . It was not (unfortunately

for us)until wehad been many years at the bar, that we saw,

with shame, and bitter mortification, how muchwe had neg

lected the admirable Treatise* of that great man , the master

of orators . Let
us,

with melancholy experience, warn our

junior brethren against the like folly Days and nights de

voted to the reflections he has left you will yield you a rich

reward. To his advice you should look, as coming from the

father of your profession. It should, however, be admitted ,

that it requires one to be somewhat initiated , before he can

see the full force of Cicero's work .

But we are speaking of eloquence , when, as to many of

our profession , we should descend to teach the elements of

our language. It is too true , that in many instances in this

country, gentlemen even of talent and high practice , may be

heard at our bar, who sḥew an utter indifference to the lan

guage they are uttering, who abolish the moods and tenses,

seize with fury upon the wrong words, makeverbs of nouns

and nouns of verbs, and so utterly confound their mother

tongue, that we have often wondered itdid not bring up

the angry ghosts of all the Johnsons, Walkers, Murrays,

lexicographers and grammarians, that have ever breathed

“the pure English undefiled.” .Well might we say , with

Ascham in his Toxophilus, that “ when aman is alwaysin

one tune like a bumble -bee, or els now in the top of the

church , now downe no man knoweth where to trace him,

hissing like a reed, or roaring like a bull , as some lawyers

do, who think they do best when they cry loudest ; these

shall never greatly run , as I have known many well learned

have done, because their voice was not stayed afore with

learning to singe .” +

But to return to the subject at the head of this article . It

* Cicero de Oratore .

f Westminster Hall.

3

or

VOL. I .--NO . I.
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should be some consolation to those who have not distin

guished themselves in early life, and a spur to their future

exertions, that " it does not appear that Lord Coke was dis

tinguished for any of the precocity of talent, or that his

boyhood was attended with any of those uncommon cir

cumstances, which sometimes give celebrity to the early

years of remarkable men .” Speaking of his studies while

a student at law, his biographer remarks :

“ In this capacity he remained during six years ; after

which time, in consideration of his great proficiency in the

law , he was permitted to be called to the bar, though the

usual period of probation was then eight years. The flat

tering compliment thus paid by the headsof his profession

to his learning and talents, was of itself a sufficient recom

mendation to insure him early opportunities for bringing

himself further into notice . Accordingly we find him en

gaged as counsel in a case of some importance so early as

1578, that is , in the twenty -eighth year of his age . He was

also appointed reader or lecturer at Lyon's Inn, an office

whichhe held during three years ; and his readings, ( which

were not given , as it is usual to give them at present, mere

ly for the sake of observing an antiquated form ,) were so

assiduously attended , and so generally admired , that he rap

idly attained a degree of repute much greater than that of

any other barrister of the same age and standing atthe bar.

His practice, in consequence, daily increased ; and he was

at length retained as counsel in almost every cause of im

portance that was tried in Westminster Hall . He became

recorder of the cities of Norwich and Coventry, thensolici

tor to the queen , and afterwards attorney -general. His ca

reer was equally successful in parliament. He was return

ed by the freeholders of Norfolk as knight of the shire ; and

in 1592 was made speaker of the House of Commons."

Our object is not to give a biographical sketch of Lord

Coke, beyond what is is necessary to illustrate our views on

the study of the law ; and we shall conclude this article with

the following outlines of his character, and notice of his

works, fromthe book before us, which we presume may

be from the pen of Mr. Brougham :

“ His temper was evidently violent, and his disposition

overbearing. In the early part of his career, there were no

bounds to his obsequiousness ; after he had attained the ob

ject of his ambition, it has been seen that his conduct was
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any thing but that of a servile courtier ; a contradiction that

can only be accounted for, by supposing him to have been

giftedby nature with an independent spirit, between which

and his ambition there was a continual struggle. The for

mer, however, ultimately gained the ascendancy ; and ( to

use the expressions of Mr. Hallam ) ' he became, not with

out some honourable inconsistency of doctrine as well as

practice , the strenuous asserter of liberty , on theprinciples

of those ancient laws which no one was admitted to know

so well as himself; redeeming in an intrepid and patriotic

old age, the faults which we cannot avoid perceiving in his

earlier life .'

" It has been elsewhere observed of Coke : His ad

vancement he lost in the same way he got it — by his tongue :

so difficult is it for a manvery eloquent, not to be over-lo

quent . Long lived he in that retirement to which court

indignation had remitted him, yet wasnot his recess inglo

rious; for at improving a disgrace to the best advantage he

was so excellent, asKing James said of him, he was like a

cat, throw her which way you will, she will light upon her

feet. And finding a cloud at the court, he madesure of his

fair weather in the country, applying himself so devoutly to

popular interest , that in succeeding parliaments the prerog

ative felt him as her ablest , so hermost active opponent.'

“ The patriotism and independence of Sir Edward Coke,

must ever be considered as the brightest feature in his char

acter. It is as a patriot alone, that he stands superior to

his great contemporary Bacon, with whom , throughout the

greater part of his professional career, he was placed in con

stant competition. * Both had embraced the same profession ,

both prosecuted it with ardor and success ; one attaining the

highest, the other the second dignity it can confer ; and

both lived to experience the instability of the preferment

they had struggled so hard to acquire. But the causes

which produced the downfal of these illustrious persons

were widely different; and he whose integrity was unim

peached, rose highest in public estimation after his disgrace

at court ; while all the brilliant qualities of his rival, when

sullied by corruption, failed to procure him the consideration

and esteem, that to a generous mind form the most gratify

ing reward of every exertion. As an author, however, Ba

con need fear no comparison with Coke . No one can pe

1

1
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ruse a production, however slight, of each , without being

struck by the wide disparity of their intellects. Bacon was

in every respect superior to his age ; Coke was merely on

a level with it . The former was a philosopher, a states

man , and a lawyer ; the latter was a lawyer, and little or

nothing more . An absurd opinion is sometimes maintain

ed , that those who devote themselves to the study of the

legal profession must sedulously refrain from intercourse

with every other department of literature and science.

Perhaps no more striking refutation of such a doctrine can

be named, than the great superiority of Bacon's legal wri

tings over those of his contemporary. As a practical law

yer, Coke was undoubtedly without an equal. All the ab

struse learning of the common law , the subtle niceties of

pleading, and the voluminous enactments of the statute -book ,

were treasured in his memory ; and from this copious reper

tory he could always draw wherewithal to supply the emer

gencies of a particular case . But he wanted the lamp of

philosophy to enlighten the confusion of so many jarringel

ements. It would have produced such an effect as the first

beaming of day is said to have done on chaos; for though

in a confined circle he could move with safety, if not with

freedom , he was bewildered and lost when he ventured be

yond it . His mind resembled a spacious but ill constructed

dwelling -house, stored with furniture in abundance, and of

costly workmanship, which , however, for want of order and

arrangement, is deprived of much of its utility , and is often

found to be more cumbersome than convenient . The dif

ference we cannot fail to perceive between these distin

guished individuals, was owing as much to the original dis

similarity of their genius, as to their education andacquired

habits of thinking. Coke had not been nurtured in the

school of philosophy ; and having once fallen into the beat

en track of the law , he seems never to have felt a wish to

diverge from it . Although endowed with a shrewd and

penetrating mind , he loved rather to involve himself in the

perplexities of detail , and to treasure up a vast number of

unconnected facts, than by arranging and combining these,

the elements of knowledge , to discover new and hidden

truths. Hepossesseda memory at once powerful and ca

pacious ; industry, which no labour could fatigue, and that

sobriety and dispassionate temper of mind which no intri
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cacies could disgust, but he was lacking in the higher and

more noble faculty of reason, which is the true and only

source of all philosophy. In this his great rival, the father

of philosophy, eminently excelled ; and while Bacon was

gaining by a broader and easier ascent, the vantage ground

of his profession , he found leisure to indulge the natural

versatility of his tastes, and to make those excursions in

to the fields of literature and of science, by which his

fame has become the property of the world . In none of

Coke's writings do we find a single attempt to generalize,

to discover those great principles of jurisprudence, from

which most of the principal enactments of positive law have

been deduced, or to lay down rules for the guidance of fu

ture legislators. He is content to know that certain regu

lationshave been made , and that certain consequencesmust

follow ; but he goes no further, or if he attempts to do so,

he wanders without a compass. No one, whohas perused

even the speech of Lord Bacon, on his taking his seat in the

Court of Chancery, will require to be told that his manner

of treating legal subjects is very different.

“ It is true that the voluminous writings of Coke , have

always been classed among the mostimportant that we pos

sess on the laws of this country. "His learned and labori

ous works on the laws,' says Fuller, will be admired by

judicious posterity , while fame has a trumpet left her, and

any breath to blow therein . But this eulogium must not

be understood to imply that they are worthy to be looked

up to as models for imitation, either in point of style or

method. Their chief merit consists in the extensive learn

ing and sound legal information which they contain ; but this

is imparted in such a negligent and slovenly manner, as

greatly detracts from their value. They resemble a garden

filled with the choicest flowers, which, however, are fre

quently disfigured or concealed by the neighborhood of

weeds and rubbish . That want of order and arrangement,

which is their principal fault, seems to have arisen not so

much from mere carelessness and inadvertence in the dis

position of the subjects to be discussed , as from the peculiar

habit of Coke's mind, which made him ever more anxious to

exhibit his powers of subtlety and copious illustration in

reasoning, than to produce only such arguments as might be

apposite and well timed . Hence his digressions are not
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only frequent but almost interminable ; and his arguments

are often heaped together till they become tiresome and

even puerile . It appears that he was reproached with com

mitting exactly the same faults in extemporaneous speaking.

Lord Bacon expresses himself thus on the subject : ' In dis

course you delight to speak too much, not to hear other

men. This, some say, becomes a pleader, not a judge ; for

by this sometimes your affections are entangled witha love

of your own arguments, though they be the weaker, and re

jecting of those which, when your affections were settled

your ownjudgment would allow for strongest. Thus, while

you speak in your own element, the law , no man ordinarily

equals you ; but when you wander, as you often delight to

do, you wander indeed , and give neversuch satisfaction as

the curious time requires . This is not caused by any natu

ral defect, butfirst for want of election , when you , having a

large and fruitful mind , should not so much labour whatto

speak, as to find what to leave unspoken : rich soils are of

ten to be weeded . You cloy your auditory when you would

be observed ; speech must be either sweet or short . '

“ A few examples shall be given of these defects in the

works of Sir Edward Coke . The first that occurs will suf

ficiently illustrate his manner of digressing, his mania for as

signing a reason to every thing , and also the particular tone

of quaint pedantry which was in somedegree the character

istic of his age . It is taken from his Commentary on Little

ton. The author having enumerated the different kinds of

tenures and services in the following order - viz : homage

fealty, escuage, knight’s-service, frankalmoigne, homage

auncestrell, grand serjeanty, petit serjeanty, tenure in bur

gage, in villanage, and rents, Coke cannot but find something

peculiarly appropriate in the arrangement of these heads.

After commenting on the four first, he goes on - Fifthly,

soccage, the service of the plough , aptly placed next knight's

service, for thatthe ploughman maketh the best souldier,

shall appear in his proper place . Sixthly, frankalmoigne,

service due to Almighty God, placed towards the middest

for two causes ; first, for that the middest is the most hon

ourable place ; and, secondly, because the five first preceed

ing tenures and services, and the other six subsequent must

all becomeprosperous and useful, by reason of God's true

religion and service ; for Nunquam prospere succedunt res

as
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humanæ , ubi negliguntur divinæ. Wherein I would have

our student follow the advice given in these ancient verses

for the good spending of the day?

“ Sex horas somno totidem des legibus æquis,

Quatuor orabis, des epulisque duas ;

Quod superest ultra sacris lagire camænis.”

Co. Litt. 288. a.

“ Notwithstanding his undisguised contempt for ' rhyming

poets, this is not the only occasion on which he has thought

proper to introduce scraps of Latin verse , and even dog

greſ , into his legal discussions. Thus, in the following pas

sage- If the wife elope from her husband, that is, if the

wife leaves her husband and tarrieth with her adulterer, she

shall lose her dower until her husband willingly, without

coercion ecclesiastical, be reconciled to her, and permit her

to cohabit with him ; all which is comprehended shortly in

two hexameters'

* Sponte virum mulier fugiens, et adultera facta,

Dote sua careat, nisi sponsi sponte retracta.'

Co. Litt. 32. a . 32. b.

“ Of his very clumsy and inappropriate mode of introdu

cing quotations in his legal writings, it would be difficult to

find a more ludicrous example thanthe passage which oc

curs in the beginning of his chapter on the jurisdiction of

forest courts . ( Inst. iv.chap.73. ). “ Seeing we are to treat,

he says, of matters of game and hunting, let us ( to the end

wemay proceed the more cheerfully ) recreate ourselves

with the excellent description of Dido's doe of the forest,

wounded with a deadly arrow stricken in her, and not im

pertinent to our purpose .'

Uriter infelix Dido, totaque vagatur

Urbe furens, qualis conjecta cerva sagitta,

Quam procul incautam nemora inter Cressia fixit

Pastor agens telis, liquitque volatile ferrum

Inscius :illa fuga sylvassaltusque peragrat

Dictæos, hæretlateri lethalis arundo .*

* These lines are thus translated by Dryden. (Æneis, book iv. )

Sick with desire, and seeking himshe loves,

From street to street the raving Dido roves ;

So when the watchful shepherd, from the blind,

Wounds with a random shaft the careless hind,

Distracted with her pain, she flies the woods,

Bounds o'er the lawn, andseeks thesilent floods

With fruitless care ; for still the fatal dart

Sticks in her side , and rankles in her heart ,
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ger sense .

“ And in a marginal note he compares this wound of the

stricken doe to an evil conscience in the false and furious

officer of the forest, if any such be . '

“ His constant disposition to account for every thing by

uncommon and singular reasons, is nowhere better exem

plifiedthanin hisderivations of words. Thus,Parliament,
he says, is so called, because every member of that court

should sincerely and discreetly parler la ment for the gen

eral good of the commonwealth . ( Co. Litt . 110. a. ) The

word placitum is derived a placendo quia bene placitare su

per omnia placet ; and it is not , as some have said, so called

per antiphrasin quia non placet.' ( Ibid . 17. a . 303. a. )—

" Towne ( ville) villa , quasi vehilla, quod in eam convehan

tur fructus. ( Ibid . 115. b . ) ' ROBBERIE. Roboria, prop

erly iswhen there is a felonious taking away of a man's

goods from his person ; and it is called robberie , because

the goods are taken as it were de la robe, from the robe,

that is , from the person ; but sometimes it is taken in a lar

( 288. a . ) A hundred other such instances

might be quoted .

Perhaps there is no quality more conspicuous throughout

the writingsof Coke, than a constant parade of scholastic

pedantry. He seldom discusses a subject, however unim

portant, without dividing it accordingto rule under several

distinct heads ; and it by no means unfrequently occurs that

his awkward attempts to establish complete perspicuity cre

ate confusion and perplexity where none existed before. It

is evident that he was unconscious of this failing. In his

preface to the seventh report he says : ' In these and the

rest of my reports I have ( as much as Icould ) avoided obscu

rity , ambiguity , jeopardy,novelty and prolixity. 1. Obscu

rity; for that it is like unto darkness, wherein a man for

want of light can hardly discern any way. 2. Ambiguity ;

where there is light enough, but there be so many winding

and intricate ways, as a man for want of direction shall be

much perplexed and entangled to find out the right way.

3. Jeopardy ; either in publishing of any thing that might

rather stir up suits and controversies in this troublesome

world, than establish quietness and repose between man and

man ; ( for a commentary should not be like unto the win

terly sun , that raiseth up greater and thicker mists and fogs

than it is able to disperse ;) or in bringing the reader by
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any means into the least question of peril or danger at all .

4. Novelty ; for 1 have ever holden all new or private in

terpretations or opinions , whichhave no ground or warrant

out of the reasonor rule of our books or former precedents,

to be dangerous and not worthy of any observation, for pe

riculosumexistimo quod bonorum virorum non comprobatur

exemplo. 5. Prolixity ; for a report ought to be no longer

than the matter requireth ; and as languor prolixus gravat

medicum , ita relatio prolixa gravat lectorem .'

“ The scholastic method of argument is oftenclumsily,

and sometimes incorrectly, employed by Coke. He was in

the habit of falling into that dangerous error, so common

among those who use the mechanism ofreasoning somewhat

carelessly, of being misled by mere verbal subtleties ; and in

consequence of this failing his style of arguing is not only

often loose and perplexed, but occasionally vicious. Instan

ces of this sort may be found in his report of Calvin's case,

which also contains examples of the defect before mentioned .

The principal question of law brought under the conside

ration of the court in that celebrated cause was : whether

the plaintiff, who had been born in Scotland , after the crown

of England had descended to James I. , was an alien born,

and consequently disabled frombringing any action real or

personal for lands withinthe realm of England. It was ob

served that there were four nouns, which might be called

nomina operativa, in the plea, viz . : ligeantia , (allegiance, )

regnum , (kingdom, ) leges , ( laws,) and alienigena, ( alien .)

Each of these subjects underwent a separate discussion .

On coming to the last the reporter observes : ' Now we are

in order come to the fourth noun , ( which is the fourth gen

eral part) alienigena : wherein six things did fall into con

sideration . 1. Who was alienigena, an alien born by the

laws of England ? 2. How many kinds of aliens born there

were ? 3. What incidents belonged to an alien born ? 4 .

The reason why an alien is not capable of inheritance or

freehold within England ? 5. Examples, resolutions and

judgments reported in our books in all successions of ages,

proving the plaintiff to be no alien . 6. Demonstrative con

clusions upon thepremises, approving the same.'
After ex

amining the first five points at some length, he comes to the

last head,which , he says, comprises six demonstrative
illa

tions or conclusions, drawn plainly and expressly from the

4VOL . I.-NO. I.
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premises. ' Among these six arguments, it does not require

much penetration to discover the unsoundness of the follow

ing :

Every stranger must at his birth be amicus or inimicus ;

but Calvin at hiseither birth could neither be amicus nor

inimicus : Ergo, he is no stranger born . Inimicus he can

not be, because he is subditus ; for that cause also he can

not be amicus, neither now can Scotia be said to be solum

amici, as hath been said .

" Whatsoever is due by the law or constitution of man

may be altered : but natural liegeance or obedience to the

sovereign cannot be altered : Ergo, natural liegeance or

or obedience to the sovereign is not due by the law or con

stitution of man . Again, whatsover is due by the law of na

ture cannot be altered ; but liegeance and obedience from

the subject to the sovereign is due by the law of nature :

Ergo, it cannot be altered .

" The false positions contained in these arguments are not

the less glaring for being delivered under the form of sylo

gisms. It will be remarked that in each of them the minor

is open to exception . The whole of Calvin's case is an ex

cellent specimen of the pedantry with which not only Coke

himself, but by far the greater portion of his legal brethren

were infected; and if any one would form an opinion of the

cumbrous and unprofitable learning with which lawyers in

those days were wont to load their discourses, he can do no

better than read it in Coke's report. It was an occasion of

very great display, as appears by his account of the vast inte

rest excited, and the elaborate discussion it underwent. All

the fourteen judges, (there being then five in both the

King's bench and Common Pleas, ) with the Lord Chancel

lor Ællesmere, argued it, apparently atmuch length, for only

two were heard in each of the eight days during two suc

cessive Terms that the debate lasted . Every Judge took

his own course, as Lord Coke informs us ; and yet he con

fesses there was not much difficulty in the case, but that its

importance only made the judges of the king's bench carry

it into the exchequer chamber, where thirteen of the four

teen were, with the chancellor, clear one way. It was ev

idently made the occasion of an exhibition , a grand legal ex

ercitation , much to the taste of those times. Now, not only

is the discussion filled with the most useless and inapplicable
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learning, but there is really very little that can be called ar

gument in it . Farfetched analogies, quaint allusions, quib

bles upon words, quotations from the scripture and from pro

fane authors, both classical and legal, abound in it ; but there

is a total want of close reasoning upon principle where

principles are introduced . Its only value now lies in the

remarks made incidentally upon other points of law foreign

to the case at bar.

“ It is impossible to mention this celebrated case without

noting the great interest which the argument uponit, espe

cially from the bench, appears to have excited inWestmin

sterHall, and the enthusiasm with which Lord Coke regards

it in his report. He seems quite elevated with conscious

satisfaction and professional pride when he considers how

eminently the judges had distinguished themselves; and

speaks as one , not merely relating a very importantdecision

in the law , but as one recording a great triumph of the sci

ence and its professors. Itwas observed ,' he says, 'that

there was not in any remembrance so honourable, great, and

intelligent anauditory at the hearingof the arguments of any

Exchequerchambercase , as was at this case now adjudged.

It appeareth that juris prudentia legis communis Angliæ est

scientia socialis et copiosa ; sociable, in that it agreeth with

the principles and rules of other excellent sciences, divine

and humane ; copious, for that quamvis ad ea quæfrequenti

us accidunt jura adaptantur ; yet in a case so rare, and of

such a quality, that loss is the assured end and practice of it ,

( for no alien can purchase lands but he loseth them , and ip

sofacto the king is entitled thereunto , in respect whereofa

man would think few men would attempt it , ) there should be

such a multitude and farrago of authorities in all successions

of ages, in our books and book -cases, for the decidingof a

point of so rare an accident. This may serve as a specimen

of the manner in which Coke's enthusiasm for the law is

wont incidentally to display itself in his writings.

Although Lord Coke doubtless reckoned the accountof

Calvin's case his masterpiece as a reporter, deeming the ar

gument itself the first sample of juridical learning and inge

nuity, there are many of his cases in every respect far more

worthy of commendation . If one were to be selected for

the subtlety of the argument, and indeed the importance of

the principles to the law , it perhaps would be that of Shelly ;

6
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nevertheless, this too is disfigured by very puerile matter.

For instance, when to prove thatthe date of the use must be

referred to the recovery suffered, and not to the execution of

the use , reference is made to the case of a man while insane

giving himself a deadly wound, and afterwards dying while

in his senses, which is by many authorities shown not to

make him felo de se ; a thing so self -evident that we are left

in doubt, whether most to admire the serious foolery of those

who could gravely discuss and decide it , or of those who

could cite it for a purpose so foreign. Perhaps, however,

upon the whole, Chudleigh's case may be taken as the best

example of legal acuteness in those who argued it . Although

not above twenty years before the case of Postnati, it should

seem that the taste of the bar had been much infected with

the growing pedantry of the times during that interval.

“ If, indeed, we merely look to the merits of the Reports,

it is not to any of the great cases , the renowned names, that

we should resort . Beside those which have been cited ,

Corbet's and Mildmay's, Taltarum's, Mary Portington's,

Clue's , Albany's, are all more or less open tothe charge of

prolixity , though very much less liable to it than the more

celebrated one's of Shelly and Calvin . But the less preten

ding ones, which shortly give the resolutions of the court

upon certain questions, and with little or no argument be

yond what is necessary to explain the decision and its

grounds, afford by far the best specimen of the learned re

porter's talents for abstracting and recording. Indeed the

vast number of points resolved in these cases, and the gene

rality with which they declare the law independent of pecu

liar facts, and unincumbered of those circumstances denom

inated by Lord Eldon specialties, after the language of the

Scottish bar, present a most remarkable contrast to the de

cisions of modern times, wherein it is oftentimes hardly pos

sible to arrive at a rule through the maze of details and

qualifications that beset the course of the judgment.

“ Itmust not, however, be supposed that every short no

tice of a case in the Reports is free from learned lumber and

extravagance. The case of Swans is little enough in bulk ,

and trifling enough in import, yet is it sufficiently chequered

with nonsense, hardly exceeded by the case of Mares, in

Scriblerus' reports. The truth of the matter was that the

Lord Strye had certain Swans which were cocks, and Sir J.
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Charlton certain Swans which were hens, and they had cig.

nets between them ; and for these cignets the owners did

join in one action ; for by the law the cignets do belong to

both owners in common equally, sc . to the owner of the

cockand the owner of the hen, and the cignets shall be di.

vided betwixt them . And the law thereof is formed on a

reason in nature , for the cock swan is an emblem or repre

sentative of an affectionate and true husband to his wife a

bove all other fowls ; for the cock swan holdeth himself to

one female only, and for this cause nature hath conferred on

him a gift beyond all others ; that is to die so joyfully , that

he sings sweetly when he dies ; upon which the Poet saith

Dulcia defecta , & c. & c.

And therefore this case of the swan doth differ from the case

of kine and other brute beasts.'— Vide 7 Hen . 4 , 9 .

“ But though all Lord Coke's writings are more or less

disfigured by such farfetched and inappropriate arguments

as these, it is not to be supposed that he was altogether in

capable of reasoning philosophically. It certainly must be

allowed that it is not often instances occur in his works of

enlarged and comprehensive views, such as the great mind

of Bacon delighted to indulge in ; but they are sometimes to

be met with . His sound and humane remarks on capital

punishment , at the close of his third Institute , merit atten

tion, whether we regard the man or the age . Wofull ex

perience,' he says , “ has shown the inefficacy of frequent and

often punishment to prevent offences. It is a certain rule

that those offences are often committed that are often pun

ished ; for the frequency of the punishment makes it so fa

miliar as it is not feared. In the margin we then have,

Sta , perlege, plora ,' and in the text he continues thus :

" What a lamentable case it is to see so many Christian men

and women strangled on that cursed tree of the gallows ;

insomuch as if in a large field a man might see together all

the Christians, that but in one year throughout England

come to that untimely andignominious death, if there were

any spark of grace or charity in him , it would make his heart

to bleed for pity and compassion . He then lays down the

rules of preventing justice, and at the head of these he

places the good education of youth. Another is the grant

ing pardons very rarely ; and the third, the execution of

goodlaws, though this hedeemsinferior to education .
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“ Having now adverted to the most conspicuous faults and

peculiarities which equally pervade all Coke's writings, it

will be proper to give someaccount of his different works.

The first in the order of time was the first part of his Re

ports, which was published in 1600, while he was attorney

general to Elizabeth. It is entitled - Reports of Sir Edward

Coke, Knight, her majesty's attorney -general,* of divers

resolutions and judgments, given with great deliberation by

the reverend judges and sages of the law , of cases and mat

ters in law which were never resolved or adjudged before ;

and the reasons and causes of the said resolutions and judg

ments, during the most happy reign of the most illustrious

and renowned queen Elizabeth , the fountaine of all justice,

and the life of the law . To this report, ten more parts

were added during his lifetime, the last in 1615, while he

was chief justice of the King's Bench under James I ; and

after his death two supplementary books of them were pub

lished . These, however, not having been revised by the

author himself, are not held in such high estimation as those

which made their appearance during his lifetime. It has

been already stated, that on the disgrace of Sir Edward

Coke, he was enjoined by the king to pass the summer va

cation in correcting his Reports; wherein, ' as James af

firmed , there weremanydangerous conceits of his own ut

tered for law , to the prejudice of his majesty's crown, par

liament, and subjects. After three months' deliberation ,

Coke gave in a list of such errors as he had detected ; but

as they were for the most part merely verbal inaccuracies,

such as could in no wise support the charge intended to be

brought against him , five special cases were selected by the

king's order for that purpose. Sir Edward, however, an

swered all the objections that could be made against them in

such a manner, as to satisfy all who understood the points

in dispute ; and, indeed, it appears that his legal adversa

ries, whatever might be their personal enmity towards him,

or their deference to the commands of the king, were asha

med of the task imposed on them . Lord Chancellor Elles

mere, in particular , whose temperate conduct throughout the

whole ofthe proceeding was highly creditable to him , was

exceedingly anxious to be excused from it . “ All that I have

* This, it will be remarked ,is not quite a correct designation, since he

was not knighted till after the accession ofJames I.
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done in this,' he wrote , hath been by your majesty's com

mandment and direction , in presence of all your learned

council, and bythe special assistance and advice of your

attorney and solicitor. I know obedience is better than sa

crifice; for otherwise I would have been an humble suitor

to your majesty , to have been spared in all service concern

ing the lord chief justice . Nevertheless, though the charge

was dropped for the time, it was renewed after Coke's al

liance with Buckingham , while Bacon was lord keepeper

But as Sir Edward openly demanded that the matter might

be investigated by the twelve judges, and that they might

certify at the same time what cases he had published for

the maintenance of the royal prerogative and benefit, for the

safety and increase of the revenues of the church, and for

the quieting of men's inheritances, and the general good of

the commonwealth,' his enemies thought it most prudent to

avoid the inquiry altogether.

“ Bacon himself has said : ' Had it not been for Sir Ed

ward Coke's Reports, ( which , though they may have er

rors, and some peremptory and extrajudicial decisions more

than are warranted, yet they contain infinite good decisions

and rulings of cases, ) the law by this time has been almost

like a ship without ballast; for that the cases of modern ex

perience are fled from those that are adjudged and ruled in

former time.'

“ In 1614, Sir Edward Coke published his Booke of

Entries, andhis first Institute ,or Commentary onLittleton

appeared in 1628. His other works were notpublished till

after his death . They consist of his ' Treatise of Bail and

Mainprise,' (1637 ; ) his Complete Copyholder,' ( 1640 ; )

the second, third , and fourth parts of his Institutes, ( 1642,

1644 ; ) and his ' Reading on the Statute of Fines, 27th Ed.

I ! ( 1662. )

" The first Institute of Sir Edward Coke, is a running com

mentary on a short treatise of tenures written by Littleton,

who was a judge of the Common Pleas in the reign of Ed

ward IV. The merit of the original work has ever been

warmly acknowledged by English lawyers. Lord Guilford

made it a point never to let a year pass without reading it

through. Coke himself calls it the ornament of the com

mon law , the most perfect and absolute work that ever was

written in any human science,' and if his testimony be re
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jected as partial or exaggerated, no one will refuse to ack

nowledge that Sir William Jones has not gone too far in at

tributing to Littleton , whom he styles the English lawyer's

great master, luminous method, apposite examples, and a

clear, manly style , in which nothing is redundant, nothing

deficient . The commentary cannotboast of the same qual

ities. Strictness of method was not indeed very compatible

with the nature of such a work ; but the constant digressions

of the annotator, of which some few examples have already

been given, are multiplied to an extent that must deprive the

commentary of all claim to that systematic arrangement, and

severe concision, which ought to be considered indispensa

ble in every elementary treatise. The fact is , as Blackstone

has well observed, that Coke's Institutes have very little of

the institutional method to warrant such a title , and that this

commentary, though a rich mine of valuable common law

learning, is particularly remarkable for its deficiency in

method. Coke himself says, ' I have termed them Institutes,

because my desire is they should institute and instruct the

studious, and guide him in a ready way to the knowledgeof

the national laws of England . This work , ( speaking of the

Commentary on Littleton , ) we have called the first part of

the Institute, for two causes : first, for that our author is the

first book that our student taketh in hand ; secondly, for that

there are someother parts of Institutes not yet published,

viz : the second part, being a commentary upon the statute

of Magna Charta, Westminster I. , and other old statutes.

The third part treateth of criminal causes and pleas of the

crown ; which three parts we have, by the goodness of Al

mighty God, already finished. The fourthpart we have

purposed to be of the jurisdiction of courts ; but hereof we

have only collected some materials towards the raising of so

great and honourable a building. We have by the goodness

and assistance of Almighty God, brought this twelfth work

to an end. In the eleven books of our Reports, we have

related the opinions and judgments of others; but herein

we have set down our own . ' This description of the four

Institutes may suffice . It has already been said , that the

three last are hold in less estimation than the Commentary

on Littleton , which is partly on account of their being post

humous works, and partly because the subjects of whichthey

treat are , generally speaking, more obsolete. The law of
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real property, which forms the subject of the first Institute ,

though it has undergone some considerable changes since

the abolition of the feudal tenures in the reign of Charles II.,

still remains in many respects the same as it stood in the

time of Coke; and his commentary is even now looked up

on as one of the most copious and authentic sourcesof infor

mation on the subject. The eighteenth edition of this work

was published in 1823, being the sixth which has appeared

within the period of thirty years; a convincing proof of the

value attached to it by modern lawyers. It may also be

considered a testimony of the respect which is borne for Sir

Edward Coke and his works, that his Reports, instead of

being distinguished from other works of the same nature,

by the addition of the author's name , are invariably styled

The Reports. Indeed , the astonishing acuteness of his mind,

his immensestores of legal learning,and his unwearied in

dustry, peculiarly qualified him to go through the arduous

task he imposed onhimself, in undertaking thevarious works

which have given him a lasting reputation. Had he lived

a century later, it is more than probable that the faults with

which his writings are disfigured, would have been correct

ed by the style and the spirit of a more polished age ; but

even with all his imperfections, he can never cease to be

regarded, in every point of view, as one of the most illus

trious ofthenumerous celebrated characters that figure in

the annals of the English jurisprudence .

“ The Manuscripts of Lord Coke are in the possession of

his descendant, Mr. Coke of Norfolk , whom we have alrea

dy mentioned as his representative, through the female is

sue of Lord Leicester, the male heir of the chiefjustice .

“ At this gentleman's princely mansion of Holkham , is

one of the finest collections, or, indeed, libraries of manu

scripts any where preserved ; certainly the finest in any

private individual'spossession . It partly consists of the chief

justice's papers ; the rest, and the bulk of it was collected

by that accomplished nobleman who built the mansion, the

last male heir of the great lawyer. He had spent many

years abroad, where his taste was improved , and his general

education perfected . He collected a vast number of the

most valuable manuscripts. Of these the exquisitely illu

minated missals, and other writings of a similar description,

VOL. I .---- NO . I.
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which would, from their perfect beauty and great rarity ,

bear the highest price in the market, are certainly by far

the least preciousin the eyesof literary men. Many of the

finest codices of the Greek, Latin, and old Italian classics,

are to be found in this superb collection . Among others are

no less than thirteen of Livy, a favourite author of Lord

Leicester, whom hehad made some progressin editing, when

he learnt that Drakenborchius, the well known German

critic , had proceeded further in the same task , and gener

ously handed over to him the treasures of his library . The

excellent edition of that commentator makes constant refer

ence to the Holkham manuscripts, under the name of MSS.

Lovelliana, from the title of Lovell ; Lord Leicester not

having then been promoted to the earldom . Mr. Coke,

with a becoming respect for the valuable collection of his

ancestors, was desirous to have the manuscripts unfolded ,

bound , and arranged, both with a view to their preservation

and to the facility for consulting them. They had lain for

half a century neglected, and in part verging towards decay,

when he engaged his valued friend, William Roscoe, to un

dertake the labour so congenial to his taste and habits, of se

curing these treasures from the ravages of time. From the

great number of the manuscripts, the state in whichmany

of them were , and the distance of Mr. Roscoe's residence,

this was necessarily a work of time . After above ten years

employed on it, the task is now finished . Each work is

beautifully and classically bound ; and to each Mr. Roscoe

has prefixed, in his own fair handwriting, a short account of

the particular manuscript, with the bibliographical learning

appertaining to it .

" But ourpresent purposeis with the small portion of this

collection which descended from Lord Coke. A great part

of it is in his own handwriting. There are , among others,

the original manuscript of the Book of Entries, and of the

Reports, in law French . The student may here enjoy the

gratification of reading Shelly's case and Calvin's case, in the

reporter's own hand . But there are also unpublished works

of the same illustrious lawyer and patriot. Among these , a

curious Statistical Account of England has long been known

to antiquaries . Another work , much more valuable, if not

written by Lord Coke himself,a supposition which appears

to be negatived by internal evidence, especially by theman
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ner of citing the Reports, yet seems to have been well es

teemed by him, possibly composed under his direction.

Having been favoured with a particular account of its con

tents , we may render an acceptable service to lawyers by

describing them somewhat in detail.

“ It is a folio MS . of 225 pages, in English , entitled, “A

Treatise concerning the Nobility of England, according to

the Law ofEngland. The following is the opening ofthe

work, written pretty much in the style of the chiefjustice .

“ As in man's body for the conservation of the whole ,

divers functions and offices of members are required, even

soe in all well gouverned commonwealthes, a distinction of

persons is necessary. Nobilitas generally signifieth , and is

derived of the word nosse, to knowe, signifying in common

phrase of speech, both with the Lattines, and also with us

Englishmen, a generositie of blood ; and therefore one said ,

Vir nobilis idem est quod notus et per omnia ora vulgatus.'

A nobleman is hee whoe is knowneand through all the tenor

of his life is talked of by many men's mouthes. But espe

cially applyed and used to express the reward of vertue in

honourable measure, et generis claritatem .' But my pur

pose at this tyme is onelie to speake of the nobilitye, and

especiallye soe much of them asI find written in the bookes

of the common lawes and statutes of the realme . '

“ After some further preliminary matter, he goes through

the different titles of honour severally, beginning with that

of prince, and then passing to duke. Under these heads

there is much learning upon the dutchies of Cornwall and

Lancaster, and the earldom of Chester. Under the head of

earl, and between that and viscount, he enters largely into

the law regarding nobles, and specially the subject of scan

dalum magnatum . In the course of this discussion he breaks

forth into a vehement invective against libels .

66. There is another foule puddle that arriseth from the

same corrupt quagmire, and distilleth out of a beastelinesse

infected with malice and envie, but is devised and practised

by another means than the former, which is by libelling, gen

eral slandering, and defaming of another ; for this backbiter

doeth not by wordes harme his adversary in so manifest and

turbulent manner, as thehellewick monster in his fury doth ,

but seeming to sitt quietly in his studdy dothmore deepelie

punish him , and infixeth a more deadlie and incurable wound
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into his fame and credit, than the other boysterous fellow

doeth in his body, whoe in a moment threateneth to doe

more than peradventure he is willing to perform , or dareth

to perform in an age.'

Co Under this head we meet with a curious note , as follows:

“ Note - that if a man doth write unto another scanda

lous words and reports touching a noble-man , and this let

ter be sealed with his seale , and subscribed with his name,

yet upon this letter, shewed in evidence, this noble man

may recover damages in an action de scan. mag. whereof

you may see presidents in Crompton ; but if a man doe write

any matter in defamation to the party himselfe , that is there

by traduced , and subscribe and seale the same without oth

er publication done by himselfe - quære ? "

“ Certainly there could now be noquestion in this mat

ter ; there being clearly no act of publication to the damage

of the party slandered ; whereas in the case first put, there

is plainly a complete publication against the nobleman to a

third person , and consequently a manifest damage done.

In discussing the application of the maxim , Possessio fratris

facit sororem esse heredem , to titles of honour, and showing

that it extends not to them, he argues etymologically on the

meaning of possessio ; which ,' says he , ' is no other than

pedis positio, and can only be of things whereof there is en

try. How plainly we perceive, in this as in a thousand

instances of Lord Čoke's undisputed writing, the tendency

of the learned of those days to pass over the obvious and the

true derivation , in order to get at some etymon of a fanciful

and farfetched kind, which may serve the purpose of his ar

gument! Can any one doubt that possedere comes from pos

se sedere ?

“ He next discusses the ' Privileges incident to the No

bility, according to the Laws of England . Of these , trial

by peers is the first ; and under this head he lays it down

that bishops have not this privilege , because they cannot

try, and trial is mutual ;' a dictum long since overruled .

“ Exemption from attendance upon the leet and tourn is

the next privilege handled by him ; and then the right of

having chaplains . Then follows the privilege they have in

equity suits, happily abridged byone of Sir SamuelRomilly's

acts. This subject is closed with a discussion of the case

* wherein a lord of parliament hath noe privilege .'
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“ The title of Baron is an important and an ample one.“

The author treats it under three heads, Barony by Tenure ,

Barony by Writ, and Barony by Patent . Of these the first

is the most curious, and being upon a chapter of the law

now become nearlyobsolete , it possesses peculiar interest,

as containing the doctrine in acceptation among lawyers, in

the time when that subject was more familiarly known.

The author gives a great number of instances of Baronies

by Tenure ; tracing the descent or transmission of each in

such a line as showed the peculiarity of the territorial hold

ing, and giving tabular schemes of the persons taking a pas

sed one. He then lays down certain canons respecting such

honours, restricting exceedingly the powers of the owners

of the territory andcastle, once the descent of the barony.

“ Under the head of Baron by Patent, he discusses a sub

tle question : " If a nobleman and his heirs have for a long

time been called to Parliament,and be barons by tenure or

by writ, and have had in regard thereof a place certain in

Parliament; if afterwards the same be created a baron of

that barony, and by the same name, by letters patent ;

whether shall he and his heirs retain his oulde place in Par

liament which he had according to the former dignity ; or

whether should he lose his oulde place, and take a new ac

cordinge to the tyme of his second onelie ?'

“There follows a concluding discussion on nobilitie or la

des in reputation onelie .' Under this head we have

treated , the subject of courtesy and forein ladies - noble

women - the postnati of Scotland — and ladies in reputation .'

“ It is certain that this manuscript is well worthy of the at

tention of the learned ; and we venture to hope that Mr.

Coke will permit it to be published .”

1
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RIGHTS AND POWER OF JURIES.

When we first proposed this Journal, we contemplated

an original article on the “ Rights and Power of Juries."

From this labour we have been almost entirely relieved , by

a very learned article on the subject, which has just reach

ed us in No. XVI of the Westminster Review. The ar

ticle is one of considerable length , but as it discusses with

great ability a question of vast importance to the citizens of

this country, we republish it with the hope of bringing it

more into notice ; as the talented Journal from which it is ta

ken has very little circulation here.

The object of the article is to prove , “that Juries have,

andalways had, and of right ought to have, the power ofde

ciding, incidentally, questions of Law , [ in all criminal cases,

or cases involving constitutional questions,] - or in other

words, to determine the whole issue submitted to them , by

pronouncing a general verdict ; and that that power imposes

upon them the obligation of so doing.”

If this proposition be true in England, which we think

every candid mind will admit, after perusing the article we

are about to re-publish , a fortiori, should it beregarded as true

here. By the Constitution of the United States, as well as

of the state governments, the trial by jury in all criminal ca

ses, as well as in suits at common law where the value in

controversy exceeds $ 20, is secured to the defendant.

In ordinary cases juries are not likely to be called upon

to exercise this power against the opinion or wishes of the

Judge, but in great political questions, it becomes of vast

importance that they shouldknow their power, and that on

proper occasions they should exercise it. With us govern

ments are established by written Constitutions, and all con

stitutional questions must arise upon the construction of
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words contained in these written instruments . Every indi

vidual , or nearly every individual, in this country , for some

cause or other, takes an oath to support the Constitution of

the general government and of the State of which he is a ci

tizen. Whether he takes the oath or not , he is considered

under moral as well as political obligations to do so . The

leading questions upon which parties are formed, are those

which arise upon the construction of clauses of the constitu

tion of the general government . The one side contending

for the power, and the other denying it . These questions

generally are made upon the encroachments of the majority

upon the rights of theminority ; and if the majority is so cor

rupt as not to listen to reason, they having power, it mayof

ten become a matter of vast importance to the minority , that

the jury box should be kept free from the controul of

Judges, either appointed by the majority, or agreeing with

them in opinion, from personal interest or political feeling.

Judges and Juries are like other men -- they too must have

their political opinions . Indeed it is a natural feeling to en

tertain a contempt for any one who is either so indifferent to

his own situation, or those of his friends and fellow country

men , as not to have an opinion, and that an animated one, in

relation to the important measures of the government. We

can neither respect the head nor the heart of the man , who

can be so callous to the welfare of his state , to the prosperity

of his neighbour, and even to the happiness of hisposterity,

as to regard all the operations of thegovernment as indiffer

ent to him , so long as he receives his salary at quarter day,

and can quietly take his glass of wine after a comfortable din

ner . Are insignificant persons always elected Judges ?

Are not the elections generally made from the lawyers who

are prominent in political life ? Do not these elections often

turn on the force of political parties ? And ifso , is it to be

supposed that alawyer is to give up the opinions which he

has warmly and zealously supported, or those of his party

who have placed him in power as a reward for his maintain

ing these opinions ? Hemust know very little of mankind

who would believe that . Judges then, like othermen, have

and should have their political opinions . They are sworn to

support the Constitution — of course according to their own

honest and bona fide construction of the Constitution, and

not the Constitution as his political opponents wouldhave

.

H
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it . But the Juryman may have his opinions also . He too

is entitled to his opinion of the meaning of an instrument

which he has sworn to support . He too may have his poli

tical party ; and is he to submit his conscience to the

keeping of his political opponent ? Is the political opinions

of an individual to exact that devotion from the rest of

the community, which amounts to humble submission ,

because he receives a salary, and is called Judge? We

could place this matter in various ways , which would equal

ly exhibit the force of the view we have taken, but the lim

its of our number forbids us.

It should be remarked, however, before we close our ob

servations , that in 1822, this question , as far as it relates

to indictments for libels, was discussed in the late Appeal

Court of Law, in South Carolina, in the case of the St

vs. Allen, ( 1 M‘Cord's R. 525, ) and the rights of the Jury

were ably maintained in an argument of great research , co

vering much of the ground so fully gone over by the West

minster Reviewer, by Mr. Nott, (now Professor Nott, ) but

which has not been reported. The Judge (Mr.J. Johnson, )

who tried the cause on the circuit, adopted the rule to the

full extent as laid down by Lord Mansfield and Mr. Justice

Buller - or in other words, he charged the jury that " it was

not within theirprovince to decide on the intention ofthe de

fendant, Allen , or whether the publication was libellous or

not!! but that the only questions for their consideration

were

1st . Whether the defendant was the publisher of the

piece charged in the indictment ? and

2ndly . Whether the inuendoes were true ? ( or in other

words, whether the publication related to the prosecutor.)

That the intention was an inference of law (!!) to be deci

ded by the Court, after the fact of publication and the truth

of theinuendoes had been found by the jury, and that a ge

neral verdict would amount to no more than finding the fact

of publication, and the truth of the inuendoes.”

În delivering the opinion of the majority of the Court of

Appeals, ( Justices Colcock , Gantt,and Richardson, concur

ring with him ,) his honour Mr. Justice Huger, assumes ,

“That the rule as laid down by Mr. Justice Johnson , was

the law ofEngland, prior to the Statute of 32 Geo. III." and

yet in the very preceding paragraph he admits that “ a dif
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ference ofopinion existed in England, as to the rights of Ju

rors on this subject, as was very apparentfrom the Parliamen

tary and Judicial history of that country. In the Senate and at

the Bar, as well as in the public prints, a most decided oppo

sition waskept up for years; and it was only terminated by the

Statute of the 32Geo. III.(Mr. Fox's Act, ) which RESTORED

to jurors, the right of deciding uponthe intention as well as the

fact of publication and the truth of the inuendoes; " and the

Court gets over this strange inconsistency ofopinion,by decla

ring, that the reason of the rule did not applyin this country,

under our free institutions; and that cessante ratione cessat et

ipsa lex, they were of opinion “ that the intention with

which the publication was made, as well as the fact of publi

cation and truth of the inuendoes, were involved in the gen

eral issue ; and that the whole case , law as well as fact, was

resolved by a general verdict."

The reader when he has finished the article succeding

these observations, will then judge of the force ofthe obser

vations of Mr. Justice Huger, who speaking of the rule as

prescribed by Lord Mansfield, Mr. Justice Buller and oth

ers, says: “ In opposition to decisions so uniform and com

manding, the opinions of Jurists at the Barand in the Senate,

however respectable, cannot be regarded as authoritative .

They may indeed show what the law ought to be — but to

the Courts alone we can resort, to ascertain what the law

is.” We rather think that the reader will come to the con

clusion with us, that these Jurists at the Bar and in the Sen

ate, knew rather better what the law was, than even the

distinguished Judgeswho declared these “ uniform and com

manding” decisions, with all the authority of the Courts to

aid them .

“ That this rule is at variance ( says Mr. Justice Huger; )

with the general principles of law, is not denied. In every

other case, without exception, where the general issue is

joined, a general verdict resolves both law and fact.” The

reasons assigned by his honour, in delivering this opinion,

for the growth of the doctrine assumed by Lord Mansfield ,

in the English Courts, are so just and appropriate, that we

shall conclude our remarks by an extract from them

“ It was not, I apprehend, because jurors are less qualified

to infer from circumstances, the intention with which a libel

had been published , than that with which a note had been

6VOL. I .--NO . I.
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executed , or that intention was not as essential to the consti

tution ofa libel as a forgery, that the law of England has re

served the first to the Judges andgiven the other to the Ju

rors. In the peculiar form of the British government, I

think is to be found the reason of the exception . Compos

ed of three distinct orders, King, Lords, and Commons,

much regulation wasrequired to preserve each in its respec

tive sphere . The history of England is scarcely more than

the history of an almost perpetualcontest for power, between

these different orders. Each in turn has gained the ascen

dancy ; but neither hasbeen able to destroythe other. The

patronage ofthe king, the wealth ofthe nobility, and the phy

sical power of the commons, acting in different combinations,

and under different circumstances, have hitherto preserved

that balance ofpower, on which the preservation of the gov

ernment is supposed to depend. In these different contests,

each order resorted to all the means it possessed for aggres

sion or defence. Perhaps the most formidable powerwhich

can be arrayed against prerogative, is the press. If unre

strained , its success would seem to be almost inevitable .

So formidable was this power regarded by all parties, and

so vitally connected was it supposed, with the doctrine of

libel , that we find the friends of prerogative, among whom

have always stood preëminently distinguished, the Judges

of England, invariably contending for therights of the Court,

and the friends of the Commons, as invariably contending

for the rights of Juries . If to this peculiarity of the British

government, the rule in question is properly traced, it would

only be consistent with a very common maxim of the com

mon law itself, cessante ratione cessat et ipsa lex, to declare

it not of force in this State, where we have but one order,

and that order the people. But on this point, the act of the

Legislature, which makes of force the common law in this

State, is explicit. It is of force , only sofar as is consistent

withour constitution, customs and laws.

“ Inthe case of State vs. Lehre, this point did not necessa

rily arise, but the Court incidentally noticed it and obsery

ed,that they were unanimously of opinion that the intention

with which the publication was made, as well asthe factof

publication and truth of the inuendoes, was involved in the

general issue ; and that the whole case, law as well as fact,
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was resolved by a general verdict ; and such is now the

opinion of this Court.”

Before we dismiss the subject, we should, however, re

mark , that in our judgment Mr. Justice Nott, was alone right ,

for he, though he concurred with the other Judges in the re

sult of their opinion , took the occasion to say, that he did so

because he thought itwas the ruleof the common law, as

well as the law of South Carolina . The following articlewe

think must satisfy the most sceptical of the truth of his opin

ion :

* An Inquiry into the Power of Juries to decide incidentally

on Questions of Law. By George Worthington , Esq.

8vo . 1825. pp. 197 .

“ Such is the title which Mr. Worthington has thought fit

to prefix to his book , andwhich , according to usualpractice,

we have transcribed ; but it is altogether undescriptive of the

contents or objects of the work . The book pursues no in

quiry whatever; it does not, in any manner, investigate the

subject, but asserts in positive terms the disputed doctrine,

with a reference to authorities on one side only of the ques

tion ; and assumes the point in dispute to have been proved,

without attempting tosubmit it to the tests ofevidence or of

argument. He is not satisfied with suppressing, in his pre

tended inquiry, almost all the authorities opposed to his

views, buthas quoted partially and unfairly , and in many
in

stances untruly , even those on whichhe relies . His object

has clearly been, not to inquire into the constitutional pow

er of Juries, but to undermine and destroy it. If his book

had been truly entituled , it might have been called , after the

style of Defoe, ' The Shortest Way with Juries; or Pro

posals for the Establishment of absolute Judges : ' or, in the

manner of Swift, “ A Modest Proposal for preventing Ju

ries from being an obstruction to arbitrary Judges, and for

making them subservient to Despotism .'

Dr.Middleton was once told , that a book he had publish

ed, had been answered twenty years before the date of its

publication . If it were not profanation to associate the wri

* The reader will please correct the gross errors contained in p.

read as after considered — or to that instead of “ or those”-for “ as his poli

tical, ” read as their political. In page 40, read are the political, instead of

“ is the political."

39_
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ter of the book before us with the very learned person just

named , we might offer a similar repulse to Mr. Worthington ;

adding, however, many years to the period of the anticipa

ted disproof. His book has been answered by the produc

tions of many able writers, both legal and unprofessional,

who applied themselves to the investigation of this subject,

when Lord Mansfield attempted to bind the press by the

doctrine Mr. Worthington now contends for. It was an

swered even by earlier writers ; but , in modern times , it has

been answered by the eloquent arguments of Mr. Erskine,

at the Bar ; by the speeches of Mr. Fox, Mr. Burke, Mr.

Pitt, and of other celebrated men, in the House of Com

mons ; by the speeches of Lord Camden and of Lord Lough

borough, and of other peers of unquestionable talent, in the

House of Lords; and finally , by the declared sense of the

legislature in the Libel Act.

Itmay be asked, perhaps, why, under such circumstances,

we think this book worthy of notice ? Why we are induced

to bestow attention on a weak attempt to revive an explo

ded doctrine ? Our answer is, that we consider the right of

Juries to give a general verdict, and to decideupon the whole

question of theguilt or innocence of those who are tried be

fore them, to be absolutely essential, not merely to the liber

ty of the press, but to the general existence of constitution

al freedom in this country. If this right be wrested from

them , and transferred to the Judges, the protection of trial

by Jury, in all cases of contest between the crown and the

subject, would, in our opinion, be destroyed ; and though we

undoubtedly think that better securities might be provided

for the due administration of justice than can be obtained

from the Jury system , in any shape , yet it is of the highest

importance that the securities which such a system undoubt

edly may and does offer to that all-important end ,should not

be swept away bythe arbitrary determination ofour Judges,

aided and assisted by the misrepresentations of despotism

advocating scribes .

It would , however, seem that the subject is not quite

inopportune. The following case, copied from a report in

The Times newspaper, of the 1st of June, 1826, shows pret

ty plainly, that thedoctrine attempted to be revived by the

publication before us , is by no means out of favour with the

Bench at the present time .
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COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, MAY 31 .

" Walker (Clerk ) v. Ridgway .

* This was an action tried at the last assizes for the county

of Hereford, against the defendant, a farmer ( for ] not hav

ing set out properly the tythes ; and the Court granted a new

trial, on the ground that the verdict for the defendant was

contrary to evidence and to law , as propounded by Mr. Jus

ticeBurrough at the trial.

Mr. Serjeant Wilde had since obtained a rule to shew

cause why the venue should not be changed , on the ground

that a fair trial could not be had in Herefordshire, on account

of the strong prejudices excited there by publications that

hadappearedin the Hereford Journal.

Mr. Serjeant Taddy yesterday shewed cause against

the rule .

" The Lord Chief Justice spoke at some length , and in

the course of his remarks, took occasion to say , that in order

that he might not be misunderstood ( as it had often been

tauntingly said , that those who professed themselves friends

to the liberty of the press, were not so in effect,) he would

state what the liberty of the press was . The liberty of

the presswas ,that a man, unrestrained by the horrors ofthe

law , might publish whatever tended to the advancement of

useful knowledge, and to prevent the effect of error in cases

where the public interest was concerned, and on such sub

jects writing with a becoming spirit. God forbid that any

man shouldsuffer, either in purse or in person, for any thing

that he might so write ! But, if the press took upon itself

to teach Juries to perjure themselves, if the governmentof

the country did not interfere to prevent it, it would be the

duty of that and every other Court to do so . And let it not

be forgotten, that they had the power in their hands to put a

stop to it ; for it was impossible for any man to read the pa

ragraphs in those papers, without seeing that they were

gross contempts of that Court, and which the Court would

immediately punish by fine and imprisonment. But they

were most anxious never to avail themselves of that most

extraordinary authority ; they did not like , at any time, to

place themselves in the situation of Judges and Jurors, for

that they were when they so punished ; they therefore,

forbore, as long as they could, to exert thepower which the

legislature , in ancient times, invested them with . He should

!
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were.

think that they were deserting their duty , if such practices

were not stopped in another quarter, if they did not put a

stop to it ( them ] : if they did not, we might boast of the

laws of England , but they would be at an end ; it was a thing

so absurd and ridiculous . It was said that the dicta of

Judges were not to be attended to—that they were constant

ly conflicting with each other . There might be uncertain

ties in the law ; but if Juries were not to attend to the Judge,

on matters of law, would there be any law in the country ?

If cases were not to be decided by some rule , which rule the

jurisprudence of the country had laid down, but to be left to

the arbitrary and uncontrolled direction of personsplaced in

a jury -box , no man in England would know what his rights

A man might claim ; but if the Jury were not to

attend to the Judge, as to what the rules were, there

was an endto his property, to his rights , and to his charac

ter. And this waswhat those who contended for a certainty

of decision, were contending for. He, for one , would say ,

that those who advised Juries not to attend to the Judge, ad

vised them to perjure themselves. He was sure that those

Judges near him would never take upon themselves the with

drawing of the decision of facts from the Jury ; but let the

question of law be with the Judges; they were to answer

for it , and Juries were to attend to their directions. He

would state , for one , that , whatever were the consequences,

he would be for punishing for contempt of Court those who

acted in such amanner ashe had described.

“ The other Judges concurred .-- Rule absolute.”

This doctrine is still more plainly promulgated by thə

same chief justice , in the following case , which came before

the Court in Easter Term last . We extract the report from

The Morning Chronicle .

“ Levy v . Milne. - Mr. Serjeant Wilde shewed cause

against a rule, obtained on a former day by Mr. Serjeant

Adams, to shew cause, why the verdict should not be set

aside, and a new trial had . This was an action brought by

Mr. Levy, a sheriffs ' officer, against the proprietor of a peri

odical publication , called The Spirit of the Times, to recover

a compensation in damages for a libelpublished in that work .

The alleged libel was inthe form of asong, which was head

ed, ' Levy the Bum . ' The trial took place before the Lord
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* *

that if any

Chief Justice , at Westminster, at the sittings after last term ,

and the Jury returned a verdict for the defendant.

“ Mr. Serjeant Wilde , in shewing cause against the rule ,

observed , that this was not a case inwhich a Jury had given

a hasty verdict; but they had taken time to deliberateupon

the facts proved in evidence ; and after calm and cool re

flection, they had come to the conclusion, that the defendant

was entitled to their verdict . The jury who tried

the cause were of about the same rank as the plaintiff, and

were fully able to judge of the object, character, and ten

dency of the publication ; and they had pronounced it to be

no libel on the plaintiff. He therefore contended, that, as

the jury, in case of libel , were judges of the law, as well as

the fact, their verdict ought not to be set aside .

The Lord Chief Justice Best, said , that he would not

trouble Mr. Serjeant Adams to reply, the Court having

made up its mind on the question underdiscussion . One of

the most beautiful parts of our constitution was,

thing was done in error in our Courts of Justice , it could af

terwards be set right in the Court above . If this were not

the case , trial by Jury, instead of being a blessing to the

country, would prove the reverse . If the Jury werejudges

of the law, as well as of the fact, much evil would arise from

arbitrary decisions. In the present case the Jury had found

a verdict against the law . The learned Judge who tried the

cause , pronounced the publication to be a libel on the plain

tiff; and he was authorized to do so, after evidence was re

ceived that it applied to the plaintiff, and imputed to him that

he had acted wrongfully in his character of sheriffs' officer,

and held him up in a most ridiculous light.
The

Jury had returned a verdict in direct opposition to the law

and the Judge's opinion. His brother Wilde had often sta

ted, that, incases of libel, Juries were judges of law ,as well

as of fact ; but that he denied . The opinion of the learned

Serjeant was probably founded on the 32d ofGeorge III , c .

60, which actof Parliament only applied to criminal cases,

and had no relation whatever tocivil actions . His lordship,

however, protested against the doctrine of Juries being

judges of law in criminal cases . They were bound to con

fine themselves to the fact, whether the inuendo were pro

ved, or not - they, however, might return a general verdict.

His lordship further observed, that if a Jury had a right to act

* *
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in defiance of, and in direct opposition to , the opinion of the

Judge-if Juries were allowed to do so , the character of

Judges would be left to the arbitrary discretion of Juries, and

would not be protected by the law .. He was firmly con

vinced, that the publication was libellous , and that the rule

ought to be made absolute . '

* The other Judges concurred with his Lordship. The

rule was made absolute ."

We shall endeavour so to conduct our investigation as to

escape the perils of the commination denounced in the first

of these cases, and keep ourselves free from the pains and

penalties of fine and imprisonment ; but we confidently hope

to make it appear , that English Juries have, andalways had,

and of rightought to have, the power of deciding, inciden

tally questions of law — or,in other words, to determine the

whole issue submitted to them , by pronouncing a general

verdict ; and that that power imposes upon them the obliga

tion of so doing.

Mr. Worthington, with a pretence of research , which a

perusal of his book will in no respect confirm , professes

it is prepared for those who may not have access to old

law books, or who may feel disinclined to remove the

learned dust reposing onunopened folios ; ' and he proposes

to establish the side ofthe argument which he has adopted,

by ample quotations from established authorities .' [Pre

face, p . vi. vii .] But they who look into his book, with the

means of forming a judgment on the subject, will find abun

dant evidence, that this gentleman has not soiled his fingers

with the learned dust, of which he speaks so affectedly.

They will discover also, that his old law books' are quoted

through the medium of modern translations. Thus we are

favoured with Glanville and Bracton in English , except

when he transcribes from some author who has inserted a

passage from the original. So his historical deductions are

almost all traceable to Reeves's History of the English

Law,' Hume's History of England ,' and other similar

books; but with references, not to the modern works from

which he obtained them, but to the recondite sources resort

ed to by the authors to whom he has applied. His contribu

tions are levied, very frequently, without ....y acknowledg.

ment whatever ; but, in a few instances, he artfully inserts

some introductory matter, with a slight allusion to the author
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brought under contribution , and then gives important ex

tracts, without any further recognition, and apparentlyas

his own matter. Thus in his statement of theorigin of Ju

ries , [p . 2, ] he alludes generally to Dr. Pettingal's learned

Inquiry into the Use and Practice of Juries among the

Greeksand Romans, ' and quotes in substance, not literally,

the result of that elaborate dissertation ; he then, without

any acknowledgement, either inwords, or by typographical

marks, inserts four pages from Dr. Pettingal's work, verba

tim . In order to make detection more difficult, he has bro

ken the matter into paragraphs differently from Dr. Pettin

gal, so that it is only by a verbal collation of the passages,

which we have made, that the extent of the depredation can

be ascertained ; and he has altered the punctuation ; in both

which deviations from his original he has been ( as may be

expected ) very far from accomplishing any improvement.

We could not trace him through this work of deception and

disguise, without calling to mind Sheridan's admirable com

parison of such plagiaries to gipsies, ' who disfigure stolen

children, to make them pass for their own. With respect

to his boasted referenceto authorities, we have to observe,

that he has quoted on one side only, and the scantiness of

those references, manifests either gross ignorance, or wilful

suppression , of the history of the controversy which is the

subject of his book .

The object of the publication is stated in the following

terms; in citing which we shall carefully retain Mr. Wor

thington's italics

“Eminentwriters have contendedfor the propriety ofJuries'shewing the

most respectful deference to theadvice and recommendation of Judges, on

points of law . It is the objectofthis inquiry to demonstrate, that, on every

point of law, Juries are bound to obey the direction of the Judge presiding

at the trial.” — Preface, p. V.

The full and regular refutation of this position must, for

the sake of method, be referred to a subsequent part of this

article ; but , as theposition may be considered somewhat in

the nature of a definition of the point in dispute, we willbe

stow one word upon it here . If the Jury be bound in duty

to find their verdict in obedience to the direction of the

Judge, then the Judge has a right to command what verdict

they shall deliver . Command and obedience are relative

terms; they are the reciprocal qualities of power and of du

ngVOL . I.NO. I.
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ty , and are essentially co-existent . The duty of obedience

can never be claimed from any man , when the right of com

mand does not reside in the claimant. Mr. Bentham has

expressed this reciprocation in such clear and forcible

terms, that although so plain a point can but little require the

aid of authority, we are tempted to add his very practical

illustration :

“ I. That may be said to be my duty to do, which you

have a right to have me made to do. I have then a duty to

wards you ; you have a right as against me.

“ II . What you have a right to have me made to do , is

that which I am liable , according to law, upon a requisition

made on your behalf, to be punished for not doing.

“ III. I say punished ; for without the notion of punish

ment, no notion can we have of either right or duty.**

Fragm.on Gov. p. 132, n. ( a) Edit. 1823.

We shall find hereafter, from unquestionable authority,

that Juries are absolutely dispunishable for finding a verdict

contrary to the direction of the Judge.

It has been said by the author of 'Eunomus,' [ Dial . 3 , s .

53, ] that the right of Juries to find a general verdict upon

the whole matter in issue, has been made use of chiefly in

the case of libels ; and he ventures to add, that, perhaps it

would never havebeen contended for, as a general doctrine,

if it was not to serve particular purposes. It is undoubted

ly true , that the controversy before us has chiefly arisen in

political cases-cases of libel , orof treason - because they

are almost the only cases in which Judges have any tempta

tion to encroach on the province of Juries; but Mr. Wynne

would have been much nearer the fact, if he had stated , that

this right of the Jury has hardly ever been denied , but in po

litical cases,and probably would never have been denied, but

* This point is stated in terms of mostremarkable coincidence, by an

author who is among the very antipodes of Jeremy Bentham . Dr. South

says, “ No power can oblige, any further than in taking cognizance of the

offence, and inflict penalties incase the person obliged doesnot answer

the obligation, butoffends against it. This proposition stands firm upon

this eternaltruth, that nothing can be an obligation that is absurdand ir

rational. But it is absurd for any person to give laws and obligations to

that of which he can take no account, and which, upon its transgression

against them , he cannot punish .' [South's Serm . v . 5. p . 228.]
This ser

mon, which was preached at Westminster
Abbey, on the 5th of November,

1663, is worth reading, as an unqualified and most outrageous assertion of

the duty of passive obedience and non -resistance, and the right divine of

of kings to govern wrong.'
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for political purposes . The state trials ( which ,on account of

the exposure they contain of judicial irregularities, have

been denominated, ' Libels on the Judges,') clearly prove

this ; and Mr. Wynne himself is obliged to admit, in this very

discussion , that, in political cases, the Judges' directions

have been carried too far; nobody,' he adds, can read the

State Trials, in particular, without owning it.' [Eunom . in

loc . citat.] That Judges appointed by the Crown ( and, ac

cording to the modern and unconstitutional practice of judi

cial translation, with the prospect of further promotion in

view, ) should have a leaning towards the possessors of pow

er and the distributors of rank, may , we suppose, be taken

for granted . Indeed Blackstone, courtier as he was, candid

ly admits, that , “ It is not to be expected from human na

ture , that the few should always be attentive to the inter

ests of the many—and that whenever the administration of

justice is entirely intrusted to the magistracy, a select body

of men, and those generally selected by the Prince, or such

as enjoythe highest offices in the state , their decisions, in

spite of their own natural integrity, will have frequently an

involuntary bias towards those of their own rank and digni

ty .” — Comm . v. 3. p . 379.

But to apply ourselves to the immediate subject before us .

-The doctrine in question having originated in cases of li

bel, its soundness will, perhaps, be best examined by consi

dering it in connexion with a law of libel ; although its appli

cation, if it be reallylaw, must be of universal application in

all cases of trial by Jury.

The offence of libel is scarcely traceable, in the history of

English jurisprudence, beyond the institution of the Star

chamber . It is indeed noticed by Bracton (1. 3. de corona ]

in a detail of personal injuries, in words which are almost a

literal transcript from Justinian's Institutes , [ 1. 4. tit . 4. de

injuris,] but there is no adjudication of authority in English

law books, until the case of L. P. in the Star -chamber, East

er Term , 3 Jac. 1. In this case, the particulars of which are

not material to our present purpose , six points were resolved

upon by the Court, which are said to be the leading rules of

doctrine in cases of libel down to the present time, but

which, ifstrictly enforced, would operate to the almost en

tire prohibition of public writing. Of these points we would

say,with Dr. Jones, that , “ though their author, Lord Coke ,
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refers to them in terms of high approbation [ 5 Rep. fo. 124,

125 , &c . ] and though they have been heldas rules of law

in cases of libel from the age of Coke to the present time,

they are quoted with unwillingness by every friend of liber

ty , who considers any, whatever, vestige of the Star-cham

ber, as the remnant of a dissolved despotism ." - Jones, de

Libellis Famosis, p . 6 .

It has not been the good fortune of the Star-chamber to

have many defenders,much less eulogists . Lord Bacon ,

indeed , in his History of Henry VII. speaks highly of this

Court ; but this fact has generally been produced as a la

mentable illustration of the forceof political prejudice over

the noblest human intellect . In modern times, however,

this Court has been abandoned to almost universal execra

tion . Even Hume, with all his inclination towards despo

tism , and notwithstanding his occasional attempts to excuse

some of its outrageousjudgments, does not hesitate to say-

“ there needed but this one Court, in any government, to

put an end to all regular, legal , and exact plans of liberty.

I much question, he adds, whether any of the ab

solute monarchies in Europe contain at present so illegal and

despotic a tribunal.” [ Hume's Hist. regno Eliz . App . II .]

But this Court has lately found a most determined champion

in Mr. Holt. He characterises it as a most useful subsi

diary irregularity .” [ Holt's Law of Libel, p . 27. ] If Mr.

Holt had referred to his Statutes at Large, he would have

found this Court more correctly described in the act of Par

liament which abolished it , the 16 Car. I. The statute de

clares, that “ the Judges of the Star- chamber have underta

ken to punish where no law doth warrant ; and to make de

cree for things, having no such authority ; and to inflict hea

vier punishment than by law is warranted ; and the proceed

ings, censures, and decrees, of that Court have been found

to be an intolerable burthen to the subject, and the means

to introduce an arbitrary power of government.” Mr. Holt

being an advocate for arbitrary Judges, cannot be expected

to favour trial by Jury, and he accordingly says, in express

terms, with reference to cases of libel , that, even the rea

son of the Constitution almost seems to dispense with Juries,

where they can be of so little use !" Holt, Law of Libel,

p. 27. ] He extols the judges for their contempt of the

dangerous praise of keeping pace with the liberality of the

66
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times ; ' * and he classes the offence of libel with “ murder,

arson , larceny, and other atrocious crimes.” The extent

of liberty which he would allow to the press will be seen in

the following quotation, which he makes from the speech of

Sir Philip Yorke, Attorney-general , in the case ofRex. v.

Franklin, [ 9 St. Tr. 255. ] “ The liberty of the press is to

be understood of a legal one. A man may lawfully print

and publish whatbelongs to his own trade ;" [ Q. Shop-bills,

and trade-advertisements ?] “ but he is not to publish any

thing reflecting on the character and reputation , and admin

istration of his majesty, or his ministers; nor yet to stain the

character or reputation of any of his subjects ; for, as I said

before , to scandalize and libel is no part of his trade.”

This Mr. Holt calls “ an admirable and explanatory state

ment of the true grounds and principles of the law of libel.

[ Holt, Law of Libel , p . 114.]
can refer Mr:

Holt to a more compendious and judicial limitation of the li

berty of the press. In the reign of Charles II . the twelve

Judges resolved that it was unlawful to write any thing re

specting government, in the following plain and unequivocal

terms— “ If you write onthe subject of government,wheth

er in terms of praise or censure, it is not material ; for no

man has a right to say any thing of government. ”-See the

case of Henry Carr, How. St. Tr. v. 7. p . 1127 .

But to return .—As the doctrines of the law of libel origi

nated in the Star -chamber, and that Court assumed the de

cision of all offences ofthatnature, and did not allow the in

tervention of a Jury, the question now under investigation

could not come into discussion, in such cases, until after the

abolition of that tribunal . Nor did it in fact arise immedi

ately after that event . It has been suggested however, with

great probability, that the claim subsequently advanced by

the Judges to take from the Jury , and assume to themselves,

the right of deciding upon the guilt or innocence of a person

accused of publishing a libel, under pretence that that is

matter of law, arose from the circumstance that originated

in the Star- chamber, where there was no Jury, the Judges

* In this compliment Mr. Holt has been ratheranticipated bythe noto

rious Earl of Strafford , who extols the Judges of his times for ministering

wholly to uphold the sovereignty, carrying a direct aspect upon the pre

rogative of his Majesty, and not squinting aside upon the vulgar and vain

opinions of the populace.” - Strafford's State Letters.
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of that Court did of necessity determine the whole issue . *

The instance which has generally ( but not with historical

accuracy ) been relied on as the first authority in support of

the doctrine in question , is the case of The Kingv. Clarke ,

3 Geo . 2, A. D. 1729, [ Barn . Rep. p . 304, ] in which it was

insisted , on the part of the Crown, that as the defendant was

charged with publishing a seditious libel, the malice was im

material ; and Lord Raymond, C. J. before whom the cause

was tried, directed the Jury, that they had nothing to try,

but the printing and publishing . The same Judge, a few

years afterwards, ( 1731 , ) in the case of The King vs. Frank

lin , [ 9 St. Tr. p. 255, ] held the same doctrine, telling the

Jury that, “ the question of criminality was for the Court,

and that the Jury had nothing to do with it . ” In the case

of The King v . Owen [ 10 St. Tr. app . 196, A. D.1752, ]

Chief Justice Lee followed the example of Lord Raymond ;

as did Chief Justice Ryder, in the case of The King v. Nutt,

[ cited in 3 Term Rep. p . 430, in the notes.] Lord Mans

field held the same doctrine, and Mr. Justice Buller, and

Mr. Justice Barrington , likewise maintained it in the cele

brated case of The King v . The Dean of St. Asaph , in the

year 1783. Lord Kenyon also was a strenuous supporter

of this doctrine, in all the cases which came before him .

To which we may add , that an attempt was made to estab

lish the same doctrine in America, in 1735, in the case of

The King v . Zenger, by the Ch . Justice De Lancy .

This is all the authority which the most learned Judges

and Crown-lawyers, who have maintained this doctrine ,

have been willing, we do not say able , to bring together in

its support. Of the value of this scanty authority, contra

dicted as it is by the opinions of other Judges of equal pro

* See “ Another Letter to Mr. Almon, in Matter of Libel, ” p. 41. -We

presume that these celebrated letters are included in Mr. Worthington's

denunciation of“ the ephemeral publicationson this subject.” [Worth. p.

136.) What productions he intended to include in that censure, it is im

possible to say exactly ; for his book does not evince the slightest acquain

tance with any of the controversial publications which have appeared on

this subject, with the single exception of theLetters ofJunius. Indeed

Mr. Worthington displays gross ignorance of the history andparticulars

of this celebrated controversy. In vindication of “ Almon's Letters," we

will mention, that they are said to have been written by Mr. Greaves, a

very learned Master in Chancery, at the desire of Lord Camden and of

Mr. Dunning, and to have been corrected, before publication ,by those em

inent lawyers. - See Rex v . Hart, How. St. Tr. v. xxx. p . 1276.
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fessional learning, and of greater reputation for political im

partiality ; opposed also , as it is , to the general rules and

principles of English law, we shall inquire hereafter . At

present wegive this summary of the authorities relied upon

by the partizans of the doctrine, merely to fix its age. That

no ancient authority could be found on which theassertors

of the doctrine could safely rely may well be believed ; for

in the case of The King v.TheDean of St. Asaph, in which

the question was fully discussed, and in which the Court ma

nifested the plainest determination to enforce, and the most

painful anxiety to vindicate , this doctrine, Mr. Erskine, the

defendant's counsel, openly and in express terms defied both

the Court and the counsel for the prosecution, “to produce

one ancient authority.” On that occasion , Mr. Justice Bul

ler, who, at the trial at which he presided, had exerted him

self violently in the promulgation of this doctrine, and now

defended it in full Court, justified it upon the ground of

“ modern practice," and said , that, " upon tracing the ques

tion back ," Lord ChiefJustice Raymond had held the same

doctrine in 1731 ; and he even conceded so much to the

nonage of this law , as to observe, that, " asfor twenty eight

years the counsel of defendants had yielded to the doctrine,

it seemed to him that gentlemen ought not to agitate it

again . ” So likewise Mr. Justice Barrington, at the trial of

the Dean of St. Asaph , declared that, “the right contended

for by the defendant's counsel , was contrary to what had

been ruled by every Judge since the time of the revolution”

--an assertion, however , which we shall presently shew to

be incorrect.--- [ See the trial of the Dean of St. Asaph, p .

71 .] - Lord Mansfield, whose whole soul seemed to be in

the question , and whose judicial reputation was unquestion

ably involved in it, expressly put the vindication of this

doctrine upon the ground of“ uniform judicial practice since

the revolution;" and the Court, in discharging the rule for

a new trial , rested their judgment “ on the cases cited by

Mr. Justice Buller ( viz : Lord Raymond's and C. J. Lee's

decisions,) and “ the uniform practice of the Court of King's

Bench, for more than a hundred years." See 3 Term .

Rep. 428. ] That no sound ancient authority could be pro

duced to sanction this modern practice ” is evident; be

cause when these modern decisions had been pressed against

Mr. Erskine in argument, he expressly and manfully said
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“ I deny the authority of these modern cases, and rely upon

the rights of Juries as established by the ancient law and

customs of England . ” ( See Ersk. Speeches, v . 1. p . 260. ]

And again— “ I wish it to be distinctly understood, that I

found my motion in opposition to those decisions. It is my

duty to speak with deference of all the judgments of this

Court,and I feel an unfeigned respect for some of them , be

cause they are your lordships', but comparingthem with the

judgments of your predecessors forages, which is the high

est test of English law , I must be forgiven if Ipresume to

question their authority .” - Speeches, v. 1. p. 297.

Mr. Worthington, indeed, with the characteristic indis

cretion of an ignorant advocate, pretends to carry the doc

trine back to the earliest records of the law ; and, recurring

to his “ learned dust,” and “ unopened folios,” cites some

cases from Dyer and Plowden, which have not the slightest

applicability to the question . They are cases which merely

decide, what no man denies, that matters of mere law un

mixed with fact, are to be decided by the Judges ; but the

point in controversy is , whether, in cases of complicated law

and fact, the Jury have not a right to determine the whole

issue . To such a point his cases are wholly inapplicable.

There are , however, two cases of some antiquity to which

we can refer Mr. Worthington , which are direct authorities

in support of his doctrine ; whether he was ignorantof their

existence, or prudently forebore to cite them as being

rather too strong for use, we know not . The first case to

which we allude, is that of Udal, a puritanical clergyman ,

who was tried for seditious words in the reign of queen

Elizabeth . This offence, being charged as a capital one by

statute, he could not be tried in the Star-chamber, but was

turned over to the Court of Queen's Bench . Udal had writ

ten a book called “ A Demonstration of Discipline,” in which

he inveighed against the government of bishops. It was

pretended that the bishopswere part of the queen's political

body, and that to speakagainst them was really to attack

her, and was therefore felony by the statute . The counsel

who conducted the prosecution told the Jury he would

prove, 1st, themalicious intention of the prisoner in making

this book ; 2ndly, that he was the author; and , 3rdly, that

the matters contained in the book were felony by the sta

tute . But Judge Clarke thought all this unnecessary, and
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told the Jury they were to inquire only , whether Udal was

the author of that book ? “ all the rest, he said , is matter of

law , and has been already determined before we came here . "

Some hearsay evidence was then adduced to prove that

Udal had acknowledged himself to be the author, and the

Judge would not allow the prisoner to contradict this by di

rect evidence. The Court tendered the prisoner an oath ,

by which he was required to swear that he was not the au

thor of the book, and his refusal to give that testimony was

held to be evidence of his guilt . After much delay, and

frequent messages from the Judge to the Jury, they were

finally prevailed upon to bring in a verdict of Guilty. “ This,

it must be confessed,” says Mr. Rous, in an excellent tract

on this subject, published in 1771 , and republished in 1785,

“ is a strong authority in favour of this doctrine ; though

considering the multipled iniquities of the trial, this decision

will scarcely be thought sufficient to establish it.” [ See

Rous's Letter to the Jurors of Great Britain , p . 41. ] The

other case we allude to , and which is, perhaps, even more

directly in point, is the celebrated trial of Algernon Syd

ney, for high treason. The defendant said, “ They have

proved a paper in my study of Caligula and Nero ; this is

compassing the death oftheking, is it ?” Lord Chief Justice

Jefferies - magnum et memorabile nomen - said, “ That, I

shall tell the Jury, is a point in law, which ( addressing him

self to the Jury ) you are to take from the Court, gentle

men ; whether there be fact sufficient, that is your duty ."

[ St. Tr. v . 3. p . 805.) But, unfortunately for the preva

lence of this venerable authority, the legislature thoughfit,

in the reign of William and Mary, to pass an act of Parlia

ment for annulling and making void the attainder of Alger

non Sydney, “ on account of the Judge's misdirection to the

Jury .. *

* We have seen, by reference to the case of the dean of St. Asaph,

LordMansfield and Mr. Justice Buller fathering this doctrine on Lord

Chief JusticeRaymond ; but this affiliation was not quite fair toward Lord

Chief Justice Jefferies, who clearly had a prior title. But it was doubt

less thought, that the name of the more ancient authority would not have

soundedso well,and it wastherefore discreetly passed by. The late

Mr. Sheridan, with that felicity of expression which characterized his

taunts, once said of sir EdwardLaw , Lord Ellenborough, then Attorney

General, during the discussion of a constitutional question in the House

of Commons, that “the honourable and learned gentleman had shewn a

VOL . I.NO. I. 8
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This leads us to observe-In truth not one of the Judges

who has maintained this doctrine has pretended that it was

sanctioned either by common or statute law ; they have all

relied wholly on the modern practice of the Court”-a

sandy foundation we fear, for English security in political

cases. It has been well observed by Dr. Towers, that "it

would perhaps be as reasonable that kings should be suf

fered themselves to determine the bounds of their own pre

rogatives, as that Judgesshould be permitted finally to de

cide, when that is the pointin contest, what is the extent of

their own jurisdiction, and what is the extent of that of Ju

ries. ” [ Towers's Tr . v . ii . p. 36. ] Another obvious, but

important, remark on this subject is, the fatal force which

English lawyers give to precedents. Well might Junius say,

one precedent creates another - they soon accumulate and

constitute law. What yesterday was fact, to day is doc

trine. " *

Another proof, and in our judgment not a slight one, of

the conscious infirmity of this doctrine , is to be found in the

manner in which it was attempted to be introduced. In lay

ing down doctrines oflaw, serviceable to the Crown in po

litical cases, the Courts do not usually condescend to solicit

the acquiescence of the bar ; when , in such cases, their posi

tions are tenable, they are generally imposed with all the

weight of official authority, and enforced with the expecta

tion of absolute submission . But when the independent

and uncompromising spirit of Mr. Erskine refused to bow

down to what he knew to be a judicial usurpation , the argu

mentum ad verecundiam was resorted to ; surely, he would

not bea solitary example of professional opposition to the

bench ? “ The counsel of defendants ( says Mr. Justice

Buller, in the case of the Dean of St. Asaph ,) had yielded

to the doctrine for twenty eight years, and it seemed to

him that gentleman ought not toto agitate it again .” In an

other part of the same trial, the same Judge reproached Mr.

Erskine with asserting a doctrine which had been abandon

ed by Mr. Lee, whom he described as “ a warm partizan,

very loyal ignorance of some of the most important parts of English his

tory." We suppose this discreetoblivion constitutes a veryimportant part

of professional education and oflegal practice. ( In England .)

* In this concise and nervous expression Junius seems to have had his

eye on a passage inTacitus- Quod hodie exemplis tuemur, mox inter er

empla erit.Tacit. Anal. I. par. 8.
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and of the same party with Mr. Erskine ;" but when the

matter afterwards came before the whole Court, Mr. Ers

kine denied, in the presence of Mr. Lee, that that gentle

man had ever maintained, either directly or indirectly, the

doctrine imputed to him ; and Mr. Lee confirmed that denial

by his silence. So also , thesame Judge, on the trial of Bate

Dudley, for a libel on the Duke of Richmond, 22nd June,

1780 , told Mr. Erskine, that " it seemed strange he should be

contesting points which the greatest lawyers in the Court

had submitted to before he was born.” But the most singu

lar andbold attemptto prop up this doctrine was madeby

Lord Mansfield in misquoting a political jeu d'esprit, in the

course of his giving judgment in the case of the bishop of St.

Asaph. Referring to a ballad , said to have been written by

Mr.Pulteney some years before, on the occasion of an ac

quittal of the printer of the Craftsman , on a charge of libel,

and which his lordship denominated a famous, witty and

ingenious ballad ,” he proceeded— “ Though it is a ballad, I

will cite the stanza I remember from it, because it will shew

you the idea of the able men in opposition, and the leaders

ofthe popular party in those days. They had not an idea of

assuming, that theJury had aright to determine upon a ques

tion of law. The stanza I allude to is this

' For Sir Phillip * well knows,

That his inuendoes,

Will serve him no longer,

In verse or in prose ;

For twelve honest men have decided the cause,

Who are Judges of fact,though not Judges of laws.'"

That Lord Mansfield, profound as he was in legal disquisi

tion and constitutional learning, should have resortedto a

political doggrel, instead of legal authorities, to authenticate

a disputed point of law ( the discussion of which, by the most

eminent men of that time, had occupied the Court for many

days ) is of itself sufficiently surprising, and shews the dis

tressful want of sound argument and of available authority,

to which he was reduced ; but what will the reader think of

Lord Mansfield's fairness when he learns, it will be found,

on referring to the publication cited, which appears in 1754,

that the two concluding lines of the citation ought to have

been quoted thus-

* Sir PhilipYorke, then Attorney General,afterwardslord Harkwicke,

?
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" For twelve honest mon lare determin'd the cause,

Who are Judges alike of thefucts and the lows." *

That Lord Mansfield misquoted this passage through de

fect of memory, will scarcely be credited by those who con

sider the extraordinary perfection in which he possessed

that faculty ; but the passage itself, from its very nature, was

insusceptible of such an accident. The ballad as produced

by his lordship himself, was intended to celebrate a popular

triumph over the Crown; but it must be obvious to every

one, that it could have been no matter of popular triumph ,

that a point of political law had been left to the decision of

the king's Judges.f

We will observe, en passant, if Lord Mansfield had con

sidered that the point in question could have been determin

ed by political anecdotes, he might have found an authentic

one which would have told directly for the popular side of

the argument. There is a medal of the celebrated lieuten

ant-colonel John Lilborne, representing his effigies with this

remarkable inscription— “ John LILBORNE, SAVED BY THE

POWER OF THE LORD, AND THE INTEGRITY OF HIS Jury,

WHO ARE JUDGES OF THE LAW, AS WELL AS FACT . Oct. 26,

1649.” [ See Evelyn's Medals, p . 171. ] He likewise pub

lished his trial, with a frontispiece containing his portrait,

with a label from his mouth, containing a similar inscription .

This case of colonel Lilborne is so extraordinary ( and, with

* Erskine's Speeches, v. i. p. 375, apud notas .

† And well might a triumph over such an enemy of the press, as sir

Philip Yorke was, be matter of popular exultation . We haveseen in a

former partofthis article, that he confined the right of publishing to

matters" which belonged to a man's own trade” -shop -bills, perhaps,

though probably not even those , if they prefessed that the advertiser's

goods were better, orcheaper,than those of his neighbour. In the year

1735, while he was Chief Justice, he endeavoured to fasten another re

straint upon the press, by denying truth to bea justification for allegedli

bel in acivil action .InRex v. Roberts, M. T. 3 Geo. II . MSS. [ cited 2

Selw.NisiPrius, p. 936 ,] on a motion for an information against the defen

dant for a libel, Lord Hardwicke, Chief Justice, thus expressed himself:

" It issaid, that if an action were brought, the fact, if true,mightbe justi

fied ; but I think this is a mistake. Inever heard such a justification inan

action fora libel even hinted at. The law is too careful indiscountenancing

such practices. All the favour I know that truth affords in such a case is,

that it may be shewn in mitigation ofdamages in an action, and of the fine

upon an indictment, or an information.” Thankheaven !'every legal no

vice knows, that the law of libel in England, bad as it is, is not quite so

bad as this. But the sentiment shewed the man ; the spirit was willing,

though the judicial power was weak.
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reference to the point under examination, so satisfacto

ry , ) that we cannot omit bringing it under the particular

notice of the reader . Colonel Lilbourne was indicted

for high treason. He addressed the Jury in the following

words— “ My honest Jury and fellow citizens, who Ideclare ,

by the law of England, are the conservators and sole judges

of my life , having inherent in you alone the power of the

law as well as fact.” * The Jury acquitted him , and they

were afterwards most illegally examined by the privy -coun

cil concerning their verdict. Their general reply was,

“that they had discharged their consciences by their ver

dict ; " and most of them refused to give any other answer ;

but James Stephens, one of them , stated, that , “ the Jury,

having weighed all which was said, and conceiving them

selves, notwithstanding what was said by the counsel and

bench to the contrary , to be judges of law as well as of fact,

they had found the accused not guilty . ” Michael Ray

ner, another Juryman , answered nearly to the same effect.

Gilbert Gayne, another of the Jury, said , that “the Jury did

find as they did , because they took themselves to be judges

of the lawas well as of the fact, and that although theCourt

did declare they were judges of the fact only, yet the Jury

were otherwise persuaded from what they learned out of

the law books." [ See St. Tr. vol . ii . p . 81 , 82, 3rd ed . ]

And yet Lord Mansfield would have the world believe , on

the authority of his misquoted ballad , that such an assump

tion was before unheard of.

But to return . This doctrine, founded, as it is professed

to be, on mere judicial practice, has not even the frail sup

*Colonel Lilborne addressed the Judges thus_ “ You Judges, that sit

there, are no more, if the Jury please, but cyphers, to pronounce the sen

tence ; or their clerk, to say Amen , to them , being at best, in your origin ,

but theNorman Conqueror's intruders.” [See St. Th. in loco citato.] We

quote this , not in admiration of the decency or decorum of its language,

but to remind the reader of its singular coincidence with a celebrated mo

dern address. In the defence of an action brought by Mr. Fox against

Mr. John Horne Tooke, tried 30th April, 1792, the defendant said to the

Jury: “There are only three efficient and necessary parties — Mr. Fox the

plaintiff, myself the defendant, and you, gentlemen, the Jury. The Judge

and the crier of the Court attend alike in their respective situations, and

they are paid by us for their attendance ; we pay them well ; they are

hired to bethe assistants and reporters, but they are not, and they never

were intended to be, the controllers of our conduct; for the whole of this

business is compromised in Mr. Fox's action, in my defence, and in your

verdict.” —- Trial, p.4.
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port - frail, when unsanctioned by constitutional law -- of ju

dicial unanimity. We mean even as respects trials for li

bel ; for to other criminal cases it has not been attempted to

be applied, except in one or two flagrant instances, which

have been expressly, and with merited reprobation , revers

ed and set aside .

Passing over, for the present, the invaluable case of Bush

ell , as not being strictly a case of libel , and which, there

fore, we shall refer to that head of our investigation which

willtreat of criminal charges generally , we will begin with

the great leading case of the Seven Bishops who were tried

on a charge of libel in the reignof JamesII . We shall see

that even in that case , tyrannical as were the times in which

it occurred, and infamous as were the Judges who presided

on that occasion, * those Judges did not, and dared not, at

tempt to withhold from the Jury the consideration of the

whole issue. To which remark we shall add the emphatic

exclamation of Lord Camden , in the House of Lords during

the discussion of Mr. Fox's libel act What would not the

Judges of king James II . have given for this doctrine ! It

would have served,” he adds, “ as an admirable footstool for

tyranny !"

In the case of the Seven Bishops, [ St. Tr. vol . v. p .542 , ]

the Attorney General peremptorily told the Jury that they

had nothing to do but with the bare fact of the publication ;

and said that he should make no answer, therefore, to the

arguments of the bishops' counsel, as to whether the peti

tion was or was not a libel. But Chief Justice Wright ( no

friend to the liberty of the subject,) as Mr. Erskine truly

observed , in his argument in the Dean of St. Asaph's case,

[ Ersk . Sp . vol . i . p . 205, ] interrupted him, and said, “ Yes,

Mr. Attorney, I will tell you what they offer, and which it

will lie upon you to answer ; they would have you show the

Jury how this petition has disturbed the government, or

diminished the king's authority .” And in his charge to the

Jury, he assigned to them reasons to induce them to concur

with him in concluding that the paper was a libel. Mr.

Justice Powell said to the Jury, “ I have given my opinion ,

( that it was a libel,) but the whole matter is before you,

* In Rex v. Wilkes, 2 Wils. 159, Lord Chief Justice Pratt declared

from the bench, that“ Judge Powellwas the only honest man of the four

Judges who presided at this trial.”
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gentlemen , and I leave the issue of it to God and your own

consciences.” Mr. Justice Holloway , addressing himself to

the Jury , said , “ If you are satisfied there was an ill inten

tion of sedition or the like, you ought to find them guilty ;

but ifthere be nothing in thecase that you find, but only that

they did deliver a petition, &c . , I cannot think it is a libel,

It is left to you , gentlemen, but that is my opinion.” Even

Mr. Justice Allybane, who insisted that no man could be al

lowed to write at all concerning government without leave

from the government, although he declared his opinion that

the writing was a libel , yet he did not attempt to withhold

the consideration of thatquestion from the Jury.

In like manner, upon the trial of NathanielThompson and

others, for composing and publishing libellous remarks upon

the administration of Justice, the Chief Justice ( Sir Francis

Pemberton ,) concluded his observations to the Jury by say

ing, “ Gentlemen, I leave it to you whether upon this evi

dence you donot believe them all to be guiltyof this design

of traducingthe justice of the nation . ” -Rex v. Thompson,

St. Tr. vol. iii. p . 37.

So on the trial of John Tutchin for a libel in the year 1704 ,

[St.Tr. vol. v . p . 546, ] Chief Justice Holt, in his charge to

the Jury, after reciting some passages from the alleged li

bel , says -_ “ You are to consider whether the words I have

read to you do not tend to beget an ill opinion of the admin

istration of the government;" thereby plainly leaving the

libellous or innocent quality of the publication to the finding

of the Jury .

In the case of Rex v. Horne , [ Cowp.Rep . p . 680,] Lord

Mansfield himself, in a manner singularly inconsistent with

his other charges in cases of libel , expressly left the whole

issue to the Jury. The publication being admitted by the

defendant, his Lordship said to the Jury. “ Why then there

remains nothing more, but that which the reading of the pa

per must enable you to form a judgment upon When

you read that, you will form your own conclusions your

selves.”

Lord Kenyon also, with similar inconsistency, in the case

of Rex v. Stockdale, A. D. 1789, told the Jury- " In order

to see what is the sense to be fairly imputed to those parts

that are culled out as the offensive passages, you have a right

to look at all the context ; you have a right to look at the

.

1

1
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whole book ; and if you find it has been garbled, and that

the passages selected by the Attorney General do not bear

the sense imputed to them , the man has a right to be acquit

ted . ” This was clearly leaving the whole issue, involving

the question whether the publication was libellous or not, to

the finding of the Jury .

In another case , Rex v. Hart, tried before Mr. Justice

Clive, at the summer assizes at Nottingham, A. D. 1762,

reported by Burn, in his Ecclesiastical Law , vol. ii . p . 188,

the Judge at Nisi Prius having restrained the defendant's

counsel from arguing that the paper in question was no li

bel , upon the ground that such a question was more pro

per tobe determined by the Court above,” the defendant

was found guilty ; but, on a motion for a new trial in Mi

chaelmas term following, the Court of King's Bench set

aside the verdict as illegal, and ordered a new trial. In this

case , we see that all the Judges of the King's Bench deter

mined that the question -- libel or no libel?_was a proper

question to be argued before the Jury .

In point of fact,this question is always argued before the

Jury . The counsel for the prosecution does not confine

himself to the mere question , whether the book was pub

lished or not ? but enlarges, sometimes in very long and la

boured speeches, on the imputed criminality of the writing ;

the defendant's counsel, generally admitting the publication,

insists on the innocence of the matter published ; and the

Judge afterwards taking up those topics, discusses them in

his turn. In addition to all this, the Jury have an admitted

and unquestionable right to have the book or paper charged

to be libellous delivered to them, that by a perusal and con

sideration of the whole of it , they may judge of its import,

tendency , and character. And yet it is pretended , that the

defendant's criminality is not to be inquired after by the

Jury ; or, in the memorable wordsof Lord Raymond ( Rex

v. Franklin , St. Tr. vol . ix . p . 255, ] the criminality is for the

Court upon the record, and it is " a question with which the

Jury have nothing to do !” -- that Jury who are required to

say, on their oaths, whether the defendant be guilty, or not

guilty? We shall conclude this topic with Mr. Fox's re

marks upon it , during the discussion of his libel act : “ This

part of the noble Lord's ( Lord Mansfield's ) doctrine ap

peared strange and unaccountable . It was admitted that
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the parties had a right to bring the whole matter before the

Jury. Now , on what principle, he asked, were the jury to

look at the whole, but that they might know whether the

paper was libellous or not ? If the jury had nothing to do

with the guilt or innocence of the paper, but were only to

give a verdict on the publication , itwould be perfectly idle

and ridiculous to lay the whole evidence before them .”

Fox's Speeches, vol . iv . p. 258 .

Numerous other cases might be adduced to prove the ju

ducial inconsistency in which this doctrine has involvedits

promulgators ; but those which we have cited are sufficient

for the purpose . “ Here we have,” to use the words of

Mr. Erskine, ( Ersk. Sp. vol . i . p . 351 , ] “ the court of King's

Bench against the court of King's Bench ; chief justice

Wright against chief justice Lee; Lord Holt against Lord

Raymond ;to which we will add, on the authority of the

additional cases referred to by us, lord Kenyonagainst lord

Kenyon, and lord Mansfield against lord Mansfield .

We now turn to the consideration of the question, as it

respects criminal cases in general.

So far is it from being true, as is intimated by Mr. Wor

thington, and some others of those who argue on his side of

the question , that Juries in the early times of their institu

tion had no right to give a general verdict, comprehending

both the law and thefact, “ and never thought of doing so ,"

that the very reverse of this position is the fact. The truth

is , that in former times, the judges frequently compelled ju

ries to find the law as well as the fact, in cases where they

were inclined to limit their finding to the fact only. It appears

clearly from Bracton [ Bract. 185, b . 186,6 . ] that jurieshad

a right to deliver a general verdict, finding both the law and

the fact ; and the Statute -book , in addition to other records

of legal history, informs us that the judges were accustomed

to compel jurors, to bring in a general verdict, finding both

law and fact, even in cases wherein they wished to delivera

special verdict . To remedy this oppression, the statute 13th

Ed. I , c . 30, was passed - by sec . 2 of which it was enacted

and ordained, that “the justices assigned to take assizes shall

not compel the jurors to say precisely whether it be dissei

zin , or not; so that they do show the truth of the deed, and

require aid of the justices ; but if they of their own head

will say that it is disseizin , their verdict shall be admitted at

9TOL . ) .-NO . I.
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their own peril.” Now disseizin being “ an unlawful dis

possessinga man of his land , tenement,or other immoveable

or incorporeal right” [ Blount's Dict. in voce ] when the

jury determined that question wholly, they clearly deter

mined both law and fact. Littleton who wrote in the reign

of Edw. IV, says, evidently alluding to this statute, “ If the

inquest will take upon themselves the knowledge of the law ,

they may give their verdict generally .” (Litt. Ten . s. 368. ]

Lork Coke commenting on this passage, concurs with it ,

though he advises a special verdict in cases of doubtful law,

as “ safer” for the Jury, with reference to the penalties of

an attaint . ( Co. Lit. 228. ) But as no attaint would lie , at

the instance of the King, Vaugh. Rep. 135. ( Rex v . Dean

of St. Asaph , ) this cautionary recommendation is inapplica

ble to criminal cases . The same learned and authoritative

writer also says, in express terms, that this right of finding

either a special or a general verdict extendsalike to civil

and to criminal cases ( Co. Litt . 226, b . 227. ) And in an

other place he states this statute to be in affirmance of the

Common Law ( 2 Inst. 25. ) Mr. Worthington endeavors to

explain away this conclusive authority by stating (p. 132 , )

that “ Littleton introduced this passage into his book of ten

ures in explaining the pleadings in real actions, relative to

estates upon condition .' Be it so ; but how does the occa

sion of its introduction affect the authority of the doctrine ?

Littleton , whose authority is unquestionable, states in ex

press terms, that the jury may find both the law and the

fact : now in what page of hisbook that doctrine is to be

read, seems to us to be as unimportant, as whether the book

be bound in calf skin or in Russia leather.. Lord Coke a

dopts the doctrine, and affirms it tobe law not merely by

statute , but also by common law. But , when Mr. Worth

ington endeavored to confine this doctrine to the pleadings

inreal actions, was he really ignorant that Lord Coke, in the

place we have above cited , expressly states , that the doc

trine is applicable “ to all cases of common pleas, as also to

pleas of the Crown ?" If he knew this , he attempted to

mislead his reader ; if he did not know it , he was reproach

fully ignorant of the question he undertook. The author of

“ Trials per Pais” also cites this passage of Littleton to prove

( what, he adds, “ daily experience tells us” ) that the jury

may decide both the law and the fact.-- Trials per Pais, p . 230 .
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Mr. Wynne, the learned author of Eunomus, is likewise

sadly embarrassed with these authorities . “ Littleton (he

says ) and his great commentator, have been made advocates

on this occasion : they have been thought to say, that Jurors

are judges of the the law as well as [of] the fact.” ( Eun .

Dial . 3. s . 53. ] No : not thought, but proved to have said

so , and that not ambiguously or doubtfully, but expressly,

and with reference to authorities. Mr. Hargrave, though

no friend to the doctrine , treats the matter with that manly

fairness, which characterizes all his writings. Annotating

on this passage, he candidly admits, that “the jury may, as

often as they think fit, find a general verdict ; I therefore

think it, ( he adds ) unquestionable that they may so far de

cide upon the law as well as fact, such a verdict necessa

rily involving both . In this ( he proceeds,) I have the au

thority of Littleton himself,” for which he refers to the pas

sage above cited , and he concludes , by recommending juries ,

asthis right is only incidental to the complication oflaw and

fact, “ to show the most respectful deference to the advice

and recommendation of judges.” ( 1 Inst . 155, b . w . ( 5. )

From this recommendation no reasonable man will dissent ;

it is, indeed, nothing more than the statute of Westminster,

before cited, suggests, viz . “ requiring the aid of the justices,

but Mr. Worthington, as we have already seen , spurns this

deference, and insists upon the judges' right to dictate the

verdict ; he contends that the duty of the jury towards the

judge, is not “ deference,” but “ obedience.”

These authorities sufficiently establish that juries origin

ally had the right now contended for, and the soundest con

stitutional lawyers have constantly recognized it. Indeed

it is a truth which forces itself so unconsciously upon the

mind, that its doctrinal acknowledgment may be found not

only in legal writers , whose principles are constitutional and

liberal , but in authors whose evident inclination is towards

arbitrary power. A few authorities may be mentioned to

show that this doctrine is not confined to 'ancient authors.

Sir Matthew Hale says expressly, that “ it would be the most

unhappy case that could be to the Judge, if he must take

upon himself the guilt or innocence of the accused ;' and

adds, that, “ if the Judge's opinion is torule the verdict, the

trial by Jury would be useless.” [ Hale's Pl . Cr . v . i . p .

313. ] In another place he says, still more explicitly ----
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“ The Jury may find a special verdict, or may find the de

fendant guilty of part , and not guilty of the rest, or may find

the defendant guilty of the fact , but vary in the manner,'

( i. e . in the legal result.” ) “ If a man be indicted of burgla

ry, quod felonicè et burglariter cepit et asportavit, the Jury

may find him guilty of the single felony, and acquit him of

the burglary and the burglariter. So if a man be indicted of

robbery, with putting the party in fear , the Jury may find

him guilty of the felony, but not of the robbery . The like

where the indictment is clam et secrete a persona,” ( Hale's

Pl . Cr. v . ii. p . 301. ) So again , “ In an indictment for

murder,suppose the prisoner killed the party , but yet in such

a way as makes it no felony, as if he were of non-sane me

mory ; or if a man kills a thief that comes to rob him , or to

commit a burglary ; or if an officer, in his own defence, kills

one that assaults him in the execution of his office ; whether

is it necessary to find the special matter, or may the party

be found not guilty ? I think so ; and so I have known it

constantly practised ; the party in these cases , may be found

not guilty, and the Jury need not find the special matter."

[Hale's Pl. Cr. v. ii . p. 303.] Now, as the author of Tri

als per Pais says, in the place before cited, the right to bring

in a general or a special verdict, as the Jury choose, “ is a

plain proof that the Jury are judges of the law as well as

fact ; for leaving the judgment of the law to the Court ( in a

special manner ) implies that, if they pleased , they had the

powerofjudgment in themselves."

In like manner Chief Justice Holt held, that , “ In all ca

ses, and in all actions, the Jury maygive a general orspe

cial verdict, as well in causes criminal as civil, and the Court

ought to receive it , if pertinent to the matter in issue ; for if

the Jury doubt, they may refer themselves to the Court,

but arenot bound to do so ."--Salk. Rep. v . iii . p . 373 .

So also on the trial of Col. Cosmo Gordon, at the old Bai

ley, London, A.D. 1784, for the murder of General Thomas

in a duel, Mr. Justice Eyre stated to the Jury— “ Gentle

men, I am bound to declare to you what the law is , as ap

plied to this case , in all the different views in which it can

be considered by you upon the evidence. Of this law and

of the facts, as you shall find them , your verdict must be

compounded .”

The authority of Blackstone, also , ( an author by no means
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disposed to enlarge popular rights,) is quite express on this

point. In one place he declares, that, “ Jurymen have a

right to decide questions of nice importance, in the solution

ofwhich some legal skill is requisite , especially where the

law and the fact, as often happens, are intimately blended to

gether . And ( he adds, by way of inducing laymen to ac

quire some knowledge oflaw, ) their general incapacity to

do this with any tolerable propriety has greatly debased their

authority, and has unavoidably thrown more power into the

hands of the Judges, to direct , control , and even reverse,

their verdicts, thanperhaps the constitution intended . ”

[ Bl . Comm . v . i . p . 8.] In another place he says , “ The

Jury may, ifthey think proper, take upon themselves to de

termine at their own hazard, the complicated question of

fact and law ; and without either special verdict or special

case , may find a verdict absolutely either for the plaintiff or

defendant.” ( Bl. Comm . v . iii . p . 378. ] Again he says ,

“ If the Jury doubt the matter of law , and therefore choose

to leave it to the determination of the Court , they may bring

in a special verdict, though they have an unquestionable

right of determining upon all the circumstancesof the case ,

and finding a general verdict, if they think proper. ”—Bl.

Comm . v . iv . p . 361 .

But not only has this right been conceded to Juries theoret

ically and in the way of doctrine, it has been actually exer

cised, and is now almost constantly exercised by them in va

rious cases.
It is on political occasions only that they are

denied its use . For example, the question manor,or no

manor,” is quite” is quite as much ,indeed more, a question of law,

that of “ libel, or no libel;" and yet the former is fearlessly

left to the Jury. [ Plowd. 712, pl . 1. ] We may advert

also to a very strong case cited by the author of Trialsper

Pais. “ In the case of Manby v. Scott, T. T. 13 Car. II, B.

R. one question was, if the verdict was well found, in an ac

tion on the case against a husband for wares bought by the

wife ; the verdict finding that the wares were necessaries,

and according to her degree. It was objected that they

ought to have found the degree of the party, and the value

of the wares, and have left it to the Court to judge . But it

was answered and resolved that the Court ( i . e. the Judge

presiding at the trial) informs the Jury of the matter of law,

and they find it accordingly ; and so it belongs not to this

as
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Court.” [ Tr. per Pais, 230. ] So in all cases alleged to

have beencommitted against an act of Parliament, the Jury

are required to find , whether the defendant did the act im

puted to him “ against the form of the statute ;" and which

finding necessarily includes an interpretation of the statute.

It is manifestly absurd ( as Mr. Starkie observes, Starkie on

Libel, p . 11. ) to maintain that in such cases the Jury have

no right to decide upon the matter of law ; for nothing can be

more clearly matter of law, than the construction of an act

of Parliament. Very many other cases might be stated in

illustration of this topic ; but one or two more will suffice.

Take, for example , cases of ejectment, in which complicated

matters of law and fact, constituting the title in question be

tween the parties, are decided by the Jury, assisted, no

doubt, by the presiding Judge , but still themselves deter

mining the cause by their verdict. Look also to the issues

which are constantly sent from the Court of Chancery to a

Jury, to try the validity of a will, or the validity of a com

mission of bankrupt, & c., questions which necessarily in

volve both law and fact, and of which combined the verdict

is compounded. So in criminal cases—a charge of murder,,

for instance - whether the circumstances of the case amount

legally to murder, or to manslaughter, or to chance -medley,

or to justifiable homicide -- all questions of combined law

and fact, and which we have before seen are acknowledged

in theory to belong to the Jury — are points always left in

actual practice to the determination of the Jury. So, in

charges of house-breaking, it is always left to the Jury to find

whether the entry was burglarious , or not. And incases of

theft, the legal character of the act is always left to the find

ing of the Jury, who declare by their verdict, whether the

offence amounts to a capital felony, or not . Indeed the Li

bel Act, ( 32 Geo. III , c . 60 , ) to which we shall hereafter

have occasion to refer more particularly , at the same time

that it declares the Jury to be entitled to decide the whole

issue , law and fact, in cases of libel , expressly declares also,

that that is the law in all other criminal trials.

It is but fair, however, to acknowledge, that there is one

case to be found in which this right to decide the whole issue

in criminal cases was denied to a Jury, and they were pun

ished for exercising it contrary to the judicial denial . That

jhe author of this atrocity may have the matter stated un
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exceptionally, it shallbe given in his own words . The case

is reported by Chief Justice Kelyng in his own Reports, p .

50, as follows

“ Memorandum .-At Lent Circuit, at Winchester, 18 Car.

II , one Henry Hood was indicted for the murder of John

Newen ; and, upon the evidence, it appeared that he killed

him without any provocation, and thereupon I directed the

Jury, that it was murder ; and I told them , they were judges

of the matter of fact, viz : whether Newen died by the hand

of Hood ; but whether it was murder or manslaughter, that

was matter oflaw, in which they were to observe the direc

tion of the Court ; but, notwithstanding, they would find it

only manslaughter; whereupon I took the verdict, and fined

the Jury, of whom John Goldwier was the foreman , 51.

apiece , and committed them to gaol till they found sureties

to appear at the next assizes , and in themean timeto be of

good behaviour ; but after, upon the petition of the Jurors, I

took their fines at 40s. apiece, which they all paid, and en

tered into recognizances.”

This , it must be admitted, was a bold attempt to establish

the doctrine , that Juries are to confine their functions to mat

ters of fact. Whether Mr. Worthington omitted to cite this

case , so directly in point for him, through ignorance of its

existence , or through a discreet misgiving as to the sound

ness of its law, we know not ; but we shall refer him to the

Journals of the House of Commons for a comment on it .

“ DIE MERCURII , 11 DECEMBRIS, 1667 .

“ The House resumed the hearing of the rest of the report,

touching the matter of restraint upon Juries, and upon the

examination of divers witnesses in several cases of restraint

put upon Juries by the Lord C.J. Kelyng, thereupon resolved

as followeth :

“ 1st. That the proceedings of the said Lord Chief Justice

are innovations in the trial of men for their lives and liber

ties ; and that he hath used an arbitrary and illegal power ,

which is ofdangerous consequences to the lives and liberties

of the people of England, and tends to the introducing of an

arbitrary government.

“ 2nd. That, in the place of judicature, the Lord Chief

Justice hath undervalued , vilified, and condemned , Magna
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open street.

Charta, the great preserver of our lives, freedom, and pro

perty .

“ 3rd, That he be brought to trial , in order to condign

punishment, in such manner as the House shall judge most fit

and requisite .” — See Com . Journ. v . 9. p . 35–37.

In consequence of these Resolutions, he was apprehend

ed and committed to prison ; but , unfortunately for the cause .

of public justice , he, like Jeffreys, escaped “condign pun

ishment,” by dying in prison before he could be brought to

trial .

But the great and unanswerable case, which is absolutely

decisive of the general question , is that of Bushell, reported

by C. J. Sir John Vaughan .

“ At the Sessions in London , September 1670, Penn and

Mead, two Quakers, were indicted for tumultuously assem

bling with a great many others, in Gracechurch Street, vi

et armis, to disturb the peace ; and that the said Penn did

then and there preach to the said Mead and others, in the

The prisoners pleaded Not Guilty . It was

proved that there was a meeting, at the time stated in the

indictment, in Gracechurch Street, of three hundred people

in the open street ; that Penn was speaking, or preaching

to them ; but what he said , the witnesses, who were offi

cers andsoldiers sent to disperse the assembly, could not

hear.” This was the evidence, and the Recorder, sir John

Howell, charged the Jury in these words : “ Gentlemen,

you have heard what the indictment is ; it is for preaching

to the people in the street , and drawing a tumultuous com

pany after them , and Mr. Penn was speaking. If they

should not be disturbed, you see they will go on. There

are three or four witnesses who have proved this that he

did preach there , and that Mead did allow of it . * After

* It is impossible not to admire the adroitness with which Mead de

feated the insidious conduct of the Recorder, and turned the maximsof

his own profession against him . The case being likely to fail against

Mead, for want of evidence, the Recorder put this artfulquestion tohim :

“ What say you, Mr. Mead, were you there?” He, without hesitation ,

made the following reproachful and apposite answer: “ It is a maxim of

thine own law , Nemo tenetur seipsum accusare, which, if it be nottrue

Latin , I am sure it is true English, that no man is bound to accuse him

self. And why dost thou try to ensnare me with such a question ? Does

not this show thy malice ? Is it like unto a Judge, that ought to be of

counsel for the prisoner at the bar ? "
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this you have heard by subsequent witnesses what is said

against them. Now you are upon the matter of fact,which

you are to keep to, and observe, at your peril." The Jury

having retired and deliberated some time on their verdict ,

returned it in these words : “Guilty of speaking in Grace

church Street.” The Court told them, they had as good

say nothing ;" adding this inquiry, “ Was it an unlawful as

sembly ?" * and , on the Jury declaring, that they did not find

it an unlawful assembly, they were sent back to reconsider

their verdict, and they afterwards returned the following

verdict in writing, signed by all :-“We do find William

Penn to be guilty of speakingor preaching to an assembly in

Gracechurch - street, on the 14th of August, 1670, and Wm .

Mead not guilty of the said indictment." The Court refused

to receive this verdict , and after reviling William Bushell ,

one of the Jury, as “ a factious and impudent fellow ,” they

again sent back the Jury to reconsider their verdict, and for

that purpose adjourned the court till the next day ; (Sun

day ) butthe Jury then persisting in their verdict, the court

was further adjourned until Monday morning, when the Ju

ry brought in a general verdict not guilty, as to both the pri

This verdict was recorded accordingly; but the

Court immediately fined each of the Jury forty marks, and

sentenced them to be imprisoned until payment.

Bushell sued out a writ of habeas corpus, in the Court of

Common Pleas, on behalf of himself and his fellow Jurymen.

The sheriffs in their return assigned many causes for the

detention of the Jury, but the only one material toour pre

sent purpose was, that the Jury had acquitted Penn and

Mead, against the direction of the Court in matter oflaw , of

and upon the premises to the said Jurors against the said

William Penn and William Mead, openly in court given and

declared.f The validity of this return came on afterwards

* This case strongly illustratesthe inconsistency and absurdity ofthe

doctrine in question . The very Court which told the Jury, that their

functions were confined to the matter of fact,” anddenied them the cog

nizance of the law , refused to record a verdict which found the fact only,

and expressly inquired of the Jury, “ was it an unlawful assembly ?”

f Contra directionem curiæ in materia legis, hic de et super præmissis

eisdem juratoribus versus præfatus Penn et Mead in curia hic aperte datam

et declaratum de præmissis iis impositisin indictamento prædicto acqui

etaverunt; in contemptum Domini Regis nunc, et legum suarum, et ad

magnum impedimentum et obstructionem justiciæ , necnon ad malum ex

emplum omnium aliorum juratorum in consimili casu delinquentium .

10

soners .
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to be argued in the Court of Common Pleas, when the Chief

Justice, Sir John Vaughan, delivered the decision of the

Court in a very elaborate judgment . After noticing several

other matters in the return, not material to the point before

us, he proceeds thus— “ We come now to the next part of

the return, viz : that the Jury did acquit those indicted , against

the direction of the Court in matter of law openly given and

delivered to them in Court .

“ The words that the Jury did acquit against the direc

tion ofthe Court in matter of law,' literally taken and de pla

no , are insignificant and not intelligible ; for no issue can be

joined of matter in law ; no Jury can be charged with the tri

al of matter of law barely ; no evidence ever was or can be

given to a Jury of what is law or not ; nor no such oath can

be given to or taken by a Jury , to try matter in law ; nor no

attaint can lie for such a false oath ; thereforewe must take

off the veil and colour of words which make a show of being

something, and in truth are nothing. If the meaning of the

words ' finding against the direction of the Court in matter

of law be, that if the Judge, having heard the evidence gi

ven in Court, shall tell the Jury, upon this evidence the law

is for the plaintiff, or for the defendant; and you are, under

the pain of fine and imprisonment, to find accordingly ; and

the Jury ought of duty to do so ; every body sees that the

Jury is but atroublesome delay, great charge, and ofno use

in determining right and wrong, and the tryals by them may

be better abolished than continued ; which were a strange

new -found conclusion , after a tryal so celebrated for many

hundreds of years.

“ But if the Jury be not obliged in all tryals to follow such

directions, if given, but only in some sort of tryals, as, for

instance, in tryals for criminal matters upon indictments or

appeals, why thenthe consequence will be, though not in

all, yet in criminal cases, the Jury, as of no particular use ,

ought to be either omitted or abolished, which were a great

er mischief to the people than to abolish them in civil try

als. " And after stating that the imputation of finding

against the direction of the Court in matter of law is not

conceptible," and declaring that “ they may legally vary

from it, if they find cause, and are not thereby concluded,

he reports, that the Judges were all of opinion, that the re

turn in this part of it , as in the others , waswholly insufficient.
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In the course of his judgment, the learned Judge gives a

very plain and satisfactory exposition of the maxim so often

pressed against the popular side of this argument- ad quæs

tionem juris non respondentJuretores, ad questionem facti

non respondent Judices. This, he very properly remarks,

relates to questions of mere law , or mere fact, but not to .

questions ofmixed law and fact— " the Jury,” he concludes,

“ cannot answer of the law de plano, but they may and do

answer of the law and fact complicatedly ."

“ But,” he adds, “ that this question may nothereafter re

vive, if possible , it is evident from the resolution of all the

Judges, that, ” & c . [ he then proceeds to show ,from decided

legal authorities, that a Jurycannot be lawfullyfined or im

prisoned by a Judge,for a finding contrary to his direction,

and he continues] " To what end is it that so many qualifi

cations are required in Jurymen , and so many precautions

and formalities observed in their appointment” —the parti

culars of which he specifies at length— " if after all this they

must implicitly give a verdict by the dictates and authority

of another man,underpain of fine and imprisonment, when

sworn to do it according to the best of their own knowl

edge ? A man cannot see by another's eye, nor hear by

another's ear ; no more can a man conclude or infer the thing

to be resolved by another's understanding or reasoning ; and

though the verdict be right a Jury gives, yet they, not being

assured of it by their own understanding, are forsworn, at

least in foro conscientiæ ." - See Vaugh. Rep. p. 135, et seq .

It will scarcely be credited that Mr. Worthington has the

assurance to cite this case as a direct authority to prove that

the Jury are bound in all cases to obey the direction of the

Court, and cannot include matter of law in their finding.

[ See p. 124.] Of course he omits the passages we have

quoted from that decision . Another imposition he attempts

to put upon the reader, is evidenced by his referringto

* This unfairness pervades Mr. Worthington's book. Wecould mul

tiply examples, but have roomfor onemore only. From the manner in

which he refers to Doctor Pettingall's book on Juries, and commends his

“ learning and ingenuity," the unsuspecting reader mightbe led to infer,

that that writer supported Mr. Worthington's doctrine ; but the fact is

just the reverse. After contending, that the Dikastas of the Greeks, and

thejudices of the Romans, were not, as is commonly supposed, Judges of

thebench, presiding over the trial, but sustained a character analogous to

that of our Jury— “ a body ofmen provided by the state to inquire into the
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Freeman's Reports for the report of this case .
In those re

ports the decision is stated thus- “ Vaughan delivered the

opinion of the greatest part of (he should have stated of all)

the Judges, that the prisoners ought to be discharged. The

reason given (ut audivi) was, because the Jury mayknow that

of their own knowledge, which ought to guide them to give

their verdict contrary to the sense of the Court . ” [ See 1

Freem . Rep. p . 1.] Now, whatevermight have been Free

man's want of information , Mr. Worthington knew perfectly

well, from Vaughan's own report of thecase, that that was

not the groundof the decision. But in order to avoid the

effect of this case , he affects to treat it as one in his favour,

on the authority of an ut audivi report, published more than

half a century after the decision, in opposition to the report

of the Judge who delivered the judgment of the court . Be

sides, Mr. Worthington either knows or ought to know, the

comparative worth of these Reports. Vaughan's Reports

were published , as the imprimatur prefixed to them shews,

with the approbation of the Lord Chancellor and of all the

twelve Judges ; and their worth has been judicially recog

nized in modern times ; [ See Raym . Rep. vol. i . p . 469 , ] but

Freeman's Reports, having been stolen by a servant, were

published without authority, after the author's death.See

Burn v. Burn , 3 Ves. Jur. 580 .

But it really appears to us , that the right of the Jury, in

criminal cases , to decide, as a mixed question, the law as well

as the fact, is proved incontestibly by the circumstances, that

their verdict cannot be set aside , and that they are wholly

dispunishable. The former position is unquestionable, and

rectitude or obliquity of an action, and to make their report of acquittal or

punishment." (Pref. xii. xiv.] And after proving incontestibly, that they

were judges both of law and fact, he refers to our own law books, and

reasoning fromthe doctrines found in them, and from the nature of special

verdicts, he insists that English Juries have a right to decide complicated

questions of law and fact. He proceeds —this, beyond all doubt, is

right and just ; for howcan a Jurydeclare guilty or notguilty, unless they

compare the law with the fact, and thereby judge how far the fact comes

within the penalty annexed to the breach of the law ? And how can

they compare, without being judges of oneas well as of the other ? But,

notwithstanding , this doctrine of their not being judges of law , broached

in bad times, and designed for the worst purposes, longprevailed in West

minster Hall." [Pettingall's Inq. p. 121, 122.] It is thus Mr.Worthington

conducts his “ inquiry ," he seems to resort to his “ learned dust," for no

other purpose than toendeavour to throw dust into the eyes of his readers.
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do so .

requires no authority to support it ; the latter also is now

equally indisputable . “There is no case in all the law ,”

says Chief Justice Vaughan, in Bushell's case , “ of an at

taint for the king, nor any opinion but that of Thrning's ( 10

Hen . IV . title Attaint, 60 and 64 ,] and for which there is no

warrant in law ." And when Mr. Erskine quoted this doc

trine in the case of Rex v. the Dean of St. Asaph, and was

proceeding to argue upon it, Lord Mansfield interposed, and

said , “ to be sure ; that is so .” Now we think, with Chief

Justice Vaughan , that this is absolutely conclusive as to the

Jury's right.*

We have seen that, in the origin of this contest, it was

boldly maintained, that Juries had nothing whatever to do

with the law in any case ; but whenit was found that the pow

er of Juries to return general verdicts, and thereby to take

the whole issue into their consideration, was becoming too

strong to be resisted , a most jesuitical, but unfounded , dis

tinction was set up between their power and their right to

Mr. Justice Ashurst illustrated this very prettily.

Speaking of their right and power in this respect, he ob

* As all our readers may not be aware of the dreadful nature of the

judgment of attaint, we shall shortly state its particulars. They were

originally, 1st. That the Jury shall lose their liberam legem for ever ; that

is, they shall be so infamous as never tobe received as witnesses, nor be

of any Jury : 2nd. That they shall forfeit all their goods and chattels.

3rd. That their lands and tenements shall be taken into the king's hands.

4th . That their wives and children shall be thrown out of doors. 5th .

That their houses shall be razed and thrown down, 6th . That their trees

shall be rooted up, 7th. That their meadows shall be ploughed up. 8th .

That their bodies shall be thrown into gaol, and the party shall be re

stored to all he hath lost by their verdict. Lord Coke's comment on this

outrageous punishment is— “ The severity of the punishment is to this

end, utрепа paucus, metus ad omnes perveniat.”. And he adds, “ pru

dent antiquity inflicted this severe punishment, seeing that all trials de

pend on the ths of twelve men .” This punishment was somewhat mi

tigated by the statute 23 Henry VIII, c . 3, in cases where the attaint was

grounded on that statute ; but it was left quite unmitigated if the party

brought his writ; as he might as his option do, at the common law, and not

under the statute .

To the honoř of Mr, Peel, and the credit ofthe nation, this barbarous

law is now repealed by the statute 6 George IV. c. 50, s. 60. The last

lawyer who referred practically to this writ wasthe late Lord Ellenborough.

Whenhe was Attorney General, he intimated, in the course ofa forensio

argument, that “ Juries would do well to remember, that the law of at

taint, though obsolete, was not abolished.”. Thank God, no English bar;

rister, can now put forth such an intimidation .

ad
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served, that " a highwayman has the power to rob you ,

though the deed bea crime against both divine and human

laws.” This is a fine specimen ofthose bold official sophisms

which are occasionally delivered forth to serve political pur

poses ; but it is the most flimsy of flimsy fallacies, arising

from the intentional confusion of terms. The power con

tended for on the part of Juries is a lawful power — now

lawful power andlawful right are convertible terms. Mr.

Justice Ashurst's highwayman had the physical, but not the

legal , power to rob ; if he had had the legal, he would have

had a rightful power. It may , perhaps,appear like affecta

tion to refer to Jurists upon so plain a point, but reference to

Grotius [b . 1 , c . 1 , s. 4) and Puffendorf [b . 1 , c. 6 , s. 15 ]

will show that , in the opinion of those writers , jus and po

tentia are synonymous. To the same effect also we may re

fer to Burlanquie's book. ( part 1 , c . 10, s. 6 , and part 2 , c. 4 ,

s. 23. ] But the case of Rex v. the Dean of St. Asaph, so

often referred to, gave rise to a most triumphant answer to

this insidious distinction . Mr. Bearcroft, one of the counsel

for the prosecution, having admitted in argument the right

of the Jury to judge of the whole charge,Lord Mansfield,

ever eager to limit the jurisdiction of Juries, interrupted him

by saying, he supposed Mr. Bearcroft meant the power

not the right. But instantly rejecting the distinction, that

gentleman answered, “ I did not mean merely to acknowl

edge that the Jury have the power, for their power no body

ever doubted ; and if a Judge were to tell them they had it

not, they would only have to laugh at him , and convince him

of his error, by finding a general verdict, which must be re

corded. I meant, therefore, to consider it asa right — as an

important privilege, of great value to the constitution. ”_See

Trial of Stockdale, p. 124 .

Mr. Capel Lloft, however, has stated this point so logical

ly and philosophically, that we cannot refrain from adding his

statement, even at the hazard of incurring the imputation of

accumulating unnecessary proofs. He says, in an essay inti

tuled “Considerations on Libel, suggested by Mr. Fox's

Notice of Motion ” p . 84 " It is pretended, that a complete

uncontrollable power can exist in the Jury without the right.

In the constitutions of civil government, ( legal ) power and

( legal) right are, and must be, convertible terms. Civil pow

er and civil right are the mere creatures of the law , and
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know no other limits than ( what ) the law imposes on them .

The law speaks the language of prohibition -- not of admoni

tion . What it permits to be done uncensured , and confirms

when it is done, it has delegated the power to do ; and the

exercise of that power is of right.”

We have shown , that the doctrine contended for by the

writer before us, is unsanctioned by ancient law or ancient

practice ; and that even during the period of its modern

usurpation , it has not had the uniform support of judicial au

thority, but has been opposed in theory by some of the most

upright and enlightened Judges, and been defeatedin prac

tice by the constitutional resistance of Juries. We have

also proved , that the opposite doctrine has the sanction of

ancient law and ancient practice . It will be found also to

be supportedby the soundest constitutional principles, and

the plainest dictates of reason. “ I desire, ” says Swift, “ no

better proof that a doctrine must be false, thanto find it ac

companied by great absurdities.” Now , it will be seen on

examination , that the doctrine we impugn is attended with

monstrous absurdities.

The Jury areto pronounce upon their oaths , whether the

defendant is guilty or not guilty; but the law , we are told,

confines their view to the fact done, and will not allow them

to investigate its innocent or criminal character ; they are to

find the defendant guilty or not guilty, but an examination

of the guilt or innocence of the act done isnot to be allowed

to them. Pharoah's task -masters required the Hebrew

bondsmen to make bricks, while they refused the necessa

ry means of straw ; the Law of Libel, if it be what it is repre

sented, is an equally unreasonable task -master to Jurymen.

Butthis is only half the absurdity ofthe case ; the Jury ,

it is said , are to find the fact of publication only ; the Court

is to apply the law which denominates the publication as in

nocent or criminal; but, notwithstanding this, the Jury are

required to find the guilt or innocence of the defendant.

The learned author of “ Eunomus,” in his anxiety to throw

a decent covering over this matter, says that, “ the law is

pronounced to the Jury from the Bench ," and, he asks ex

ultingly, “ Does not the Judge betray his trust in not telling

them how the law is ? [Eun . Dial. iii . s . 53 ) Let a Judge

answer him— “ I have been pressed very much by the coun

sel, ” says Mr. Justice Buller, in Rex v . the Dean of St.
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Asaph, “ to give an opinion upon the question — whether the

pamphlet is or is not a libel ? It is not for me,

single Judge , sitting here at nisi prius, to say whether it is

or is not a libel . * In a future stage of the pro

ceedings, if the defendant is found guilty, he will have a

right to demand my opinion , and if ever that happens it is

my duty, and I will; but till that happens, I do not think it

proper, or by any means incumbent on me . Therefore 1

can only say, that if you are satisfied that the defendant did

publish the pamphlet, and are satisfied of the truth of the

inuendoes, you are bound , in point of law, to find him guil

ty .” ( See the Trial, p . 17. ) This doctrine was afterwards

confirmed by Lord Mansfield and the whole Court of King's

Bench . It was ratified also by the opinions of the twelve

Judges, delivered to the House of Lords, in answer to the

seventh question referred to them on the occasion of Mr.

Fox's Libel Act . * Now let us advert for a moment to the

point at issue . The inquiry is, the legal guilt or innocence

of the defendant, in respect of a particular act , the Jury are

required to establish the one or the other upon oath , and be

ing incapable of themselves,according to the court-doctrine,

ofknowing the legal character of the act done, the court re

fuses to assist them with any opinion on the subject . They

are, in the language of the Judges, “ to take that from the

Court;" but that Court withholds its opinion , though that

opinion , according to their own doctrine , is the onlymedi

um of intelligence. We know but of one parallel to this ah

surdity. The government of Munich published a catalogue

of forbidden books, but forbade, undera heavy penalty, the

reading of the prohibitory catalogue !

Butthe most monstrous absurdity is , that the very Judges

who insist that the Jury can decide nothing but the fact, ne

ver did , and never would, receive a verdict finding the fact

only. We have already seen , that in the case of Rex vs.

* The answers of the Judges to the questions put to them by the House

ofLords on this occasion exhibit a curious specimen of professional mys

atification . They may be found in Dodsley's Ann. Reg. vol. xxxiv. p .62.

They were commented upon with great and deserved severity in Parlia

ment, and the general opinion of the public respecting them may, perhaps,

be well expressed in the words of Dr. Towers— “ It would bedifficultto

point out any piece of writing in which perspicuity has been more success

Fully avoided .” [ Towers's Tracts, vol. ii . p. 169.] Or they may be cha

racterized in a line of Smart's—

6. The mental nonsense , neither true nor false . "
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Penn and Mead, indicted for speaking or preaching to an

unlawful assembly, when the Jury pronounced a verdict of

“ Guilty of speaking,” the Court told them , “they had as

goodsay nothing,” and expressly required of them to find

whether the assembly was unlawful or not. So in the case

of the King against the Dean of St. Asaph , in 1784, Mr. Jus

tice Buller sent back the Jury,telling them, that “ Guilty of

publishing only ” was no verdict . În the King v. Stock

dale, in 1789, “ Guilty of publishing only” was treated as

no verdict . So likewise in the King v. Perry, tried 9th

December, 1793, the Jury found the defendant “ Guilty of

publishing, but with no malicious intention ;" Lord Kenyon

refused to receive the verdict, and said , “it was no verdict

at all.” So that the Jury, who are told they perjure them

selves if they extend their consideration beyond the mere

fact, are yet required by the very men who impose that li

mitation on their functions, to declare on oath the legal cha

racter and quality of the fact.

Besides, is it not incompatible with every principle of rea

son and of justice, thata man's guilt orinnocence should

not be investigated at his trial ? Is it not as tyrannical as it

is absurd , first to convict and punish a man , and afterwards

inv igate his alleged guilt ? If this be justice , it is after

the order of Rhadamanthus, who was said to punish first,

and hear the case afterwards — castigat, auditque dolos. Or

it may find a more practical precedentin a custom mention

ed by Dr. Brown , son of Sir Thomas Brown , who, in his

Travels, p . 123 , says— “ Among the odd customs of Carin

thia, there is an old one, that if a man was vehemently sus

pected of theft, they hanged him, and some days after ( at

the return of the postea, as a lawyer would say,) they judg

ed of his guilt . If he was found guilty, they let hisbody

hang till it was corrupted ; if otherwise, they took it down ,

buried it on the public account, and said prayers for his soul.”

By confining the duty of the Jury to the mere finding of

the fact, the whole decision of the case is virtually taken

from the Jury, and transferred to the Judge . The Jury

would thus retain a mere nominal function . In cases oflibel,

for instance, the fact of publication, and the applicability of

the innuendoes, are usually uncontested ; the whole strug

gle of the cause is generally applied to the nature of the

publication - its guilty or innocent character . To leave the

11VOL . I.NO , I.
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whole of the contested matter to the sole decision of the

Judges, would be to annihilate, virtually , the office of the

Jury. Nothing would be left for the defendant to contend

for ; he would be surrendered up an unresisting sacrifice to

special pleading . Mr. Fox well illustrated this in the dis

cussion of his Libel Act- " Apply this doctrine,” he said

“ to high treason . Suppose they had a right to try me for

high treason, for a writing that was considered by the Court

of King's Bench as an overt act ; the Court would have a

right to say to the Jury, ' Consider only whether the crim

inal published the paper; do not consider the nature of it ;

do not consider whether it is treasonable , whether the overt

act itintended was to accomplish the king's death ; for wheth

er it was or was not, that will dependupon the words set

out on the face of the record , and the accused person will

be guilty of high treason ; and if no motion be made in ar

rest of judgment, let him be hanged and quartered . Would

Englishmen endure that this should be the case ? Could

men permit death to be inflicted, withouta Jury having had

an opportunity of delivering their sentiments or verdict,

whether the defendant was or was not guilty ?. If this doc

trine were true , and applied to high treason , then the overt

act would be unnecessary ; the person who wrote the
paper

would , probably , confess he published it , and would not

have a word to say in his defence ; he must be found guilty.

His liberty and life would not depend on the verdict of

twelve persons, but on four lawyers; I do not mean to speak

with disrespect of the Judges ; but the verdict must depend

on four men, who drew their deductions from books, and not

from the facts and circumstances of the times . A man might

thus be in a situation to lose his life, without the judgment

of his peers . This point is stronger in the case of high trea

son , than in that of libel ; but it is only stronger inasmuch as

death is of more importance than temporary confinement."

Fox's Speeches , v . iv . p . 261.

But why not trust the Judges ? “ Why,” says Mr. Ers

kine, “may not Judges be trusted with our liberties and

lives, who determine upon our propertyand every thing that

is dear to us ? The observation is plausible for the moment;

but where is the analogy between ordinary civil trials , be

tween man and man , where Judges can rarely have an in

terest , and great state prosecutions, where power and free
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dom are weighing against each other, the balance being sus

pended by the servants of the executive magistrate .* If

any man can beso lostto reason as to be a sceptic on such

a subject, I can furnish him with a case, for one instance, di

rectly in point . Let him turn to the 199th page of the cele

brated Foster, to the melancholy account of Peacham's in

dictment for treason , in a manuscript sermon , found in his

closet, but never published , reflecting on King James the

First's government. The case was too weak to be trusted

withoutmanagement, even by the sovereign , to the Judges

of those days ; it was necessary to sound them , and the great

( but, on that occasion , the contemptible ) Lord Bacon , was

fixed upon for the instrument. His letter to the King re

mainsrecorded in History,t where, after telling him his suc

cessful practice on the puisné Judges, he says, that when

in somedark manner he has hinted this success to Lord Coke,

he will not chuse to remain singular. Mr. Erskine adds,

“ When it is remembered what comprehensive talents and

splendid qualifications Lord Bacon was gifted with, it is no

indecency to say, that all Judges ought to dread a trust

which the constitution never gave them , and which human

nature has not always enabled the greatest men to fulfil.”

Erskine's Speeches, vol . i . p . 253 .

The instance of judicial delinquency mentioned by Mr.

Erskine, is by no means a solitary one ; English history

teems with such examples from the very earliest records.

We need not go back to the reign of Alfred, who caused

forty -fourjustices to be hanged in one year for false judg

ments and other acts of violent aggression against the rights

of the subjects ; [Horne's Mirror of Justices, p . 108 , 238 ]

nor to that of Edward I, who complained bitterly of the uni

versal corruption of theJudges, and fined most of them very

heavily ; [Rapin's Hist. v . i. p . 364 ] we may come within

the period of what lawyers denominate “ legal memory."

* Even Blackstone,high prerogative lawyer as he was, has candidly

acknowledged this predispositionofthe Judges towards the crown. “The

antiquity and excellence,” he says, “ of the trial by Jury for the settling

of civil process has been before explained at large, and it will hold much

stronger in criminal cases, since in times of difficulty and danger, more is

to be apprehended from the violence and partiality ofJudges, appointed by

the crown in suits betweenthe King and his subjects, than in disputes

between individuals.”_Black . Comm . vol . iv. p. 361 .

† See Lord Bacon's Letters.
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If it were not notorious matter of history, it would not be

credited , that sworn Judges, including the two Chief Justi

ces , actually decided in the reign of Richard II , that " the

king is above the law .” [Rapin , v . i. p . 464, n . 6.) For this

judgment, however, Sir Robert Tresham , the Chief Justice

of the King's Bench, was afterwards deservedly hanged at

Tyburn ; his fellows in iniquity received the samesentence,

but their lives were spared , and they were merely banish

ed. [ Rapin , v . i . p. 465. ] Henry VIII , had the fortune to

possess, in Empson and Dudley, two Judges who, with re

ference to their official iniquities and moral unworthiness,

may be said to have been “ equal to all things, for all things

unfit,” and who justly paid the forfeit of their crimes by a

public execution on Tower-hill . (Rapin , v . i . p . 707. ) The

reign of Charles I, is conspicuous in this particular. All the

twelve Judges ( or, as they thought fit to express themselves ,

every man by himself, and all of us together,' ' ) deliberate

ly resolved, that in cases of necessity , the king might levy

money without consent of Parliament, and that of the ne

cessity his majesty was the sole Judge ." * [ Rapin, v . ii . p .

295. ) Of lord keeper Finch, that active and indefatigable

instrument ofjudicial corruption in the same reign , who de

clared, that while he was keeper, an order of council should

always with him be equivalent to law, and who, when im

peached for his crimes, fled from justice , we will say no

more. ( See Hume's Hist . v . vi . p . 305.) Of Scroggs and of

Kelyng, in the next reign, that of Charles II , it is still less

necessary to say any thing, beyond the mention of their

It is more to our present purpose to observe, that

in this reign , all the twelve Judges declared, under their

hands, in a certificate to the king and council, that, “ who

ever printed or published any thing, anywise relating to the

government, withoutparticular licence from the government

for so doing, was guilty of a great offence and misdemean

our, and severely punishable. ( See Rex v. Carr, v . ii . St.

Tr. p . 554. ) + In alluding to Jeffreys, what can we do bet

* The infamous Strafford declared this opinion of the Judges,to be

“ the greatest service which the profession had rendered in his time to

the crown.” — See Strafford's State Letters .

f This declaration was the more atrocious, as having been made sever

al years after the unconstitutional act for regulating the press had expir

ed; but a similar doctrine was held, as we have before seen, by Mr. Jus

tice Allybone, in the trial of the Seven Bishops. And that worthy person

names.
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ter than to adopt the energetic language of Burke , used on

another occasion, and say, that “his memory has stunk in

the nostrils of all succeeding times?” The reign of James

II . has its full share of judicial iniquity . The Judges so

lemnly determined, that the king, by virtue of his royal au

thority, might, at his will , “ suspend or dispense with the

laws.” [ Rapin, vol . ii . pp . 755, 759. ] * Other particulars

of judicial oppressions may be found specified in the decla

ration of the rights and liberties of the subject, and the con

sequent Bill of Rights, at the Revolution in 1688. Is such

an order of men fit to be trusted with the uncontrolled dis

posal of the subject's liberty in political cases ?

But we shall perhaps be told , that these things occurred in

times that are passed, and can never return ; that our pre

sent Judges aremen of a totally different character, and may

safely be trusted . With all due respect for several of our

present Judges, we doubt whether theameliorated condition

ofmodernjudicature is not to be ascribed more to the change

of times, than to any essential difference in the judicial cha

racter. It would be by no means difficult to state many

age, Sir George Jeffreys,afterwards Chief Justice, when he was Recor

der of London , lost notime in propagating this doctrine. He putforth a

sort of judicial proclamation, intimating that “all the Judges of England

having met together for the purpose, had resolved that noperson whatever

can expose to the public knowledge any thing concerning the affairs of

the public, without licence from the king or from such persons as he

thought fitto intrustwith that power." LordCamden, observingon this

resolution of the Judges, asked, with constitutional abhorrence of the doc

trine, “ Can the twelve Judges extrajudicially make a thing law, to bind

the kingdom , by adeclaration thatsuch is their opinion ? I say no; it is a

matter of impeachment for any Judge to affirm it.”-See Woolrych's

Mem. of Jeffreys, p. 56.

* Four Judges were found sufficiently virtuous to refuse their assent to

this doctrine — Sir ThomasJones, William Montague, Esq., SirJob Charl

ton, and Sir Edward Neville ; they were, of course, displaced. [Rapin,

vol . ii. p. 755, and ib. n . 2.] The answer ofthe first ofthese conscientious

men deserves to be remembered. When the King told the Judges “ he

would have the twelve Judges of his own opinion ,”Sir Thomas Jones told

him— “ Possibly you may find twelve Judges of your opinion, butyou will

scarce find twelve Lawyers to be so . " [Rapin, vol. ii.p. 755, n. 1.] The

learned Judge was mistaken, however, in this conjecture . On the 11th

June, in the following year, ( 1687,) the members of the Middle Temple,

in a body, presentedanaddress tothe King, in which they assured him ,

that " they would defend with their lives andfortunes, all the prerogatives

claimed by him , upon the authority of that divine maxim , a Deo Rex, a

Rege lex ." -- Rapin, vol . ii . p. 75º.
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“ modern instances" but too well calculated to excite a dis

trust of judicial impeccability, and to satisfy us that our best

security in this respect, consists in the improved spirit of

the age. Judges could not now do, even if they were wil

ling, what Judges have done heretofore . Jeffreys himself,

if now onthe bench, with the samesanguinary and tyranni

cal disposition which actuated him in his past career , could

not donow what he formerly did . But power is power,
and

has a natural tendency towards usurpation and abuse ; and

judicial power has in all ages been obnoxious to its full share

of that reproach . We are unwilling, therefore , to remove

or relax any of those restraints which the constitution has

given us , and which have led to the present amelioration ,

and among which restraints,the libertyof the press has been

by far themost efficient. But on the prevailing disposition

to compliment the Judges for the time being with the attri

bute of official perfection, we do not know that we can ex

press ourselvesbetter than in the language of a sensible lit

tle pamphlet on the Law of Libel, published by Hunt, of

Tavistock street , in 1823— “ We are perpetually boasting,'

says the writer, “ of the integrity of the Judges. The Judges

on the bench are always, for the time being, the best of

Judges, the wisest and most upright of men ; men who will

neither do nor suffer injustice; men who will drive from

their presence all who seek to pervert the law, or take ad

vantage of its defects to injure any one . Yet how few are

the dead Judges, whose conduct has not been impeached ,

and that, too , on good grounds ! Were the Judges really

and truly independent of the executive power, and were

the people at liberty, as they ought to be, ( but as , with the

consent of the Judges, they never will be ,) to canvass the

conduct of a living Judge to the necessary extent , so that no

Judge could commit acts of folly or of injustice with impu

nity, very few such acts would be committed . Had this se

curity been taken, and this freedom been enjoyed in time

past , the evils which have been accumulating for ages would

have had no existence ; the law would have been precisc ,

clear, and sufficient, and its administration very different in

deed from that which we are compelled to witness.” — Pp.5,6.

But to return from this digression. The authorities to

which we have referred, are chiefly of a strictly legal kind ;

but great collateral aid might be given to our argument, by
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reference to books of a less professional character. We

have not space to do so in detail, but we may make a passing

reference to the following few , viz : to Lord Somers's cele

brated “ Security of Englishmen's Lives ; or, the Power and

Duty of Juries, A. D. 1681 ; the “ Guide to English Ju

ries," A. D. 1682 ; the well known “ Dialogue between a

Barrister and a Juryman ,” by Sir John Hawks, solicitor -ge

neral to king William ; Dr. Towers's tract on “ The Rights

and Duties of Juries ; [ Tract v. ii . p . 1 , ] Mr. Capel Lloft's

“ Considerations on the Matter of Libel;" to the celebrated

“ Letters to Mr. Almon," before noticed ; to Baron Mase

res's papers“ On the Doctrine of Libel, ” published in 1792,

and republished in 1809; [Miscel.Tr. p . 183 , ] to De Lolme,

“ On the Constitution ; " (ch . xiii. p . 176 , ] to a very argu

mentative note in “ Boswell's Life of Johnson ;" (v . iii. p .

11 , n . ( 1 ) ] to Mr. Rous's masterly “ Letter to the Jurors

of Great Britain ," originally published in 1771 , and repub

lished in 1785 ; and to the late Lord Stanhope's elaborate

book , entitled “ The Rights of Juries Defended,” A. D.

1792, which displays the clearness of statement, energy of

language, and extensive research , that characterized allthe

works ofthat high-minded , intelligent , and independent no

bleman. These references combine a great body of autho

rity , derived from men of all parties, and ofvarious ranks and

professions in life, in support of the doctrine we contend for.

But the great final andconclusive authority is , the statute

32 Geo . III.c. 60 , commonly called the Libel Act, usually

ascribed to Mr. Fox, who brought it into Parliament, but the

merit of preparing which is now clearly proved to belong

to Mr. Burke. [ See Prior's Life of Burke, p. 81. ] By this

statute , after reciting that doubts have arisen whether, on

the trial of an indictment or information * for making or pub

lishing any libel, on the pleaof not guilty, it be competent

to theJury to give their verdict upon the whole matter in

issue , “ it is declared and enacted, that on every such trial ,

*We have seen that in Levy v. Milne, Chief JusticeBest attempted to

confine this law to criminal cases, ( or rather, denied its existence alto

gether,) but this is mere sophistication. Lord Coke,in the passage before

cited, expressly states, that the right of the Jury to decide the whole is

sue applies equally to criminal and to civilcauses. [ 1 Inst. 226, b. 227.]

When this statutewas passed, no doubt existed as to civil cases, and the

act declared the doubts which were suggested as to criminal cases to be

contrary to law .
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the Jury sworn to try the issue may give a general verdict

of guilty or not guilty upon the whole matter put in issue,

upon such indictment or information ; and shall not be re

quired by the Court or Judge to find the defendant guilty,

merely on proof of the publication by such defendantof the

paper charged to be a libel , and of the sense ascribed to the

same in such indictment or information ; ( sec . 1 ) but the

Judgeshall, according to his discretion , give his opinion and

direction to the Jury on the matter in issue , in like manner

as in all other criminal cases.t ( sec . 2. )

This statute (whichấto his immortalhonour be it remem

bered — would never have passed but for Mr. Erskine's un

wearied and independent resistance against Lord Mansfield's

† In the year 1793, a statute was passed in the Parliament of Ireland

to the same effect. Thelaw of Scotland has always been acknowledged

to be to this effect, and therefore requiredno statutory declaration. (See

Borthwick's Law of Libel and Slander, p. 141.] We add the following act

of the State of New York, in America, which was passed on the 6th April,

1805 ,as a model of just and reasonable libel law

" Whereas, doubts exist whether, on the trial ofan indictmentor infor

mation for a libel, the Jury have a right to give their verdict on the whole

matter in issue-1. Be it, therefore, declaredand enacted, &c. that on every

such indictment or information, the Jury who shall try the same shall

have a right to determine the law and the fact, under the direction of the

court, in like manner as in other criminal cases; and shall not be directed

or required by the Court or Judge to find the defendant guilty, merely on

the proof of the publication by the defendant of the matter charged to be

libellous, and of the sense ascribed thereto in such indictment or infor

mation ; provided, nevertheless, that nothing herein contained shallbe held

or taken to impair or destroy the right and privilege of thedefendant to ap

ply to the Court to have the judgment arrested, as hath heretofore been

practised.

“ II. Thatin every prosecution for writing or publishing any libel , it

shall be lawful for the defendant, upon the trial of the cause, to give in

evidence in his defence, the truth of the matter contained in the publica

tion charged as libellous; provided also that such evidence shall not be a

justification, unless on the trial it shall be further made satisfactorily to

appear, that thematter charged as libellous was published with good mo

tives, orfor justifiable ends .

“ III. That any person or persons who shall, after the passing of this

act, be convicted of writing or publishing a libel, shall not be sentenced to

an imprisonment exceeding the term of eighteen months, or to pay a

fine exceedingthe sum of five thousand dollars.

“ IV . Thatfrom and after the passing of this act,it shall not be lawful

to prosecute any person or persons, by information, for writing or publish

ing any libel.”

A similar law prevails, with slight variations, throughout the United

States .-See Digest of the Laws ofthe United States.
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doctrine ) clearly establishes, not merely that, in cases of li

bel, as in all other criminal cases, the Jury are to decide the

whole issue , but that this was the constitutional law of the

land — for it is a declaratory statute - promulgating what the

law was, and not creating a new law. This has been a bit

ter pill to the enemies of the rights of Juries . Lord Ken

yon, while he yielded an unwilling submission to the statute ,

mis-stated its nature , in a judgment delivered by him soon

after the passing of the act, in the King v. Holt, 5 Term.

Rep . p . 436, saying, “ the Jury were now enabled to decide

upon the whole question, including the intention of the

party accused ." * Mr. Holt, as mightbe expected , sneers

at its declaratory character, though ,bold as he is on the sub

ject , he does not venture to deny it. “ This statute," he

says, “ has often been deemed as declaratory only of the

common law ; it affects, indeed, merely to declare it in

terms; it declares and enacts,” &c . [ Holt's law of libel , p .

305. ) Mr. Worthington, however, whose intrepidity never

fails him , when a bold assertion is required, states in ex

press terms, but in as express contradiction of the státute ,

that “ this act of parliament enlarges the province of the Ju

ry ” [p . 146.] The statute expressly professes to be de

claratory ; and when we consider the vehemence with

which it was opposed by lord Thurlow and lord Mansfield ,

and all the judges, it is not possible to believe that it would

have been suffered to pass in the form of a declaratory act,

if that important character could have been denied to it.t

Mr. Fox, in his introductory speech , expressly characterized

* Lord Ellenborough's manly mind, however, disdained such practices

Strongly as he was inclined against political libels and popularrights, he

honestly and fully admitted in severalcases, that the Jury "had cogni

zance over the whole issue in cases of libel, as in other criminal cases."

--See in particularPeltier's Trial, p. 201.

+ Even sir John Scott, then solicitor-general, with all his disposition to

carp at the bill, did not venture to deny that it was declaratory of the

common law . That learned person exhibited, on this occasion, his pecu

liar facultyoffrittering away popular rights by specious qualifications.-

The preamble stated, “ Whereas doubts havearisen whether it be compe

tent to the Jury to give their verdict upon the whole matter in issue,” &c.

He proposed to introduce, "with the assistance and under the direction of

the judge,” thus insidiously attempting todo the very thing which the

act proposed to undo. “ What” exclaimed Mr. Fox, “ you want to keep

up theold quarrel; you wantagain to let loose the judge upon the jury,

The amendment was rejected, and, as his biographer observes, the wily

assailant of the bill returned to his lair disappointed of prey." -- See life of

Lord Eldon, Lond . 1827.

12VOL . I.--NO , I.
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this very

it as a declaratory bill ; he protested against “ attempting

any thing like innovation ;" he reprobated the doctrine of

the judges as of " modern date ; ” and when the bill was com

mitted he called for the sense of the House
upon

point, in terms which put the matter beyond doubt. He

said that " although he had shown the House that this ( lord

Mansfield's ) law of libel was contrary to the original prin

ciples of law, and dangerous to the constitution, yet when

he would suggest a remedy for those evils, he found him

self incapable of doing it without the assistance of the House .

If the committee were clear as to the law on the subject, he

thought their wisest and most proper measure would be to

enact a declaratory law respecting it . If the committee

were of opinion , that the high authorities ( the judges ) on

the other side ofthe question made the law doubtful, they

might settle the law upon the subject in future, without any

regard to what it had been in times past." * [See Fox's

Speeches,vol. iv. p . 245, 262. ] The bill passed as a de

claratory law. Mr. Erskine, Mr. Sergeant Glynne, and

Mr. Dunning, supported the bill on these grounds. Mr.

Pitt, expressing “ great diffidence at setting up his opinion

against the practice of the judges, concurred with Mr. Fox.

Even the attorney-general (Mr. McDonald ,) although he

endeavored, ex debito officii, to vindicate the living judges,

for following theexample of their immediate predecessors,

supported the bill in this form. In the House of Peers,

lord Camden recapitulated a series of cases from the time of

Bracton down to modern times, and declared himself a

friend to the bill, “ not because it tended to alter the law

of the land, but because it established it. ” He insisted

that “the Jury did already possess, and had always pos

sessed, a legal right to form their verdict on the whole case,

law, fact and intention , how much soever this right might

have been discountenanced by the judges .” Lord Lough

* Dr. Bissett, a writer by no means too much disposed to favorthe

popular side, describes the character of these debatesto the same effect.

«Mr. Fox,” he says, “ introduced abill, declaring the power ofJuries to

decide upon the law as well as the fact, in trials for libel. This bill was

notdebated as a party question, butas a subject ofexisting law , justice ,

and constitutional right."-Bissett's life of George III, vol. ii. p. 323.

f “Lord Camden denied that the practice of the judges was sanctioned

by authority, or that, by the law of the land, juries were circumscribed

within stricter limits in cases oflibel, than in any other subject of juris

diction. An inquiry into the conduct oflord Mansfield was proposed, to

gether with an examination of the legal rights of juries, and motions
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borough pursued a similar course of argument; " he con

sidered the bill as a declaratory bill, the object of which

was, notto make that law whichwas previously supposed to

be of a different description , but to declare and explain

what was understood to be at that instant the existing law

of the land .” [ See Parl. Debates ; see also Fox's Speech

es, vol . iv . p . 269.] The bill passed in that form accord

ingly ; and yet we are told, with a total suppression of

these particulars, that the statute merely affects ” to be a

declaratory law , and that it “ enlarges” the original power

of Juries. Misrepresentation cannot go much further.

But when this important principle could not be beaten

down by open assault, attempts have been made to under

mine it. Thus it is frequently intimated, most insidiously,

that although the Jury have the power and the right, it may

be expedient to forego the exercise of them. In the case

of The King vs. the Dean of St. Asaph, Mr. Bearcroft said ,

“There is no law in this country that prevents a Jury, if

they choose it, from finding à general verdict; I admit it; 1

rejoice in it ; I admire and reverence the principle as the

palladium of the constitution . But does itfollow that be

cause a Jury may dothis, they must do it, that they ought to

do it ? ” This insidious stuff is often heard in the
present

day. We answer the question withouthesitation , that the

Jury ought to do so in allcases in which their consciences are

satisfied. It is a sacred trust confided to them for the protec

were madeinboth Houses for this investigation,but were negatived.

Lord Mansfield left a paper withthe clerkof the House, containingthe

unanimous opinion of the judges in favor of his doctrine. Lord Camden,

on the other hand, pledged himself to prove, from law and precedent, that

this doctrine, though approved by the judges, was not conformable to the

law of England. He desired that aday might be fixed for discussing this

question ; butlord Mansfield, thus challenged to a contest of legal disqui

sition, either doubtful ofvictory, or deeming the combat imprudent, de

clined the invitation. The public was left with an impression, thatlord

Camden's doctrine, certainly more consistent with constitutional liberty,

and with analogy to the general rights of Juries, to scrutinize intention,

as well as to learn mere fact, was virtually admitted to be also conform

able to law and precedent. "If lord Mansfield could have proved the al

leged exceptionin the case of libel, it was conceived that he would have

adduced his proofs, in order to prevent future animadversion, as well as

to justify his past jurisdiction. Men of ability and knowledge, who,

without considering either precedented opinions or practice, merely ar

gued from reason and conscience, could not discoverwhy intention should

not be taken into the juridical account, in estimating defamatory guilt,

when intention wasnecessary to constitute guilt of every other species,

- Bissett's George III . vol. ii. p. 21 ,
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tion of men's fortunes, liberties , and lives ; and Juriesare,in

our judgment, guilty of a gross and inexpiable dereliction of

duty, when they surrender to others, however high in rank or

exalted by ability, the exercise of those functions which,

for the wisest purposes, were specially delegated to them

selves. In the language of chief justice Vaughan before ci

ted , they ought to see with their own eyes, and hear with

their own ears; or, to use the words of Mr. Horne Tooke ,

in the action brought against him by Mr. Fox, in 1792 , " any

Jury that shall deliver a verdictagainst any defendant, with

out having well and truly tried the whole question at issue

between the parties , is a perjured Jury. ”

It is time to bring this long article to a close ? its impor

tance has led us to a greater length than we anticipated, but

not greater, we hope, than the subject deserves. We trust

thatwe have satisfactorily established thatthe right we con

tend for in behalf of Juries does exist , and that it has exist

ed immemorially and constitutionally, and that it is equally

consonant to every sound principle of legal and of moral jus

tice .

COLOURED MARRIAGES.

From the Charleston Mercury, October 29, 1823 .

QUESTION_Can afree white man lawfully marry a free black or co

lored woman ? Can a whitewoman lawfully marry a free black or color

ed man ? Instances of the first sort have occurred; no instance of the se

cond is known. It is important that the public mind should be turned to

this subject, and that the legislature should act upon it prospectively, leav

ing theCourts of Law and Equity to pronounceupon all cases now exist

ing, and which would, of course, be free from legislative interference.

An act declaratory of what the law should hereafter be, cannever pre

vent judicial decisions asto what itnow is. This question has lately been

discussed with much ability, aswell upon principle as authority, in the Co

lumbia Telescope. We readily extend as far as depends upon us, its

publicity, premising only that the Constitutional Court has, in more in

stancesthan one, recognized contracts of meum and tuum between white

personsand free persons of color, andhas decided that the latter are enti

iled to the benefit of the Acts of Insolvency.

“ The policy of the law ,” says Judge Bay, “ allows these persons to

contract and be contracted with , and to pursue their rights in a Court of
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Justicé. To allow them these privileges, without the benefit allowed to

unfortunate debtors, would be placing them in a deplorable situation in

deed ; especially when it is recollected that their want of a competent

knowledge of the Law of Contracts places them very much in the power

of artful and designing men : for allwhich reasons, justice as well as hu

manity, requires that the benefit of these Acts (Insolvent Debtor and Pri

son Bounds Acts) should be extended to them . ”

It cannot be necessary to observe that the contract ofmarriage, so pe

culiarand important in its natureand effects could neverhave been intend

ed to be included in the above decision. Let us, then cunsider the ques

tion asquite open , and proceed to give due weightto the learned and acute

writer in the Columbia Telescope

“ The late law, prohibiting the introduction offree persons

of color into our state, and Judge JOHNSON's unexpected and

truly original opinion on the subject, has led me to think of

cases that may happen with us, arising from our coloured

population. Whether the extraneous matter which that

Judge has thought fit to introduce, be the result of superior

foresight, of anhabitual love of paradox , or an unconquera

ble obliquity of thinking ; whether the opportunity was a

good one to make a dash at the police of Charleston and

the freeholders' court , or to exhibit a heroic contempt of

public opinion , by putting a construction on a well known

phrase , which could enter into no one's brain but his own,

I cannot tell . Whatever his opinion may be , whether sound

or unsound in point of doctrine, the situation in which he

delivered it , will andought to protect his motives from pub

lic animadversion . We mustnot permit ourselves to dis

trust the honesty of intention of a judge of the Supreme

Court, while acting in that capacity. Still, his published

opinion in the late case is so strange, containing matter so ir

relevant , and so verging towards the confines of sedition ,

that whatever credit wemay allow to his motives, we can

not help looking aghast at his doctrines .

I hope whenever the following case occurs , it willbe in a

way to give no trouble to Judge JOHNSON on the bench ;

which every friend to the Judge would no doubt be glad to

free him from .

In the case of Elkison vs. Delesseline, the only point be

fore the court, was, will habeas corpus lie ? Judge JOHN

son decided, of course in so plain a matter, that it would not .

Withthis question , the constitutionality of the law of South

Carolina, the prudence or imprudence, and the motives of

our legislature, had nothing to do . It is, of this needless ,

volunteered part of the judge's opinion-of this disregard for
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the feelings of his own state - of this unnecessary , ill -timed,

and unwise abuse , that the public so justly complain ; and to

which alone my observations are meant to apply .

In another point of view, the Judge's opinions are great

ly to be regretted . Every body knows that a suspicion , from

political motives, has been industriously propagated that the

Supreme Court of the United States has gradually been en

croaching on state rights. A judge of that Court should

be particularly, anxiously cautious , not to add weight to

that suspicion. Has Judge JOHNSON been so ? Has he not

given force and currency to it ?

A Slave can make no contract ; a slave therefore cannot

contract a marriage with a free person . Can a white man

marry a coloured woman , or a white woman a coloured

man ? I know of no case that has actually occurred of this

nature, but it is not unlikely to occur ; and I therefore send

you some observations on the question. Most of the re

ferences have been suggested to me by a friend. I shall

cite the books and quotations on which I shall rely , and then

the points which embrace all the parts of the question .

AUTHORITIES AND CASES.-- Nuptiæ sive matrimonium est

viri et mulieris justa conjunctio, individuam vitæ consuetu

dinem continens. ( Inst . L. 1. tit. 9 , § 1. ) Vinnius, in his

comment hereon, says, Principalis finis, sobolis procreatio.

C'est à dire ( says Pothier dig . L. 1. de ritu nuptuali) la

communion de tous les droits, tous les avantages, tous les

honneurs. Car la femme jouit de tous ceux qui sont dûs à

son mari, à raison de son rang, ou de ses places.

La femme contracte envers son mari, l'obligation de le

suivre partoutoù il jugera apropos d’établir sa residence ou

sa demeure. ( Pothier sur le contrat de Mari. Introd . )

Un contrat de mariage avec une personne qui a perdu l'é

tat civil par une condemnation à une peine capital, est pri

vée des effets civils . (Poth. ub.sub . part. 5 , c 2, art . 3.)

In the commentary on the last French edition of Pothier,

we find, Il ne peut être reçu ( en France ) aucun acte de ma

riage entre les blancs et les negresses, ni entre des negres

et des blanches . Also, at page 82, ofthe same commentary,

les qualités civiles devaient sans doute être d'un grand poids,

lorsqu'il existait des distinctions de caste ; le système alors

admis devait les faire influer sur la validité du mariage.--

If the woman was originally of servile condition , and was

not raised by the marriage to an equal condition with her
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husband , and if the children which she should bear were un

derstood to have no claim to inherit , she was then called a

concubine. (Rutherf. Inst. L. 1. c . xv . $ 15. ) This is

also the left handed marriage of Germany, where the wo

man does not partake of thecivil status of the man. (Coo

per's Just. notes, p. 430. ) The next in number among the

legal prohibitions to marriage among the Romans, was of

fence against public decorum; another head was that of rank

( status ;) as if a senator should marry a manumitted slave ,

à stage player, or a person of lost reputation ; or a govern

or of a province a female resident therein . ( See the Ref.

in 431 of that book .)

The state of marriage in the old English system of ville

nage, was not marriage , but concubinage ; for the children

of a free female, married to a villein , were villeins. ( 2 BI .

Com . Villenage.) The essential quality, of equality of sta

tus, was wanting ; which constitutes the difference between

legalized concubinage and marriage.

In the case of Cope vs. Burt, ( 1 Phillimore , 229. ) Ser

jeant Lens says, “ This is an important cause, as connected

with great public interests , and the general interests of the

community. It is a question of public policy and general

reasoning, inasmuch as the institution of marriage is forthe

sake of the public as much as for the sake of individuals .

It is not the case here as in a common contract ; the public is

a third party interested in seeing and knowing who the par

ties are that are married .” This doctrine is confirmed

by the Judge of the high court of delegates, Sir John Ni

chols, who says, page 296, the public also may be concern

ed that the state and condition of the parties should be judi

cially ascertained .

In the case ofEvans vs. Evans, (v. 2, of the Law Maga

zine, ) Sir William Scott says, “ Marriage is the most so

lemn engagement which onehuman being can contract with

another. It is a contract formed with a view not only to the

benefit of the parties themselves, but to the benefit of third

parties , to thebenefit of their common offspring, and to the

moral order of civil society.” And again , “ If two parties

have pledged themselves at the altarof God, to spend their

lives together for purposes that reach much beyond them

selves , it is a doctrine to which the morality of the law gives

no countenance, that they may dissolve this bond of common

tie ."
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Such are the sentiments of writers on the civil law, and

foreign jurists , and decisions of the English courts as to the

nature and essential properties of the marriage contract ;

which I apprehend are adopted as principles throughout the

United States; every court acknowledging marriage to be a

contract of public permission and regulation ; to be controled

in the principles that relate to it , byconsiderations of public

policy and decorum .

I proceed to the law relating expressly to negroes and per

sons of colour in the United States . The mixed marriages

of whites and Hindoos, I do not meddle with, because the

English legislature has thought fit to regulate them by posi

tive law ; which is in conformity with the principles above

laid down . Among the Hindoos themselves, a Sudra can

only marry a Sudra, they being of a cast that has no status in

society . A Chatriya cannot marry a Sudra, for he cannot

communicate his own status to his wife. ( Sir W. Jones'

works, vol. 3 , p . 120.)

Mr. McLane of Delaware, Mr. Barbour ofVirginia, Mr.

Archer of Virginia, and Mr. A. Smyth of Virginia, on the

floor of Congress, in the debate on the Missouri question,

December 1820, each stated as a matter of fact, ( in which

they were not contradicted ,) that in no state of the union

were coloured persons, descendants of negroes, permitted to

contract marriage with white persons. In theargument of

Mr. Hemphill ofPennsylvania, this is substantially admitted,

as noticed by Mr. McLane.

Also, it may be safely asserted, that in no state of the

union is a coloured person of African blood , admitted to a

full participation of the rights of a white man. He cannot be

a Legislator, Judge, Sheriff, Constable, Militia man , or Ju

ror ; in many states, ( non slave holding ) he cannot be a wit

In all and every state from Maine to New Orleans,

he is of a degraded caste ; of an inferior rank, condition , or

status in society. This feeling and the conduct in conform

ity to it, and the laws implying it, are universal throughout the

United States. In most of the states, the distinction is made

by means of the express words, “ free white inhabitants ;" >

where it is not so, the practice is the same, though the ex

pression may seem ambiguous or inclusive , asin Pennsylva

nia ; where no coloured man is taxed, no coloured man is

permitted to vote, to serve in the militia , on juries , &c ..-

On a late attempt to establish a hose fire company of free

ness .
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negroes and coloured people in Philadelphia, every other

hose company gave notice , that they would dissolve their

own institutions, if this were permitted. Such and so strong,

are the practical prejudices against the negro race, in those

states where the natural equality of man is so vauntingly

preached up ! On the 20th of January , 1820, as appearsby

the journals of the House of Representatives of Pennsylva

nia , p . 341 , a motion was made by Messrs. Kirby and Robin

son,to prohibit the migration or importation offree negroes

into that commonwealth ; and very lately , to prohibit the in

termarriage of persons of colour with whites.

In the lawsof Rhode Island, power is given to the Town

Council , to bind out a free negro for two years, who shall

keep a disorderly house ; p . 611, 612. Other laws of a still

more severe import in that state , against servants and slaves,

are cited and referred to by Judge SMITH, late of the senate

in his speech on the Missouri bill, December, 1820.

By a law of Massachusetts, of 1788, revised in 1798, and

again in 1802, no African or negro ( other than a subject of

the Emperor of Morocco, or a certificated citizen of the

United States, ) shall abide in that commonwealth more than

two months, under pain of being whipped, &c . as often as

he shall return . By an act of Massachusetts, June 5, 1792;

no person shall join in marriage, any white person with a

negro , Indian , or mulatto, under a penalty of £ 50, and the

said marriage shall be null and void .

A law of 1796 in that state, prohibits free coloured per

sonsfrom wandering out of the bounds of the town or place

to which they belong ; from travelling withouta pass ; from

selling any thing to any person whatever. I shall assert

without fear of contradiction, that by the laws and practices

of all the non -slave holding states without exception, a co

loured person of African origin, is considered as an inferior

being, permanently , irrevocably degraded as to his state or

civil rank, and no where enjoyingfull participation of civil

rights . By the laws of Virginia, for preventing that abo

minable intermixture and spurious issue ," arising from mar

riages between white and black , or white and mulatto per.

sons, all such marriages are forbidden ; the parties them

selves are punished by fine and imprisonment , and all min

isters and others are forbidden, under penalty of $ 250, to

marry such persons. But the marriage itself is not declared

13VOL , I. - NO , I.
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void . * ( 1. Rev. Code Virg . laws, 1819 , p . 401 , 424, 444.)

Same prohibition , ( North Carolina laws, p. 68. ) In South

Carolina, no coloured person can be a witness ; no coloured

person may on any provocation strike a white person . Per

sons of colour are not permitted to be taught writing . In

Charleston they must disperse and go home at drum beat ev

ery night, and so in other towns, according to the various

municipal regulations . In Charleston, free negroes and mu

lattoesare liable to registration, to capitation tax ; by an act

of last year, it is forbidden to import into South Carolina

from any other state or place , any free colouredperson.

They are not permitted to remain in port , though brought as

ship servants in a foreign vessel . So that if a free white wo

man , native of South Carolina, with landed and other proper

ty here, were to bring home with her from another state , her

free mulatto husband, he might be imprisoned or even sold.

In South Carolina, a negro or mulatto, has no civil rights,

and therefore, it is actionable to call a man a mulatto . ( 1

Bay's Reports, 171. 1 Nott and McCord's Reports, 184.)

In the latter case , the court considers and calls them de

graded class of people .” I do not know whether a free ne

gro can hold lands in this state ; the better opinions seem

to be, he cannot .

From the preceding quotations, it is manifest that the

people of colour are, in every part of the United States, con

sidered, not merely by the populace, but by the law, as a

permanently degraded people; not participating as by right ,

of the civil privileges belonging to every white man, but en

joying what civil privileges they possess, as a gift and grant,

asa matter of favour conceded by the law, andrevocable by

law .

That this class of people no where in the union , more es

pecially in the southern states, can beconsidered as having

of right any civil status whatever. They are every where

subject to laws and restrictions that do not operate on the

white population ; and those restrictions may be remitted or

extended according to temporary circumstances of expedi

ency , at the pleasure of the whites.

That in South Carolina the permission given to a free co

loured person to remain here , is granted reluctantly, and

under a heavy tax ; and their future introduction is prohi

bited by an express law .

* If the issuc be spurious , the marriage inust be void .
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That in every civilized country , the laws of marriage are

framed with an especial view to the public - to the commu

nity, as a party strongly interested in the marriage contract;

and whose interest cannot be set aside or infringed by the

contract between the individuals who marry.

That in many states of the union , by express law , and pro

bably in all ofthem impliedly, according to the statements

on the floor of Congress, the marriage between white per

sons and colored persons is considered as an offence. — That

according to the general tenor of the law all over Europe

relating to marriage, an equality and communicability of civil

status or condition , is an essential concomitant and result of

the marriage contract . With this our law seems to agree,

according to Mr. Dulany, 1 Maryland Rep. Append. 562 .

“What denies the civil essence, and legally appropriated

qualities of marriage , on which account it is an object of the

law , must, to be consistent, deny the capacity to marry .

Now it isa part of that essence and of those qualities, that

the wife should have the status of the husband ; but this she

could not do if she continued subject to the disabilities of a

person of color.”

With these propositions in view, I proceed to consider the

following questions

1st . Is it an offence against public decorum for a black or

mulatto person to marry a white, or a white to marry a black

or mulatto ?

2d . Does the want of civil status in the coloured party ,

and is the impossibility on the part of the white to commu

nicate his or her civil status to the coloured person espous

ed, such an objection as will forbid the contract from taking

place ?

3d . Is the objection a legal one , cognizable at once in a

court of law, or is it necessary to wait for an act of the le

gislature ?

And first, is the intermarriage of blacks and whites an of

fence among us against publicdecorum ? I think it is, for

the following reasons:

( a ) It is universally spoken of and so considered . I be

lieve there is not a white person in the community who

would hazard a defence of it . The feeling on this subject

is universal . A white person so acting would be consider

ed as degraded in society without a dissenting voice .

( b ) Such a union is a sure means of propagating among
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us personal deformity, more or less , as the offspring partakes

of similitude to the black ancestor . There may be as much

activity and animation , but the features, the complexion,

and the corporeal differencesconstitute an inferiority in the

person of such a progeny . Cretinage is a legal obstacle to

marriage in the Pays de Valais . 3 Manc . trans . 266 .

( c ) I believe the inferiority of natural intellect among

the blacks cannot be denied . In the northern and middle

states they have had black teachers, black preachers, black

physicians — they have have had access to all the means of

improving their condition , and their inferiority remainsma

nifest and undeniable . They are not superior in one thing

to the slave of the south. They are not capable of much

mental improvement, or ofliterary or scientific acquirement.

The proof is , there is no instance of it here or elsewhere.

It is therefore a clear breach ofpublic expedience and de

corum knowingly to propagate inferiorityof mind as well

as body.

( d ) It is a breach of public decorum to propagate an off

spring, who by the necessary result of the laws that act

uponhim, is considered so degraded that he cannot be per

mitted to live here , though of adult age unless under the in

spection of aguardian responsible for his conduct an off

spring forbidden to receive common instruction—who can

act when adult in no civil capacity - who is fit society for no

white person—who dare not pay an evening visit butunder

the inspection of the police - whose conduct is in many in

stances a legal offence punishable by stripes , when the same

conductin a white person is not — who throughout the whole

of the United States is by operation of law and from public

feeling, an inferior anddegradedperson ! Is it not a manifest

breach of public expedience and decorum to enter into a con

tract which may fill our state with this degraded population ?

Can a contract thus offensively operating against public feeling

and against the present and future interest ofthe state , be a ya

lid contract? Is it permittedthat individuals in pursuit of their

own gratification may thus injure the future character ofour

national population ? It is upon this point in particular I lay

my finger, as unanswerable . In every civilized country the

state is a party to the marriage contract of individuals, in

respect of the interest the state has in the character of the

future population of the country, which can only be kept

up by the institution of marriage. When the necessary re
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sult therefore, of a marriage contract is a population degra

ded , in body, in mind , in public feeling, at home and abroad ,

such a contract is an offence against public decorum - con

tra bonos mores, and legally cognizable in that point of view.

Secondly, does the want of civil status invalidate the con

tract ? I think it does for the following reasons

( a ) The universal difference between marriage and con

cubinage, is the want of inter- communication of civil rights

and privileges - equality of status . It is not true as to per

sons of different status that consensus facit nuptias, or that

contractus facit nuptias , or that both together constitute mar

riage .-- They constitute concubinagenot marriage . Con

cubinage is allowed in Germany ; it has been sanctioned by

the decrees of Popes ; it is a state noticed by Du Cange

and other ancient authors on the law of Europe , without

animadversion . It does not mean promiscuous cohabitation,

but the union of one man to a woman for life under regular

contract, but without communication of civil status. Here

in it differs from marriage; and this is the only essentialfea

ture of dissimilarity. To marriage therefore, by the uni

versal consent of all Europe , belongs exclusively and es

sentially, equality of civil status . No such equality, no

such intercommunication can take place in the marriage, as

it is called , of a black and white person . Their contract

therefore is not marriage ; it can at best amount only to what

was concubinage by mutual contract, under the civil law .

This communication of civil condition , comprises always

what belongs to every free citizen or subject,and sometimes

to more. Thus in England , the King marrying an alien

commoner, she becomesqueen . A duke marrying a native

commoner, she becomes duchess by right of marriage ; and

so through all the gradations of title in that country. But

as rank and title are there the voluntary gift of the crown ,

they descend , and are communicated according to the ori

ginal tenure of the grant , or according to other legal limita

tions which are deemed expedient in cases of title. Hence

a queen or a duchess marrying a commoner does not con

stitute her husband a king or a duke . These exceptions

from a general rule , relating to an excepted and peculiar

class of subjects, evidently form no objection to the rule it

self; for it would militate against all the fundamental notions

of féus and military tenures, if a woman , other than a queen

regent, could confer them .
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“ Cujas observes, that the ancient laws allowed a man to

espouse under the title of concubine persons esteemed un

equal to him , on account of the want of some qualities requi

site to sustain the honor of full marriage. Though concu

binage was beneath marriage , both as to dignity and civil

effect, yet was a concubine a reputable title very different

from mistress among us . She might be accused of adultery

as well as a wife. This kind of concubinage is in use in some

countries in Germany, under the title of left handed mar

riage. (morgengabic )

« Concubine is also used for a real , legitimate wife, and

onlydistinguished by no other circumstances but a dispari

ty of condition or birth , between her and her husband.

Du Cange says, that we may gather from several passages

in the epistles of the Popes, that they anciently allowed of

such concubines.

“ In effect, the Roman laws did not allow a man to es

pouse whom he pleased. There was required a kind of pa

rity or proportion , between the condition of the contracting

parties. But a woman of inferior condition , who could not

be espoused as a wife, might be kept as a concubine ; and

the laws allowed it , provided the man had no other wife .”

Rees? Ency. title Concubine.

George the first, having separated from his wife , the Elec

tress of Hanover, in consequence of the discovered attach

ment between her and Count Koningsmark, entered into a

contract of concubinage, (a morgengabic or left handed

marriage) with the Duchess of Kendall. Agreeably to the

German custom , at the performance of the ceremony, he

presented her with his left hand . 2 Walp. mem . 459, 479.

The present king, George IV. while Prince of Wales ,

was married to Mrs. Fitzherbert, a Roman Catholic lady, by

a Roman Catholic priest, according to the rites of the Ro

man Church. The ceremony was performed in the pre

sence of the then Duke of Orleans. This fact was common

ly spokenof, generally believed, and was openly asserted

by John Horne Tooke in his place in the house ofcommons,

without positive denial. This contract, although a marriage

in every other respect, yet as the laws of the land forbade

the communication of states, amounted to no more than a

contract of concubinage. If Mrs. F. could have been Prin

cess of Wales by it , the ceremony would have been in all

respects and completely a marriage ceremony . Hence the
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contract may be formal and complete - it may be accompa

nied with avowed and notorious cohabitations — the concubi

tus of the canon , and the consensus of the civil law may con

cur - but if it be not accompanied with a participation of ci

vil status, it may be licensed or unlicenced concubinage, but

it is not marriage.

In Germany the left handed wife may be punished for

adultery.

Another objection , fatal as I think on the ground of civil

status, is that coloured persons among us, are not legally per

sons, but property. Acolored man is not the less a species

of property, although he be not the property of anyparti

cular person . His status consists in being property ; so re

garded by the laws; and dependant on the differences which

nature has ordained .

Hence a colored man though no slave , is not sui juris ; he

must have a guardian appointed ; he must act through his

guardian. The colored mancannot sue out habeas corpus,

as a white person ; his guardian cannot sue out homine re

plegiando ; he can only have ravishment of ward . Hence

also it follows, as I apprehend, the colored man cannot hold

real property. I see no way of surmounting the legal ob

jectionsto this privilege .

A fortiori, he cannot enter into the far more important

contract of marriage; a contract wherein the married persons

aremere instruments to promote state purposes with views

far beyond the marriage of the individuals. Can a colored

man thus be joint party with the state ?

( c ) Suppose a free white married to a negro ; how is he

to protect her person from outrage ? She cannot be a wit

ness . How can he be assured of his progeny ; if his wife

cannot complain of force with any effect ? But among the

most important objects of matrimony to the individual is this

certainty, that his children are his own ; and that he and his

wife can be protected against all invasions of this assurance .

( d ) Under such a marriage contract, the guardian of the

colored woman and the husband may be two different per

sons .

( e) By our laws, she is liable to a capitation tax , for the

privilege of remaining in the state . Marriage would not

free her from this impost, nor from the consequences of it .

Her person , therefore, is not like that of a white woman un

der the control of her husband .
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( 1 ) Suppose her husband pays a visit with his wife to a

northern state ; or a colored husband accompanies his wife

to another state , can he legally return with her ? Is he not

amenable to the late law ?

( g ) Can such a wife have dower ? For I apprehend she

cannot hold lands . But granting she may have dower, then

by legal possibility , half the lands of the state may be held by

a negro widow !

With all these legal disabilities with all these impedi

ments to the marriage contract — with so many obstacles and

impossibilities against the most important and essential pri

vileges of the marriage union, it would be a nudum pactum

-a contract without mutuality of consideration -- and void .

We are driven, I apprehend, to Mr. Dulany's conclusion

before cited, that “ whatever denies the civil essence , and

legally appointed qualities of marriage, on which account it

is an object of the law, must to be consistent, deny the ca

pacity to marry.”

Thirdly, is an act of the legislature necessary on this oc

casion ? I think not , for the following reasons :

Laws are declaratory , or remedial, or cumulative . A de

claratory law acknowledges the existing law . A remedial

law provides a remedy for an evil , where none was provided

before ; a cumulative law affords an additional remedy for an

existing evil ; giving the option to use the new or the old one .

Thus, a law providinga punishment againstbigamy, does

not constitute that an offence which was no offence before.

Bigamy is a marriage contract void as being inconsistent

with former and still existing duties and obligations of the

same nature . No court of law would refuse to declare such

a double marriage void, if there were no act concerning it

nor would it be doubtful whether such a marriage were not

an indictable offence at law , as being againstpublic decorum

and public morals. A legislative proceeding and penalty

therefore, would only be cumulative.

Suppose a man from motives of revenge, to go out at night

and maim and destroy his neighbor's horses or cattle ; and

the frequency of this offence ,should induce the legislature

to pass a law with a penalty—such a law would not create

a new offence ; the act perpetrated would amount to mali

cious mischief, and be indictable at common law, notwith

standing the penalty enacted by the legislature. To declare

it a punishable offence, would only be a declaratory law, and
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the penalty would be cumulative . Mr. Fox's libel act, was

a law simply declaratory.

To enter into a contract of marriage with a female, who

would still remain deprived of the advantages and protection

which it is the especial purpose of the marriage contract to

extend to her ; to enter into a marriage contract, whereby

the rising generation would be deteriorated and dishonored

-to enter into such a contract, when the conditions es

sentially implied in the very essence and definition of mar

riage could not be fulfilled ; voluntarily to degrade one's-self

and one's offspring for the mere purpose of temporary grati

fication - is clearly against public decency and public morals .

The so doing is an offence in itself ; it cannot be made so by

any declaratory act of the legislature. The improper conduct

was pre-existing. A law declaring such a marriage void ,

would be a declaratory act , as it ought to be ; and a punish

ment inflicted, in my opinion , should be considered as cu

mulative.

Hence, I conclude that such a marriage would be a fraud

ulent contract; a contract under which the essential condi

tions of marriage could not be fulfilled ; and therefore in legal

acceptation, a void contract, especially as a contract of con

cubinage is not acknowledged by our law. Such a mar

riage contract being plainly in direct opposition to the im

portant interests of the state, and derogatory to the charac

ter of the rising generation , would [ I think] amount to an

indictable offence against public decorum and public morals.

T. C.

P.S.-As a translation ofthe French and Latin authori

ties relied upon in the commencement of the above argument,

may be desired by some of our readers , we add it here :

i . “Nuptials or Matrimony, is the lawful union of a man

and a woman, constituting an individuality of civil and moral

existence . ” - Inst. L. 1 Fit . 9 and 1 .

“ That is," says Pothier, “ a communion of all rights and

privileges, all benefits, all honors ; for a wife enjoys each of

| these to which her husband is entitled by virtue of his rank

and station ."

2. “ The wife contracts with her husband the obligation

to follow him wherever he may see fit to establish a tempora

ry or permanent residence . " - Poth . on Marriage.

3. A contract of marriage with one who, by condemna

tion to capital punishment, has forfeited his civil status or

VOL . I .--VO , I.
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rank in society , is deprived ipso facto of all civil effects.”

Poth. ut Supra .

4. In France, no marriage is allowed between a negro

man and white woman , or a negro woman and white man .

The civil status must no doubt, have had great weight,

when distinctions of caste existed ; under such a system the

validity of marriage must have greatly depended upon the

status or civil qualities of the parties .

DEALINGS BETWEEN TRUSTEE AND CESTUI QUE

TRUST.

We publish the subjoined Opinion and Order of Chancellor HARPER ,

because some of the points are new, and all of them are questions of

interest to the community and the Profession.

REYNOLDS and Wife and others,versus SCARBOROUGH and

BREWER.

When the Ordinary under the act of 1824 , on examination finds the

value of real estate to be divided or sold, not to exceed $1000, he has ju

risdiction of the matter,and if the estate when sold brings more, the juris

diction is not affected.

If the order of sale by the Ordinary states it to be made “ on due exam

ination, ” the court of equity will presume that the proper witnesses had

been examined to shew the value before the order was made, although

that fact is not stated on the record.

When the husband applies to the ordinary for a partition or sale of real

estate, of which his wife is one of the distributees, she must be made a

party to the proceedings.

An administrator stands in such relation of confidence as respects the

real estate of his intestate, thatif he discovers a gold mine on the land

before the sale made by the Ordinary, he cannot purchase atthat sale, ex

cept hemakes a full disclosure of the discovery to the distributees.

The fact th the discovery of the gold mine was ma a few months

after the purchase by the administrator, throws the burthen of proof on

him , andhe cannot protect himself bythe denial of the discovery in his

answer, from an injunction going against him to stay waste in working

the mine until hearing.

A purchase underthe administrator, in the case stated, must not only

deny all the facts which would constitute actual fraud, but he must deny

those from which fraud may be presumed, as the relation of the adminis

trator to the estate, the inadequacy of price, and the subsequent discovery

of the mine.

Notice of the circumstances, which would vitiate the vendor's title, must

affect the vendee .

Equity well enjoining, not only atechnical trustee , but one who is made

so by construction of the court, from working a gold mine, when there

is no remedy at law-there is no difference between restraining the open
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ing a new mine, and the working one already opened, in the state ofma

chinery now used in this country.

When there is a difficulty in procuring a correct account of the product

of a gold mine, the court will stay the working, rather than order such

account.

The motionwas for an injunction to restrain waste by

working a gold mine . The land in which the mine is , was

part of the estate of William Reeder, deceased . The land

was sold for partition, by order of the Court of Ordinary for

Chesterfield District,under the provisions of the Act of As

sembly of 1824 , on the application of the complainant, Za

chariah Reynolds, who hadmarried a daughter of the intes

tate , William Reeder, and purchased by the defendant, John

Scarborough, who was the administrator of the said Reeder .

Other land of the estate was also sold by direction of the Or

dinary ; the whole for an amount something upwards of one

thousand dollars . Since his purchase, the defendant, Scar

borough, has sold to the other defendant, Brewer, the land,

reserving to himself one half of the mine. The defendant's

title is impeached, first on the ground ofwant of jurisdiction

in the Ordinary, and next on the ground of fraud in the pur

chase of Scarborough, either actual or implied . The con

veyances to defendants are sought to be set aside , and an

injunction is prayed , to prevent the alleged irreparable in

jury that will result from the working of the mine, until the

rights of the parties are adjudicated. I am to consider

whether such a case is made out by the bill and admitted by

the answer, as prima facie, entitles the complainants to the

relief sought; and if so, whether according to the rules of

the court, an injunction ought to issue to restrain the waste

complained of, until the final hearing.

By the act of 1824 , the Ordinary is authorized to make

division or sale of real estate , provided “ the value of the

said real estate , to be ascertained by the Judges of the said

Courts of Ordinary respectively, upon the oath or oaths of

a credible witness or witnesses, shall not exceed one thou

sand dollars in value." It is urged that the result of the sale

of this estate shews it to have exceeded one thousand dol

lars in value . I cannot think there is any thing in this

ground of objection . The Ordinary is madethe judge of the

value, uponthe oaths of witnesses, and it cannot bethought

that an accidental excess in the price for which the estate

shall sell , will vitiate his judgment . It is objected that it

does not appear from the transcript of theOrdinary's proceed
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ings , that a witness or witnesses were examined by him , as

the law directs. The act prescribes the precise form of the

order to be made; and in exact conformity to it , this order

is expressed to be made “ on due examination.” I must

take it for granted that the proper witnesses were examin

ed . There is another irregularity in these proceedings

however, on which I think it proper to remark . The order

was made on the application of the husband of one of the

daughters of William Reeder. The wife did not join in it ,

nor was any notice of it given to her. The act declares that

the Ordinary shall havepower to make sale or division of

real estate , “ on the application of any person or persons

interested therein .” Now to a certain extent , the husband

is certainly interested in the wife's real estate . The act of

1791 , to which that of 1824 has reference, provides that

“ any person who may be entitled to a distributive share of

any estate real or personal , and shall have arrived to the

age of twenty one years or be married," may apply for par

tition . Now construing the acts together , it may well be

questioned whether the interest required in the person

making the application, is not that of heir or distributee ;

and consequently whether it was notaltogether irregular to

order the sale on the application of the husband, in which

the wife did not join . But however this may be, I am

clearly of opinion that notice ought to have been given to

the wife personally. Itwas her estate and inheritance , and

not the husband's, and the act provides for summoning each

party interested. Another statute ( the act of limitations)

authorizes femes coverts to appoint attornies and sue for

their real estate , without joining their husbands. That the

husband should thus be able to deprive the wife of her inherit

ance, without her consent and without her knowledge, is

inconsistent with the policy of our law in other instances,

which carefully guards the inheritance of the wife . If a

suit had been brought in equity for partition , the wife must

unquestionably have been a party .

But I shall decide the motion on the other ground of ac

tual or implied fraud. The circumstances charged in the

bill as constituting actual fraud are in general denied by the

answer ; so that the determination must rest principally on

the relation of the parties, which issupposed to constitute a

case of presumptive or implied fraud. The purchaser Scar

borough was the administrator of the intestate Reeder. The
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doctrine relied on , is that which incapacitates a trustee to

purchase from his cestui que trust . I have felt some diffi

culty as to this question , and have taken considerable pains

in looking overthe cases . The rules on this subject are

perhaps not very exactly defined . It is clear enough that

a trustee to sell cannot purchase of himself at his own sale,

and such purchase shall be absolutely void at the election

ofthe cestui que trust . (Esparte Lacey, 6 Ves . 625. Morse

vs. Royal, 12 Ves. 372.) But a trustee is not absolutely

incapacitated to purchase of his cestui que trust, " provided

there is a distinct and clear contract , ascertained to be such

after a jealous and scrupulous examination of all the circum

stances,that the cestui que trust intended the trustee should

buy , and there is no fraud, no concealment, no advantage

taken by the trustee of information acquired by him in the

character of trustee.” ( Coles vs. Trecothick , 9 Ves. 246. )

The Chancellor adds, “ I admit it is a difficult case to make

out, wherever it is contended the exception prevails.” The

same rule is applied to other persons, quasi trustees , stand

ing in such a relation of confidence as gives one party an ad

vantage over the other, with respect to the subject of their

dealing — to an attorney dealing with his client ; (Gibson vs.

Jeyes, 6 Ves. 276 ; ) a steward taking a lease from his em

ployer; (Harris vs. Tremenheere, 15 Ves.40 ; ) to an agent ;

( Lowther vs. Lowther, 13 Ves. 95 ;) “ he who bargains in

matter of advantage with a person placing confidence in him ,

is bound to shew that a reasonable use has been made of

that confidence ; a rule applying to trustees , attornies , and

every one else . ” ( Per Ld . Eldon , in Gibson vs. Jeyes, 6

Ves. 278. ) The first question that presents itself is ,wheth

er an administrator is in such a situation of confidence, with

respect to the real estate of his intestate , as renders him in

purchasing subject to the rule I have adverted to .

count of the nature of certain property in our state , our

court of appeals has held that an executor or administrator

may enter upon real estate , employ slaves upon it, superin

tend and receive the issues andprofits. This seems indeed

absolutely necessary. Title deeds generally come into his

hands, and were in the administrator's hands in this case.

In the case of M'Guire vs.M'Gowen , 4 Eq. R. 486, the late

court of appeals was clearly of opinion that M'Gowen's sit

uation of administrator and guardian ad litem to the minors,

in the proceeding for partition, was enough to vitiate his
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purchase ; though it was confirmed, on the ground of his

right to protect his personal interest by bidding. In gen

eral, as observed by the chancellor in Fox vs. M'Reth, 2

Br. C. C. 420, if a stranger, knowing of a mine on a man's

land , of which the ownerwas ignorant , should purchase the

land, without informing the owner, the purchase would be

good-be was underno legal obligation to give the informa

But suppose the fact to be established by proof, which

'is charged in this case , that in consequence of his connec

tion with the estate as administrator, the party had obtained

knowledge of a mine in the land, would he be at liberty to

purchase withoutdisclosing his knowledge ? If he would not,

it is clear that he does not stand in the relation of a stranger

to the real estate . He is in a relation of confidence, affording

him advantages in his dealings with respect to the estate , and

in conformity to the doctrine on the subject, his purchase

must be subject to the jealous supervision of this Court.

But to apply this scrutiny to the facts of this case, as they

appear in the bill and answer. First, as respects the de

fendant Scarborough. Being administrator , he purchased

the land , for what appeared to be a fair consideration ; but

in the course of a few months it was found that the land con

tained a gold mine ; which fact, had it been known at the

time of the sale , would have greatly enhanced its value.-

This is the whole case as it at present appears. Does this

case entitle the complainant to relief ; the defendant deny

ing that he came to the knowledge of the mine before the

sale, and there being no evidence to the contrary ? I am

inclined to think so ; though it is not perhaps necessary to

give a definitive opinion on this point at present . A pur

chase by a trusteeat his own sale is absolutely void ; a pur

chase from his cestui que trust , or a purchase of a quasi

trustee is void ; unless upon investigation he can shew that

there was no fraud , no concealment, no advantage taken

by the trustee of knowledge acquired by him in the charac

ter of trustee . " The rule of the court, as is said by the

Chancellor in Gibson vs. Jeyes , throws the onus on him.

In Morse vs. Royal, it was admitted in argument, that “ it

is incumbent on the trustee, if a suit is instituted during his

life, to prove that the cestui que trust knew not only that

he was selling to his trustee ; but also what he was selling ;

and that he had all the information his trustee could give

him .” ( 12 Ves . 365. ) “ In the case ofmines for instance ,
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the trustee must make out either that he had given all the

information he had , to the cestui que trust , or that the cestui

que trust had clearly renounced the right of objecting .” ( Pr.

Ld . Eldon , in Coles vs. Trecothick, 9 Ves. 247. ) I doubt

if the denial of the answer will do, if there is evidence

against the trustee . What is the evidence against the trus

tee in this case ? The fact that immediately after his pur

chase , the mine was discovered . The reasoning of the ca

ses seems to make this sort of evidence conclusive .

cestuis que trust may, by a new contract, dismiss him from

that character ; but even then that transaction by which

they dismiss him , must, according to the rules of this court ,

be watched with infinite and most guarded jealousy ; and

for this reason , that the law supposes him to have acquired

all the knowledge a trustee may acquire, and which may

be very useful to him ; but the communication of which

to the cestui que trust , the court can never be sure he has

made, when entering into the new contract by which he is

discharged .” “Suppose a trustee buys an estate, and by

the knowledge acquired in that character, discovers a valu

able coal mine under it ; and locking that up in his own

breast , enters into a contract with the cestui que trust ; if

he chooses to deny it, how can the court try against that de

nial ? The probability is, that a trustee who has once con

ceived such a purpose , will never disclose it , and the ces

tui que trust will be effectually defrauded. ” ( Ex parte

Lacey, 6 Ves. 626. ) If by a change of circumstances, sub

sequently to the purchase, as by the introduction of a new

staple of cultivation, or the general prosperity of the coun

try causing property to appreciate , it should turn out that

the trustee has made an adventitious advantage , that would

afford no presumption against the fairness of his purchase .

But the peculiarity of this case is, that the circumstance

which constituted the additional value wasin existence , tho'

unknown at the time of the sale , and it furnishes the pre

cise instance , in which the cases have supposed an unfair

advantage might be made by the trustee without the possi

bility of detection . In reference to this circumstance the

price was inadequate. Harris vs. Tremenheere was the

case of a purchase of a lease by a steward from his employ

er, and the decision turned simply on the fact of his having

paid an inadequate consideration. The case of the com

plainants is also strengthened by the circumstance that the
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were infants, and that Mrs. Reynolds was no party to the

proceedings before the Ordinary. The declaration of Scar

borough, admitted by his answer to have been made at the

sale, that he too was bidding for the benefit of the children ,

is a circumstance not without its weight . It was exceeding

ly liable to be misunderstood , and to prejudice the sale .

In granting the present motion, however, I do not mean to

express an opinion that this purchase must be ultimately de

clared bad . I mean to put it on the ground that the pre

sumption is against it . From the relation in which he stood ,

the burden is thrown on the defendant of proving ( so far as

the matter is susceptible of proof) that his conductwas fair .

He has no right to avail himself of the benefit of his pur

chase, until it has been subjected to the scrutiny of this court .

I have considered the motion only in reference to the de

fendant Scarborough. The defendant Brewer relies on his

being a bona fide purchaser for valuable consideration , with

out notice ; and he denies his having had notice of any fact

which could impeach Scarborough's title . He means to de

ny all the facts charged, which would constitute actual fraud .

It is apparent, however, that he knew all the circumstances

that I have adverted to , which go to raise the presumption

against Scarborough's title . He knew that Scarborough

was administrator when he purchased ; he knew the price

he gave, for he was his security for the purchase money;

and when he took his conveyance, he knew there was a gold

mine on the land . Notice of the circumstances that vitiate

his vendor's title , must affect him ; and I think these are

prima facie sufficient for that purpose .

It was argued that an injunction was not proper in this

case , because the rule of the court is , that one in possession

claiming under an adverse title , is not subject to an injunc

tion . This is in general true , because one so in possession,

if his title be not good, is committing trespass , and the rem

edy is at law . ( See the cases collected in Chancellor De

Saussure's note to Shubrick vs. Guerard, 2 Eq. R. 620. )

So it is said an injunction will not be granted against one

having the legal estate of inheritance ; because such a one

has a right to commit waste-unless he be a trustee , not li

able to an action of waste , as observed 1 Mad . Ch . 115. This

must apply equally to a technical trustee, and to one who is

to be made a trustee by construction of this court, provided

there be no remedy at law .
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According to the view I havetaken , the case depends on

equitable principles alone , and the remedy must be in this

court. The defendants have the legal title. This remedy

must be either by giving an account,or by injunction . It is

manifest that the injunction is the more safe and efficient

remedy. If the defendants should not be disposed to ac

count fairly, I do not know on what principles the account

could be taken . If an issue should be ordered, I know not

by what evidence the damages could be fixed .
It seems

the more necessary, as the defendants have failed to set out

an account . In the case of Grey vs. The Duke of North

umberland, 13 Ves. 236 ; 17 Ves . 281 , the question was,

· whether the lord of the Manor had a right to open mines

within the copyholds of the manor, and an injunction was

to restrain the opening of the mine , until the ques

tion should be determined . In that case a distinction was

taken between restraining the opening of a mine, and stop

ping the working of one already open , on account of the ir

reparable mischief that might be done by stopping one al

ready working -- I suppose by the dilapidationand decay of

machinery, shafts, & c. No such reason seems to exist

against stopping a gold mine as they are worked in this

country .

It is ordered that an injunction issue to restrain the de

ſendants, John Scarborough and Burrell Brewer, their ser

vants, agents, &c . from digging, or in any manner working

or using any mine on the lands mentioned in the proceed

ings , or otherwise wasting the same , until the final hearing

or the further order of this court .

WM. HARPER .

ADVERSE POSSESSION .

-000

Whether a Tenant under any circumstances can claim to hold ad

versely to his landlord, and protect himself under the statute of limita

tions againsthis title, has beenmuchdoubted. The question has lately

been very fully considered by Chancellor Harper, in anargument prepar

ed by him before his promotion to the Equity Bench ,in the case of Willi

son and Watkins, and by the Supreme Court of the United States, in their

late decision of the same case. For the information of the profession, we

publish the argument and opinion of that Court.

15VOL. IVO . I.
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In Powe vs. Elierbe, decided lately in the Court of Appeals, on an is

sue out of Chancery, Judge Johnson says that Chancellor Harper's argu

ment in Watkins and Willison states the law correctly .

Chancellor HARPER's argument-

The fourth ground of error is the instruction of the Judge

to the jury , that “ under the law of South Carolina when a

tenancy has been proved at any time to have existed , not

only such tenancy must be abandoned, but the possession

must be given up, before an adverse possession can be set

up , or a possessory title , under the statute , can be acquired ;"

and consequently, as the defendant's ancestor had gone into

possession as the tenant of Bourdeaux , which possession had

been continued in his heirs to the presentday, the defendant

could not sustain his plea of the statute of limitations .

The statute requires five years possession to give title.

The defendant below , and those under whom he claims, had

been in possession more than thirty years before the bring

ing of the action . In the year 1789, Willison was in posses

sion, and he was perhaps shewn to have had possession in

the character of Bourdeaus tenant up to 1792. From the

latter year, there is no proof of any rent paid or acknowl

edgement of tenancy. More thantwenty years before the

bringing of the action, there was notice to the landlord ,

Bourdeaux, that the tenant Willison , claimed in his own

right. In 1802 , the widow of Willison denied the right of

Ralph Spence Philips, after the act passedin his favor, and

refused to give up possession on his demand ; and afterwards

defended the suitsbrought by him. The question is , was

there an adverse possession of five years.

The English law is the law of South Carolina on this

subject. No statute has altered it , and it is believed no ju

dicial decisions have departed from it . An erroneous con

clusion is thought to have been drawn from some dicta in the

cases of Anderson ads. Darby, 1 Nott & MCord, 370, and

Wilson ads. Weathersby reported in a note to the first case .

There was no question made , in those cases , with respect

to the statute of limitations; the whole question waswheth

er a person who had taken possession as tenant, could avail

himself of that possession , to put his landlord to the proof of

his title ; orif he had in fact acquired a better title , whether

the landlord ought not to recover the possession . And it

was so held , it is believed , correctly. If a tenant at the end

of his term refuse to give up the possession , alleging that he
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las acquired the title, the landlord will recover on the mere

proof of the demise, nor will the tenant be permitted to set

up an adverse title in himself. If he gives up the possession

bona fide, and afterwards recovers it , he stands inthe situa

tion of any other defendant, and the landlord, plaintiff, who

sues him , must prove his title . But an evasive pretext of

giving up possession, and then seizing it again, will not do .

This and nothing more is said in Wilson and Weathersby.

Butif at the end of the term , thetenant gives notice to the

landlord that he claims for himself, and the landlord acquies

cesin the claim, or neglects to vindicate his rights for a pe

riod long enough to allow the statute of limitations to run,

it is imagined never to have been made a question before,

whether the tenant's title would be perfected.

Willison was the tenant of Bourdeaux some time previous

to 1792.-For what term , or on what terms, does not appear

'There does not appear to have been any payment of rent

or recognition of the landlord's title , after that date . The

law will presume that the tenancy was from year to year .

The positions are

1st. That the possession was certainly adverse from the

time that the landlord ( or claimant of the land, Ralph Spence

Philips )had notice that the tenant claimed in his own right.

2nd . That from the mere length of the possession , with

out paying rent or a recognition of the landlord's title , the

jury ought to have been instructed to presume an adverse

possession - or an ouster.

It is believed that under these circumstances, possession

will always be considered adverse -- where the party in pos

session claims in his own right , anddoes no act recognizing

a right in another, his possession will be adverse to all who

have notice ofsuch claim , and whose rights are sofar violated

that they might sue. It is not always necessary that all these

circumstances should concur ; but it is believed that when

they do concur, no case can be imagined where the posses

sion will not be construed adverse .

If the party in possession does not claim in his own right,

his possession will be construed to be the possession of him

in whose right he claims . If it be in the right of the party

whose title is afterwards sought to be enforced, it cannot of

course be adverse . If in anyother right, it will .

He must do no act recognizing a right in another. If a te

nant after the expiration of his term , sets up a claim for him
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self, and even gives notice of it to his landlord , yet contin

ues to pay rent, this recognition of the landlord's title will

prevent his possession being adverse . If one goes into pos

session under a contract to purchase , the money not being

paid , as long as the contract subsists , it is a recognition of the

vendor's right, and the statute will not run ; but if the mo

ney be paid , or the contract itself barred by the lapse of

time or the statute of limitations, the possession will then

be adverse .—A mortgager holds in the right of the mortga

gee, and the mortgage is a recognition of his title ; but when

the debt is presumed satisfied from lapse of time, there is an

end to the mortgagee's right in the land .

It is not generally necessary that the party whose rights

are to be affected, should have notice ; but in some cases it

may be . If a party enter by bare permission , remain as a

tenant at sufferance, paying no rent, the tenancy cannot be

determined by the tenant, without notice to the landlord ,

whatever claim the tenant may set up with himself or to oth

ers . The law will not permit one to lose his rights, who

has no means of knowing that they are usurped . If a ten

ant at will, paying rent, should refuse or neglect to pay for

a long time, this might, and it is believed would, amount to

notice of an adverse claim. The English authorities seem to

be , that the statute runs in favor of such a tenant, or a tenant

from year toyear, as soon as he ceases to pay rent . ( Run .

on eject. 60 , Denn. ex dem . Warren v . Fearnside, 1 Wils. 176. )

It is always necessary that the rights of the party to be af

fected by the statute , should be so far violated , as to put it

in his power to vindicate them by proceeding at law . If it

be not in the party's power to assert his rights by law, the

law will not permit him to lose them ; but the whole scope

and purpose of the statute is , that if it be in his power , and

he neglects it , he shall lose them. A tenant in possession

for a term of years or for life, can gain norights by the sta

tute , during the continuance of his term , whatever claims he

may set up, or whatever notice he may give to the landlord

or remainder man , because they cannot sue ; but says
Lord

Mansfield , in Doe ex dem . Fisher and wife, and Taylor and

wife vs. Prosser. Cowp. 217— “ if tenants per autre vie hold

over for twenty years after the death of the cestui que vie,

such holding over will in ejectment be a complete bar to the

remainder man , because it is adverse to his title ."

Stress was laid on particular expressions , in certain cases ,
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as , that “ to make a possession adverse it must behostile in

its inception , ” in Harrington vs. Wilkins, 2 M - Cord 289 ;

that “ it must be against the will of the rightful owner, that

where the possession was taken in right of the party claim

ing, there must have have been an ouster ; that possession

to be adverse must commence in a trespass ;” though it is be

lieved that not even a dictum can be found in favor of the

last of these positions . In these instances it is plain that

strained inferences have been drawn from loose expressions,

not warranted by the context .

What is meant by possession being hostile ? It can hard

ly refer to a disposition of the mind - personal hostility . If

there is an usurpation of rights which belong to another,

that is hostile enough . The possession of one claiming in

his own right, is of course hostile to another, to whomthe

right belongs, or who claims the right . In the hundred ca

ses of dailyoccurrence,where a squatter takespossession of

an unoccupied tract of land, there is no other hostility than

this — in no other sense , is it “ against the will of the right

ful owner," who knows nothing about it . In the cases of

Lyles and Lyles, state Reports, Equity , 288 , and in Roberts

and Roberts, 2 M - Cord, 268, two of our Courts of ultimate

resort have decided , that wherea father made a parol gift of

a tract of land to a son , and put him into possession, the son

acquired a title by the statute . In what sense was the
pos

session hostile here ? It was acquired and held , during the

time required for the statute to run , in pursuance of the will

and by the act of the owner ; and certainly was not a tres

pass , for the parol license to enter was good . In the in

stances before alluded to, of enteringunder an agreementto

purchase , the money being paid , or the case of a parol sale ,

and purchase money paid, the parties being ignorant ofthe

necessity of writing to convey - or of a conveyance acciden

tally defective, so as not to transfer the estate, but possession

held long enough under it for the statute to run -- or a parol

gift of land to a stranger, and possession held in conse

quence , ( for if the possession of a son may be adverse to a

father in such case , a fortiori will that of a stranger be to

his donor )-in which of these , was the possession hostile ,

or against the will of the rightful owner, in any other than

the sense that we have imputed to the words ? In which

did the possession commence in a trespass ? And with res

pect to which of them will any lawyer hold the law to be

doubtful ?
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It is said in the books, that the possession of one joint te

nant, tenant in common & c . is the possession of the other,

and therefore the statute of limitations will not run in favor

of one who retains the possession and receives the profits ,

without an ouster of his co -tenant. But the position is

broader - in all cases whatever, there must be an ouster , or

disseisin of the owner, to enable the statute to run . What

then is an ouster ? Turning out by the neck and shoulders ?

A personal trespass ? In the case of the squatter, and the

other instances I have enumerated above, there was a suffi

cient ouster . In general, the bare taking possession is ous

ter enough. But something more is necessary in the case of

tenants ,jointtenants, &c . What is an ouster here ? In the

case of Doe and Prosser , referred to above , Lord Mansfield

says, “ if, upon demand by the co-tenant ofhis moiety, theoth

er deniesto pay and denies his title , saying he claimsthewhole

and will not pay, and continues in possession, such posses

sion is adverse and ouster enough.” To continue in pos

session , and deny the co -tenant's title, ( on his demand, with

his knowledge, ) is an ouster.” So in Story vs. Lord Wind

sor, 2 Atk . 649, Lord Hardwicke after laying down the law

that the statute will not run as between joint tenants , with

out some ouster, says, fine and non -claim by the tenant

in possession , will bar his companion, for this has always

been admitted to be evidence of an actual ouster.” And why

so ? Because levying the fine is setting up an exclusive

claim for himself, andthe notoriety of the proceedingispre

sumed to give his co-tenant notice of the fact. In all these

cases thenif the party in exclusive possession claims in his

own right , and the co- tenant has notice of the claim , it is

ouster enough .

How is the case of an ordinary tenancy ? The English

authorities seem to be, that the mere holding over after a

term of years, or for life, is a sufficient ouster; and there

seems to be no reason why it should not be so considered .

It is an usurpation of the right of the landlord or remainder

man , of which the law must suppose them aware . If they

take no means to vindicate their rights , it is their own folly

and laches .

In the case of tenancy from year to year, I do not suppose,

that in South Carolina , the possession of the tenantwho

holds over after the expiration of his year, can be consider

ed adverse from that time ; because a statute provides that

a
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the lease shall be presumed to be renewed, if no notice to

the contrary be given. But if due notice be given by the

tenant , that he will not remain as tenant, but that he claims

in his own right, under what imaginable view of the subject,

can it be thought that his possession continues the posses

sion of the landlord ? Of course , no claim by the tenant or

notice to the landlord , could make the possession adverse ,

till the term was expired, and the landlord might sue .

The whole scope and policy of the statute is , that one

who will not vindicate his rights when he may , shall lose

them. Its object is to quiet litigation . The right is pre

sumed to be in the party who has had the possession, be

cause those who were interested to deprive him of the pos

session , have acquiesced in it . The presumption from length

of time, says Lord Erskine, in Hilleary vs. Waller, 12 Ves.

264 , is , “ that a man will naturally enjoy what belongs to

him ." It is believed that no case can be put, where a man

knows that another claims, and is in the enjoyment of what

belongs to him, and neglects to pursue his claims at law ,

when there is nothing to prevent his doing so, that he will

not be barred by the statute .

But after a certain lapse of time, he will be presumed to

know. It is the English law, and many cases might be cited

to shew it , that the possession of one joint tenant is the pos

session of the other ; and that the bare possession and re

ceipt of the profits byone , is no ouster ofhis co-tenant.-

But yet in the case of Doe and Prosser before referred to ,

Lord Mansfield left it to the jury to presume an ouster, from

the mere possession and receipt of profits. The length of

the possession in that case , was thirty -six years ; not quite

double the time required for the English statute to run. In

this case , the possession without paying rent, ( which must

be equivalent to the exclusive receipt of profits in the case

of joint tenancy,) wassix times the period required by the

statute of South Carolina.

The terms of the lease under which Willison entered, did

not appear ; the presumption is , that it was a tenancy from

year to year. Within what time would the presumption of

an adverse holding arise after the expiration of the term ?

There is no decision directly on the point in this state ; but

from analogy we should say, within one year from the time

he ceased to pay rent . During that year, the landlord , if

he had givenno notice to quit, could not sue ; for the law
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presumes a renewal of the lease , and therefore the statute

would not begin to run . He might give notice, however,

before the end of that year, and sue at its conclusion . And

if he neglects to do so , or to demand rent, or obtain some

other recognition of his title , what can be more fair than the

presumption that the tenant holds adversely . And if, du

ring the whole period afterwards, required for the statute

to run, there should be no demand of rent, or suit by the

landlord , or recognition of his title by the tenant , can any

presumption be more strained and improbable, than that he

has continued to hold all that time in the landlord's right .

It is not disputed that there may be circumstances in a case

to shew that such was the fact ; but we speak of a case in

which all such circumstances are wanting.

However this may be, there must surely be some period

at which the presumption of an adverse holding would arise.

If the law be as laid down in the circuit court, that “ when

a tenancy has been proved at any time to have existed , not

only such a tenancy must be abandoned , but the possession

must be given up , before an adverse possession can be set

up, ora possessory title under the statute can be acquired,"

then, if one or two centuries, instead of thirty years, had

elapsed after he , who entered as tenant, had paid rent , or ,

done any act acknowledging the landlord's title, the statute

could not avail him . We cannot believe that this will be

the construction of a statute intended to quiet litigation.

If the law be as laid down, then, although the defendant

below had proved explicitly , ( as he attempted to do by cir

cumstances,) that thirty years before the beginning of the

action , his ancestor had purchased and paid for the land , but

neglected to take a conveyance, or if the fact had been that

he had taken a conveyance , but had lost it, and the defend

ant was unable to prove the existence and loss , still no title

under the statute could be set up .

If the case had been, that in 1789 the defendant's ances

tor had obtained a conveyance from a third person, who

claimed the land , under what the tenant believed a para

mount title , and had given notice to the landlord at the ex

piration of his term , that he claimed under such title ; nay,

though the landlord had acquiesced in such claim , and ad

mitted it to be the better title, and had therefore forborne

to sue , still neither the lapse of time , nor the statute of lim

itations would prevent his contesting such title now . This
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certainly is not the law of any other state or country, where

the English law obtains, and it is believed not to be the law

of South Carolina .

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES, JANUA

RY TERM, 1830.

THOMAS WILLISON, plaintiff in error, vs. ANDERSON WAT

KINS, defendant in error .

It is an undoubted principle of law , fullyrecognized by this court, that

a tenant cannot dispute thetitle of his landlord, either by settingup a title

in himself or a third person , during the existence of thelease or tenancy.

The principle of estoppel applies to the relation between them, and ope

rateswith full force to prevent the tenant from violating that contract by

which he claimed and held the possession. He cannot change the char

acter ofthe tenure by his own act merely, so as to enable himself to hold

against his landlord , who reposes under the security of the tenancy, be

lieving the possession of the tenant to be his own,held under his title ,

and ready to be surrendered by its termination, by the lapse of time, or

demand of possession.

The same principle applies to mortgagor and mortgagec, trustec and

cestui que trust, and generally to all cases where one manobtains pos

session of real estate belonging to another by a recognition of his title.

In no instance has the principle of law which protects the relations be

tween landlord and tenant, been carried so far as in this case , which pre

sents a disclaimer by a tenant with the knowledge ofhis landlord, and an

unbroken possession afterwards for such a length of time, that the act of

limitations has run out four times before he has done anyact to assert his

right to the land.

When a tenant disclaims to hold under his lease, he becomes a tres

passer, and his possession is adverse, and as open to the action of his

landlord, as a possession acquired originally by wrong. The act is con

clusive on the tenant. He cannot revoke his disclaimer and adverse

claim , so astoprotecthimself during the unexpired time of the lease.

He is a trespasser on him who has the legal title. The relation of land

lordand tenant is dissolved, and each party isto standupon hisright.

If the tenant disclaims the tenure, claims the fee adversely in right of

a third person , or in his own right, or attorns to another, his possession

then becomes a tortious one, by the forfeiture of his right, and the land

lord's right of entry is complete, and he may sue at any time within the

period of limitation ; but he must lay his demise of a day subsequent to

the termination of the tenancy, for before that he had no right of entry .

By bringing his ejectment hedisclaims the tenancy, and goes for the for

feiture. It shall not be permitted to the landlord to thus admit that there

is no tenure subsisting between him and the tenant which can protect his

16VOL -NO, I.
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possession from this adversary suit ; and at the same time recover on the

ground of there being a tenure so strong as that he cannot set up his ad

versary possession .

A mortgagee, or direct purchaser from a tenant, or one who buys his

right at asheriff's sale, assumes his relation to the landlord, with all its

legal consequences, and is as much estopped from denying the tenancy.

If no length of time would protect a possession originally acquired un

der a lease, it would be productive of evils truly alarming, and we must

be convinced beyond a doubt that the law is so settled , before we would

give our sanction to such a doctrine ; and this is not the case upon au

thorities.

The relation between tenants in common is, in principle, very similar

to that between lessor and lessee. The possession of one is the posses

sion of the other, while ever the tenure is acknowledged . But if one

ousts the other, or denies the tenure, and receives the rents and profits

to his exclusive use, his possession becomes adverse, and the act of limi

tations begins to run ; so of a trustee ; so of a mortgagee.

In relation to the limitations of actions for the recovery of real property ,

the court think it proper to apply the remarks of the learned judge who

delivered the opinion of the court in the case of Bell vs. Morrison, 1 Pe

ters, 360, and to say, the statute ought to recieve such a construction as

will effectuate the beneficent objects which it intended to accomplish, the

security of titles, and the quieting of possessions. That which has been

given to it in the present case is, wethink ,conformable to its true spirit

and intention, without impairing any principle heretofore established .

Error to the circuit court of the district of South Carolina .

An action of trespass to try titles wasbrought in the cir

cuit court of South Carolina, on the 20th of April 1822 , by

the defendant in error, against the plaintiff in this court , for

the recovery of six hundred acres of land situated on the Sa

vannah river . The title claimed by the plaintiff below, and

the evidence, are fully stated in the opinion of the court .

On the trial in the circuit court , the defendantproved that

Samuel Willison , his father , had possession of the land in

1789, and cultivated it till the period of his death in 1802,

from which time his widow and family possessed it until the

death of his widow in 1815 ; and that from 1815 until this

action was brought, the children retained possession by their

tenants . That in the lifetime of Samuel Willison , Bor

deaux, through whom the plaintiff claimed , was apprised

that he claimed to hold the land by an adverse title. That

the widow in 1802, on demand made, refused to give pos

session to Ralph S. Phillips who claimed the land, and set

up a title in herself, and was sued as a trespasser. That

in 1793, Bordeaux and Willison were in treaty for the sale

of this land ; Bordeaux wishing to sell and Willison to pur
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chase . The plaintiff then offered in evidence a power of at

torney from Bordeaux to Willison , dated February, 1792,

authorising him to take possession of the land, and sue tres

passers ; and that Willison was then a tenant of Bordeaux.

The defendant having pleaded the statute of limitations

( five years adverse possession giving a title under it ) reli

ed upon the foregoing facts . But the presiding Judge over

ruled the plea , and instructed the jury that, when a tenan

cy had been proved to have once existed, the tenancy must

not only be abandoned, but possession given up , before an

adverse possession can be alleged . To this decision the

defendant excepted .

The defendant brought this writ of error .

In the argument of the cause , the counsel for the plaintiff

in error presented for the consideration of the court other

exceptions besides that upon which the judgment of the cir

cuit court was reversed . The decision of the court is ex

clusively upon the law arising on that which is stated .

The case was argued by Mr. Blanding and Mr. M'Duffie

for the plaintiff in error, and by Mr. Berrien, attorney gene

ral, for the defendant.

Mr. Justice Baldwin delivered the opinion of the Court .

This was an action of trespass to try titles , brought in

1822, in the Circuit Court ofthe United States , for the dis

trict of South Carolina , by Watkins against Willison , for a

tract of land containing six hundred acres, on the Savannah

river. This land was originally granted to James Parsons,

who conveyed to Ralph Phillips, whose estate was confisca

ted by an act of Assembly of South Carolina, and vested in

five commissioners appointed by the legislature of that state .

The five commissioners acted in execution of the law, but

before any conveyance was made of the land in question,

one of them had died , and two of the others had ceased to

act , or resigned in 1783. The two remaining commission

ers, in 1788, conveyed this land to Daniel Bordeaux and R.

Newman, who in the same year executed to the treasurer of

the state , a bond and mortgage to secure the payment of the

purchase money, which, pursuant to an act of assembly pas

sed for that purpose in 1801 , was transferred and delivered

to Ralph S. Phillips, the son of Ralph Phillips, to be dispos

ed of as he should think proper ; and by the same law the

confiscation act , so far asrespected Ralph Phillips , was re

pealed. A suit was brought on this bond in the name of the
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treasurer of the state in 1803 , against Daniel Bordeaux, and

prosecuted to final judgment against his administrators in

1817, when an execution issued, on which the land was sold

and conveyed by deed, from the Sheriff to Anderson Wat

kins, the plaintiff in the circuit court , who claims by virtue

of the sheriff's deed, and as standing in the relation of land

lord to the defendant .

Samuel Willison , the father of the defendant, entered into

possession of the premises in question in 1789 , and cultiva

ted them till his death in 1802; from which time his widow

and children possessed them , till her death in 1815 ; since

which time the children have retained possession by their

tenants, till the commencement of this suit.

In 1802 , Ralph S. Phillips, who was then the assignee of

the bond and mortgage , made a demand of the possession

from the widow, who refused to give it up, and set up a ti

tle in herself. He brought an action of trespass against her

to try titles in January, 1803, in which he was nonsuited in

November, 1805 ; and in March , 1808 , he brought another

action of the same nature against her, in which no proceed

ings were had after 1812 , which by the law and practice of

South Carolina, operates as a discontinuance of the action .

In 1792 Bordeaux , the mortgagor, executed to Willison a

power of attorney authorizinghim to take possession of the

land, and sue trespassers .
Willison was then a tenant of

Bordeaux .

In 1793 they were in treaty for the sale of the land ; Bor

deaux wanting to sell, and Willison to purchase. But dur

ing the life time of Willison, Bordeaux was apprised that he

claimed to hold the land by an adverse title . The defend

ant exhibited no title other than what is derived from the

possession of his father and the family.

The firstquestion which arose at the trial , was on the ad

mission in evidence of the deed from the two commissioners

to Bordeaux and Newman ; the defendant alleging , that no

title passed by it, because it was not signed by the other two

commissioners. The circuit court overruled the objection ;

the deed was read , and this becomes the subject of the first

error assigned in this court .

As thecourt have been unable to procure the confiscation

aet of South Carolina, we are unwilling to express any opin

ion on this exception without examining its provisions, which

are very imperfectly set out in the record ; and as the merits
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of the case can be decided on another exception, we do not

think it necessary to postpone our judgment .

The remaining exception is , that the circuit court erred

in charging the jury, that the claim of the plaintiff was not

barred by the act of limitations of South Carolina, which pro

tects a possession of five years from an adverse title .

It appears from the record , that the defendant and his fa

mily have been in possession of this land for thirty-three

years next before this suit was brought; but whether that

possession has been adverse to the title of the plaintiff dur

ing the whole of that time , or such part of it as will bring

him within the protection of this law , becomes a very impor

tant inquiry

The plaintiff contended, at the trial, that , by becoming the

tenant of Bordeaux, Willison the elder, and his heirs, so

long as they remain in possession , are prevented from set

ting up any title in themselves, or denying that of Bordeaux,

without first surrendering to him the possession, and then

bringing their suit . That the possession of the tenant be

ing the possession of the landlord, he could do no act by

which it could become adverse , so that the statute of limi

tations would begin to run in his favour, or operate to bar

his claim, by any lapse of time , however long.

The defendant, on the other hand , contended, that from

the time of the disclaimer of the tenancy by Willison, and

the setting up of a title adverse to Bordeaux and with his

knowledge, his possession became adverse, and that he could

avail himself of the act of limitations if no suit was brought

within five years thereafter.

It is an undoubted principle of law fully recognised by this

court, that a tenant cannot dispute the title of his landlord ,

either by setting up a title in himself, or a third

ring the existence of the lease or tenancy. The principle

of estoppel applies to the relation between them , and ope

rates in its full force to prevent the tenant from violating

that contract by which he obtained and holds possession . 7

Wheat. 535. He cannot change the character of the tenure

by his own act merely, so as to enable himself to hold against

his landlord , who reposes under the security of the tenancy,

believing the possession of the tenant to be his own , held

under his title , and ready to be surrendered by its termina

tion , by the lapse of time , or demand of possession . The

same principle applies to mortgagor and mortgagee, trustee

person, du
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and cestui que trust, and generally to all cases where one

man obtains possession of real estate belonging to another,

by a recognition of his title . On all these subjects the law

is too well settled to require illustration or reasoning, or to

admit of a doubt . But we do not think, that in any of these

relations, it has been adopted to the extent contended for

in this case , which presents a disclaimer by a tenant with the

knowledge of his landlord , and an unbroken possession af

terwards for such a length of time that the act of limitations

has run out four times before he has done any act to assert

his right to the land . Few stronger cases than this can oc

cur, and if the plaintiff can recover without any other evi

dence of title than a tenancy existing thirty years before

suit brought, it must be conceded that no length of time , no

disclaimer of tenancy by the tenant , and no implied acqui

escence of the landlord , can protect a possession originally

acquired under such a tenure.

If there is any case which could clearly illustrate the

sound policy of actsof repose and quieting titlesand posses

sions by the limitation of actions , it is in this .
Here was no

secret disclaimer, no undiscovered fraud ; it was known to

Bordeaux, and was notice to him that Willison meant to

hold from that time by his own title and on adverse posses

sion . This terminated the tenancy as to him , and from that

time Bordeaux had a right to eject him as a trespasser.

Adams on Eject. 118. Bull. N. P. 96. 6 Johns . Rep. 272 .

Had there been a formal lease for a term not then expir

ed , the lessee forfeited it by this act ofhostility ; had it been

a lease at will from year to year, he was entitled to no no

tice to quit before an ejectment. The landlord's action

would be as against a trespasser ; as much so as if no rela

tion had ever existed between them .

Having thus a right to consider the lessee as a wrongdo

er, holding adversely, we think that under the circumstan

ces of thiscase the lessor was bound so to do . It would be

an anomalous possession , which as to the rights of one par

ty was adverse, and as to the other fiduciary, if after a dis

claimer with the knowledge of the landlord,and attornment

to a third person , or setting up a title in himself, the tenant

forfeits his possession and all the benefits of the lease he

ought to be entitled to , such as result from his known adverse

possession . No injury can be done the landlord unless

his own laches. If he sues within the period of the act of
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limitations he must recover ; if he suffers the time to pass

without suit, it is but the common case of any other party

who loses his right by negligence and loss of time.

As to the assertion of his claim , the possession is as ad

verse and as open to his action , as one acquired originally by

wrong ; and we cannot assent to the proposition that the

possession shall assume such character as one party alone

may choose to give it. The act is conclusive on the tenant .

He cannot make his disclaimer and adverse claim , so asto

protect himself during the unexpired term of the lease ; he

is a trespasser on him who has the legal title . The relation

of landlord and tenant is dissolved , and each party is to

stand upon his right .

It is on this principle alone that the plaintiff could claim

to recover in this action . If there was between him and

the defendant an existing tenancy at the time it was brought,

he had no right of entry . The lessee cannot be a trespasser

during the existence of the lease , and cannot be turned out

till its termination . At the end of a definite term the lessor

has his election to consider the lessee a trespasser and to

enter on him by ejectment ; but if he suffers him to remain

in possession , he becomes a tenant at will, or from year to

year, and in either case is entitled to a notice to quit before

the lessor can eject him . The notice terminates the term ,

and thenceforth the lessee is a wrongdoer and holds at his

peril . Woodfall's Land. and Ten . 218 , 220 . 2 Serg. and

Rawle, 49 .

If the tenant disclaims the tenure , claims the fee adversely

in right of a third person or his own , or attorns to another ,

his possession then becomes a tortious one , by the forfeiture

of his right . The landlord's right of entry is complete , and

he maysue at any time within the period of limitation ; but

he must lay his demise of a day subsequent to the termina

tion of the tenancy , for before that he had no right of entry:

By bringing his ejectment, he also affirms the tenancy and

goes for the forfeiture. It shall not be permitted to theland

lord to thus admit that there is no tenure subsisting between

him and defendant which can protect his possession from his

adversary suit, and at the same time recover on the ground

of there being a tenure so strong that he cannot set up his

own adversary possession .

The plaintiff claims without showing any title in himself;

or any right of possession , except what exists from the con
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sequences of a tenancy, the existence of which he denies

in the most solemn manner, by asserting its termination be

fore suit brought .

The principle here asserted is not new in this court . In

the case of Blight's lessee vs. Rochester, 7 Wheat. 535, 549,

the plaintiff's lessors claimed as heirs of John Dunlap ; the

defendant claimed by purchase from one Hunter, who pro

fessed to have purchased from Dunlap. The defendant ac

knowledged the title of Dunlap as the one under which he

held . Dunlap had in fact no title ; but the plaintiffs insist

ed that the defendant could not deny his title. The Chief

Justice, in giving the opinion of the court, observes— “ If he

holds under an adversary title to Dunlap, his right to con

test his title is admitted. If he claims under a sale from

Dunlap, and Dunlap himself is compelled to aver that he

does, then the plaintiffs themselves assert a title against this

contract . Unless they show that it was conditional and that

the condition is broken , they cannot , in the very act of dis

regarding it themselves, insist that it binds the defendant in

good faith to acknowledge a title which has no real existence .

We are not aware that in applying this doctrine to the

case now before the Court, we shall violate any settled

principle of the common law .

If a different rule was established , the consequences

would be very serious. A mortgagee , a direct purchaser

from a tenant, or one who buyshis right at asheriff's sale ,

assumes his relations to the landlord with all their legal con

sequences, and they are as much esťopped from denying the

tenancy. If no length of time would protect a possession

originally acquired under a lease , it would be productive of

evils truly alarming, and we must be convinced beyond a

doubt that the law is so settled before we could give our

sanction to such a doctrine .

An examination of the authorities on this point , relieves

our minds from all such apprehensions , by finding our opinion

supported to its full extent by judicial decisions entitled to

the highest respect , and which we may safely adopt as evi

dence of the common law.

The case of Hovenden vs. LordAnnesley was that of a

tenant who had attorned to one claiming adversely to his

lessor with his knowledge . In deliveringhis opinion, Lord

Redesdale entered into a detailed view of the decisions on

the application of the act of limitations to trusts of real and
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personal estate in courts of law and chancery , and to fiduci

ary possessions generally. On the point directly before us

he observes— " That the attornment will not affect the title

of the lessor so long as he has a right to consider the person

holding possession as his tenant. But as he has a right to

punish the acts of his tenant in disavowing the tenure by

proceeding to eject him , notwithstanding his lease ; if he

will not proceed for the forfeiture, he has no right to affect

the rights of third persons on the ground that the possession

was destroyed, and there must be a limitation to this as well

as every other demand . The intention of the act of limita

tions being to quiet the possession of lands , it would be cu

rious if a tenant for ninety-nine years , attorning to a person

insisting he was entitled, and disavowing tenure to the

knowledge of his former landlord , should protect the title of

the original lessor for the term of ninety -nine years . That

would, I think, be too strong to hold on the ground of the

possession being in the lessor, after the tenure had been dis

avowed to the knowledge of the lessor."

The relation between tenants in common is, in principle,

very similar to that between lessor and lessee ; the posses

sion of one is the possession of the other, :vhile ever the te

nure is acknowledged. Cowp. 217. But if one ousts the

other, or denies the tenure , and receives the rents and pro

fits to his exclusive use , his possession becomes adverse,

and the act of limitations begins to run . 2 Scho . & Lef.

628 , &c . and cases cited . 4 Serg . & Rawle, 570. The

possession of a trustee is the possession of the cestui que

trust , so long as the trust is acknowledged ; but from the

time ofknown disavowal it becomes adverse. So of a mort

gagee, while headmits himself to be in as mortgagee , and

therefore liable to redemption. 7 Johns. Cha. 114 , & c. and

cases cited . But if the right of redemption is not foreclos

ed within twenty years, the statute may be pleaded; and so

in every case of an equitable title , not being the case of a

trustee, whose possession is consistent with the title of the

claimant . 7 Johns . Cha. 122 .

After elaborately reviewing the English decisions on these

and other analogous subjects, Chancellor Kent remarks, it

is easy to perceive that the doctrines here laid down are

the same that govern courts of law in analogous cases , and

the statute of limitations receives the same construction and

application at law and in equity . Kane vs. Bloodgood, 7

17VOL . I.NO. J.
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Johns . Cha. 90 , 122. It is equally said that fraud as well as

trust are not within the statute , and it is well settled that

the statute does not run until the discovery of the fraud ; for

the title to avoid it does not arise until then ; and pending

the concealment of it , the statute ought not to run . But

after the discovery of the fact imputed as fraud, the statute

runs as in other cases ; and he cites in support of this posi

tion , 1 Browne's Parliament. Cases, 455. 3 P. Wms. 143.

2 Scho . & Lef. 607 , 628, 636, and the cases cited .

In the case of Hughes vs. Edwards, 9 Wheat. 490, 497 , it

was settled that the right of a mortgagor to redeem is bar

red after twenty years possession by the mortgagee after

forfeiture, no interest having been paid in the mean time ,

and no circumstance appearing to account for the neglect.

7 Johns . Cha. 122. 2 Sch . & Lef. 636. The court in that

case say , that in respect to the mortgagee, who is seeking to

foreclose the equity of redemption, the general rule is, that

where the mortgagor has been permitted to remain in pos

session, the mortgage will, after a length of time, be pre

sumed to have been discharged by payment of the money or

a release , unless circumstances can be shown sufficiently

strong to repel the presumption ; as payment of interest, a

promise to pay, an acknowledgementby the mortgagor that

themortgage is still existing, or the like.

All these principles beardirectly on the case now before

us, they are well settled and unquestioned rules in all courts

of law and equity, and necessarily lead to the same conclu

sion to which this court has arrived . The relations created

by a lease are not more sacred than those of a trust or a

mortgage. By setting up or attorning to a title adverse to

his landlord, the tenant commits a fraud as much as by the

breach ofany other trust . Why then should not the statute

protect him, as well as any other fraudulent trustee , from the

time the fraud is discovered or known to the landlord ? If

he suffers the tenant to retain possession twenty years after

a tenancy is disavowed , and cannot account for his delay in

bringing his suit ; why should he be exempted from the

operation of the statute more than the mortgagor or the

mortgagee ? We can perceive nogood reasons for allowing

this peculiar and exclusive privilege to a lessor ; we can find

no rule of law or equity which makes it a matter of duty to

do it, and have no hesitation in deciding that in this case the

statute of limitations is a bar to the plaintiff's action .
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In doing this we do not intend to dispute the principle of

anycase adjudged by the Supreme Court of South Carolina .

of those which have been cited in the argument there are

none which in our opinion controvert any of the principles

here laid down , or profess to befounded on any local usage ,

common law, or construction of the statute of limitations of

that state . One has been much pressed upon us, as estab

lishing a doctrine which would support the position ofthe

plaintiff
, which deserves some notice. In the case in 1 Nott

and M'Cord, 374, the court decide, that where a defendant

enters under a plaintiff, he shall not dispute his title while

he remains in possession, and that he must first give up his

possession , and bring his suit to try titles. To the correct

ness of this principle, we yield our assent, not as one profes

sing to be peculiar to South Carolina, but as a rule of the

common law applicable to the cases of fiduciary possession

before noticed . It is laid down as a general rule , embracing

in terms tenants in common , trustees, mortgagees and les

sees, but disallowing none of the exceptions or limitations

which qualify it and exclude from itsoperation all cases

where the possession has become adverse , where the party

entitled to it does not enter or sue within the time of the

statute of limitations, or give any good reason for his delay ;

leaving the rule in full force wherever the suit is brought

within thetime prescribed by law. To this extent, and this

only, the decision would reach. To carry it further would

be giving a more universal application than the courts of

South Carolina would seem to have intended , and further

than we should be warranted by the rules of law . - To ex

tend it to cases of vendor and vendee would be in direct

contradiction to the solemn decision in n Wheat. 525 .

In relation to the limitation of actions for the recovery of

real property, we think it proper to apply the remarks ofthe

learned judge who delivered the opinion of this court in the

case of Bell vs.Morrison, 1 Peters, 351 , and to say that the

statute ought to receive such a construction as will effectu

ate the beneficent objects which it intended to accomplish

the security of titles, and the quieting of possessions. That

which has been given to it in the present case , is wethink fa

vourable to its true spirit and intention, without impairing

any legal principle heretofore established .

It istherefore the opinion of the court that the plaintiff in

error has sustained his fourth exception , and that the judg
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ment of the circuit court must be reversed. The cause is

remanded to the circuit court with directions to award a

venire de novo .

Mr. Justice Johnson

Had I felt myself at liberty in the court below, to act upon

my own impressions as to the general doctrine respecting

the defence which a tenant might legally set up in ejectment

brought against him by his landlord, I certainly should have

left it to the jury to inquire, whether the possession of Wil

lison ever was hostile to that of Bordeaux; a fact, the evi

denceto prove which was very trifling, as appears even in

this bill of exceptions. But there were produced to me of

ficial reports of adjudged cases in that state, by the courts

of the last resort, which appeared fully to establish that

when once a tenancy was proved, the tenant could make no

defence, but must restore possession , and then alone could

he avail himself of a title derived from any source whatev

er, inconsistent with the relation of tenant . Now it ought

not to be controverted, that , as to what are the laws of real

estate in the respective states, the decisions of every other

state in the union, or in the universe, are worth nothing

against the decisions of the state where the land lies . On

such a subject we have just as much right to repeal their

statutes as to overrule their decisions .

I will repeat a few extracts from one of their decisions to

show , that they will at least afford an apology for the opinion

expressed in the bill of exceptions upon the law ofSouth

Carolina; for I placed it expressly on their decisions, not my

own ideas ofthe general doctrine.

The case of Wilson vs. Weatherby, 1 Nott & M'Cord's

Rep. 373, was an action to try title , just such as the present,

and heard before Cheves, Justice, in July, 1815. The de

fendant offered to go intoevidence to show a title in himself,

to which it was objected, that as he had gone into possession

under the plaintiff, he could not dispute his title . The ob

jection was sustained , and a verdict given for the plaintiff.

The cause was then carried up to the appellate court, and

the judgment below sustained,that court unanimously agree

ing the law to be as laid down by the judge who delivered

the opinion , in these terms— " The evidence offered by the

defendant was of a title acquired by him after he went into

possession under the plaintiff, and before he gave up posses

4
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sion . If he was at any time the tenant of the plaintiff, he

continues so all the time , unless he had given up the posses

sion . The attempt to evade the rule of law by going out of

possession a moment, and then returning into possession ,

did not change his situation at all, and especially as he left

another person in possession , so that his possession was alto

gether unbroken . A distinct and bona fide abandonment of

the possession at least wasnecessary to have put him in a si

tuation to dispute the plaintiff's title .
On the last ground ,

that the defendant was not at any time the tenant of the

plaintiff, the defendant was not indeed a tenant under a lease

rendering rent , but he nevertheless held under the plaintiff.

This ground is founded on a misconception of the principle ,

which is not confined to the cases of tenants in the common

acceptation of the term . These cases have only furnished

examples of the application of the principle , which is , that

wherever a defendant has entered into possession under the

plaintiff, he shall not be permitted, while he remains in pos

session , to dispute the plaintiff's title. He has a right to

purchase any title he pleases, but he is bound, bona fide, to

give up possession, and to bring his action on his title , and

recover by the strength of his own title.”

This is the leading case upon this doctrine in that state ,

and it is fully settled there, that the wife, the executor, the

heir or the purchaser at sheriff's sale, is identified in inter

est with the previous possessor ; as also that a statutory title

is acquired by possession, under which one subsequently

goingout of possession, may recover.

Understanding such to be the law of that state , I certain

ly did not hold myself bound or at liberty to inquire wheth

er it accorded with the rules of decision in any other state .

In principle, I am under the impression there is not much

difference, or at least not more than that court was at large

to disregard if they thought proper.



INTEREST ON EXECUTORS' ACCOUNTS.

In the case of Myers vs. Myers, decided in the Court of Appeals, at

Columbia, in December, 1829, Judge Nott refers to the opinion of Chan

cellor De Saussure, in the case of Henderson vs. Executors of Laurens, in

the following terms : “ We are furnished with the case of Henderson vs.

Laurens, decided in the former Court of Appeals, which was not known

to this court, when the cases above referred to were decided, in which the

question of compound interest was very fully considered ; and it is grati

fying to find that the investigation of the two courts has led to the same

conclusion : and I shall now be satisfied with referring to that case, as

expressing the views of the court . ”

As the case of Henderson vs. Laurens has never been published ex

cept in a newspaper, and is one which the regular course ofreporting will

not embrace, it is thought proper to give it a more permanent form , by in

serting it in this Journal .

CHARLESTON DISTRICT.

HENDERSON vs. Executors of LAURENS.

Compound Interest in its broadest sense, has been discountenanced in

all ages and among all nations ; and by whatever species of reasoning it

maybe defended in theory , it is wholly inapplicable to human affairs.

Before thecase of Child vs. Gibson,(2Atk. 603, ) which was decided in

1743, in England executors were not obliged to pay interest on money

unnecessarily retained in their hands. Since that case, Simple Interest

has been charged, but not always to the extent of legal interest. Legal

interest in that country is five per cent. yet the usual course of the court

is to charge executorsonly four per cent.

Where
money has been kept a long time and used in trade, five per

cent. is charged in England to cover presumed gains, but not compounded.

Compound Interest has never been allowed except where there has

been aviolation of an express direction to accumulate, or where the ex

ecutor or trustee has acted corruptly, putting the fund at hazard for his

own immediate benefit.

The case ofan annuity or of maintenance in nature of an annuity ex

pressly granted by a husband to a wife - a parent to a child — or by one

standing in loco parentis, ought perhaps to be regarded as principalsums

on which interest is allowed in the discretion of the court.

Chancellor De Saussure - Having disposed of various oth

er points made in this case , I come now to consider the claim

A
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of Compound Interest, in a qualified sense , which is set up

by the complainant. His solicitors have disclaimed the ap

pellation of Compound Interest, as applicable to their de

mand, and have given it the name of annuity interest. The

demand is, however, for interest on the arrears of interest,

and such a claim constitutes what may properly be termed

Compound Interest . Simple Interest is charged for detain

ing a principal sum -- Compound Interest, is for detaining

the interest of a debt, though there are a variety of modes

of making the calculation, which may increase or diminish the

amount. Compound Interest , in the broad sense in which I

here use the terms, has been discountenanced in all ages, and

among all nations; and by whatever species of reasoning it

may be defended in theory , it is wholly inapplicable to hu

man affairs. The doctrine of the Roman as wellas English

laws is, “that neither the law of benevolence, nor ofpublic

utility , will permit interest upon interest.” I concur entire

ly inthe excellent remarks of Chancellor Kent on this sub

ject, in the case of the State of Connecticut vs. Jackson, 1

Johnson Chanc . Cases, 17 , speaking of the rule of the civil

law on the subject, this learned Chancellor says, “ It appears

to me that this provision of the law is not destitute of rea

son and sound policy . Interest upon interest promptly and

incessantly accruing, would , as a general rule , become harsh

and oppressive. Debt would accumulate with a rapidity

beyond all ordinary calculation and endurance . Common

business cannot sustain such overwhelming accumulation .

It would tend also to influence the avarice,and harden the

heart of the creditor . Some allowance must be made for

the indolence of mankind , and the casualties and deläys in

cident to the best regulated industry, andthe law is reason

able andhumane, which givesto the debtor's infirmity orwant

of punctuality , some relief in the same infirmity in the credi

tor. If the one does not pay his interest to the uttermost far

thing at the very dayor moment it falls due, the other equally

fails to demandit with punctuality . He can, however, de

mand it , and turn it into principal when he pleases, and we

may safely leave this benefit to rest in his own vigilance , or

his own indulgence .'

In addition to this sound practical reasoning , I would re

mark that it is not true that Compound Interest can be re

gularly made , even by the most judicious employment of

capital; and creditors cannot be permitted to take advantage
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of their own laches to the ruin of their debtors , who have ,

perhaps, been tempted to spend on their families, those

sums which would have been applied to the discharge of

their debts, had such debts been demanded with a becoming

vigilance.

The complainant's solicitors seem to admit the force of

this reasoning, as applicable to cases in general ; but con

tend, that the case of a trustee , who retains, or uses a trust

fund for a great length of time, forms an exception to the ge

neral rule; and they further contend , that the defendant

made himself a trustee for the complainant and his wife, un

der their marriage settlement by the letter which he wrote

immediately on receiving information of the marriage of his

niece to the complainant. The legal relation in which the

defendant stands to the parties , is that of an administrator of

one estate and an executor of another, and I cannot discover

in any partof his conduct, a single act, which changes this

relation . He was not a party to the marriage articles, made

by the complainant, in 1795, nor to the marriage settlement

executed in 1799. Nor was he ever madeacquainted with

the contents . His merely writing a friendly letter of con

gratulation, and stating therein , that he would be ready to

do what depended on him, with respect to the fortune of his

niece , cannot be construed so as to make him a party to the

marriage settlement, or to affect him by any of the provisions

thereof. His liability continued to be neither more nor

less than that of an executor or administrator , bound to pay

over and administer and account for the monies in his hands,

when lawfully called upon, so to do, by those who had a

right to receive it . In order to arrive at a satisfactory con

clusion in the case before me , it will be necessary to consi

der somewhat at large , the doctrine in relation to the allow

ance of Simple or CompoundInterest, against executors, ad

ministrators and trustees. Formerly, they were not oblig

ed to pay interest on money, unnecessarily retained in their

hands, ( Child & Gibson, 2 Atk . 603 , ) but from the time of

the decision of Child and Gibson, which was made in 1743 ,

the uniform current ofauthorities is in favor of charging an ex

ecutor , administrator or trustee, with Simple Interest.
See

2d Bro. 430. 3d Bro . 73. Ib . 107 , and 433 .Ib . 107, and 433. 1 Ves. jun .

294, and many others. In some cases, indeed, reliance is

placed on the circumstance , that the money was employed

in trade , ( as in 1 Bro . 359, ) while in others ( as in Forbs vs.
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Ross, 2 Bro . 430, ) equal stress is laid on the circumstance,

that the executor was directed to lend out the money, and

yet keep it himself. Yet, in all these cases , Simple Interest

is only charged. In England , the legal interest of money is

five per cent. but it is the usual course of the court to charge

executors and trustees, only four per cent . Where , how

ever, money has been kept a long time, and has been used

in trade, it is not unusual to allow the full interest of five

per cent . in order to meet a presumed gain . The cases re

ported in 1 Bro. 384 , 1 Ves. jr . 19 , 4 Ves. jr . 620, and 11

Ves. 58, are of this character. In these cases, though the

language of the Chancellors is very strongagainst an execu

tor or trustees making any profit for himself out of the trust

funds; yet , five per cent. only was allowed . It is true , that

at a very early period, it became customary to allow interest

on annuities, where they were given for the maintenance

of a wife or a child , and in some otherpeculiar cases . But

this has always been considered as in the discretion of the

court. See 2d Atk. 211 , 2 Ves. 170, 1. P. Wms. 541 , 1

Sch . and Lef. 301. The samedoctrine was maintained by

this court , in the case reported in the 4th Equity Rep. 422 .

It is to be observed , however, that an annuity cannot pro

perly be regarded as interest money. It is a principal sum ,

though it does not appear to have always been considered as

a debt of such a nature as to draw interest . This appears to

have been the state of the law in England, on the subject of

interest , up to the case of Raphael and Boem , 11 Ves. 92 .

In that case, Compound Interest was allowed under very pe

culiar circumstances . An executor, who was a trader, was

specially directed , by the will, not to keep the money in his

hands, but to put it out, and suffer the interest to accumu

late . In violation of these express directions, he converted

the money to his own use , and loaned out large sums to his

friends, by which he actually put the principal at hazard.

Under these circumstances, he was charged with Compound

Interest. But it will be seen, by reference to the same

case in 13 Ves. 412 and 590, that it was decided on its own

peculiar circumstances, and it is there expressly decided, to

constitute an exception to the general rule. It has been sta

ted, that the case of Dornford vs. Dornford, 12 Ves. 127,

was decided in the same way, and on the same principles.

But on looking into that case, (which is loosely reported ) it

does not appear that Compound Interest was allowed, and it

18
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was expressly stated by the vice Chancellor, in 1 Mad . 302 ,

that he had examined the Register's Book , and found that

Compound Interest was not charged in that case . The same

remark may be madein relation to the case in 4 Dow, 409,

and of Ashburton and Thompson, 13 Ves. 412 , and also in

relation to the case of Neuton and Bennet, í Bro. 359,

which have been supposed to be cases of Compound Inter

est ; but in which it does not appear, that more than Simple

Interest was charged. In these and other cases decided

since that of Raphael and Boem , Compound Interest has

been refused under circumstances much stranger than those

on which the claim is set up in the case now before the

court . In Tidd vs. Carpenter, 1 Mad's. Rep . 209, and in

1 Jacobs and Waltea's Rep. 566, Simple Interest only was

alloved even in cases of greater negligences, if not of wilful

violation of express direction to invest the funds. In Tibbs

vs. Carpenter, that of Raphael and Boem was re-examined ,

and it was again expressly declared , that it was decided on

its own peculiar circumstances , and it is said , emphatically ,

that in the allowance of Simple and Compound Interest,

against an executor or trustee , the great distinction is be

tween negligence and corruption.

From this view of the English cases , it manifestly appears

that Compound Interest has never been allowed except

where there has been a violation of an express direction to

accumulate , or where the executor or trustee has acted cor

ruptly , putting the fund at hazard , for his own immediate be

nefit . To meet the supposed profits in such cases , or to in

flict merited punishment in corrupt conduct, Compound In

terest may be charged, in the sound discretion of the court.

The case of an annuity, or of maintenance in the nature of

an annuity, expressly granted by a husband to his wife ; by

a parent to a child, or by one standing in loco parentis , ought

perhaps to be strictly regarded as principal sums on which

interest is allowed in the discretion of the court . On this

principle , were the cases of Bowles and Drayton , 1 Eq . Rep.

490, and Henderson and Laurens, 2 Eq. Rep . 170, decided

in this court . From this brief review , it is very manifest ,

that Compound Interest has never been allowed either in

England or America in such a case as that now before the

court. The case in 1 Ch. Ca. ( Johns . ) 620, was decided

expressly on the ground that it was proved that the execu

for employed the trust money in his own business or trade,
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by which he put it at hazard, and that he refused to give an ac

count of the profits. It is unnecessary now to decide wheth

er we would regard these circumstances as of themselves

sufficient to justify the charge of Compound Interest; it is

enough for our present purpose to say that there is no proof in

this case that the defendant ever used the trust money, much

less that he ever put the funds at hazard by employingit in

trade ; and if he had so , it has been proved that the profits of

his business as a planter, have not exceeded five per cent.

This case indeed , differs in all respects from one in which

Compound Interest could be charged with any semblance of

reason and justice . The funds has, it is true , remained a

long time in the hands of the defendant, but this , at most ,

amounts only to negligence . In the case of Littlehules vs.

Gascoyne, 3 Bro . 74, where an executor had money in his

hands thirty years, Simple Interest only was charged. The

peculiar circumstances in which Mr. Laurens was placed ,

not only fully exonerates him from any charge of corruption

or breach oftrust , but willgo far to excuse hisapparent neg

ligence in not investing the funds up to November, 94.

Complainants admit that Mr. Laurens is not chargeablewith

negligence. From the time ofMr. Henderson's marriage,

which took place in England in '95, to the year 1801, though

Mr. Laurens was liable to be daily called upon for this mo

ney in his hands, yet no power was actually sent out to any

person here to receive it . At that period, differences arose

as to what portion of the fund belonged to Miss Laurens,

and what to the estate of her father , and also as to the lia

bility of that estate to refund the advances made by Colonel

Henry Laurens for the payment of his son's debts . These

points could only have been decided in this court. But

Mr. Laurens manifested his sincere desire to settle the de

mand by actually paying £3000 sterling , a short time before

the decision of the Court, and by executing an agreement

to give his bond, payable in oneyear, for any balance which

might on investigation , be found to be due. After the de

cree in 1804, Mr. Laurens and his solicitor, Mr. Parker,

were certainly of opinion that nothing, or very little , was

due ; and the complainant could not have reasonably ex

pected to receive any further payments until the accounts

should be made before the master. If we except a few

informal communications between the solicitors , nothing

very serious appears to have been done by either party to

up
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bring the matter to a close , until this bill was filed in 1820 .

Mr.Turnbull says she never applied for money at all , as

he supposed it necessary previously to ascertain what was

due ; and he thinksafter 1807, no application was made for

money on this account . During the wholeof the period,

Mr. Laurens had been suffered to remain under the firm be

lief that nothing, or very little was due to complainant.

The letter which Mr. Henderson wrote in 1812, as far as

the same relates to this claim, merely states that he had

drawn a bill on Mr. Laurens for a very large sum of money.

That billhe certainly could not expect Mr. Laurens to ac

cept while the accounts remained unsettled between them .

Subsequently to this period , difficulties arose out of the war ,

and the serious doubt which was entertained by Mr. Lau

rens as to complainants' right to receive the money. The

power of attorney sent out here , ( and signed by complainant

and his wife, as well as by the trusteesunder the marriage

settlement ) was revoked , and it was the opinion of the

highly respectable counsel to whom Mr. Laurens applied

for advice , that it would not be safe to make any payment

to Mr. Henderson . The letters now produced and signed

by the trustees , and dated in 1803, declaring that Mr. Hen

derson was authorized to receive the money, it is to be ob

served , was kept in his own possession , and was never

shewn to Mr. Laurens. The first serious attempt made by

complainant to bring Mr. Laurens to a settlement under the

decree of 1804 , was made when this bill was filed in 1820 ;

and he now comes in and claims Compound Interest on the

ground of Mr. Laurens' great negligence and breach of du

ty . Now it cannot escape observation , that if Mr. Laurens

was guilty ofnegligence in not making up the accounts in 1804,

Mr. Henderson was equally guilty in not pressing the busi

ness to a conclusion ; and there is, moreover, this obvious

difference between them , Mr. Laurens and his solicitor,

being underthe impression, that nothing, or very little was

due, had no notion to insist on a settlement, while Mr, Hen

derson, ( ifhe actually supposed that his claims were so large

as he now states them to be,) had every motive to excite

him to vigilance . From the earliest period after the de

cree , the uniform declarations of Mr. Parker and Mr. Lau

rens,that nothingwas due, put the adverse party fully on his

guard ; and this court must consider any application short of

à summons before the master and a rule for disobedience
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as an acquiescence on the part of the complainants in the

delay . In the language of Mr. Turnbull, " he has suffered

the matter to rest . '

Having thus expressed my opinion, that there is nothing

in the nature of the debt, or the relation in which the par

ties stood towards each other, or in the conduct of Mr. Lau

rens to entitle the complainant to the extraordinary interest

which he claims, I cannot think that the delay in the pay

ment can give rise to any such claim . The delay in pay

ment in this case , as it does it in all others, goes merelyto

increase the amount of interest to be recovered . If the

complainant has suffered any inconvenience from that delay,

he can only blame himself for it, since it was in his power,

at any moment or period, to compel Mr. Laurens to account .

In giving the complainant the usual interest of the country ,

he receives the compensation due to all other creditors for

the detention of their debts ; a compensation too, precisely

such as he stipulated for himself when he expressly agreed

to receive a bond, payable in one year, in discharge of any

balance which might be found to be due . In every view of

this subject, therefore, I am decidedly of opinion that there

is no ground for the claim of interest on the arrears of inter

est , set up by the complainant in this case .

COMMERCIAL GUARANTY.

-000

COURT OF APPEALS - COLUMBIA, SPRING TERM , 1830.

SOLLEE & WARLEY VS. J. B. MEUGY .

A letter of credit written by A. in favor of B. to C. before C. and D.

enter into partnership, cannot be sued upon and recovered by C. and D.

against A.although they may have furnished to B. goods on the faith of

A's. guaranty .

To charge A. under these circumstances his consent that C. and D.

should accept the letter and furnish the goods, ought to be shewn .

A letter ofcredit undertaking to guaranty A. as far as $1000 or $ 1500,

is not a continuing guaranty. So soon as goods are taken up to that

amount, the liability cannotbe extended to other and subsequent deal

ings. The payment of this sum is a discharge of the guarantor's liability.

In order to charge the guarantor, immediate notice of the acceptance

ofhis guaranty should begiven to him.

The statuteof limitations runs from the acceptance of the guaranty.

Interest is allowed on money paid to or for his principal by a factor.
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This was an action of assumpsit, tried before his honor

Judge Huger, at Camden , Spring Term , 1830, and a verdict

found for the plaintiff. The action was brought on an ac

rount, and upon the following letter

“ CAMDEN , 5th NOVEMBER , 1824 .

Sir : Mr. John B. Matthieu wishing to alter his present

mode of doing business, and make arrangements in Charles

ton , has requested of me to continue my assistance by lend

ing him my name. I have therefore consented that he

shall use it for the amount of from $ 1000 to $ 1500. He

will in future carry on business on his own account , and

make his own remittances. Yours ,

“ J. B. MEUGY."

Addressed to F. W. Sollee .

The other facts of the case are fully stated in the opinion

of the Court of Appeals, delivered by Mr. Justice O'Neall,

sitting in place of Judge Nott.

This case presents some questions of great importance to

the mercantile community, and of the first impression in this

state . But however important they may be, yet when ex

amined , they are found to be well settled by repeated adju

dications in England, New - York, and the Supreme Court of

the United States .

I will consider the questions in the order in which the

grounds present them in the motion for a new trial .

1 st. Can a letter of credit addressed to F. W. Sollee be.

fore the existence of the firm of Sollee and Warley, support

an action in their name ?

It is an observation made every day in Courts, that the

allegata et probata must correspond. Here, the allegation

is that the defendant promised Sollee and Warley ; and the

evidence is , that he promised Sollee alone , before the exis

tence of the firm . Such proof cannot sustain the case . A

promise to one is not a promise to two . But it is said Sol

lee and Warley furnished the goodsto Matthieu on the faith

of the letter of credit written by the defendant to Sollee .

This may
be

So , it does not follow that therefore

they can make the defendant liable . They ought to have

known that he was only liable according to his undertaking.

The letter was not such a paper as could be assigned or

transferred by delivery from one to another. Before the

defendant could have become answerable, he must have

consented that his guaranty to Sollee should become a gua

and yet
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ranty to Sollee and Warley . For to every contract the as

sent of the party to be bound, is indispensable . He might

have been willing tobecomeliable to Sollee , but not to Sol

lee and Warley. The mode of doing business by the first,

might have been different from that pursued by the firm .

From Sollee , he might have expected better terms, more

favor, and stricter attention to his interests , than the firm

might have been willing to afford to him. But in another

point of view, the letter of creditought not in this action to

be recovered . It may be, that Matthieu actually purchased

from Sollee alone , the whole amount guaranteed by the de

fendant. If so , Sollee has either been paid it , and the gua

ranty thus discharged-or it is still dueand unpaid , andmay

yet be set up against the defendant. Robbins vs.Bingham,

4 Johns. 476. Walsh and Buckman vs. Bailie , 10 Johns.

180. Penoyer vs. Watson , 16 Johns . 100 . Myers vs.

Edge, 7 T. R. 250. Grant vs. Naylor, 4 Cranch , 224 .

2nd. Is the guaranty a continuing one , or is it limited to

the amount of $ 1500, and did the payment of this sum by

Matthieu in the course of his subsequent dealings, discharge

the defendant even if he had been liable to the firm ? The

terms of the letter will answer the question ! The defend

ant writes to Sollee that “ Mr. J. B. Matthieu wishing to al

ter his present mode of doing business, and make arrange

ments in Charleston , has requested of me to continue my

assistanee by lending him my name , I have therefore

consented that he should use it for the amount of from

one thousand to fifteen hundred dollars . He will in future

carry on the business on his own account, and make his own

remittances." The sum of from $ 1000 to $ 1500 was the

extent of the liability which the defendant contemplated .

So soon as a debt to that amount was contracted , he was lia

ble that far, but beyond it he was not liable . When that debt

was paid , he wasdischarged. Rogers vs. Warner, 8 Johns .

92 . Cremer vs. Higginson , Cox's Digest , 350 .

3rd . Was the defendant liable under the guaranty unless

he had been explicitly notified of its acceptance within a

reasonable time ? It is well settled that he is not . It is the

duty of the person giving credit on the guaranty to give im

mediate notice of its acceptance. The reason of this rule

is perfectly obvious . If immediately apprised of his liability ,

the guarantor may guard against loss from the insolvency of

his principal . But if he had not this notice , he might be

called on to answer for the debt of an insolvent man , years

>>
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after he had supposed it paid . Take this case for example .

On the 5th of Nov. 1827 , the defendant wrote the letter of

credit in favor of J. B. Matthieu. From the 1st of January,

1825, to the 12th August , 1828, Matthieu and the plaintiffs

deal together for a large sum , and they receive from him on

account of their dealings with him , payments to the amount

of $ 10,000. At the end of this time , the defendant is noti

fied of his liability under the letter of credit , and payment

demanded. Under these circumstances ought he to pay ?

To say so would be monstrous injustice. If in a reasonable

time he had been informed of his liability , he might have

compelled Matthieu to pay. If the plaintiffs by their neg

lect have put him in this situation, they and not he ought to

bear the consequences. Russel vs. Clark, 7 Cranch 69 .

Beckman vs. Hall, 7th Johns . 134. Stafford vs. Low, 16

Johns. 67. 3 Wheaton 148, note . M'Iver vs. Richard

son , 1 Maule and Selwyn, 557.

4th . Is the guaranty barred by the statute of limitations ?

It is dated the 5th November, 1824, and the present action

was commenced 21st July , 1829. More than four years

elapsed betweenits date , or the commencement of the firm

of Sollee and Warley, and the institution of this suit . It

must have been accepted soon after its date - certainly be

fore the 1st January , 1825. The statute had therefore run

before the suit wasbrought, and the bar was complete .

5th . Ought the defendant to be charged with interest on

his own account with the plaintiffs ? It appears that the

plaintiffs were factors, and had been in the habit of advanc

ing money to and for the defendant. This money so paid

to and for the defendant constitutes the greater portion of

his account. Upon money paid , or had and received, the

Courts of this state , have uniformly allowed interest . The

verdict is therefore right in this respect. On the other four

grounds, we thinkthe defendant was improperly charged on

the letter of credit in favor of J. B. Matthieu , with the sum of

$1500, and interest thereon from the 23rd of August, 1828 .

A new trial is therefore ordered, unless the plaintiffs release

the defendant from the payment of the sum of $ 1500, and

interest thereon from the 23rd of August, 1828.

JOHN B. O'NEALL.

WE CONCUR - David Johnson , C. J. Colcock.

Blanding and De Saussure, for plaintiff.

M Willie and Hart, for defendant .



TRIBUTE OF RESPECT

TO THE MEMORY OF JUDGE NOTT.

¥n the Court of Appeals, Spring Term, 1830.

ON BEHALF OF THE BAR OF COLUMBIA ,

COL. BLANDING PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS

The intelligence of the death of the Honorable Abraham

Nott, which has brought sadness and sorrow to the bosoms

of all, cannot but affect with a deeper sense of loss, and

keener feeling of regret, the members of that profession

whose highest honors he had attained and merited. While

all who knew him could estimate his general worth - his

unblemished life - his admirable discharge of all social and

domestic duties; by those alone whose duty and delight it

was to know him in this hall , can his full value as a public

officer, or the magnitude of the loss the State has sustained,

be estimated . It is now twenty years since he was elected

a Judge of the Court of Common Pleas. The estimate

whichthe State put upon his services on that bench , after

fourteen years experience of them , was distinctly manifest

ed by the unexampled unanimity with which , upon the re

organization of the Courts in 1824, he was elevated to the

bench of the Court of Appeals . How well he vindicated the

high opinion ofhis fellow citizens, all who have labored with

him in that Court, by his side or at the Bar, will bear wil

ling testimony . As the president, to him was more imme

diately confided the despatch and superintendence of the

current business of the court , the preservation of its order ,

the maintenance of its dignity, the control of the bar ; in

which various and delicate functions he not only exhibited

the tact and energy necessary to perform the immense mass

of business accumulated upon the court , but tempered it

with that suavity and urbanity which ,while it renders co

operation pleasant, makes it more efficient, as oil at once

VOL 1-NO. I. 19
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smooths and accelerates the motion of machinery . His

promptness of perception enabled him at a glance to sepa

rate the matter in hand from its incumbrances — to disentan

gle what was complex - to extricate what was embarrassed

--to fix upon the true questions involved in a case upon its

first being presented , and to strike a line of light through it ,

making an illuminated path of discussion, where, to a less

clear and rapid mind, there seemed to be a mass of confu

sion and darkness. With the utmost rapidity of analysis,

however, he was patient of the want of it in others ; and if

from a slower process of thought, or from previous arrange

ment, his own suggestions were not adopted by counsel,he

listened with polite attention , and eventually acceded with

candor, or differed with respect . There has been no in

stance of an unpleasant collision between him and any

member of the bar. Though the duties of the Court have

been so wearisome and arduous , though to its pressing and

continued avocations he must have occasionally come with

an exhausted body and over-labored mind — with an harras

ed tempér,or a heavy heart- yethis high feeling of official

duty , and habitually gentlemanlike manners, so regulated

his demeanor towards the gentlemen of the bar, and so in

fluenced theirs towards him , that no altercation calculated to

leave a moment's irritation , has ever taken place. Assisted

by the co- operation of his dignified associates, the Court of

Appeals has not only established an exalted character for

learning and ability, but hasalso secured to itself as a Court,

and to the Judges individually, the confidence and kind feel

ings of the bar, and of the community, to an extent never

surpassed by any judicial tribunal. Under the administra

tion of this Court, thus respected and beloved , the fabric of

our law was rising into a beautiful structure of just propor

tions, and consolidated strength , from which all the incon

gruous materials produced by that defective system of judi

cature , which had occasioned the establishment of this tri

bunal,were rejected, while all which was valuable was in a

course of arrangement . A stable and connected system of

decisions , was combining the common and statutory law into

a regularcode. How great a share he whose loss we de

plore, took in this re-moulding of our legal system , and how

much our country may lose by his having sunk under his la

bors, before that system has been perfected, his brethren can

hestestimate. The work may pass into able hands--but the
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unity of design - the thorough understanding of each other's

views, and the fixed habit of co -operation, cannot, with

whatever of wisdom or worth his place may be supplied,

fail to be so broken in upon , that new difficulties will be

imposed upon the Court.

The most striking quality of his mind was a diamond-like

clearness of perception, through which all objects appeared

simple and uncolored , neither magnified nor diminished, but

in the most exact truth . He was never for an instant per

plexed with those doubtful and uncertain shadows which an

imperfect vision throws upon the outlines of a subject. In

his profoundest disquisitions, there was no appearance ofef

fort or confusion, and even when he distinguished with the

utmost niceness and subtlety through apparently conflicting

principles or opposing analogies , therewas no feeling of

danger in following him . His path, though narrowed or

deflected, was still bright and smooth and if we were not

always satisfied with the result attained , it was because we

could not expect that less gifted minds would, in the ordi

nary administration of law, be able to pass through similar

difficulties with equal success . In all his written opinions,

there was the polish and elegant brevity, which indicate a

well educated mind . His was richly stored with various

learning , concocted and systematized by disciplined reflec

tion , all of which was made subsidiary to his profession,

coming into its service with such ease and grace, that it did

not seem to be ornamental or extraordinary, but rather a na

tural and obvious part of the argument or authority. The

discussion in his hands, even of the most weighty principles ,

always assumed an air of simplicity and ease.
As he saw

clearly, he expressed himself with precision. The style of

his opinions is perfectly transparent--the reader sees the

exact idea, and the most delicate connections
of thought,

without pause or effort, and attains the most subtle conclu

sions without a consciousness
of intellectual

labor.

His legal learning was much beyond that usually brought

to the profession in America . If it never overflowed, it was

always sufficient for the case in hand—and without any os

tentation of knowledge or affectation of originality he rarely

failed to bring new matter even to causes the most elabo

rately arguedat the bar . His habits of thought were cau

tious and temperate . He was disposed to adhere to what

was, rather than to seek a fancied good in a dangerous nov

1
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elty . In his own language , “ Whenever we depart from a

settled rule of common law, I feel as if I were walking per

ignes suppositos cineri doloso . We cannot foresee to what

it will lead-some unsuspected mischief lurking under a

specious good , is apt to spring up to bear witness of an er

ror which it is too late to correct. The common law is the

result of wisdom and experience, and ought not to be de

parted from without great caution and deliberation .”

His well-balanced and dispassionate mind was never dis

turbed by any irregularities of temper, or biassed by any ec

centricities of system . He came to the case unimpassioned

and uninfluenced . He sought for truth with a perfect sin

gleness of purpose. Acutely sensible to all the charities of

life as a man - as a judge, he had “ no fear, favor or affec

tion.” The course of his inquiries in Court , was entirely

apart from the relations of life --- from the temper of the

times--from the operation of any extraneous influence, so

that his conclusionswere always attained by the fair and can

did exertions of a vigorous , learnedand disciplined mind .

To the duties of his high station , he devoted himself with

indefatigable assiduity . Much as the business of that Court

demands, he was willing to give it more . He labored in it

with a zest and buoyancy of spirit , which carried him far

beyond what an ordinary sense of public duty might have

exacted . He never paused, or rested, or remitted hislabors,

but night and day with untiring ardor, devoted himself to

them , until his body, too frail to sustain the unrelaxed acti

vity of his mind , sunk under it , and evenafter his physical

strength was manifestly broken down , still he persisted in

his exertions untilhe passed from the bench to the bed , from

which he was carried to the tomb , a martyr to his official la

bours .

Whether we contemplate him as an officer, performing

his public duties with zeal and ability or as a dignitary ,

presiding over an august tribunal , or as an elegant and ac

complished gentleman , or as a blameless , virtuous and ex

emplary man, we find abundant cause for sorrow , that he has

been taken from us in the midst of his usefulness.

With the profoundest emotions , I move , on behalf of the

members ofthe Bar, that this expression of respect for his

memory, and sorrow for his death, be entered on the jour

nals of the Court , and that the Clerk be ordered to furnish a

copy to the family of Judge Nott. I am also requested to
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state to the Court, that the members of the Bar have resolv

ed to wear the usual symbol of mourning for thirty days, and

to request the concurrence of the members of the Court.

To this, the Honorable David JOHNSON, on behalf of the Court, made the

following reply

The Court in making the order necessary to carry into ef

fect the motion submitted in the address in behalf of the

bar, want language to express how deeply they feel the void

which has been created on this Bench by the death of our

venerable and much beloved elder brother, and claim to

share largely in the sympathy which the occasion has excited

-entertaining in common with the bar, the most exalted

opinion , so well expressed in your address, of his learning,

talents , virtue and wisdom - as members of the community,

we deplore his loss as a public calamity. But to us he stood

in a more endearing relation ; as brethren and fellow labo

rers long associated in a common, and we hope not inglori

ous cause, the loss to us is irreparable. To you and the

community at large he was known principally through the

unbending forms of law , only rendered acceptable when ge

nius has clothed them with reason and philosophy . But it

was in the Council Chamber - in the communion of thought

and labor that we were taught to appreciate the man , and to

venerate the Judge . If entangled in metaphysical subtle

ties, his sagacity devised the means of extricating us from

the labyrinth. If beclouded in the obscurity of legal intrica

cy and doubt, our chamber was lighted up by his genius

and learning, and whilst he maintained the dignity and in

flexibility of the Judge , virtue and humanity found an able

and willing advocate . Such is the bereavement which we

deplore .

În the work of reformatiou to which you have alluded , the

profession do his memory no more than justice in believing

that he contributed even more than a full share .

terly hand was ever ready to supply deficiences or prune off

the excrescencies which were calculated to mar the sym

metry of our legal system , and without appreciating our own

humble labours , we may venture to hope that the foundation

is so deeply laid in truth and wisdom , that it will remain un

shaken , whatever may be the modifications which time or

1

His mas

.
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adventitious circumstancesmay make in the superstructure ;

and will remain to him an imperishable monument of fame;

a fame worthy of the emulation of all who aspire to dis

tinction in the profession. Let us then become rivals , with

out envy , in laboring to attain the height from which he de

scended to the tomb.

The members of the Court will cheerfully conform to the

request of the bar, to unite with them in wearing crape on

the left arm for thirty days, as a mark of respect for our de

ceased brother, and itis

Ordered, That the address on behalf of the members of

the bar, together with this reply, be entered on the Jour

nals of the Courts, and that the Clerk do tender to the fa

mily of the deceased a copy thereof.
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Biographical Sketch of Chancellor D'Aguesseau.

FRANCE has great reason to be proud of the rare combi

nation of brilliant talents and extensive acquirements that

has so frequently graced the annals of her tribunals . Of

those accomplished jurists, none have occupied a higher

place than the celebrated Chancellor D'Aguesseau, and few

can ever aspire to the same level , whether we view the

integrity and sagacity of the magistrate, or the purity and

elegance of the man-his profound legal love, or his abun

dant attainments in variousbranches of science and literature .

Even the most steril domains of law loose under his hand their

unforbidding aspect . Whatever he touches is adorned with

a profundity of thought and beauty of style , that renders

what was only intended for the juris-consult, the delight

also of the philosopher and orator. The biographies of such

men are valuable , not merely as incentives to action, but as

placing in a clearer day, those methods by which solid glory

has been acquired and maintained . More especially are

they valuable, when , as in the case of the great man we

have cited , they demonstrate to us that, however nature

may have giſted her favorites with genius not granted to all ,

that still much of their fame is due to those toilsome days

and painful vigils , to which every one may, by a vigorous

exertion ofmoralenergy , become habituated.

Henry FrancisD’Aguesseau was born of an ancient fami

ly , at Limoges, November 27th, 1668. Both his paternal

and maternal ancestors were distinguished for their emi.

20
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nence in the law . His father , Henry D’Aguesseau, a man

possessed of talents and attainments only equalled by his

virtues, was successively Intendant of Limousin, Bordeaux,

Languedoc , Counsellor of State, &c. and seemed called by

the unanimous voice of all France to succeed Boucherat as

Chancellor, which undoubtedly he would have, but for the

position of the King, as to certain court favorites, a relation

of which is unnecessary here .

Antony D’Aguesseau, his grand-father, had been first

President of the Parliament of Bordeaux . His mother was

descended from the Talons, so celebrated at the French bar.

Young D’Aguesseau, under the careful superintendance

of his learned father, received an education both varied and

solid ; though there is no reason to believe , as some authors *

have asserted, that he was entirely formed by paternal in

struction .

“ My father,” says D’Aguesseauf himself, “ drew up for

my education , a course of study, so natural, so simple , and

atthe same time so useful, thatmanyof his friends borrowed

it of him in order to bring up their children in the same

manner ; but not content with having traced the road, he

often withdrew from his most important occupations, to

judge himself of the fidelity with which I pursued it. It

was then , that by the correctness of his discernment, by

the delicacy of his taste , and still more, by his lively feeling

of whatever is true and correct-of whatever can form the

heart as well as the genius ; he inspired me with a laudable

ardour to follow , at least at a distance, a father who was

willing to walk at my side , and once more become a child

with his son, not to collect shells on the sea shore , as Scipio

and Lælius, but to teach me to become a learned and reason

able man ."

" The period of his frequent journeys was the most favor

able for us. Hetook us most always with him, and his

carriage became a kind ofclass, where we had the happiness

of toiling under the eyes of so great a master. Wethere

observed a discipline almost as uniform as if we had been in

the spot of our usual abode.”

“ After the travellers prayer, with which my mother

always commenced her rout, we explained the Greek and

* Biog . Britt. Suppl. D'Aguesseau .

+Viede son here, Ocuvres 15-388-9.

D’Aguessean, his brother and sisters .
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Latin authors , which , at that time were the subjects of our

study . My father took pleasure in making us seize the

meaning of the most difficult passages , and his reflections

were more useful than the perusal of the text. We commit

ted to memory a certain number of verses which excited in

him, when we recited them , that kind of enthusiasm which

he had naturally for poetry ; often he obliged us even to

turn French into Latin, to supply the place of the exercises

that we could not make in travelling. To this succeeded

the reading aloud of some book of history, or morality, or

each ofusread for himself, according to his taste ; for one of

the things he recommended to us the most, without ab

solutely exacting it , was that we should have some book of

our choice to read after our usual studies, in order thus to

accustom us to dispense with the assistance of a master, and

to contract not only a habit , but a love of labor.”

As D’Aguesseau was destined for the bar, his attention

was, at a very early age, directed to those studies needed by

a profound , and at the same time , accomplished advocate.

In every thing that pertained to law, the father was an able

instructor, and besides the ordinary routine , carefully form .

ed him to methodical arrangementand correct style in com

position. “ I used to bring him ," says the son, “ papers

( projets) which he had charged me to draw up , rather

for my instruction than as a relief to himself. He would at

first tell me , with his usual kindness, that he was well

enough pleased with them ; but when he reviewed them in

detail, the penetration and solidity of his judgment stopped

him instantly on even those places , that had not seemed to

me susceptible of any difficulty. He dissected ,* if I may

thus speak, in such a manner, and made so exact an anatomy

of them , that I was surprised and almost afflicted to see

that nothing of my labor was left me ; but after hearing his

reasons, I could not but admire the profoundness of his ge

nius,and grieve at the measure too limited of my own, which

could not at first discover what appeared to me so plain

when my father had shown it to me.” +

In applicationand attainment D’Aguesseau well repaid

the kind and assiduous devotion of his father,and at an early

age acquired the reputation of an almost universal scholar.

Originally his taste, itwould appear, was for Belles Lettres,

* Decharnoit, properly, stripped of the flesh .

Vie de son pere oeur. 15. 374.
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and particularly poetry, to which he retained a fondness in

even his later days. He often amused himself in writing

both French and Latin verses . Alluding to Belles Lettres,

in his instruction to his son, he thus writes : “ It seems to

me in passing to this subject , that I feel the same emotion as

a traveller who, after having been long satiated with the

view of different realms where frequently he has even found

the finest objects and more worthy of his curiosity, than in

his birth -place, nevertheless tastes a secret pleasure at arri

ving in his country,and esteems himself happy that he can

breathe once more his natal air. "

“ We love to behold again , the abodes of our infancy.

An ancient habitude makes us discover charms there , that

we taste not elsewhere ; and 'tis this I feel in once more

entering my country, that is, the republic of letters, where

I was born — where I have been brought up, and where I

have passed the fairest years of my life . ” *

His fondness for the muses did not prevent him from

pursuing his severer studies with ardor and system . He

read history attentively; in studying law he made himself

well acquainted also with its history and antiquities . To

improve in speaking he devoted one entire year to the

assiduous perusal of the ancient models of eloquence. Nor

was he unmindful that besides storing the mind with know

ledge, that mind itself requires a separate culture to enlarge

andstrengthen its vision and systematize its efforts. Logic

he investigated in the pages of its great founder Aristotle,

as well as the best modern treatises. To metaphysics he

had always a peculiar fondness, feeling that this one science

lay at the root of all other sciences, and that law becomes

a collection of arbitrary enactments and decisions , unless

based on first principles accurately traced out . In one of

his letters, after enumerating many of the triumphs of meta

physics, he thus continues, “ Will you compare with such

great and useful discoveries as these , the discovery of the

sattelites of Jupiter, or of Saturn , the art of finding the lati

tude or even the longitude , if astronomy can ever reach

that point.

“ I need not sail , and if I take the notion , or necessity

obliges me to do so , I can leave the care of consulting

the stars to a good pilot ; but I cannot dispense with living

Troisieme Instruction , geur. 15, 92.
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like a reasonable being, and wretched is my lot if I do .

This care is a personal matter, so intimately connected

with me, that I cannot and ought not to repose on any

other. How indeed shall I make choice of a good pilot in

the navigation of this life , if I am ignorant of what he ought

to believe in order to merit my confidence. If by chance

I choose well I am only stupid ; if I choose badly I am both

stupid and unfortunate : I am not even allowed to remain in

uncertainty . Not to adopt a course is to adopt ; to hesitate

is to choose ; there is no matter in which it can be more truly

said : qui deliberantjam desciverant. In this state , shall I re

ject the succour of metaphysics, and is there another science

that I can put on a parallel with that which fixes my condi

tion by knowing God, by knowing myself, the only objects

which truly merit my attention , the solid foundations of

every thing springing from reason, and even of what per

tains to religion , to which these studies lead us by the hand

and which strengthens, extends and perfects them ?

“ But metaphysics is imperfect; it does not resolve all

our questions , or it does not reply as clearly as we desire .

Whodoubts ? It is a man that questions and it is a man that

replies . Is it then surprising that there is weakness and

imperfection on both sides ? but shall I renounce what is

certain , because many things remain uncertain ? and shall

I voluntarily deprive myself of a light which offers itself to

me with evidence because there are obscure truths to which

it does not extend ? This would be like a man dying of

hunger ,who should refuse two pounds of bread , because

they will not give him twenty and who should say, like the

heron of La Fontaine, “ 'tis not worth while to open the

bill for such a small matter." * He was thoroughly ac

quainted with Latin , Greek, Hebrew and other Oriental

languages; Italian , Spanish, Portuguese and English. In

mathematics, for which healways maintained his taste , he

was uncommonly skilled . Some of these branches ofknow

ledge he might have studied or at least perfected in aſter

life — we have no exact information on this point .

D’Aguesseau when nearly nineteen, commenced the

study of jurisprudence regularly, but not without some re

pugnance , as he confesses: “ I have found so many charms

in philosophy," says he , “ that I had much difficulty to enjoy

* Lettres, murres 160-1. Vie de son pere, auvres 15, 390 ,
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the study of Roman Law. My father had the art of leading

me gently and pleasantly to it, by elevating my views above

positive law, in order to search in the laws those first prin

ciples drawn from the nature of man , and the well-being of

society, which render Legal science as noble as useful. "

In 1690, when little more than twenty-one , he came to

the bar, and shortly after, through the influence of his father,

was appointed one of the king's three advocate generals .

Louis the 14th observed in giving him this important office,

that, he knew the father was incapable of deceiving him ,

even with respect to his own son .

The first appearance of D’Aguesseau in court , was so

brilliant that the famous jurist Denis Talon , observed “ I

would be glad to finish as that young man commences.”

Indeed it formed an era in the annals of judicial eloquence

and filled another department, till then vacant, in the splen

did literary reign of Louis the Great . In sacred oratory,

the elegance of Flechier, the warmth and unction of Mas

sillon , the strong reasoning of Bordaloue , and the vigor

and sublimity of Bossuet, raised the French pulpit to a

height that has not passed away and cannot pass away .

The bar yet remained in its barbarism ; the arguments of the

advocates were valued in proportion to the weight of erudi

tion appended to them ; quotations were accumulated,

classic and modern, sacred and profane, in prose and verse,

till Law resembled a dowdy,who, judging only by the value

of the material, thinks herself very fine if bedizened with

jewelry , ribbons of every hue , and laces put on without

taste , unsuited to her person or inappropriate to the occa

sion . In the plaidoyers (written arguments) of Patru ,

which still remain, are seen a knowledge of law and skill

in the application of it, sometimes able reasoning and move

ments of passion , but none of his productions or those

of his contemporaries exhibit rich matter, regularly well

selected ; a simple methodic arrangement and a chaste and

appropriate style. They did not possess that fine taste ,

improved by well-directed labor, required for all great works

of genius, in which,as in the marble temples of Greece,

the beauty of the polish diminishes nothing of the strength

of the material, and where , independent of the finish of the

parts,we derive additional pleasure from the ordonnance of

the whole. A young man of twenty produced an instan

veous and complete rerolution . Itwas the first time
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the French had seen a great lawyer and a great orator com

bined .

Brilliant success did not mislead D’Aguesseau . His good

sense could not but tell him that to maintain reputation in

a science so vast in its extent as law, so abstruse , continu

ally presenting new subjects of discussion and new difficul.

ties, a life of constant application was required . In the

discourses which, as advocate-general he had to deliver at

the opening of the courts, he constantly toils to show his

colleagues the deep knowledge of law , of literature, of man

himself, necessary to enable them to occupy their stations

with dignity to themselves and justice to society . These

exhibit nothing ofthe vague generalities of the usual holiday

productions , but the earnestness of onezealously struggling

( sometimes we might almost surmise with a desponding

heart) to raise the intellectual and moral standing of his

order to the lofty standard that his imagination painted to

him . In his third discourse, he thus expresses himself as to

the eloquence of the bar. “Eloquence is not a production

of genius only, it is a work of the heart . It is there that is

formed this intrepid love of truth - this ardent zeal for jus

tice --this virtuous independence of which you are so zeal

ous : these generous sentiments which elevate the soul

and fill it with a noble pride and magnanimous confidence,

and pushing your gloryeven beyond your eloquence, causes

the world to admire in you the virtuous man, much more

than the orator.

“ Do not think, nevertheless, that it is sufficient to have

joined nobleness and purity of motive to great natural ta

Tents ; and know the wound the most profound, and perhaps

the most incurable of your order, is the blind temerity with

which aspirants engage in it without having made them

selves worthy by a long, laborious preparation.

“ What treasures of science -- what a variety of erudition

what sagacity of discernment — what delicacy of taste must

not be united to excel at the bar ! Whoever shall dare to

put boundaries to the science of the advocate, has never

conceived a perfect idea of the vast extent of your profes

sion ."

“ Let others study man piece-meal: the orator is notper

fect, if, by means of a continual study of the purest morality ,

he does not know, if he does not penetrate , if he does pos

sess man entire.”
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“ Let Roman jurisprudence be for him a second philoso

phy ; let him cast himself with ardour into the immense sea

of canons ; let him always have before his eyes the autho

rity of the ordinances of our kings, and the wisdom of the

oracles of the senate ; let him devour the customs, discover

the spirit of them , and conciliate their principles, so that

every citizen of this great number of small states, that forms

in a single one the diversity of laws and manners, may be

lieve, in consulting him , that he was born in his country,

and has studied only the usages of his province.”

“ Let history give him experience, and, if Imay thus ex

press myself, an anticipated old age ; and after having raised

this solid edifice of somany different materials, let him add

all the ornaments of language, and all the magnificence of

the art that is peculiar to his profession ; let the ancient

orators give him their insinuation , their abundance , their

sublimity ; let the historians communicate to him their sim

plicity , their order, their variety ; let the poets inspire him

with nobleness of invention, vivacity of images, boldness of

expression , and especially those concealednumbers, that

secret harmony of discourse, which , without the slavery and

uniformity of poetry,frequently preserves all its sweetness

and graces; let him join French politeness to the attic salt

of the Greeks, and to the urbanity of the Romans ; let us ,

as if he were transformed into the person of the ancient

orators, recognize in him rather their genius and character,

than their thoughts and expressions, so that the imitation ,

becoming a second nature, he may speak like Cicero, when

Cicero imitates Demosthenes, or as Virgil , whenby a noble

but difficult larceny , he blushes not to enrich himself with

the spoils of Homer.”

5 Here our imagination takes pleasure in forming the ac

complishment of our wish , and to lose itself in a delightful

dream which shows it an image of the perfection to which

we aspire . Let us at last open our eyes, and let this agree

able phantom disappear that our desireshad raised . What

do we find in its place ; and what a sad spectacle the truth

offers to us !"

“ The sciences neglected, laziness victorious over appli

cation , labor viewed as the portion of those who have no

genius , and disdained by those who think they have it , igno

rance insulting learning, science timid and trembling, is

obliged to borrow the art , the secret of hiding herself.---
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Those who commenced to elevate the glory of the bar,

wished to have the appearance of knowing every thing :

we glory in being ignorant of every thing. They often

carried to excess their love of vast erudition ; blushing to

think, or speak themselves, they believed that the ancients

had thought and spoken for them ; they toiled more to trans

late them than to imitate them ; and leaving nothing to the

force of their genius , they placed all their confidence in the

profundity of their learning. Thanks to the return of good

taste,of which we have seen a few rays shining, the error

and slavery of this learned affectation was felt. But the

fear of this excess has made us fall into the opposite ex

treme . We regard with contempt the useful , the necessary

succour of study and of science ; we wish to owe all to our

genius and nothing to our labor . And what is this genius of

which we so vainly flatter ourselves , and which serves as a

favorable veil for our indolence ? It is a fire that glitters

without consuming ; it is a light that bursts forth during some

moments, andwhich goes out itself for want ofnourishment;

it is an agreeable surface, but without profundity and with

out solidity ; it is a lively imagination, the enemy of safe

judgment, a prompt conceptionwhich blushes at waiting for

the salutary counsels of reflection ; a facility of speaking

which seizes the first thoughts with avidity and never per

mits second ones to attain perfection and maturity. Like

those trees whose steril beauty has driven from our gar

dens the useful ornament of fruitful trees ; this agreeable

delicacy, this happy lightness of a brisk and natural genius ,

which has become the only ornament of our age, has banish

ed from it the force and solidity of profoundand laborious

genius ; and good sense has not had a more dangerous and

mortal enemy, than what the world honors withthe decep

tive name of a genius ; ( bel esprit. )

It is to this flattering idol that we sacrifice daily by the

public profession of a vain glorious ignorance. Wethink

we are depreciating the fecundity ofour genius, if we lower

it so far as to wish to reap for it on a foreign land .

neglect even to cultivate our own property; and the most fer

tile soil produces at last nothing butthorns, from the negli

gence of the husbandman who trusts to its natural fecundity .”

" How different is this conduct from that of those great

men whose famous name seems to have become the very

name of eloquence !!!

21
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“ They knew that the best talents have need to be form

ed by persevering labor and assiduous culture—that great

talents easily become great defects, when they are given up

and abandoned to themselves ; and that whatever of excel

lence heaven has given birth to, soon degenerates, unless

education , like a second mother, preserves the work which

nature has confided to her, as soon as produced.”

“ To reckon as nothing the labors of childhood , and to com

mence their serious and genuine studies at the period when

we finished them ; to view youth , not as an age
destined

by nature for pleasure and for relaxation , but as a period

that virtue consecrates to toil and application—to neglect

the care of our possessions , our fortune, of health itself, and

to make a worthy sacrifice, of that which mankind cherishes

most, to the love of science and ardour of instruction -- to

become, for a while, invisible , to reduce ourselves to volun

tary captivity , and to bury ourselves alive in deep retire

inent , thebetter to prepare in advance , arms always victo

rious. This is what the Demosthenes' and Cicero's have

done . Let us not be surprised at what they were ; but let

us at the same time cease to be surprised at what weare ,

when we throw a glance at the littlewe do to acquire the

glory to which they attained . " * A little farther on , in the

same admirable discourse, he continues, “ Happy is the use

ful distrust of the wisely timid orator, who, in the choice

and division of his occupations, has perpetually before his

eyes what he owes to his clients, to justice and to himself !

Always surrounded with these rigorous censors, and filled

with a holy respect for the tribunal in which he is to appear ,

he woulddesire , according to the wish of an ancient orator,

that he might be allowed, not only to write with care, but

to engrave laboriously the words which he is to pronounce .

If, sometimes, he has not the liberty of measuring the style

and the expression of his discourse, he always meditates

the order and the thoughts, and frequently, indeed, this

simple meditation , supplying the place ofexact composition ,

andthe justness of his thoughts producing that ofwords, the

surprised auditor believes that the orator has toiled long to

perfect an edifice,of which he has scarcely had time to trace

the first plan . But far from permitting himself to be daz

zled by the lucky success of extemporary eloquence, he

*Oeurres 1 , 36-9.
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always betakes himself anew, with fresh ardour to the pain

ful toil of composition . It is there that he scrupulously

weighs, even the least expressions, in the scales of severe

criticism ; it is there that he ventures to retrench whatever

does not present to the mind a lively and luminous image ;

that hedevelopes whatever can appear obscure or equivo

cal to the half attentive listener ; that he adds graces and

ornaments, to clearness and purity of discourse ; that in

avoiding negligence, he shuns not less the equally danger

ous shoal of affectation ; and that handling a skilful file, he

adds force to his discourse in proportion ashe takes off use

less words ; imitating the address of those knowing sculp

tors, who, working on the most precious materials, increase

the value, while they diminish them , and only form the

most perfect master-pieces of their art, by the simple re

trenchment ofa rich superfluity .” * These extracts may per

chance be deemed misplaced in a biography, but similar

sentiments are so oftenand so earnestly inculcated by the

author, that they appear in a great degree necessary to a

full understanding of his character. Indeed, so well do the

thoughts thrown out in his various writings harmonize with

themselves, and with what is known of the man, that we

are there to look for his moral portrait, painted by himself,

of which the fidelity can , at least , be recognized , when the

lawyer is delineated . We know of no work that would be

more truly useful for aspirants to the legal profession , than

a translation of his orations ; for while they point out the

great qualities of thehead and heart necessary to eminence,

they give a practical illustration , in their manly and eloquent

style, how necessary is the elegance of the scholar to an

effective exhibition of the knowledge of the jurist .

In 1700, D’Aguesseau ,by the recommendation of the first

president, Harley , was advanced to the office of procurator

general, which he held for seventeen years with increasing

reputation. It was, indeed, a place where he had a more

ample field for the exhibition of his talents as well as of his

virtues . He applied himself sedulously to introducing bet- '

ter order and a more strict discipline into the tribunals

under the control of the parliament, and to ameliorating the

proceedings in criminal matters . It is remarked, that while

he was procurator-general, executions were exceedingly

*Oeuvr. 1 , 43.
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rare. “ He regarded ,” says Thomas ,* “ the condemnation

of a citizen as a public calamity . In questions ofDomaine

his profound researches and knowledge of the historical

records of his country created general astonishment. But

his zeal was in nothing more active and useful than in the

improvement of the administration of the hospitals . He

obtained many ordinances, by which abuses of those institu

tions were redressed, or their benefits extended . When

once advised to repose more from his labors, can ” re

plied he, " allow myself to take any rest when I know that

my fellow-creatures are suffering."

The winter of 1709 was one of the most calamitous re

corded in French history -- Louis 14th was carrying on a

most disastrous and expensive war against the combined

talents of Prince Eugene and Marlborough ; commerce was

suspended , the treasury empty, credit destroyed, and the

people desponding. For a century such intense cold had

not been known in France or in the neighboring states ;

the olive trees , vines , wheat, and all trees planted within a

few years were killed. Famine appeared, which could

hardly have been much ameliorated had the finances of the

kingdom been in a more prosperous condition , as most of

thecontinent was labouring under the same calamity . To

mitigate as much as possible the sufferings of the starving

people, the Comptroller General , DesMarets formed a com

mittee of the principal magistrates ; D'Aguesseau who was

one , was in fact the moving soul of all , and by his sagacity

and foresight, much diminished the evil.f His ideas,how

ever, with regard to forestalling, would hardly be considered

as orthodox in our days ;-all laws on the subject, in Eng

land have fallen into utter dissuetude . After this period

D’Aguesseau was consulted on state matters of importance ,

and frequently charged with the preparation of memoirs for

the king

Notwithstanding his popularity and the favor in which he

stood with the government, he seemed threatened with the

deprivation of his honors near the close of the reign of Louis

the fourteenth . The glory of that monarch had long set ,

and left not a reflection above the horizon to illumine his

closing hours . His early love of renown and generous zeal

for the encouragement of letters had degenerated into a som

*Eloge de D’Aguesseau, note 8. fD’Argeau's Mem . 2, 192—6.
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bre and drivelling bigotry . With the priest LeTellier on one

side , and the prostitute Maintenon on the other, he recon

ciled dissoluteness with devotion , atoning for the profligacy

of his life by the purity of his faith ! Urged on by his con

fessor, he had brought into France the famous bull Unigeni

tus , which excited discussions and quarrels that embittered

his declining years . D’Aguesseau viewing this bull as an

attack on the liberties of the Gallican Church, and the rights

of the Crown opposed zealously its being enrolled . He

was sent for to Court . Usually when he visited the King

he bid his wife adieu ; but that day he departed without

seeing her, and she , on her side, avoided his presence ,

mutually fearing to excite each other's feelings.* In his

audience with the King, he spoke his opinions respectfully ,

but frankly , and then returned serenely to Paris . What

would have been the effect of his interview , it is impossible

to surmise, as Louis 14 died a few days after. Alluding to

this matter, the Papal Nuncio Quirini , while on a visit to

D’Aguesseau, at Frêne , his country seat , observed : 6 ? Tis

here that arms are forged against Rome.” “ No," answer

ed D’Aguesseau , “ not arms, but bucklers.” D’Aguesseau

evinced an equal degree of courage when the implacable

Jesuit, Le Tellier , was plotting on the decrepid monarch ,

in order to depose the independent and virtuous Cardinal

de Noailles . The Chancellor Voisin himself had prepared an

edict to accomplish this unprincipled project , but D’Agues

seau refused positively to lend hisaid to such a proceeding . I

Amid the changes and promotions in office that occurred

when the Duke of Orleans assumed the Regency , D'Agues

seau would have been almost certain of successhad he soli

cited advancement, but he neither asked nor desired places.

“ God forbid ,” said he, “ that I should ever occupy the post

of a living man .” Two years after this, Chancellor Voisin

died , 1717. The Regent sentfor D’Aguesseau, and on his

arrival , saluted him with the title of Chancellor ; D’Agues

seau declined the name, and urged his incapacity for that

important dignity. The Regent told him he would take his

word for any thing else , andthe new Chancellor was final

ly obliged to yield . * The Chancellor speedily experienced

* Thomas Eloge de D'Aguessau ,note 10.

Voltaire, Siecle de Louis XIV . Tome 2 , 372, 1785.

Thomas, Eloge de D'Aguesseau , note 27.

* Thomas Elogede D’Aguesseau, note 11 .
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thatnew honors were not without new troubles. Tempted

by the specious schemes of the adventurer, Law , the Regent

was anxious to put them into operation ; but D’Aguesseau

immediately perceiving the emptiness and injustice of an

immense emission of paper, grounded on no real value, op

posed them energetically . The Regent, finding it impos

sible to conquer the Chancellor's scruples, deprived him

of his place , and exiled him to Frêne. On receiving this

intelligence, he calmly said , “ I was not deserving the honor

the Regent did me by giving me the seals ; but I merit still

less the affront he puts upon me by taking them away.” A

contemporary author, * thus relates the matter.

“ 28th.-Paris . M. de la Vrillière went, at seven o'clock

in the morning, to the Chancellor's, and demanded the seals,

at the same time advising him , on the part of the Duke

d'Orléans , to retire to his estate of Frêne , till further orders .

The Chancellor was rather surprised ; he enquired whether

he might not see the Duke d’Orléans , or at least write to

him ; M. de la Vrillière replied, that as to seeing him, it

was a thingnot to be asked atpresent, but that, with respect

to writing, he would undertake to be the bearer of a letter

to him. The Chancellor went and wrote it , and read it to

M. de la Vrillière, before he gave it him, saying: “ Your

name is very unlucky to Chancellors.” The Chancellor

went to communicate these tidings to his wife , who was lying

in ; he chose that she should hear it from him , rather than

from another person, which might have rendered the matter

still more unpleasant .

It appears that both of them received the intelligence

with considerable firmness. The Chancellor will set out

to-morrow, to retire to Frêne. M. de la Vrillière carried

the seals to the Duke d'Orléans , who has given them to M.

d'Argenson. The Duke de Noailles, on receiving a letter

from the Chancellor, to inform him that M. de la Vrillière

had demanded the seals of him , got into his carriage, and

went to the Palais-Royal, and seeing the seals , which were

on the duke d'Orléans' table , for M. d'Argenson had not

yet arrived , enquired of the duke d'Orléans : “ What does

this mean ? why are the seals here ?” The duke d'Orléans

replied : " I have sent to demand them of the Chancellor,"

.“ And to whom do you give them , Monseigneur ?” re

* D'Angeaus Mem. 2-413.
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joined the duke de Noailles.- " To M. d'Argenson ," was

the answer. The Duke de Noailles then said: " Monseig

neur, I see clearly that the cabal obtains the ascendency ;

and as an attack is made on so estimable a man as the Chan

cellor, and my best friend, I plainly perceive, that I am

attacked also, and that I cannot do better than resign my

commission, ( which is that of president of the council of

finance .) I place it in your hands, Monseigneur.” The Duke

d'Orleans said to him : “ Have you nothing to ask of me ?"

“ No, Monseigneur,” replied the duke . The Regent said :

" I had intended a seat in the council of Regency for you."

The Duke de Noailles answered : “ I shall make little use

of it ;" and retired , upon seeing M. d'Argenson enter, who

is also put at the head of the finances."

Thesplendid delusions so well known in the history of

France, under the name of the System of Law, by which

the national debt was to be paid off, and the country deluged

with riches , were now successively and rapidly put into

execution . - So certain were the people at large of the fea

sibility of the System that shares in it were eagerly sought

and rose immediately to an enormous price. A recent au

thor * thus describes the state of feeling at the period .

“ In the mean time an universal frenzy had seized the

nation . Peers , judges, cardinals, bishops, ladies, ministers,

shopkeepers, footmen , all turned gamblers,and speculated

from morning till night on the rise and fall of stock . А.

clerk in the bank, seeing the avidity of the speculators to

buy paper, called out to the crowd pressing at the door,

“ Never fear, Gentlemen, all your money shall be taken."

A physician going to visit a lady, muttered all the time he

felt her pulse, “ It falls, it falls ; oh , good God ! it falls !"

The lady alarmed, started and ran to the bell ; but the doc

tor, surprised in his turn , relieved her anxiety, by telling

her he was only speaking of the stocks . Two men of letters,

M. de la Mothe, and the Abbé Terrason, talking together

of the madness that had infected the nation congratulated

themselves that they were superior to the common delusion ;

but it sohappened, that not long afterwards the two scholars

met in the Rue Quincampoix , where they had both come

to bargain for actions . As the shame was mutual, they

rallied each other and pursued their course .

* Hist. of the principal states of Europe from the peace of Urrecht-

London, 1826, p .216 , 20—2 vol.
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“ The Rue Quincampoix , where this traffic was carried

on , became so continually thronged, that the houses situa

ted in it were let at an extravagant rate. Houses for which

eight hundred livres rent were usually paid , now yielded

from six to sixteen thousand ; and even a cobler who had a

stall of planks placed against a garden , earned two hundred

livres a day by letting chairs, and furnishing pens and pe

per . Nay, a hump-backed man was said to have made one

hundred and fifty thousand livres in a few days by letting

out his back as a writing desk to the brokers . All the

avenues leading into the street were filled by break of day,

and at night it was necessary to use force to drive away the

crowd . This concourse in a narrow street becoming ex

ceedingly inconvenient, an edict was issued , prohibiting all

persons from buying and selling stock in the Rue Quincam

poix . The trafic was some time afterwards transferred

to the Place Vendome, the whole area of which was cover

ed by tents, some filled with the stockholders , others destined

for refreshments, and others again filled with gaming tables

and lotteries , where inferior rogues imitated, on a small

scale , the operations of the great state swindlers. All the

evening the place was filled with ladies and gentlemen of

the highest rank , walking up and down ; and this spot thus

became at once the general market both of business and

pleasure . At length the Chancellor, who had his court in

the Place, complained that the noise was so great he could

not hear the suitors. Mr. Law then bought the Hotel de

Soissons, belonging to the Prince de Carignan, which was

likewise situated in Place Vendome . In the magnificent

gardens of this palace six hundred pavilions were disposed

among the trees and fountains, and an ordinance was issued

by the Government, prohibiting, under severe penalties , all

buying and selling of stock except in one of these pavilions.

Never were stock - jobbers so pleasantly accommodated !

“ The immense rise in the price of actions was naturally

attended with sudden revolutions offortune ; persons in the

lowest stations of life were lifted by the expansion of the

bubble to the highest, and their behaviour in their newpo

sition , gave occasion to many ridiculous occurrences. Mr.

Law's coachman having made his fortune, asked his mas

ter's leave to quit his service ; to which Mr. Law consented ,

with the condition , that he would provide another as good

as himself. The man brought two of his former comrades ;
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and desiring Mr. Law to choose, said , that he himself would

take the other to drive his own carriage . A Malle . Begond

being one night at the opera, observed a lady enter magnifi

cently dressed : she looked at her a short time, and then

whispered her mother, “ Iam much mistaken if this fine lady

is not Mary, our cook .” The whisper spread through the

theatre, till at length it reached the ears of the object of it ,

who, turning round to Mdlle . Begond, said , “ It is true ; I

am Mary, your cook ; I won a large sum of money in the

Rue Quincampoix ; I like fine clothes and fine jewels, and

you see me drest in them ; I have paid for every thing I

have on ; can every one else say as much ?” The most

absurd blunders were made by these new favorites of for

tune. One of them who had ordered a coach , being asked

what arms he wished to have on the carriage , answered,

" Oh , the finest, by all means." A footman had become

rich enough to buy a handsome carriage ; but when it came

to the door he got up behind instead of in the inside . A

lady whose husband , a baker's son , hadbought a vast quan

tity of fine plate , arranged it for supper in so strange a fash

ion , that the soup was served up in a basin for receiving

church offering, and chalices were made to serve the office

of salt-sellers . The rise of the stock was so rapid , that great

fortunes were made, as it were , by accident . A person who

was taken ill sent his servant to sell two hundred and fifty

shares at 8000 livres each, but in the mean time the shares

had risen to 10,000, and the servant gained 500,000 livres ,

which he put in his pocket. Many similar instances occur

red of agents making a fortune at the expense of their em

ployers .*

" While these things were happening among the creatures

of the new system , it will excite no surprise to find the

inventor of the machine, the discoverer of the new mine,

the god of all this wealth, courted with a deference which

amounted almost to worship. His anti-chamber was crowd

ed from morning till night with ladies of the highest quali

ty, all begging for a portion of the India stock . When the

Regent wished to send a Duchess to Modena, to attend

upon his daughter, some one in his presence said, “ If you

want a Duchess, you had better send to Mdme. Law's, for

they are all there.” Law himself was so surrounded by

* Hist. du Systeme.
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these ladies, that when once admitted into his room , he

found it almost impossible to get rid of them . * One lady

who had in vain attempted to obtain an audience , drove to

a house where he was at dinner, and called out , “Fire ! Fire !"

All the company ran from the house ; but Law seeing the

lady jump out of her carriage to meet him , made off in the

opposite direction . Another lady told her coachman to

overturn whenever he should see Law in the streets , and

happening to see him first herself, she screamed out of the

window , “ overturn now ! overturn now !” This lady was

more successful : Law ran to her assistance , and she con

fessed her stratagem .”

The delusive bubble, as predicted by D'Aguesseau , soon

barst . All France was filled with bankruptcies, the gov

ernment left surrounded by difficulties, and the whole con

stitution of society deranged. “ A general uncertainty ,'

says the work just cited , " was introduced into all transac

tions concerning property. The tradesman did not know

what price to set on his goods ; the merchant was not sure

to what countries he might send his cargoes; the landed

proprietor was uncertain of the value of his own fortune and

that of his children . Men and women of all ranks , of the

most sober habits and the most steady reputation, caught

the habits and character of gamesters : to gain suddenly , to

spend profusely, to neglect honest occupation, to forfeit so

lemn engagements, to forget the ties of blood and the duties

of morality, in the dream of a prodigious fortune to be ac

quired without talent or labor, were no longer the peculiar

features of men addicted to a particular vice, but the quali

ties of a great part of the nation . Ambition inspired all,

from the prince to the footman ; avarice and luxury walked

hand in hand, misleading the people ; and it was long before

the greedy hopes and extravagant profusion created by the

scheme of Law, were carried away by the tide of time.”

Amid the universal distress , the first movement was to

recall D’Aguesseau, and Law himself was sent by the Re

gent to solicit his return . As soon as he had resumed his

office he occupied himself actively in reducing things to

order. The malady was too extensive to admit of total

cure ; but he did much in restoring tranquillity and re -assur

ing the credit of the government. The works written by

D’Aguesseau in his exile , show how perfectly he under

*See a clirious instance ofthis in Madame's Letters --Fragmens,ii . 274 .
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stood the emptiness of Law's schemes, and exhibit a know

ledge of political economy astonishing for that day .

We have seen how boldly D'Aguesseau had, while

procurator-general, opposed the registration of the bull

Unigenitus; yet, strange to say , he became one of its advo

cates when it was again urged by the Regent. This incon

sistency exposed him to many cutting sarcasms. When one

of the magistrates resisted the registration, D’Aguesseau

enquired from whence he drew the maxims in support ofhis

opinions.—“ From the speeches of the deceased Chancellor

D'Aguesseau ," coolly answered the other. It is difficult

to account for this change, which still it is but charity to sup

pose was dictated by some conscientious motive, in one

whose integrity has been admitted by writers not all friend

ly to him .* He was not a character to be influenced by

interest or fear. Throughout life he was regardless of mo

ney , and when the Regent afterwards threwout some rash

threats against the parliament, D'Aguesseau instantly ten

dered his resignation. Inour day it would, to be sure, be

difficult to discern the utility of those anile quarrels about

the bull Unigenitus , the constitution , tickets of confession,

about molinism, jansenism and quietism , that even excited

the giant intellects of Fenelon and Bossuet-- quarrels more

worthy of a conventicle of old women, than of the master

spirits of the Augustan age of France. Perhaps the most

we can now urge in their favor is , that all opposition under

tyrannical governments keeps some sparks of liberty alive

for better days, and that it is often dangerous to concede a

principle trivial in its actual operation on account of the in

jury that may result from its extension .

D’Aguesseau's next step manifested how little regard he

had for court favors. In 1722 the dissolute and arrogant

Cardinal Dubois, being made prime minister, claimed pre

cedence in the Council ; the chancellor resisted and was

exiled a second time to Frêne. The five years

spent in retirement, surrounded by his family, he always

called the fairest days of his life. We may well believe

he spoke sincerely when we contrast his studious habits

and simplicity of manners, with the general dissoluteness

throughout the kingdom ; in which the Regentlead the way

“ He rose , ” says a recent historian , " at no very early

hour, heavy with the fumes of wine of the night before ;

*Particularly St. Simon and Duclos .

he now
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during the forenoon he gave audiences, and saw the minis

ters of the councils and the foreign ministers ; at two or

half past , the whole court were admitted to see him take

his chocolate . After this , came the council , the opera , visits

to the king, to his mother and daughter, the Dutchess of

Berry . The evening always ended by a supper, sometimes

with his mistresses , or a chosen party of courtezans ; some

times with the Dutchess of Berry, two or three ladies of

the court and ten or twelve of the most profligate men in

Paris . The guests of the Regent discussed all subjects,

religious and political , the lapse of a lady, the faults of a

minister, or the nature of the soul , with equal freedom .

As the wine circulated the conversation became more noisy

and more indecent ; the Regent spared no one and was

not spared ." *

A part of D’Aguesseau's time at Frêne was devoted to

the study of the Scriptures on which he wrote learned

notes after comparing the text in different languages ; ano

ther portion was occupied in maturing and reducing to

writing his ideas on legislation ; another portion he employ

ed in instructing his children in Belles Lettres and law .

These were his principal occupations . He wrote for his

son an admirable course of study in jurisprudence and lite

rature , remarkable for profundity oflearning and soundness

of views; this , as many of his other works, show an abun

dance and exactness ofknowledge, possessed by those only

who live in a library . For relaxation he either read mathe

matics or Belles Lettres, and occasionally cultivated his

garden , spade in hand , or directed the improvement of his

farm . Exile could deprive one like him of no pleasures,

but leave him to the enjoyment of many . He never en

gaged in any of the ordinary amusements of the world ; “ in

the age of the passions, his only passion was study.” As he

has said himself, the only recreation he required was a

change of literary avocations — The variety with him in the

change was abundant, particularly with the aid of so many

languages

Thus happily situated D’Aguesseau needed nothing

of his country, and his privateletters at this period show

that he was discontented with those who busied themselves

in trying to obtain his recall. Buthis country needed him

and in 1727 the Regent reinstated him as chancellor . From

* Hist. of Europe, 2. 190. Lond. 1896 .
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this period D’Aguesseau withdrew himself entirely from

politics, and indeed from all public avocations except those

connected with law . He had employed much of his time

while in retirement, in meditating reforms and improve

ments in the jurisprudence of his country, which hehoped

now, with the aid of the government, to put in operation

Each province of France at that time had its own laws , and

so very discordant were they that " what was held just on

one side of a brook was considered unjust on the other side .

On account of the multitude of laws the jurist often scarcely

studied any, from the difficulty ofknowing all.” Most of

the provinces followed the Roman Code, but entirely con

trary decision had frequently taken place . Each of them

hada huge mass of its own peculiar customs, the growth of

different periods under different circumstances, which, in a

more modern age , when intercourse and civilization had

assimilated all France were , in many cases , repugnant to

both justice and expediency . Hence a suitor often felt sure

of gaining a cause in one part of the kingdom that he would

loose inanother, and much management was employed in

selecting a tribunal favorable to his pretensions. The con

stitution of their courts were quite as varied : the forms of

procedure in them , generally prolix, difficult and expensive .

In Brittany it was necessary to pass through six degrees of

jurisdiction to arrive at the parliament. To remedy the

many evils incident to such a state of things, D’Aguesseau

wished , without changing the groundwork of the law as it

stood , to render it uniform throughout France, and to sup

ply what was obviously deficient. He set forth his notions

in several excellent memoirs written with great clearness

and force. The reformations proposed by him extended to

three principle points—1st . The law itself: that is to reform

the ancient laws, to make new ones of them , and to unite

them in one single body of legislation . 2nd . The forms of

procedure: that is to render them uniform , less prolix, more

simple and cheaper. 3rd . The conduct and discipline of

the officersof justice : particularly to abolish the sale of

offices, to diminish the number of officers, to subject the in

ferior ones to rigorous supervision , &c . D’Aguesseau well

foresaw the difficulties of this great undertaking, and was

desirous of proceeding slowly and cautiously . His idea was

to codify the law in successive portions, viz . to take any

one subject and reduce all existing regulations and customs
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Other regu

to one uniform law , in which, whatever experience had

pointed out as defective or injurious, would be added or

pruned oil. Thus the country would have enjoyed the bene

fits of the improved code at every step of its progress . The

works of D’Aguesseau abundantly show how thoroughly he

was occupied in this important matter. The projects that

he meditated were the object of numerous communications

to the superior courts , of frequent conferences with a com

mittee ofmagistratesand juris-consults over which he presi

ded . lle carried his precaution so far as to prepare memoirs

for and against, on the observations which he received . *

The plan of D'Aguesseau was very far from promising a

perfect code, as it aimed at nothing more than giving uni

formity and efficacy to the existing laws. Theage demand

ed more . In most countries laws have had their origin in

barbarous times, and have been , of course , framed to meet

the exigencies of the period . Besides positive institutions,

customs naturally arise , either necessary to the full effect of

those institutions, or tacitly adopted by universal consent to

guard against inconveniences generally felt.

lations are added from time to time in order to meet the

most pressing wants of society ; but the general indisposi

tion of mankind to swerve from established modes of think

ing and the unforseen difficulties that experience proves

often to result from change inclines most nations , even in a

liberal and enlightened age, to remain under the thraldom

of the oppressive and gloomy jurisprudence of their igno

rant ancestors . And , indeed, it is far better to endure some

evil , if mixed with any fair proportion of good , than by hur

ried legislation to jeopard the tenure of substantial bless

ings, and open the door to ills that may not depart at our

bidding But if laws are designed to promote the happiness

of society , they should be constantly modified to suit the

endless fluctuations of human affairs. Institutions proper

for one age , cannot be furbished up for another totally dis

similar, by a few partial improvements more than the hut of

an African king can be transformed into an European palace

by adding a Corinthian portico or a sculptured frieze from the

Parthenon . When , therefore, those successive modifica

tions of law, required by the changes of society, have not

been made , it eventually becomes, if not absolutely necessa

* Pardessusdiscours sur les ouvrage de D'Aguesseau, ocuv . de D'Agues

seal , 1 , XLV. and see vol . 12, 513 .
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ry, at least more expedient to commence anew. No where

was thorough codification more necessary than France, not

only from the discrepancies before alluded to , but from the

many radicaldefects in the laws themselves . Wemayonly

specify the want of jury trials , tortures, the excessive cruel

ty of punishments, the denying of councils to those accused,

closed doors in trials of various kinds, & c . Nor was any

period better suited to this great object, than thatof D’Agues

seau , Domat, Pothier, and Montesquieu
. We can , to be sure ,

conceive cases where codification
would be impolitic. It

requiresmuch time - a rare combination
of talents, learning

and good sense -- of patience and experience
; and unless all

these could be put into requisition , it would be dangerous to

desert a tolerable system of laws, well understood, for a

new one that might create much uncertainty
and confusion .

It was wisdom in the half civilized nations of Europe to fol

low the code of Justinian after the downfal of the Roman

Empire, and it is wise in new states to adopt the jurispru

dence of their parent country until they are in a situation to

legislate with decided advantage. The question has been

often asked, why D’Aguesseau
never put his projected code

into execution , and some writers , St. Simon among the

rest , have insinuated that he was restrained by the fear of

injuring the profits ofthe officers ofthe law by its excessive

simplicity. The truth is , that France was rather a feder

ative than a consolidated
government

. Long used to their

own institutions
, each province had conceived a kind of

prejudice in favor of its own laws and customs nourished

by long associations
, and proudly looked back to them as the

monuments
of their ancient independence

and individuality
.

The King had neither the right nor the power to subject all

France to one code . It required time and prudence to ob

tain a consent which could not have been exacted . * The

establishment
of an uniform code became easy to Napo

leon when the revolution had levelled the ancient rights

of the crown, the nobility and the clergy, and the people

were willing to return to any permanent state of things, in

lieu of an anarchy that left life and property without guar

anty . Though D’Aguesseau's
scheme for codifying was

notcarried into effect, he introduced a number ofordinances

which have established his fame as a laborious and enlight

*See Pardessus. Discours sur les ouvrage de D’Aguesseau.
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ened magistrate. They in fact form an epoch in the French

jurisprudence, and still hold a distinguished place in the

code Napoleon , the best proof of their merit.

He not only labored diligently to improve the jurispru

dence of his country, but eagerly encouraged all that entered

the same field. Two of the most useful French legal works

owed much to his encouragement. Domats civillaw was

formed under his eye ; and Pothier, during the compilation

of his great work , The civil law in its natural order, con

stantly received the advice and encouragement of the chan

cellor .

The writings of D’Aguesseau shew a love of his vocation

and a zeal for the discharge of his duties that he well exem

plified in practice . On the death of his wife, to whom he

was devotedly attached, it was feared that he would be una

ble to bear up against his loss ; but he immediately resumed

his duty with his wonted energy, observing, “ I belong to

the public , and it is not just that they should suffer by my

domestic misfortunes.”

His enemies sometimes accused him of slowness in the

discharge of his duties . When one of his friends once re

proached him for his procrastination , D'Aguesseau unmoved

replied , “ When I think that the decision of the chancellor

is a law, I may well be permitted to doubt a long time.” By

great temperance and repose ofmind he preserved his health

to the age of eighty -two. In 1750, for the first time, he was

obliged to suspend his labors on account of his infirmities,

and with that conscientiousness that marked his whole con

duct , immediately resigned his office which he felt he could

no longer fulfil. The King, however, accorded him the

honors attached to his former situation, with a pension of a

hundred thousand francs. He died a short time after--Feb

ruary 9th , 1751. With the exception ofa large library, he

left very little fortune.

His wife had been interred in the common cemetry of the

village of Auteuil, and agreeably to his own wish his remains

were consigned to the same humble spot . The government

erected a monument to him that was pulled to pieces du

ring the frenzy of the Revolution , but which was afterwards

restored as well as it could be by Buonaparte . More re

cently a statue of him has been placed in front of the Cham

ber of Deputies . He married in 1694 Anne Le Fevre

D’Ormesson , by whom he had six children . Her family
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is celebrated for its long succession of distinguished magis

trates—M.de Coulange, said of her “ that it was the first

time he had seen the
graces

and virtue united . "

Voltaire, in his “Catalogue Raisonnè,of the writers of the

reign of Louis 14th ,” thus characterises D’Aguesseau: “ The

most learned magistrate that France everhad, possessing

half of the languages of Europe besides the Latin, Greek and

a little Hebrew ; very well versed in history, profound in

jurisprudence , and what is more rare , eloquent . He was

the first at the bar that spoke at the same time with force

and purity ; the lawyers before him made phrases.” Per

haps ofall his contemporaries , St. Simon mentions him with

the most asperity, yet confesses “ a great deal of genius, of

application , of penetration, of knowledge of all kinds ; of

gravity, of equity, of piety , of innocence of manners, con

stituted the basis of the character of D’Aguesseau .'

Asa man , few persons have more decidedly possessed those

qualities that constitute true greatness than D'Aguesseau.

Modest in prosperity and unbent in adversity, he preserved

the same calmness and dignity amid all the vicissitudes of

fortune . Great talents and great learning were united with

an untiring zeal to make them equal to the utmost extent

of every duty oflife -- His strict probity, his mildness and even

playfulness of manner gained him esteem as well as affec

tion in his various relations with society . He was a kind

husband, a tender father, an affectionate friend , a benevo

lent citizen .

But it is impossible to well speak of any combination of

qualities as constituting greatness without reference to some

particular line of life ,in which it can be brought into action

The bold daring of the soldier is unsuited to the minister of

the gospel;the meekness of the minister as little becomes the

soldier . The patience , the perseverance of D’Aguesseau ,

were qualities which eminently fitted him for the post of

Chancellor, and more especially that perfect freedom from

all passion and prejudice, the intrusion of which we fear

on the seat ofjustice,when we see their existence in the man .

Not less admirable was his profound sense ofduty ; so deeply

was he impressed with the importance and responsibility of

the different offices he held, that his whole soul appeared

devoted to filling them well or to rendering himself more

competent to them . He was a striking proof of the univer

sality ofgenius ; for the difficulties of all branches of know

VOL . I .---NO , II .
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ledge seemed to vanish before him . Indeed it is almost in

possible to credit the extent and exactness of his learning,

did we not daily witness how much can be attained by talent

ed men , with even ordinary industry , and call to mind also

his long and laborious life. Not only did he allow himself

no relaxation except change of study, but even during his

journeys he read constantly in his carriage . His memory,

which was always extraordinary , remained so unimpaired that

in extreme old age he repeated from the classics long pas

sages which he had not seen since his boyhood . On law

civil , canon, and French, on divinity , mathematics and met

aphysics he has written learnedly and well . Whether ex

plaining the Pandects or combatting Cudworth , Newton ,

or Locke,heis equally at home. Often, when he had attain

ed the loftiest summit of legal honors, and in the noontide

of his fame , did he turn from thetetric and sombre technicali.

ties of the law and cast a longing eye to the favorite studies

of his younger days, like a pilgrim on a barren mountain

beneath burning skies, gazing wistfully down on the smiling

vallies he has left behind . Yet no work of his remains pro

perly belonging to Belles Lettres, unless (what appears pro

bable,) a Treatise on Eloquence, the credit of which another

has taken to himself. *

Like Bacon , Selden , Hardwicke, Mansfield , Montesquieu

and a host of others, his example shows how necessary are

the attainments of the scholar to the full and lasting fame of

the lawyer. His speeches while at the bar , are the finest

models of law arguments ; but they , at the same time, by

their lucid order, fine illustrations and beauty of style , reveal

riches not drawn from the mere stores of jurisprudence.

Considering that without extensive literary attainments the

lawyer will neither seize , as a philosopher, general princi

ples, nor clothe the dry details of his profession so as to

render them attractive , he constantly toiled to inculcate the

necessity of study. Above all things he detested what are

usually called geniuses , who with slender knowledge, a

pleasant manner and a pestilent fluency gain a fleeting repu

tation during the freshness and vivacity of youth - men who

think they have a right to neglect their talents in proportion

as nature has been generous of them .

* The title of the book, is “ Landie on Eloquence," 2nd edition. The

first edition is disfigured with numberless faults .-- M . Renouard has es

?ablished the theft bevond doubt. See Cat. d'om Amateur, 2. 5.7.
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It would be difficult to cite an author who always exhib

its such clearness and force united with elegance . He sel

dom uses a rare or poetical word , and still more rarelyan

epithet for the purpose of giving a more musical flow to his

periods. This simplicity at the first glance gives his wri

tings an appearance of being entirely unstudied ; but on a

more attentive perusal the perfect finish of every period

reveals the labor. One of the charms of his compositions, is

the honesty and earnestness that breathes throughout them .

Although he uses his erudition abundantly, it always har

monizes with the subject and seems to be demanded by it .

Generally he wrote with excessive care, yet his plaidoyers,

which were thrown off without correction , display the same

perfection as his more labored efforts.

The best edition of his works is that of Paris, 1819, 16

vols . 8vo . to which may be added, the work on Eloquence

before alluded to .

The works consulted for this sketch were principally

D'Aguesseau's works : Paris, 1819 – The notice affixed to

them by M. Pardessus, Eloge de D’Aguesseau par Thomas;

especially the notes, Biographie Universelle, Paris, 1811 ;

Encycl. Brit. Suppl. Edinburgh, 1824, fc.]
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Damages on Coronant Reul.

RICHLAND DISTRICT - IN EQUITY, FEB. TERM, 1818.

BEFORE CHANCELLOR JAMES .

SAMUEL Scott vs. THOMAS WoodsidES,

-000

Damages recoverable on Real Covenanis, where a defective

title has been perfected by the purchaser .

The following cases are published, as settling the doctrine both at Law

and in Equity -- that a purchaser of real estate,who discovers a defectin

the vendors title and purchases up the outstanding conflicting claim, with

out notice to the vendor, is entitled to no more than his expense and

trouble in perfecting his title, if atthe time ofthe sale the vendor believed

himself to bethe legalowner oftheestate. We are aware thatsince the

decision of Ward vs. Revel,the Court of Appeals las narrowed down the

jurisdiction of the Court of Law as to such defences ; yet, according to

the last opinion of that Court, (Dec. term, 1829, at Columbia,) in Morgan

and Hext, a clear outstanding legal title, which would amount to a breach

of warranty of seizin, and sustain an action of covenant, may still be the

subject ofalegal discount, and be available as a defence at law . In that

case Judge Nott says, “ The last ground, to wit : that there is an outstand

ing subsisting titlein another person, is of a more definite character-

that will be a good defence, if it can be sustained. It presents a simple

isolated question of title, which is properly cognizable at law , and onthat

ground a new trial must be granted.” Colcock and Johnson, Justices ,

concurred.

Complainant purchased from defendant a tract of land,

for which , upon payment of a sum of money , he received

the following written instrument : -_ " Received, July 12th,

1817 , from Mr. Samuel Scott , $ 1717 50 , in part payment

for a tract of land containing three hundred and thirty-eight

acres, more or less, at $ 7 per acre, which , when paid , I

will make the said Samuel Scott good warranted titles

to said land, it being the tract or plantation whereon I now

live . The bill states that upon a re -survey there was a

great deficiency in the number of acres mentioned in the

above writing ; that the sum paid was more than sufficient to

pay for the number of acres actually contained in the tract ,

at the rate of seven dollars per acre ; that complainant has

applied to defendant to make him a good title according to

agreement; that he refuses, and complainant prays specific

performance . Defendant answers, admitting the contract
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above set forth , and payment of the money mentioned there

in . - He states that he purchased the land from Timothy

Rives, as containing 338 acres ; that it was surveyed by one

Tucker, found by him to contain that quantity, and as such

defendant sold it to complainant ; that the portion of the

tract, in which is the alleged deficiency, was a part of the

purchase from Rives, and was always and generally consid

ered to belong to this tract , which was known also to com

plainant; that complainant never gave him notice of the

alleged deficiency, nor required him to perfect his title ,

until, as defendant believes , after complainant had procured

a grant for the same ; that he is willing to make a good title

when the balance is paid , and to perfect his title by obtain

ing a grant, if complainant will withdraw his, or otherwise

he is willing to defray all complainant's expenses in procur

ing his grant .

The evidence for defendant proves that the vacant land ,

which was the part deficient, was always thought in the

neighborhood to be a part of the tract sold . Upon a re

survey, the deficiency was found to be 138 acres, for which

complainant has a grant dated 4th August, 1817, subsequent

to the date of the receipt above set forth , and no notice has

been proved upon defendant of the above deficiency, nor

requisition to perfect his title before the grant was obtained .

Although this case has been called a novel one , and is in

fact so , yet we find in the books a quaint adage which is very

applicable to it . In these, it is said that a party calling for

the aid of the Court of Equity for a specific performance

must come with clean hands, and it appears that if they be

soiled by anyact of unfairness, the Court will reject his ap

plication. The present case may be fairly tested by this

rule :-Defendant was an illiterate man , who cannot write ,

and therefore could not pry much into either surveys or

titles to land . He sold complainant a tract containing a cer

tain number of acres ; it was generally reputed to contain

so many, and he himself had purchased it for that quantity .

There was no unfairness on his part . But complainant went

upon the land with his surveyor, and found a part reputed to

be defendants, vacant . What step then ought complainant

to have taken as purchaser. He ought immediately to have

given him notice of the discovery he had made, that he

might have gone and perfected his title by obtaining a grant,

or he might have taken the grant himself, and offered de
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fendant to comply with his agreement upon deducting his

expenses. Had defendant refused, this Court would have

granted its aid . We have no cases from England similar to

the present, as it would be difficult to find vacant land there ;

yet we have a very good one in point from Tennessee ,

where , until lately , a surveyor had never stretched a chain .

It was decided in the Supreme Court of Errors and Appeals

there by Mr. Justice White - that “ if a man , under the belief

that he has a good title , sells land , and stipulates to convey,

putting the vendee in possession , and he discovering a bet

ter title, purchases wiih a view to prejudice the vendor,

Equity will view the purchase as made for the benefit of

vendor, through the agency of his vendee , and will relieve

vendor on paying the money and interest which vendee has

advanced to purchase up the title . This Court ought not

to sanction the doctrine, that a purchaser is authorized to

pry into and discover defects in his own title , with a view

to purchase an outstanding claim in another, and thus consi

der himself as evicted, when he might have enjoyed the

land but for his own conduct, although complainant could

not convey at the time stipulated , yet this Court will relieve

against time, when the party has sustained no injury, or where

it can be compensated and the Court decreed ;" that com

plainant should pay the e penses of procuring the grant , &c .

and the defendant to be perpetually enjoined -- Searey vs.

Kirkpatrick , 1 Cooke's Rep. 211. This case is strong in

point throughout, as well as in the part I have cited ; and

as it was upon injunction where defendant is looked upon in

the more favorable light , until complainant has made a clear

case, the present case is stronger against complainant

here ; for as has been said , complainant must come with

clean hands. The same principle was acted upon in a case

in the Court of Appeals inVirginia --- Hull vs. Cunningham's

Executors, 1 Mun. 330. Where it is decided, that if a

purchaser do notby eviction , or otherwise , lose the land he

expected to get , but make an entry for it as vacant, and obtain

a patent, the measure of relief is compensation for his trou

ble and actual expenses in securing his title . Having elec

ted to come into Equity, he cannot have vindictive damages.”

This case is also very similar in principle to the present, and

was decided by a full bench unanimously : Wherefore upon

these authorities, and upon the ground that there must be

no unfairness in the applicant for specific performance, I
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am of opinion that the measure of relief is compensation for

his trouble and actual expenses in procuring the grant . It

is therefore ordered, that defendant do make complainant a

good title to the land sold , which was not vacant . That

complainant keep his grantfor that which he found vacant ;

that hepay the defendant the sum stipulated in his contract,

except his expenses and what may be allowed for his trou

ble ; that it be referred to the Commissioner to examine

and approve the title , and to ascertain what complainant

shall be allowed to deduct as aforesaid , and that complainant

do
pay

the costs .

WM . D. JAMES.

COURT OF APPEALS - COLUMBIA , JAN . TERM . 1828 .

HENRY WARD VS. STEPHEN REVIL .

1

This was an Action of Assumpsit on a note for the bal

ance of the purchase money of a tract of land . The defence

was , that the plaintiff was not the owner of part of the land

sold .

It appeared in evidence, that a part of the land was

within the reputed limits of an older grant,and part was said

to be vacant ; for which the defendant had taken out a grant in

his own name, since the purchase . For the plaintiff it was

insisted , and his Honor so charged the Jury, that the de

fendant could claim a deduction for no more than it had

cost him , to perfect his title , which was the expense of his

new grant . The Jury, however allowed him , as appeared

by their verdict, a pro rata deduction for all the land not in

cluded in the plaintiff's grant, according to the surveyor's

platt . And the plaintiff appealed and moved for a new

trial, on the ground that the verdict was contrary to law.

Evans, for the motion , cited Win . vs. Exo'rs . of Jones, 1 .

Nott & McCord , 431 .; Pitcher vs. Livingston , 4. Johns .

4 , 6-21.

Levy and Wilkins, contra .

CURIA , per ColCOCK , J. - The practice of our Courts, un

der the discount law, has been to admit of such defences as

the present, even where there has been no eviction , and

we have even allowed an action to be brought to recover

1
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the purchase money while the purchaser remained in the

undisturbed possession of the land .

The discount law was intended to avoid the multiplicity

of suits and to save the expenses of unnecessary litigation ,

and it is a species of Equity Jurisdiction, incorporated in

the Common Law . It has been so considered, particularly

in cases of this character . Viewing the law in this light ,

I am in favor of the motion ; for what I ask is the damage

sustained by the defendant, in consequence of the defective

title ? It is the expense which he has been at in perfecting

it . What was the proper course of conduct to be pursued

by him , when he found that the grant did not comprehend

the whole of the land so !d , as had been supposed ? He

should have informed the plaintiff of this, and called on him

to perfect the title , or he should have given up the bargain.

He came to the knowledge of the fact by being put into the

possession of the plaintiff's titles . He could never have

known it by any other means; and had the plaintiff not

sold the land to him, he himself may have made the discov

ery and then he could haveobtained a grant.

In the case of Scottand Woodsides, decided in the Court

of Equity, by Chancellor James, and carried to the Court of

Appeals, ( as I am informed , and there abandoned , ) this

doctrine was maintained ; and so in the case of Searey vs.

Kirkpatrick , in 1 Cooke's Rep . 211 ; in which case a suit

at law had been had on the covenant and a verdict recover

ed against the defendant;he then applied for relief and an

injunction , and White, Justice, says : “ If a man, under a be

lief that he has a good title to a tract of land sells, and either

conveys, or stipulates to convey it , putting at the same

time the vendee in possession , and he discovering a better

title in some other person, purchases it with a view to pre

judice the vendor, a Court of Equity will allow the pur

chase as made for the benefit of the vendor, and will relieve

him from the obligation of his covenant by paying the mo

ney with interest, which the vendee has actually advanced

in purchasing the preferable title . ” Now, if the parties ,

being both fairly beforethe Court, and the principle can be

applied as well in this Court as in the Court of Equity, why

put the party to the trouble and expense of going there.

Why notconsider it as an exception to a general rule aris

ing out of the peculiar circumstances of the case ? As we

suffer the contract to split into parts, and allow a pro rata
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compensation for that which is lost ; it seems to follow as a

matter of course , that when the part lost is materially better

or worse, that a proper allowance must be made according

to its value. The doctrine of the English law being wholly

changed by our practice, we must adapt the principle to the

cases as they vary ; when the contract is rescinded there is

no difficulty ; the damages are fixed as is the case in the Eng

lish Court ; but when a partial loss is sustained and the con

tract not abandoned the true measure of damages is the

value ofthepart lost , or that which the vendee pays for it .

There is nothing to be apprehended in applying the Equity

rule in such a case as this, for the vendee is safe ; and if not,

he may have redress hereafter. The motion is granted .

Johnson, J. concurred .

Nort, J. dissenting :- Idiffer in opinion with my breth

ren in this case . It is a well settled rule of law in England,

and in this state , and I believe, in every other state in the

Union — that for a breach of warranty of title to land, the

purchaser is entitled to recover back, the value of the land

of which he has been thus deprived . Whether the value

of the land at the time of sale, or at time of eviction shall

be the rule for the assessment of damages, is a question

on which different opinions have been entertained. But

that question has been considered as settled in this State ,

by the decision of our courts, ever since the case of Furman

of and Elmore , 2 N. & M. 189 , and now settled by the Act

the Legislature of 1824, in conformity with that decision .

It is now said that a new rule is to be adopted where

the vendee has cured the defect in his title , by procuring a

grant to himself for the land not covered by the conveyance ,

or by purchasing up the 'title paramount. And for this

principle several cases are relied on , which are referred to

in the opinion of the Court . But it will be observed that

all those are equity cases, and go upon the principle that

the vendee in obtaining the paramount title has acted as

trustee for the vendor, and therefore is entitled only to a

remuneration for his expenses and trouble . It is therefore

most clearly a purely equitable principle, which can not be

acted upon in à Court of Law . How can the question be

tried at Law ? A Court of Law has no officer like the Mas

ter in Equity, to whom it can be referred to ascertain the

amount of money which has been paid ; the monies len

dered , or the compensation to which the party is entitled .

VOL . I .--- NO . II .
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Suppose that this Court, instead of granting a new trial,

should have the plaintiff seek relief in a Court of Equity,

and the Defendant in his answer should swear that he had

informed the complainant of the defect in his title , and had

called upon him to perfect it and that he had refused

would the Court of Equity afford him relief? I apprehend

that it is at least doubtful. And the plaintiff may have given

him such notice without being able to prove it , for he would

not be required to take a witness of the fact.

But suppose that it may still be doubtful whether there

may not be a better outstanding title , a Court of Equity

might compel the plaintiff to indemnify the defendant

against such possible event, or lay him under sueh other

terms as would make him secure . But these are powers

which can not be exercised by a Court of Law. It appears

to me therefore, that it is introducing a rule which the

Courts of Law can but imperfectly execute, while it is in

terposing a shield in behalfof a wrong doer,and leaving the

injured party without any adequate protection . I am there

fore opposed to the motion . NEW TRIAL GRANTED.

EDGEFIELD, SPRING TERM – 1830 .

BEFORE JUDGE GANTT.

JOHN WILLIAMSON VS. SUSANNA FARROW.

-000

Computation of Time.

Where a public officer, such as a Sheriff, or Commissioner is autho

rized to selllands, he is also authorized to convey, and the validity ofthe

title does not depend on the return or report of sales and confirmation.

Where a return is required from a public officer, the want of it is a

mere irregularity, which may at any time be supplied so as to conform to

the fact.

In the construction of statutes in this State, the term month means a

calendar month-So in judicial proceedings it has been always consider

ed, and no instance occurs where it has received a differentmeaning in

matters of contract.

A credit of six months, under the mortgage act, of 1791 , therefore

means six calendar and not lunar months.

When a re-sale is ordered to be made ofmortgaged premises, in de

fault of payment by the first purchaser, the of the first sale will be

excluded in computing the six months credit on it : so that where the

1
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first sale was made on the 4th ofJune, on a credit of six months, the se

cond sale can not take place till the 5th of December .

Wherever a forfeiture would be incurred by considering the day of

the date” or of • an act done ” as inclusive, it shall be considered as

exclusive.

Where it is doubtful whether the day of the first sale is intended to be

included or excluded, if its inclusion would divest a right, it will be ex

cluded.

In law there are no fractions of a day, unless it be to give effect toa

right, which would be otherwise defeated - and the purchaser at sheriff's

sale on a creditof six months, has the whole of thelast day of six calendar

months, excluding the day of sale, to make the payment.

If the sheriff' re-sell on that last day, at the risk of the first purchase,

he acts without authority and his title is void.

The general rule as to purchasers at sheriff's sales, is that where the

defect in theproceedings is such as may be cured by consent, acquiescence

or amendment, it does not vitiate the title.

Butwhere it is a want of authority, or where the authority is absolutely

void, the sale under it is also void .

When a mortgage is foreclosed at law , and a general order for a sale of

the whole mortgaged estate is made, and under such order, a purchaser

buys the whole at sheriff's sale, can a person who has purchased a part

of the estate from the mortgager, and gone into possession of it, before

judgment on the mortgage bond, but after suggestion for foreclosure

filed, bepermitted to question the sehriff's title asto the part so purchased

by him ?

This was an action of trespass to try titles to a house and

lot in the Town of Hamburg, situated on what is called the

Leigh tract of land . It appeared that this tract of land,

containing three hundred and ninnty-eightacres, was devised

by Walter Leigh, to whom it then belonged, to certain

of his relations. On the 5th day of February, 1823, a bill

was filed in the Court of Equity for Edgefield district, by

Thomas Hix and others, being the said devisees of Walter

Leigh, deceased , against Henry Shultz, who had purchased

the interest in the said land of one of the said devisees, for

the purpose of effecting partition . At February term , 1823 ,

theCourt of Equity ordered the said tract of land to be

sold for division, and at a sale made by the Commissioner,

in obedience to that order, on the 5th May, 1823 , Henry

Shultz became the purchaser at the price of $ 15,500, and

gave his bond and security and a mortgage ofthe land , to

secure the payment of the purchase money. The purchase

money not being paid , the Commissioner in Equity insti

tutedan action onthebond, recovered judgment, and after

filing a suggestion and giving the usual notice, procured at

March term , 1827, an order of foreclosure , in the following

terms .
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Commissioner in Equity vs. Henry Shultz .

The plaintiff in this case having filed his suggestion, set

ting forth the execution of a mortgage of land by defendant

to plaintiff, to secure the payment of the bond sucd upon ,

and having served a ten day rule on defendant, to show

cause whysuuh mortgaged estate should not be ordered to

be sold ; and the defendant consenting to the sale , on motion

of Brooks and Wardlaw , ordered that if the defendant shall

not on or before the first Monday of June next, pay to the

plaintiff the full amount of principal , interest, and costs due

by him on that day, the Sheriff shall proceed to sell the

premises described in the mortgage and suggestion , on a

credit of six months as to the one moietyand twelve

months on the residue , the titles to besigned but not deli

vered until the money be paid according to the terms of

sale : And if the amount of purchase money be not paid

when due , the Sheriff snall re -sell by virtue of the same

levy on account of the former purchaser for cash . ”

William Thurmond, the sheriff, in obedience to this order,

exposed the premises to sale on the 4th day, being the first

Monday of June, 1827, and Henry Shultz became the pur

chaser at $ 55,000 ; and he not complying with the terms

of sale, the mortgaged premises were re-sold bythe Sheriff

at his risk , by public outcry, on Tuesday the 4th December,

1827 , and John Williamson , the plaintiff, became the pur

chaser at the price of $ 22,000, paid the purchase money,

and received Sheriff's titles for the premises .

Thedefendant purchased the house and lot in dispute

from Henry Shultz , after the date of the mortgage to the

Commissioner, and claimed under him . The locus in quo,

the trespass , and that the defendant claimed and went into

possession under Shultz, subsequent to the date and re

cording of his mortgage, were admitted . On the trial of the

case , the plaintiff introduced, or offered the following evi

dence . The record in the Court of Equity of Thomas Hix

and others, against Henry Shultz, including all the neces

sary orders for the purpose of effecting a sale of the land .

A mortgage of the premises from Henry Shultz , to the

Commissioner in Equity, dated 5th May, 1823, and record

ed 19th June , 1823. The record from the Court of Common

Pleas in the case of the Commissioner in Equity against

Henry Shultz , including the judgment, executions, sugges

nion for foreclosure, and order ofsale of the mortgaged premi
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ses . The plaintiff then offered in evidence a return by

Wm . Thurmond , the ex -sheriff,who sold the premises, sign

ed on the day of trial in the following words : “ In obedi

ence to the order copied within , I did expose the mortgaged

premises to sale , on 4th June , 1827, at which time they

were knocked off to Henry Shultz, highest bidder, at the

price of fifty -five thousand dollars ; he not complying with

the terms of sale , the mortgaged premises were re -sold at

his risk , on 4th December, 1827 , at which time they were

knocked off to John Williamson , highest bidder, by agent ,

at the price of twenty-two thousand dollars, and titles have

been made and delivered to said John Williamson .

to , 12th April, 1830, before Judge Richardson, C. C. P.

Signed, Wm.Thurmond, S. E. D.” The defendant object

ed to the return - that it was too late now to make it . The

Court sustained the objection. The plaintiff then moved

that Wm. Thurmond should be permitted now to make a

return to the order of Court, foreclosing the mortgage sug

gested in the case of the Commissioner in Equity against

Henry Shultz , by which he was directed to sell the lands

described in said mortgage, which application was also re

jected by the Court. The plaintiff then produced in evidence

the Shériff's sales book, in which is stated the case of the

Commissioner in Equity against Henry Shultz , in which is

entered in the Sheriff's hand writing, in separate columns,

the sale of “ upper Hamburg, or what is called the Leigh

tract , on 4th June, 1827, for $ 55,000 to H. Shultz .” The

plaintiff then offered in evidence the entry and memoran

dums made by Sheriff Thurmond , of the same case, con

tained in the Sheriff's execution book, in which the Sheriff,

aſter stating the case , the amount to be collected , &c . made

the following entries : “ The land mortgaged for the pay

ment of this debt, was sold on the 4th day of December,

1827 , and was struck off to John Williamson, of Charleston,

for twenty-two thousand dollars.” Signed by “ W.Thur

mond." Thé plaintiff also offered in evidence the return

of the Sheriff on the second fi. fa . in the same case , made in

the followingwords:— " Dec.5th , 1827-Received payment

in full of this fi. fa ., principal , interest and costs,by sale of

the Leigh tract of land , on the 4th instant, December, 1827.

W. Thurmond, S. E. D.” The plaintiff also offered the

former Sheriff and John W. Munday, as witnesses to prove

that Henry Shultz had purchased at the first sale , on 4th
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June ,' 1827, and had failed to comply with the terms of sale ,

and that the land was re - sold at his risk on 4th December,

1827 , and that John Williamson became the purchaser.--

The Court overruled all these entries and these two witnes

ses . The plaintiff then introduced and proved his Sheriff's,

title , by a deed of Wm . Thurmond, Sheriff, to John Wil

liamson, dated 4th December, 1827 , for the Leigh tract of

land , in which is recited the order of Court under which the

sale was made. The former sale to H. Shultz, on 4th June,

1827, and his failure to comply with the terms of sale , and

the re- sale to the said plaintiff, on the day of the date of said

deed . The plaintiffhere rested his cause, and the presiding

Judge ordered a nonsuit, from which the plaintiff appeals

for a new trial , on the following grounds :

1. Because his Honor the presiding Judge erred in reject

ing the return of Sheriff Thurmond, offered in evidence .

2. Because his Honor erred in refusing to permit the

Sheriff to make a return at the trial nunc pro tunc.

3. Because he erred in considering the return aforesaid

as indispensable to sustain the Sheriff's deed .

4. Because he crred in rejecting the entries on the Sher

ifl's books, and on the execution ,the testimony of the for

mer Sheriff and the testimony of Monday to prove the first

sale , Shultz failing to complywith the terms of sale , and the

re-sale .

5. Because, if the proper testimony had been received ,

the order for nonsuit would have been improper.

6. Because the order for nonsuit was contrary to law

and evidence .

Bauskell & Wallace, plaintiff's attornies.

On the argument of the case in the Court of Appeals, at

Columbia, in June 1830, the defendant submitted the fol

lowing as the grounds on which he sustained the nonsuit .

1. That the title made out by the plaintiff was incomplete

for want of a return by the Sheriff, and a confirmation of

his proceedings under the order of sale : that it was too

lateto procure such a return at the time of trial , nunc pro

tunc, and that the suppletory evidence, offered from the

books and by parol, was inadmissible or insufficient.

2. That the defendant, being a purchaser in fee, from

Mr. Shultz , and in possession previous to the judgment and

forelosure at law, cannot be affected by the sale in question ,

to the plaintiff, under the foreclosure.
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3. That the re-sale under the order could not have been

made until the whole amount of the purchase money, at the

first sale , became due : that is , until the expiration of twelve

months from the 4th June , 1827 ; and if the Sheriff could

legally re-sell at all , at the end of six months , he could only

re -sell for so much of the purchase money as was then due ,

viz . one half of the debt , interest and costs , and not the

whole premises, for the whole amount.

4. That the six months credit allowed by the order for

one moiety of the purchase money, did not expire until 4th

December, 1827, and that Mr. Shultz was entitled to the

whole of that day, to comply with the terms of sale as to that

moiety.

5. That the re-sale, on Tuesday the 4th of December,

was illegal and void , inasmuch as the premises could not

have been sold on Monday, when the credit , certainly, had

not expired according to any view of the case.

6. That the last sale wasnot legally advertised , inasmuch

as the default, on which it was to be made , had not occur

red and might not occur , and an advertisement in anticipa

tion was illegal.

Earle & Blanding, for defendant .

The case was very fully argued by Messrs . Bauskett and

Wardlaw,forthe plaintiff, and Messrs. Earle and Blanding,

for the defendant.

O'NEAL, Justice, sitting for the Honorable A. Nott, who

was unable to attend from sickness, delivered the following

opinion , in which Johnson, Justice ,concurred.

If the decision of this case depended upon the grounds on

which the nonsuit was ordered on the Circuit , the motion

to set aside would have to be granted ; for we do not think

the purchaser was affected by any irregularity in the pro

ceedings of the Sheriff after the re- sale ; if the Sheriff's au

thority to sell, was at the time of the re -sale sufficient, the

purchaser ought to be protected. It is however by no

means certain that there was any irregularity after the re

sale. I incline to the opinion, that no return of the re-sale

made by the Sheriff, or confirmation of it by the Court, was

necessary - When a public officer, such as Sheriff, or Com- ,

missioner is authorized by a Court of Record to sell lands ,

he is also authorized to convey, and the validity of the title

does not depend on the return, or report of the sale and con

firmation..See Young vs. Teague , decided at this place at
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the sitting of the Appeal Court, last January . But if there

was an irregularity in the proceedings of the Sheriff, in his

not makinga return on the rule under which he sold , the

Court at the trial ought to have suffered the return to be

made ; for, at most , it was only a defect in form , and not in

substance ; and was therefore amendable. To sustain the

nonsuit, other grounds have been presented to this Court,

and as a majority ofthe Court think the Sheriff re-sold before

the expiration of the time allowed to the purchaser , Henry

Shultz, for the payment of the first moiety of the purchase

money, and that the re- sale was void, and that the purchaser's

title is therefore defective , it will not be necessary to ex

press an opinion on any of the other various grounds, which

have been argued .

The land was in the first instance sold on the first Mon

day in June, being the fourth day of the month , under an

order of the Court of Common Pleas, to foreclose a mort

gage , on a credit of six months for one moiety, and twelve

months for the other moiety . The order directs the Sheriff,

if the amount of the purchase money be not paid when due ,

to re- sell for cash . The Sheriff re-sold on Tuesday the

4th day of December, to the present plaintiff.

Arising out of these facts, three questions present them

selves for consideration, viz :

1st . What is meant by the term month ; is it a calendar or

lunar month ?

2d . How is the time to be computed, inclusive or exclu

sive of the day of sale ?

3d . Is the re - sale void ?

The term month, in common parlance, is always under

stood to mean a calendar, and not a lunar month ; in the

construction of statutes : it has been held in this State to

mean the same ; Alston vs. Alston, 2nd Con . Rep . ( Tread

way ) 604. In judicial proceedings, as far as usage can jus

tify such a meaning, it has been uniformly so considered in

matters of contract; I know of no instance in which it has

received a different meaning - Indeed it may be said that

the meaning of the term has become fixed by common un

derstanding ; and to adopt a different meaning now would

be to unsettle all contracts , titles, and everyjudicial pro

ceeding . The construction of the term , too , ought always to

be according to the intention of the parties using it ; if they

intend it to mean a lunar and not a calendar month, then I
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admit that their intention should govern , and according to

it, it would be held to be a lunar month . For in the lan

guage ofJustice Le Blanc, 1st Maule vs. Selwyn, 117 , “ In

matters of contract, the question will ever be, what was the

intention of the parties at the time they made use of the

words ? "

In the case before us, what did the parties mean bya cre

dit of six months ? It is obvious they meant six calender

months ; for the order directs anothermoiety to be paid in

twelve months. Twelve months constitute the calender

year ; and when we speak of a credit of twelve months, we

always mean , and are understood to speak of a credit for the

whole calender year ; it would then , on a fair construction ,

appear, that the credit of the six months, for the first moie

ty, was intended and understood to mean a credit of the first

six calender months of the calender year, commencing on

the 4th June. But the common understanding of the term,

would be enough for me to say , that calendar and not lunar

months, were meant and intended by the parties.

As a general rule I would lay it down , that in all matters

of contracts, the terms months must always be understood

to be calendar, unless the parties have expressly or obvious

ly intended it to mean lunar. In this case, however, the

meaning which I have given to the term months is sustained

by another view . The act of the Legislature authorizing

the Court of Common Pleas to foreclose mortgages, directs

that the sale shall be made on a credit not exceeding twelve

months ; the order must therefore receive the same con

struction which the act itself would receive . The term

months used in the act, would, I apprehend, admit of but one

construction , viz . the calendar months-Alston vs. Alston ,

2nd Con. Rep. ( Treadway, ) 604 ; Dowling vs. Faxall , 1st

Ball & Beatty, 193 .

2nd . In computing the time , is the day of sale to be in

cluded or excluded ? Without entering into a consideration

of the distinctions attempted to be drawn by the English

Judges, between “ from the day of the date, “ the date ,

“ making ,” or “ an act done,” it will be enough to say they

were all examined, and their inconsistencies and uncertain

ty pointed out by Lord Mansfield in the case of Pugh vs.

the Duke of Leeds, ( Cowp. 717, ) and the rule by him laid

down , that the computation should be inclusive or exclusive ,

according to the context and subject matter, and so as to

VO , II .
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effectuate the deeds of the parties, and not destroy them, is

the rule of reason, and one which has ever since governed

all subsequent cases . The intention of the partiesfrom this

rule must always regulate the computation ; for the context

and subject matter is one of the means by which the inten

tion is collected ; and to effectuate and not destroy the deed ,

is but giving effect to the intention manifested by the exe

cution of it ; and which , if governed by artificial distinctions ,

might be void . The case before us , tried by this rule , will ,

I think, bring us to the conclusion , that the day of the sale

ought to be excluded . It was a sale on a credit of six months,

and if payment was not made at the end of that time , a re

sale was to take place at the risk of the purchaser. The

intention of the parties collected from the context and sub

ject matter, and with a view to effect and not destroy the

right of the purchaser, would manifestly lead us to the con

clusion , that the day of sale was intended to be excluded ;

for until the purchase was made, no credit could be given,

it was to the purchaser important that he should have all the

time . What was his natural conclusion ? It certainly was,

that the credit begins after the sale, and as there are no

fractions of a day, the day of sale must be excluded . To

include the day of sale , would be to destroy the right of the

purchaser; for believing that he might be entitled to exclude

the day of sale, he mighthave been prepared to pay on the

last moment of the 4th of December , the purchase money.

Include the day of sale, the rights of the purchaser are una

voidably defeated ; exclude it, the seller is only delayed

twenty - four hours longer.

From the case of Pugh vs. the Duke of Leeds, and suc

ceeding ones, the rule may be deduced , that wherever a

forfeiture would be incurred by considering the day of the

date,” or “ an act done,” as inclusive , then it shall be con

sidered as exclusive -- Lester vs. Greland,15th Ves. Jr. 246 ;

Dowling vs. Foxall, 1st Ball & Beatty, 193 .

In the case ofDowling vs. Foxall, the Lord Chancellor

Manners, says, “ I apprehend that I am acting upon a prin

ciple well recognized by this Court,by rejecting that consti

tution , in a doubtful case , which would divest a right or

work a forfeiture. " To include the day of the sale in this

case , would be both to divest a right , and work a forfeiture.

The purchaser would lose his purchase, and incur a forfeit

ure of $ 33,000, the difference between the sale and re -sale .
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Say then , that it is even doubtful whether the day of sale

was intended to be included or excluded, and according to

the rule , it ought to be excluded . If, however, it had mani

festly appeared to be the intention of the parties to include

the day of sale, I would not hesitate to give it that construc

tion ; for in all cases of contracts , the intention of the parties

collected from the instrument itself, giving to its words the

meaning which in common parlance, they usually receive, is

the governing principle . In other words, contracts are

mostcommonly the law agreed upon by the parties.

What was meant by a credit of six months ? Was it to

commence on or after the day of sale ? Most men , I appre

hend , would not hesitate about answering, after it. This

answer too is necessarily the legal one . In law there are

no fractions of a day, unless itmay be to give effect to a

right which would be otherwise defeated . The Sheriff was

allowed from 11 , A. M. to 4 , P. M. of the 4th of June , to

effect the sale . He might have sold at the first or the last

moment of the time . If he sold at the last moment, the

official day expired, as the sale was finished, and the credit

could not commence until after it . If he sold the first mo

ment, it would result in the same thing ; for until the close

of his official day of sale , the day of credit would not begin .

In this caseno fraction of a day can be allowed, and therefore

the credit did not commence until the first moment of the

natural day after the sale. I say that no fraction of a day in

this case can be allowed, because the seller had no right,

which would otherwise be defeated . It is a mere question

when money shall be due-- the debt is not effected - the

time of payment is perhaps postponed a few hours by the

operation of this legal rule. Excluding the day ofsale, and

computing six calender months, the credit did not expire

until Tuesday the 4thDecember. Thepurchaser was enti

tled to the whole of that day to make the payment -- Salk .

578, 1st Saunders, 287,4 'T. R. 170. Hence the Sheriff

re-sold before he was authorized so to do , by the order of

the Court.

3rd . Is his re-sale void ? That it is , cannot be questioned .

The Sheriff, when acting without the pale of the authority

eonferred on him by law , is acting only as a private citizen ,

and the law gives no other, or higher sanction to his acts ,

than it would to those of any other . What power had the

Sheriff to re -se'l ? None : the purchaser had all the day of
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the 4th December to pay the money . If the Sheriff sold

before the expiration of that day , he sold without authority .

Is the purchaser at the re-sale effected by the Sheriff's want

of authority ? He certainly is. The order under which

the Sheriff sold , is a part of the title . If it was violated in

the re-sale being made before it directed it to be done, it

follows that the purchase was not made under it , and that

the title of the purchaser is not derived from it . If the

Sheriff had sold under a judgment and execution, the pur

chaser would not have been effected by a mere irregularity ;

but if he had sold before execution , the purchaser would

have acquired no estate . Why ? Because, as yet, the

Sheriff was not authorized to sell . If the judgment and

execution were absolutely void , as in the case of Musgrove

vs. Gordon, the purchaser wouldhave acquired nothing by

his purchase. In the cases put, the judgment and execution

are part of, and indeed the predicate ofthe purchaser's title,

If they, or either of them, have not been rendered or issued

as its inception , or if they are void , it follows that he has no

legal title . Here the order authorizingthere -sale, is part

of the purchaser's title , and upon its adduction in evidence

and proof of the re -sale, it appears that it took place before

the day of payment had elapsed . The purchaser, therefore,

fails to connect his title with that order. His deed from the

Sheriff is, without the authority of the order, only the deed

of one William Thurmond ; it conveys, therefore, no legal

right under the order of re-sale .

The general rule as to purchasers at Sheriff's sales is ,

where the defect in the proceedings is such an one as may

be cured by consent, acquiescence, or amendment, it does

not effect their title . But when it is a defect of substance

as a want of authority from the Court, or where the authori

ty is absolutely void, it vitiates and destroys the sale and

title under it. Musgrovevs. Gordon, decided at the sitting

of the Appeal Court, in Columbia, May term, 1829-Steel

vs. Course, 4th Cranch, 403 .

From these views it follows that the re -sale was made

without authority, is void , and that the purchaser can derive

no title from it .

The motion to set aside the nonsuit is therefore refused ,

I concur, David JOHNSON .
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FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGES AT LAW .

The Court of Appeals having given no opinion on the second ground

submitted by the defendants to sustain the nonsuit ; at the request ofseve

ral members of the profession, we publish the argument ofMr. Blanding

on that point.

The mortgagefrom Shultz to the Commissioner in Equity

is dated on 5th May, 1828 ; the bond is of the same date

-The declaration on the bond was filed 15th Feb. 1825—

suggestion for foreclosure filed 22d Feb. 1825. Shultz sold

a part of the estate to the defendant by deed dated 1st Feb.

1826 , which was recorded 12th May, 1826 , and possession

accompanied it. Judgment was entered on the mortgage

bond on the 27th June , 1826, as of the preceding April

Term , when it was rendered. The order for sale of the

mortgaged premises was made in the Spring Term, 1827,

and the land was sold on the 4th Dec. 1827 , when the

plaintiff became the purchaser of the whole mortgaged pre

mises, including what Shultz had sold to the defendant.

On these facts the question arises, whether the defendant

under Shultz's deed can protect himself from a recovery at

law against the plaintiff, under his purchase at Sheriff's

sale , and this involves the question: Had the Court of

Common Pleas jurisdiction of the subject of this suit , when

it made the order of sale ?

The case of Durand vs. Isaacks, decides that the proviso

of the mortgage act , which declares that that act extends to

no case when the mortgagor is out of possession, qualifies

both clauses of it . The act, then, has no other meaning

than that “ on obtaining judgment by the mortgagee, the

Court may order a sale , where there are intervening credi

tors, and the mortgagor is in possession ." All these three

prerequisites : judgment by mortgagee, intervening judg

mentsand actual possession by themortgagor, must unite at

the same point of timeto give the Court jurisdiction ; without

their union the Court is as powerless as if the mortgage

act had never been passed. See Wheeler vs. Powell, 6

Wheat. 127 . Williams vs. Preston , 4 Wheat . 77 . Head

vs. Course , 4 Cranch , 403. Now let us enquire for whose

benefit this proviso was introduced ? Not for the mortga

gee's , for it restrains his rights--not for the mortgagor's,
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for he bad no interest in the matter, except it was to charge

what he had already sold , with the payment of his debts, and

thus to be paid twice for his property. But it is for the benefit

of the person in possession , who has already paid for the pro

perty , and has aright to be protected in equity from paying

the mortgage till all the remaining estate is sold . He is

amenable in no other forum—at law he cannot be made a

party to the proceeding of legal foreclosure — There is no

form , by which he can be made one--the act only

speaks of the mortgagor, and pursues him in that forum

only, when he is in possession . The alienee , for whose

benefit the jurisdiction is excluded , and who cannot be

a party, surely cannot have his rights affected by an order

made in the case where that exclusion exists, and to which

he is no party. In Durand and Isaacks , Judge Nott says, it

would be nugatory to make an order for the sale of a man's

property, who is no party before the Court . 4 McCord's

Rep. 55. And this is said in reference to the very point

now before the Court .

But it is said the alienation pendente lite is void , as the

alienee took with notice -- notice of what ? Why, that the

alienation , by the act of 1791 , remitted the party to his

orginal remedy in equity, although it did not destroy his

lien - notice, that by that act , the court could have no

power to order a sale till judgment, and then only in case

the mortgagor remained in the legal possession of the pro

perty - remained owner . There is by law no restraint on

the mortgagor's right to alien , but what is created by the

act , and the act expressly preserves it by declaring that the

Court shall have no jurisdiction , where the mortgagor has

parted with the possession ( has aliened ) before the order of

the sale is made. But the rule of Court permits a sugges

tion in anticipation of the judgment , and if this restrains the

right of alienation, then it repeals the act, or at least adds

a new and extended operation to it ; and this will be con

verting a measure intended as a mere notice to the mort

gagor , that an act intended to be done, will be done , when

the Court shall have power to do it , into the present pos

session of that power, so as to restrain alienations whichthe

act expressly allows. If it has this effect, then an existing

creditor , by judgment cannot sell after the suggestion is

filed : yet as it respects him , the only object of the foreclo

sure is to adjust the question of priority between him and
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the judgment on the mortgage bond . Now, until such

judgment be obtained there can be no such question made,

and of course no proceedings ever be instituted to settle it .

But we are asked whether, when the Court has oncegot

jurisdiction of the matter , that jurisdiction shall be ousted by

a subsequent act of the defendant, the mortgagor ? This

proceeds on a petitio principii: the institution of the suit on

the bond , or the filing of the suggestion is here supposed to

confer this jurisdiction . Now it will hardly be affirmed,

that instituting proceedings will give a Court jurisdictionof

the matter, where the Court had it not before . It is then the

pre-existence of some right , which has conferred it , and the

suit is only the means ofcalling that jurisdiction into exercise .

Now let us see what is the matter over which this jurisdiction

is to be exercised here . It is the powerto order a sale , which at

common law the Court have not a right to order, and which

entirely belonged to another jurisdiction. Did the execu

tion of the bond and mortgage give that jurisdiction ? If it

did , then the Court were wrong in Durand and Isaacks ,

and Judge Gantt was right when he decided that the pos

session required by the proviso of the act was a possession

at the time of the execution of the mortgage. Was it the

institution of the suit at law on the mortgage bond ? If so ,

then although there should be no intervening judgments,

the sale could be ordered . Was it the filing the suggestion

that gave jurisdiction ? Then, if all the intervening judg

ments stated in it should be paid before the judgment on the

bond was obtained , yet the Court would have jurisdiction;

and more if the mortgagor should alien after suggestion

filed, subject to the mortgage, and by such alienation should

discharge the intervening judgments, still the Court would

have jurisdiction. This all goes to prove, that there is no

power in the Court to substitute itself in place of a Court

of Equity, and order a sale of mortgaged property till all

the prerequisites of the act are performed, and a mortgage,

intervening judgments, judgment on the mortgage bond,

and possession by the mortgagor concur. Before these

unite, all the actsof the Court are mere common law pro

ceeding, which are the means by which the prerequisites ,

are , some of them to be attained; but which are never con

summated so as to confer the power to order the sale, until

other prerequisites, not at all dependent on the proceedings

in that particular case are performed or arise ,
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By a careful consideration of the act , we must come to

this conclusion : TheLegislature never intended to substi

tute this for the known equity proceeding to foreclose,

except where the land wasmortgaged, and thereby subject

to an equitable lien, and where judgment was obtained by

the mortgagee on the bond secured by mortgage , whereby

the land becamesubject to his legal lien . Having thus a

legal and equitable lien on the estate, the act gives him pow

er to call the intervening judgment creditors before the

Court, and subject the whole estate to sale , composed both

of the mortgagor's legal and equitable interest in it . Now,

if the land is not subject both to the legal and equitable

liens of the mortgagee, he cannot call for this proceeding,

whichdeprives the intervening judgment creditors of their

undoubted right to sell the equity of redemption ,(legal estate

of the morgagor) ; but if there has been an alienation be

fore the mortgagee gets his judgment, then that judgment

never created any legal lien on the land, and never could

entitle him to this proceeding — a proceeding only instituted

to give his younger legal lien priority to the elder legal lien

of the intervening judgments, by giving it date with his

mortgage, and therefore never to be instituted, where the

younger legal lien has not attached on the lands, which can

never be the case , where there is an alienation before judg

ment. And it may be here observed, that a suggestion

filed, stating that there are intervening judgments, and an

expected junior one , which may or may not attach, would

seem to have little efficacy, if the latter should never attach ,

as it never can, where there is an alienation before judg

ment is had . It would not amount to more , than it would ,

if as soon as the mortgagee had got his mortgage, he should

give express notice, that no one should buy the equity of

redemption, because he intended to bring a suit on the bond,

and if there should be intervening judgments,and he should

get one also , he intended to move the Court for a sale of

the mortgage premises. Such a notice could hardly deprive

the mortgagorof the right of selling the equity of redemp

tion , at any time before it was charged by the rendition of

the judgmenton the bond ; till such judgment is had , prior

judgment creditors have an indubitable right to sell the equity

ofredemption. Suppose such sale made after suggestion filed,

and before judgment on the mortgage bond, would the pur

haser of such sale be rendered invalid by the suggestion ?
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The true view of this point , is that until judgment obtain

ed by the mortgagor, the whole proceeding is one in perso

nam rem, and can never become a proceeding in rem till that

judgment is obtained . Now no right of alienation is ever

affected by a proceeding in personam , and the doctrine of

lis pendens is confined exclusively to cases where the sale is

made of the subject of the pending suit. Thus in a real

action, if the defendant alienes pendente lite, the recovery

will overreach the alienation . There the Court has juris

diction of the whole matter ab initio . The recovery proves

that the defendant had nothing to convey. Here theCourt

has power to order a sale only “ onjudgment being obtain

ed .” Before that the mortgagor has a perfect right to sell

the equity of redemption ; and that sale can hardly be re

garded as invalid , which the vendor had a perfect right to

make . So a mortgagee files a bill in equity to foreclose,

and the mortgagor pending the bill alienes , the alienee wilí

be bound by the decree. But in that case , the parties are

before a Court of unrestricted jurisdiction . Here the Court

of Law at the time of alienation had no jurisdiction , and

could have none until judgment obtained ; but when itwas

obtained, the possession of the mortgagor was gone, and the

Court never gained jurisdiction , being expressly excluded

from it by the proviso of the act . Lis pendensnever avoids

an alienation, except where, at the time of the alienation ,

the jurisdiction of the Court embraces the subject of the

suit; if the jurisdiction , or power of the Court to dispose of

that subject, must arise from an occurrence which may or

may not happen ,the alienation at any time before it happens,

is good . This doctrine holds in all cases , where tribunals

of limited jurisdiction are invested by act , with specified

powers only to be exercised on the concurrence of specified

pre -requisites, all of which must happen before their juris

diction attaches .

It is said that the defect imputed to the plaintiff's title,

arises under the proviso of the mortgage act; and thatwhen

a proviso restricts the general import of the enacting clause ,

the party claiming a right under it must aver and prove the

fact which brings him within it . That it formsan exception

to the act , and the party claiming the benefit of it , must

shew himself within the exception . This may be correct

in general ; but it is not so , when the proviso declares that

the powers granted by the act shall not he exercisert , but in

VOL . 1 .--YO . IJ .
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case of the existence of a particular fact — then that fact is

a pre -requisite to the exercise of the power, and it makes

no difference whether it be found in the enacting clause, or

in a proviso to it . But this doctrine, admitted to the extent

contended for, does not apply to parties not on the record .

What ! shall the alienee have his title avoided, because the

mortgagor did not aver and provewhen the order was made,

that he had sold and was out of possession ? This would

make the validity of a title depend on the subsequent ca

price of the grantor. The Court says, in Durand and Isaacs,

“ the order can affect no one who is not a party to it.”

When the alienee is called on , when for the first time his ti

tle is questioned,he does aver and prove , or rather the plain

tiff here does it for him, that the mortgagor was not in pos

session, but that the legal estate and actual possession were

in the defendant when the judgment was obtained and the

order for sale made .

It is again said that the purchaser at Sheriff's sale could

not know under what title the defendant was in possession ;

and as the order was general for a sale of the whole land,

he may have rightfully concluded that he was in merely as

Shultz's agent, and that his possession was Shultz's . In

answering this view of the case, which is presented to sup

port the Sheriff's title in preference toa subsisting elder

title on record, it may be proper to consider the meaning of

the words “ out of possession ,” in the proviso of the üct.

It either means out of actual or out of the legal possession .

I suppose the legislature to mean , where the mortgagor

has parted with the legal estate and actual possession , both.

Butthe word possession is used to convey this complex

idea --and why is it so used in preference to the words has

aliened, or sold , or conveyed ? Why, to meet what has oc

curred here. That by the public act of a change of actual

possession, the purchaser under the order of sale , may be

put on his guard , and inquire into the title before he pur

chases ; that another is in possession , and the mortgagor out,

is the fact which must decide whether the alienee can dis

pute the purchaser's title or not . Now , if this be correct ,

then it can make no difference, whether the whole or part

has been sold , if as to that part , there is an exclusive pos

session , and exclusive title. Otherwise it comes to this,

that the mortgagor may sell the whole, but never a part of

the mortgaged premises, without depriving the alienec of
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the benefit of the proviso of the act . In factthere is a strong

er reason to protect the alienee of a part than of the whole

of the estate . Mortgages often include vastly more proper

ty than will satisfy thedebt , a purchaser of part knows that

in equity alone there can be a foreclosure against him, and

that then the remaining estate must be exhausted by the

mortgagee, before the part he has purchased can be charged.

But if he can never dispute the general order of sale, and

shew that he is exempted from its operation, his rights de

pend on no rule but the will of the mortgagor - his fraud or

his neglect in letting the order go for the whole estate, will

divest a person of his rights, who is no party to the proceed

ing, and who, Judge Nott says, cannotbe affected by it .

A purchaser at Sheriff's sale , is subject to the rights of

others secured by the laws of the land. If he buys under

an order of foreclosure in the Common Pleas, he knows he

has purchased all the rights the mortgagor had , on the day

the judgment was rendered against him , and no more . He

is then required to look to the actual state ofpossession , and

of the title as on record. This is imposing no heavy bur

then on him, .nor one from which other purchasers are ex

empt. Suppose the mortgagor had sold a part before he

mortgaged, and that the order for sale was general of all the

mortgaged premises, would the alienee bedebarred from

shewing that at the Sheriff's sale no interest passed to the

purchaser, because the mortgagor had no right to the land

when he mortgaged it ? So, when the right to sell the

equity of redemption existed,up to the time when the judg

mentbound it , and was only divested by the attaching of the

legal lien , which alone gave the Court of Law power to

make the order of sale , will it be said that the purchaser

under that order, did not take the estate subject to an aliena

tion, prior to the legal lien's attaching ?

If in this case Farrow's rights aregone at law , then the

question may arise, whether hemay redeem in equity. If

he can , what will be the decree there ? Can the alienee re

quire the purchaser, at sheriff's sale, to bring in the whole

estate , and have it sold , and if the part remaining in the

mortgagor's possession , is sufficient to pay the purchase mo

ney,will the Courtexempt the part aliened from the charge ?

If it will, then the purchaser at sheriff's sale , gets nothing

but a righ to bring an action at law for land , which equity

will convert into cash, and repay him the amount he has
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paid . If equity will not make such decree, the rights of

the alience are gone forever, by a proceeding to which he

was no party.

UNION DISTRICT, AUGUST 1827.

OPINION OF CHANCELLOR DESAUSSURE,

IN THE CASE OF

ELIZABETH FARNANDIS et al. vs. WM. HENDERSON.

-000

The effect of Religious Opinions on the Competency of

Testimony.

A person who does not believe in future rewards and punishments,

but that our evil deeds will all be punished in this world ,and that we

shall exist immortal in a future state, exempted from punishment for the

deeds done in the body, is a competent witness.

This was a case in which the complainants, daughters of

the late Col. John Henderson , filed their bill for the parti

tion of land of their late father, lying in Union district, to

which they claimed a right in common with their brother,

William Henderson , the defendant in the suit, as joint heirs

with him. The partition was resisted on the ground , that

the father had made and duly executed his last will and

testament ; by which he had devised the land in question ,

to his said son, William Henderson . To this it was replied ,

that the said last will and testament was not duly executed .

so as to pass real estate .

Our law always required three subscribing witnesses to

a will disposing of real estate , in order to give it effect.

Two of the subscribing witnesses to the will in question,

are admitted to be competent and credible , and have proved

the will to have been duly executed . The third subscri

bing witness, Mr. Charles Jones, was objected to as in

competent on the alleged ground, that his religious tenets

do not furnish the sanctions for his telling the truth , which

the law requires; in as much as he does not believe in a

future state of rewards and punishments, according to the

deedsdonein thebody. 18 John.105.4 Day's Com . Rep.51 .
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Witnesses were called who attested that these were the

avowed principles and opinions of the witness objected to,

as well at the time of signing the will as at this time . But

being aware how easilythe opinions of men may be misap

prehended, or their principles misrepresented,I offered Mr.

Jonespermission to state his own creed on this point , if he

should feel disposed to do so . He expressed perfect wil

lingness , and stated ( not on oath ) that he believed in the

being and attributes of God ; that he believed in the govern

ment of the world, and of the affairs of man by the Supreme

God ; that he believed in Jesus Christ, and in the Holy

Scriptures of the Old and New Testament ; that he believed

thatGod would punish the evil and reward the good actions

ofmen ; but that the whole of these rewards and punish

ments would take place in this world, and in this state of

existence, until the justice of God be satisfied ; and not at all

in afuture state of existence, after the natural death ofman .

That evil commenced in this life, will terminate in this life,

and of course the punishment of it—that at the resurrection

man will be raised to immortality , and the immortal will

not be punished for the deeds of the mortal . Mr. Jones

stated that he believed that every man was bound to speak

the truth on all occasions, and that every deviation from

truth would be punished by the justice of God, in this

world ; that he derives these opinions from the scriptures

alone; and that he held them at the time of signing the will,

as well as at this time : but he does not know whether the

maker of the will , who called on him to subscribe the same

was acquainted with his opinions.

The witnesses testified and indeed it was conceded that

Mr. Jones, the person offered as the third subscribing wit

ness to the will, and objected to , was a man of good moral

character ; steady in his habits,and of such uniform veracity,

that they would give full credit to his assertions of fact at

all times and on all occasions . It was stated that the Ordi

nary of the District , a judicious officer, had under these cir

cumstances, rejected this person, as an incompetent witness

to prove the will, on account of these opinions. It seems

also that a preacher of some talents, and of unobjectionable

private character, has taught the doctrines which this wit

ness had adopted, and had made a number of proselytes :

so that the question has become one of public interest. The

question of the competency of this person to be a witness,
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has been fully and indeed ingeniously argued , and I am

now to decide upon it . It is one of great importance to this

citizen and to others who think as he does, as well as to

the community at large . For if he and they are excluded

from giving evidence in courts of justice, they would be a

proscribed and degraded class ; many of whose rights would

be prostrated — They could not prove their books of account

in Court as merchants; they could not support prosecutions

for injuries and violences committed on their persons, out

of sight of other witnesses: women entertaining these

opinions might be exposed to lawless violations, in private,

without protection - murders might be committed on other

persons,with impunity, in the presence ofpersons of this

excluded and degraded caste ; and above all, the exclusion

of these persons from being witnesses, might be the com

mencement of a system of exclusions and distinctions of

classes among the citizens, entirely at variance with our

liberal institutions and our republican government. These

were the bane of the ancient republics, as well as of the

modern republics of Italy, and engendered those hatreds

and civil feuds which ruined them all. They deeply injured

the Swiss republics . These evils ought to be avoided if

possible. Still however the law must govern and guide

every judge in his decisions. If the rule of law has been

solemnly settled , and excludes such witnesses , the Court is

bound to exclude them ; and should the evils of the exclu

sion be so great as to require a legislative remedy, that will

be undoubtedly applied— Theargumentum ab inconvenienti,

is always best addressed to thatbody.

Let us then examine what the law is on this point . It is

necessary , however, to go somewhat deeper into this ques

tion , than what appears on the surface, and to look into the

foundations of evidence in human society. It is clear that

the object of all evidence is the attainment of truth ; and

human evidence is indispensable to the attainment of that

end, because it is man who sees and observes the actions of

man, and can testify of them . The business of life could not

go on without it ; and though wicked politicians have said

that language was given to man to disguise his thoughts,

sound Legislators have judged more wisely, that credit to

the testimony of man , is indispensable for the purposes of

justice, however it may be sometimes perverted by wick

edness and self- interest, or abused by weakness and folly .--
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race.

All nations have resorted to human testimony as the evi

dence of truth ; and the most important questions of life and

death, of liberty and property, have been made to depend

upon it . The sacred scriptures inspired by him who knew

what was in the human heart, have declared, that out of the

mouth of two or three witnesses, judgment shall be rendered

between men . Such evidence mingles in every transaction ,

in contracts, and in all our daily communications with our

On a journey, we receive and follow the instructions

ofperfectstrangers without hesitation , though we know not

whether they are wise or foolish - good or bad . We even

rely upon the veracity of our most deadly enemies, when

they propose a truce or suspension of arms.

Such being the universal rule founded on the absolute

necessity ofthings, men submit to it ; but endeavor to guard

against the abuses to which the passions and vices, and the

follies of their fellow -men may expose them . The rule of

reason is, that all men in possession of their faculties are to

be admitted and believed as witnesses ; but caution suggests

exceptions. A foolish or weak man may be admitted, but

less credit will be given to his testimony, because of his

imbecility. A bad man may be received to give evidence ;

but less reliance is placed on it, because of his disregard of

virtue and its sanctions. But a man who is notoriously a

violator of truth , will not be believed , even if he testify the

truth ; and if that notoriety be established by a legal convic

tion of a violation of truth in a Court of Justice, ( techni

cally called perjury,) he is entirely excluded from giving

evidence as totally unworthy ofcredit . These are some of

the precautions used by Legislators and Courts to guard

against the abuses of human testimony. There are others

also . Believing that men , acted upon by a strong bias , will

too frequently depart from the truth , witnesses supposed to

be under that bias, are excluded from giving testimony alto

gether. By the English rule, adopted by us, that supposed

bias which excludes, is founded on the pecuniary interest.

Whoever has the smallest pecuniary interest in a cause can

not be a witness in that cause . On the other hand , the

nearest relations and connexions, except husband and wife,

and the warmest friends, may be witnesses for each other

The English rule is surely an imperfect one . Who does

not know that thousands of honorable men , would give

true testimony, though they had thousands of pounds de
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pending on that testimony ? Who does not know that these

very men, acting under the bias of strong family attach

ments, might be warped from the truth , without their even

perceiving, or suspecting their departure from it , in favor of

near and dear relatives. Men are the greatest sophists,

even when they are honestly beguiling their own minds

under the influence of the passions. Some nations have

excluded very near relations, giving testimony in favor of

each other, from a dread of the influence of these domestic

attachments ; and no Judge, of any experience, in our coun

try , but must have seen and lamented the extent to which

these attachments carry men in giving evidence. Yet the

exclusion of relations would often shut out all the means of

obtaining the truth—they are the most likely to be the wit

the transactions of each other. Thus we perceive,

that it is a most difficult subject to frame a rule perfectly

adapted to its object. The consequence has been, that, in

modern times, the disposition of the Courts of Justice has

been to narrow the ground of incompetency, and to leave

the objections to operate onthe credit of the witnesses, to

be judged of from personal character , and from the intelli

gence and clearness of the testimony .

After saying who may not be witnesses , Legislators have

provided whatappeared to be the best means of securing the

veracity of those who are admitted , by the sanctions which

were believed to have the most influence on the human

mind . That which has been generally considered as the

sanction of the highest nature, has been an appeal to the

Deity, for the truth of what the witness testifies. This is

evidently founded on the supposition , that the witness be

lieves in a God, and that he is the avenger of falsehood.

The English Law of Evidence , at one period, required wit

nesses to be sworn on the Holy Evangelists of Christian

Scriptures. And Lord Coke certainly laid down the rule

to be, that an Infidel could not be a witness Co. Lit. 6 b .

From this opinion, Lord Hale and the Judges of a later pe

riod , differed and pointed out its unsoundness . The subject,

however, received the fullest illustration in the argument

and decision in the great case of Omichund vs. Barker.

That cause was heard so late as the year 1744. Lord

Chancellor Hardwick was desirous to have the question of

evidence solemnly settled , and obtained the assistance of

Lord Chief Justice Lee, Lord Chancellor Justice Willes, of
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the Common Pleas, and Lord Chancellor Baron Parker .

It was argued before that able tribunal, by Sir Dudley Re

der and Mr. Murray, ( both subsequently Chief Justices,)

and by other eminent counsel . The Judges and the Chan

cellor took time to consider, and delivered their opinions

seriatim . The judgment ofthe Court was, that Gentoos,

sworn according to their religious ceremonies, were compe

tent witnesses, though they were not Christians, and ac

knowledged none of its peculiar doctrines. That case is

best and most fully reported in 1 Atk. 21.—It is also repor

ted , in Willes 538. The latter is short, and only valuable

as giving Lord Chief Justice Willes' opinion more fully and

accurately than it is reported in Atkins. These Judges exa

mined with great learning the opinion of LordCoke, and re

tuted it triumphantly. It is unnecessary to follow the whole

course of their arguments, butI think it proper to refer to

particular passages of some of their opinions,as illustrating

the question now before us . The Lord Chancellor, in his

judgment, states, ( p . 48, 1 Atk .) that his object was to be

certain, “ Whether these people (Gentoos) believed in the

being of a God and his Providence.” Being satisfied of

that, he admitted them to be competent witnesses. He also

states, that Bishop Sanderson laid down the proper rule

Juris juramentumest affirmatio religiosa ; and all that was

necessary to an oath , is an appeal to the Supreme Being, as

thinkinghim the avenger of falsehood and the rewarder of

truth . This, Lord Hardwich adds, is not contradicted by a

single writer known to him , but Lord Coke . In the report

of Lord Chief Justice Willes' judgment, as stated in his

own notes, there are some particulars which it is proper to

notice. He refutes the narrow notion of Lord Coke, that

an Infidel, or person who did not believe in the Christian

Religion , could not be received as a witness ; and states

that (even according to Lord Coke ) Juramentum nihil aliud

est quam deum in testem vocare, and therefore nothing but

a belief of a God, and that he will reward and punish us ac

cording to our deserts, is necessary to qualify a man to take

an oath . He then says, (p . 546 , ) the nature ofan oath was

not at all altered ,by the dispensation of the New Testament,

only as the promise of rewards and punishments in another

world was then more clearly revealed, the obligation of au

oath became much stronger. In p . 549, he says, that such

Infidels ( if any there be ) who do not believe in a God , or

TOL . I.NO. TI .
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if they do, do not think he will punish them in this world, or

the next, cannot be witnesses, because an oath cannot be

any tie or obligation on them . In p . 550, he says , that if

an Infidel, whobelieves in a God , or that he will reward

and punish him in this world, but does not believe in a future

state, be examined on oath, ( as he thought he might,) yet

he would not be entitled to the same degree of credit as a

Christian witness, who believed that he should be punished

in another world, as well as in this, if he did notstate the

truth .

Notwithstanding this great decision, the question hasbeen

since made at different times. Starkie, in his excellent trea

tise on Evidence lays it down , that before awitness is sworn ,

he may be asked whether he believes in the existence of a

God , and in the obligation of an oath, and in the future state

of rewards and punishments; and if he doesnot, he cannot

be admittedto give evidence, for which he citesPeak's Ni.

Pri . Rep. 11. He does not, however, distinguish, whether

the state of future rewards and punishments is to be in this

world, or the next, or in both .--- In the ordinary sense of the

word, it means in another world. In the case of Jackson

vs. Gridley, New - York Rep. 18 , p . 98, it was decided by

Chief Justice Spencer, (who delivered the opinion of the

whole Court,) that a person who does not believe in the

existence of a God, nor in a future state of rewards and

punishments, cannot be a witness in a Court of Justice . In

delivering this judgment, Chief Justice Spencer states the

established rule to be, that Infidels who do not believe in a

God, or if they do, do not think that he will either reward

or punish them in the world to come, cannot be witnesses

in any case , because an oath cannot possibly be any tie or

obligation on them . And he quotes Willes' Rep . as well

as Atkin's — He says the New YorkLegislature have enac

ted a statute to the same effect. With great deference to

that eminent jurist, Chief Justice Spencer, I think that

he has laid down the rule more broadly than the decis

ion actually made in the case which he cites ; and we have

seen that Chief Justice Willis expressly states his opinion

to be, that a person who believes in a God, and rewards and

punishments, in this life, is a competent witness, though not

entitled to so much credit as a witness who contradicts him

and believes in rewards and punishments in the world to

come , as well as in this world. And Lord Ch . Hardwick ,
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tion ."

expressly says, ( p . 48, 1st . Atk. ) “My intention was, to

be satisfied whether those people believed in a God and his

Providence ;” and lower down he agrees with Bishop San

derson, that all that is necessary to anoath, is an appeal to

the Supreme Being, as the rewarder of truth and avenger
of

falsehood.” In this case , before Chief Justice Spencer, the

person offered as a witness disavowed the belief in a God

altogether, and believed that men perished altogether like

beasts. Since examining the case of Jackson vs. Gridley,

18 John . I am indebted to Mr. M'Cord, a learned Coun

sellor of our Bar, for pointing out tome some decisions

reported in 2 Cowen's Reports, New -York , on this ques

tion . In the case of Butts vs. Swartout, 2 Cowen, 431 , it

was decided that one who believes in the existence of a

God, is a competent witness. The marginal note goes fur

ther. But the opinions expressed by the person offered as

a witness , as sworn to by another witness, were,
6 that he

believed in the Deity, and in the doctrine of universal salva

He was admitted to be sworn . In a note to this

case , it is stated that there are many persons in the State of

New - York ,who deny any future punishment of the wicked

after this life, and that the question as to their admissibility

as witnesses, has been frequently agitated , but never dis

tinctly brought before the Supreme Court. In one case

before the Circuit Court-the People vs. Matteson - Judge

Walworth delivered the opinion of the Court. It decided

that the belief of rewards and punishments in this life is

sufficient to admit a witness to besworn. In a clear review

of the subject, the Judge shows that the elementary writers

have all been misled by Atkins, who, in hisreport of Omi

chund vs. Baker, ascribes to Chief Justice Willes an opinion

which he did not entertain, as appears from his own report,

of what his real opinion was. This error arose from the

confidence reposed in the accuracy of Atkins, whose error

was never correcteduntilthe publication of Willes ' reports

fifty years after. He also cites a case from 15 Massa.

Rep. 184, wherein it was decided that the infidelity of a

witness, as to a future state of existence goes to his credi

bility and not to his competency . In short, that wherever

you have a tie on the conscience , the witness is admissible .

In a note in 2 Cowen , pages 572, 3, 4 , Judge Williams

delivers a clear opinion , “ That it is not necessary, in order

to render a man a competent witness, that he should believe
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any thing more than that there is a Supreme Being, and

that he will reward and punish, either in this or another life.”

In our own State , in the case of the State vs. Petty, two

of the Judges ( Colcock and Richardson ) were of opinion

that a man, “ who did not believe in a state of future re

wards and punishments, could not be a witness," which I

understand had reference to a future state of existence.

Judges Johnson, Nott avd Huger, reserved their opinions.

1 Harper's State Reports, p . 59. I owe and feel great de

ference for their judgments of the Courts of our own State.

Stare decisis is a maxim of wisdom and of peace. If this

had been the judgment of the Court I should have felt bound

by it, however my private opinion might be different. It is

evidently, however, not the opinion of the Court, but the

opinion of two Judges, which are entitled to great respect,

but does not establish the law.

I have considered this question much and anxiously, and I

acknowledge that I have come to a different conclusion ,

with an entire conviction of my judgment. The object of

testimony is the attainment of truth. It is the apprehen

sion of obtaining falsehood instead of truth, which has indu

ced human tribunals to require the highest sanction which

can be obtained. An appeal to the God of Truth , in the

manner deemed the most sacred and obligatory on his con

science , by the person offered as a witness, has been univer

sally held to be the highest sanction. Jews and Gentiles,

Europeans and fisiatics, antientsand moderns, have resorted

to and relied on this as the test of truth-the highest disco

vered by human wisdom.

In the case before us , the person offered as a witness,

believes in aSupreme Being, a God who is the ruler of the

Universe, and who is the avenger of falsehood : but in his

creed that vengeance is poured outon the forsworn witness

in this life, and not in another state of being. He believes

the impious wretch can neither escape detection from the

eye of omniscience ,nor punishment from omnipotence.

It does appear to me that this is a sufficient sanction to

guarantee the attainment of truth from a witness. It is said

by very learned men, that the Mosaic dispensation did not

look beyond rewards and punishments in this life, and even

in our Saviour's time the Saducees did not believe in a future

state . Yet oaths were required abundantly under that

system , as well as under all the heathen systems ; yet St.
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Paul says, expressly, that life and immortality werebrought

to lightby our Saviour . And surely the doubts of the great

philosophers , during the brilliant periods of Greece and

Rome , shew the necessity of such a revelation . There is

yet another sanction drawn from human laws . Every wit

ness knows that he gives evidence under penalties provided

by human laws to punish willful falsehood in testimony . I

would not , however, press thisargument, because itmight

lead too far, and admit even those who deny wholly the

existence of a God or Providence, or punishments in this or

another world .

What has made a great impression on my mind, is that the

objection is of vast extent, the limits of which I cannot per

ceive. It might exclude all those from being witnesses,

who do not believe in the eternity of punishments . It may

exclude Roman Catholics, who believe that punishments in

another world may be avoided altogether by absolution , or

diminished by masses and prayers . In short I know not

where the objection would stop in its operation, and it

would be more mischievous in this country than in any

other, because the unbounded liberty of conscience, enjoyed

by our citizens, leads to many aberrations from the standard

of belief which others think correct . The business of the

Court is not with opinions . The only question is, whether

there is reasonable ground to believe, that we have such a

tie on the conscience of the person offered as a witness, as

may ensure his telling the truth . I think we have in the

case I am considering, and feel bound to admit the witness

as competent .

There is however another ground on which it is my duty

to express an opinion . It was contended for the defend

ant, that the witness was entitled to be sworn , because the

constitution of this State guaranteed liberty of conscience ,

which would be violated by excluding citizens from being

witnesses on account of their religious opinions. The 1st

Sec. of the 8th Art . of the Constitution, is that relied on .

That section provides that the free exercise and enjoyment

of religious profession and worship, without discrimination

or preference, shall forever hereafter be allowed within this

State to all mankind, provided that the liberty of conscience

thereby declared , shall not be so construed as to exercise acts

of licentiousness, or justify practices inconsistent with the

peace and safety of the State.

1

1

1
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On the argument of the case, it was contended by the

counsel, who opposed the admission of Mr. Jones as acom

petent witness, that the inquiry into his religious opinions

did not contravene this article of the Constitution : that he

might still enjoy his religious profession, and worship not

withstanding such exclusion, and that the exclusion would

merely operate on his civil and not his religious rights. I

have considered this subject with attention , and am not

satisfied with this argument. If a man's religious opinions

are made a ground to exclude him from the enjoyment of

civil rights , then he does not enjoy the freedom of his reli

gious profession and worship. His exclusion from being a

witness in Courts of Justice is a serious injury to him ; it is

also degrading to him and others who think with him. If

men may be excluded for their religious opinions , from be

ing witnesses, they may be excluded from being Jurors or

Judges; and the Legislature might enact a law excluding

such persons from holding any otheroffice, or serving in the

Legislature, or becomingteachers of schools, or professors

of colleges. In my judgment this would be in the very

teeth of the Constitution, and would violate the spirit of all

our institutions. I do not know in what that state of things

would differ from the galling restraints on the Irish Roman

Catho ics , which have so long kept that beautiful country and

that high spirited people, in a state of degradation and mise

ry , of discontent and rebellion . It would seem to me

to be a mockery to say to men, you may enjoy the freedom

of your religious professions and worship ; but if you differ

from us in certain dogmas and points ofbelief, you shall be

disqualified and deprived of the rights of a citizen , to which

you would be entitled but for those differences of religious

opinion. The proviso, in the 1st section of the 8th article of

the Constitution , states the sole limitation to the freedom

of religious professions and worship. The restriction is

upon acts and practices and not upon opinions.

Now the belief ofMr. Jones, who is objected to as a wit

ness, that there will not be rewards and punishments in ano

ther state of being for acts done in the world , is neither an

act nor a practice — it is merely an opinion, a religious pro

fession . He does believe in the punishment of evil deeds ;

but it is in this world under the superintending Providence

of the omniscient God , who can never be deceived as to the

import of human actions, or their motives . This, I think ,

gives a sufficient tie on his conscience.
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I am aware that there is great force in the remarks of

Chief Justice Spencer, in the last paragraphof the judgment

of the Court in New -York, in the case of Jackson vs. Gredly,

18 Johns. 106. It amounts, however, only to this - That

though every man has a right to indulge in his religious

opinions, which is a concern between hisconscience and his

God , the tribunals have a right to interfere in the ascertain

ment of truth ; and that these are bound to see that noman's

rights are impaired, but through the medium of testimony

entitled to credit ; and no testimony is entitled to belief,

unless delivered under the sanction of an oath , which

comes home to the conscience of the witness, and creates

a tie arising from this belief, that false swearing would ex

pose him to punishment in the life to come. The real

question, however, is, whether the belief of God and his

Providence, and that he is the avenger of falsehood , though

the vengeance is confined to punishment, in this world , does

not give this tie, this hold on the concience which is sought

for ? In my judgment, it does , so far at least as to impose

on the Court an obligation to forbear its interference with

the civil rights of the man, which would be violated by

excluding him from being a witness . It will be time enough

to consider and decide when the case arises, whether a

man , who is offered as a witness, should be rejected , because

of his disbelief in God , in Providence, or in any rewards or

punishments in this world, or in the world to come . In

such a case there could be no tie or hold on the conscience ,

for there could be no conscience . When such an unhappy

case arrives, it will be most solemnly considered . Upon

the whole, I am of opinion, that on principle, as well as on

the provisions of the Constitution,Mr. Jones is acompetent

witness ; and the party interested in the will of Mr. John

Henderson, is entitled to the benefit of his testimony. I

feel strengthened in the view of the case by the growing lib

erality of the age , in the respect shewn to the tenderness of

conscience, in the case of the Roman Catholic Priest , in

New -York , who refused to give evidence in acriminal pro

secution as to facts which came to his knowledge as a priest

in the confession of the penitent . Mr. Clinton, the Mayor

of New - York , in a learned and elegant argument, exempted

him from the obligation of disclosing such confession . It

being conceded that Mr. Jones was the third subscribing

witness to the last will of Col. John Henderson , and corrobo
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rates their testimony as to the due execution of the said

will so as to pass real estate , and there being a devise of the

land in dispute to the defendant , Wm. Henderson, the com

plainants are not entitled to partition thereof, which they

seek by their bill .

If it be desired , the Court will direct an issue devisavit

vel non. But in that case it would feel itself bound to direct

that all three of the witnesses should be examined .

I will make but one remark more , which is, that the re

jection of the witness, by the ordinary, is not res judicata .

The ecclesiastical Courts, of which that is the only remnant

with us, never had jurisdiction of wills which effected real

estate, though fromwills commonly containing dispositions

of personal as well as real estates , that office has been made

the place of deposit and recording. The jurisdiction as to

wills of real estate, belongs to the temporal Courts.

( Signed, )

HENRY WM. DESAUSSURE.

From this decree there was an appeal, and the following

decision made therein .

The Court concur in opinion with the Chancellor in this

case , and the decree is therefore affirmed .

ABRAHAM NOTT.

DAVID JOHNSON.

DENIZATION.

The act of 1799 ( 2 Faust's Col. 273 ) prescribes the

terms on which an alien may become a denizen, so as to

enable him to purchase and hold real property in this State .

By examining the first clause of the act , it will be seen that

this right is conferred only on the person who takes the

oath of allegiance. It does not extend any right to the

children of such person . At Common Law the issue of a

denizen, born before denization , cannot inherit to him, but

his issue born after, may. But in the second clause of the

the act 1799, the Judge is authorized to give a certificate to

a family, and then he is required to insert the name and

age of each,together with their place ofnativity and former

residence , all which the head of the family is required to
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declare on oath . Now it is very evident that the Legisla

ture intended by this second clause to confer on the family

some right, beyond what is granted to the head of it . The

children were intended to take some benefit by this act,

yet the law is entirely silent as to what it shall be. In fact,

is it doubtful whether the act in this respect is not so badly

framed and so entirely defective, that it confers no right on

any but the person who takes the oath of allegiance, and

leaves his children where they were at Common Law?

Should this view of the act be correct, (and we are dispos

ed to think it is, ) it may bewell that it should be amended,

so thaton denization of the parent, his minor children nam

ed in the certificate, would become denizens, and be declar

ed capable not only of taking by purchase, but also by de

scent. His wife should also havethe same privilege extended

to her, so that on the death of her husband, who had become

a denizen , she might succeed to a distributive share of his

real as well as of his personal estate.

The following is believed to be sufficient to meet that ob

ject :

A Bill , &c .

Be it enacted, & c. that where the head ofany family shali

be made a denizen in pursuance of an act ofthe Legislature,

passed on the 18th day of December, 1799, entitled ,

aet granting the rights and privileges of denizenship to

alien friends residing or intending to remove within the

limits of this State ,” all his children, who may be under the

age of twenty -one years, and whose names shall be inserted

in the certificate required by the second clause of the said

act , shall thenceforth be deemed denizens, so as to enable

them to purchase and hold real property in this State , and

also to take real property in this State, by descent or distri

bution , according to theact of the Legislature, entitled, “ an

act for the abolition of the rights of primogeniture, and for

the giving an equitable distribution of the real estate of in

testates, and for other purposes therein mentioned ;” and

the acts ofthe Legislature in addition and amendment there

of; and where the wife shall be named in such certificate,

although she may be an alien, she shall be capable of taking

a distributive share of her husband's real estate, according

to the provisions of the last recited acts .

We close this article with the form of a certificate ofdeni.

zation . The part in Italics, are only used when the certificate

VOL . I.NO , II . 28
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is given to a family. It must be recollected , that the certi

ficate is absolutelyvoid and conveys no right of denizenship

in case it is not recorded in the office of Secretary of State,

at Charleston or Columbia, within sixty days from its date .

No after -recording can make it valid .

FORM .

The State of South Carolina,

Before me ,

7

>

one of the Judges of the Court of Common Pleas, of the

said State , personally appeared A. B. who being duly sworn,

made oath ( or affirmation ) that he is a native and former

resident of in Ireland, ( or other country as the

case may be, ) and is a subject of the king of Great Britain ,

that he is the head of afamily, which consists of his wife,

C. B., aged years,and two children, named E. B., aged

years, and D. B. aged year, and that the place

of nativity and former residence of the said C. B.,

B., and D. B. was in the town of in Ireland.)

and the said A. B. further made oath , that he would, to the

best of his abilities, preserve , protect, and defend the

Constitution of this State, and of the United States.

( Signed ) A. B.

I
one of the Judges of the Court of Com

mon Pleas above named , do hereby certify that A. B.

named in the above oath ( or affirmation ) did take and sub

scribe the same before me, that as appears by the said oath ,

he is a resident of in the State of South Carolina,

and was a native and former resident of in Ire

land ( that the family of the said A. B., consists of his wife

C. B., aged years, and two children named E. B. , aged

years, and D. B., aged years, and that theplace

of their nativity and former residence was
in Ire

land .) And I further certify, that the said A. B. has be

come and is to be deemed a denizen, so as to enable him to

purchase property real within this State , and in all other re

spects to entitle him to the like protection from the laws of

this State, as citizens are entitled unto.

Witness my hand this day of 18

( Signed ) by the Judge.

It may not be amiss to observe that denization gives no

political rights. It has none of the attributes of naturaliza
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tion - The denizen can neither vote nor hold office - Ifhe as

pires to these he must conform to the laws of Congress con

cerning naturalization .

-000

LIABILITY OF CORPORATORS.

Our Legislature areconstantly passing acts for the formation of aggre

gate corporations ; and it is evident that very few persons are acquainted

with the extent of their liability when they become members of such

companies. It may not, therefore, be unacceptable to the community, to

present them , with the decision, in the case ofHume vs. Winyawand

Wando Canal Company. The case was decided by Chancellor DeSaus

sure, in the Court ofEquity, for Charleston District, in May term, 1826 ,

and was affirmed by the Court of Appeals, in 1828. These decrees estab

lish the following principles :

Corporators who are named in the Act of Corporation as members, need

not bejoined in a suit in Equity to change the members individually,

where it appears that before the time the contract was made, on which

the suit is brought,they had ceased to be members ; and a plea in abate

ient for such cause will be overruled .

A bill may be sustained against individual corporators, on a contract

with the company for a discovery of funds to satisfy the contract; and if

it appears that the fundswere to be raised by future instalments, to be

called for asthe demands against the company required them , equity

will regard thecapitalas consistingof the individual credit of the corpo

rators, and subject them to contribute to the satisfaction of demands

arising on contracts made while they were members.

When the funds of a corporation are not visible and tangible,but con

sistin the liability ofthe members to be assessed or rated,the Court will

lend its aid in favor of a creditor of the company, to assistit in enforcing

the payment of instalments requiredby themembers, and will apply the

fund so raised to discharge the debt. It is a quasi subrogation of the

complainant to the rights ofthe company.

Between the individual members of a corporation , the power exists to

prescribe the time and regulate the mode in which members may be ad

initted or withdrawn ; anda member withdrawingaccording to the pre

scribed mode, is entirely absolved from all obligations to it . But as to

subsequent, contracts and liabilities, creditors ofthecorporation, general

ly , it may be otherwise.

A by -law of a corporation declaring a forfeiture of stock for non -pay

ment ofan instalment due on it, is a penalty to enforce payment, of which

the corporationmay or may not avail itself. Till the defalcation occurs,

the corporation has a right to regard him as a member, and he has no right

to determine for them, that his act, without their knowledge, would

amount to a withdrawal, resignation, or expulsion.

Being in arrears under such a by-law , if it released one corporator ,

· would release all, and leave the creditor without remedy .

CIRCUIT DECREE .

This case is brought against the members of the company

above named , in order to compel the payment of the bal
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ance due to the complainant, on a contract entered into by

the company with the complainant, for work performed un

der the contract. The defendants, who have answered,

admit the contract and the work done under it, and express

their willingness to pay their respective proportions of the

balance due for the work actually done. In relation to

them therefore, nothing remains to be done , but to es

tablish the proportions which they are respectively bound

to pay under the contract, according to the work done at

the stipulated price : a reference to the Commissioner will

be necessary to settle that .

One of the defendants, Mr. William Matthews, has de

murred to the bill and also filed an answer . The demurrer

is however to be disposed of in the first instance , for the

defendant is not allowed both to demur and answer and

to have them taken uptogether. In fact, the answer over

rules the demurrer. The demurrer was however argued,

and it is on that the judgment of the Court is to be first given.

The demurrer admits the facts stated in the bill ; we must

therefore look to the case made by the bill ; the pleadings

are well and clearly stated in the brief which accompanies

and is attached to this decree as part of it . It will be per

ceived by this statement of the bill, that a company wa

formed for a particular purpose : that to accomplish that pur

pose a contract was made with the complainant ; that

he went on to execute that contract at great expense

and trouble, until the company was paralyzed by the legis

lature choosing to withdraw from the company, when the

work was necessarily suspended, or in fact terminated.

Payments had been made by the State itself and by most

members of the company, but there remains due to the

complainant a balance for work actually done in pursuance

of the contract. The grounds of demurrer of Mr. Wm .

Matthews, are as follows:

1st . That, according to the by - laws of the company, it

was declared, that any member who should withdraw from

the company, should forfeit to the corporation any assess

ment he had previously paid, and that by a neglect to pay,

he should forfeit his share and cease to be a member of the

corporation , and that before the time mentioned by the

complainant, as the term at which his demand became due,

the defendant withdrew from the company, and forfeited

$1100 which he had before paid , as appears by complainant's
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exhibit, and the remaining corporators became entitled to

all the privileges and property appertaining to the company,

And the defendant submits thathe is released ; also, thatif

he still be liable , he submits that all the other individuals

named in the Act of Incorporation, should be parties , and he

pleads in abatement.

2nd . The defendant also demurs for that by the com

plainant's own shewing, there is a corporate property be

longing to the company, which should be first exhausted

before he can apply for the extraordinary aid of the Court

as against the members, and so he demurs in law .

Before we examine the particular grounds assigned for

the demurrer we must consider, that “ a demurrer confesses

the matters of fact to be true as stated by the opposite party ,

with this qualification, that it only admits such facts as are

well pleaded, and the facts alone without the conclusion of

law . " The demurrer can only be for objections apparent

upon the bill itself, either from the matter contained in it ,

or from defect in its frame." It therefore cannot state what

does not appear on the face of the bill, otherwise it would

be what Lord Hardwicke calls a speaking demurrer. ( See

Cooper's Eq. Pl . 111 , and the cases there cited . ). With

theşe preliminary remarks we proceed to consider the

grounds of demurrer assigned in this cause . And, first, as

to the operation of the by-laws of the corporation, those

which are relied upon by the defendent as the ground of

demurrer, are as follows :

11th Rule . “ One month's notice shall be given to the

members whenever an instalment shallbe called for by the

company ; and, in case of the failure of the payment of any

sum called for by the company, the defaulter shall pay the

legal interest upon the amount of instalment for one year,

at the end of which time if not paid, all the preceding pay .

ments shall be forfeited to the company ; and also all right,

title and interest which the holder or holders of such for

feited shares or share , shall or may be entitled to under the

charter ."

12th Rule . “ No stockholder shall have a right to transfer

his or her share or shares , who shall at the same time be

indebted to the company, nor until such debt be paid, and

such share or shares shall be held by the company as addi

tional security for the debt ; and no transfer shall be made

but in Charleston, under the direction of the president."
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It might perhaps be a question as to the force and effect

of these by-laws in some particulars , even between the in

dividual stockholders and the company ; but at presentwe

have nothing to do with that . The question is what effect

can those by-laws have upon a stranger to the corporation,

who has made a contract with the company ? Can the by

laws of the company operate injuriously to the stranger

contracting in any way, directly or indirectly ? I appre

hend not - it would be the most dangerous example in the

world ; each member might successively withdraw himself

by refusing to pay the assessment imposed by the company,

to meet its contracts ; and if such retreat would operate as a

discharge of the members from the contracts of the company

the whole expense of a failing plan mightbe thrown on the

innocent contractor, who had performed his contract faith

fully. This is too monstrous to be borne . It would con

vert joint stock companies into a band of adventurers, who

could speculate on the unwary ; and if the scheme succeed

ed, reap the profits ; if it failed, throw the loss on the con

tractors . The doctrine however is, I think , well settled ,

that the by-laws of a corporate body, can act only on the

members, and not on strangers . See Black . Com . 476.

1 Hy's Black. Rep . 370. 6 Vinir's Abr. 310. 6 Mod .

124, Curson vs. The African Company. 1 Johns. Chan .

Cases, Index 45. 19 Johns. Law Rep. 456. This case

from 19 Johns. 456, Slee vs. Bloom, et . al . is a most impor

tant one . It was a decision of the Court of Errors, in New

York, reversing the decision of the Chancellor, by a nearly

unanimous vote . It establishes that a by-law authorising

the stockholders, on paying 30 per cent . on their shares, to

forfeit their stock , is void as against creditors . See to

The ground of demurrer then is not sustainable. It is

unnecessary to say that in this part of the ground of demur

rer, a new fact is stated and relied upon by thedefendant, to

wit, that he, ( the defendant, Mr. Matthews) before the time

mentioned by the complainant, as the time on which his de

mand became due, viz . about the day of

182 withdrew from the company and

forfeited $ 1100, which he had before paid , &c . & c. The

allegation of a new fact, not in the bill, that the defendant

left the company before the contract, makes it a speaking de

murrer , and therefore vicious . If it had been so and relied

page, 485 .
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on in the form of a plea or answer, after the demurrer was

overruled , still it must have been proved , which has not

been done, nor could it have been done when a most im

portant date was in blank , and still remains so , as far as

appears to the Court. The demurrer contains a new ground,

to wit : that if the defendant be liable , all the other indivi

duals named. in the act of incorporation, should be parties;

and this is pleaded in abatement. This blending of pleas,

is, I think, calculatedto produce confusion, and ought to be

avoided . But, allow it to be considered as regularly plead

ed , it does not strike me that it can operate as anabatement

or suspension of this bill , for it does not demand that each

individual should be liable for his own share of the debt,

and also part of the shares of the other defaulting sharehold

ers ; but it demands merely that each should answer for his

own proportion of the debt . It is unimportant then whether

the other corporators are made parties or not . The next

ground of demurrer is that by the complainant's showing

there is a corporate property belonging to the company,

which should be firstexhausted before he can apply for the

extraordinary aid of the Court against the members, and

therefore he demurs in law . It is hardly necessary to re

peat that this is an allegation in the demurrer in contradic

tion to the facts stated in the bill, which however the de

murrer necessarily admits to be true . The bill charges

that there never was any joint stock capital , that the

amount to be raised in order to pay the, contractor for the

work, was to be raised by progressive assessments on the

stockholders ; and, that the work being suspended by the

act of the stockholders, that which is doneis utterly worth

less and will not produce any price from which the contrac

tor can be paid . The demurrer admits all this, and it

would be a mere mockery to hold outany expectation that

so much of the work done, as leaves the object unattained ,

can ever produce one cent. It might be sufficient, there

fore, merely to say , that the demurrer must be overruled .

But the argument on the demurrer was placed on a broader

foundation : it was laid down as a position, that the indi

vidual members of a corporation are never liable , in their

individual capacity , for acts or debts of the corporation , un

less the act creating it makes them so, and that the liability

of the individual on failure of the stock of the company , has

never been decided.
That the person contracting with a
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corporation, trusts to the corporate fund and not to the in

dividuals , who are constantly selling out and others purchas

ing in . On examining these questions there are certain

difficulties. The statute of 1816 , creating the private cor

poration in question , does not expressly enact that the cor

porators shall be liable in their individual capacity ; on

which Mr. Dunkin raised the presumptiou that the legisla

ture did not intend to make them personally liable ,or it

would have enacted it as it has done in particular cases .

I do not think great stress is to be laid on that, to establish

evidence of intention on the part of the legislature. The

absence of such a provision left the case subject to the ope

ration of the law , whatever that might be . But the statute

of 1816 gave great privileges to the company, with power

to purchase lands and slaves, and take lands from the own

ers by valuation , which should be paid for ; with all the

powers, privileges and immunities granted to Santee and

Cooper River Canal, with powers to contract debts, and to

be sued and sue . It is not conceivable that the legislature

intended to authorize a company to make contracts to a

large extent with private citizens, and even to take their

lands against their will, and when the scheme had failed to

permit the individual members to withdraw from the com

pany, and leave the corporate name an empty shell , without

any jointstock to look to for compensation. Iamquite sure the

legislature had no such intention,and I am unwilling to apply

strong terms to those who would desire to act such a part .

I am not however to decide on a question of abstract morals,

but to pronounce what is the law. The elementary writers

do certainly state very distinctly , that the debts of a corpo

ration , either to or from it, are totally extinguished by its

dissolution, so that the members thereof cannot recover or

be charged with them intheirnatural capacity. 1 Black.

Com . 517, 18. For this law Mr. Justice Blackstone quotes

1 Levintz, 237, Edmunds vs. Brown . The writer of the text

of the treatise of Equity (Mr. Barlow ,) to which Mr. Fon

blanque has attached his valuable notes, asserts the same

doctrine, and quotes the same case from Levintz, and no

other . 1 Fon . 297, in the text . If this be law, it would seem

to be lawagainst reason, and it must be recognized as law

acting on its own strength . It cannot arise from any by -law

of the corporation, which allows a member to separate him

self and his interest from the company , or be excluded for
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some misconduct . For it is expressly laid down by all the

writers, thata by -law can operate only on members and not

on a stranger. Their by-laws are for the government of

themselves, and no trading company can make by-laws

which may affect the king's prerogative, or the common pro

fit of the people. 1 Black.508, 9. 6 Mod . 124. See too

19 John . 456, above cited , and the very charter in question,

( Sec. 2 , ) gives power to make by-laws for their own gov

ernment and no more . The argument then that Mr. Mat

thews is released under the by-laws of the company from

paying his proportion of the debt, is unfounded indeed

Mr. Dunkin candidly acknowledged that the by-laws could

not affect strangers ; but he contended that his retreat from

the company arising under their by -laws, by refusing to pay

the assessment, obliged the company or the members to pay

his quota of the debt.

That may be so among themselves; but it is no answer

to the claim of the complainant, who is a stranger to the com

pany. - The exemption from liability contended for, must

rest then simply on the ground that such is the general law .

In opposition to the law , aslaid down by the elementary wri

ters, who cite and rely solely on the case from Levintz,there

is a most solemn decision by the House of Lords, reversing

the decree of the Court of Chancery on this very point. It

is the case of Dr. Salmon vs. The Hamburg Company, re

ported in 1 Chan. Ca. 206–7. 23 Car. 2 , and cited and stated

distinctly by Mr. Viner, in the 6th vol . of his abridgment,

310-11 . In this important cause the Chancellor dismissed

the bill, on the ground, that in ordinary proceedings the

Chancery.could not relieve the plaintiff against the defen

dants , (members of the company,) because they being a

company. The House of Lords decided that the dismission

of the bill be reversed , and that the Chancery should issue

its process to compel an ans er, & c . or to take the bill pro

confesso, and should proceedto examine what the complain

ant's just debt is , and should decree the said company to pay

what was justly due, and upon non -payment of the money

by the corporation, ( after service of the decree,) then the

Lord Chancellor should order and decree, that the Governor,

Deputy Governor, and twenty -four assistants of the compa

ny, should proceed to make such assessment ( or leviation as

it is called ) on every member of the said company, who is to

be contributory, as shall be sufficient to satisfy the said sum

VOL . I.NO , IL. 29
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decreed to be due, and to collect and levy the same, and

pay it over to the plaintiff; and on failure of such assessment,

then and from thenceforth , every person of the said compa

ny shall be made liable to pay his proportion, and such pro

cess shall issue against such member refusing, or delaying to

pay his proportion, as is usual against persons chargedby

decree of this Court, for any duty in their several capacities.

This, then , is a decision of thehighest tribunal , establishing

the liability of the individual members of a corporation to

pay a just debt , and I have found no counter-decision to

diminish its authority ; but I find it expressly referred to, and

recognized as authority by the Court of Errors, in 19 John.

484. Mr. Foublauque , in his note , makes a quere, whe

ther the company was a corporate company. In the state

ment by Viner, it is expressly called a corporation . Now,

I cannot understand the distinction , between an existing

company, which cannot or will not produce corporate funds,

and of a company , some of the members of which attempted

to withdraw themselves from it when in a falling state , and

escape responsibility . Nor do I perceive any material dif

ference between a corporation, formerly dissolved, or exist

ing nominally without any efficiency ; and all the members

who have answered ( but one ) held themselves liable for

their respective proportions, as the plain justice of the case

is, that the company, and the members who were essen

tially the company, should pay the debt . I will venture to

follow the course prescribed in the above case, and leave it

then to the wisdom of the higher tribunal to decide, whether

that be the law on this momentous question—a question

becoming every day more interesting to the community,

since incorporated companies are continually multiplying

and increasing their contracts with the citizens . It will

then be known, whether this fine and convenient invention

of the Roman jurisprudence , to which the idea and the sys

tem of corporate bodies is traceable , is to be a public bless

ing or a snare, and a trap to the unwary . There were

several other objections, which I will not wait to discuss, as

they will doubtless be all brought to the view of the Court

ofAppeals. One , only , I shall notice. — It was urged, that

if the individual members were to be made liable, then all

should be made parties . To this , I answer, that as no more

is claimed of each individual , than his own quota or propor

tion , it is not necessary , in relation to him , that all should

be parties: that might be impossible , or unnecessary --some
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may have emigrated - some died-some been insolvent, and

some may havepaid .

I am aware that great difficulties may occur under any

decision which may be made , and that care must be taken

to hold liable those , only, who were members at the time

the contract was made which created the debt . But of one

thing I am quite sure , that if inconvenience may arise on the

one hand, great injustice must be done on the other. I

make the decision , therefore , expressly , that the doctrine

may be settled and modified as justice may require.

It is, therefore, ordered and decreed, thatthe demurrer

ofMr. Matthews be overruled, and that his answer be re

ceived . That it be referred to the Master or Commissioner

in Equity to examine and report when the contract was

madebetween the company and the plaintiff, and how much

is justly due to him after giving credits for the payments,

and the company do lay before the said officer, a statement

of their joint stock, applicable to pay the said debt, and take

measures within six months to make the same productive by

sale or otherwise, and that on failure thereof, in whole or in

part, each individualmember be held liabletopay his quota

or proportion of the deficiency, and that on failing to pay his

proportion, the process of the Court do issue to enforce the

payments by each of his.proportion of the deficiency, unless

the
money be raised within six months after the recording of

this decree , by assessments madeand collected by the com

pany or itsmembers; and that the said officer do enquire

and report , whether Mr. Matthews has actually ceased to

be a member of the said company, and at what time he so

ceased .

( SIGNED ,)
HENRY W. DESAUSSURE.

APPEAL DECREE.

JOHNSON, J. All the defendants, except Mr. William

Matthews, have acquiesced in the decree of the Circuit

Court, and he has renewed here by way of appeal, the

grounds of his defence below, and for the more convenient

consideration of them, I shall class them under the follow

ing heads :

1st. In abatement - because all the persons named in the

act of incorporation are not made defendants.
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2d . He demurs to the jurisdiction of the Court ; and for

cause, states, that from complainants own shewing, the cor

poration possessed visible property sufficient to satisfy his

demand , and the contract being one over which the Law

Courts had jurisdiction , he had an adequate remedy there,

and was not, therefore entitled to the extraordinary aid of

the Court of Chancery, and in any event he was not indivi

dually liable .

3d. The answer puts the complainant to the proof of the

facts charged in the bill, and rests the defence upon the

ground that the defendant had withdrawn himself from the

corporation before the contract was entered into-at any

rate before the work was completed , and had paid up all the

assessments which had been made on him , whilst a member ;

and he contends, in the last resort, that he is only responsi

ble for his proportion of the expenses incurred whilst he

was a member.

The inconsistency and incongruity of these several grounds

of defence has not escaped the observation of the Chancellor,

and the Court concur with him fully in his animadversions

on them. But as no question has been made here in rela

tion to them , and as the inconvenience resulting from them

will have passed away, when the points growing out of

them shall have been decided by theopinion of this Court ,

it will not be necessary to remark further upon them .

1st. The foundationof the plea in abatement is, that four

persons, ( viz. David R. Williams, Hugh Rose, Frank Wes

ton and John Gordon ,) named in the act of incorporation ,

as members, are not parties to this bill . But the proceed

ings of the corporation abundantly show that all the shares

were owned by the State , and the defendants named in the

bill, at the time the contract was entered into with the com

plainant, and the work executed ; and although it is not very

clearly shewn , how, or at what time, they went out of the

corporation , it is impossible they could then have beenmem

bers, and it will be presumedthat they went out upon the

terms and in conformity with their bye-laws, and their right

to do so will not be controverted by Mr. Matthews, as that

is a right which he himself claims as, the foundation of his

defence to the merits. They could then have had no inter

est in this matter, and ought not to have been made parties.

2d . If we take for granted the facts assumed by the de

murrer , that from the complainant's own shewing, the cor,
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poration owned property enough to satisfy the complainant's

demand, and that he had an adequate remedy at law , the

legal conclusion is undoubtedly correct . But the assump

tion that the complainant states in his bill , either directly

or by necessary implication , thatthe corporation owned

any property, is not warranted. The only attempt to sus

tain it, is by a deduction from the fact, that the corporation

employed complainant to excavate a canal , and that he did

so in part , and hence it is concluded, that the canal belong

ed to the corporation, and that it is sufficient to pay this

demand . Butnon constat that the corporation ever had any

property in the soil , or if they had , that it had not reverted

to the grantor by non-user or the dissolution of the corpora

tion , ( vide 1 Black . Com. 484, ) or surrendered, or otherwise

disposed of it , and the leading object of the bill is for a dis

covery whether there is any property or funds out of which

the complainant's demand may be satisfied, and if this object

had been obtained, and the result had proved what is as

sumed by the demurrer, that there was sufficient property ,

then there would have been an end to all further contests

about it.

The discovery sought, was in itself a sufficient ground of

cquity jurisdiction ; but there is yet another which I think

equally strong , and grows out of the ground stated in the

demurrer, that the individual corporators were not , in any

Court, liable, in their natural capacities, for the debts of the

corporation.

The object of this association , expressed in the act, was

to open a canal navigation between Winyaw Bay and the

Santee River, and between the Santee and Wando Rivers,

which from its nature could not be accomplished without

very heavy expenditures . No specific fund was set apart

or assigned to these objects, either in the act or the organi

zation of the corporation, and as the means of supplying it

they entered into a resolution , noticed by the Chancellor,

that it should be raised by assessments to be made on the

individual members in proportion to the number of shares

owned by each, accordingto the nature of their contracts

and the exigencies of the work ; and the complainant alleges

that Mr. Matthews was $ 1000 in arrears to the corporation

on account of these assessments , and he contends that this

constituted a fund to which he was entitled in satisfaction

of his demand .
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That such a resolution, having the effect and operation of

a bye -law , was obligatory on the individual members, and

that the fund to be raised under it is liable to the debts of

the corporation , are positions which will not be called in ques

tion . It is the substitution of the credit of the individual

members for a common fund , and the creditors of the corpo

ration must be allowed the benefit of it in some way or

other. There is no Common Law process, ofwhich I am

aware, by which the complainant could compel the corpo

ration to enforce this demand against Mr. Matthews, or if

they had , to compel them to appropriate it to the satisfaction

of his demand . Asa corporation , no proceeding at Common

Law can operate upon them in personam , and they have no

common property upon which the process of the law Courts

can act , and without the aid of the extraordinary power of

the Court of Chancery, he would be without a remedy.

The extent and nature of the liabilities of the individual

corporators, and the mode of relief, are , I think, very clearly

indicated by the case of Dr. Salamon vs. The Hamburg

Company, (1 Ca. in Ch . 206, Reported also in Kyd . on

Corp’ns. 273,) referred to by the Chancellor ; nor can I ,

upon the most careful examination of that case, find in it any

thing which is at war with the principle contended for, and

which appears to me to be well settled , ( some dicta to the

contrary, notwithstanding, 2 Vern . 396 note , ) that indivi

dual corporators are not liable in their natural capacities,

for the debts of the corporation . That corporation , like this,

was without a visible tangible fund to which creditors might

resort . Its funds consisted in the liability of the members

to be assessed or rated , as occasion might require to meet

the common burthen , and the relief granted was intended

and calculated to compel and assist the corporation to en

force the liability of the individual members, and to realize

this fund and apply it to the payment of their debts, or in

other words, the Hamburg Company was in debt to Dr.

Salmon , and the individualmembers of the company were

bound to the company ( not to him ) to contribute their re

spective proportions to the payment ofhis debt, and the re

lief affordedacted upon them only throughandin reference

to the rights of thec orporation .

In the case under consideration , the Winyaw and Wando

Canal Company imposed an assessment on its members to

an amount which it was supposed would cover the extent of
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their liabilities, which Mr. Matthews, among others, has neg

lected or refused to pay, and the company have neglected

to enforce. The mode of relief indicated by the case quoted ,

is to compel and assist the company to reduce this fund into

possession, and toapply it to the payment of the complain

ant's demand , and is in effect a quasi subrogation of the

complainant to the rights of the company.

3d . The answer ofMr. Matthewsputs the defence upon

the ground that he was not a member of the corporation at

the time the contract was made , or that hehad retired from

it before the work was done , having paid all the assessments

to which he was liable .

As between the individual members of the corporation

they had unquestionably the power to prosecute the terms,

and to regulate the mode inwhich members were to be ad

mitted into, and resign or withdraw from it , and there is no

doubt, that having resigned or withdrawn upon the terms

prescribed , he was as completely absolved from his obliga

tions, as a member, as if he had never belonged to it . Cer

tainly, with respect to subsequent contracts , and in general

from all liabilities ; but I am not prepared to say, nor is it

necessary here to decide,that a case may not exist in which

even the retiring members would not be bound in respect

to creditors .

So far then as the case depends on this question it is an

issue of fact. The bill charges that Mr. Matthews was a

member and in arrears to the common fund . His answer

admits that he had been a member,but avers that he had

withdrawn or resigned and paid up all arrears, and in proof

of this fact he relies on the circumstance
that he had neglect

ed to pay the assessment made upon him bythe corporation,

which under the by-laws, he contends, disfranchised
and

operated to deprive him of all the rights and privileges , and

exempting himfrom the liabilities of a member.

I concur with the Chancellor that this conclusion does

not follow from the fact stated . The by-law in question

was obviously intended to operate as a penalty to enforce

the punctual payment of the assessments, which circum

stances might require ; of which the corporation might or

might not avail itself, but until the defalcation was ascertain

ed and the corporation had acted upon it, they had a right to

regard him as a member. He might, there is no doubt,

have withdrawn with their consent and perhaps without it ;

but he had no right to determine for the corporation, that
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an act done by him of his own accord and for any thing

that appears without their knowledge, constituted å with

drawalor resignation , or would einduce the corporation to

expel him .

The unreasonableness of such a conclusion is , I think,

well illustrated by the Chancellor. The contract in ques

tion was doubtless entered into on the faith that all the de

fendants named in the bill were members of the corporation,

and bound to contribute towards the expenditures to be

incurred ; and if Mr. Matthews' withholding the assessment

made on him , ipse facto removed him from the corpo

ration, every other member had the same right and for the

same reasons, the State and General Hampton, Frederick

Kohne, and Abraham Blanding are not members, as they

are also in arrears ; and the whole burthen would be thus

thrown on the other individual members of the corporation ,

perhaps ruinous to them, and in that event to the complain

ant also . Such a consequence is so much at war with na

tural justice and commonhonesty, that a principle leading to

it will never receive the sanction of a Court of Justice .

These circumstances then do not in themselves, prove

that Mr. Matthews was not a member of the corporation ,

and the assessment on him would seem to authorise the

inference that the corporation still considered him as a

member ; but the reference ordered by the Chancellor has

left that matter open to further investigation, which will

give him an opportunity of showing if he can , other and

more satisfactory evidence of the fact.

On this reference the only question in which Mr. Mat

thews will have a separate interest will be , whether he had

or had not ceased to be a member of the corporation , on the

terms and conditions prescribed by their by -laws, and paid

up all assessments to which he was liable . If this fact be

found against him , then of course he stands in the same situ

ation and in common with the other individuals , is bound by

the assessments made to defray the debts of the corporation .

MOTION REFUSED.

Signed , DAVID JOHNSON.

I CONCUR - Abram Nott.

I cannot concur in this case : my reasons will be stated

hereafter at length . C. J. Colcock .

No subsequent opinion has been delivereil.
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HOWARD VS. WILLIAMS.

1. A voluntary gift to a childis not necessarily void as to existing cre

ditors , but will besupported, if there be abundant proof that the donor

reserved an ample sufficiency to pay all his debts, and that the gift was

bona fide andis free fromalltaint or suspicion of fraud.

2. That whether a sufficiency had been reserved, will be decided by

the result on the winding up of thedonor's affairs , except in those cases

where it is clearly proved that the insufficiency, from extraordinary cir

cumstances,which has destroyed or impaired the value ofthe property,

or prevented itfrom being applied to the payment of the debts.

3. That a voluntary gift will always be supported against a subsequent

creditor with notice .

4. That it will besupportedagainst a subsequentcreditor, without no

tice, if it be bona fide and free from all trick or contrivance to defeat cre

ditors.

5. That the possession of the donor, if the donee be his child and re

side with him, is not a badge of fraud, but is consistent with the gift, and

may be considered as the possession of the donee.

This was an action of trespass, for taking and selling a

mulatto girl named Harriet, the property of the plaintiff.

Julius Beckham proved that he knew the girl. The de

fendant, as sheriff of Lancaster, took her into his possession

and sold her under executions against Wm. Beckham , and

as his property ; she was in the plaintiff's possession when

he took her - he forbade both thetaking and sale .

the servant of Mrs. Howard , a daughter of Wm . Beckham.

At the seizure and sale, the plaintiff and his wife lived in

the house of Wm . Beckham ; he owned Maria , the mother

of Harriet . She ( Harriet ) always remained at the house

of Wm . Beckham . Mr. or Mrs. Howard had not the ex

clusive services of the girl-she waited on Wm. Beckham's

table .

Wm . Beckham proved the girl Harriet was born his ; at

her birth , in 1817 or 1818, he gave her to his daughter,

now the plaintiff's wife , who wasthen 12 or 13 years of age.

When the child was born, he called his daughter and told

her that child was hers. He, from that time, considered

her to be his daughters : she was so called by the family.-

He paid taxes for her, and for negroes belonging to hismo

ther, in his own name. The plaintiff's wife was his only

child - she called others ofhis negroes hers . She , however,
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took this girl and learnt her to sew . The plaintiff and his

wife lived with him at the time of the seizureand sale . The

girl was waiting about the house at that time . Col. Sims

made the levy :he told him to take all he had he made no

objection to Harriet being embraced in the levy. In 1822 ,

or 1823, he contracted the debt on which he confessed judg

ment to Robison. At the time he made the gift to his

daughter, he owned between 15 and 20 negroes, and a tract

of land, which he sold afterwards for $ 4000. He owed then

$ 4000 for money borrowed , which he then had in hand .

The debt which he then owed has since been paid . From

1817 , to the sale of his property , he had been engaged

in large speculations, buying and selling property. His

property at last was sold by the sheriff, and lefthim largely

in debt . He sold 16 negroes to Mr. Cunningham . Execu

tions in the sheriff's office, older than that sale, had a lien

upon them . He procured Jackey and Zadock Perry, to guar

antee the sale to Mr. Cunningham . In consequence of

which guaranty they are now bound to pay something, the

residue ofhis property ( including Harriet) not beingenough ,

when sold by the sheriff, to pay the executions older than

that sale . If this girl is recovered from the sheriff, his secu

rities on that guaranty must of course pay it ; and the contest,

therefore, is between them and the plaintiff. The girl Har

riet, was in his possession when they became his securities.

He requested Jackey Perry to give in the names of the

negroes in his possession to the sheriff, Col. Sims, for his

levy. He did not tell him to except Harriet. He did not

know that Jackey Perry knew thathe had given Harriet to

his daughter. He washis brother -in -law . It was notorious

in his own family that she was his daughters.

The plaintiff here closed . The defendant called Mr.

Crimenger, who proved that he was Mr. Wm. Beckham's

nearest neighbor : he had, from her birth, the girl Harriet

in his possession. Harriet was called Mrs. Howard's : so ,

also , were Peter and John, ( two slaves, now acknowledged

to be Wm. Beckham's.) She ( Mrs. H.) was Beckham's

only child . The defendant gave in evidence eighteen exe

cutions against Wm . Beckham ; the names, amounts, and

times of lodgment, will appear from the schedule annexed to

the last page ofthis report.

Mr. N'Kenzie proved that he had the management of

M'Daniel's execution . There was not enough from the
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sale of Beckham's property to pay it offby 5 or 600 dollars.

This execution being older thanthe sale of the negroes to

Cunningham , Jackey and Zadock Perry, had to pay this

balance . If this suit is decided against the sheriff , they

must pay the recovery in addition .

Col. Peay proved that he was security for Beckham , to

the Bank , for $ 9000. The debt was contracted in the

spring of 1817. " On the 26th of September, 1817 , he in

dorsed his note ( Beckham's ) for the sum stated . It was

reduced considerably by payments subsequently made.-

After some time, perhaps, (in 1828, ) Mr. Beckham applied

to him to indorse a note for him to the Salisbury Bank, for

$ 6000. Beckham only drew $ 4000. To make himself

safe, for this and his previous indorsements, in 1817 , he took

from Beckham a confession for $ 6000. He received out

ofthesales of Beckham's property, $ 1300 ; and outof the

sale of Harriet, and someother property, sold at the same

time with her $ 53 42. In 1822 , or 1823, Mr. Beckham

contracted a large debt to Trapp's estate ; this debt was

paid out of the proceeds of the sale to Cunningham . The

debt to Brown was contracted in 1822 , 23, or 24.

Harriet sold for $ 302 50. The other property, sold at

the same time, sold for $ 43 14. Of this sale, $ 282 32

was paid to M’Daniel's execution—the balance , as stated

above, to Col Peay.

I instructed the Jury, on the authority ofMadden vs. Day ,

that the possession of a parent, after a gift to his child, not

withstanding the child may be a minor and live with him

is a badge of fraud. I alsosaid to the Jury, that if a man is

solvent, when he makes a gift ; but still retains the posses

sion of the chattel; and in the winding up of his affairs he

should be found tobe insolvent, that the gift would be re

garded fraudulent even against subsequentcreditors,without

notice. On the present occasion , however, that was not

necessary . The negro in dispute was sold , and part of the

proceeds of her sale was applied to a debt existing at the

gift. It was clear , therefore, in every point of view , the

gift could not be supported. I directed the Jury on the law ,

and the facts to find for the defendant, which they accord

ingly did .

The plaintiff appeals and moves the appeal Court for a

new trial , on the following grounds :

1st. That his Honor, the presiding Judge, was mistaken
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in the law, inasmuch as he charged the Jury that the pos

session of the father, the donor, was incompatible with the

rights aceruing from the gift to his child , the donor, who

was a minor.

2nd . That he was mistaken in the law, inasmuch as he

charged the Jury that the gift was fraudulent and void as to

creditors, notwithstanding it was made at a time when the

donor was solvent, and the debts which he then owed were

paid off ; because , at the general winding up of his affairs,

twelve years after the gift and possession of the donee he

proved to be insolvent .

3rd . Because the verdict was contrary to law and evidence .

JOHN B. O'NEAL.

Columbia, May 4th, 1830.

The case was argued by Blanding for the appellant, and

Williams for the appellee ; and the Court of Appeals, in

June, 1830, delivered the following opinion , by Mr. Justice

Evans, sitting for Judge Nott .

In this case two questions arise out of the charge of the

presiding Judge , which it is necessary to consider.

1st. Is the possession of a parent, after a gift to a child,

notwithstanding the child may be a minor and reside with

him , a badge of fraud ?

2nd . If a solvent man makes a voluntary gift to his child ,

and in winding up his affairs he should be found to be in

solvent , is such a gift fraudulent against subsequent credi

tors, without notice ?

On the first question I would remark, that in the case of

Terry vs. Belcher, decided during the present term ; this

court held that the sellers remaining in possession was not

in itself a fraud, but only evidence of fraud ; which might be

satisfactorily explained ; and in the case ofReaves vs. Har

ris, that the delivery of possession , though a presumption,

that the right of propertyhad been transferredwas satisfac

torily explained, by showing that it was a part of this origi

nal contract, that the title was to remain in the seller until

the price was paid .

Both these cases decided adversely to the claims of credi

tors, and are in conformity with the doctrine of Turner's

and the opinion of Lord Mansfield, in 1 Burrow's

484 : “ That the purchasers not taking possession , but suf

fering theproperty to remain in the possession of the seller,

is only evidence of fraud and may be explained . In the case

of Cadogan vs. Kennet, Cowper, 434, the same learned

case ,
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Judge says, “ the question in every case is, whether the

act done is a bona fide transaction , or whether it is a trick

or contrivance to defraud creditors.” If the possession of

the seller bé only prima facie evidence of fraud, can the

possession of a donor be any thing more.
It seems me

the principle is the same in both cases, viz : that possession

is visible evidence of ownership and if unexplained, will be

regarded as fraudulent in favour of creditors, who may be

defrauded of their just rights,by this light of property held

out to the world . But the question under consideration

rests on higher grounds than these : in the case ofthe Exors.

of Curry vs. Ellerbe, decided in the Constitution Court, S.

T. 1820, Judge Colcock, in delivering the opinion of the

Court , says, « There is a distinction to be made between

cases where the donor and the donee live apart , and those

where they necessarily live together . In the former it has

been held ever since Twine's case , that where the posses

sion continued in the donor unexplained , the gift would be

deemed fraudulent. But in the case of a father and a child ,

who from their connection must live together, at least until

the child comes ofage, it would have theeffect of destroying

all gifts, to say thatthe possession must be considered that

of the father. " And in the same case, the Judge says , the

point was expressly decided in Kid vs. Mitchell and many

others. To this I add , that I know of no case either Eng

lish or American , in which a contrary doctrine has been

held . Theremay be some dicta to the contrary , but no de

cided case . In the case of Smith vs. Littlefolm , 2 M-C . 362,

the plaintiff was an infant and resided with her father.

In Jacks vs. Tunno, Chancellor Rutledge says " that

possession and payment of taxes cannot be considered as

badges of fraud, for the donees were infants of tender years,

andincapable of taking chargeof the property. It is true ,

that in the case of Madden vs. Day, it would seem from the

reasoning of Judge Nott, that he entertained a different

opinion . “ He says, the only circumstance which can be

relied on , to repel the presumption of fraud arising from the

donors retaining possession, is, that the possession of a pa

rent of the property of his infant child , of whom he is the

natural guardian, is not inconsistent with the nature of the

claim set up by the child . But, if it may be evaded by so

flimsey a pretence, as by conveying to one under his roof,

and for whom he is bound to provide, the rule is of but little

> 2
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value.” In another part of the opinion , he says, “ It is not

my intention to dwell on this part of the case , as it is not

called for on this occasion ." And in another part, he says,

“ it was not necessary for a decision of the case , and thathe

should not express any decided opinion on the point.” I take

it, therefore,that the case of Madden vs. Day does not de

cide any principle adversely to the doctrine contained in this

opinion ; nor can any other inference be drawn, on this sub

ject from that case , except that the Judge, who delivered

the opinion of the Court , was inclined to come to a different

conclusion, but expressly disclaims any intention of deciding

the point. Nor do I consider the opinion of this Court,

in the case of Wilder ads. Hudnal, in 4 M'Cord, as militating

in the slightest degree against the opinion herein expressed.

That, it must be remembered , was the case of a subsequent

purchaser, and depends on different principles. It is not

necessary for any practicable purpose , to discuss the ques

tion, whether the statutes of the 13th and 22nd Eliz . against

fraudulent conveyances, are merely in affirmance of the

Common Law, as Judge Nott and other distinguished jurists

have supposed. It matters not from whence we have deri

ved the wholesome doctrine of presumptive frauds. The

rules are now well settled , and it would be an unprofitable

discussion at this day, to enquire, whether we derive them

from these statutes, or whether they have come to us

from the romoter fountain of the Common Law . The con

sequences are the same. It is now well settled in England,

that a voluntary conveyance of land is void against a subse

quent purchaser, even with notice . I am satisfied that this

is carrying the doctrine of presumptive fraud, beyond rea

sonable inference and common sense . How can any man

be said to be defrauded, by what he knew existed before

he purchased. This principle , the existence of which the

wisest judges in England have regretted, has been wisely

rejected in the case ofHudnal vs. Wilder ; and subsequent

purchasers of both real and personal property are put on the

same footing, and both are protected against prior voluntary

conveyances, when the purchasers have been deceived and

defrauded by aconcealment of the fact, that the seller had

before conveyed the property to another person. This doe

trine can hardly be supposedto dependon anylegal infer

ence, or presumption of fraud. The act of selling, with a

concealment of the prior conveyance , is a palpable fraud in
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itself. It is suppressio veri, and if men's intentions can be

inferred from their acts, I think we may fairly conclude that

the first conveyance was made with intent to effect, what

was afterwards effected, to wit : to defraud a subsequent

purchaser. This is the doctrine laid down in Hudnall vs.

Wilder, and nothing more . I think, therefore, wemay fairly

conclude that there is no legal foundation for saying, “ that

the possession of a parent, after a gift to a child whoresides

with him , is a badge of fraud ; but on the contrary, the pos

session in such case may be considered the possession of the

donee, or, as is said in the case of Kid vs. Mitchell, the pos

session is consistent with the donee's title . The second

ground to be considered, is , if a solvent man make a volun

tary gift to his child, and in the winding up of his affairs he

should be found insolvent, is such a gift void as a fraud upon

subsequent creditors without notice .

I have already expressed incidentally my opinion of the

effect of notice to a purchaser, and I can see no reason for

a distinction between him who buys with notice , and him

who trusts with notice . I shall therefore proceed to inquire

how a creditor without notice would be effected by a gift

under such circumstances . I cannot make up mymind to

assent to the broad proposition laid down ; I have always

considered the law as well settled that the ownerof property

might bona fide, dispose of it at his pleasure, with this single

restriction, that he must be just and pay his debts before he

is generous. If a man makesa gift of all or the greater part

of his estate to his children living with him , and goes on

year to year contracting debts, the property in the mean

time remaining in his possession, and the knowledge of the

existence of the gift confined to his own family, and in the

end becomes insolvent, in such case I think, a jury might

fairly presume that he made the giſt mala fide, and with a

view to avoid the payment of future debts. But I am yet

to learn , that by the laws of this State a gift of a small por

tion of man's estate to a child living with him , made when

in prosperous circumstances, and when no fair inference

can be drawn that he was looking to insolvency and pro

viding for his family in anticipation of that event, will be

regarded as fraudulent, because after a lapse of 10 or 15

years he becomes insolvent from the disastrous issue of sub

sequent speculations, from a decline in the value of pro

perty, or from accident or misfortune, merely because his
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creditors may not have had notice of the gift. Secrecy, like

possession , may be evidence of fraud ; but if the transaction

be bona fide, it is as capable of being satisfactorily explained

as any other fact. The law does not require ( and it is

greatly to be regretted that it does not ) that gifts ofperso

nal property should be reduced to writing or made public

by recording, and until it does I shall feel myself bound,

dicere et non facere legen, and to say if there was no frau

dulent intent, such a giſt is not void although the creditor

might not know of its existence . In lley vs. Niswanger, 1

M Cord, C. R. 522, it is said , a subsequent creditor can

come in only on the ground of fraud .

It is said , however, that this gift is void because some por

tion of the money arising from the sales of the negro , was

applied to pay a debt subsisting at the time the gift was

made. On this part of the case , the facts are somewhat ob

scure . It is said in the argument that Pray's debt was a

subsisting debt, and about ten dollars of the money arising

from the sale was applied to the payment of this debt . Col.

Peay, in his evidence , says hewas security for Beckham to

the Bank ofthe State of South Carolina , in September, 1817,

for $ 9000 — that in 1823 , he indorsed for him , to the Salis

bury Bank , for $4000 ; and to secure himself against these

liabilities, he took a confession of judgment for$ 6000 dol

lars . He says, a considerable portion of the debt to the

Bank of the State of South -Carolina, was paid ; but it does

not appear how much of the $ 6000 remained unpaid, nor

does it appear, how other debts were paid out the residue

of Beckham's property, in preference to Peay's debt; but I

presume it arose from his suffering subsequent creditors to

get their debts into judgments, and executions first. There

being doubts as to the facts connected with this part of the

case , I shall lay down only the general principles by which

it is to be governed . The general rule unquestionably

is , that every voluntary conveyance is void against existing

creditors . Lord Hardwick, in the case of Windham vs.

Townsend, says, “ that a man actually indebted at the time,

and conveying voluntarily , always meant to defraud .” But

it must be recollected , that all the cases,Townsend vs. Wind

ham , Russel vs. Hammond, and Fitzer vs. Fitzer, in which

Lord Hardwick holds this language in cases where there

was no other property out ofwhich the existing debts could

he satisfied . These were all cases in equity, where bills
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had been filed to have satisfaction of the estate voluntarily

settled . But it certainly never can be supposed, that this

learned Judge meant to say, that a gift made by a father of

the one-twentieth part of his property, and heindebted

to a small amount at the time , shall be set aside, because a

small amount of a subsisting debt remains unsatisfied after a

lapse of ten years, and when the donor still has amply suffi

cient to pay this debt, which had become applicable to sub

sequent debts, by the negligence or indulgence of the credi

tor . I understand from the report, that M’Daniel's debt

was contracted long after the gift, but was older in execu

tion than Peay's debt, and therefore entitled to be first paid .

The amount for which Harriet sold , was first applicable to

the payment of M’Daniel's execution ; and after the extin

guishment of that case , there remained about ten dollars

which was applied to Peay's debt, or the debt for which

Peay had been Beckham's security. If, therefore, M‘Dan

iel's debt had been for an amount of only ten dollars more,

no part of the sale of Harriet would have been applied to

pay a debt subsisting at the time of the gift, and then, I pre

sume , the gift could not have been impeached on this ground .

Now , as Judge Nott has said in another case, “ it is a flim

sy rule, the application of which depends on such a circum

stance.” I will illustrate my opinion of this question, by

the following cases . A man in prosperous circumstances,

worth $ 50,000, gives his son $ 5,000, to set him up in the

world . Ten years afterwards the father becomes insolvent,

and there is found among his debts, one of one hundred

dollars, still due, which existed at the time of the gift; or

to put another case-a man in a city ,.worth $ 50,000 in hou

sesand merchandize , gives $5,000 to his son-ten years

afterwards a fire, or a storm , destroys all his property, and

reduces him to poverty in a single night, and among his

debts is found one of small amount, whichexisted at the

time the gift was made. In these, and similar cases, I ap

prehend no Court would hold, that the gift to the son should

be set aside , and subsequent creditors let in to sweep the

whole of the property given to the son, on the ground, as

Chancellor Kent says in Meade vs. Livingston , of "equal

apportionment and marshalling of assets.” It seems to me,

therefore, that the rule laid down in the cases before cited ,

and so earnestly insisted on by Chancellor Kent, in the case

of Meade vs. Livingston , must be taken in reference to the
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particular circumstances of those cases, viz . that the estate

settled, constituted the bulk of the donor's estate , and that

the general rule must be taken, with the exception laid down

in the case of Kirkley vs. Blakeney, 2 Nott & M'Cord , 546.

“ Where a man owes a sum ofmoney, at the time of 'naking

a gift to his child , without consideration, the presumption

of fraud can only be rebutted by showing very abundant

property over and above the gift retained by the donor, for

the purpose of paying his debts; and if, in the ordinary

course of events, such property turns out to be inadequate

to the discharge of the debts, the presumption of fraud re

mains, although the property reserved may have been

deemed adequate for that purpose if so applied . ” The

Judge adds, “ the case must be an exceedingly fair one, not

to be deemed fraudulent where a debt due prior to the gift

remains unpaid.” On the second trial of this case , the Jury

found a second verdict for the plaintiff, upon full proof that

the donor had reserved an ample sufficiency to pay all his

debts , but had been prevented from doing soby the circum

stance, that the principalpart of the propertyreserved had

been sacrificed at sheriff's sale for one- fiftieth of its value .

I was the attorney ofdefendant,and acquiesced in this ver

dict, under the belief, that by the laws of this State such a

gift was good, if free from all taint of fraudulent intent, and

the donor had reserved an abundant sufficiency to pay his

debt, although the property reserved might turn out ulti

mately inadequate by reason of some unforseen event, as by

losses in trade , as in the case of Jacks vs. Tunno, 3 Equity

Rep . 1 ; or by fire or storms, or by sacrifice of property at

sheriff's sale ; and I might add, as applicable to this case,

where the pre-existing creditor stood by and suffered the

subsequent creditors to sweep away the reserved property,

by getting judgments and executions before him ; I take the

true rule to be, that the reserved property must be sufficient

in the ordinary course of human events. In the case of

Fetzer vs. Fetzer, 2 Atk. 511 , Lord Hardwicke asked the

counsel if there was any instance in that Court where a

conveyance from a husband to a wife, without any pecuniary

consideration moving from the wife (and I take a gift to a

child to depend on the same principle ) had been held good

against creditors.” It may be , that in equity there is no

such case ; but in the case of Cadogan vs.Kennet, in Cow

per's Reports , Lord Mansfield held, " that the circumstance
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of a man being indebtedat the time of his making a volun

tary conveyance, is only an argument of fraud .” “ The

question, in every case , is , whether the act done is bona fide,

or whether it is a trick and contrivance to defeat creditors."

In that case , Kennet, the defendant, was a creditor of Lord

Montforts at the time the settlement was made , and yet the

settlement was sustained .

It seems to me, therefore, that the following positions are

supported by principle, and clearly deducible from the au

thorities :

1. That a voluntary gift to a child is not necessarily void,

as to existing creditors , but will be supported if there bé

abundant proof that the donor reserved an ample sufficiency

to pay all his debts, and that the gift was madebona fide, and

is free from all taint or suspicion of fraud .

2. That whether a sufficiency had beenreserved, will be

decided by the result , on the winding up of the donor's affairs,

except in those cases where it is clearly proved that the

insufficiency has resulted from extraordinary circumstances

which havedestroyed or impaired its value, or prevented it

from being applied to the payment of the debts, as in the

case before stated .

3. That a voluntary gift will always be supported against

a subsequent creditor with notice.

4. That it will be supported against a subsequent creditor

without notice, if it be bona fide and free from all trick and

contrivance to defeat creditors .

5. That the possession of the donor, if the donee be his

child, and reside with him, is not a badge of fraud, but is

consistent with the gift, and may be considered the posses

sion ofthe donee .

If these positions be correct, and I entertain no doubt in

relation to them , then the charge of the Circuit Judge on

the law, was wrong, and a new trial is awarded .
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We transfer from the Foreign Quarterly Review to our pages, a well

written article on Meyer's work on the spirit, origin , andprogress of the Ju

dicial Institutions of the principal countries of Europe. It is taken from the

number for January, 1829, and contains many just sentiments on codifica

tion , the qualifications and duties of legislators, and the constitution and

proceedings of judicialtribunals. It was written with a view to the state of

things in England ; and ille reader will , therefore, find some views

which we would not consider perfectly orthodox on this side of the Atlan

tic : yet, on the whole it contains so much matter that is applicable to our

own country, that we have laid it before our readers ; few ofwhom have

an opportunity of consulting the original or the English review of it.

Esprit, Origine et Progrèsdes Institutions Judiciaires des principaux pays

de l'Europe. Par J. D. Meyer, Chevalier de l'Ordre royal du LionBel

gique, &c. &c. &c. 5 tom. 8vo. Paris et Amsterdam . 1823.

It is difficult for a literary journal to keep any thinglike

even measure with the progress of contemporary publica

tion, unless by renouncing the ambitious character of origi

nal authorship, and condescending to revert to the humbler

office from which we derive our institution. Without, how

ever venturing to estimate the loss which would accrue to

the world of science, from being all at once deprived of the

lights so long afforded it by our brother -critics, we may at

least be permitted to question whether a Review devoted

to Foreign Literature, may not answer the purposes of

utility better in adhering strictly to its professed object,

than in aspiring to teach or to legislate; and if on any sub

ject it is desirable for our readers to be informed of what is

thought, and spoken , and written , at Paris, Berlin , or

Vienna, rather than what we ( reviewers ) cogitate, or might

feel inclined to utter as the result of our own meditations ,

it is on the great topics of national improvement and politi

cal science that they are assuredly most interested in de

manding to be so instructed.

Under this impression , we lately noticed the work of M.

Rey, as the estimate formed byan intelligent foreigner,

( certainly not bigotted in favor ofany existing institutions,)

of the comparative merits of France and England in respect

of their judicial establishments ; and we shall now pursue

the same course in the account which we propose to give
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of
of a work , more extensive in subject, higher in point

celebrity , and anterior in date, to that of the “ ancien ma

gistrat de Grenoble,” and one which we believe may be

justly regarded as a text authority in the science of legis

lation .

Before we proceed to a survey of its contents , it may be

necessary for the information of some of our readers, just to

advert to the controversy, which has long subsisted among

foreign jurists, between the partisans of what is called )

“ Codification and their adversaries ;-a controversy into

which we feel no disposition to enter, except only to re

mark that we consider ourselves, as Englishmen, no further

concerned in it than as it may be question with some, whe

ther thegreat work of reform in our own laws, now admitted

on all hands to be conducted on a systematic plan , or to be

still left ( as has hitherto been the case ) to the gradual ope

ration of accident and necessity . It has long been a favor

ite maxim of our statemen and lawyers, " to leave,” as

they say, “ well alone,” — to seek for no remedy till some

partial evil has grown to such a height as absolutely to force

itself on the notice of the physician , and even then to admit

it only to the extent of the actual exigency. A more provi

dent and philosophical spirit has begun to makeitself mani

fest ; and if in contributing our humble efforts to its encou

ragement, we resort to the works of foreign jurists as the

vehicles of instruction , we shall pursue this course with the

less reluctance , as the writers to whom we refer are , one

and all , proud to acknowledge their obligations to an Eng

lish prototype, to whom they bow with the reverence due

to the founderof a new science, which is justly regarded as

such in every country except that in which it originated.

Here indeed we have still a few among our lakes and moun

tains , and some perhaps even in our courts of law, who

affect to ridicule every thing thatappears to militate against

their interests or prejudices, and who think by a pun or a

nickname to check the rapid progress of improvement in

legislative science - ignorant of the revolution, which the

lapse of a few years has made in the wants as well as the

habits of society—that our insular position , though it saved

us from the horrors of military invasion , has proved no bul

wark against the introduction of new mannersand new opin

ions, and that England is now no more the England ofhalf a

century since , than France is the France of Louis the Fif
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teenth and his mistresses. Whether for better or worse , a

great and systematic change has begun andis still in pro

gress . Our venerable friends, the Roger Dodsworths ofthe

day, * may arrest it just as much as a fly can stop the course

of a chariot wheel. Work, it must and will, in spite of

them, to its completion ; and a far wiser plan of conduct

would be to watch, and now and then try to direct its move

ments, than to sit by and whine about the “ bon vieil temps ,

which has passed by for ever.

M. Meyer having been often referred to, both by “ codi

ficators” and their opponents, as an authority in support of

their rival doctrines, we think it will not be inexpedient if

we have recourse to his own exposition of his principles,

and of the design of his work , that our readers may be en

abled to judge which party has most right to claim him as a

champion on its side of the controversy. After observing,

that of all the monuments of historical knowledge, the most

important and interesting are those which are presented to

us in the laws and judicial institutions of nations that these

constitute the purest source of the philosophy of history ,

but that the science of legislation is itself scarcely more an

cient than that philosophy, and its application of even still

more recent adoption—that from the time of the Emperor

Adrian and his ac perpetual edict,” every thing known by

the name of Code was no more than a mere digest or com

pilation , admitting but, at most, a few partial modifications

from the hand ofthe legislator — and that several countries

of Europe are still without any systematic provision in res

pect of laws, while others have been subjected to various

experiments, resulting from the acknowledged incoherence

of existing usages, and attended with various success in the

operation of them , -he proceeds thus to state the ques

tion :

“ Is it more advantageous to possess systems of legislation,

codes of law introduced simultaneously, or is it better to

follow usage only ? This is a question which might appear

to admit of no doubt, and which is nevertheless a subject of

controversy between the most learned authors . The par

* “ Yes, sleeper of ages, thou shalt be their chosen ;

And deeply with thee will they sorrow , good men,

Tothink that all Europe has, since thou wert frozen

So alter'd, thou hardly wilt know it again .”

Odes upon Cash , Corn , Catholics, & .c.
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tisans of systematic legislation have abundance of argu

ments in support of theiropinion ; they rely on the contrast

which necessarily exists between the phenomena resulting

from acts of occasional legislation, and those produced by

usages, the origin of which is connected with a state of

manners quite different from those of the present time ; they

allege that the laws ought to harmonize with existing cir

cumstances, and that ancient customs cannot suit modern

times ; that a jurisprudence which has its basis in laws and

usages exclusivelyappertaining to past ages, cannot march

with the age, and that if it lags behind, weare exposed to

see barbarous decisions in the midst of liberal institutions,

and judgments tinctured with the innocence of other days,

and marked by prejudices to which the present state of socie

ty is superior. On the other hand, those who are opposed

to newsystems oflegislation,refer to the experience of ages

and the small success of the greatest portion of new laws ;

they assert that it is impossible to impose on a people laws

which are at variance with its manners ; that a nation rejects

such as are foreign to its actual mode of existence ; that sys

tematic laws are alwaysinsufficient, and cannot provide for

all
cases,

while
usages

founded on the habits of those who

practice them, provide for every kind which can occur ; that

the Roman laws, those of the ancient Germans, the customs

of the provinces of France and the Netherlands, the common

law ofEngland, the principles most generally admitted in

Germany, all derive their merit, and the duration of their

obligatory force, from the single reason that they are the

epitome of usages consigned to writing ; that custom purifies

itself by time, and that the dispositions of the Roman law,

especially those of the Digest, have been in all ages acknow

ledged as written reason, solely because they were not made

at once, but have been produced by the habits of an emi

nently wise people, and collected together in the works of

jurisconsultswho were fully sensible of the importance of

their task .

“ But is it necessary to admit this diversity of system in

theoretical and practical jurisprudence ? Perhaps the dis

tinction exists less in reality than in the different points of

view in which legislation is considered . If, on the other

hand, it is true, that ancient usages cannot, without serious

inconvenience, become the sole and exclusive basis of law ,

that the disparities resulting from it would be such as to
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shock the understanding, and that laws ought to vary with

the spirit of the times ; if , on the other hand new systems

of legislation have not fully answered the expectations of

those who wished to have them adoped ; if those nations on

which they have been attempted to be imposed have reject

ed them , or have only waited the first favourable moment to

return to their ancient usages , we think it would be easy to

reconcile these different opinions , or rather to demonstrate

that they are not so opposite as they appear .” -- Introduc

tion, p . vii-xi .

The steps by which he attempts the task of reconcilement,

are such as , in our judgment , to afford the advocates of nei

ther the one nor the other opinion the triumph of a victory,

while they are such also as to render the dispute worse

than trifling, inasmuch as it tends to divert the attention of

the combatants from the great principle of practical utility ,

which ought alone to guide and regulate their efforts. The

ground taken by those who oppose systematic legislation ,

(M. Meyer means of course its rational opponents — there

are others with whom it would be vain to argue , ) is , that

the necessary amendments of law are sufficiently indicated

by the changes of time and of the corresponding habits of

society , which prepare the way for, and force them into

adoption. Let us pay all respect , says our author, to cus

toms and usages -- let us be tender even to prejudices, the

result of long-cherished habit ; but let us at the same time

allow that the alteration of laws, even though left to be in

dicated by the progress of society , is not less the province

of the legislator, whose duty it is to sanction the innovations

- of custom , by guarding against confusion, and to ensure

order and regularity in the progress of abolition as well as

of new enactment. This , he adds, is no other than the course

pursued under Justinian in his Institutes , and in the compi

lations of the Code and Digest--the very examples on which

the detractors of systemsplace their reliance ; whilst they,

in like manner, forget the intimate connection which exists

between the separate branches of legislation , and that it is

in vain to attempt the substantial reform of any without a

perfect understanding of its dependencies upon the whole

body of which it forms a part .

Every country possesses something of a system of legis

lation - even those in which laws and customs are least in

unison , having been introduced in succession, and without
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reference to any fixed principles . However different in

their origin , they are bound together by habit, andmade to

amalgamate ; and it is as much theduty of the legislature to

watch over every partial alteration of such a system , as

over those more general changes of the entire fabric which

great political events sometimes bring about, and of which

our own times have furnished uswith so many examples.

Whether the object in contemplation be of great or small

dimensions, utility is still the pole-star which ought to guide

us ; but the mischief is, thatmen are apt to overlook the

importance of particular laws, which are often passed hasti

ly and without combination or foresight; presenting points

of contradiction to others which are still retained , or over

turning in their execution the applicationofgeneral princi

ples till then regularly followed , and on which it is probable

that the makers of the law never once reflected .

" Wherever, therefore, the detractors of theoretical legis

lation declaim against the abuse of systems which offer just

and beautiful combinations in theory, but want the sanction

of experience, they have but too much reason for their in

culcations, when the projected systems are taken at random ;

but if it would be unpardonable to lose sight of the manners,

usages, and peculiar circumstances of a nation, merely for

the sake of supporting a consistent and well-combined theo

ry , still less is it prudent to regard each object separately,

without looking to the harmony which should subsist be

tween the parts of one whole, without endeavoring to pre

vent the rubs which the introduction of any novelty what

ever must always occasion , without avoiding the subtilties

into which we necessarily fall in seeking to apply laws not

proceeding from the same principle, and making institutions

march in the same file with others of a wholly opposite ten

dency . Practice and habit finally reconcile things which

are most dissimilar in appearance , and time makes the want

of conformity, which might at first exist between such dispo

sitions, be forgotten ; but the just application of the theoreti

cal science of legislation may tend to preserve harmony

between the parts of the same system ; it may effect by

anticipation what experience can only give after a con

siderable lapse of time ; . it may prevent the inconve

niences which habit alone is slow in moving. The whole

question is reduced, therefore , to the knowledge of

liow much the legislator ought to allow to theory, and

YOL . I..NO . II .
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how much to the usages of the nation for which his laws

are destined .

“ He who would give laws to a people , which should in

process of time contribute to their prosperity, and prevent

ihe inconveniences to which new laws and institutions,

whether general or partial, must give rise, ought theretore

to be well acquainted with the laws, usages, and habits of

that people ; but he must not confine himself to their pre

sent dispositions only ; he must catch their spirit, and con

sequently inform himself thoroughly of their origin , the

circumstance which produced them , the modifications they

have undergone, the different stages of jurisprudence at

which they have arrived ; he should know the revolutions

which thenation itself has passed through in its government,

its customs, its relations during peace and war with its

neighbors ; he ought to look to the character of the sove

reign and his councillors ; to the state of internal peace

which the people have enjoyed, or the troubles whichhave

agitated them during such and such a reign ; to the state of

the finances, which may from their derangement excuse or

necessitate measures otherwise imprudent, or by their flour

ishing condition authorize such as would be otherwise

impracticable ; the nationalresources; the commerce ; in a

word, he ought to study deeply the history of the people ,

in order to understand completely the changes which may

have taken place in their legislation , with their causes as

well as their effects; and it isin this sense that Montesquieu

said ' qu'il faut éclairer les lois par l'histoire .'

" To be enabled to profit by the experience of ages ,

matter so delicate as that on which the happiness of man

kind in a great degree depends, we must not confine our

inquiries solely to the country for which a new systemof

laws is destined ; we must extend our observations to the

legislative systems of other nations, and especially of such

as in their situation , connections, wants and resources , pre

sent the greatest resemblance to that to which we have

devoted the results of our knowledge. It is by a sedulous

study of the progress of their laws, and an attentive exami

nation of them, that we succeed in collecting the results of

the experience of all these nations on the different points of

legislation.

“ The labor which we demand is immense ; the informa

tion required is almost boundless ; the research , probably,

in a
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beyond the powers of any individual ; but they are indispen

sable preliminaries to the undertaking of the most glorious

task to which a man can devote himself, a task which the

ancients reserved exclusively for their gods, or for those

who were favored with their immediate inspirations. What

recompense is not due to him who succeeds in establishing ,

by a good system oflaws, the happiness of a whole nation?

A happiness so much the more real, that it is connected with

every action , even the most trifling, every social relation ,

every tie which attaches man to all that is most dear to him !

But on the other hand , what a serious responsibility rests

on him who abandons the welfare of a whole nation to

chance, who runs the risk of poisoning the very well-spring

of all their rights , of all their actions, of alltheir habits! A

new system of laws is always an extremely dangerous ex

periment ; it requires to be thoroughly examined and well

combined, previously to placing the social body and indivi

dual citizens under its sway : there is no labour, no care

that can be considered too great, with reference to an object

of such importance : there is no prize too high for the de

sertsof him who ensures the great object of all society

the liberty, security, and tranquillity ofevery one of its mem

bers.” — Introduction , p . xvii - xxiii.

We have indulged in some length of quotation ; but the

high character of the work renders it an object of no small

importance that the opinions of its author on the general

subject of legislation -a subject of such vital and pressing

interest to ourselves — should be accurately known and well

considered . His great maxim seems to be , that in all plans

of reform , experience should be our guide , and utility our

object. He adopts in its full force the doctrine of Montes

quieu , who inculcates the intimate relation and mutual de

pendencies of law and history ; and if he does not suffer

himself tobe cited as an authority in support of the dreams

of theoretical and abstract perfection in the art oflegislation ,

still less is he liable to be called in aid of those who maintain

the inviolability of existing institutions , or the timid policy

of half-measures, in the great work of amendment.

From discussing the general principles of legislation , M.

Meyer goes on to estimate the relative importance of its

several branches ; and in this part of his introduction the

observations he makes areno less deserving the attention

of those who, though well -wishers to the cause of reform ,
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and zealous to promote its accomplishment, are alarmed by

the magnitude of the object, and uncertain where or how to

begin in so extensive a field of operation .

Nevertheless,” he observes, “ all parts of legislation ,

though forming a complete whole, are not equally interest

ing in their consequences, nor equally dependent on histori

cal association ." Generally speaking,” he continues,

" those laws to which the citizen is left free, whether he

will or will not subject himself, call for the least immediate

attention , such are the civil and commercial systems — those,

for instance , which regulate succession in case of intestacy ."

" Accordingly ,” he says, “ we have seen frequent examples

of nations adopting, in these respects, the entire institutions

of foreign countries, with which they have nothing else in

common ;" and he instances “ the reception ( universal with

the exception of England ) of the Roman law among all the

nations of Europe , the commercial laws of Rhodes, the cus

toms ofOleron,and the usagesof Catalonia , known by the

name of Consulatus Maris." From this general remark are

to be excepted those laws which affect the rights of persons

only.

Next to civil laws, in the ascending scale of interest and

importance, he places the penal—a position which he ac

knowledges may be taxed as paradoxical, but which he

undertakes to defend upon principles both of theory and

experience. Penal laws affect directly the interests ofbut

a small number ofindividuals, and those ( for the most part )

of least weight and influence of the State . Allmenare free

to keep out of their reach ; and, notwithstanding the vast

importance which has been assigned them in the writings of

some whose zeal ( let it be remembered that it is M. Meyer

whose sentiments we are recording ) “ does more honor to

theirphilanthropy than to their penetration” —notwithstand

the interests of humanity, the circumstances which often

make us lose sight of the criminal in contemplating the

unfortunate — notwithstanding the immediate influence of

the state of society upon punishments, and of punishments

upon morals - notwithstanding the undoubted right of every

individual to the protection of the State of which he is a

member - all which form abundance of motives for assigning

to thisbranch of legislation a rank superior to that before

treated of — yet experience teaches that neither is this

essentially connected with history ; " that its changes are
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quite independent of the variations which nations undergo

in their forms of government ; that it has advanced or retro

graded with the manners of the age, but has always been

a stranger to the great revolutions of empires.”

Of far more immediate importance to society at large than

the actual dispositions of either the civil or the penal code,

are the formsof Procedure necessary to the attainment of

justice . Here it is that one at least of the parties in every

litigation finds himself compelled by the act of his adversary,

to submit his rights to the restriction of certain arbitrary

rules, from which he cannot withdraw himself ; and that

without any fault or neglect of his own , and without any pri

vilege or exemption in respect of wealth, station , or probity.

Here every citizen of the State is alike interested in the

attainment of a system calculated to afford security against

the effects of unnecessary delay on the one hand , and of un

due precipitation on the other and here also we find expe

rience come in aid of theory , it being seldom that a nation

has undergone any considerable revolution in its political

existencewithout its consequences being perceptible in the

state of its laws of procedure ; while history may be ran

sacked in vain to produce any instance of a people which ,

without the loss of its own national independence, has

adopted those of a foreign country . And it is to this prin

ciple that our author ascribes the introduction of the canon

law , as a general rule of procedure among the several nations

of Europe which adopted the principleof the Roman civil

law, without its forms, but which all equally acknowledged

the authority of a clergy forming a separate power, and con

nected by one common interest , throughout Christendom .

But whatever may be the relative importance of the seve

ral branches of legislation already noticed, they all must

yield , in point of vital interests and intimate connection

with the whole frame of government, to the judicial estab

lishments of a nation— “ meaning, by its judicial establish

ments, those which the laws have instituted for the admin

istration of justice — the measures taken to enable every

citizen to exercise all his rights, and to exact all his dues.

The form of the tribunals — the extent of their jurisdiction.

their relations with constituted authorities as well as with

private individuals — such are the weighty considerations

whichfall within the province of this head of inquiry. It is

difficult to become thoroughly acquainted with these institu
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tions, unless we also examine the forms of procedure which

fall within their immediate influence ; and it is impossible

to acquire a knowledge of these without that of the other

branches of administration to which they are placed in con

stant relation . But they possess a still higher claim to our

veneration, when we reflect how closely they are incorpo

rated with the constitution and character of a people , inso

much that history records not a single example of any nation

which , without actual subjugation, has ever adopted the

entire judicial system of any other ; and in whatever cases

transplantation has been attempted, the exotic has either not

taken root , or has soon totally degenerated — a result of ex

perience , observes our author, which confirms the necessity.

of examining these institutions by the light of history

illustrating the failure attendant upon a contrary line of ex

periment by the recent example of the introduction into

Franceof the English trial by jury, and by the more ancient

one of the adoption of the French “ ministete public” by the

Dukes of Burgundy for the administration of their dominions

in the Low Countries, both which attempts resulted in the

formation of institutions wholly dissimilarto those on which

they were modelled .

Nevertheless," he continues, ( and here we must be par

doned another quotation , in consideration of the importance

a subject on which it is so desirable that there should be no mis

understanding , ) “ we are no believers in the impossibility of

making a nation participate in the benefits of an institution es

tablished among its neighbors; but the attempt requires great

caution and a perfect knowledge ofevery thing connected with

the novelty sought to be introduced . To naturalize it in a

foreign country, it is indispensable to be fully informed as

to its realspirit, and the relations existing between the hab

its and the government of the nation possessed of the insti

tution , as well as the laws which relate to it ; it is equally

indispensable to know exactly to what part of the system an

institution is attached for which another is desired to be

substituted , in order to modify the latter so as to retain its

essence , and at the same time preserve the threads of an

cient usages which continue to subsist, and unite them with

the new forms desired to be substituted for the previous

ones . It is only by taking these precautions that one can

hope for any success in a projected innovation . As a gar

of
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dener ought to know the nature of thetwig which he means

to engraft, as well as of the tree on which it is to be grafted ;

to distinguish and preserve the tubes by which the sap cir

culates from the stock to the graft ; and to carefully extir

pate every thing which couldobstruct or pervert this com

munication - a legislator who seeks to impart to one nation

the benefit of the institutions of another , ought to be tho

roughly acquainted with those he wishes to introduce, as

well as those for which they are to be substituted ; he ought

to know what habits are favourable to this introduction, and

what are opposed to it ; he ought to encourage the first, and

make the last be forgotten. The usages of a people are not

the fit subjects of regulation ; mannersyield no obedience to

written laws ; but nothing is more easy to him who really

deserves the name of legislator than to bring them quietly

and imperceptibly to the wished - for point ; to concede mildly

such articles as are not essential to the proposed measure ;

to sacrifice some of the accessaries ; to admit unimportant

modifications ; to carry the semblance of yielding to customs

in externals , without giving up a jot of strict principle, with

out ever losing sight of the essential object ; and in this

manner to succeed in procuring the adoption of, and in

naturalizing an institution which he could not have estab

lished without these precautions.

“ Of what use would experience be in matters of legisla

tion, if weare forced to abandon ourselves blindly to custom

in what relates to the most interesting part of the laws, if it

was previously admitted to be impossible to transmit from

one age or from one country to another institutions calcula

ted toimprove its condition . The task of a legislator is ex

tremely difficult, and ifnew laws are frequent, that frequen

cy is probably a sign of the want of vocation of those who

pretend to the title. The true legislator, anxious to give

really useful and permanent laws, desirous of doing good,

but aware of the difficulties opposed to him, whoappre

ciates the danger ofevery experiment, and is fully sensible

of the importance of his undertaking, is a rare character : he

is slow in determining, he does not take up this or that in

stitution by chance, 'he adopts no system beforehand, he

belongs to no party ; but he corrects system by experience,

and arranges the results of experience according to theory.

He will be very frequentlytempted to give up his task , but

never will he give up any thing to the circumstances of the
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moment, never will he precipitate his labours, never will he

dishonour them by base adulation ; whatever may be the

state of a nation , he will know that although its laws may be

defective, it is better to retain them for any length of time,

than to augmentconfusion , by substituting another system of

legislation equally unsuitable , or entangling it by partial al

terations.” — p. xli-xlv.

The
age in which we live , he proceeds to observe, is

peculiarly interesting in this point of view .
Ancient cus

toms are everywhere subverted or shaken ; their defects are

no longer attempted to be concealed ; and even in England,

the country of all others most distinguished by attachment

to habit , nobody any longer makes a mystery of entertaining

these sentiments. “ On crie tous les jours à la réforme, et

on tente plus d'une innovation . ”

It is needless to follow our author any further in his in

troductory essay, after having so fully made known by our

extracts the general scope ofhis reasoning ; and it would be

impossible , within the limits of a review, to present an ana

lysis of the first and succeeding volumes, in which , after

tracing the origin and progress of those existing institutions ,

which he subsequently examines more in detail, and deriv

ing them from the ancient Germans — in opposition to some

very ingenious writers, who have preferred seeking their

source in the civil law of Rome ,ếhe goes on to examine

successively those of England , of France under the ancient

monarchy, of the Netherlands, of Germany, and of France

since the Revolution . It is impossible , we repeat, that any

analysis can give a correct or useful view of the contents of

such a work as this , which calls for, and demands, the undi

vided attention of all who are desirous of studying legisla

tion as a science, and forming their opinions with reference

to that subject, which is, of all others, most important to the

happiness and welfare of man in his civil capacity, on the

broad basis of philosophical experience , and contenting

ourselves with earnestly recommending the diligent peru

sal of it ( especially of the second, third and fourth volumes )

to such as are so minded, we shall occupy the space now

remaining to us with a brief abstract of the fifth and con

cluding volume, ( being the third part of the treatise , ) in

which the author professes to give the result of the prin

ciples to be deduced from the historical parts ; to examine

separately each of the institutions which strikes him in the
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light of greatest utility ; to attempt the development of its

advantages and disadvantages; to discern the causes which

have favoured or impeded its consequences, the daily habits

and usages of the people, or the parts of the administrative

organization to which they are attached, and by which con

sequently the introduction of any new measure ought to be

modified. This third division ," he adds, “ which contains

the application of the two former, partakes of the science of

legislation ; it is the part most essential, the true object of

our labours : the historical division, and that in which his

tory and jurisprudence are mingled, are only the proofs of

those facts of which the results are here developed.”

We now proceed to present our readers with a short sum

mary of those results , following the order in which the

author has marshalled them.

1. Of all moral sciences there is none of more exten

sive utility than that which teaches the relative duties

of the sovereign and his people . Legislation in its widest

sense, comprises all those relations. It regulates the limits

of authority and obedience ; prescribes the mode of adminis

tration , the functions of the magistrate, and the rights of

the subject ; the extent of the sacrifices necessary for the

maintenance of order and of public tranquillity , the nature

of the penalty required to enforce it . It ascertains the de

grees of relationship, and the duties arising out of themar

riage contract ; establishes the rights of property, and pro

vides the means of ensuring to society collectively , as well

as to individuals, the free exercise ofwhatever is permitted .

The excellence of any system of legislation depends on the

degree of accuracy with which it defines the objects within

its scope, and on its conformity with the habits and charac

ter of the people for whose use it is destined .

The task of the legislator is one of extreme difficulty,

owing to theabsence ofany thing like mathematical precision

in the principles of his science . Certain it is , that no sys

tem oflaws, however perfect in itself,is a fit subject for trans

plantation to a soil not prepared for its reception ; and in

every case which can arise , it is a question of the greatest

nicety and importance, whether to any, and if any to what,

extent, the institutions of one nation can be safely and bene

ficially made the rule of conduct for another . The great

danger is that of becoming disgusted with the failure of ex

periments, perhaps injudiciously attempted , and of too has

33VOL . I.-- YO . II .
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tily arriving at the conclusion, that to form a goodsystem

of legislation is an achievement beyond the scope of human

ability — a grievous error , and one which results only from

having set out with an improper estimate of the difficulties

to be surmounted.

“ The legislator is not the slave of circumstances ; he is

able , and it is one of his most important functions, to model

the form of the government and the habits of the nation after

the prototype of his own formation ; he may improve that

which is bad , supply actual deficiencies, retrench what is

superfluous, substitute a wise and well-understood *economy

for a necessary complicated redundancy of means; conceal

what ought not be publicly exposed , and make public what

is unseasonably enveloped in mystery ; in short, bring every

thing up to the idea of perfection which the human mind

ought always to have before it. It is impossible to point

out beforehand the exact road which he, who is desirous by

a new system of laws to improve the situation of his fellow

citizens, ought to follow . When he finds himself called to

these august functions, at one of those moments of trouble

and agitation at which the most apparently solid foundations

of empires are shaken ; when principles which had never

been before doubted are brought into question, and estab

lished notions overturned : or even at one of those later

periods , when the dawn of tranquillity still leaves in vague

ness and uncertainty the new relations to which the preeed

ing revolution has given birth-he may boldly proclaim his

designs; he has less reason to be apprehensive of falling

short of, than of exceeding, the bounds desired ; and the

spirit of innovation is a powerful spring at his disposal . If,

on the other hand, legislation is attempted at a season of

peace and tranquillity ,the legislator can only introduce even

the most useful changes with slowness and prudence ; he

must carefully conceal his progress , and study appearances

to the utmost; he must beware of shocking existing inter

ests ; the inertia of tranquillity will be opposed to any bold

attempt ; he ought to be deeply impressed with the truth,

that'le bien est l'ennemidu mieux ;' he need have no fear

of being carriedbeyond his mark, but he may not be able

to reach it , and his task will be only so much the more diffi

cult . ” —pp. 11 , 12 .

II . The first and most arduous duty of the legislator is ac

curately to define, and carefully to observe , the disti
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between the several branches of sovereign authority. The

legislative , executive ( or administrative ), and judicial func

tions are each of separate origin , and perfectly distinct in

their nature and objects, to confound which is to inflict on

the community one of the greatest mischiefs it can sustain .

The right of modifying theapplication of law may, indeed,

be delegated by the legislator; but it is indispensible to the

due exercise of this important privilege, that the competent

authority be clearly designated, and its limits accurately

defined . One ofthe most obvious examples in illustration of

this axiom is to be found in the privilege of pardon - a

branch of the royal prerogative, sufficient, in the opinion of

Blackstone, of itself to constitute a principal advantage of

monarchy over every other form of government; since in

those , ( as, for instance , democracies , ) where no other au

thority is acknowledged than that ofthe magistrate by whom

the laws are administered , the power of pardoning must

either have no existence , or must centre in the person of

the judge, and produce the very confusion which is so much

deprecated.

Another matter, which we would ourselves suggest as

deserving of very serious consideration, and falling express

ly within the present division of our subject, is the power

assumed and frequently exercised by ourEnglish judges, of

framing and issuing general orders for the regulation of the

forms of proceeding in their respective courts; extending in

some instances so far as to involve questions of positive

right, and which can scarcely be abridged, altered, or va

ried , in any important particular, without a direct encroach

ment on the province of the legislature . At the same time,

the question, to what extent the principle of practical con

venience may be admitted , in such cases, to prevail over

theoretical consistency, is one certainly of extreme nicety,

and which we are far from presuming to decide ; but , at a

period in the history of legislation , when that division of the

legal system , which wemay beallowed to designate generi

cally, as “ the Code of Procedure," has been elevated by

theuniversal consent of jurists to a point of importance

which, in ruder ages , it was seldom, and very imperfectly,

understood as possessing, we feel that it is not enough, in

order to justify the retention by judges of a branch of duty

so widely different from , and inconsistent with , that which

is their immediate and acknowledged province, to appeal to
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the example of former times, and to say that , in regulating

the forms of procedure of the courts over which they preside,

they only follow in the steps oftheir predecessors, by exer

cising the privilege of modifying those rules which they

perhaps introduced and sanctioned.

We add no more than for the purpose of summing up this

important division of the subject , in the words of the author.

« If the legislator never concerns himselfwith regulations

of a particular or limited nature ; if the administrative au

thority never takes upon itself either to make general laws,

to modify those in existence, or to regulate the rights of in

dividuals ; if the judge never pronounces any judgment

except upon the case immediately before him ; if he yields

the obedience which he owes to the laws ; if heexamines the

extrinsic validity of the allegations submitted to him , with

out pretending to the specific value of acts of authority, and

without seeking to give effect to incompetent ordinances;

the government will never experience those inconveniences

which are the inseparable result of conflicting powers.”

vol . v . p . 58 .

III . In proceeding to enquire into the nature of law itself,

with reference to the principles tobe observed in its con

struction, the first which presents itself is the grand requi

site that every system of law should be plain and intelligible

to those whom it is intended to bind to the observance of it .

Here, however, our author draws a distinction , which

places him a little at variance with some of those most pro

foundly versed in the science of legislation , but which we

think quite consonant to the dictatesof practical good sense

and experience. It is not, he observes, necessary that the

law should be so minute inits details , or so obvious, in every

particular, to the most ordinary capacity, as that without any

previous knowledge or application, every individual may be

enabled at once to comprehend all its dispositions and in

tendments. That which is really requisite is that the law

should be intrinsically well adapted to the object in view

that it should comprise the general features of every case

without descending to specific enumeration ; and, above all,

that the legislator should himself be at the pains of under

standing the subject on which he is about to legislate . Law ,

it is rightly added, is not meant to supply the defects of gross

ignorance or culpable inattention . Precision and brevity

ascrupulous regard to the constant use of the same words
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in the sameacceptation - an equally scrupulous avoidance

of the use of pleonasm and synonymes, and of all vain repeti

tions , especially if accompanied with unmeaning variations

in the expression ; these are the observances which the citi

zen has a right to demand, and which, if sufficiently kept

in view, are such as to leave him without a pretex tfor

disobedience .

M. Meyer again differs from Bentham on the point of de

finition , which he regards as wholly beyond the scope of

legislation, except where the act prescribed, or prohibited is

one which depends on the mere will of the sovereign.

On this subject, he holds to the doctrine that “ omnis defi

nitio in jure civili periculosa est ; parum est enim ut sub

verti nequeat.” Thus, he says, what end would it answer

to preface a code of matrimonial institutions by declaring

that marriage is the contract between man and wife, or that

the intention of marriage is the procreation of children .

No definition of the legislature can alter the moral nature of

the institution . But put the case of homicide—unintentional

or premeditated — justifiable or merely excusable — these

are distinctions which the law itself creates, and which ev

ery body at once sees the necessity of accurately defining.

“ Law is not a treatise on jurisprudence ; its province is

only to dictate what the subject ought to do or to abstain

from doing ; it was never designed to analyse the science ,

or to render it comprehensibleto those who wish to study

.it ; it lays down rules of conduct accessible and applicable

to every individual; divisions , distinctions, and limitations,

are not within its jurisdiction , at least , not unless they are

prescribed by the legislature . In all cases when divisions

depend upon the law , it is indispensable that they should be

precisely indicated ; but when they are traced by the hand

of nature herself, when they arise from a pre-existing rela

tion , which the legislator can neither change nor modify,

the law has nothing to do with them .” *

* “It seems that the Emperor Justinian, when he inserted new dispo

sitions in the institutes, and gave them the force of law, set anexample

to future legislators of composing treatises of law endowed with obliga

tory qualities: yet the constitution which sanctioned these institutes,

gives ground to imagine that his intention was never to attribute to them

the character ofpositive law, but merely to compose an elementary trea

tise, destined for a basis of legal study, and clothed with the imperial

approbation, necessary to its being received in the schools, according to

the terms required by 1. Sect. 12 Cod. veteri jure enucleando. In proof

of which, the confirmation of the institutes isin fact addressed to the

Students of Law ."
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IV . The next principle established is that which our au

thor designates by the very intelligible compound phrase,

non -retro-activity-a principle which, however simple and

undeniable in point of justice , is not unfrequently attended

with considerable difliculty in the execution. In its appli

cation , for instance, to contracts , the question of pre-exis

tence must necessarily be often one of great nicety and

refinement. The date of the contract may be easily ascer

tained to be prior to that of the new enactment ; but it may

be attended with many posterior consequences, and it is

too much to say that the new law shall have no effect on

the consequences, however remote , of a prior contract .

Under thishead also falls the consideration of all dispensing

powers and privileges -- and that of the interpretation of

laws defective in point of precision or clearness ;—with re

ference to which last class of possible cases, as well as to

obviate a continual recurrence to the fountain head from

which the law has emanated, the French code declares that

the judge who shall refuse to decide on pretence that the

law is hurtful, obscure, or imperfect, is guilty ofa dereliction

of duty, which requires him to supply by reasoning and

analogy such omissions as he thinks himself to have disco

vered. This remarkable provision is not , indeed , intended.

to absolve the judge from the duty of pointing out to the

legislature the nature of the difficulty he has experienced ;

on the contrary , we find no principle more strongly enforced

than that of giving every facility to a free intercourse be- .

tween the judicial and legislative branches of government,

with regard ( among others) to this very object. "But, that

the sovereign authority may not be exposed to incessant

importunity on the subject of unfounded or frivolous objec

tions, it seems indispensable , ( in the words of our author ,)

6 in the first place not to admit any necessity of interpret

ing laws except where the highest tribunals, whose decisions

are unassailable by the ordinary methods, are at variance

as to the meaning of the expressions which the legislator

has made use of;" 2. “ that the opposition should be reite

rated ; every body of persons, like every individual, is

liable to error, and mayhaveconsidered the same thing in a

different point of view from that which led to the formation

of the opposite opinion ; a re-examination , deeper and more

considerate than the first, and made with special attention

to the arguments which formed the motives of the former
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decision , may often lead a judge to retract an erroneous

opinion, by giving him an insight into the true meaning of a

mistaken law ;" 3. " where a diversity of opinions has re

peatedly manifested itself only between thesame two indi

viduals , or bodies of persons, ( which may be the effect of

obstinacy or prejudice ,) it seems right that at least some

third party should be consulted, to the end that the sove

reign may not be compelled to have recourse to legislative

interpretation , embracing the avowal of a defect in redac

tion , solely because two judges, or two tribunals, of diffe

rent opinions, have dbstinately persisted in retaining them .

From all which it follows that , to createa necessity for an

authroitative interpretation, there must be a diversity of

opinion , repeatedly manifested, between several different

judges or tribunals, whose judgments are' unassailable by the

ordinary methods of impeachment." -- p. 88 .

In other words, the imputed defect should be of such a na

ture as tobe incapable of being set right on appeal to a su

perior tribunal; it should not be founded on a solitary in

stance of misapprehension , which might, in like manner, be

rectified or explained upon a more mature and deliberate

examination; nor should the legislative authority be resorted

to as an umpire to decide between two conflicting judg

ments, until recourse hasbeenhad to a third judgeor tri

bunal, and that aid proved ineffectual.

V. Not only must the law be general, and applicable on

ly to future cases; it must also be uniform in its operation ,

and extend over the whole territory subject to the same go

vernment. Local circumstances may point , indeed, to some

diversities in the general system , especially in a state which ,

like the Russian empire, embraces a vast assemblage of peo

ple of all climates and of every possible variety of charac

ter and origin. The theory of Montesquieu has been ad

duced in support of the principle of adaptation to these and

the like external features of dissimilarity ; but that theory

may be pushed far beyond the bounds of practical utility ;

and the general reception of the Roman law, which serves

as the foundation of every system in Europe, ( our own isl

and excepted, ) is a standing proof of the futility of the doc

trine so largely interpreted . M. Meyer appears to have

found the true distinction , when he observes that, in exact

ing uniformity, it is not meant to exclude circumstantial dif

ferences, all that is required being, that the general princi
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ples should be the same, that the diversities be such only as

are immediately and intimately connected with local circum

stances , and that the law itself clearly indicates them .

On the great question of substituting a new and uniform

system of legislation in the place of laws discordant or ab

surd in their origin , but rendered familiar, and perhaps ven

erable in the eyes of the people , by immemorial usage, we

have already seen what are the principles which ourauthor

professes. Recurring to them in this place , he freely ad

mits the dangers which the legislator may expect to encoun

ter in the attempt, but adds, that the evil to be apprehend

ed can be of no more than momentary continuance, and is,

in most instances , the consequence only of unwise precipi

tation , on the part of the innovator.

“ By acting with mildness and prudence , especially by

making the nation acquainted with the means taken to en

sure the excellence of the new institutions , by openly expo

sing them to the public , and by seizing the lucky moment,

a new system of law may be introduced without opposition .

We cannot hope to eradicate habits founded on long estab

lished usage , by rejecting all that is ancient and substituting

new laws in its place; but it is by exhibiting to the eyes of

the nation itself, the defects of existing institutions, by pro

posing improvements, by allowing and inviting every body

of persons and every individual to communicate their ideas,

by the most free and public discussion of them , and by adopt

ing no new system until it isacknowledged to be preferable

to the old , that we can render favourable to the proposed

arrangements, the minds of those who are susceptible of be

ing convinced. There are are always some individuals

and this is still more the case with corporations -- who with

out yielding to this conviction , either from a spirit of con

tradiction, of opposition , or of ill-humor, or from a want of

the activity necessary to examine that which is unknown to

them, are obstinate against every innovation; they can never

be brought to approve of any disposition whose recent date

in a manner commands their reprobation ; but a sovereign ,

anxious for the general weal, should wholly disregard their

opinions , and the law should treat them with the greatest

severity.” _ vol. v . p . 96-98.

" Lebien est l'ennemi du mieux " * - is a maxim which we

find repeated in this and other works on legislation; and to

* The good is an enemy to the best.
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no age or nation is it more immediately applicable than to

our own : yet it is but a culpable indifference, a selfish apa

thy, which induces us to neglect the means of improvement .

Besides, that which we pronounce good, because it is habit

ual, is often only endurable in a state of national repose and

inaction ; as soon as ever a change of external circumstan

ces occurs to derange the machine of government, the evils

of the system become apparent, when the want of opportu

nity renders the attempt to remove them impracticable .

Hence, public discontent , insurrection , and violent revolu

tion - miseries, from the actual agency, or imminent peril of

which we have escaped too recently to permit our advert

ing to them as the mere warnings of historical recollection .

May our statesmen look to them rather as the signs of a

tempest of which the ingredients are even yet lurking in

some, perhaps unsuspected region of the political atmos

phere !

It is very possible that an innovation may not be an im

provement — that experience may render serviceable the re

sults of even an erroneous theory — that we may have too

late to acknowledge the superiority of an old usage over one

which we have substituried in its place — that it may be wi

ser in short,

to bear the ills we have ,

Than fly to others that we know not of."

Such is the character of the reasoning usually opposed to

projects of amelioration by those who want either the cour

age to overcome obstacles, or the perspicuity to discern be

tween what it is meant to suppress, and what to substitute .

It is true , that we cannot always calculate the consequences

of a newregulation with infallible precision — that there is

no such thing as mathematical proof in affairs of legislation

--that we must rest satisfied with probability as opposed to

experience . But topush this reasoning to the extent of

condemning all endeavours at legislative improvement as

merely experimental and visionary , is as falseas it is mis

chievous, and calculated to misleadonly the most weak and

the most ignorant of mankind. The argument is undoubt

edly of weight sufficient to teach moderation , caution, and a

long and dispassionate calculation of probabilities, both fa

vourable and adverse to the measure in question. But to

reject it , however, deliberately approved of, merely on ac

count of the danger of disturbing some settled usage, is at

34VOL . I.NO. II .
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least as irrational as it would be to adopt it , without examina

tion, merely on account of its boldness and novelty .

If, however, this vague dread of innovation is the most

open and inveterate among the foes to reform , the spirit of

crude and imperfect legislation is hardly less inimical to so

lid improvement; and it requires the more to be watched

and guarded against,as it not unfrequently assumes the in- ,

sidious garb of friendship .

“ It requires,” says our author, “ an exact knowledge of

the whole system to which we wish to attach a particular

law, as well as of that from which it is borrowed , in order

to succeed in an undertaking so delicate , and which demands

so great a degree of caution .'

And he sums up his views on this part of the subject in

language so remarkable for good sense and moderation, and

so applicable to our own present circumstances, that we

should hold ourselves inexcusable in using any words but

his own as the interpreters of his sentiments.

“ Every change in the law is in itself an evil ; it is a

movement in what ought to be the most stable ; it is a shock

which shakes the foundations of the social edifice, and its

most solid compartments ; it is an event which renders

doubtful what had previously inspired the blindest confidence;

and however good the new law may be, whatever may in

the long run be its advantages,the first moments of its in

troduction are pregnant withserious inconveniences. Great

precaution , therefore, ought to be used before a new law

much more a new system of laws, embracing all the inte

rests most dear to us -- is adopted; not that the evils attend

ant on the state of transition ought to restrain a sovereign

who is sincerely anxious for the welfare of his subjects, and

possesses the courage necessary to overcome real and ima

ginary obstacles; but it forms an additional motive not to risk

too lightly the introduction of new regulations which have

not yet obtained the sanction of experience ; a bad law, or

an unsuccessful experiment makes a second change neces

sary , in order to substitute for it a disposition more conform

able to the proposed object.” - pp. 106 , 107 .

VI . It is not enough to have established the principle of

uniformity of law, without providing securities for the uni

formity of its application to individual cases ; and M. Meyer

remarks that there is only one country in Europe where it

has not been found necessary to adopt specific measures for
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the purpose: Here the authority of the precedent, the re

striction of the higher judicial offices toa small number of

persons concentrated in the metropolis, and able to consult

together on the occurrence of points of novelty and impor

tance , are peculiarities of the system , which, to render

available for the purpose of such security, requires all the

blind respect that we habitually entertain for the authority

of judicial decisions; added to which we are destitute of a

body of written laws, while we possess a bench of judges,

venerable in respect of learning and character , amply re

munerated, irremovable, few innumber, and brought into

constant communication with one another by the very na

ture of the institutions which they are called upon to admin

ister. Wherever any of these circumstances are wanting,

recourse must be had to other means of attaining the same

degree of security ; and to avoid confounding the judicial

with the legislative and ministerial functions, it is manifest

that in the first alone must be lodged the power of controling

andregulating its own operations.

VII. The publicity of all judicial proceedings constitutes

the first and most obvious, as well as the most indispensable

of securities, andthat not only for the impartiality and dili

gence of the judge, but for the honor and integrity, the

learning and assiduity , of the advocate , the attorney, and,

in short, of all whose duty it is to assist in the administra

tion of justice; and fully as this great principle has been re

cognized and established in the institutions of our own coun

try, yet instances are not wanting in which even we appear

to have forgotten it , so far at least as to render it expedient

that we should be reminded that its importance is not confin

ed to the period of the actual hearing, and adjudication of

causes, but extends in a greater or less degree, to the whole

course of preparatory proceedings. “Not only,” observes

our author, and we wish particularly todraw attention to

the words he here uses, « not onlyought the public to be

admitted to the chamber where the tribunal holds its sittings,

but in its presence ought all the operations to be performed

which tend to inform the judge of the true state of the cause ;

the preliminary operations, the examinations, the interroga

tories, the pleadings, finally, every thing which can enlight

en the tribunal, ought to be open to the public , and so con

trived that the public may know what is going on; and that

every individual who has taken the trouble to follow the
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steps of a trial may be enabled to form his own opinion of

it , and of the conduct of the judge who tried it." --p.131.

This is a subject which indeed , of all others, opens the

way to , and affords room for, abundance of most salutary re

flection ; but it is one also which does not admit of being

treated in a loose or cursorý manner ; and the best we can

now do is to remark it as one deserving the most serious and

elaborate consideration of the very learned persons compos

ing the commissioners, now sitting for the purposes of legal

reform - especially that which hasthe conduct of, and pro

ceedings inour common law actions for its immediate object.

VIII. “ We have already explained,” says our author in

the ensuing section , “ what wemean bypublicity of proce

dure — not the mere formality of opening the doors of a court

of justice — but the actual admission of the public to a direct

and immediate acquaintance with all that is laid before the

judge for his instruction as to the state of the cause . It

necessarily comprises a system of verbal pleading intelligi

ble to every understanding, a public reading ofevery written

instrument, a public hearing of parties andwitnesses, publi

city of the reports made, if any are necessary - publicity, in

short, of every thing that is destined to have any share in

forming the judge's conviction .” To this it follows, as an

immediate consequence, that the judge be required to state,

with equal publicity, the grounds upon which he forms his

judgment, to cite the express law upon which it is founded ,

whenever the law, beingwritten , is capable of being so dealt

with , and to refer to the precedents by which he is guided

whenever ( as in the caseof our own unwritten law ) he is

left to the exercise of his reason from the analogy of past

decisions. A consequence of thus requiring from thejudge

a full and clear exposition of the motives of every judgment,

may perhaps be the resignation of office by such as feel

themselves incompetent for so arduous a task - a benefit in

itself of no small advantage in countries where the judges

are numerous or ill-selected. On the other hand , it affords,

( when coupled with publicity ) the best possible security

against partiality or corruption, as well as against the en

croachments of separate and conflicting judicatures — advan

tages which must far outweigh, in every just estimation, the

casual mischief ( sometimes objected to it ) of furnishing a

litigious or discontented party with the grounds of attacking

thejudgment by which he loses .
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IX. Nevertheless, publicity, and the exposition of motives,

however important their efficacy, are not of themselves suf

ficient to keepjudges within the precise bounds of their duty .

In cases, for instance, where the law happens to be at vari

ance with rational habits or prejudices , publicity, so far from

a restraint, may operate as an encouragement or temptation

to the judge to disregard or transgress it. Hence that worst

of judicial evils , the want of uniformity in decision ; and

hence , also, the obvious expedient of a supreme tribunal-- a

single court of appeal, or cassation * -- so organized as to

guarantee the wisdom and impartiality of its final decisions .

The composition and organization of this high court are ob

jects, undoubtedly, of the very first importance. Its judges

should be persons entitled , in the most eminent degree, to

the public esteem and confidence ; to ensure which they

should be carefully selected from among the most eminent

practitioners at the bar, and perhaps not without having pre

viously passed through some of the minor judicial offices.

Whenever that which must sooner or later come to pass, a

revision of our own system of appellate jurisdiction shallbe

found incapable of being any longer postponed or averted,

we trust that no obstinacy of national pride or prejudice will

intervene to prevent our availing ourselves of the full benefit

which may be derived from foreign examples. At present

(and we believe we may appeal to no lessan authority than

that of Lord Redesdale in support of the assertion ) we are

miserably defective in point of security for the great princi

ple of uniformity of decision .

X. The main point being established—that is , the neces

sity of a supreme court charged with the duty of superin

tending, regulating, and maintaining the uniformity of law

* It will be readily understood that we employ these expressions dis

junctively ; a courtof appeal differing froma court ofcassation ,inasmuch

as the one undertakes to decide, and finallydispose of, the entire case,

both in law and in fact, upon which the inferior court has in the first

instance to pronouncejudgment ; while the office ofthe other is to revise

the previous decision, when complained of, in point of law only, and, if

dissatisfied with thegrounds of it, to remit the point to the court below

for its correction. The necessity of one single and central court of ap

peal from every court of inferior jurisdiction throughout the country, is a

point on which all writers on legislation so fully concur, that it maybe

thought a waste ofargument even to advert to it. Nothing approaching

tothe great requisite of uniformity of decision can be attained upon any

other system ; though, even with it , absoluteuniformity is still not to be

secured, so long as the law to be administered is the Lex non scripta.
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in its application , the next thing to be considered is , in what

manner its intervention ought to be introduced and regula

ted . The first observation which occurs on this head is ,

(according to our author ,) that it ought not to be rendered

too easy of access .

" The recours en cassation is, from its very nature , an

extraordinary means; it is a last remedy, which ought not

to be granted with too much facility ; it always presents a

more or less serious inculpation of the judge who has pro

nounced the sentence appealed from , either as violating the

forms which protect an innocent party, or as a false application

of the law , the execution of which it ought to restrain ; it

must not , therefore, be allowed but at thelast extremity,

and it ought to be refused so long as the laws of civil or

criminal procedure afford the ordinary means of rectification."

And again— " A regulating court has occcupations too

important and too various to be taken up with the complaints,

even though well founded, which any pleader might choose

to prefer with the sole view of revenging himself upon his

judge ; because , the law having granted him the means of

obtaining a revision of the sentence, there is no necessity

for such a proceeding. The court itself, alonein the state ,

elevated above all other tribunals, charged with the duty of

watching over and keeping them within the bounds of their

respective jurisdictions, oughtnot to be invoked except in

the event of a failure of the ordinary means of obtaining jus

tice ; it ought not to be prodigal of its intervention ; it ought

not to censure but with discernment, so as not to deaden the

effect of its decisions , either upon the minds of the judges

or upon public opinion; it ought to strike seldom ,but surely ,

and with an equal degree of severity towards all classes of

those who transgress the law ; to be sparing of its decrees

of cassation ; even to pass lightly over mere irregularities

and unimportant errors, which it may be enough barely to

glance at , so as to reserve the full force of its authority, to

be employed in counteraction of flagrant excesses in the

exercise of inferior jurisdictions.” — p . 183—185.

XI . After all , whatever securities the forms of a consti

tution may provide for the uniform administration of justice ,

nothing, short of absolute despotism could recognise the

principle of interference to the extent of compelling an ag

grieved party to seek the means prescribed for redress. It

is, no doubt , morally true , that a man is often his own worst
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adviser and enemy - yet it is not against himself that the

law is instituted to afford him protection ; and, if he prefers

acquiescence in injury to the expenses and delays of justice ,

it would be the extreme of injustice to deny him the right

of election . There are, however, cases in which the law

may usefully interfere even without the previous requisi

tion of the injured party ; as where there is reason to appre

hend that prejudice or oppression may operate as a preven

tive to the free course of justice.

“ Though a judgebemistaken, though he give an unjust,

oreven an absurd judgment, if the parties make no complaint,

it is a private misfortune, indifferent to the public at large ;

but if the life ofan individual is at stake, if the frequency of

a false application of the law, or of an omission offorms, or

if the preference for ancient usages which has led to such

frequency, threatens a revival of those usages ; if the abuse

or stretch of power of a tribunal is not denounced, because

the parties interested dread the resentment of the tribunal,

or because they approve its motives ; if the whole body of

society is consequently likely to suffer from the consequen

ces of thejudgment in question'; in such case he , who repre

sents the society, should vindicate its rights , and bring before

the supreme tribunal that which ignorance, fear, or conni

vance would have kept back from it.” - p. 196 .

XII . XIII . XIV. From the broad line of separation between

the judicial, and the legislative and administrative offices,

being properly recognized and established, it will by no

means follow that the first may not possess, over certain

subjects, and under certain circumstances, a species of vol

untary jurisdiction — as in cases of intestacy, the guardian

ship of infants, and persons of unsound mind, & c.&c.; and

as also in those ofcontracts between individuals, even when

competent, and, generally, of all legal acts and instruments ;

to the validity of which the intervention of some certain act

of judicial authentication is , by the law of most nations, de

clared to be indispensably requisite-a distinct order of

magistrates , under the denomination ofnotaries,being estab

lished in France and in other parts of the continent, for that

express purpose. How far the adoption of a similar system

might or might not be preferable to the statutory provisions

bywhich alone we have ourselves hitherto attempted the

prevention of fraud in matters of the above description, it is

not for us in this place even to express an opinion ; but it is
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a subject which we think can hardly fail to attract the serious

attention of the commissioners of inquiry into the law of Real

Property , upon whose minds the strange inconsistencies and

imperfections of our present system , arising less from any

designed act of the legislature than from the perverseness of

judicial interpretation, must necessarily force themselves

at almost every stage of their investigation. We cannot

only now stay to notice a problem of no little importance

to which the recognition of notarialestablishments has given

rise among foreign jurists --namely, whether the functions

of the notary ought to be limited to the mere ceremony of

attestation, or whether they should embrace the power of

refusing its sanction in cases of fraud or contravention-a

question upon which the legislatures of different states have

come to various conclusions, and as to which M. Meyer,

after much discussion , pronounces in favor of restriction in

the mere passive sense , with a saving only of the rights of

third parties, and with the great protection of publicity, by

means of registration,in all cases where these rights are in

anydanger ofbeing affected or compromised.

XV. It is after all , however, but improperly that we class

this division of subjects under the head of Judicial Institu

tions -- the term judicial, in strictness, applying only to the

distribution of justice among conflicting parties ; in which

sense alone it is to be taken when we speak of the exclusion

of voluntary or spontaneous action from the judicial office.

Even in this acceptation of the term some diversity of sys

tem has prevailed among different nations. By the law of

Prussia, for instance, the judge is obliged to inform himself,

in every case , of the positive truth or falsehood of the re

presentations made him , without regard to admissions;

while with us, he is restrained by the well-known principle

which will not permit him to travel, as we say , out of the

record, and thus places the inere abstract truth beyond the

scope of his inquiries. Over every thing that exists, inde

pendently of thewill of the parties, he has no control. He

is bound by their mutual admissions ; and , since it is another

fixed principle of our law that no decision can affect the

rights of strangers, the argument sometimes resorted to ,

from the risk of collusion between the parties, is void of

foundation . It is no weak argument in support of our Eng

lish practice, that the contrary doctrine involves an impos

sibility :
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“ Even if we wished to impose on the judge the obligation

of ascertaining the truth of facts, independently of the alle

gations of theparties, it would be utterly impossible for him

to do it . Where would be the end of judicial informations

if they were not limited by the consent of parties ? If the

judge is at liberty to doubt the truth of a fact, of which no

doubt is expressed before his tribunal ; if he is to suspect

collusion between persons who state facts, or opposing

claims, where could he find the basis of that certainty on

which his sentence must be grounded ?"*

“ One of two things must happen : either the exercise of

the judicial authority must be limited to an inquiry into the

only points in litigation between the parties ; or all rules

of certainty and moral conviction mustbe abandoned : cer

tain it is, that legislators who have attempted to estab

lish official inquiries, who have committed to judges the

examination of a pretended absolute truth , have only thrown .

back the point of the inquiry : they have all ended in

admitting as true , that which the parties interested have

acknowledged to be so. ” —p. 248 .

The argument, from the possible inattention or ignorance

of parties, is notmore conclusive than the preceding. How

is the judge to determine whether an admission has crept

in from negligence, or has been made designedly ? If one

man gains an advantage over another by greater caution or

watchfulness, it is one to which he is morally entitled , and

which he ought not to lose upon a mere speculative princi

ple of abstract right. The judge possesses not even the

means of ensuring the execution of his own orders, since

they may be dispensed with by the party entitled to take

advantage of them .

" In a word, it is by the free will of the party that a cause

is commenced, prosecuted, or suspended, it is that which

settles the points in discussion, which obliges the judge to

pronounce precisely on any subject, and which acts on the

sentence delivered ; the judge is only occupied with the

interests of the parties before him ; and the latter are better

acquainted with their own interests than any one else can

* In countries where the vinculum of marriage may be dissolved by a

judicialdecision, the facts argued by the parties are not received as the

truth of the case, but the Judge is requiredtocall for proofof allthefacts ,

which constitute the criminality of one of the parties, as grounds of relief

to the other. This is founded in public policy, and is the only exception

to this rule of which we are aware . - Ed.

VOL . I.-NO, II . 35
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be ; they only know what they have to do . If there are

considerations of public interest to be brought forward, it

would be to intrench on the judge's impartiality to make

him the instrument, and the public oughtto nominate a func

tionary, who may act as its organ.” - p. 254 .

XVI. XVII . From this last clause of exception we are led

immediately to the institution of that class of functionaries

which is known to foreign jurists under the designation of

" Ministère public " -- constituting in most countries a pecu

liar and separate branch of government; which whilst,

among ourselves, it is represented by an attorney and soli

citor-general, with a few other crown officers of eminent

station and dignity, who combine , for the most part, with

their publicfunctions, the exercise ofa private profession,

exhibits in France, on the other hand, the spectacle of a

vast crowd of individuals , of various degrees of rank , com

posing abody, wholly distinctin its organization, and per

vading the entire system of the judicial establishment. Of

an institution , comparatively recent in its origin among the

continental governments, and little known , or imperfectly

comprehended, by ourselves, it will not be amiss if we pre

sent our readers with a short sketch in the words of the

author before us .

“ From the moment that every citizen is absolutely inde

pendent as to the 'method of turning his rights and interests

to the best advantage , and that the judge is deprived of all

spontanëity, it is necessary that there should be a means of

submitting to a judge's decision all that concerns society in

general, without directly interesting an individual. If the

property which forms the patrimony of the state is concern

ed - if it is necessary to support public order, threatened or

injured by crimes more or less serious-- if society is deran

ged by disturbances of minor importance -- if it wishes to

lend a helping hand to those whose weaknes calls for special

protection - finally, if the public establishments which are

connected with the whole society are endangered — it is

equally the interest , the honor and the duty of the state not

to remain an indifferent spectator ; it may and ought to make

itself a party , and watch over the maintenance as well as

the application of the laws.”

To which he adds-- " Whenever therefore it happens that

the whole body of society has certain rights to vindicate, it

ought to have a representative before the judge, and this is
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the origin of a new magistracy recognised by the constitu

tions of several countries, and designated by the name of

Ministère public ." -- p. 258 .

The question as to the necessity of separating this class of

functionaries from all others connected with the administra

tion of justice , is nevertheless, one of great delicacy , and

not perhaps to be disposed of altogether by the mere con

sideration of the inconveniences attached to the combination

( as amongst ourselves ) of private practice as advocates with

the performance of the duties of office. Those inconvenien

ces are indeed frequent and palpable ; but the institution of

a distinct order ofmagistrates, directly dependent on and

amenable to the state, and acting, or at least having every

opportunity to act , as spies on the conduct of the bar and

the bench - an office for which , however invidious , the insu

larity of their position between both , together with the mere

ly occasional nature of their peculiar vocations , may be

expected pretty strongly to inclinethem — is a measure, the

policy or expediencyof which , admits of some hesitation,

anddoes not appear to us to have been weighed by M. Meyer

with the attention which it deserves . It does not tend to

diminish the apprehensions which we should be disposed to

entertain as to the consequences of the adoption of such a

system , that M. Meyer has actually devoted one of his chap

ters to the subject of the “ Dependency ” of this office, which,

he argues, ought to be absolute and unqualified inthe char

acterof subjection to one supreme magistrate. Uniformity

in the administration of law , is the principle upon which this

dangerous ( or, at best, doubtful ) subserviency is recom

mended or justified ; nor are we disposed to deny this great

advantage. But it must not be forgotten that France , which

is the country where the system is allowed to have attained

its greatest perfection, and where the members of the Min

istère public, scattered through its different tribunals , are

said to amountto an army of noless than 45,000 disciplined

soldiers, allunder the command of one general-in -chief, the

Garde des Sceaux, is that also where ( at present) the judi

cial office inspires the smallest degree of respect, and the

character of advocate is treated with the least portion of

public esteem and confidence. We question whether the

great sovereign, conqueror, and legislator, whose name will

remain through all ages incorporated with the institutions of

that nation , would not, if questioned as to which of them he
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had most pride in, on account of its high imperial policy ,

have referred to the “Ministère public” as the most suc

cessful effort of his creative , or, rather perhaps, his adoptive

and perfective genius .

We have examined little more than half the contents of

the volume ; but our space does not admit of our pursuing

the same course of minute analysis through the remainder.

We must content ourselves with merely adverting to some

of its principal topics .

Under the head of " Instruction préalable ,” after men

tioning with due praise our institution of a grand jury, and

comparing with it the “Mise en accusation” of the French

code of procedure, M. Meyer discusses at some length the

principle of proceding by interrogation of theparty accused

a mode which , as practised by our neighbors on the conti

nent, always forcibly strikes us as at variance with one of

our most established maxims ofcriminal law-"Nemo tene

tur accusare seipsum ” —but which , if keptwithin the bounds

here prescribed, would not only lead to no such violation of

justice , ( natural or conventional, )but tend most essentially

to the benefit of the accused, who is necessarily the weaker

party ; and entitled to every fair advantage with which the

law can support his feeble condition . Its only proper object,

he contends, is to inform the party of the nature of the

charge brought against him , and of the proofs in support of

it - and thusto guard him against surprise and intimidation ,

at the same timethat it serves to enlighten the judge's mind

as to the actual circumstances of the case , and the line of

defence which will probably be adopted . To this end, he

adds, that ( except in a very few cases) it ought to be con

ducted in public, with the utmost care not toinvite or force

confession, and with an understanding that it is not to be

pressed, or renewed at different intervals, except at the re

quest of the accused party . All argument in favor of inter

rogation, with a view to discovery by means of avowal,

inevitably tends to the justification of torture .

Fromthe acknowledged principle that imprisonment be

fore trial is merely provisional and preventive, it follows

that , wherever the purposes of prevention can be attained

without actual coercion, imprisonment should be avoided.

The admission to bailought consequently to be regarded as

the rule , rather than the exception ; and imprisonment

should be resorted to only where it must be supposed that
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the dread of conviction is superior to any other restraining

motive , or where the condition of the party is such as to

afford no means of security. Banishment for life, confisca

tion of property, and loss of reputation, united , will , in most

instances, be found motives more than equivalent to the fear

of standing a trial . It need hardly be added , that all severity

of imprisonment, beyond mere coercion , is wholly inadmis

sible as applied to persons who must be presumed innocent

till found guilty , or ( which is still more indispensable ) that

all possible freedom of external communication must be al

lowed them , consistent with the prevention of evasion .

The dispute as to whether a single judge, or a plurality

of judges is to be preferred in the administration of justice

-a disputewhichstill divides the jurists of the continent,

and on which Feuerbach decides in favor of plurality, against

the more prevailing opinion, which is that, long sincemain

tained by Bentham - is, we think, wisely left by M. Meyer

in a state of ambiguity, or rather as fit to be governed in

each particular instance, by the habits and circumstances of

the country where it arises. In other respects M. Meyer

seems to us to be somewhat too favourable to the actual

state of England, in the view which he takes of the great

question of judicial organization . The appointment of

judges should, he thinks, remain with the sovereign; and in

this we do not differ from him . That their independence

should be secured by making them irremoveable, except by

promotion , orby deprivation, the consequence of public tri

al and conviction , we also consider as a point not to be ques,

tioned . Whether or not they should be capable of promo

tion , and that too at the will of the sovereign , although a

question sometimes much argued , and affording great scope

for popular declamation, is one on which we have again no

great difficulty in concurring with our author when he com

bats , as we think very successfully, thearguments against

this honorable species of amovibility. But when he main

tains the principle of upholding the dignity of the judicial

office by restricting the number of tribunals and salarying

the judges at a rateinversely proportioned to their paucity,

we find it necessary to advert to another and far more fun

damental principle -- the accessibility of justice to every

class of subjects — an accessibility , to which cheapness and

proximity are indispensable requisites, and which is almost

irreconcileable with a system which acknowledges only one
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central focus for the diffusion of justice throughout an exten

sive and populous empire .

Chapters XXII . to XXV. inclusive, are devoted by M.

Meyer to the consideration of the subject of juries, under

the following distinct heads : Sous le rapport Judiciaire ,

Sous le rapport politique-- De la composition du Jury - Des

attributions du Jury .

In treating of the jury in its character of a judicial insti

tution , he successfully combats the notion of subjecting the

force of evidence to certain fixed rules , (after the mode of

Bentham's celebrated scale , ) which he justly considers as

inconsistent with the very nature of human testimony, and

as containingits refutation in the very maxim of one of its

most distinguished continental assertors, Professor Glöbig,

who says, “ Ipsa probationum æstimatio non spectat ad dis

ciplinam juris; a logices mutuata regulis , lucem præferens

jurisperito, decisiones suas non ad cæcum arbitrium sed ad

certam normam exacturo .” ,-“ Can logic then,” asks M.

Meyer, “ be subjected to the pleasure of the sovereign, or

should it be taught by the legislator ? Are its precepts capa

ble of receiving a legal sanction ? " -p. 366, note.

The necessity of the judge who has to decide upon a

question of fact himself seeing and confronting the witness

es , is urged with force and propriety . There can be no

appeal ( properly speaking ) from any such decision . The

same, or a different judge, may rehear the case as often as

the law allows -- but, even at the very last rehearing, it is

upon the facts themselves, and not upon the validity or in

validity of any preceding judgment, that he has to pronounce;

and this is a distinction which, however clear and obvious,

is seldom duly attended to .

As no man can be required to assign reasons for his con

viction as to a point of fact resting on evidence, it follows

that the security supposed to be derived from the judge be

ing required to state the grounds of his judgment ( see

before ch . viii. ) must in this class of cases be wanting. Its

place , however ,maybe amply supplied ( over and above the

great defence of publicity ) by a rigid adherence to estab

lished forms of procedure, and by the concurrence of a

number of equal and independent persons having participa

tion in the judicial authority . Again, from the frequent im

possibility of separating the law from the facts of a case,

has arisen , among ourselves , the useful invention of special
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verdicts, to an imperfect comprehension of the nature of

which is to be mainly ascribed the comparative inutility of

the jury system in France, and the little progress ithas

made in public opinion in that country. Hence also the ne

cessity of a presiding judge to explain to the jury the law

of every case, and the manner in which it may be brought

to bear upon the points in evidence . Toguard against en

croachment in this part of the system , upon the proper pro

vince of the jury, must be admitted to be among the most

arduous of legislative tasks. On the other hand, opinion

frequently and strongly marked on the part of juries against

any existing law or usage, ought to be well attended to, and

will often be found the safestground to proceed upon in the

work of revision and alteration .

Of juries, considered in a political light, it is well observ

ed, that the example of one honest jury -man protecting an

innocent person from condemnation is far more extensively

beneficial than that of a judge refusing to lend himself to

the passing an unjust sentence. There is always a possi

bility that the judge may , on some future occasion, suffer

himself to be corrupted - or that means may be found to re

move him, if inconveniently inflexible. But the seeds of

resistance sown by the jury -man will spring up and flourish

in future juries. The great political endof the institution

is , however, the admission which it affords to a direct par

ticipation in the administrative functions of government by

themass of the people-a benefit of incalculable importance.

The requisites which our author lays down for the com

position of a jury, are , first, that it should be formed exclu

sively of natives — a position which he considers as neces

sarily flowing from the political considerations last noticed ,

and not contradicted by the privilege we assign to foreign

ers of trial by a jury ,de medietate lingua , an usage founded

on false principles, and having its origin in times of barba

rism : 2dly , that it should be restricted by some certain

qualification in respect of property, as a security against ut

ter ignorance and incapacity : 3dly, that it be chosen purely

by lot : 4thly , that thenumber be neither too large nor too

small for the convenient discharge of its duties, having re

gard to the objects of the institution — a rule which he con

siders as sufficiently observed by our venerated Twelve :

5thly, that the decision be unanimous— a condition which

he considers as generally indispensable , notwithstanding the
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contrary system adopted in France, as well as by other na

tions, in their respective modification of the institution; but

which he purposes to limit, in criminal matters, so far as to

allow of acquittal by a simple majority, and of power in the

judge to summon a new jury after a certain period of irre

concileableness to a verdict of conviction : 6thly and lastly ,

the existence of a right of challenging, without assignment

of motives, in like manner limited, however, to a certain

number of instances .

In describing the functions which are properly attributa

ble to a jury, the great question as to theutility of the insti

tution in civil cases comes necessarily into discussion; and

M.Meyer agrees with ( we believe ) the majority of modern

jurists in excluding it from such cases, especially whenof

a merely private nature between individuals , unless for the

purpose of assessing the quantum of damages. He argues

still more strongly against the preliminary inquest in crim

inal cases , familiar to ourselves under the nameof thegrand

jury, and adopted by the French ( but with great differen

ces) under that of a Jury d'accusation ;" and it is difficult

not to feel the full force of the objections which present

themselves to the whole form and character of such an in

stitution . At present, however, we can do no more than

refer thus generally to the subject.

Our contracting limits in like manner preclude us from

any further notice of the contents of the few remaining

chapters than their titles afford ; and from these it will be

seen that they relate more to particular branches of the ju

dicial establishment than to general principles affecting the

whole machine-not that we mean to undervalue thehigh

importance of the several heads referred to by them ; each

ofwhich, on the contrary, deserves and demands a treatise

far more extensive than the pages we are able to devote to

the entire subject. They are the following : --Tribunaux

criminels et correctionnels - Tribunaux de commerce- Re

striction de la preuve testimoniale-- Serment Judiciaire .-

Contrôle - Admission restreinte du Jury au civil - Execution

des jugemens. Huissiers - Ordre des Avocats — and, lastly,

De la conciliation — which last, when considered in all its

bearings, is a point in itseltrequiring the very fullest inves

tigation, and which , with all our respect for M. Meyer, we

think he has not treated with sufficient attention in devoting

to it one of the shortest chapters in his volume, and deci
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ding against it ( as a branch of judicial administration ) upon

grounds, which, however plausible , we cannot but hold in

adequate to found the conclusions he builds on them .*

We have thus given a rapid and necessarily very imper

fect sketch of the contents of this important volume ; a

sketch which, hasty as it is, may, we fear, prove tedious to

the generality of our readers, but which , if it disposes any

to seek an acquaintance with the first principles of the

science of legislation, established (as it may now be con

sidered to be)among the jurists of thecontinent,and as yet

little comprehended among our own , will have fully answer

ed the end we proposed to ourselves in attempting it. To

recapitulate those first principles, so as to impress them

more strongly on the minds of those who may be so inclin

ed to receive them, it is, inthe first place , essentially requi

site that the several branches of government— the legisla

tive , judicial, and administrative - should be kept perfectly

distinct, and never allowed to encroach oh each other's re

spective provinces. The laws themselves must be general,

succinct, and clear - either imperative cr prohibitive - never

descending to particular cases -- accessible to all - having no

retro -active operation. They must be uniform , both in

form and in application,throughout the extent of the coun

try which is subject to them, or , in caseof anylocal excep

tions being admitted, they must be clearly defined , and

their limits accurately distinguished. In order to maintain

this uniformity, and to keep the courts of Justice within the

bounds of their duty, recourse must be had to publicityma

great and important feature, not less on account of its judi

cial than of its political incidents — to the public expositions

by the judge of the grounds on which his decision is found

ed, and tothe establishment of one central court of appeal

or cassation, in dernier resort, from every species of inferior

tribunal . In respect to the conduct of causes, the judge

must be merely passive - leaving the parties at perfect lib

erty on what toinsist and what to abandon - deciding only

on the facts, real or supposed, which are placed before him

-having nothing to dowith the mere abstract truth except

as it happens to be presented to him -- exercising no volun

* Bentham considers the institution of a tribunal of conciliation to be

recommendable only as an expedient for preventing the ruinous conse

quences of adefectivesystemof procedure. 4 Amend your procedure,”

he says ," and there will no longer be any need of such an expedient."

36VOL . I.NO. II,
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tary or independent jurisdiction and relinquishing to an

inferior class of magistracy ( the notariate ) the duty of au

thenticating facts or instruments in the absence of any ac

tual litigation. To defend the interests of society , taken

collectively, a distinct order of public functionaries is now,

universally on the continent, held to be necessary; hence the

establishment of the ministère public, which , it is farther

considered, must be kept in a state of dependance on one

supreme head, himself the immediate instrument of the

sovereign , and holding a station altogether separate and

apart in the distribution of government offices . Amovibili

ty at the will of the sovereign is the necessary incident to

all this class of functionaries, as inamovibility , except by

deprivation consequent on public trial before a competent

tribunal, is that of the higher order of judges. The admis

sibility of private prosecutions, which under certain qualifi

cations it seems fit to retain notwithstanding the existence

of this public ministry, should be accompanied with an ex

treme degree of caution and strictness as to the forms of pro

cedure , especially in all that concerns the preliminarymeas

ures, ( instruction préalable ,) the reasons for which are ob

vious, but must behere left to the reader with the reflection

that this is perhaps the most interesting subject of legis

lation , one upon which the greatest number of truths has

been said , and the greatest number of abuses practised."

The composition of the judicial body, important as it is ,

must be placed altogether in the hands of the sovereign,

who must be left absolutely free and unshackled in the ex

ercise of this the gravest branch ofthe prerogative. The

judge, once appointed, must be wholly independent; not so

the tribunal itself, which ought to be widein its extent of

jurisdiction , and secured against the influence of that esprit

de corps which mixes itself with all petty local establish

ments. No law can determine the comparative value of

different degrees of human testimony. Every person en

dowed with the gift of ordinaryunderstanding is capable of

estimating the proofs which are laid before him. Hence the

utility of juries, whose impartiality should be secured and

maintained by being placed under the direction of a judge

competent to the task of properly instructing them. The

institution of a jury recommends itself not only as a means

for securing impartial justice , but also as the surest method

of silencing all complaints against the administaation of it
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as a pledge for the safety of the subjects, and as a tie which

unites them to their native soil and to thc government un

der which they are placed .

66 The very nature of the best of governments — a consti

tutional monarchy - points to the jury as the completion of

a just division ofpower between the sovereign and his peo

ple. The people may and ought to have a share in every

branch of authority; thus the legislative power is partaken

by a national representation , the administrative by a muni

cipal administration , and the judicial by a jury.".... " And

this last institution thus becomes an essentialpart of such a

monarchy, is in fact almost incompatible with any other form

of government, and possesses a political tendency which

renders it the most intimate bond of union between the

state and its citizens. " *

From this view of the station and character of a jury, it

seems to follow that it must be composed wholly of citizens

of the state to which it belongs, and admits no participation

of aliens; that it must be chosen out of an order of society

so far elevated above the lowest as to prove a sufficient

safeguard against ignorance and incapacity; besides that

their daily occupations must be of a description not to suf

fer from the temporary interruption of their civic duties ,

which operatesas an exclusion of day-labourers and manu

facturers; and these are the only general grounds of exclu

sion which ought to be admitted . The right of challenge

flows from the same principle which prescribes the appoint

ment by lot, and not at the nomination of any individual or

class of society — the absolute necessity of inspiring confi

dence in the impartiality of decision . The number of which

the jury is to be composed must moreover befixed , so as to

render the charge upon every individual the least burthen

somethat may be found consistent with this first principle ;

and the requisite of unanimity of decision appears to attach

itself to the same foundation. We need not in this place

again recur to the question ( which demands a separate dis

cussion ) as to the utility of juries in civil cases, or as to that

of the jury of accusation ." Both are points of the high

* This institution is equally necessary ina republic, to protect the mi

nority against the oppressions of the majority, and to guard the rights of

the fewagainst thesectional tyranny ofthemany :--Ed.

t This maydo in Europe, but the necessity of this exclusion does not

exist here. It would extend only to cases of montal or moral incapa

rity.- El
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est importance, but neither can be considered so settled as

fit to be laid down, whetherin theaffimative or in the neg

ative , among the fixed principles of legislation .

The humane and salutary division of crimes into those of

a nature to attach infamyto the commission of them , and

those which merely subject to correctional discipline, may

be conveniently followed by a similar distinction between

the tribunals and modes of procedure . Not so, however,

with the courts and forms of proceeding instituted for the

adjudication of civil rights. În these, if any distinction

were admissible , it would be such as might accommodate it

self to all the various wants and habits of different ranks of

society . But to effect this purpose , if it were possible to be

effected, would be to produceconfusion and conflict of ju

risdiction the most deplorable . The uniformity of legisla

tion, so essential to the well-being of a community , must in

evitably be sacrificed; andthe very existence of a court of

appeal, before which may be brought, in dernier resort, ca

ses of each of the several descriptions for which different

primary tribunals are assigned, is enough of itself to de

monstrate the inutility of the division , and the impossibility

of reducing it to any regular and consistent system . From

these premises it is forciblyargued that , for the decision of

civil cases, there ought to be no such thing as a court of

special or limited jurisdiction.

On the other hand, to diminish the expense and frequen

cy of litigation , we should diminish as far as possible the

number of facts out of which litigation may spring. This

may be done in part by providing that no contractshall be

enforced without being reduced into writing , and that no

written instrument shall be questioned without a direct

charge of fraud or forgery; by allowing to every party the

privilege of examining his adversary upon oath as to the

truth of his allegations; by rejecting parol evidence when

offered to supply the want of a written document; by deny

ing to contracting parties the right of insisting on an inten

tion different from the express words of the instrument to

which they have affixed their signature; by refusing to re

ceive in evidence any deeds or papers without being authen

ticated by the act of some proper officer or notary.

The execution of judgments must be again committed to

another distinct class of officers --not to the judge , “for that

would be to invest him with a spontaneity incompatible with
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his functions ”-not even to the members of the ministère

public, who in so many cases are ,
and in almost every case

may be made themselves parties to the cause at issue . The

officers thus constituted are those who are known to the

French law under the general designation of huissiers.

We now pass to another, and a very different class of ju

dicial officers, ( for such in fact they are , no less than any of

the preceding, although too often considered rather in the

light of independent practitioners , owing, beyond the mere

outward forms of respect for the presiding magistrate , no

prescribed or peculiar duty or obligation to the court in

which they practise ,) the order of advocates. With these

the author concludes his summary, and we feel disposed to

attend him to the close of his labors as we started with him

almost at their outset; observing, however, that in his views

as to the political expediency, or utility of the institution

of a distinct order of advocates, he is again at variance with

the doctrines taught in the school of Bentham , who con

demns the separation of the office of Attorneyand Coun

sel , as calculated only to increase delay and expense, and

diminish wholesome responsibility .

“ To incorporate the law with the manners of the nation ,

to inspire and keep up a true public spirit, to establish the

intimate connexion which ought to subsist between the rights

and the duties of citizens , to extend the most useful conse

quences of publicity , it is of the greatest importance that

the profession of advocate should be exercised by honest,

upright, and intelligent persons , fully sensible of the eleva

ted nature of theirfunctions, and actuated by attachment to

the public welfare . The bar, whose studies and occupa

tions resemble those of the magistracy, out of whose ranks

the judicial order is to be supplied and furnished with sub

jects most worthy to fill the vacant places , ought to be en

tirely free and independent; the feeling of his own dignity

alone can inspire the advocate with the spirit of decency and

moderation which keeps him within the proper bounds of

distinction between liberty and licentiousness ; while the

judge is indebted to him in those marks of attention , for

which he is , in turn, to be repaid by the respect of the ad

vocate. In order that this sentiment may be rendered ef

fectual, it is necessary that the body of advocates, without

being in any degree of dependance, should form themselves

into an order, self-regulated and disciplined, having for its
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sole object the maintenance of professional delicacy, and a

strict adherence to the dictates of honor and plaindealing.

At the head of this order, and as its most distinguished

members, are naturally placed the magistrates of the minis

tère public, whose functions are only distinguished from

those of the other advocates in that they speak in the name

of the sovereign and the state . The organization of the

bar, the influence which the publicity of procedure exerci

ses over the citizens, the dependance of the advocate upon

public estimation , renders the order of advocates the most

powerful barrier against the abuses of government and all

sorts of vexation , and constitutes it the proper organ of

public opinion.

“ In another point of view , also , the institution of an or

der of advocates is eminently useful to society . It is in vain

that we would seek to invest the actual magistracy with the

office of conciliation . Possessing no knowledge of the facts

submitted to them , it is impossible that the intervention of

judges can hold out much hope of success ; their remon

strances are unheeded , and their intercession but an idle

formality ; even the judges themselves , at the commence

ment of legal proceedings cannot venture to recommend

conciliatory measures, when as yet they know nothing of a

cause ; and they hazard the loss of impartiality, if unsuc

cessful in their earnest endeavors ; while, if delayed until

the close of the proceedings, the attempt becomes useless,

and the judge can with difficulty concealhis opinion , which ,

once known, puts an end to all hope of accommodation.

Advocates alone can prevent incipient litigation , stifle it

when on the point of breaking out , terminate affairs already

pending, calm and mollify men's minds, and restore the har

mony which has been interrupted by differences.

“ Such are the principal consequences which we think

we can deduce from experience, and from the facts which

we have examined in the preceding books : there is a mul

titude of details into which we either could not enter, or

considered ourselves dispensed from entering ; we do not

pretend to have exhausted a subject, which, from its very

nature, is inexhaustible ; we do not aspire to the honor, or

rather the vain glory of establishing a perfect system ; but

we shall regard ourselves fortunate if our labors are of any

utility to future legislators , to the science of legislation , and

to the happiness of individuals, whether the governors or

the governed.”
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Before we finally quit the subject of this important treatise ,

we wish to offer a few considerations which have occurred

to us at different stages of our progress , and which we could

not conveniently stop to notice in the course of the prece

ding analysis. It seems to be M. Meyer's leading principle ,

and one in which we cordially agree with him , that all plans

of legal reform should rest on the basis of the established

institutions of the country for which they are intended ; and

with reference especially to the great head of judicial or

ganization , he would have us infer that many questions of

legislation may be more suitably decided by a due applica

tion of that principle, than according to any measure of mere

abstract expediency . But when the point in debate is

whether or not any civilized nation ought to have a regular

and intelligible system of written law for its guidance

which is all we understand by the vile phrase ( for so we

must call it ) “ codification ,”-we must own that it appears

to us to be one to which no such principle is in the least de

gree applicable . Ofall the shadows about which men have

so often and so fiercely contended , this bugbear of “ codifi

cation ” is one of the most airy and unsubstantial ; and we

very much suspect that its self-styled enemies will one day

find themselves in the situation of thatcelebrated person who

was astonished on being told that he had been actually wri

ting prose all his life , without knowing it . Every statute

more especially every explaining, altering, amending, or

consolidating statute-is a partial attempt at " codification .”

Mr. Preston's sealed draft of a bill is , probably, ( for we

speak with deference of so profound a mystery ,) no less a

code than Mr. Humphreys'. The late Bankrupt Act-the

late body of Chancery Orders-Mr . Peel's Bills-- all are

specimens ofthe same description . The only real question

is , whether the great business of legislation shall be allowed

to proceed in the crude, hasty , and unconnected manner, in

which it has hitherto , for the most part , been conducted , or

whether a more systematic form and method—one more

consonant to the improved character of the age , and to the

advance which has been made in every other department of

science-shall at length be adopted ; and if one half of the

alterations in law and practice which , we think it probable,

will be recommended by the commission now sitting for

inquiry intothe state of the law of real property , are ever

seriously attempted to be carried into effect by the legisla
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ture, we venture to predict that a complete revision of the

system - in other words, " codification ” on a very extended

scale--will be resorted to , not as a matter of choice, but as

a measure of inevitable necessity .

COMMANDITE, OR PARTNERSHIPS OF LIMITED

RESPONSIBILITY .

-000

It will be seen that according to the decision in Hume vs. The Win

yaw and Wando Canal Company, published in this number, that corpo

rations are wholly unsuited to the prosecution of commercial business,

and it is most evident, that joint stock companies should never be char

tered by the Legislature, except for the purpose of effecting some work

of great public utility , which is too extensivefor the enterprise of a single

individual. Where private interest alone is concerned and joint efforts

are necessary to effect the object, those efforts should be directed under

a personal responsibility, which will afford security to all, who dealwith

them . The common law has regarded that security, attainable only by

having the liability of the partnership funds, and the personaland indivi

dual liability of all the partners. The extent of this rule, we think, has

been unfavorable to commerce, and has prevented much capital from

being vested in trade. There are many persons, who have surplus funds,

which they would be willing to put into trade, with a prudent partner,

but for the circumstance, that, however small their interest in a copart

nership may be, their whole private fortunes are liable to satisfy the

copartnership debts in case ofmisfortune. Amedium between the utter

irresponsibility claimed by corporators, and the unlimited liability of co

partners is certainly desirable, provided it can be obtained without intro

ducing fraud and ruinous speculations ; in case those who credit such a

concern can do it with security and with ordinary diligence, may be able

to ascertain the extent of the security they havefor the payment oftheir

demands. — This, it is believed, can be obtained by the establishment of

copartnerships oflimited responsibility, or what the French call “ comman-.

dite.” The plan has been adopted in other countries, and has been found

to succeed. It formsa part of the Napoleon code,which appears to us to

be a perfect modeloflegislation on this subject. Many of theAmerican

States have also adopted this species of copartnership. With the view of

calling the public attention to the matter, we publish the following sketch

of a proposed law on this subject. To those who are familiar with the

Frenchcommercial code, we need not say, that many of the provisions of

the subjoined bill aredrawn from it, altered only so as to correspond with

the judicial system ofour own country. This part of the task wasfound

no easy matter. The great difficulty oftransferring to our own code, the

valuable parts of the legal institutions ofothercountries, consists in ren

deringthem accordant with our own system of laws; andpreventing that

distortion of its symmetry which usually attends such efforts. Whether

our sketch has preserved what is valuable in the French commandite,

without breaking in , too far, upon the general copartnership of our State,
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whether it has been shaped so that it may form a part of our code without

marring its symmetry, is submitted to the consideration of our legislators.

In examining it, they must keep constantly in view the two objects to be

attained - protection to the contributing partner from general liability ';

and security to the creditorsof the concern, that they shall have satisfac

tion of their debts to the full extent of thefunds and the personal liabili

ties they have trusted , so far as human laws can afford such protection

and security in the ordinary course of their own administration. If the

proposed law secures these objects,itis desirable - if not, it is either use

less or worse . We believe, that under the revising hand of a wise and

prudentLegislature , it can be so moulded as to obtain both objects ; and

under this conviction we submit to our country ,

A Bill, authorising the establishment of Copartnerships of

limited responsibility .

SEC . 1. Be it enacted by the Honorable the Senate and

House of Representatives in GeneralAssembly met, and by

the authority of the same, That copartnerships of limited

responsibility may be formed in this State between one or

more partners jointly and severally responsible, and one or

more other partners who merely contribute funds. The

first shall becalled acting partners , and the last contributing

partners.

Sec. 2. The copartnership shall be conducted under a ti

tle which shall include the names of some of the aeting part

ners . The name of a merely contributing partner shall not

be used in the title of the copartnership ; but to it shall al

ways be subjoined the words “ and partners .

Sec. 3. Where there shall be several acting partners, it

shall be a general copartnership as to them , and a copartner

ship of limited responsibility as to the contributing partners.

Sec. 4. A contributing partner shall not be liable for los

ses any further than to the extent he shall have furnished ,

or engaged to furnish stock to the copartnership. But to enti

tle him to this privilege, the copartnership shall be constitut

ed in the following manner : The articles of copartnership

shall be in writing, shall be signed by each of the acting and

contributing partners, or by some other person thereunto by

him lawfullyauthorised in writing; shall be recorded in the

office of mesne conveyance of the district or districts where

the business of the copartnership is intended to be carried

Those articles shall state the title of the copartnership,

the names of all the partners, both acting and contributing,

and their usual place of residence, the amount each contri

buted or has engaged to contribute to its capital, the day of

its commencementand the time of its intended duration , the

37

on ,
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nature of the business intended to be transacted, and the

place or places where it is intended to be carried on, and

an abstract of the aboveparticulars shall be published in one

or more Gazette published at
before the day on

which the copartnership is to commence, and in case the

said articlesshall not be so drawn up in writing andsigned,

or shall not be so recorded , or the abstract thereof shall not

be so published, the copartnership shall be a general one,

and all thecontributing partners shall be jointlyand several

ly responsible with the acting partners.

Sec. 5. A copartnership oflimited responsibility may be

continued beyond the period limited for its expiration to

some other fixed period,by a declaration in writing to that

effect, signed , recorded, and published in the samemanner

as the original articles ; otherwise the continued copartner

ship shall be a general one , all the partners being jointly and

severally responsible.

Sec . 6. The acting partners shall keep regular books, and

in the day book shall be daily entered in the order of dates

all the transactions of the copartnership. It shall exhibit all

the sales, purchases, debt , credits, drafts, orders, acceptan

ces, endorsements, payments, and receipts of the copartner

ship . The books shall exhibit an annual statement of all

the funds drawn out of the copartnership stock, by each of

the partners, and a monthly statement of all the funds drawn

out by each acting partner for the support of himself and

family. On application to the Court of Common Pleas by

an acting partner for the benefit of the act for the more ef

fectual relief of insolvent debtors, the Court may require

the production of the said books ona question arisingwhere

the books are necessary to its investigation ; and on failure,

to produce the same when so required , or on production, if

it shall appear that the books have not been kept in the

manner aforesaid , he shall be deprived of the benefit of the

said act.

Sec . 7. Executions or judgments or decrees against the

copartnership, maybeenforced against the private estate ,

real and personal , of all the actingpartners who were serv

ed with process in the case without a non suit .

Sec . 8. Every conveyance, assignment, mortgage , judg

ment, or other lien , made or given of or on the effects of

the copartnership , shall be held to be fraudulent and void ,

where the same shall be made or given in contemplation of
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a failure of the copartnership , and with a view of giving a

preference in payment to one creditor over another credit

or of the copartnership. And all debts due by the copart

nership to a contributing partner of it, shall be postponed

in payment, to all other debts owing by it, in caseof its

failure .

Sec . 9. The effects, real and personal, of the copartner

ship, shall not be subject to execution or attachment for the

individual debts of the partners . But thestock of a part

ner shall bebound by execution as personal estate fromthe

time a certified copy of the execution shall be lodged by the

Sheriffor his deputy,with one of the acting partners at the

house where the business has been usually carried on , or

where no such partner can be there found , shall have been

posted up at the doorof the said house by the Sheriff or

his deputy. And such stock may be sold under such exe

cution, without levy, after due advertisement, or it may be

attached for the individual debt of an absent partner .

Sec . 10. The purchaser under execution or attachment

of the stock of a partner, shall become a partner in the co

partnership, entitled to all the privileges and subject to all

the responsibilities, thence arising, of the partner whose

stock he has purchased.

Sec. 11. In case a contributing partner shall also be an

acting partner, and his stock shall be sold under execution

or attachment, he shall still remain an acting partner, enti

tled to such profit as may be secured to him as such, by the

articles of copartnership, and the purchaser shall become a

merely contributingpartner .

Sực. 12. A merely contributing partner shall not transact

any business of the copartnership,not even under a power

ofattorney, and if he shall in anywaytransact such business ,

he shall become an acting partner, and be jointly and several

ly liable with the other acting partners .

1

1

1
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ATTACHMENT FOR CONTEMPT AGAINST SHERIFFS ,

A attachment is, a process issued from a court of record, to punish any

person concerned' in or attendant on the administration of justice for

mal-practice, misconduct, or neglect of duty ;and to compel a perform

ance of its orders, judgments, or decrees interlocutory or final.

The process of attachment may be divided into three classes: - Ist.

Civil ; 23. Criminal; and, a compound of the Civil and Criminal.

Ist. Where it issues to compel a party to pay an award, a decree ofa

Court of Equity ,or the security for the costs of acase, to pay the same,

it is a civil process. Its object is exclusively for the payment of money,

and is in lieu ofan execution.

20. Where it issues against asheriff for mal-practice, such as refusing

in the presence ofthe court to obey its orders, receiving a bribe, &c. it is

a criminal process.

3d. In cases ofneglectof duty of a sheriff, such as failing to collect, or

pay over money when collectedunder an execution, it is partly a crimi

nal, and partlya civil process. It is criminal in its form and effect, so far

asit is desirable to punish the sherifffor his neglect. It is a civil process,

so far as its effect isto redress the injury of the party who procures it to

be issued,by compelling the sheriff to place him in as good a situation

ashe wouldhave been in, had the sheriff done his duty.

The effect of an attachment (when issued) on theparty arrested under

it, is to bring him before the court to answer touching the supposed con

tempt. In the first class, it is necessary to exhibit interrogatories ; in the

second class, interrogatories must, and in the third classmaybe
exhibited .

Upon the party's answer to these interrogatories, depends his discharge or

commitment.

If theparty in the second class fails to purge the contempt, the court

will punish him by fine and imprisonment, at its discretion. In the third

class, thecourt requiresthe party attached,to put the party procuring it,

in as good a situation as he would have been in had he done his duty.

This is the general condition upon which the contempt may be purged,

and where the sheriffshows that by misfortune orinability he is unable to

put the party procuring the attachment in as good a situation as he would

have been in , had he done his duty, and he has returned the execution

according to the truth, he maybe discharged under the discretionary pow.

er of the court over all cases ofcontempt.

Under the insolvent debtor's act, the prisoner cannot be discharged

until he purges the contempt; but as soon as the sheriff has done that,by

returning the execution according to the truth, and filing his petition and

schedule, he will alone be confined and retained under the civil part of

the process of attachment; that is, until he pays the debt, interest and

costs : and hence it becomes strictly and properly an attachment for the

payment ofmoney, and stands in place of an execution against the body

of the sheriff, and in this point of view ,he is embraced in that act ; and if

he complies with its provisions in every particular, he is entitled to his

discharge under it .
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Ex-parte WILLIAM THUrmond, late Sheriffof Edgefield District.

O'NEAL J. In this case , the only question necessary to

be considered , at length , is whether a sheriff in confine

ment, under an attachment, for contempt, in not paying

over money by him collected on executions, can be dis

charged on any other terms, than the payment of the debts,

interests, and costs ? In the solution of this question , will

necessarily be considered the power of the Court to dis

charge, both under the discretionary power which it has

over all cases of contempt, and also under the insolvent debt

or's act .

An attachment may very well be defined to be a process,

issued from a Courtof Record, to punish any person con

cerned in , or attendant on the administration of justice, for

misconduct, mal-practice, or neglect of duty; and to compel

a performance of its orders , judgments, or decrees , interlo

cutory or final.
The sheriff, as an officer ofthe Court, char

ged by law with theexecution of all its process, is amenable

to thissummarymode of proceeding, for either mal-practice

or neglect of duty; for mal-praatice , in the view of the

Court, he might be forthwith attached ; but for neglect of

duty, the proceeding is , by rule to shew cause .

In England the Court rarely grants an attachment imme

diately , on his filing to shew cause, but more usually proceed

by rules against him , to compel theperformance of his duty,

and “ if he does not obey them , will increase the immense

ments till he does his duty .” It is , however, clear, that an

attachment may isssue, on his failing to make his return to

the rule - 2 Hardkins' Pleas of the Crown, chap. 22,

sec . 4. In this State , the practice appears to be pretty

uniform , that on his failing to make his return to the rule ,

or refusing to answer interrogatories, which the party suing

out the rule may exhibit at its return , then the rule is made

absolute , and the attachment issues , unless the sheriff will

perform the duty required—1 Con . Rep. (Mill.) 152 .

When the attachment is issued , what is the nature and

effect of it ? Is it a civil or criminal process ? In some

cases , I think it is a civil process , as where it issues to

compel a party to a suit to pay an award , a decree of a

Court of Equity, or a security for the costs of a case , to pay
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the same in these cases, its objeet is exclusively for the pay

ment of money , and it is in lieu of an execution-Cowp. Rep.

136 , 1 T.R. 265 ; 4 T.R. 316-809 ; 7 T. R. 156 ; 3 Eg.

Rep. 269.

In other cases , where it issues against a sheriff for mal

practice, such as refusing in the presence of the Court, to

carry its orders into effect, receiving a bribe, or oppressive

conduct in the discharge of his duties, it is certainly a

criminal process . In cases of neglect of duty , suchas fail

ing to collect, or pay over money when collected under

execution, it is partly a criminal, and partly a civil process.

It is both criminal in its form and in its effect, so far as it is

desirable to punish the sheriff for his neglect ; but so far as

its effect is , to redress the injury of the party whoprocures

it to be issued by compelling the sheriff to place him in as

good a situation as he would have been in , had the sheriff

done his duty, it is generally a civil process - State vs. De

liesline, 1 Con. Rep. ( Mill . ) 151 ; Daniel vs. Capert,

Sheriff, M'Cord , 238 .

The effect of an attachment , when issued on the party

arrested under it, is to bring him before theCourt to answer,

touching the supposed contempt. In the first class , attach

ments for the paymentof money, being in the nature of an

execution , it is not necessary to exhibitinterrogatories. In

the second class , attachments for that practice, interrogato

ries must, and in the third class , attachments for the neglect

of duty, may be exhibited . Upon the party's answer to these ,

depends his discharge or commitment. In the two last cases,

the party attached may be recognised to appearand answer

touching the contempt - 2 Haw . P. C. 6th edition , note

at the end of chapter 22nd , page 231 .

If the party in the second class , fails to purge the contempt ,

the Court would punish him , by fine and imprisonment, at

its discretion . In the third class, the rule formerly was to

impose a fine, out of which the party procuring the attach

ment might, on application to the King, be remunerated for

his loss. At present, it appears, that in all cases of this

class , the Court requires the party attached to put the party

procuring it in as good a situation as he would have been

had he done his duty - 1 Sell.Peace. 202 ; 2 Barn . & Ald .

192 ; 7 T. R. 239 ; Bacc. Shff. 81 .

In flagrant cases, calling for an example , the Court might

superadd fine and imprisoment. On the present occasion ,
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the party is in confinement, under the attachment, and no

interrogatories have been exhibited to him to be answered.

He stands, therefore, upon the footing of being committed,

after having failed to purge the contempt -- that is , he isto be

imprisoned until he puts the party procuring the attachment,

in as gooda situationas he would have been had he done his

duty . This is the general condition uponwhich the con

tempt maystill be purged. In the English Rep. no case ofa

sheriff attached for non-payment ofmoney, andmoving to be

discharged, on account of his inability to pay it canbefound .

In 1 B.& P. 336, the King vs. Davis, an attorney was

attached for not paying over money collected for his client ;

and the Court in that case held , that the attachment against

him was a civilprocess,and he was entitled to be discharged

under the Lord's act . The cases of attachment against the

sheriff, found in the Englishbooks, are where the sheriff has

either taken insufficient bail, or permitted the party to go at

large without bail; and in these cases the Court have uni

formly refused, where the plaintiff had sustained any delay

or loss, to set aside the attachment, on any otherterms thaí

thepayment of the whole debt and costs. This, however,

is the extent of the rule .

In the present case we are untrammelled by precedent,

and the Court concludes that where the sheriff shews that

by misfortune or inability, he is unable to put the party pro

curing the attachment, in as good a situation as he would

have been in had he done hisduty, and he has returned the

execution according to the truth , he might be discharged un

der the discretionary power of the Court, over all cases of

contempt. But if in this case the prisoner can be relieved

under the insolvent debtor's act, the Court prefer to take

that course . It furnishes a surer guide in meting out jus

tice between the prisoner and all his creditors, and fixes a

rule by which the discretion of the Court can always be

regulated. It is also a legislative povision for the unfortu

nate; secured by high sanctions and great guards against

fraud and perjury . Under the insolvent debtor's act , 2

Bred . Dig . Tit. 137 , Sec . 44 & 45, p . 148, the prisoner until

he purgesthe contempt, cannot be discharged; so soon how

ever, as he has done that, by returning the execution, and

filing his petition and schedule, he will alone be confined

andretained under the civil part of the process of attach

ment ; that is , until he pays the debt, interest and costs . As
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to this, is he not entitled to the benefit of the insolvent

debtor's act ? The words of both the preamble and enact

ing clause are sufficiently broad to embrace him . The pre

amble speaks of the inefficacy of former laws, for the re

lief of poor, distressed and insolvent prisoners for debt; and

to remedy this evil , it is enacted that “ if any person or

persons whatsoever, shall be hereafter sued , impleaded, or

arrested for any debt, duty , demand, cause or thing whatso

ever, ( except for such matters, cause and things , as are

hereinafter excepted,) and shall be minded to make surren

der of all his, her, or their effects, towards satisfaction of

the debts, wherewith he , she , or they stand charged , or in

which he, she , or they shall be indebted to any person or

persons whatsoever, it shall or may be lawful , & c.” The

only exceptions afterwards made in the act, Sec . 60 , is if

“ A person or persons, sued , impleaded , or arrested , for

damages recovered in any action for wilful maihen , or wil

ful and malicious trespass, or for damages recovered in any

action for voluntary and permissive waste , or for damages

done to the freehold .” These exceptions shew the sense

and intention of the Legislature to be , to relieve all other

prisoners confined for any debt, duty, demand, cause , or

thing whatsoever . This act , however, it must be consid

ered relates altogether to imprisonment, the object of which

is to compe! one party to render to another his debt, duty ,

demand, cause, or thing, in a civil proceeding . It has no

application to cases of a sentence imposing a punishment in

a criminal matter.

Is the process of attachment issued to compel the sheriff

to pay a debt , discharge a duty, or answer for a demand ? It

is unquestionable after the contempt is purged, that one or

all of these is its only object, and hence it becomes strictly

and properly , an attachment for the payment of money.

It then stands in place of an execution against the body of

the sheriff, and in this point of view, he is embraced in the

act. From these views I come to the conclusion, that when

the sheriff returns an execution according to the truth , and

offers to give up the whole of his estate , hehas purged the

contempt, he has done all he can do, beyond this, perpetual

imprisonment would be the consequence. If then he com

plied with the provisions of the insolvent debtor's act , in ev

ery particular, hewould ,under, it be entitled to his discharge.

In the case before the Court, we are not informed wheth
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er the prisoner has or has not returned the executions.

This he must do, and upon doing so, would be entitled to his

discharge under the insolvent debtor's act , had it not been,

that the parties sueing out the attachments, claim the right

to file a suggestion , charging the prisoner's schedule to be

fraudulent. This they havean unquestionable right to do

and although they may have failed on the Circuit Court to

make the application to be permitted to do so , yet this Court

in a case of the first impression, which they may have been

prevented from pursuing that course , by a belief that the

prisoner could not be legally discharged , will still permit it

to be done.

The prisoner has , however, already been in actual con

finement more than three months. In doing justice to the

parties sueing out that attachment, we must not do injustice

to him .'

Upon his returning truly the executions for his default,

upon which the attachments wereissued , and entering into

a recognizance before the clerk of Edgefield, himself in the

sum of $ 5000, and two good securities in the sum sf $ 25,000

each , to appear at the next Court of General Sessions of

the Peace and Common Pleas for Edgefield District , and an

swer all such interrogatories as shall then and there be pro

pounded to him by the parties suing out the attachments,

under the order of the Court; and not to depart from the

said Court but by leave thereof, he may be enlarged from

his confinement. The parties sueing out the attachments,

have leaveto file a suggestion charging the prisoners sched

ule to be fraudulent . The motion to reverse the decision

of the Circuit Judge is neither granted nor denied, but the

case is rendered to the Circuit for examination and trial.

WE CONCUR, C. J. Colcock , David Johnson .
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CHARLOTTE PRICE by her next friend, O.S. PRICE, vs.

John WHITE, BENJAMIN F. HUNT, WILLIAM BURGOYNE

and THOMAS W. PRICE.

All marriage settlements,antinuptial or post nuptial, must be recorded

in the Secretary of State's office within threemonths after their execution.

Any settlement of property by the husband on the wife after marriage,

is a post nuptial settlement, andsubject to the above rule.

Asettlement on the wife, ordered by the Court of Chancery, must be

executed by a formal deed and recorded within three months, or the pro

pertywill be subject to the claims of the husband's creditors.

A deed of separation arranging the property between thehusband and

wife, upon their separation, held a marriage settlement, and must be re

corded in pursuance of the statute. (Nott, justice, dissenting .)

Where the husband and wife lived apart, and the husband before ac

quiring possession of slaves coming to the wife, upon the death of her

brother, settled the slaves upon trustees for the sole use of the wife, and

they remained upwards of five years afterwards in the possession of the

trustee, with the knowledgeofthe husband and the creditor, it was held

that the possession was adverse to their claims, and the Court would not

let in the claim of the husband's creditor, though the deed was not re

corded. “ No one could be defrauded by this arrangement; for no credit

could have been given on the faith of this property ."

Thomas W. Price married Charlotte Smith without any

settlement. She was entitled toa legacy under her grand

father, James Skirving's will , and the executors refused to

pay the same, unless Price would make a settlement . Price

assented to do so, and by a deed, bearing date 5th March ,

1794, twenty - five negroes, the subject of the legacy, were

VOL . 1 .--NO . III. 1
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conveyed by Price in consideration of the marriage , to three

trustees, ( all since dead , ) in trust for Price and wife, du

ring their joint lives , and after the death of either, to the

survivor, and after the death of the survivor, to the children

of the marriage. This settlement was not recorded until

20 September in the same year .

Philip Smith, by his will, dated 17th January, 1796, gave

as follows, viz :-“ I give the sum of 1400 guineas to Gen,

Pinckney, Nathaniel Russel, and John Lloyd , to be by them

applied and laid out in the most advantageous manner, in

purchasing land for my daughter Charlotte, to her heirs,

lawfully begotten, to have and to hold the same , to them ,

the said trustees, and survivors and survivor of them , and

the heirs and assigns of each survivor, upon the special

trust and confidence, to and for the use , & c . following, that

is to say , I trust they will permit my daughter Charlotte,

and the heirs of her body, lawfully begotten , to have, after

the land shall be bought and purchased in manner aforesaid

for her, the free use , occupation, and enjoyment of the same

lands , and not subject to the debts of any body. Also, I

give to the said trustees, and the survivors, and so forth,

the following negro slaves, ( being 45 in number,) to have

and to hold,&c. upon the specialtrust , and for no other

that is to say : In trust that they , my said trustees, and the

survivor and survivors of them , and the heirs and as

signs of such survivor, shall permit and suffer my said

daughter Charlotte, and the heirs of her body , lawfully be

gotten, to have and enjoy the free use , benefits, labor, and

profits arising from the said negroes herein last mentioned

above , and of their future issue and increase, as herein

abovementioned : In trust to and for the same uses, intents

and purposes, andaccording to the true intent and meaning

thereof, and not otherwise ."

The testator also gave a great number of negroes to his

son , Philip Skirving Smith, and after his death , to his chil

dren , with a limitation over, in case of no children , “ to my

daughter Mary and Charlotte, equally to be divided , or in

case my said daughters shall be then dead , to andamongst

their children as shall be then living.” He then provides

for the case of a daughter dying in the life " time of

Philip Skirying Smith, leaving children : and proceeds

“ In case one of my daughters should be then dead, without
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issue, then that all and the whole of the said slaves herein

last above mentioned , with their issue and increase , shall

go to my surviving daughter, to whom upon the contingency,

uses and trusts, intents and purposes, herein before men

tioned , limited, expressed , and declared of, for and concern

ing this my last will and testament.”

In another part the testator gives to his two daughters,

all the rest of his negroes, by the following words : “ All the

rest, &c . of my negroes, I give and devise to be equally

divided, share andshare alike, to the above mentioned

trustees, and the survivor, &c . upon the special trust, and

confidence herein after mentioned , that is to say, in trust,

that they, the said trustees , and the survivors and survivor

of them , and the heirs and assigns of such survivor, shall

permit and suffer my said daughters, Mary and Charlotte,

and heirs of their bodies, lawfully begotten, to have and

enjoy the free use , benefits, and profits of the benefit and

work of the said negro slaves , and their issue as herein be

fore mentioned."

The testator devised his lands to the trustees first : to

raise the portions 1000 guineas and 1400 guineas, for his

daughters, remainder to his son for life, remainder to such

of his son's children as he might appoint : in default of ap

pointment, to all his son's children equally ; in default of

children , then to his son's heirs, or heir at law .

Of this will he appointed General Pinckney and the

other trustees executors, who all renounced ; and aminis

tration cum testamento annexo, was granted to Benjamin

Postell .

Price and wife filed their bill against Postell, as adminis

trator, on 14th September, 1796—the cause came on and

was adjourned until a further hearing. On the 20th Sep

tember the case was argued and the Court referred it to the

Master to prepare a settlement on Mrs. Price of such es

tate , and for such uses, intents and purposes as in the bill

mentioned . On the 4th October, Gibbes the Master, made

the following report: “ I Report,that agreeably to the or

der of the Court, the said T. W. Price has had a settlement

of the negroes of another of the plantations, mentioned in the

said bill, drawn agreeably to the terms therein proposed ,

which is approved of both by the defendants and com

plainants Solicitors . I therefore recommend , that trustees

(
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be named in those settlements , to support the trust , and that

the said Thomas W. Price do execute the same." On the

same day an order was entered in the following terms

The Court, after giving their reasons at length , ordered and

decreed, “ That William Price, Nathaniel Russel, Benja

min Postell , and John Blake, be named trustees in the said

two settlements, and further, thatthe legacy of 1400 guin

eas, left by the said testator, Philip Smith, to buy land for

his daughter, Mrs. Price , has been paid out of the proper

fund for that purpose . That the complainants are entitled

to a share of the present crop, in proportion to the number

of working negroes to which they are entitled under the

said testator's will ; that upon the said Thomas W. Price

executing the settlement reported by the Master as afore

said , he shallbe put in possession of such part of the estate as

is bequeathed tothe use of his wife, under her father's will .

The deeds mentioned in Mr. Gibbes ( the Master's ) re

port, were,

1st, Lease and release , bearing date 8th and 9th

September, 1796, and executed by Price and his wife, to

the trustees named by the Court . The release recites the

will of Philip Smith : the bequest of 1400 guineas to his

daughter Charlotte , under certain limitations,and that those

limitations were void and the legacy vested absolutely in

her. That an amicable suit had been institued by Thomas

W. Price and wife, against Benjamin Postell ; that both in

her bill and upon her examination in open court, she declar

ed she did not wish any settlement of the land to be bought

with the 1400 guineas . Yet Thomas W. Price, in the bill

did voluntarily offer to make a settlement , on the trust and

terms therein mentioned , and the Court did thereupon, with

the consent of Thomas W. Price, direet the settlement to

be made accordingly . That Benjamin Postell had paid to

Price the 1400 guineas, on condition he should settle the

plantation within mentioned , upon the following trust and

terms : Price and wife, in consideration of the premises,

and ten shillings conveyed to the trustees the Pon Pon

plantation . The limitations of this deed were : 1 , In trust

for Price and wiſe, during their joint lives . 2, Remainder

to the trustees to preserve contingent remainders . In case

of Charlotte's dying in the life time ofThomas W. Price, then

to Thomas W. Pace, in fee, discharged of all trusts . 4 , In
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case of the death of Thomas W. Price, in the life time of

his wife, then to Charlotte Price during her natural life.

5 , Remainder to trustees during the life time of Charlotte

Price to preserve contingent remainders, remainder after

the deathof Charlotte Price, to her children by Thomas W.

Price in fee. In default of such issue , to such personsas

T. W. Price may appoint. A power was reserved to the

trustees to resign their trust ; andfor Price to sell the pre

mises, on condition of his settling other estates or property,

with the approbation of the trustees, of value equal to 1400

guineas to the same trust .

2d . Deed for settlement of negroes, dated 9th November,

1796 , executed by Price and wife, to the sametrustees.

The same recital as in former deed, and that although Mrs.

Price , both in the bill and upon her examination in open

court, had declared that she was not willing to have any

settlement of the negroes bequeathed to her, yet the court

held Mr. Price to his offer. The limitations in this deed

were 1st, To T. W. Price and wife, during their joint

lives,not subjectto his or her debts._2dly, To T. W. Price,

for life, after the death of Charlotte Price, not subject to his

debts. 3dly, To Charlotte Price for life , after the death of

ThomasW. Price. 4thly, To the children of Charlotte Price ,

after the death of the survivor. 5thly, In case of failure of is

sue, to the survivors, with a powerreserved to Price to sell

on condition of settling other property of equal value. These

deeds were recorded on 7th July, 1797, being eight months

after the execution ofthem ...

The plantation in Stonowas afterwards sold by Price, of

which his wife renounced her dower ; and by deed, dated

26th June , 1805, reciting the provisions of the deed of lease

and release, and the subsequent state of the Pon Pon plan

tation, Price conveyed to William Price, Nathaniel Russel,

and John Blake, a plantation on Stono, to the same uses and

trusts , and subject to the same proviso .

A separation afterwards took place , and while they lived

separate, Philip Skirving Smith died, intestate , unmarried,

and without issue , and Mrs. Price became entitled to a

moiety of the negro slaves , limited over by Philip Smith's

will to his daughters; and became also entitled , under the

Act of Assembly, to all the intestate's estate , real and per

sonal , as his only sister of the whole blood.
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Administration of Philip Skirving Smith's estate was

granted to Col. Skirving ; and after his death to Price . The

friends of his wife interfered , and to avoid a Bill in Equity,

he came to terms with them ; and by deed, bearing date

31st December, 1812, between Price of the first part, and

Mrs. Price of the second part , and Thomas R. Smith of the

third part , it was agreed that they should live separate, and

that the estate fallen to her by her brother's death , should

be divided , that is to say : 'The Chyhau plantation , and

one third of the negroes, being 51 in number, should be

conveyed to her sole and separate use ; one third of the

negroes should beconveyed to Price during his life, and

after his death to his children , and the residue to Price ab

solutely.

The Ashepoo plantation, 1000 acres in Georgia, 500

acres in the Great Swamp, 200 acres called the Cross Roads,

and a plantation in Togadoo called Bedon's, were to be con

veyed to Price in fee simple. The Horse-shoe plantation

was to be conveyed to a trustee to the use of Price during

his life, and after his death , to such of his children as he

might appoint .

This deed was recorded the third of August, 1813..

On the 4th May, 1813, Price conveyed the Chyhau plan

tation and 51 negroes to a trustee , for the use of his wife,

agreeably to thedeed of separation - but this conveyance

was never recorded .

By another deed of the same date , the other lands inclu

ded in the deed of separation , were conveyed to Price .

It since appeared, that in one of these plantations, called

Bedon's , Mrs. Price had only a life estate, and that the fee

simple was in her children , under a deed of Philip S. Smith ,

in his life time .

Charlotte Price took possession of Chyhau and the ne

groes, conveyed to her use,and waspossessed of them about

five years, after which Price took possession again , and paid

her an annuity of $2000 instead .

In October, 1824, Price was admitted to the benefit of

the insolvent debtor's act , and assigned all his right, title ,

and claim to the foregoing real and personal estate . The

defendants, John White, Benjamin F. Hunt, and William

Burgoyne,were appointed assignees. John White being a

principal creditor, offered to sell under his execution , and
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the bill was . filed to restrain him and the defendants from

sellingany part of the lands or negroes included in the fore

going deeds. The bill charged that White had notice of

the deeds; that he had sold a great number of negroes for

Price, and prayed an investigation of his accounts .

The complainant, Mrs. Price, claimed the Stono planta

tion under her father's will , and also under a deed of the

Pon Pon plantation , from Price to Postell, prior to the de

cree of the Court, in October, 1796 , and never recorded ;

and insisted on having the settlements of 1796 reformed ;

and prayed the separation might be enforced and executed

in all its parts.

An injunction was granted, and William Cattell was ap

pointed receiver, and directed to pay Mrs. Price, during the

suits , $ 2000 a year.

The answer of White stated , that he was the factor of

Philip S. Smith , and continued to do the business of Price

afterhe administered on the estate . That he had had no

connexion or concern in business with Price, before that

time, for many years.

That heknew Price was separated from his wife, and

was told by him that he had relinquished the Chyhau plan

tation and negroes to her. But he knew nothing of the

particulars . That from the year 1817 , the crops of Chyhau

were sent to him for sale , and after that time he regularly

paid Mrs. Price $ 2000 a year by her husband's directions.

That he had no notice whateverof the deed of separation ,

and so far from Price informing him of it, he actually gave

him a bill of sale , by way ofmortgage of100 negroes, part of

which were the same which were settled on Mrs. Price and

her children , by the deed of separation . That Price assured

him the property was all his own, and under this impression

by persuasion and plausible representations, drew him in to

make large advances, and in his absence prevailed on his

partner to accommodate him , far beyond what he had ever

intended . Much money was advanced to him to pay off

Philip Smith's debts , and much to build a house on Bedon's

or Togadoo. That on 15th May, 1819, Price confessed

judgment to him, on a bond, in the penalty of $ 60,000 ,

which bond and judgment were taken to secure advances

then made, as well as further advances , and endorsements
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of Price's notes to come , as well as those on which he was

then liable . That there was due to him at the time of his

answer $ 43,107 88. That in August, 1823, 'he insisted

that Price should provide another indorser on his 'notes in

bank, and then for the first time was made acquainted , by

Price , with the deeds and settlements mentioned in the

bill - all except the deed under which Mrs. Price claims

the Pon Pon plantation, prior to the decree of October,

1796 , which he never heard of until the bill was filed . De

fendant insisted , that none of the deeds or settlements were

valid , as they were not recorded as the law directs mar

riage settements to be recorded : and that he was entitled

to the benefit of the power, contained in the settlement, of

selling the Stono plantation, or securing to complainant

1400 guineas ; and that all the property contained in Price's

schedule, was liable to his creditors, except the Bedon or

Togadoo plantation .

The Receiver's accounts showed that Mrs. Price had re

gularly received $ 2000 a year, since the bill was.filed : And

that there was a deficiency to pay plantation expenses .

The cause was heard before his. Honor, Chancellor De

Saussure, 26th January, 1827 .

The plaintiffs produced the deeds on which they claimed ,

and gave evidence as to the deed of separation being the

result of a compromise between Price and his wife's friends.

And the defendant, Mr. White, gave evidence as to his

debt, and the assurances of Price ,on whichhe had trusted

him ; and in confirmation ofhis answer. As to want of no

tice , Mr. Teasdale testified as to Price's giving him repeat

edly the strongest assurances that all his property was bound

for his debts, and should be forthcoming ifever it became

necessary ; and that Price gave him, in 1812 or 1813, a bill

of sale, as a mortgage , of 100 negroes, being partly the same

that are settled by the deed of separation : but this deed was

left in Price's hands in 1823 , and disappeared .

His Honor, Chancellor DeSaussure,by his decree, declar

ed the settlement, dated 5th March, 1794, to be void as to

creditors, for want of recording. But sustained the settle

ment of 1796 , as made in pursuance of a decree, and there

fore not required to be recorded. And declared the com

plainant, Mrs. Price , to be entitled to all the negroes be
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queathed by her father to her ; and to all the negroeswhich

she became entitled to , on the death of her brother,Philip

Skirving, under the limitations of the will of her father; to

her sole and separate' use—not liable to herhusband's debts;

and declared the complainant entitled to all the property

settled by the deed of separation .

DE SAUSSURE, Chancellor - The first question relates to

twenty - five slaves ( and their issue ,') which were pureha

sed for Mrs.Price, during her minority , with a sum of mo

ney bequeathed to her by the will of her grand father, Dr.

James Skirving. His executors refused to consent to the

legacy, or to deliver the slaves sò purchased until a settle

ment should be made. This wasacquiesced in by T. W.

Price, the husband, who conveyed the sameby deed bear

ing date the 5th of March , 1794, to certain Trustees, in

trust, for the joint use of the husband and wife during their

joint lives, then to the use of the survivor for life, andafter

the death of the survivor, to the use of the children of the

marriage. This deed was recorded on the 2d Sept. 1794,

being later than the time limited by the statute, for recor

ding marriage deeds.

That Statute declares marriage settlements void , which

are not recorded within three months from the execution

thereof. '

It was urged for the complainant that the statute does

not apply to casesof settlements made after marriage. The

statute is not explicit asto what marriage settlements were

intended. But in the eonstruction thereof, the Courts have

decided that it does apply to settlements after marriage as

well as to those before marriage. Doubtless on the princi

ple, that the less favored , post-naptial settioments, ( which

are not allowed to be valid in all cases, as against creditors,

even when duly recorded ,) could not be intended to be ex

empted from the obligation of being recorded, and thus put

on a footing of anti-nuptial' settlements. Whatever were

the reasons, however, I consider the point settled by the

decisions. The settlement then, as to the slaves before

mentioned, cannot be held to be valid as a settlement It

was, however, urged that the negroes in question , were con

veyed, and held in trust , for the benefit of Mrs. Price, by

consent of the husband , who could not have reduced the

VOL . I. NO . III .
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slaves into possession, without he had so consented, and that

he and his creditors claiming under himcannot set up the

fact of its not being recorded in due time, to defeat the

rights of Mrs. Price, as thatwas a fraud on her which ought

not to prejudice her. To this it is answered, that it was

not the duty of the husband but of the trustee to record the

deed ; but that however strong the argument might be

against the husband, it does not apply to his creditors.

They stand upon their legal rights ; and do not as was ar

gued, stand merely in theshoes of their debtor, Mr. Price .

It was farther argued, that allowing the fact of not record

ing the post nuptial deed does notavoid it as a settlement,

the parties were remitted to their original rights, and that

the property in question should be considered as held by

the executors or trustees, before the consent to thelegacy ,

and before the possession had been delivered to the hus

band . This is a very ingenious view of the subject, and

has great force when applied to another state of things, as

will be hereafter shown. But not in the question as to the

twenty -five slaves. The effect of it so applied, would be

to defeat the statute altogether. In point of fact then, the

possession was in the husband by theconsent of the execu

tor who had previously held the slaves in the ordinary way,

and not for the separate use of Mrs. Price ;,and that the

possession could have been qualified by the requisition of a

settlement, which last was not done in time . So far, there

fore, as regard these twenty five slaves and their issue , I am

of the opinion, that they are liable to the creditors of Mr.

Thos.Wm. Price, the husband, unless some other ground

be relied upon and sustained on a further view of the

whole case .

The next question relates to the property comprized in

the will of Mrs. Price's father, Mr. Phillip Smith , in which

she had an interest. And first, with respect to the slaves

bequeathedin trust for her. Upon examination of the last

will of Mr. Philip Smith , it will be seen that the possessions

under it were in trust, and substantially for her separate

use and were not to be subject to the debts of any person ;

which must mean the debts of any person to which they

Inight possiblybecome liable without such restriction , such

as her husband. This Will made a settlement. The tes

tator had a right to make it , and it was and is obligatory.
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Anyattempt to change or vary the interest thus given and

thus limited in contravention of the will of the father, was

void, no further settlement was requisite, and if one was

attempted in Court or out of Court, and has become inva

lid and void, for want of recording or from any other cause ,

that cannot shake the pre- existing right given by the father

as limited by the will . " So far, therefore, as regards these

slaves, bequeathed to the trustees for Mrs. Price , by her

father, the right remains unimpaired in her. It will be re

membered, however, that when a husband is permitted to

have the possession of the separate estate of the wife du

ring the coverture, the account to which he may be entitled

cannot be carried back further thanone year preceding the

husband's death .

The next question relates to the slaves bequeathed by

Philip Smith to his son Philip S. Smith , for life, with limi

tation to his daughtersand their issue . The son died intes

tate , and without wife or child . By a decision made by

this Court, (.3d D’s. Rep. 165 , ) it was settled that the li

mitation over to the two daughters, of whom Mrs. Price

was one , was good and valid, and that they were entitled to

equal moities of those slaves,which decree was carried in

to effect. By recurrence to the will of Mr. Philip Smith ,

it willbe seen that it provides the same uses andtrusts, and

expresses the same intents and purposes, as to these slavęs,

as with respect to the other slavesbequeathed directly to

trustees for the daughters. The same reasoning applies to

these slaves as to those bequeathed to trustees directly for

Mrs. Price in the first instance of which we have already

spoken and decided .

The next question relates to the slaves acquired by Phi

lip S. Smith himself, during his life. He died intestatę.

Mrs. Price was the only sister of the whole blood, ( there

was no brother ,) and was entitled to these slaves. Col.

Skirving, the administrator of Philip S. Smith , having per

mitted the possession to go to the husband , the marital

rights attached and they became, his property and liable to

his debts unless secured by some effectual settlement or

other instrument . The instrument relied on in this case ,

was a deed of 31st Dec. 1812 , which operated as a deed of

separation between Mr. Price and his wife ; and an agree

ment through a trustee , that the slaves to which Mrs. Price
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was entitled on the death of her brother, intestate, should

he divided into three parts , one third to Mrs. Price , sepa

rately, one third to Mr. Price, and one third for the children .

This deed was recorded 3d of August, 1813, and followed

up by the deed of the 4th May, 1813, to give effect to the

former, but never recorded. In my judgment, the marital

rights have attached before these deeds, and these slaves

will be liable to the debts of the husband upon the same

principles, as apply to the twenty five slaves, first above

mentioned.

We come now to consider the questions which relate to

the lands . These consist of three distinct classes.

First, The lands devised by the father, to Philip S. Smith,

with limitations to his heirs at law . Secondly, The land

purchased with thesum of fourteen hundred guineas,be

queathed by Philip S. Smith , the father, to be laid out in land

for the benefit of his daughter, Mrs. Price. Thirdly, A tract

of three hundred acres of land, called Bedon's,which Phi

lip S. Smith conveyed to trustees for the sole and separate

use of Mrs. Price for life , and then to her children, whoin

he names, free from the control and debts of her husband.

As to the first, Philip S. Smith dying intestate, without

wtfe or child , Mrs. Price , his only sister of the whole blood ,

became entitled to the inheritanee of the lands as his beir

at law, if the limitations of the will were to the heir at law

of the son , P. S. Smith , or jointly with her sister of the

half blood, Mrs. Jones, if the limitations were to the heirs

at law of the testator. This last has not been made a ques

tion in this cause , nor is Mrs. Jones a party to this suit.

We will then consider Mrs.Price as inheriting all the

lands devised to her brother, as his heir at law ; of that in

heritance she could not be divested by any act of her hus

band .. Nothing could divest her, but her voluntary renunci

ation of her inheritance, or the deeree of a competent Court

made in a case in which she was a voluntary party , proper

ly made so , and for her benefit. . The not recording any

settlement made with or without the sanction of a compe

tent Court, could not affect her right to the inheritance, as

in cases of personal estates. For the not recording the

settlementhas no other effect than tơ nullify the settle

ment. It is as if no settlement had been made. That, as

to personal property lets in the martial rights, which gives
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the absolute estate to the husband, unless as above stated,

such personal estate , was guarded by the will of the donor,

and was effectually settledby it , which certainly requires no

recording. As to the real estate of the wife, comprised in

a settlement which is not recorded in due time, such neglect

to record lets in the martial rights of the husband , such as

they were, as if no settlement had been made, and that

amounts only to a life estate . The inheritance then , re

mains untouched, and Mrs. Price is entitled to these lands.

The second question as to the land, relates to a tract purcha

sed with the fourteen hundred guineas, bequeathed by Phi

lip S. Smith, to purchase land for his daughter, Mrs. Price.

All the reasoning applicable to the first question in relation

to the land, applies also to this. Whether included in the

settlementornot, the ultimate inheritance remains in Mrs.

Price, unless other considerations interpose. The only

question which can arise, grows out of the fact, that the

fourteen hundred guineas were laid out in the purchase of

the Pon Pon lands, under a decree of the Court on a settle

ment proposed and reported by the Master and accepted but

not recorded. By the terms of that settlement, Mr. Price

was at liberty tosell that land, provided he settled fourteen

hundred guineas in other lands . ' Mr. Price did sell the

land, and it has been sold subsequently to several per

*sons in succession , and is now held by the last purcha

ser for valuable consideration . It would be , most mis

chievous to disturb these sales and the purchases . Their

purchase and the possession ought to protect them; nor

is there any inducement to strain so immoderately to

protect the wife — for it is conceded by the Counsel for the

defendants, in his able argument, that Mrs. Price is entitled

to fourteen hundred guineas in the after purchased lands on

Stono. She must have the benefit of that .

· Another question , if question it can be called , relates to

the 300 acres of land conveyed by Philip S : Smith to trus

tees, for the use of Mrs. Price, for her separate use for life,

and at herdeath, to her children. There can beno doubt

as to her right to that estate . , In the discussion which has

been had, it has been argued, that settlements made under

the authority, and by the decrees of the Court of Equity,

are renderedvoid, if not recorded in the time prescribedby

the statute. From the views which I have taken of this

+
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case, it does not appear to me that such a construction

would affect this case. But I am desirous that I should not

be understood as acquiescing in this doctrine. It is very

questionable, to say the least of it . The statute evidently

looked to settlements made by the parties themselves ; to

deeds in pais. The object in requiring such deeds to be

recorded within a limited time is publicity, to prevent false

credits. That object is obtained by the decree of the Court

ordering a settlement. Such decreę is notice to all the

world . Indeed, it is carried much farther, for even lis pen

dens, is notice to the world and those who deal in relation

to the sudject in controversy , do it at their risk , and take

the consequences. In pronouncing that settlements under

decrees are not acted upon by the statute, it is not under the

vain pretence that Courts can dispense with statutes, but

it is a Judical decision , that the statute was not intended to

have, and has not, any application to settlements under de

crees of Courts. The decree is substantially the settlement,

and if the parties never acted under the deeree and never

executed deeds, it appears to me the decree would ope

rate as a settlement. This is a question of construction, and

does not go so far as the doctrine of the Courts in relation

to another statute . I mean that for recording mortgages.

That provides distinctly that the first recorded mortgagə

shall prevail; there is no qualification . But the Courts.

have decided, that if the mortgagee who holds the first re

corded mortgage, knew when he took it , that there was a

prior mortgage, though not recorded, he should not be per

mitted to avail himself of the benefit of the statute , because

he had actually the knowledge of the fact, which the records

ing prescribed was intended to give him.

With respect to the deed of 1813, which was never re

.corded , it was conceded in argument , and justly so, that

whatever might be the fate of the property under it, on

other grounds, there is one of great importance , which is

perhaps conclusive, and in truth it is so in my judgment. It

is, that the possession went under that deed, and has been

uninterruptedly held for morethan five yearsby Mrs. Price,

as her separate property, on an absolute and continued sepa

ration from her husband, with his consent, he not having

reduced that property into possession .

I believe that I have touched on all the principal points
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ofthecase . Many of the letters and other papers are ex

planatory of the history of the case. But I could not attach

weight to the declarations and constrictions of Mr. Thomas

W. Price in favor of his wife's claims, after he had become

hostile to Mr. White, who had rendered him most essen

tial services, and long sustained him in his embarrassments.

Lam sensible that the yiews, which I have taken are too

briefly stated-considering the magnitude and difficulty of

the questions in this case. It is ordered and decreed, that

the rights of the parties be established according to the

principles and decisions above stated and made on each

particular point - and that a reference be had before the

Master, to report what may be necessary to give effect to

this decree .

From this decree the defendants appealed, except to so

much as respects the settlement of 1794, for the following

reasons :

1. That the will of Philip Smith gave Charlotte Price

an absolute estate, which vested in her husband, and that

as to this point the decree of 1796 was conclusive .

2. That the settlements of 1796, and especially the

deed of the negroes, were marriage settlements, within the

terms of the Act of Assembly , and therefore void as to

creditors without notice, for not being recorded within three

months .

3. Because the deed of separation is also a marriage con

tract, to which the wife had no claim,, except on the consi

deration of marriage and the duties and obligations which

the relation of busband and wife imposes .

4. Because Mrs : Price could in no event have a greater

interest in the Stono plantation , than what is given by the deed

of 1805 ; and the assignees and creditors are entitled to the

benefits of the power reserved to Thomas W. Price of ex

onerating the estate by the payment of 1400 guineas, or the

settlement of an estate of thatvalue .

5. Because thewife has no Equity against creditorsafter

the husband has obtained possessionof the estate , and if she

has married without a settlement, or her friends have omit

ted to record it , the Court will not take the estate from

creditors to give to her .
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Peligru for Appellant. The first question which is rais

ed by complainant is as to the interest which complainant

takes under the will of Philip Smith .

The defendant resists this question , 1st , because it is res

judicata, under the decree of the Court of Nov. 1796.*

The bill and answers have been lost, but the decree of the

Court, and a deed prepared under it , and approved by the

Master and confirmedby the Court, furnish abundant evi

dence that the precise question was adjudged.

2d. If the decree is not conclusive and the question is

now open, the judgment of the Court must now conform to

that decree.

The terms used in the will of Philip Smith creates a fee

conditional at common law as to the lands, and the same

terms dispose of the negroes, and necessarily gives an ab

solute estate in them . The reservation that the property

should not be liable for any debts, was inconsistant with

the result desired , and could not exist with it . The liabili

ty to debts is inseperable from the right of property . Fearn ,

101 .

The statute of uses was intended to suppress the frauds

incident to secret trusts, and although they have in some

degree been secured by the decisions of the Court, yet it is

under such limitations and restrictions as to guard against

the mischief. Gilbert 'on uses 74-139. 1 Atk . 591. 2

Black. Com . 327.

It may be said , that the statute of uses is applicable to

lands only. Trust of personal property was probably ún

known before the statute ; but the samelegal consequences

growing out of the intention of the partiesmust be given to

trusts of personaly. Co. Lit:290, b . Note 249, p.5 .

The Courts will not suffer the legal rights of the husband

to be defeated by implication in favor of the wife. It is

only in those cases where the intention of the donorgives

the separate estate to the wife, that it will be carried into

effect . Roper 163. Clancey's Reports 41-7.

A chattel in trust, held in trustfor the wife , is the same

as if the estate was made directly to her, unles it is expres

sed to be for her sole and separate use , but this must not be

taken by intendment, but must be explicit . 2 Atk. 207 .

3 Term 620.

This is the rule at law, and it is a maxim without excep
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tion, that Equity follows the Law. Co. Lit. 290. b . Note

249. p. 14. The limitation over of a personal chattel was

unknown , and the introduction of trustees was a substitute

for it. It is absurd to say, that if property be given toA.

for the use of B. that the estate in it is notin B. 2 Term 26 .

The second question , as to the effect of not recording the

deeds.

All the writers on this subject speak ofanti and post-nup

tial settlements, and there is no discrimination in the act ,

they are both covered by the term marriage settlements.

1 Swanston 106. Atherley 155. Reeves: 174-8 . Roper 8.

If a marriage be had, and a settlement be made, and a por

tion paid , this is a good marriage settlement. 2 Ves . 304 .

Marriage settlementsaredivided intoanti-nuptial and post

nuptial; and this division is recognized by the Act of

1792, which , in the proviso of the Act, makes a parti

cular provision for such marriage settlements as are made

before marriage ;and also bythe deliberate opinion ofthelate

Constitutional Court, in the case of Lubbock vs. Cheney, 1

Nott & M‘Cord, 444, in which it is laid down by the Court .

“ The preamble of the Act of 1795, speaks in general

terms, 'marriage contracts ; and , the first enacting clause

says, all and every marriage settlement now existing : nor

is there any thing to be found in any of the enacting clauses

of either Act, which points to a distinction between settle

ments made before and those made after marriage : All,

then are comprehended in the enacting clauses."

But if post-nuptial settlements are within the enacting

clauses of the Act, it will follow , that settlementsmade in pur

suance of a decree, enforcing what is called a wife's equity,

must submit to the same rule, for the Court of Equity could

not dispense with , nor abrogate a law of the land, and order

a settlement which the law says must be recorded to be

made and to stand good : and respect for the character

of those Judges, obliges us to conclude that when they

directed a settlement, they intended a lawful settlement,

and did not mean to overrule the law, nor take away

from creditors the benefits and security which the law

provides for them in requiring such settlements to be

recorded within three months ; neither did they mean - to

give their decree an extraordinary operation, and make it

stand in place of a conveyance , for the plain words in which

.

.

VOL . 1.-NO. III .
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they have spoken , import the contrary, and there is no au

thory for the position taken for the first time in this case ,

that a decree is notice to all the world .

· T. W. Price became entitled to this estate in virtue of

bis marital rights, and the motive to a settlement was , that

the fortune came to him in virtue of his marriage, so that in

any view, the settlement must be regarded as having been

done in consideration of his marriage . If a fortune accrue to

the wife, and the provision already made is inadequate, a

further provision for her shall be made ; and this is another

instance of a post settlement 'made in consideration of the

marriage. Clancy, 188. All the motives which apply to

the publicity of anti, apply equally to post, settlements.

The third question is, whether there was a necessity for

recording a deed made under the decree of theCourt ?

The decrees of the Court of Equity are not notice except

as to parties . Sugden on Ven . 556. A lis pendens is no

tice , but no one is bound to také notice of the decree-It is

not notice. Under the lis pendens the purchaser takes the

place of the party . 3 Atk. 392 .

Equity acts upon the person and not upon the thing. It

is otherwise at law : there it operates upon the thing. Equi

ty, by acting upon the person, can eompel a conveyance ;

but when that conveyance is made, it is regarded as the act

of the party, and as such is subject to all the regulations im

posed by law. · Co. Lit. 290. b . Note 249 2 Sch . & Lef.

371. 1 Do. 67. Recording marriage settlements is one of

them . Ordering titles to be made by the Master is an

usurpation peculiar to our own Courts.

It is said that the property is bound by the decree.; but

that is not the law as is well illustrated by the cases in 8

Vesey, 195. 10 Do. 90. Could the Courtsay by their de

cree, that the settlement should bind creditors, although not

recorded ? Certainly not ; and yet this is in effect, what is

claimed .

T. Ford, contra .-- It is not true , that the Court of Chan

cery acts only on the person and conscience of the party . It .

acts sometimes in rem. And the decrees of the Court of

Equity are put upon the same footing with judgments at

law . 3 P. W. 117. 1 Vern . Self vs. Maddock . 2 Maddock

354. 1 Johns. C. Repts . 577-8 .
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The Act of 1784 expressly recognizes the operation of

the decrees ofChancery on real estates , and the case of

Telfair vs. Telfair, proceeds upon that notice , and that the

decree of that Court should stand for titles. 1 Brev. 204 ,

Act 1784. 2 Des. Rep. 276 , Telfair vs. Telfair. It is said ,

that the execution of titles by the Master, under a decrec

of the Court, or on sale made by him is improper. - Nr. F.

had been at this bar for forty years, he found the practice

so when he came to the bar, and if it be an usurpation , it

was consecrated by time, and constituted the law of the

Court .

It is said by the Attorney General, that the deeds exe

cuted under the decree of 1796 , is a marriage settlement.

Settlement is a generic term , marriage settlement is speci

fic; a settlementmay be made other than on the considera

tion of marriage, and a settlement may be made by will;

this is not virtually a marriage settlement. Those settle

ments made before or at the the time of marriage, or after,

in consideration of the marriage only, are strictly marriage

settlements . The rights which accrue to the wife after

marriage, are technicallycalled herequity, and althoughthe

Court will compel a settlement before they will let in the

husband's possession—this is a settlement of her equity ,

and not a marriage settlement .

1st . The whole of Mrs. Price's estate fell to her after the

marriage.

2d . It was incumbered with a trust . -

3d . The husband could not at law . recover the posses

sion . His remedy was alone in equity, and that Court

would only give him relief on his making an adequate set

tlement . The consequence is , that he takes under the

terms of the decree of the Court, and such is the nature of

the wife's equity , that it so fastens on her equity the estate,

that it is inseparable from it . Philips vs. Bridges, 3 Ves .

127.9 Ves . 17.5 Do. 170. Clancy, 188 .

The counsel for the motion , to save Mr. Ford the necessity

of arguing the questions relative to the claim of Mrs. Price

to the lands, conceded, that by the death of Price the hus

band , the fee remained in thewife, and they disclaimed any

claims upon either of the tracts of land .

Mr. Ford.--Mrs. Price took possession of the negroes by
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her trustees under the deed of separation of 1812 , and re

mained in the exclusive possession of them for more than

five years. If they did go into possession of the husband

afterwards, it was upon a hire of $ 2000 per annum , and

his possession must be regarded as the possession of the wife .

During a part of this period White was the factor of the

trust estate and he must have known that she held to her

own use .

The settlement of 1796, is preserved by the deed of sepa

ration of 1812, and it must be construed as a part of it . The

legal estate was in Smith, the trustee, and consequently

the statute of limitations would have barred even Price him

self, and necessarily his assignees. Again, this deed of se

paration is not within the purview of the Registry Act .

So far from being a marriage settlement, it operates as a

divorce or separation of the husband and wife. Besides, the

literal reading of the Act only subjects the property to

the payment of the debts of the person or wife on whom the

settlement is made . 2 Brev . 45. And strange as it may

seem , a similar act has received that as a judicial construc

tion . 5 Cranch, 154, 164. The possession of a husband,

executor, &c . is not such a reduction into possession as will

conclude the wife's equity . 3 M'Cord, 52. Price's posses

sion was as administrator ofher father. His own assignment,

or an assignment by operation of law, would not divest the

wife ofherequity. His assignees could not therefore be in

a better situation than himself. He was bound by the deed

of settlement, though not recorded, and so are they. Clancy

271 , 134 , 252. 4 Ves. 90. Roberts 291.11 Pr. Will 458.

A mere equitable interest cannot be taken in execution on

fi. fa . at the suit of a creditor. Cooper 432, 706. 8 Term

521. 8 East 366. Price's interest was purely equitable - he

could only have come at it in equity, and he would have

been compelled to make a more favorable settlement . · Ifan

estate accrue to the wife during coveture, and the Court de

cree a settlement ofthe wife's equity, it is secured from the

creditors of the husband . Clancy , 196 211-2 189. The

husband cannotchange or assign his wife's equity, even for

a valuable consideration, or in payment of his debts, without

an adequate_settlement on her. 4 Bro . .C . C. 135. 5

Johnson C. R. 464. Kenny vs. Udall, 6 Johnson C. R. 25,

178. 8 Wheat . 239. And when the husband has got the
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possession by improper means, the Court will decree him

a trustee to the use of the wife, and the Court will protect a

settlement made under its own ( Clancy 38-9-40. 2 P. W.

316. Roberts on Tr. 281-2 . 2 Atk. 561. ) authority ; and if the

husband make such a settlement of the wife's equity as the

Court would impose, it will be good against his creditors.

Clancy 491-2 . Price, the husband, obtained the possession

ofthe property on the faith and assurance that he would make

the settlement required. The Court itselfordered it ; and

it would be unjust that this should operate to exclude the

wife.

King, same side .—The books donotfurnish any descrip

tion of what shall constitute a marriage settlement. Roper,

Husb. & Wife 306. 4 East. 59. 18 Ves. 100. 17 Ves. 271 .

Ambler 182 .

The law recognizes two sets of marriage settlements -

those made before or after ; but they must be on the consi

deration of the marriage, to constitute them marriage settle

ments, and that consideration renders the deed valid , even

against creditors. A mere voluntary settlement to the use

of wife and children is void as to creditors, and cannot there

fore be regarded as marriage settlements . " 4 'Cruise 383 .

Tit. 32, ch. 22, p .42. Ball & Beatty 49.2 Des . Rep . 204 .

It follows that deeds of the latter description do not come

within the puryiew of the registry Acts , as marriage settle

ments. i Des. Rep. 401 , 305, 437. 2 'do. 254. 4 do. 227.

Harp. Eq. Rep. 190. In all the cases of post marriage set

tlements, it will be seen that they refer to a portion or some

other good consideration and not a mere voluntary settle

ment. 2 Ves. 304, 315. --But suppose that a stranger, as

the father , covenants with the husband to pay money, or do

any thing else in consideration that the husband would settle

an estate of which he was possessed , to the use of the wife

and children . Is this a marriage settlement ? Certainly

not . It is a purchase for a valuable consideration . So, if

as in this case, the husband , in consideration that the execu

tor or trustee will deliver up to the husband the estate held

in trust for the wife , he would make a settlement on the

wife . This is not a settlement in consideration ofmarriage,

but in consideration of the surrender of the trust estate.

But was it ever yet heard of that a settlement made under

the decree of the Court, was a marriage settlement ?
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The Court of Equity will , if the situation of the wiſe re

quire it , give thewife a third, half, or even the whole of her

equity, in exclusion of the assignees of a bankrupt. Mad .

376, 362. 2 Vern. 96. 1 Atk . 192. 1 Cox, 153. 3Mer , 236 .

If the husband , therefore, voluntarily do that whieh cquity

would have compelled , and which would have bound his cre

ditors, will the Court say that she is in a worse situation ?

i Des. Rep . 113 , 567. A settlement made by the husband

for the use of his wife and children, although not recorded ,

was held good against creditors even without notice . Hud

nal vs. Teasdale, 1 M'Cord 227-8 . A marriage settlement,

though not recorded, is good against creditors with notice .

2 M Cord , 152 , Givens vs. Bradford . Decree Book , 1327,

May vs. Simons, 168. 12. Ves. 67 .

The statute does not vest the use in personal chattels. It

follows then , thật the legal estate was in the trustees and

the liens of Price's creditors could not attach upon it . The

answer of a co -defendant, a privy in estate is evidence.

9 Wheat . 739, 831-2 .

The answerof Price states , that Mrs. Price was neither

party, nor was she examined in the ease decided by the

decree of 1796 , ( 2 Sch .,& Lef. 484. 8 Ves . 164.) and was

not therefore bound by it . "

She is not bound by the recitals in the deed ofsettlement

and separation - a'recital proves nothing. 2 Johns. C. R.

210-1. Co. Lit. 352. b . 3 Ca. in Ch . It is admitted for ar

gument, that the rule is, that'a decree is not notice to a

purchaser ; but it has been no where determined that'a

creditor stands in the situation of a purchaser. It is said

that decrees are upon the same footing as judgmentsat law :

and every one knows that judgments atlaw bind lands, even

in the hands of a purchaser, without notice. Sugden 557 .

It may be said , that this is no decree l because it was not

enrolled, and therefore not notice . The enrollment ofde

crees has never been in use in our Courts as a general prac

tice . The Courts of Equity act in rem ; and if so , the de

cree of 1796 fixes the rights of the parties, and is notice to

creditors. 4 John . C. R. 619, 633, 609 , 614-5 . 1 M Cord

C. R. 517 .

In anticipation of any argument which may be raised on

the deeds of 1812 and 1813,on the ground that they are void ,

as tending to the deprivation of husband and wife. The
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laws ofEngland are opposed to this conclusion ,and there is no

question that those contracts have always been enforced and

allowed in this state . The distinction is, that Equity will

not enforce contracts of this sort between the husband and

wife , except through the agency of trustees . 1 Mad . 383.

7-8. 3 Meriv. 268 .

While the defendant has sold a part ofthe negroes secur

ed by the settlement of 1813, and according to the rule in

Equity , complainant has a right to claim an indemnity from

him . 2 Mad. 148-9 . 2 Bay 80.

Hunt, in reply..1st. Is the deed of 1796 a marriage set

tlement ? If so , then it is void forwantof recording. If it

was not, then recording was unnecessary :

The rule in Equity is, that if the husband can get at the

wife's fortune without the aid of the Court, the Court will not

interfere , and the intervention of trustees makes no differ

ence . 1 Mad : 172: 2 John C. Rep. 206. The distinction

between-executed trusts andthose that are not, consists inthe

nature of the trust,. If any thing requires the active agency

of the trustees the use is not executed, and the legal estate

remains in him , but he is a mere passive agent; the law ex

ecutes the trust eo instanter, and the rałe isthesame as to

real andpersonal estate. Burgess vs.Wheat,1 EdenRep.

195, 223, 249, 36.1Ves.& B. 187. 5Mad . Rép. 232. 1 Jac.

& Walker, 559. 1 Vern. 7 cited , % Atk. 421.

2d . Is the limitation over in Philip Smith's will void or

not ?

This depends on two circumstances ; Ist , whether the ex

emption for the payment of debts, andthe limitation of, to

the heirs of thebody, is too remote. The restrietion with

regard to the liability for debts is inconsistent with the right

of property ; and therefore cannot stand with the bequest of

property in the thing.

3d . Does the decree of 1796 bind the estate as to cred

itors ?

It isadmitted that lis pendens iš notice to purchasers, but

it is denied that decrees are so , or that they bind the estate.

Equity acts only in personam , and not in rem .

ceedings in rem, are an usurpation ; but admitting that

usage has sanctioned it , the right to proceed in personal is

not taken away. Theydid proceed in this case in that way ,

3

The pro
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and the proceedings must be governed by the appropri

ate rules. Yearnly vs. Yearnly. 3 Ch . Rep. 48. 2 Ball &

Beatty 169. I Ch. Ca. 152. 1 Ves: 496. 19 Ves. 583. Pree.

in Ch : 279.

4th . The deed of 1796, made under the decree, is then

the aet of Price . It is a marriage settlement, and ought to

have been recorded . The considerations recited are, that

of marriage anda fortune accruing. If it is not a marriage

settlement, then it is without consideration and therefore void .

5th. As to the deed of separation of 1812. Price was in

debt at the time of the execution of this deed, and unless it

had marriage for a consideration , which wouldmake record

ing necessary, then it was voluntarily and void . If separa

tion was the consideration, it is void as being against mar

riage: At law , if the setler remain in possession of chattles

sold so long as to hold himself out as the bwner, and gain

credit on them , creditors' rights attach. : It is a legal fraud .

Price remained in the exclusive possession of the slaves

given to the children , and according to this rule are liable

for debts. The negroes in possession ofMrs.Price are in

no better situation. The husband and wife cannot separate

their identity -- they remain one in law , notwithstanding the

deed of separation , and her possession washis. How were

creditors to know thatthey were separately entitled under

the deed .' But the husband Price resumed the actual pos

session, and paid an annuity : How were creditors to know

this ?

CURIA PERCOLCOCK, J. Inreviewing the decree of the

Chancellor, in this case, it will not be necessary to make any

previons statement of the facts,for they are sufficientlystated

in the decree and brief. But I will only refer to such of them

as may be necessary tothe argument. The case depends in

a great measure on the construction of the act of 1785 ,. re

quiring marriage settlements to be recorded within three

months of the time of their execution ; I shall therefore in

the first place state the views of the Court on that point .

On the one hand it is contended that the act embraces on

ly suchdeeds as are founded on the consideration of mar

riage, that is, either made before marriage but in contem

plationof it, or after marriage in consequence of articles

entered into, or a bond givento make the settlement.
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On the other hand , it is said the act embraces all settle

ments, whether made on the marriage, as a direct conside

ration, or at any subsequent period of time by a husband on

his wife, either of her property, possessed before marriage,

or of his property or a part, or the whole of both . And I

am free to confess that I have had great difficulty in coming

to a conclusion on the subject, and that I have considered it

as one of first importance to the community..

On the marriage of a woman , her property becomes her

husbands. But the law does allow a separate interest to be

created . Inasmuch , however, as even in such casesthe pro

perty usuallyremains in the possession of the husband , and

of course under his control, it is impossible that the com

munity can distinguish between that which belongs to the

husband, and thatwhich is theseparate property ofthe wife

unless therebe some public place of record in which the

deed which creates, such interest should be found. To ef

fect this purpose, then, was certainly the great object of the

Legislature in passing the recording acts. The term used,

seems to have been intended as a general one, and is com

prehensive enough to embrace both kinds of settlement ; and

although I have not been able to find any thing in any of

the books like adefinition of a marriage settlement, I think

it is clear that they seem to favour the distinction which is

contended for by thecomplainants' counsel, Mr. Atherly,

in treating on the subject ofsettlements, does speak of some

made after marriage, as “ Marriage Settlements,” but it is

only of those which have been so made in consequence of

articles previously entered into . And when he pursues the

subject and comes to speak of other settlements made after

marriage, he uses the terms post nuptial settlement, as if in

contradistinction to marriage settlement, ea nomine. We

are then to look to the mischief which the legislature inten

ded to guard against, and see if it does not or may not ex

ist as well in regard to the one kind of marriage settlement,

as to the other, ( pursuing the distinction made in the ar

gument,) and I think but little observation is necessary to

shew that it is as important to the interest of the community ,

that settlementsmade after marriage, though arising out of

the connexion , should be recorded, as those made before, and

in which it may be said marriage is the direct consideration.

All property which comes to the husband during the cover

VOL . I.NO , III .
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ture, from whatever source or at whatever time , may be

considered as much the property of the husband, as that

which he acquires on his marriage by his wife, and if this

could be secretly conveyed to a wife, a deception might be

as well practicedas it may be by a secret conveyanceof that

which she may have before marriage . But it is replied

that the rights of creditors were already sufficiently pro

tected by the statute of Elizabeth, and the commonlaw in

such cases , and therefore it was not intended that the act

should embrace them : for if a man who is in debt'settles

his property on his wife, it may be avoided—and if he be

notin debt, no injury is done. This is certainly a strong

view of the subject , andwould be conclusive if it covered

the whole ground. Butit is obvious that a settlement, such

as those we are now considering, may be made of a wife's

equity , which the creditors could not touch : but if the

deedbe not recorded ,a further indulgence, or even a fur

ther credit might be given on the faith of the property , and

so too in thecase of a man who is not in debt at the time

of making the settlement. He might obtain a credit on the

faith of the property which is seen in his possession, which

might be prejudicial to the rights of others ; and indeed it

has been questioned whether under anycircumstances, such

settlements were not injurious to the interest not only of

thecommunity , but of the parties themselves, by encoura

ging indolence and laxury in the husband, and exciting ex

pectations or hopes in the creditors, which are for the most

part disappointed.

Upon the whole, I am satisfied that post nuptial settle

ments are within the mischief which the Legislature inten

ded to guard against, by the recording 'act, and therefore to

be considered as embraced within its provisions ; and this

construction of the act would put an end to the claims of

the complainant, but for some peculiar circumstances which

have been relied on by her counsel , in thevery elaborate

argument which he hasmade ; anticipating the possibility of

such a constructionas we have givento the act ,he contends,

as to the first deed of the 5th March , 1794 , that if the deed is

void , the parties are to be considered as standing in their

original rights, and the 25 negroes .mentioned in the deed

and purchased with the money left by her grand father,

must be considered as held by the executor, her grand un
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cle, in trust for her ; but this is at war withboth the facts of

the case, and the law arising on them . They were not

held in trust for her, and were delivered to the husband on

the impression that the deed would secure them to her.-

Once they were reduced to possession, they were absolute

ly theproperty of the husband, and as to them, therefore,

weconcur with the Chancellor that they must go to the

creditors .

This argument was also urged as to the property left to

the complainant by the will of her grandfather. That, it is

clear, was given to trustees for her use- but by the deci

sion of a competent tribunal , it was deeided that she took

an absolute estate in the personal property , which vested

in the husband , who by the decree of that Court, was or

dered to make a settlement. I şay was ordered to do so ;

for this is putting it in the strongest light, for the complain

ant ; and even then I think the deed must be recorded.

The Chancellor, however,seems to put the claim of the

complainant under the deed of 1812, on two other grounds,

on which we think it may be supported — the first of which

I shall now take notice of, but the latterwill be remarked on

hereafter . He says the Court had no right to interfere

with the will of the father, as the property was settled on

her by that will , by being placed in the hands of trustees,

to be held for her benefit . I have before said that this was

the decision of a competent tribunal, and therefore we could

not now disturb it ; but if it were now.open for considera

tion, we should give the same construction to the will.

And I cannot doubt that although the Court may have re

fused to interfere, yet that as all the parties were before them ,

and the trustees . consenting and relinquishing their trust ,

the Court had power to order the settlement. But on this

point it was urged by the complainants' Solicitor, that as to

the deeds made by order of the Court of Equity it is not

necessary that they should be recorded for the decree of

the Court, was notice to all theworld . The same view of

the subject is taken by the Chancellor in his decree . No

direct-authority has been produced to support this position ,

and the cases to which we have been referred, do shew ve ·

ry satisfactorily, that the decrees of the Court of Equity,

are considered in the distribution of assets, as equal toa

judgment at law. But they go no further. The case from
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4th Johnson C. R. 634 , of Brown and Thomson, is to this

point, and the great case as it is called , of Morris and the

Bank of England, establishes no more. In a contest be

tween some creditors who had obtained judgments at law ,

Sir Joseph Jekyll, the Master of the Rolls, directed that the

decree creditors, as being prior in time should be first paid .

The case of Coit, adm'r: vs. Owen, Ex’or. 2 Des. Rep.

456, determines no more than that a decree formerly made,

cannot be revised by a subsequent decision , and it lets in

some creditors to be paid out of a fund subject to their

debts. The case of Woodrop vs. the ex'or . of Price, 3

Des. Rep. decidesno other matter than that the decrees of

the Court of Equity , are put on the same footing as judg.

ments at law .

But if the power of the Court of Equity , wheti acting

directly on the property, be admitted in thefullest extent,

it cannot applyto this case ; nor could this decree by any

possibility, operate practically as a notice . For the Court

did not act on the property except through the husband.

They ordered him to make a settlement of a certain portion

of the property. Now suppose one should go to the records

of the Court to obtain information. He would find an or

der by the Court, thatMr. Price should settle so many ne

groeś and so much land on his wife, but that would not en

able him 'to determine what negroes of what land was set

fled , he would still have to go further and would naturally

be led to the recording offiocs. I am not aware of any case

decided either in theCourt of Equity or Law in this State,

where any thing short of direct notice has been considered

as equivalent to recording ; and I am one of those who think

the Courts went too far even in odmitting that ; 'for my ex

perience has satisfied me that it leads to perjury, besides

being a departure from the positive requisitions of a legis

lative act , which it must be admitted is at all times dange

rous, and invariably 'produces litigation. Wherever a set

tlement is made by a Court of Equity , I think it should

make a part of theorder, that the deed be immediately re

corded, for it certainly is an interference intended for the

benefitof the wife, and therefore should be completed by

the officers of the Court .

The Court however, coneur with the Chancellor on the

last ground, on which he rests the complainants right to the
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negroes intended to be conveyed by the deed of 1812 , and

contained in the schedule annexed to that deed, as they

passed directly into the hands of the trustee with the consent

of the husband, and before he had reduced them to posses

sion and remained in his possession for upwards of five

years ; and as this was known to the principal credi

tor; who was the factor for both husband and wife, such

possession is considered as being adverse to the claims

of both husband and creditors, and consequently vests

the property in her. No one could be defrauded by

this arrangement, for no credit could have been given onthe

faith of this property. The decree is therefore affirmed in

this particular, but must be in other respects so reform

ed, as to accord with the viewswhich are herein expres

sed, of the rights of the respective parties. And as the

counsel for thedefendants have abandoned all claim to the

real estate, it is only necessary to say , that the Decree of

the Chancellor astothat, be affirmed . As some of thecon

veyanees, disposed of her estate and interest, particularly

the deed of the 4th May, 1813, whereby she conveyed her

lands to a trustee for the purpose of conveying them to her

husband, Thomas W. Price, it is proper that all such deeds

made by her should be cancelled, that they may not embar

rass her title at law . It is therefore by the consent of all

parties, Ordered and decreed that all such deeds, and es

pecially the deed of the 4th May, 1813, be cancelled.

After the delivery of this opinion, it was contended that

the claim to the Toogadoo .Plantation must be excepted,

as standing on differentgrounds from that to the other lands

and the counsel on both sides submitted their arguments in

writing, which beingduly considered, the Courtare unani

mously of opinion from a review of the origin and all the

circumstances relative to the Toogadoo Plantation , that it

isthe rightful inheritance in fee simple of the complainant

Charlotte Price, and that consequently she is entitled to the

immediate possession .

Nott, J. I concur in the opinion which has been delive

red in this case, in relation to the deeds of 1794 and 1796.

I consider those asmarriage settlements, or contracts within

the meaning ofthe act of 1784, and therefore void for the

want of recording. I differ in opinion with regard to the
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deed of separation, I think that directly the reverse ofa mar

riage settlement, and did not therefore comewithin the pro

visions of that act . Besides the wife had theBesides the wife had the separate and

exclusive possession and enjoyment of the property , of

which Mr. White had notice , as he was her factor.--

The children may be considered as standing in a diffe

rent situation . The property given to them continued

in possession of the father. He continued to receive the

rents and profits of the land , and the services of the ne

groes, to use and enjoy the property, and to exercise eve

ry act of ownership over it, as if he had the sole and ex

clusiveright. It might therefore very well be considered

as fraudulent against creditors.

Withregardto the Toogadoo Plantation, it cannotin any

point of view be considered as a marriage settlement. It

was an actual purchase , or exchange bythe trustees for the

use of the wife. It was not necessary, therefore, that it

should have been recorded in the office of the Secretary of

State . It was sufficient that it was recorded in the office of

the Register of Mesne Conveyanee, where all deeds of

that sort are required to be recorded . I do not think

thatwe have any thing to do with any other deeds, , and

particularly where other persons are concerned. I am op

posed, therefore, to interfering with them by cancelling, or

in any , other manper. · I am also further of opinion, that it

does not belong to this ' Court to determine in what order

the debts shall be paid. There is no such question involved

in the case , it wasone, therefore, in which we ought not to

express any opinion .

It was ordered, Decreed and Adjudged , thatthe injunc

țion heretofore granted in this case, be dissolved . And

the order for the appointmentof a receiver, be discharged .

That the negroes in the hands of the receiver or any of the

parties to this suit , which are hereby declared liable to the

creditors of Thomas W. Price, be sold by the Master of this

Court for approved indorsed notes at ninety days, and that

he do pay over the proceeds to the assignees, Mr. Hunt,

Dr. Burgoyne and Mr. White , to be by them distributed

according to the provisions of the Insolvent debtors' act.

And the said assignees shall collect and reduce to money the

other property assigned to them , and apply the same as
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above . And it is further ordered , that Mr. Cattel , the re

ceiver in this case appointed ; do forthwith deliver to the

said assignees the funds in his hands, and the crop and oth

er property and account before the Master for thesums re

ceived by him .. That the expenses of managementbe first

paid and satisfied , out of the said funds, and next, the al

lowance of $. 2000 per annum to Mrs. Price, the same to

be paid and allowed to her, for the year ending 31st Octo

ber, 1828. And tħat the Master do ascertain , in case of

diffîculty; how many and what negroes are intended to be

secured to the sole and separate use of Mrs. Priee , by the

deed of 31st Dec. 1812 , and how many and what negroes

which are subject to the creditors of T. W. Price came to

the hands of the receiver , or any of the parties to this suit ,

and that they account for them accordingly - if not produ

ced to be sold when required, or be attached for disobedi

And that the assignees do deliver to Mrs. Charlotte

Price, the plantation called Toogadoo, which it is decreed

is the property of the said Charlotte Price, as well as the

rest of the land ; and lastly that the costs be paid out of the

funds in the hands of the assignees.

Decree modified.

ence .

TRUST ESTATES.

IN CHANCERY - JAN. 1829 . Dago

JAMES H.Boggs, WILLIAM OLIVER, and WALLACE & MS

FIE, vs. HARRIET REịn , and D. RUMPH , and GEORGE

BUTLER:

Theduty of a trustee is to hold and employ the property for the bene

fit of the cestuique trust ; but he is not authorised to encumber it with

debts.

Persons who deal with him must do it upon his individual credit, and

not upon the credit of the trust estate .

Having the management of the estate, necessarily implies a power to

provide for its maintenance and support. He is authorised, therefore, to

pay the doctors' bills, and taxes — to purchase plantation tools, and the

necessary supplies for the slaves, &c. and to reimburse himself out of the

proceeds of the crops.

The trustee reimbi ng himself, is a matter betweenhim and the cesty
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iquetrust alone, the creditors havingnothing to do with it. They are the

creditors of the trustee and not of the estate.

The trustee himself isnot authorised to pledge the capital, but must

keep the expenditures within the income.

If the estate is unproductive, and in danger of consuming itself, he

must apply to the Court for advice, and may, under its direction, convert

it into other property, or make such other arrangements as may remedy

the evil.

Thereare cases when the Court will permit a part of the property to

be sold to save the rest.

Cases of urgent necessitymay exist where there may not betime toap

ply to the Court, in which a trusteemayand mustactupon his own respon

sibilty ,in which he will be indemnified out of the trust estate ; asin case

of theburning ofa house, destruction ofacrop by deluge, and the like.

It is onlyin suchcases, that the estate will be allowed to beencumbered,

and the Courtwill judge of the necessity.

The grounds on which the cases heretofore decided were founded, do

not distinctly appear.

The cases of Cater vs.Eveleigh, James vs. Mayrant, and Montgomery

andEveleigh, commented on .

The Courtmay allow the creditor the same privilege of beingremune

rated out ofthe income,as would be allowed to the trustee, fornecessary

disbursements,

Whereby amarriage agreement,an estate ,real and personal,was con

veyed to trusteesin trust ,to permit thehusbandandwife toreceivethe

profits during their joint lives, and if the wifesurvived, “ in trust that they

should assign, transfer and pay over,all the said propertyto the wifeab

soluteiy ," at the death of the husband, the wife surviving, the trust estate

terminates, and the income in the handsof thewidow will not be subject

ed to supplies furnished during the life time of the husband,though the

income during his life time,might have been so subjected, if application

had been made to theCourt.

Income in the possession of the husband, at his death ,more than neces

sary for the current expenses ofthe family and plantation, might be sub

jected to reimbursements for necessary supplies.

The bill stated in this case, that on the 13th of November,

1821 , John Reid and HarrietHart, being about to intermar

ry, entered into a marriage contract, by which the property

ofsaid Harriet, consisting of lands and negroes, and other

personal property , specified in said deed, was conveyed to

D. Rumph and G. Butler, subject to certain trusts , & e .--

That the said marriage was afterwards solemnized . That the

property went in consequence into the possession of John

Reid , who superintended and managed the same, and made

all contracts in relation thereto ; and purchased such arti

cles as were necessary for the estate and the cestuique

trust; and employed overseers and sold the crops; either

by virtue of the authority given in the deed , or by the di
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rection of Rumph and Butler, the trustees ; or that he acted

as agent of the trustees. That being possessed , &c . he

purchased of the complainant Boggs, same mules for the

estate, and gave his note therefor, on the 9th October,

1826, for $225. That he took possession of the mules and

carried them to the plantation, where they have been used

and where they still remained. The bill further stated,

that Reid employed the complainant, William Oliver, as

overseer on the trust estate , and gave his note for the wa

ges, on the 1st of January, 1826 , for $ 165, forthe services

of the year 1825. The the note not being paid , he sued

Reid, and recovered a judgment at law ; but no satisfaction

had been made ; and complainant was put to costs, &c.-

That Reid had no other plantation than the trust property ;

and that he departed this life sometime in the year 1828,

insolvent, and that no means of payment remained, except

from the trust property, for the benefit of which the debt

was contracted .

The complainants, Wallace & ‘ MʻFie, ,stated; that John

Reid beingin possession of, and managing said estate , pur

chased sundry articles for the estate , and for the cestuique

trusts, in the year 1825 and 1826, which were carried to

the estate, and there used . That on the 7th of March, 1826,

Reid.elosed the account of the year 1825, and gave a draft

on his factor for said'estate, for $ 173 78 , which was not

paid, but protested and returned. That thereupon com

plainants charged the same to the account of John Reid ,

and that this account, and also the articles subsequently

purchased for said estate, and that of cestuique trusts,

amounted; on 1st January 1827, to $ 215 73, for which

Reid gave his note ; on which suit was brought , and judg

ment obtained, but the execution wasreturnednulla bona.

The bill charged , that as the marriage settlement secured

the property to Reid and wife ,duringtheir joint lives, and

as these debts were contracted during their joint lives, the

trust property waspeculiarly liable to pay them . That in

dependant ofthe general charge, that Reid died insolvent

that there were many executions returned nullabona against

him ; and that he was taken by virtue of a capias ad satisfa

ciendum by some plaintiff, and that he assigned all he pos

sessed, which wasnot sufficient to satisfy the claims enti

tled to distribution. That they applied to said Reid and to

VOL . ) . ---NO . III . 5
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defendants for payment, without success . The bill prayed

discovery of all the facts; andthat defendants might pay the

debts, interest and costs, out of the estate or otherwise ;

and if necessary , that they should account before the Com

missioner for that purpose ; and asked for general relief and

subpena.

The answer of Mrs. Reid admitted the deed ånd themar

riage, and that Mrs. Reid and husband took possession of

the property ,and received the proceeds ; thatJohn Reid

wasthe established and only manager, and sold thé erops,

until about two years before his death , being arrested ona

ca.sa. he assigned his property , and also his interest in the

trust estate, to R. P : M‘Cord, who took possession and

sold the crops for the benefit of the judgment creditors,

amongst whom were most of the complainants,and submit

ted whether any demand could bemadeupon the trust es

tate , until it was ascertained to what extent this fund was

liable, in discharge of complainants' debts.

The answer admitted , that J. Reid purchasedthe mules

for the trust estate , and gave his note , that they were used

for the said estate . That Oliver did oversee, and that the note,

was given for hiswages, &c . She could not say forwhatpur

pose Wallace &M'Fie's account was created. The articles

appeared not to be such as were for the estate . That it

appeared that a largeportion were ordinary family supplies,

and some for which this Court cannot hold the trust estate

liable. When the Court shall have settled the principles up

on which her estate,was liable for debts created by her

last husband , she was willing that such portions of this ac

count as the Commissioner might think came within these

principles , might be paid. Theanswer submited, that if the

estate was made liable for these debts the primary object of

the settlement might be defeated. : She understood there

were many debts, enough to consume almost the whole es

tate , &c. and prayed to be dismissed with costs, &c.

Preston, for the defendant, contended that the trust es

tate was not liable at all . ; Chappell, for the complainant.

DESAUSSURE, Chancellor . This case involves a ques

tion which is too frequently occurring before the Court.

The decisions have been numerous, and almost every case

has some peculiar or diversified circumstances,so that hard

!y any two of them are exactly alike .
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The precise facts are stated in a few paragraphs . A

widow lady, named Harriet Hart, being about to intermarry

with Mr. John Reid, and being possessed of a good real and

personal estate in her own right, a marriage contract or set

tlement was entered into between them , with the usual in

tervention of trustees,by which her property was conveyed

to George Butler and David Rumph, in trust, that they

would permit the said John and Harriet to receive and en

joy theprofits and proceeds ofthe above mentioned property,

( except three slaves, who are named ) during the joint lives

of the said Jahn and Harriet' : And if the saidHarriet should

survive the said John , in trust that they ( the said trustees]

should assign, transfer, and pay over, all the said property ,

and the issue of the negroes, to the said Harriet, absolutely,

and unconditionally. Bu tin casę John Reid survived his

wife , and there was no issueof the marriage, then the estate

to go to said John Reid absolutely . If there should be is

sue surviving said Reid, then to such.issue.

The marriage took effect , and Mr. John Reid died on the

in the year 1828. There was no issue of

the marriage ; so that Mrs. Reid is entitled to the whole es

tate , transferred to her unconditionally and absolutely .

During the coverture, Mr. John Reid was in possession of

the estate, and received and applied the rents and profits as

he pleased. He contracted debts with various persons ;

among them , with James H. Boggs, one of the complainants,

from whom he purchased certain mules, for which he gave

his own note of hand, for two hundred and twenty -five dol

lars, on the 9th day of October, 1826, payable on the 1st

December following. This note has no reference to the

trust estate ; but it is charged in the bill , and admitted in

the answer, that these mules, forwhich the note wasgiven ,

were purchased for the benefit of the plantation , andwere

placed thereon by John Reid, and have never been re

moved ., John Reid also employed Mr. Oliver, another of

the complainants. as an overseer on the plantation, for the

year 1825, and gave him his note of hand on 1st January,

1826, for one hundred and sixty dollars, expressed to be for

his services as overseer, during the year 1825.

It was conceded by the answer, that Oliver was so em

ployed , and performed the service .

dag of

1
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John Reid also contracted another account with Wallace

& M'Fie , commencing in Jan. 1825 , and ending in March ,

1826. The charges were against John Reid in his own

name, and withoutany reference to the trust estate: A draft

wastaken by Wallace & M Fie , from John Reid , on Conner

& Wilson, for the then amount of the account, which was

returned protested. This account, amounting to two hun

dred and fifteen dollars seventy-three cents, ( including some

charges on protest and notice , ) consisted of articles, such as

are commonly used and consumed in a respectable family,

and for use on a cotton plantation, except about twenty dol

lars for spirits and wine, &c . These are the claims now

before the Court, on which it is stated in the proceedings,

judgments have been obtained at law. But that they have

not been,and cannot be satisfied, as John Reid diedin the

year 1828, insolvent, leaving noproperty of his own. It is

further stated, that several executions having beenreturned

nulla bona, John Reid had been arrested under a ca. sa .;

and that he had sworn -out of goal , and assigned allhis pro

perty, and his interest in his wife's property, to Mr. Russell

P. M'Cord , for the benefit of creditors, and that he receiv

ed the rents and profits of the trust estate for two years,

and applied them as he thought right; but these complain

ants have not received payment from him or any other

source. The complainants, therefore, seek payment of the

trust estate .

In the argument of this cause, the counsel for the com

plainants contended, that the doctrine of marriage settle

ments , and trusts for the benefit of families, is mischievous

to creditors and to the community, and dangerous to the

peace of families ; and that itought to be discouraged , and

the estates made liable as far as possible . The Court has

little to do with the policyof the laws. Its duty is to ad

minister them, as it finds them established . The doctrine

and the practice of marriage settlements, have been in use

in this couutry from its first settlement, and it is not for the

Courtto discourage them . It is for the Legislature to de

cide on the policy : and that has been done by statutes pre

scribing that marriage settlements shall be recorded within

limited periods, in order to give them validity ; and when

so recorded, are good and effectual, according to their re

spective provisions. These acts have given them a perfect
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ly legal sanction , in addition to the force and effect which

they had from the long established use of them prior to the

recording statutes. Nor is the policy so questionable, as it

is supposed to be . Theprotection of families, and care of

their comfortable subsistence and proper education , is as

much a measure of sound policy, as the payment of creditors.

In most civilized countries, the estate of the wife, is more

fully protectedby the general law, than they are in England

or in America, by special contractsand marriage settlements.

And there is no injustice in it . Surely the woman about to

marry and to reara family , useful to tħe community, has a

just right to say; I have property' which I wish protected

for the benefit of that family . She owes no debts, ( for if

she doesthey must first be paid ,) and in conveying herown

property to trustees , for the benefit of herself and children ,

she does no more than exereise a right of control

property , common to all proprietors; nor have creditors of

her husband a right to complain ; for 'unless she married

him, they could not have the shadow of claim on her pro

perty. And if she marries on condition that her property

shall be protected, her husband's creditors have no reason to

complain, provided they are put on their guard, and are not

led to give credit to the husbond on false grounds. This

is guarded against, by our statutes which require mar

riage settlements to be recorded within limited short pe

riods.

The first question then in this cause is, was the settlement

in question recorded, within the time limited by law, which

is three months. The copy of the settlement furnished

me, bearsdate the 13th November, 1821. It was marked

on the back, “ proven 30th January, 1822.” But the cer

tificate of the proper officer, that -the copy, is a true copy

from the records, does not state when it was recorded.

This was a serious dilemma in the way ; for the entry of

proven January, 1822,” on the copy settlement, does not

establish that the original deed was then deposited to be

recorded, or was actually recorded . The probate is often

made before magistrates out of the office ; and the deposit or

the recording, may not occur till long after ; sometimes

never. In the absence of the regular proof, I caused the

book of records to be searched ; and the search has resulted

in the disclosure of the most extraordinary carelessness in
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the office, at the time, in question ; for it appears that from

the 16th November, 1821 , to the 22d Jauuary, 1822, the.

time of recording a great number of deeds, comprised in

thirty pages, has not been mentioned . Before and after

these periods, the time is mentioned when every deed is

recorded ; and as the marriage settlement we are consider

ing, is recorded in the intermediate space of time, between

those two dates , it appears to have been recorded within

the three months, prescribed by law ; and is valid and ef

lectual to its purposes.

The next question is, whether the complainants are enti

tled to relief, under the provisions of the deed ? We have

seen that the trustees were bound to permit John Reid and

Harriet his wife, to receive and enjoy the profits and pro

ceeds of the above mentioned property (except three slaves)

duiring their joint lives ; and if Harriet Reid survived her

husband , then thetrustees were to assign, transfer and pay

over toher, all the property and the issue of, the slaves,

absolutely and unconditionally. The deed then, placed the

income only of the estate , at the disposal of the husband and

wife, during the coverture. Of this provision all persons

were apprized in the manner prescribed by law; by the

recording ; so that they might deal with the parties accord

ingly , if they chose to deal at all . So far as we have gone

then,it is obvious, that the Court could not subject the body

of the trust estate , to the claims of the creditors.

Bnt another question is made, which must now be consi

dered . It is argued for the complainants, that the several

articles furnished, were for the benefit of the trust estate,

which ought therefore to be subject to the payment. And

it is urged that the Court has already decided in several

cases, that the trust estate should be subjected . This is

certainly true. In the case of Cater vs. Eveleigh, the Court

decreed the estate to be liable for a saw gin , procured by

the husband, father' of the family , for the trust estate. In

another case, respecting the trust estate of Eveleigh , 1

M‘Cord's Chan . Rep. 267 : again, the Court subjected the

estate for supplies of corn, furnished for the subsistence of

the slaves. And in other cases trust estates have been

subjected to the payment of the wages of overseers

employed to manage these estates. In all these cases

the Court has gone on the principle that these were es

.
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sential to thewell-being of the trust estate. The slaves

might perish if not supplied with corn or clothing ; the cot

ton might lay useless without the machinery to prepare it

for market ;and this is strong ground, an which to place the

subject. Yet it is dangeours;for itis difficult to assign the

preeise limits to this responsibility. It may be abused to

the destruction of the body and substance of the estate it

self, by the extravagance or mismanagement of the. hus

band. I acknowledge that I feel great difficulty 'on the

subject ; and should be much - gratified and relieved , if, on

an appeal in this case , some general rules could be laid

down for my government in such cases. One thing, how

ever, is clear , that if the husband is allowed to expend all

the income on other objects, and to leave such demands as

are founded on real supplies for the manifest benefit and

reasonable improvementof the trust estate , entirely unpaid ,

until his death, and then these creditors are allowed tocome

for payment on the body of the estate itself, all the purpo

ses of protection, intended to be given to such estatęswould

be defeated. I see no remedy against this evil , but to ex

amine strictly into the nature of the supplies to the estate,

to ascertain whether they were indispensible to the estate .

itself, and not merely for the usufructuaries, personally .

And also to require that even such creditors should use all

proper diligence to obtain paymentout of the income of the

estate , from year to year; as such indispensible supplies

were furnished .

To apply these views to the present. There is no doubt

that the mules supplied to the trust estate were a durable

benefit, perhaps as much so as a saw gin ; for they last as

long, and are extensively useful. It seemsthe mules were

sold by Mr. Boggs to Mr. Reid, in the autumn of 1826 ; and

he gave his note on 9th October, 1826, ' for two hundred

and twenty-five dollars, payable on the first day of Decem

ber following. The muleswere placed on the plantation of

the trust, and worked on it, and now remain thereon, and

the present cestuique use, or rather absolute owner, has

the benefit of them . I think this case comes clearly within

the principles of the decided cases ; and the mulesmust be

paid for ; especially as the creditor seems to have pursued

his remedy with proper diligence, and endeavored to get

payment, without success . It was ingeniously argued, that

1
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this would begiving a lien on the mules, which the parties

did not contract for. It struck ' me at first with some force.

But on-reflection, I am satisfied , it has not the weight as

cribed to it. The question is, not whether Mr. Boggs has

a lien on the mules - for that he certainly has not - but it

is , whether the creditor, having supplied the trust estate

with an article essential to its improvement, and which still

remains beneficial to the present owner, is not entitled to be

paid out of the trust estate, on the same footing with other

creditors, standing on the same ground ?

The next claim was that of the overseer for wages, for

superintending the estate . This kind of claim has been

repeatedly sustained by the Court ; and , as there has bee

no laches, but reasonable diligence used without success to

obtain payment, during the life of Mr. Reid , it appears to

me, to be just that the overseer should be paid by the pre

sent possessor of the estate , who was entitled to the income

jointly with her husband , during the coverture.

The next claim is that of Wallace & M Fie , for the pay

ment of an account for articles furnished to Mr. Reid ; in

theyears 1825, and part of 1826. On examining that ac

count, it appears thatnearly three fourths of the amount are

for cotton bagging, negro cloth, &c. for the indispensible use

of the estate . These appear to me to come within the

principles, which have been recognized by the Court in its

decisions heretofore made, on this anomalous and embar

rassing subject. The remaining articles for general family

eonsumption, do not come within the principles, and cannot

be allowed .

It was properly argued for the defendant,that before she

could be called uponfor payment, she was entitled to have

the crops of the time thattheestate was held by an assignee ,

applied to the payment of the claims now made on her,

unless otherwise legally applied. It will therefore bé ne

cessary to order a reference, that the Commissioner may

enquire and report, if there be any part of the proceeds of

those crops remaining, properly applicable to pay these de

mands. The assignee will doubtless produce the accounts

of the receipts and expenditures, without putting the par

ties to the expense and delay of making him a party .-

Should that fund be insufficient, then the deficiency must

be made up by the defendant .
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After a good deal of reflection, however, I am satisfied

that the complainants have no right to touch the capital of

the estate . The deed of settlement gave only the income

of the estate to the husband and wife, during the coverture.

That deed was recorded according to 'law , as a notice to

all the world , of what interests the parties had in the estate .

In giving credit, therefore, they could look only to the in

come ; and to the income they must resort for payment.

Nor will the Courtpermit the wholeofthe present income

to be taken from the defendant. She must be allowed a

reasonable proportion for her maintenance outof it, and the

remainder applied to the payment of the demands of the

complainants.

On looking into the decisions in this State , on this sub

ject, I find that this arrangement, which I propose to make,

is not a new course . For in the case of Bethune and

others vs. Beresford and wife and others , ( 1st Des. Rep.

174 ,) the Court, after deciding that the income of the set

tled estate was liable , to a certain extent, to the claims of

the creditors, then suing, determined that the wife, from

whom the estate was derived, should have a subsistence out

of the income, and made a provision accordingly.

It is therefore ordered and decreed, that it be referred to

ihe Commissioner to examine and report, the amount of

the debts due to the respective complainants, according

to the principles laid down in this decree. Also , that he

further enquire and report, what was the amount of the in

come of the estate whilst it was in the hands of the assignee

of Johm Reid, and what application has been made thereof;

and whether any, and what sum remains applicable to the

debts due the complainants.

And he is further directed, in case it be necessary to re

sort to the income of the estate in the hands of the defen

dant, to examine and report, what is the average amount of

that income,and what proportion thereof wouldbea proper

allowance for the support of the defendant, until the debts

due the complainants should be paid out of the remaining

part of the income.

From this decree both parties appealed. The complain

ants on the ground that the estate should be made hiable,

and sold for the purpose of satisfying their claims. The de

6VOL . I.-NO. III .
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fendants on the ground that the estate became absolute in

Mrs. Reid, upon the death of her husband , and was not

liable for debts incurred for the benefit of the particular

estate .

Preston , for the defendant. It is conceded that a trust

estate is liable for debts created by it . Credit is indispen

sable to its existence . The wants of the estate must be

supplied, and in the absence of any other mode this must

be resorted to . But this concession must not be extended

further than theterms 'import. The tenant of a term, can

not charge the estate in the hands of the remainderman, for

expenses incurred in rendering it useful or convenient to

himself. Reid was tenant for life, and these all the pro

ceedings show , are his own proper debts , and it never

was thought that the trust estate. except so far as he had

an interest in it, was to come in aid of his liability . That

estate is passed away, and can they pursue it in the hands

of the present owner

If she had sold or transferred it to another, could the cre

ditors follow it ? This is not a legal claim , it is founded in a

supposed equity, which is raised when one has contributed

to the improvement and preservation of the estate . If,

then, we regard John Reid as the proper agent for the es -i

tate, yet these debts were contracted by the tenant for life,

with a view to increase his own income. They are not ,

therefore necessary to the remainderman. Tenant for life,

without impeachment, is bound to keep the premises in

repair . · 2 Atk. 283, Partretch vs. Powley. Tenant for life

is bound to keep down the interestand to share with the

remainderman a part of the principal. 1 Atk . 467 ; 1 Ves.

234. " Reid purchased mules and they are found on the

premises. If Mrs. R. has intermeddled with them, she may

be liable as ex. de son tort, and not by this bill . A fire en

gine or cider press erectedby tenant for life, goes to his

ex'or. Dudly vs. Ward, P.W. 113. · As to what debts

the tenant for life may charge the remainderman. 1 Brown ,

206, Jones vs. Morgan:

Chappell, contra ,cited Cater vs. Eveleigh, 4 Des. R. 19 ;

James vs. Mayrant, Do. 591 ; Montgomery vs. Eveleigh, 1

M- Cord's Ch. R. 267 .

1

1
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CURIA per Nort, J. I concur in opinion with the Chan

cellor, that there is nothing in this case to excite our preju

dices against the claim of thedefendant. I am not aware

of any system of ethics that forbids a woman from securing

her own property for her own use , evenagainst the ereditors

of a profligate orimprudenthusband . It is enough that she

is ordained to take him for better and for worse, and ought

at least to be permitted to secure her property against the

last alternative . · But as is well remarkedby the Chancel

lor, we are not required to decide upon the policy of the

law , but to administer it according to its provisions. I also

concur in opinion with the Chancellor, that this is an embar

rassing question . But I am inclined to think that the em

barrassment arii as more from some loose decisions of our

Courts, which we are now perhaps bound to respect, than

from any intrinsic difficulty in the subject itself.

The duty of a trustee is to hold and employ the property

for the benefit of the cestuique trust . Persons, therefore,

who deal with him , must do it upon his individual credit and

not upon the credit of the trust estate . Having the man

agement of the estate , necessarily implies a power to pro

vide for its maintenance and support. He is authorized there

fore, to pay the Doctors' bills and taxes, to purchase planta

tion tools , and the necessary supplies for the slaves, &c . and

to reimburse himself out of the proceeds of the crop. But

that is a matter with him andthe cestuique trusts, with which

the creditors have nothing to do . They are the creditors of

the trustee and not of the estate . And even the trustee

himself is not authorized to pledge the capital, but must keep

the expenditures within the income of the estate . If the

estate is unproductive, and in danger of consuming itself,

he must apply to the Court for.advice, and may, under its

direction, convert it into other property , or make such other

arrangements as may remedy the evil ; and there may be

caseswhere the Court will permit a part to be sold for the

preservation of the reșt; and indeed, cases of urgent ne

cessity. may exist, when there may notbe time to apply to

the Court, in which a trustee may and must act upon his

own responsibility, in which he will be indemnified out of

the trust estate ; such for instance as the burning ofa house ,

the destruction of a crop by a deluge, and the like. And

it is only in cases of that description, of the necessity of
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which the Court will judge that he will be permitted to in

cumber the estate .

The duties of a trustee, therefore, are few and simple,

and may be embraced in the few observations which have

beenmade.

Our Courts, however, have gone one step farther , and in

a few instances have subjected the trust estate to the pay

ment of the debts of a creditor contracted with the trustee

orhis agent upon the faith of, or forthe use of the trust es

tate. But the principles uponwhich those cases are foun

ded, and the extent to which they were intended to be car .

ried, do not very distinctly appear. And it belongs to this

Court now to establish some principle and to give definition

to the rules by which similar cases are in future to be govern

ed . The first case , I believe, is thatofCater and Eveleigh, 4

Des. Rep. 19. In that case , Mr. Eveleigh, the agent of the

trustees, had procured cotton gins for the use of the estate ,

and given his note for the purchase money. Mr. Cater the

creditor, sued upon the note, and recovered a judgment

upon which he sued ont a ca. sa . and took the body of the

defendant. He took the benefit of the insolvent debtors'

act, and not having any thing to surrender, the debt remain

ed unpaid . Thedefendantthen applied to the Court of

Equity, to be paid out of the trust estate, which was de

ereed by that Court. But I presume the Court meant out

of the proceeds of the estate only, that is to say , that the

trustee should first pay this debt out of the income, before

he should pay over the balance to the cestuique trust ; or in

other words, that that debt should constitute the first charge

on the funds in his hands, but not that he should break in

upon the capital for that purpose. If that had been the in

tention , an order for a sale of the property for that object

must have been obtained. The same observations willap

ply to the case of James vs. Playrant, Do. 551. Though

that Decree seems to be founded in part upon the peculiar

circumstances of the case , which furnish no inference ap

plicable to any other . The case of Montgomery and Eve

leigh, 1 M'Cord's Ch . 267 , is also one depending in a great

measure on its own eircumstances ; and like the others it is

only the income and not the capital of the estate which is

made liable . And that liability is founded as much on the

ground of fraud in the cestuique trust, as on the other
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cround that the debt was contracted for the necessary sup

plies of the plantation. The Court might perhaps in either

of those cases have directed a part of the estate to be sold

to pay the debt, but it would not have doneso without an

enquiry into the neeessity of the measure, and whether the

estate would be benefited thereby . So that neither of those

cases furnish any further or other inference than that. the

Court may allow the creditor the same privilege of being

remunerated out of the income of the estate, as would be

allowed to the trustee for necessary disbursements. Now

to apply the principles of those cases, as funderstand them ,

to the case under consideration ; I think the trustees would

have been authorized to apply the income of the estate to

the necessary repairs and supplies of the plantation , such

as work horses, plantation tools and provisions, as well as

to the support of the family, and that the Court might,

under the authority of the foregoing cases direct the ap

plication of the funds to those objects. The trustees

could not give to Mr. Reid other or greater powers than

they themselves possessed . It was his duty, therefore, to

keep up the repairs , to provide all the necessary implements

of husbandry and supplies for the plantation, so that the

estate should not be wasted, or its value impaired . What

ever else was made after fulblling the objects of the trust,

would have been his own , to be disposed of,as he thought

proper. But he had no authority to incumber the estate

beyond the income , nor to subject it to the payment of his

debts .

With regard to the debts now sought to be recovered , I

think they come within the authority of the cases referred

to , and if Mr. Reid were now alive , perhaps the Court

might under the authority of those eases subject the pro

ceeds of the crops inhis hands to the payment of them.

But the trust estate has terminated by his death , and I do

notthink they can be made a charge on the estate itself.--

I can see no distinction between a charge on the estate

itself, and one on the income in the hands of Mrs. Reid .

If there was remaining in the hands of Mr. Reid at the time

of his death , of the income of the estate more than suffi

cient to meet the current expenses of the family and plan

tation it may be made subject to the payment of those debts

as constituting a part of the trust estate. But further than
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that, I do not think we are authorized to go . The case of

Bethune and Cook vs. Beresford and wife,does not support

the Chancellor in subjecting the income of the widow's es

tate, to the payment of these debts. In that case, Beresford

was still living and entitled exclusively to the income of

the estate . The Court made his interest alone liable to the

payment of the debts, and that only after a reasonable al

lowance for the support of the family. 1 Des. Rep . 174.

The decree in this case goes to subject the estate of the

wife to the payment of the debts of the husband , and con

stitutes her a trustee of her own estate , for the benefit of

his creditors. The extent of such a principle can not be

foreseen . If once admitted it may be extendedtothe entire

destruction of a marriage settlement.

The complainants? debts' were undoubtedly contraeted

for the credit of Mr. Reid and his notes were taken for the

purchase money . It can hardly be supposed that there are

any funds in the handsof the trustees for the payment of

them , for all the interest of Mr. Reid in the estate has been

assigned , as appears by the decree for the payment of his

debts. If, however, the complainants think it worth the

trouble and expense , an inquiry may be made into the sub

ject.

It is therefore Ordered and Decreed, that the Decree

of the Chancellor be so reformed as to correspond with the

principles herein laid down , and that it be referred to the

Commissioners to enquire whether there remained in the

hands of the said John Reid at the time of his death, any

and how much of the income of the estate subject to the

payment of complainants' demands, and that he report there

on to the next Court of Equity for Orangeburgh District .

And that the fund be first applied to the payment of the

costs of this suit, and if- sufficient for that purpose that the

complainants' pay the costs. Decree modified
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TRUSTS - WHEN EXECUTED .

IN CHANCERY,-FEB. 1829 .

EX PARTE, JOHN GADSDEN,

John GAPSDEN, Trustee, vs. Miss CAPPEDEVILLE.

C.conveyed real estate to T. his heirs andassigns forever, in trust, first

to raise annually therefrom , the sum of $ 800 per annum , to be paid to C.

during his life , and after his death, in trust to permit E. P. the wife of J.

P. “ and present and future issue by hersaid husband J. P. to hold and

enjoy the premises to their sole use and behoof; or in trust to sell the same

or any part thereof, and toapply the proceeds to the use of the said E.

P. and her children and haveand share alike, to them , their heirs and as

signs forever, ” freed from the debts and control of the husband, J. P.

Held that the legal estate in fee remained in the trustee after the death

of C. and of the husbandJ. P. ( it not being the case of an executed trust ,)

and that E, P. and her children living at the death of C. were entitled to

the benefit of the trusts as tenants incommon,

When issue is used as a word of limitation or of purchase.

The trustee agreed with defendant to convey,andon a bill filed to com

pel performance, after the death of C, and J. P : the Court held the trus

teethe proper person to convey,

The idea that though the legal estate were executed in fee in the

trustees, yet when the objects of the trust were accomplished, the fee

might shift and become executed in the cestnique use, does not seem

to bewarranted by any authority.”

According to the objects of thetrust and the terms of the conveyance,

trustees have been construed to take only a chattel interest, as in the case

of a devise to executors for or until the payment of debts, or a life estate ;

but if the fee be once vested in the trustees, the inheritance remains in

them , unless, perhaps, a shifting use should be created by the terms ofthe

deed or will.

The rule seems to be, " that if the gift to the trustee be general, with

out words of limitation or inheritance , he will be construed to take a

chattel interest, a life estate, or afee, as the purposes of the trust' appear

to require; but if it be to him and his heirs, (provided any estate at all is

executed in the trustee, ) it imports a fee ; but these words may be re:

strained by other circumstances in the deed or will, which shew thatthe

donor or devişor contemplated that the estate should be executed in some

subsequent taker or after some event, or which are inconsistent with the

notion of the fees continuing in the trustee.

Trustees take a chattel interest only where the interest is uncertain .

A devise to trustees and their heirs , carries a fee .

So, of real and personal estate to trustees, their executors, administra

tors, and assigns.

So devise to trustees and their heirs, to the separate use of a feme co

vert during life, after her death to first and othersons. Held a fee in the

trustees.
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The case of Jones vs. Say & Sile, ( 1 Eq. Ca. Abr. 483, Viner's Ab .

262, Fearne Con. Rem. 52,) commented onand questioned .

The power to sell, relates to the whole estate, and to satisfy that power,

the whole estate must remain in the trustee.

There cannot be a partial execution ofa use. The estate is one, and

must be executed either in the trustee or the cestuique use.

The bill in the case of Gadsden, Trustee, vs. Cappede

ville , was filed to compel the defendant ' to accept specific

performance of a contract for the sale and conveyance of a

lot of land in Charleston . The defendant in her answer

expressed her willingness to perform , provided the com

plainant could make her a good title . This depended on

the question, whether the legal' title of the lot remained

in Gadsden, as trustee , or whether it was executed in the

cestuique trust . The petition was for the substitution of a

trustee. These were the facts .

Jean Baptiste Collas, by deed, bearing date the 31st of

January, 1800, convéyéd to William Trenholm , along with

other property, the lot of land in question, in trust, “ first

to raise annually thereout and therefrom , the sum of eight

hundred dollars, to be paid to me in half yearly payments,

yearly and every year, during the time of my natural life,

and from and after my decease, then in trust to permit and

suffer Elizabeth Pepin, the wife of the said Joseph Pepin ,

and her presentand future issue by her said husband , to

hold and enjoy the said premises, to their sole use and be

hoof ; or in trust to sell the same or any part thereof, and

to apply the proceeds of such sale to the use of the said

Elizabeth Pepin and her children , and have and share alike,

to them , their heirs and assigns forever, freed and dischar

ged from the present and future debts or the control of the

said Joseph Pepin , in any way or manner whatsoever.”

" To have and to hold the said lotof land, &c . unto the said

William Trenholm, his heirs and assigns, forever, to , for and

upon the several and: respective uses, intnts , trusts and

purposes, hereinbeforementioned, set forth and declared .”

The donor, Jean Baptiste Collas, died some time after the

execution of the deed ; thehusband, Joseph Pepin , is since

dead , leaving his wife Elizabeth , and several children , now

surviving

HARPER, Chancellor .-- The first question was, as to the

estate that Elizabeth Pepin and her children took in the
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premises, after the death of the donor, Collas. The gift is

to her and her present and future issueby her said husband.

If these wordshad stood alone, I should have thought that

the word issue was one of limitation , and that they created

a fee simple, conditional . For though in Wild's case 6. R.

17 , it is said, that a gift to one and his issue or children , who

has issue or children living ( as Elizabeth Pepin had in this

case, ) creates a jointtenancy, yet Lord Hardwicke observes

in the case of Lumpley and Blower, 3 Atk. 397 , " that was

before it was fully settled that the word issue was as proper

a word of limitation as heirs of the body.” Still, however,

the word issue may be explained to be a word of purchase ;

and it is fully so in this case, by the direction which follows

to divide the money in the eventof a sale of the premises,

between the mother and her children, " have and share

alike, to them , their heirs and assigns.” I have no doubt,

therefore, that Elizabeth Pepin and her children , living at

the death of Collas, took a fee , jointly or rather in common .

The principal question however, was, whether thelegal

estatein the premises is now executedin Elizabeth Pepin

and her children, or whether it still subsists in the trustee.

If it still subsists in the trustee the conveyance must be

made through him .

It was not doubted, and couldnotbe, that the legal estate

remained in the trustee during the lifeof the grantor,Col

las, and during the coverture of Elizabeth Pepin ; at least

as to her interest in the premises. This was necessary for

affecting the objects of the trust ; the managing of the es

tate , so as to receive a specific sum , to be paid over to the

grantor annually , and to secure the separate use to a feme

covert, free from the debts or controul ofthe husband.

An impression seemed to be entertained in the argument

of the case , that though the legal estate were executed in

fee, in the trustees, yet when the objects of the trustwere

accomplished, the fee might shift and become executed in

the cestuique use . This idea does not seem to be war

ranted by any authority : According to the objects of the

trust and the terms of the conveyance, trustees have been

construed to take only a chattel interest -mas in the case of

a devise to executors for, or until , the payment of debts ;

Co. Lit. 42, a . Matthew Manning's case , 6 Rep. 96 ;

Hilchins vs. Hilchins, 2 Vern. 403 ; and Carter vs. Bar

VOL . 1 .---NO , III .
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nardiston , 1 Pr. Wms, 505 ; or a life estate, as in some of the

cases which will be hereafter referred to. But if the fee

be once vested in the trustees , the inheritance remains in

them ; unless perhaps a shifting use should be created , by

the terms of the deed or will .

It is agreed that some legal estate was executed in the

trustees, in this instance , and the question is, what that es

tate was. It is supposed to have been for the life of Collas

and the coverture of Elizabeth Pepin , which would also

have been a life estate , determinable. Co. Lit , 42, a . I

am of opinion that the fee was executed in the trusteee and

remains in him .

It is to be observed that the conveyance is to the trustee,

his heirs and assigns, which would seem to import a fee.

The cases on the subject are numerous and various. ' Sofar

as I can deduce any rule from them , it seemsto be to the fol

lowing effect : that if the gift to the trustee be general,

without words of limitation or inheritance, he willbe con

strued to take a chattel interest,a life estate , or a fee, as the

purposes of the trust appear to require .* But if it be to

him and his heirs, ( provided any estate at all is executed

in the trustee , ) this imports a fee : though these words may

be restrained by other circumstances in the deed or will,

which shew that the donor or devisor contemplated that the

estate should be executed in some subsequent taker, or af

ter 'some event, or which are inconsistent with the notion

of the fees continuing in the trustee . Thus, there may be

a devise to a trustee and his heirs, expressly during the life

of A. or for the separate use of a feme covert during life,

with a direct devise of the legal estate in remainder. What

I mean to express, will be best illustrated by reference to

the cases.

In Wright vs. Pearson ,Amb. 360, the devise was to trus

tees and their heirs, to raise money for legacies and subject

thereto, to a nephew for life, with remainder, &c. It was

contended that this gave the trustees only a chattel interest.

The Lord Keeper says, “the cases do notapply to the pre

sent. Trustees take a chattel interest, onlywhere the in

* Can our act of 1824, dispensing with words of perpetuity in deviser,

have any bearing inthis State, on theestate which isconveyed to the trus

tee ? “ Every gift of land by devise shall be construed a gift in fee sim

ple.” Must notthis law operateon all the devises of legal estateswheth

er to a trustee or to any other. See 4 M -Cord's Rep. 442. - The Editors.
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terest is uncertain . Here, the limitation is to them and

their heirs , therefore they take a fee .” In Bagshaw and

Spencer, 2 Atk. 578 ; 1 Ves . 144, Lord Hardwicke says,

" the devise is to trustees and their heirs, which carries the

whole fee in law ."

In Gibson vs. Rogers, Amb. 94, reported as Gibson vs.

Montfort, 1 Ves , 485, the devise was of real and personal

estate , to trustees, their executors, administrators, and as

signs, in trust to pay legacies and annuities out of the per

sonal estate, and the rents and profits of thereal estate,and

after payment of these, the testator devised the residue.

The Chancellorhetd that the words executors and admin

istrators applied to the personal estate and " assigns,” to the

real and carried the fee . He decides, moreover, that the

devise for payment, out of the rents and profits, involves the

power of selling, andtherefore necessarily implies a fee .

In Chapman vs. Blisset, Ca. Temp. Talbot, 145 , the de

vise was to trustees, their heirs, executors and administra

tors, to pay an annuity to the testator's son for life, and af

ter his death, testator devised one moiety of the estate to

the children of the son , and the other moiety to the chil

dren of a grandson. There was a provision for a fortune

for the son's wife, and direction topay an annuity to the

grandson till 15 , and an apprentice fee. It was held that

the fee.was executed in thetrustees. The argument of the

Chancellor does not seem to rely merely on the limitation

to heirs, but is not inconsistent with the cases before quo

ted . He says, "Where particular things are to be done by

the trustees, as in this case the several payments that are to

be made to theseveral persons, it is necessary that the es

tate should remain in them , so long at least as those purpo

sesrequire ." No authority has been cited to warrant the

doctrine that in case of such a general limitation to trustees

as the present case is , that they should have but a particu

lar interest, and then that interest to determine;" In a

note in the case , p . 150, the authorities are referred to , to

shew that trustees have a fee without words of limitation ,

when the purposes of the trust require it and the intention

of the testator cannot be otherwise effectuated .

In Venables vs. Morris, 7.T.R. 342 , 434, an estate was

limited to husband for life ; remainder, during his life, to

trustees and their heirs, for preserving contingent remain
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ders ; remainder to the wife for life ; remainder to trustees

and their heirs, (not during her life,) for preserving contin

gent remainders ; remainder, &c . The wife survived.

Here there was ground to contend, that the trustees were

only intended to support contingent remainders during the

life of the wife, yet the Judges certified that the feewas

executed in them .

• In Harton vs. Harton , 7 T. R. 648, the devise was to

trustees and their heirs, to the separate use of a feme covert

during life ; after her death , to firstand other sons, &c.

Held a fee executed in trustees.

Several of the cases cited seem hardly reconcilable with

the case of Jones vs. Say & Sele, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab . 383, said

to better reported , 8 Vern . Ab. 262, and quoted , Fearne's

Con . Rem , 52. In that case , testatrix devised estates to

trustees, and their heirs, in trust,to buy legacies and annui

ties, and the surplus of rents and profits to the separate use

of a married daughter for life ; and after the daughter's

death, to stand seized of the premises to the use ofthe heirs

of the body of the daughter, &c . Itwas held that the estate

subsisted in the trustees during the life ofthe daughter, and

that the use was executed in the heirs of her body on her

death . On this case, Lord Kenyon remarks, in Harton and

Harton, “that it is a case by itself,” and indeed , seems to

overrule it. And Mr. Butler, in his note to Ferne 54, ( a )

observes . In practice certainly no reliance can be placed

on it , as an authority for confining the estate of trustees, un

der such a devise , to the life of the tenantfor liſe .” The

case of Shapland vs. Smith, 1 Br.-C.C. seems to me to

come nearer than any other to supporting Jones vs. Say &

Sele. There the devise was to trustees , ( generally ) in

trust that they, and their heirs and assigns , should, after

deducting taxes, &c . pay the surplus to C. S. and his as

signs, during life ; and from and after his decease, to the

use and behoof of the heirs male of the body of the said C.

S. The question chiefly made in the case was, whether the

use was executed in C.S. during his life, and consequently

whether he took an estate tail, under the rule in Shelly's

Chief Baron Eyre was of opinion thatthe estate was

executed in the C. S. but the Chancellor differed from that

opinion , and held that the estate was in the trustees for the

life of Ć . S. that the remainder was legally executed in his

case .
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heirs male , and consequently, that the legal estate, could

not unite with the equitable to make an estate tail. This

case may have been decided under an impression that the

devise to trustees was indefinite , (not to heirs,) or that the

devise to the use and behoof of the heirs male of C. S. ex

presses an intention that the use should be executed in

them .

In Sylvester vs. Wilson , 2 T. R. 444, the devise was to

trustees and their heirs ; but expressly , during the life of

testator's son , to apply profits, & c . and immediately from

and after his decease, testator devised the said premises ;

expressing the intention that the estate should be executed

in the heirs of the body.

But there are cases of devises and conveyances to trustees

and their heirs, not expressed to be for the life of the ces

tuique trust, for life , where that construction has been put

on the words, from cireumstaces in the will or conveyance,

shewing that intention in the donor or devişor. As in Doe

vs. Hicks, 7 T. R. 429, where testator devised to J. C. for

life , remainderto trustees and thetr heirs, to preserve con

tingent remainders ; remainder to first and other sons ; and

in default of such issue , to A. C. for life , remainder to the

said trustees and their heirs, to preserve , & c. with several

other life estates, and like remainders to the trustees.

Lord Kenyon thought, from the whole of the will, that the

intention of the testator was to give to the trustees and

their heirs only during thelives ofthe several tenants for life .

If they took the whole feebythe first devise, all the sub

sequent remaindersto them were absolutely nugatory. He

observes that in Vereables and Morris, “ it'.was absolutely

necessary that the fee should be in the trustees ; for the

tenant for life, ( the wife ) had a power of appointment, and

if in exercising that power, she had introduced any contin

gent remainders, they might all have been, defeated , if the

uses were not executed in thetrustees . On the same prin

ciple, therefore , that it was necessary in that case, that the

trustees should have the legal estate, to answer the inten

tion of the parties,I think it is not necessary in this case,

that they should take the legal estate for a longer term than

during the lives of the tenants for life ; sinee this construc

tion will best answer the intention of this testator.

So in Curtis vs. Price, 12 Ves: 89, which was decided
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principally on the authority of Doe & Hicks. That was a

case of conveyance to trustees . and their heirs, in trust for

husband for life , then for the wife for life , if she should con

tinue únmarried ; but if she should marry , topay
her

nuity and providefor the education of her children ; and

after the death of the husband and wife , to the said trustees,

executors, &c . for a term of one hundred years, to raise

portions for younger children. In this case the gift to the

trustees and their heirs, was construed to be during the life

of the wife . The Master of Rolls decided on two grounds ;

first, that there was a purpose to be answered in giving the

trustees an estate for the life of the wife, ( to pay the annui

ty and educate children , in the event of her marriage ,) and

none to be answered by giving them a larger estate ; and

secondly, that giving the trustees a term ,after the death

of the husband and wiſe, was incompatible with the sup

position of their having before taken a fee. I would ob

serve on the first ground, that from the whole current ofau

thorities, it does not appear that it would have been suffi

cient alone, to restrict the estate of the trustees. It is not

enough that the purposes of the trust have been satisfied

during a particular estate, or that no object isto be effected

by giving them a larger estate : if the giſt be to them, and

their heirs, there must be something positive to restrict them

to a particular estate , or inconsistent with the notion of their

taking a fee, as in the two last cited cases .

The case of Doe, exdem . White, vs. Simpson , 5 East.

162, was one of a' devise to trustees, and the survivor of

them, and the executors and administrators of such survivor.

There the trustees were construed to take an estate for the

life of two annuitants, and a further term , until the sum of

£ 800 should be raised.

In this case the conveyance was to the trustee and his

heirs ; the estate certainly subsisted in the trustees during

the life of Collas and the covertureof Mrs. Pepin, and there

is nothing to restrict the estate of the trusteesor incompati

ble with their taking a fee. I havenot hitherto adverted to

the authority given to the trustee to sell . Even if the con

veyance hadnot been to the trustee and his heirs, this would

haveput the matter out of doubt. It occurred to me at first,

that if, on the other grounds, the trustee appeared to have

only a particular estate, this might be a mere power annex
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ed to his estate , and gone when the estate terminated. But

a very little examination was sufficient to show the fallacy

of this impression. In Gibson vs. Rogers, Lord Hardwicke

thought the possibility that the executors might be under

the necessity of selling the estate, sufficient to imply a fee

in them . The trustees must have as largean estate as they

are to convey. In Keene vs. Deardon , 8 East . 248, an es

tate was conveyed to trustees and their heirs, in trust to

sell,' with the consent of the parties conveying, and vest the

proceeds in other lands, to be settled in the manner speci

fied ; and until such sale, the rents and profits to be receiv

ed by the party centitled if no such conveyance had been

made. As the trustees were only to sell , with the consent

of the grantors, and as, until sale affected; the party previ

ously entitled was to receive the rents and profits, it was

was contended that this amounted to nothing more than a

baré power to sell ; and as no sale was ever made, that the

title continued unchanged . It was clearly held , however ,

that the fee was executed in the trustees. Mr. Sugden , in

his Treatise on Powers, 112, remarks on the position con

tended for in the case of Keene, & Deardon, that it was

doctrine utterly subversive of all received notions on this

branch of the law of real property." He cites an Irish ease

to thesame effect as' Keene & Deardon . A recovery was

'suffered, and the uses declared to trustees, or the survivor

of them ,and hisheirs, in trust to sell or mortgage thewhole

or any part of the estates, for payment of debts, with the

consent of the tenant in tail during his life, or without such

consent, after his death ; to pay the surplus to the tenant in

tail, hisexecutors or, administrators — subject to such power

of altering or mortgaging the estates, or such of them

as should remain unsold , to ensure to the use of the tenant

in tail, his heirs and assigns. It was held that the legal es

tate vested in the trustees.

It was suggested in the cause , that as the trust was for a

married woman and her children , as tenants in common, the

estate might remain in the trustee , so far as the share ofthe

feme covert was concerned, and the interests of the chil. •

dren , be executed in them . The grounds on which I have

decided the cause, make an answerto that suggestion. The

whole fee was conveyed to the trustees, and the estate re

mained in them , at all events, during the life of Collas, and

a
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there is nothing to diyert it afterwards. Thepowerto sell ,

relates to the whole estate, and to satisfy that , the whole

must remain in them . I am af opinion, however, that in no

case could there be such a partial execution of a use. The

estate is one, and must be executed either in the trustee or

the cestuique trust. As observed by Lord Hardwich in

Gibson vs. Rogers, this Court will not make fractions, and

consider themas trustees for only part ofthe inheritance.

An order has been already made, on the petition, for the

substitution of a trustee. It is further ordered and decreed,

that upon the complaiņant, John Gạdsden's executing to the

defendantasufficient conveyance, in fee simple , of the lot

of landin question, the defendant accept such conveyance,

and pay tothe complainant the purchase money stipulated .

From this decree an appeal was taken to the Court of

Appeals, and upon argument the Chancellor's decree was

confirmed . Decree confirmed .

REGISTRY ACTS,

No proposition will be more universally assented to than

that the lawswhich regulate our titles to property, should

be clear, and free .from uncertainty and ambiguity. The

ignorance of our citizens of the Recording Laws of this

State, has been one of the most fruitful sources of litigation,

and has involved many honest men and their fåmilies in utter

ruin . Every year some marriage contract, some deed or

mortgage is set aside, because the law , on this subject is so

difficult to be understood, that few are able to ascertain ,

even with a copy of the Acts before them, what conveyan

ces the law requiresto be recorded, in what, office, or in

what time. To remedy this evil, belongs to the Legislature,

and it is strange that it has been so long overlooked by that

intelligent body. We have been recently led to consider

this subject, and to compare the various Acts . We found

the system ( if system it can be called , which has no single

principle running through the whole ,) even more inperfect

than we had anticipated. We believe we cannot render a

more essential service to the community, than to attempt a

.
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review of the several Acts of the Legislature constituting

our Registry Law, and to submit to the consideration of

those whose business it is to remedy the evil , the outline of

an Act , by which it is attempted to reduce the different

kinds of conveyances which are, or ought tobe required to

be recorded, under the operation of a few general, but uni

form principles. In order to make the system more per

pect, we have inserted a clause , requiring gifts of personal

property to be in writing, and recorded. These gifts have

always been, and stillcontinue to be, the most fruitful source

of fraud and litigation known to our Courts. Parents are

often prompted,by the best feelings of our nature, tomake

gifts to their infant children. There is scarcely a family

where the children do not claim some part of their parent's

property. If the parent continuesprosperous, and his es

tate descends to his children, these gifts are never heard of

again ; but if adversity comes, and creditors insist on the

payment of their debts, these gifts are interposed to save

some remnant ofthe estate , and some “ old family chroni

cle ,” or perhaps the donor himself, isproduced to prove that

that property which hadalwaysbeen in hispossession ,andon

the faithof whichhe had gained eredit, and contracted debts,

did'not belong to him , buthad many years before been given

to'one of his children . These gifts have been much favor

ed by juries. The creditor is regarded as some unfeeling

Shyloch, claiming the whole penalty of his bond. We have

known but ' few cases in which his claims for justice have

been supported.

That our scheme may be the better understood, we pro

pose, in the first place , to present our views of the law as it

now stands, and then to submit our remedy for the evils of

the system .

Conveyances of Land .

By the 45th section of the Act of 1785,commonly called

the County Court Act, all conveyances of land are requir

ed to be recorded in the Clerk's office in the eounty where

the land lies ; within six months, if the grantor resides within

the State ; within twelve months, if he resides in of the

United States, and if he resides without the United States,

within two years, from the date . If the conveyance benot

recorded within the time prescribed by the Act, then it shall

be good only asbetween the parties, and shall be incapable of

8

any
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barring the rights of persons claiming as creditors, or under

subsequent purchases, recorded according to the Act. Few

questions have arisen on the construction of this Act. Its

provisions are, in general, just, and its phraseology such as

leaves but little doubt of its meaning. We have adopted

most of its requisites as the leading features of the Act,

which we propose to submit to the consideration of the

public.

Mortgages of Real Estate.

These are required to berecorded within six months, but

this is rather an inferrence than a positive enactment.

There is no Act by which mortgages, eo nomine, are re

quired to be recorded within that time, but they are pre

sumed to bę embraced within the general words, " convey

ces of land, in the section of the County Court Act,

before referred to . The Act of 1791, provides, that where

there are several mortgages, they shall be paid in the order

in which they are recorded agreeably to law,

Conveyances of Personal Property .

It will scarcely be credited, that in the State of South

Carolina, where the most valuable and productive species

of our property - I mean our slavesis regarded as a chat

tel interest , we have no lay requiring conveyances of per

sonal property to be recorded, except an old Act passed in

1698, Pub. Laws, page. 3. By this Act it is provided that,

“ That sale or mortgage of negroes, goods er chattels, which

shall be first recorded in the Secretary's office, in Charles

ton , shall be taken , deemed, adjudged and allowed of, and

held toʻbe the first mortgage,and good, firm , and subtantial

and lawful, in all Courts of Judicature in South Carolina,

any former or other sale or mortgage for the same negroes,

goods,and chattels , pot recordedin the said office notwith

standing."

From the wording ofthis Act, it seems extremely doubt

ful, whether any precedence is gained by recording any

conveyance, except a mortgage . But apart from this,

the place of recording is so remote from the great body

of our citizens — and they are in general so ignorant of

ils requisites, that but few have ever ávailed themselves

of its benefits, if indeed, any benefit commensurate with the

trouble, could arise from it.
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Marriage Settlements.

The policy of this equity innovation on the common law

doctrine of the unity of husband and wife, may be well

questioned. But we do not now propose to discuss the

question, how far the independenceof the wife arising out

of her separate property , secured by marriage settlements,

is compatible with the harmonyofthe connubial state . So

longas these settlements are allowed, they are entitled to

the protection,and should be governed by lawsas clear and

certain in their construction as is compatible with the im

perfect stateof lauguage . We think we hazard nothing

in the assertion,thatthe Actsrelative to registering ofmar

riage settlements, bear on the face of them evident marks

of great negligence, in their construction . The only Acts,

wehave on this subject, are those of 1785, 1792 and 1823 .

That part of the Act of 1785, which relates to settlements

madeafter the passage of thatAct,is in thefollowingwords :

“ All (marriage contracts, deeds and settlements, that

shall hereafter be, entered into forsecuring any part of the

estate , real and personal, in this State, of any person or

persons whomsoever, shall , within three months after the

executionthereof, be duly proven , and in like manner to be

recorded , excepting such as shall be recorded or lodged in

the said office .

“And in case any person or persons, entered in without

the limits of this state, which shall be recorded, or lodged to

be recorded in the said office, within twelve months from the

date thereof ; whomsoever interested in such marriage deed,

contract or settlement, shall neglect or refuse to record, or

lodge the same in themanner,orwithin the times before

mentioned, and in the office aforesaid, to be recorded, then

the same in respect to creditors, shall be deemed, and is

hereby declared to be fraudulent; and all and every part of

the estate, thereby intended to be secured to such person or

persons, shall be subject and liable tothe payment and satis

faction ofthe debts due and owing by such person or per

sons, in as full and ample a manner, to all intents and purposes !

whatsoever, as if nosuch deed, contract, or settlement had

been evermade or executed ." It is impossible to read this

clause without being struck with its utter unintelligibility .

In the case of Lubbock vs. Cheney, 1 Nott & M'Cord, 444 ,

Judge Colcock says, “ it is admitted that there are wordsun
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intelligible, in the second section of theAct.” It is true ,

the Act requires marriage contracts, deeds andsettlements,

to be recorded in the office of the Secretary of State , within

three months ; and it is also true , that in default of record

ing such contracts, deeds and settlements, are fraudulent, in

respect to creditors. But it is by no means clear, whether

every description of creditors can avoid a settlement unre

corded . In the case of Lubbock vs. Cheney, and also in

the case of Wilson vs. Wilson, et al. 1 Eq. Rep. 401 , the

settlements were declared void,because not recorded , but

the Court intimate no distinction between subsisting and

subsequent creditors. It would , however , seem to us that

the words, " shall be subject and liable to the payment and

satisfaction of the debts due and owing by such person , &c . ?'

would let in only subsisting creditors, if the present parti

ciple " owing,” is to receive a similar construction to that

given to the analogous word " leaving.” But we intimate

this opinion with mueh hesitancy , and candidly admit, we

have no authority for it in any of the reported cases. If

there be, however, any foundation for this distinction, the

question for the time, was put to rest by the second section

of the Act of 1792, ( 1 Faust; 212.) The proviso of that

seetion is in these words Provided ,That where any

marriage settlement shall be made previous to marriage,

nothing herein contained shall be construed to make the

property settled thereby, liablein default of a schedule or

not being dulyrecorded ,to the payment of any debts con

tracted by anyhusband, previous to such marriage, but only

to such debts and contracts as shall have been madeby

the said husband, subsequent to the marriage taking place.

This placed the matter on the right footing, and left no un

certainty as to what creditors. could avoid the unrecorded

settlement. It was good without recording against all.cred

itors, except the subsequent ones of the husband ..

But the Act of 1823 has rendered it doubtful, whether

the proviso of the Act of 1792 is not wholly superceded .

By the Act of 1823, it is declared— “ , That no marriage

settlement shall be valid, until recorded in the office of

the Secretary of State , and in the office of the Regis

ter of Mesne Conveyances of the districtwhere the par

ties reside : Provided , That the parties shall have three

months to record the same ; and if notrecorded within three
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months, the same shall be null and void ." This Act is of

such recent date , that we are not aware of any judicial'in

terpretation of it . When , however, it comes to be ex

pounded , we apprehend it will present many difficulties.

If “ null and void, ” then it is not good between the parties,

unless on the authority of the case of Bradford vs. Givens,

2. M‘Cord's Reports, 152, the Court decide , that notice

shall be a substitute for recording. We are not informed of

any case in which it has been decided, that any rights could

arise out of an instrument which the Legislature has de

clared .“ null , and void .”'. The Act of 1785 speaks of set

tlements, deeds and contracts ; the Act of 1823 , only of

settlements . . If there bę,*ánd it seems to us there is a dis

tinction between some of these , is there any propriety in

making a difference between them , either in the place of

recording, or in the consequence of not recording ? , . We

have thus presented as concisely as practicable, our views

of the existing law , and hạve endeavored to point out some

of its most obvious defects. We now submit our remedy.

In doing this, we take Icave to say , that it is but an outline,

intended to call public attention to a very important subject .

We are not sopresuniptuous as to supposewe can foresee

its application , to the thousands of difficult and perplexing

cases, which are constantly arising outof the multifarious

transactions of mankind. It is as far beyond the reach of

the human mind to foresee all the results of any important

alteration in a municipal regulation , as to foretell the effects

of a suspension or alteration, of a law of nature ..

A Bill concerningmarriage settlements, parólgifts, and

the recording of bills of sale; deedsand mortgages.

1. Be it enacted, That every conveyance or mortgage of

land shall be recorded or left to be recorded in the office of

Register of Mesne Conveyances of the district where the

land lies , within six months from the execution thereof, ex

cept where the grantor or mortgagor resides, without the

limits of the State, in which case twelve months shall be al

lowed for recording

2. Every bill of sale or deed of gift, or mortgage of any

personalproperty , shall be recorded or left to berecorded

in the office of the Register of Mesne Conveyances of the

district in which the seller, donor , or mortgagor may reside ,
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within six months from the execution thereof, and in case the

seller, donor, or mortgagor shall not be an inhabitant of

this state ,but the property sold , given or mortgaged, shall

be within the state, then the recording shall be in the office

of the Secretary of State, and within twelve months from the

execution .

3. Everymarriage contract, deed or settlement, shall be

recorded or left to be recorded in the office of the Secreta

ry of State , and in the office of the Register of Mesņe

Conveyances ofthe district where the party, whose proper

ty is settled, resided at the execution of such contract, deed

or settlement, within' six months from the execution there

of, except where the party resides without the limits of

this State, in which case therecordingshall be within twelve

months, and in the office of the Secretary of State , and also

in the Register's office of the district where theproperty

settled, is situated.

4. In case any deed or other conveyance of land , or bill

of sale, or deed of gift of personal property or mortgage of

real or personal estate , or mortgage, or contract, deed or

settlement, shall not be recorded or left to be recorded with

in the timesprescribed by this aet, the same shall be utter

ly, void , against all persons claiming assubsequent purcha

sérs, creditors or mortgagees, even with notice of such und

recorded conveyance , bill of sale, deed of gift, mortgage

or marriage contract, deed' or settlement, except in those

cases wherein the grantee or mortgagee of the land, or the

purchaser or donee or mortgagee of personal property, or

the trustees under anymarriage settlement,deedor contract,

their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, shall be

in the actual possession of the land or personal property,

at the time the right or title of such personsclaiming as sub

sequentcreditors, purchasers or mortgagees accrued.

-5. Where a marriage settlement shall be decreed by the

Court of Equity , and the same shall not be executed in

consequence of the death of the party required to make it ,

or of his not being found to be served with process requi

ring him to perform such decree , or being arrested , of his

refusing to execute such 'settlement, the said decree, with

a particular description of the property ordered to be set

tled , certified by the Register or Commissioner in Equity,

may be recorded in the offices of Secretary of State , and of
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Mesne Conveyances of the district where the said decree has

been pronounced, within six months from the said death ,

return of non est inventus , or refusal to execute, whichever

may first happen, and such decree, so recorded, shall have

the same effect as the settlement decreed would have, if

duly executed and recorded.

6. A marriage contract , deed or settlement, as against

subsequent purchasers, creditors, and mortgagees, shall have

effect only as to such estate or property , asshall be therein ,

or in a schedule thereunto annexed , described, specified,

and particularized , and such schedule shall be executed by

the parties therein interested , at the time of executing the

said marriage contract, deed or settlement, and be sub

scribed by the same witnesses who subscribed the said

marriage contract, deed or settlement:

7. Every deedby the husband, constituting his wife a

free dealer or sóle trader, shall be deemed and taken to be

a marriage settlement, so far as his or her property may be

affected thereby.

8. It shall not hereafter be necessary to the validity of a

substitution of trusteesto a marriage settlement to record the

same in any office, except of theCourt wherein the substi

tution has been ordered .

9. And whereas the Act of the Legislature ratified on the

20th Dec 1823; requiring marriage settlements to be re

corded in the office of theRegister of Mesne Conveyances

ofthe district, where the parties reside; within three months,

has not been generally known and many fair settlements

have not beenso recorded, and are therefore liable to be

avoided, to the great injury of the wife, and parties inter

ested therein, to remedy which evil ,

Be it enacted , &c . That marriage settlements, executed

since the said 26th Dec. 1823, and not so recorded, shall be

regarded as valid between the parties themselves, and as

against the debts of the husband contracted before the mar

riage ; and where any such settlement has already been re

corded , or within six months from the ratification of this

Act, shall be recordedin the offices of Secretary ofState and

of the Register of Mesne Conveyances of the district where

the party whose property is settled, resided at thetime of

executing such settlement, the sameshallbe validagainst the

debts, sales,and mortgages of the husband, whichshall be
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ances .

contracted, made or executed , after the ratification of this

Act, any thing in the said Act ratified the 20th Dec. 1823,

to the contrary notwithstanding .

10. No parol gift of any chattel shall be valid against

subsequent creditors or purchasers, or mortgagees, except

where the donee shall live separate and apart from the do

nor, and actual possession shall, at the time of the giſt, be

delivered to , and remain and continue in the donee, his or

her executors , administrators or assigns. !

. It will be perceived, thatour scheme for amending the

law, presents the following features :

1. The place and the time of recording are as uniform as

practicable. The object of recording is to perpetuate the

evidence of title , and to prevent fraudulent, secret convey

In the first, the owner alone is interested. It is

believed, that no further legal provisions are necessary for

him. Offices are established for the recording of his deeds .

If he does so , and by accident the original is lost, a certified

copy is evidence of his title. If he does not, and thereby

his title is jeopardized, it is his own fault, and laws are not

made to protect men against the consequences of their own

folly or neglegence. But when the right of innocent per

sons are involved, the subject becomes one of vast and

abiding importance. To enable creditors and purchasers

to know who are the real owners of property, it becomes

necessary to impose penalties on those who do not record

their deeds . Every temptation to fraud should be taken

away , and every impediment to its perpetration should be

interposed. It is believed that no means have been devis

ed, so likely to produce these results, as the establishment

of offices, wherein all transfers of property are required to

be recorded . It has been said , that he who meditates fraud,

seeks concealment; but when concealmentis made to defeat

his end, he is cut off from the most effectual means of at

taining his object. By the existing law, conveyances of

land are required to be recorded, and if not recorded, are

void as to creditors and subsequent purchasers. No such

provision exists as to personal property . Hence the well

known fact, that frauds in relation to personalproperty, are

a hundred fold.more numerous than those which relate to

land . Our scheme, therefore , proposes to put the recording
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of conveyances of real and personal estate on the same foot

ing: Where the seller, donor or mortgagor resides in one

district, and the purchaser, donee, or mortgagee resides in

another , we hadsome difficulty in deciding where the con

veyance ought to be recorded . But as the object of record

ing is to give notice thathe whowas once the owner, is no

longer so , we thought this end attainable onlyby requiring

the recording to be in the districtwhere theformer owner

resided .

2. That the omission to reeotd, shall avoid the convey

ance, only in favor of subsequent creditors, purchasers and

mortgagees. The object of recording is, to prevent fraud,

by giving notioe. This notice can never be important to

precedentcreditors, purchasers, ormortgagees : 'it is believ

ed their rights are already sufficiently protected. There can

be no reason for avoiding conveyances, not recorded infa

vour of those who cannot be defrauded by the omission ;

Nor should the omission to record a deed of gift, effect its

validity as to existing creditors. It is well settled law , that

every voluntary conveyande is void , so far as such creditors

are interested whether recorded or not. They cannot be

defrauded by the omissión .

3. Theonly evidence ofnotice which shall dispense with the

recording, is the actual possession of the property conveyed .

Actual possession is regarded in all eases as presumptive

evidence of title. It is sufficient to maintain trespass or

trover. That wbièh is prima facia evidence of title, it would

seem tous, should be sufficientevidence of ownership to all .

the world, and therefore equivalent to recording. But in

the scheme submitted , we have made thistheonly substi

tute for recording. The security which the registering of

transfers of property is calculated to give to all persons in

terested , has been , we fear, much impaired by the doctrine

laid down in the case of Tart vs. Crawford, 1 M'Cord, 265,

viz : That explicit notice to a subsequent purchaser, for

valuable consideration, ( and the reason will apply equally

to a crediter,) will dispense with the recording. This de

cision is at variance with the construction of similar statutes

in England, and is calculated to opena door to the admission

of allthe uncertainties of parol evidence,and thereby to

lessen the security of a recorded title. What is explicit

notice ? In the answer to this question, no two judges or

9yob. 1 .-- NO , III .
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lawyers will agree. The consequence is, that a title may

be good or bad, according to the meaning which a judge or

a jury may affix to a word. Believing as we do, that every

thing is uncertain whichdepends on parol evidence, and that

titles to property should be rendered as certain as possible,

we have excluded from our scheme every other notice of

an unrecorded conveyance, except possession and actual

occupancy . . . These are facts seldom liable to misconstruc

tion, and as well calculated to give notice ofthe transfer of

property as recording itself:

Since the decision in Price vs. White and others, report

ed in this number, we have thought it necessary to add a

provision to meet the contingency which may frequently

occur, where the death or obstinacy of a party decreed to

executé a marriage settlement, may defeat the rights of the

wife, and subject the settled estate to the payment of the

husband's debts. This .we have done in the 5th section of

our proposed bill.

Toremove all doubts as to the effect of deeds constituting

sole traders, we have inserted the 6th section. Our object

is , to plaee them on the same footing with other marriage

settlements, and to require a particularspecification of the

property to be protected by them . Without this they may

be the instruments of gross fraud. , '

We see no reason for requiring the substitution of trus

tees in marriage settlements to be'recorded. The rights of

creditors, parchasers, and mortgagees alone, are regarded

in every system ofregistration . These are protected suffi

ciently by requiring the marriage settlement tobe recordeu ,

and the change of trustees is a mere private arrangement

for the convenience of the parties interested, and can in no

wise affect the rights of creditors or purchasers. To re

quire , therefore, such substitution to be recorded , is only,

giving trouble without any necessity for it .

The ninth section of our proposed Act, is intended to be

declaratory, so far as the parties to the settlement, or the ex

isting creditors of thehusband are concerned . This is neces

sary to avoid the doubts which may arise on the construction

of the terms of the Act of 1823, where it declares, that if

not recorded within three months, the same shall be null and

void, ” without saying as against whom it shall be so " null

and void .” We presume these words would be construed
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in reference fo the Act of 1792, and be good between the

parties , and as against the existing creditors of thehusband;

but as this mightbe doubtful, we have thought it prudent to

propose this declaratory clause . The otherpart ofthis sec

tion is intended to remedy the evil which frequently occurs

from introducing into a bill, an important change ofthe law,

having no connection with the title of it.

In framing the bill which we have presented, we have

studied conformity to the existing lawsof the State . The

desire to depart as little as possible from the course of pro

ceeding known to our people as the established mode of

trasfering and securing property, has induced us to continue

the Secretary of State's as a recording office for marriage

settlements. Yet we have some doubts as to the propriety

of its beingso continued. It'is at least questionable , whether

this requisition of double recording does not create more

evils than it prevents—whether more boda fide settlements

may not be defeated by it, than bona fide creditors defraud

ed for want of it ? If this should be thought to be the case,

by those whoseduty it will be maturely to consider and to

render perfect this bill , before it becomes a law, they will

have nothing to do but strike out, “ office of Secretary of

State," wherever the wordsoccur, and thus relieve us from

the expense and trouble of double recording . This should

be done, unless some valuable end can be attained by rę

taining it. If one office is to be suppressed, the uniformity

of thesystem requires that it should be that.of the Seeretary

of State, and the retension of the district office in its place

will greatly lessen the troubleof recording.

LIABILITY OF THE HUSBAND FOR THE DEBTS

OF THE WIFE.

The English common law, which is undoubtedly the great

fountain of civil liberty , in its early period, had 'little re

gard.for any but the rights of males ; and with the single ,

exception of the provision of dower , entirely , overlooked

the rights of females, or rather seems to have rendered
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them entirely dependent on the other sex . The principle

of that law was an entire identity of the husband and wife ;

so much so that her civil existence was wholly merged in

that of her husband . Another striking feature of extreme

severity, founded in feudal policy , was that the female line

was excluded by the male from succession to real estate .

Women were permitted to take by descent from their ances

tors only when there was a total failure of male descend

ants. They were rather tolerated as heirs to prevent an es .

cheat, than favored objects of the law . . Connected with

these barbarous principles of our ancestors, was another,

introduced by the Clergy of the Church of Rome, which

appropriated all the goods of a deceased person to pious

uses, for the good ofhis soul. These principles of barbar

ism and clerical fraud , swept from every daughter, at the

death of her father, all his real and personal estate, and left

to his widow only a life estate in one third of his lands.

When a woman married, hersituation was not bettered , for

by the old common law, she became the servant of her hus

band, who had the right to correct her as a slave, and what

ever personal estate had been given to her (notby the law ,

for itgave her nothing, ) by a friendor a relation,whatever

her own industry hadaccumulated, all became her husband's

by theact of marriage, or at least somuch of it as hisdiligence

reduced into possession. . Some of these harsh features of

the common law havebeen softened down , andby our Acts

of the Legislature, their exclusion from an equal participa

tion in the property of their deceased parents, has been

abolished. But still, the marital right, as it is called, at

taches on all the wife's chattels , with the same cruelty as

in the earlier days of the commonlaw, which even now is in

this particular most regardless of female rights. This prin

ciple, that the husband was the purchaser of all his wife's

chattels, which, during marriage, he could reduce into pos

session, was likely to act hardly on her creditors and the

English Judges, to avoid the evil, devised a remedy ; but

instead of seizing on the right principle , and declaring that

any matrimonial transfer of the wife's property to the exclu

sion of her creditors, would be a fraud, and that such pro

perty would be still liable to the debts contracted dum sola,

although reduced into the possession of the husband, they

adopted a different rale , founded on a metaphysical subtlety .

1
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They held that the husband took his wife as a part of his

legal person, and they regarded this legal union as leading

to most of the consequences of a physical one, and particu

larly, that he was thus subject to all her personal liabilities.

It was held , he took her cum onore , and a part of this onus

or burthen was, that although she had no estate , yet her

person might be taken in satisfaction ofher debts ; and that

person being a part of her husband, she could not be sent

to goal without him . If one half went there the other

must go too. Thạt therefore, during the marriage, what

ever debts of the wife were recovered against them, he

must satisfy by the surrender of his double person, which

he would only relieve by paying the debt ; and therefore,

the husband, without having any property which ever be

longed to his wife, must pay all her debts. His liability to

pay her debts was thus rested on the unity of their per

sons, and not on the plain principle of equity, that the rights

of existing creditors should neither be defeated nor enlarged

by the marriage the of debtor. Anotherabsurd doctrine fol

lowed this metaphysical technicality. When the unity of

person on which the husband's liability depended ceased

with the death of either of them, he and his estate were

released from the payınent of all her debts. Whatever

fortune he may have obtained in marriage by her, he or his

heirs might, after the disolution ofthe marriage, enjoy and

put her unsatisfied creditors at defiance ; for he was re

garded as being the purchaser of all her estate for the

highest consideration known to the law . This consideration

was no other than the great favor 'he bestowed on her by

becoming her husband, and the equivalent he gave for be

coming the owner ofall her personal estate was, that he had

consented to be her master.

Thus was a fiction of law followed out into all its absurd

consequences, which sometimes oppressed the husband to

favor creditors; at others, defraụded creditors to protect the

unjust acquisitions of the husband, and in no instance was

favorable to the wife, but generally oppressed her ; as was

particularly the case, when she survived her husband, and

was left liable to be encarcerated for her debts, while the

creditors of her husband, or his donees or heirs, took all the

personal estate she ever owned. One would hardly suppose

that all these absurdities were sanctioned by the lawsof S.
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Carolina at this day. Yet that is the case, as will appear

from a late decided case, in our Court of Appeals, which we

report as follows :

IN CHANCERY - FEB, 1830.

John M. WITHERSPOON, et ux. vs. DANIEL DUBOSE.

The bill stated , that Effy Way, on the 29th Jan. 1818,

executed a penal bond in the sum of $ 827 64, to Thomas,

Witherspoon and Mary his wife, who was administratrix of

Mary Dick , conditional for the payment of $413 82 , on or

before the first of Oct. next after the date of the bond, with

interest from date. That the complainant, Mrs. Wither

spoon was one of the distributees of the estate of William

Dick, and Thomas Witherspoon ( who had survived his wife

Mary, ) assigned the said bond to them , (the complainants]

as partof their distributive share of Dick's estate . That the

said Effy Way, after the execution of the said bond, and with

out having paid any part thereof, intermarried with Daniel

Dubose , the defendant, and soon after died, before any ac

tion was brought against the said Daniel and Effy , to recov

er the amountdue on the said bond . That the said Effy, at

the time of her marriage with the said Daniel, was pos

sessed of, considerable personal property, more than suff

cient to pay and satisfy all the debts due and owingbythesaid

Effy, and to which personal estate the said Daniel,by virtue

of his marriage , became entitled , and now owns, possesses,

and enjoys. That the complainants were advised that they

had noremedy at Law against the said Daniel, but that in

Equity and good conscience he was bound to apply the es

tate received in the marriage with his wife to pay her debts,

although he may not have been sued in her life time . The

bill prayed for an account of the estate received on the mar

riage, and that the said Danielmay bedecreed to satisfy the

said bond as far as the said funds will extend , and for other

relief.

The answer of the defendant Dubose says, that he knows

nothing personally of the bond and transactions referred to

in the bill ; he has only heard of them from complainants

and those representing their claims. He admits that com

plainants have recently ( within three years ) intermarried.

Admits that he , defendant, did marry thc former Mrs. Effy
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Way , on the 4th March, 1819, and that she died on the 15th

November, 1820-admits that he received some property

with her, but says he has paid many of her debts already ;

says he has not administered, and has no assets of hers ; that

he never heard of this bond till Dec. 1823, or Jan. 1824 ,

when he received a letter dated 27th Dec. 1823, from T.

Witherspoon the obligee , and with whom he had occasionally

associated , in which letter the said T. Witherspoon admits

he had not previously communicatedany thing of its exis

tence . Says his wife never spoke to him of any such debt,

on the contrary, she and her brother had previous to de

fendant's marriage, enumerated all the debts she then owed .

(as they said ) omitting to say any thing of this one, and

thereby induced him to consent that hissaid intended wife

should give part of her property to her children by a for

mer marriage, and that the property, so given has been de

livered up,some of it by her before the marriage , andthe

balance byhim since her death , and before he hadheard of

the existence of this debt.

At the hearing of the cause thebond was admitted, and

it was admitted that the defendant Dubose received in mar

riage sufficient to pay the debt to the defendant, and that

the letter of the 27th Dec.was the first demand by Wither

spoon on the defendant.

DESAUSSURE Chancellor.— There is but one question in

this case , which is, whether the husband who has survived

his wife , is liable for her debts contracted before he married

her, to the extent of the estate he received with her.

The rule , as I have understood it ever since I came to the

bar (which is above forty -five years, ) is, that a husband is

not liable for the debts of his deceased wife, contracted be

fore he married her, unless suit was brought against him ,

and judgment obtained during the coverture, even though he

may have received in marriage, and continues to enjoy an

estate more than sufficint to pay all her debts. The rule is

abundantly proved by the decided cases cited . Some fault

has been found with this rule as operating unjustly against

the creditors of the deceased wife. If the rule were subject

to censure, it would nevertheless prevail, as Judges sit to

administer the law, and not to make it . But there are some

considerations which weaken, if they do not entirely re
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move any censure to which the rulemay be supposed liable.

The first consideration is, that the liabilities ofthe husband

to his wife's debts grow out of the marriage, and when that

connexion is dissolved , the liability should die with it un

less he has specially assumed the debt, or judgment has been

obtained againsthim during the coverture. As to the ob

jection that it is hard on creditors that the estate of the de

ceased wife received by the husband should be exempt in

his hands from her debts, it is to be remembered, that it is

an equivalent for the liability of the husband to the creditors

of his wife, though he may have received nothing in mar

riage with her, provided he is sued and made liable during

the coverture. He becomes the owner of all her personal

estate, and part of her real, in consideration of his liability

to herdebts,provided the creditor pursues his remedy du

ring the liability, to wit, during thecoverture.

Ido not perceive any special circumstances in this case,

to take it out of the general rule aforesaid . On the contrary,

the circumstances are favorable to the defendant ; for in his

answer, which isuncontradicted by any evidence, he states,

that knowing nothing of this debt, he voluntarily relinquish

ed part of the property he had acquired by his wife, and that

he has no assets fromher.

It is therefore ordered and decreed, that the bill be dis

missed.

From this decree the complainants appealed .'

CURIA per JOHNSON J. The Court concur in the view which

the Chancellor has taken of this cause . The rule established

in the case of the Earl of Thormond vs. the Earl of Suffolk ,

1 Pr. Wm. 469, is that if a woman contract debts dum sola,

and afterwards marry , the husband is liable during cover

ture , but if the wife die , the liability of the husbandceases,

although he receive a fortune with her, unless judgment

had been obtained against him in her life time ; for then it

became his debt -- and in Heard et ux. vs. Stamford, 3 Pr.

Wm. 411 , Lord Talbot says that it is so clear, that he was

unable to see how any thing but an act of Parliament could

alter the law . Our own Court of Chancery adopted the

samerule in the case of Buckner vs. Smith,4Eq. Rep. 371 ,

and although that was a Circuit decision, it has received the

approbation of the Bar and the Bench .
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It is impossible, perhaps, to reconcile the case of Moon

vs. Herndon, reported under the title of Moon vs. Hender

son , 4 Des. Rep. 461 , to this rule ; but however it may have

been violated in the application of the circumstances, it is

veryclear from the noteof the reporter, who was one of the

members of the Court, that the rule was intended to be pre

served. It professed to be a case of peculiar circumstances

which are not stated . My own knowledge of the parties.

enable me to state certainly that the defendant's wife, the

executrix of Andrew Lee , was also one of his children. It

may be, thatby the termsofthe will, shewas entitled in com

mon with other children, to a portion of the estate, and

committed a devastavit only to the extent of her interest in

it, and the husband claimed a dívidend of what remained of

the property bequeathed . If that was the case, the amount

of the devastavit was properly chargeable to her as so much

of her dividend , and the other legatees were entitled to the

remainder. See Phelon vs. Houseal , 2 M'Cord Ch. Rep.

432 . Motion dismissed ."

In considering this case weintend to cast no censure on

the judges who decided it . They could not do otherwise .

Yet no one can doubt the whole doctrine is an absurd one .

That the husband should be compelled by law to pay his .

wife's debts, when she was destitute of all property when

he married her, is unjust to him , and the rule directly dis

courages marriages; for who will marry a woman in debt

and without property, when , by doing so, he must inevita

bly ruin himself. Yet a woman in this situation , of all oth

ers, most needs a protector. The man who marriesher, must

be influenced by the best motives, yet the law punishes him

for it, by the forfeiture of at least a part of his estate .

Again , on what principle of morals or equity is it , that when

the husband gets a large fortune by his wife, who dies in a

few months or even days after marriage, he is permitted by

the law to hold all this property , and leave her creditors

without the possibility of ever receiving a cent of their just

demands, for which they gave credit onthe faith of this very

property, that now ,enriches him at their expense? The Chan

cellor's decree in the case reported above, adopts the rea

soning of Lord Chancellor Parker, in the case of Thurmond

vs. the Earl of Suffolk , in 1 P. Wm . 469, who says that the

10VOL . I.NO. III .
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husband runs the hazard of being liable to the debts much

beyond the personal estate of hiswife, and inrecompense

for this hazard he is entitled to the wholeof her personal

estate, althoughexceeding her debts, and discharged there

from.” We believe this reasoning not to be very sound : to

us it is quite unsatisfactory. A man who marries a wife in

debt and without property, runs this hazard as the law now

stands, and can receive no recompense , for his wife has no

property to make it . So the man who marries and gets a

fortune ofgreat amount and has no debts of his wife to pay,

runs no hazard, and needs no recompense, and ifthe argu

ment is good for any thing, should not have the fortune.

The argument, then, is this, that one man shall take alarge

fortune by his wife, and be freed from paying her debts af

ter her decease, because another man has been unjustly com

pelled to pay all his wife's debts, when she had no fortune.

What compensation is it to the creditors of the wife of the for

mer for the loss of their debts, when the funds on which they

credited are amply sufficient to pay them, that the creditors

of the wife of the latter have been permitted unjustly to com

pel him to pay them what he never owed,and to paywhich he

never rceeived any funds. This is making the iniquities of

one rule of law the reason for adopting another equally un

righteous. Theright course is to abolish both rules, and to

declare that the husband shall in all cases, pay the debts of

his wife to the extent of the property he got by herin mar

riage, and.no further, and this whether suit be brought

against him during coverture or after her death ; or in case

he dies first, against his personal representatives.

In considering thissubject,wehave supposed that it is the

legal identity of husband and wife, and not the fortune he

obtains by her, which subjects him to pay her debts reco

vered in her life time . In this opinion we are supported by

authority, ( see Reeves Dom . Rel. 69. ) Now if this be the

principle, what effect has been produced on it by our act,

which exempts females from imprisonment on final process?

The husband is charged because the wife cannot be sent

to gaol without him . He pays only to relieve himself from

this incarceration . But he cannot be incarcerated on the

common law principles, that he must go to gaol with his

wife, because now she cannot be sent there . We submit

these views without expressing any opinion on them .

.
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We have placed this matter before the public, and con

clude by noticing the observations of Lord Chancellor Tal

bot in the case of Heard vs. Stamford , delivered in 1735

nearly one century ago, in which he expresses pretty strong

ly his conviction of the unreasonableness of the whole of this

doctrine, end considers the inconvenience of it as a good

reason for the legislature's altering it . Yet such is the ap

athy of legislators, so slow is the progress of legal reform ,

that to this day , both in England and America, this absurd

doctrine of the common law, is suffered to hold a place in

all our codes . The Judges find it fastened on them , and

they cannot cast it off. The Legislature alone is compe

tent to remove the evil ; with them we leave the matter.

Rehearings and Bills of Review . - When granted .

IN CHANCERY .

Isaac Carr and WIFE vs. JOHN F. GREEN, Ex’or. JAMES

GREEN and BENJ. GREEN .

On a bill of revivor to carry into effect a final decree of the Court of

Equity, which has been affirmed in the Court of Appeals,the defendant

cannot be permitted to bring into review themeritsof the case.

The Court will not grant a rehearing or bill of review ,when a case has

been heard and decided upon its meritsby the Court of Appeals, upon

anyother ground than newly discovered evidence since the trial.

The Court of Chancery cannot grant a bill of review of any matter

which has benheard and decided in the Court of Appeals.

Matters settled or which might have been put in issue in the original

cause, shall never bedrawn into examinationupon a bill of review.

The Chancellor sometimes refuses to enforce an order made sub silen

tis, the parties agreeing, and the objection not laid before the Court.

Thiswasa bill of revivor to give effect to a decree here

tofore delivered in the Circuit Court, and afterwards affirm

ed by the late Court of Appeals in Equity, against James

Green. The present defendants were the heirs and devisees

of Jas. Green, deceased. The questions growing out of the

will of Wm. Wilson , had produced cases in law and equity ,

and the two late Courts of Appeals in Law and Equity,

differed in opinions as to the construction of the will . ) See

Carr vs. Porter, 1 M -Cord's Ch . R. 60. ) And upon the for

mation of the present Court of Appeals, that Court adopted
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the decision of the law Court . This case had been deci

ded by the Equity Court of Appeals, and of course in vari

ance with the opinion of the new Court of Appeals. The

question beforethe Chancellor was, whether hewould grant

a rehearing or bill of review.

DE SAUSSURE, Chancellor, (before whom the case came, )

refused to grant reliet, on the ground that he could not re

vise or reverse a decree made by the late Court of Appeals.

It was final and conclusive on the parties and their rights.

The Court could not reverse a decree of a Court of competent

authority , or refuse to carry it into effect on a bill of re

vivor. Cooper's Eq. Plead . ' 99 ; 1 Ves. sen . 245. The

Court in general only enforces the decree without varying

it . Though the Court in some cases has considered the di

rections given to the master, and corrected mistakes in such

directions, and in one case for specific performance of an

agreement, ( 1 Ves. 218, ) Lord Hardwicke refuses to en

force a decretal order, made in a Master's report for the pur

chase of land for a charity, as against the statute of mort

main. He says the order was made sub silentio the par

ties agreeing, and the objections not laid before the Court.

No new ground was now taken . The same points were

made in the case heretofore .

From this decree the defendants appealed by way of pe

tition to the Court of Appeals, for a rehearing . As this is

rather a novel proceeding in this country, we publish the

petition .

“ To the Honorable the Judges of theCourt ofAppeals,

the petition of John F. Green executor of James Greende

ceased, and Benjamin Green, respectfully sheweth, That a

bill was filed by the present complainants against James

Green deceased, the object of which was to obtain posses

sion of a plantation in Georgetown District , ( claimed by

them under the will of William Wilson , ) and to have an

account of the mesne profits. The defendants demurred,

because there was plain and adequate remedy at law, and

because the validity of the title to a freehold , was matter

peculiarly proper for the determination of a Court of Law.

The Chancellor overruled the demurrer and without hear

ing argument on the merits, decreed for the complainants,

ordering the defendant to deliver up the plantation, and to
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account for the rents and profits. This decree was con

firmed by the former Appeal Court in Equity . The defend

ant, James Green, departed this life without complying with

the terms of the decree. In December, 1824 , the Court

of Appeals in Equity, was abolished and all its power

transferred to the new Court of Appeals established at that

period by act of the Legislature. The original suit was af

terwards revived against the executors and heirs at law of

James Green deceased. But previous to the hearing of the

bill of revivor , the new Court of Appeals had determined

in a case depending on the construction of the same clause

of William Wilson's will, and to which complainants were

parties, that the complainants were not entitled to recover.

( Carr vs. Porter, 1 M Cord's Ch. R.60. ) A decree has been

recently pronounced by which the former decree and all the

orders against James Green deceased stand revived

against his executor and heir at law.

Your petitioners submit that the decree originally pro

nounced in the case, is erroneous in the following particu

lars, viz :

First, Because the complainants had plain and adequate

remedy at law .

Secondly, Because if the Court of Equity had jurisdic

tion , they cannot in the construction of William Wilson's

will, underwhich, as your petitioner would have contended,

Thomas Wilson , ( from whom defendant's ancestor purcha

sed , ) took an estate in fee simple .

Whereuponyour petitioners pray that your Honours rep

resenting the former Court of Appeals, will be pleased to

vouchsafe a rehearing of the cause : your petitioners sub

mitting to pay such costs as the Court shall award in case

their complaint shall be found groundless . And your peti

tioners will ever pray , &c .

BENTHAM & Dunkin, Def'ts. Solrs.

We certify that we have perused the foregoing petition ,

and are of opinion that a rehearing ought to be granted as

thereby prayed for .
J. L. PETIGRU .

B. F. DUNKIN.

M. KING, Esq .

SIR ,—Be pleased to take notice that the petition in the

within stated cause, will be presented to their Honours the
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Judges of the Court of Appeals, at their next meeting in

Charleston , or as soon thereafter, as counsel can be heard :

and that a motion will then and there be made , that the prayer

of the said petition be granted : which motion will be groun

ded upon the said petition, and upon the pleadings, proofs, and

other proceedings heretofore had ' in the said cause, both in

its original and revived character.

BENTHAM & DUNKIN, Def ts. Solºrs,

Dunkin & Petigru, for the application.

King, contra .

CURIA per Nott, J. This case presents two questions

for the consideration of this Court.

1st . Whether, on a bill of revivor, to carry into effect a

final decree of the Court of Equity which hasbeen affirmed

in the Court of Appeals, the defendant can be permitted to

bring into review the merits of the case which has been once

considered and determined ?

2dly . Whether the Court will «grant a re-hearing or bill

of review, where a case has beenheard and decided upon

its merits by the Court of Appeals upon any other ground

than newly discovered evidence, since the trial?

I speak of a rehearing and bill of review, without regard to

the technical distinction between them, as in point of prin

ciple , there can be no difference in this case :

The first point has not been much insisted on by the

counsel I presume from an impression that it . furnished

but little hope of success . And I concur with them in opin

ion, that any argument which could have been used in all

probability would have been unavailing. On that subject,

therefore , I shall be satisfied with observing, that the Court

concur in opinion with the Chancellor for the reasons given

in the decree .

The second, if it were now a new question,might, per

haps, have been one of more difficulty . But when we look

back upon the decision of the Court of Appeals, and in the

numerous cases in which the question has been considered

and decided, we do not feel authorized to sustain this mo

tion. The late Court of Appeals in Equity, was establish

ed in the year 1808, and it appears that this question arose

shortly afterthe establishment of the Court . The first case,

however, which I find reported in which the question is
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directly decided , is the case of James Burns vs. the execu

tors of Poaug.3 Des. 610, which was decided in the year

1813. In that case it is said -- The Court has had occasion to

consider these applicationsfor re -hearing, and it has formed

an opinion , that it is not at liberty, under its present organiza

tion, after a full and final decree, to open cases for re-hear

ing. It would appear from these observations, that such

applications had been frequent, and had been well consi

dered, and that the Court availed itself of that occasion to

announce its final determination. In the year 1818, the

case of Perkins and Wife vs. Lang and others, 1 M - C .Ch. R.

31 , occurred. That was anapplication for a bill of review.

The Judges again remarked that— " The Act of 1808 declares

that the decrees of the Court ofAppeals shall be final and con

clusive, and it would be manifestly contrary to its intention

to allow bills of review for error, appearing on the face of

them .” But as that application was founded on a sugges

tion of newly discovered matter, since the decree, ofwhich

the party could not have had the benefit in the first instance,

making, as the Judges observe, a new case, the applica

tion was granted on that ground. The next case, which is

entitled, ex parte John R.Murrell,(16. )was a petition by Mr.

Green , his solicitor, for a rehearing ; all that appears on the

minutes of the Court, is an order upon the docket , by the

presiding Chancellor, ( De Saussure .) The petition was

neither granted nor refused ; but Mr. Green left to pursue

his own course, by bill of review in the Circuit Court. A

bill was filed in the Circuit Court of Georgetown, which

was dismissed by Chancellor Thompson, because no new

matter hadbeendiscovered since the rendition of the decree

in the former case . From that decree there was an appeal ,

and the decree simply affrmed by the Court of Appeals.

The last case, which wa one of the last acts of that Court

in December, 1824, was Blair and al . vs. R. G. Farr and al .

in which the entry on the docket is refused, because it was

not to ask a review of the case on newly discovered evi

dence, but to alter the decree on the evidence which had

been before the Court and decided on . It appears, there

fore , that the question has been well considered by the for

mer Court of Appeals, and that the decisions have been

uniformly made from its first establishment in the year 1808,

to its final extinguishment in the year 1824. After such a
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series of decisions, we must consider the practice and the

law as finally and conclusively settled. It appears to me

also, that this practice is conformable with the practice of all

the Courts in England and the United States , the organiza

tion of which hasany analogy to ours. The case of Brow

der vs. McArthur, 7 Wheaton, 58, had been remitted to the

Court below to carry into effect, a decree of the Supreme

Court . And upon an appeal the counsel moved for a re

hearing upon the merits. The Court denied the motion ,

being of opinion that it was too late to grant a re -hearingin

a cause, after it had been remitted to the Court belowto

carry into effect the decree of that Court. In Virginia it

has been held that the Supreme Courtof Chancery cannot

grant a bill of review of any matter which has been heard

and decided in the Court of Appeals, 1 Hen . & Mum. 13,

McCall vs. Graham & Beal . And in the case of Ludlow

vs. McCartney , 4 Viner 414, it is said matters already set ,

tled, or which might have been put in issue in the original

cause, shall never be drawn into examination upon a bill of

review . And it appears that in England the House of

Lords will not allow a bill of review, or re-hearing, after a

cause has been heard and decided by them , B- vs.Mar

quis Donegal 3d Dow. Rep. 157. Bampfield vs. Topham , .8th

Cole's Parliamentary Cases.

If, therefore, we are to be governed by the decisions of

our own Courts, or by the authorityof analagous cases from

abroad, we are bound to refuse this motion . Ifwe resort to

principle, we shall be led to the same conclusion . A de

cision of the highest tribunal of the country must necessari

ly constitute the law of the case decided, whatever subse

quent decisions may take place . It is a rule, founded on

public policy, and intended to prevent the endless litigation

which would otherwise necessarily ensue.

If we listen to the application in this case , weshall open

a door for a similar application in every ease which has been

decided since the establishment of that Court. It is indeed

extremely inconsistent that the disposition of property un

der the same will, should depend upon the Courtin which

the cause might happen to be tried ; but it was the result of

the then unfortunate organization of our Courts, and the

evil was no greater than the conflicting decisions in many

other cases, depending on the same principles, many of
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which are known to exist, and which was one of the causes

that led to the present organization of the Judiciary . But

it is an evil that had better be borne than to introduce a

greater, and we must console ourselves with the reflection

that it no longer exists.

I am of opinion that the motion must be refused, and that

the decree of the Chancellor mustbe affirmed .

Rehearing refused.

THE EFFECT OF FOREIGN DIVORCES ON

SOUTH CAROLINA MARRIAGES.

- We believe that South Carolina is the only country,

among civilized nations, where at the present time, mar

riage is regarded as perfectly indissoluble. In other coun

tries, the contract, althoughnot capable ofbeing dissolved by

the consent of the parties themselves, may be annulled for

proper cause by Judicial decrees, Legislative acts , or Eccle

siastical dispensations. In England, where marriage is said

to be indissoluble, Parliament may sever the vinculum of

matrimony, and private acts are often passed for that pur

pose. But in South Carolina the Legislature has uniformly

refused to grant divorces for anycause. This is proceeding

on principle. Our Legislature has no Judicial power. It

is the creature of the people, authorized to make, and not to

administer laws . To declare a marriage vacated for the

misconduct of either of the parties, is a Judicial, and not a

Legislative act, and so regarding it, our General Assembly

has frequently refused to grant divorces, and in some cases ,

where the alleged causes were the most aggravated that

could be imagined. This refusal, too, has taken place, with

a perfect understanding that no judicial remedy existed .

For, by the laws of the State, no Court has power to enter

tain a suit from divorce -- all that Chancery can do, is to

provide for the wife a maintenance out of the husband's

property, where he has abandoned her, or by cruelty, or

other means, forced her from him . Her person may be

11VOL . 1.- NO . III .
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protected from his abuse . But the Courts cannot touch

the bond of marriage, nor even decree a separation a mensa

et thoro. The Legislaturemight, no doubt, confer such au

thority on our Courts, but it has hitherto declined to do so

and we think with great credit to itself and advantage to the

State . The indurance of partial suffering, from incompati

bility oftempers, or vicious habits, among married people,

is an evil vastly less, in our opinion, than that which arises

in other countries , from the facility with which divorces

are granted . That restless temper,which seeks for change,

will never be contented, where themeans of its gratification

are provided. It must be restrained by law, or by public

opinion ; and as experience proves that the latter has but

little influence over at least a considerable part of the com

munity , the former must provide the necessary restraints.

Such our law has provided, when it declares that marriage

is perfectly indissoluble by any earthly tribunal. In this

particular we occupy an elevated stand in morals, not to be

found in any othercommunity. With us, the contract, on

whose unchangeable and continued existence during the

lives of the parties, so much of the happiness, the peace,

order, and morality of society depends, is regarded as so

sacred, that when once formed, the act of God alone can

dissolve it .

This sacred character of marriage, to which we attach so

much importance, cannot be entirely secured , unless we

hold all foreign divorces of Carolina marriages void. Some

of our sister States grant them for the most trivial cause.

A residence of a few months gives foreigners a domicil

among them, that confers jurisdiction on their Courts, and

a default of appearance toa pretended charge, is received

as evidence of its truth ,and the grounds ofdissolving the

bonds of matrimony. Should it once be settled as the law

of this State , that a Tennessee or Rhode Island divorce will

dissolve a South Carolina marriage here as well as there,

we shall, no doubt, see our unhappy matches untied , and

new ones formed, with almost as much dispatch as the same

process is effected in some of our sister States. The only re

straint we shall be under that they are not , will be found in

the expense and trouble, which attends a few months so

journ in a sister State . It may be said , that such divorces

may be avoided on principles acknowledged even in those
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countries where the contract is not regarded as entirely

indissoluble. That a divorce obtainedin fraudem legis

would be considered asvoid even in States, where less sanc

tity attaches tomarriage thanin South Carolina ; and that

the adoption of that principle here,is a sufficient protection

ofour system . . But it is very evident that this protection

is a very inadequate one. The question, whether the for

eign divorce be fraudulent or not, will in most cases involve

a mass of complicated facts, capable of being unravelled

only by the parties to the fraud , who are interested to sup

port their evasion of our system of marriage. Theprospect

of arriving at the truth will thus bea most distant one-

and the distinction between foreign divorces, bona fide ob

tained,after an honest change of domicil,and those obtained

in fraud of our law , in practice will hardly be found to exist ,

and if the first are regarded as valid , the last will rarely

ever be avoided. We have no hesitation in believing, that

true policy requires that there should be no distinction be

tween them , and that every divorce of parties to a South

Carolina marriage by a foreign tribunal, should be regarded

as obsolutely void whenever attempted to be enforced in

this State. And we shall attempt to shew that such is the

law of the land .

It is true , that by the laws of most countries, a foreign

marriage solemnized expressly with the view to avoid a

compliance with the forms and requisites of those laws, and

therefore in fraudem legis, is regarded as valid . This is

the case in England with theGretna Green marriages , which

are mere evasions of the English marriage acts. Yet a

very different rule is adopted in that country as respects

foreign divorces. They are unquestionably
invalid , when

obtained in fraud of the law of the country where the mar

riage was solemnized . Now it is very evident that there is

no difference in the acts themselves, which create this

difference in their consequences
. In both cases the for

eign tribunal has the samepower over the matter on which

they have decreed ; yet in the one case the act is supported,

and in the other it is rejected. The tribunals in Scotland

declare a marriage, and in England it is enforced ; but the

tribunals in Scotland declare a divorce , and in England it

is regarded as a nullity. What is the principle on which

this difference depends ? Why it proceeds on this , that

1
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their own interest or own convenience requires it. When

an English Court, or British Parliament recognizes as valid

the marriage by the Blacksmith at Gretna Green, and

when the same Court or Parliament refuses to recognize

the validity of a divorce of English subjects, pronounced by

the Consistorial Court of Scotland, they neither act from

a principle of courtesy to the Bļacksmith nor want of respect

for the Constitutional Judge, nor for the country which they

represent, but because , in case of marriage , the parties can

not be restored to their original situation , because other

persons may come into being, who may be affected by the

sentence of pullity, and in short, because it comports with

their policy and their interestto support , rather than destroy

these in irregular marriages, they do so : and for the same rea

son, namely , that they think the least evil will result from

declaring these divorces void , they do avoid them . This

view of the subject may remove some of the obloquy which

has been cast on the English Courts for their supposed in

consistence in legalizing Scotch marriages in fraud of their

laws, and repudiating Scotch divorces of English marriages,

even when bona fide obtained .

We recur to the question , whether a bona fide divorce

from the vinculum ofa South Carolina marriage, pronounced

by a foreign tribunal , can be regarded in this State as dis

solving what our laws have pronounced an indissoluble

contract ? Or in other words, whether a foreign tribunal

can pronounce a decree efficiently binding on us, which our

own tribunals, under similar circumstances, could not pro

nounce ? To meet the question fairly , let us suppose a

Two of our nativecitizens intermarry in this State .

They then remove to Tennessee, with the bona fide inten

tion of settling there, and do there fix their permanent do

micil. A cause of divorce then arises ; and they obtain it

by the decree of a Tennessee tribunal having jurisdiction of

the matter . The husband then returns to South Carolina,

and living his first wife, here marries another woman . Js

he guilty of bigamy ? This isputting the strongest possible

case, and the most favorable for thesupport of thelegality

of the divorce, and we are disposed to answer in the affir

mative. He is guilty. We can hardly call that an indisso

luble contract , after conceding to a foreign tribunal the

power, under any circumstances, to dissolve it, so as to make

case .
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that dissolution obligatory on us. But we do not place ,

much stress on this,which some may regard as merely ver

bal. We depend on higher principles. It must be granted

on all hands, that noforeign government has the right, or

can-execise the power to enforce the decrees of its judicial

tribunals withinour limits. so long as we are independent

of that power. If we give sanction to such decrees here,

they must derive their force from our consent. This con-.

sent when granted, is called, " sanction by the comity of

nations, and imports that it is freely given . In most cases

it is universally accorded, and properly so. We give effect

to agreements according to the lex loci contractus, because ,

as oneof the great family of nations , it is our interest to do

so . We expect a reciprocation of the courtesy and it is

conceded to us. It thence becomes a law of each indi.

vidual community , and thus a branch of international law,

binding on all, and no civilized tribunal will evade or

neglect. to enforce it . So in the forms and solemnities for

transferring personal property , the lex loci prevails. But

when the question arises, whether our Courts shall enforce

an immoral contract , because it was legal in the country of

its inception ? or whether we shall suffer our real estate to

pass by a foreign will withoutwitnesses, because no witness

es are required to a will of real estate , where this was made ?

What do our Courts say ? Why that this is extending the

comity quite too far, and that our own interests require,

that we shouldwithhold this extension of foreign authority

over our property or our welfare. This is in perfect ac

cordance with the settled rules of international law. Hu

berus, in his chapter de conflictu legum , (which may be

found well translated in a note to 3 Dal . Rep . 370, ) says

" By the courtesy of nations, whatever laws.are carried

into execution within the limits of one government, are

considered as having the same effect every where, sofar

as they do not occasion a prejudice to the rights of other

governments or their citizens.” And again," a sentence

pronounced in any place by those who have jurisdiction,

has equal effect every where ; still, however, under this ex

ception, that no evident danger or inconvenience resultfrom

itto the other commonwealth .” Who are to decide when

this limitation to the comity of nations is to be applied ?

Surely the State by whose courtesy the principle itself is to
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have effect, if it operates at all . South Carolina declares

its marriages indissoluble. Her citizens, however,by re

moving, find a country where they can get clear of this ob

ligation. · Let them remain there andenjoy their liberty.

But when they return here, shall they be permitted to say

to this State, “ out of comity to Tennessee, extend the

favor to us of regarding the indissoluble contract formed

under your law as dissolved , because in Tennessee.it is so ."

This we should hardly call courtesy to Tennessee, but to

our citizens . But if it were otherwise, we have a right to

say , it is attended with evident dangertoour system ofmar

riage, it is inconvenient to us, that the indissoluble nature

of this contract should be broken in upon, and we cannot

concede the favor. Are there any precedents, any usage

of nations, which require us to make this concession ? We

think not. No other State now regards this contract as ab .

solutely indissoluble , and a precedent drawn from a country,

where it is regarded as revocable, would not bind us, even

if it gave sanction to foreign divorces of its own citizens.

The nearest approach to our laws on this subject, is the law

of divorce in England, and as far as their decisionsgo , they

sustain our view of this matter . In the case of Lally, tried

at Lancaster, in England, in 1812, the twelve Judges were

consulted , and decided unanimously, “ that a marriage so

lemnized in England is indissoluble by any, sentence either

at home or abroad, or by any authority, exceptby an act of

the Legislature.” The case was this. Lolly had been

married in England, and after sufficient residence to gain a

domicil to the parties in Scotland, and thereby a jurisdiction

to the Scotch Courts, they were regularly divorced. Heaf

terwardsreturned to England, living his former wife , mar

ried another woman, and was indicted for bigamy. He

was convicted, and in accordance with the above opinion of

the twelve Judges, sentence was passed on him. No

tion was raised in the case, whether the Scotch divorce had

beenprocured in fraudem legis, but the decision went on the

broad principle, that whatever contract one State declares

indissoluble , another cannot avoid . A more difficult ques

tion may arise in some of our sister States, on an applica

tion for a divorce from a South Carolina marriage. By the

lex loci contractus, this marriage can be dissolved by no

human power. Will a foreign tribunal attempt to dissolve

No ques .
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it ? Can it do so, without violating the principles of comity

by which all foreign contracts are construed ? It would be

difficult to bring the case within the exceptions of Huberus,

by shewing that evident danger or inconvenience would

result, by conceding in their tribunals to our marriages ,

these original indissoluble qualities. But we must leave

this to the decision of the tribunals of our sister States , to

whom we concedethe same right to decide, when the ex

ception shall be enforced, as we reserve to our own. And

in exercising that right, wemustdecide, ifwe act prudently,

that when they shall dissolve our marriages, their decrees

shall not be enforced within our limits.

This view of the subject, if correct, will settle many

other questions that may arise ; such as the right of the

children of the second marriage abroad , to take in this State

by descent from their father ; the right of the first wife to •

dower in her husband's landshere , or her distributive share

of his estate, & c . All these questions will be settled, when

our Judges, following those of England, shall declare, that

amarriage solemnized in South Carolina,is indissoluble by

the sentence of any earthly tribunal, foreign or domestic.

And we have every confidence, that when the question

comes before them such will be their judgment .
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Law of Marriage.

THE LAW OF MARRIAGE.

We are led to the publication of the case below, of Dalrymple vs.

Dalrymple, by our preceding observations on divorces. TheLaw ofMar

riage in this State is the canon law, which is of force in Scotſand. There

is no ablér commentary on the subject, than the judgment of Sir Wm.

Scott in the case last mentioned, which has been reported inGreat Britain

in a separate volume, and in the 2d volume of the Consistory Reports

of Mr. Haggard, of Doctors Commons, from whose work we now extract

it . Those works being extremely rare in this State,has induced us to the

republication.

DALRYMPLE vs. DALRYMPLE .

Marriage by contract, without religious celebration, according to the

law of Scotland, held to be valid in England

Distinction as to the state ofone of the parties, being an English officer

on service in that country, not sustained.

This was a case of restitution of conjugal rights, brought

by the wife against the husband , in which the chief point

in discussion was, the validity of a Scotch Marriage, per

verba de presenti, and without religious celebration : one

of the parties being an English gentleman, not otherwise

resident in Scotland, than as quartered with his regiment

in that country.

JUDGMENT.

Sir William Scott.The facts of this case which I shall

enter upon without preface, are these : Mr. John William

Henry Dalrymple is the son of a Scotch noble family ; I

find no direct evidence which fixes his birth in England,

but he is proved to have been brought up from very early

years inthis country. At the age ofnineteen, being a cor

net in his Majesty's dragoon guards, he went withhis re

giment to Scotland in the latter end of March or beginning

of April 1804, and was quartered in and near Edinburgh

during his residence in that country. Shortly after his ar

rival, he became acquainted with Miss Johanna Gordon ,

the daughter of a gentleman in a respectable condition of

life . What her age was does not directly appear, she being
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described as of the age of twenty one years and upwards :

she was however young enough to excite a passion in his

breast , and it appears that she made him a return of her af

fections : he visited frequently at her father's house in Ed

inburgh , and at his seat in the country, at a place called

Braid : A paper without date, marked No. 1 , is produced

by her : it contains a mutual promise of marriage, and is

superscribed, “ a sacreed promise.” A second paper, No.

2, produced by her, dated May 28, 1804, contains a mutual

declaration and acknowledgment of a marriage . A third

paper, No. 10, produced by her, dated July 11, 1804, con

tains a renewed declaration of marriage madeby him , and

accompanied by a promise of acknowledging her the mo

ment he has it in his power ; and an engagement on her

part , that nothing but the greatest necessity shall compel

her to publish this marriage.
These two latter papers

were enclosed in an envelope , inscribed “ Sacreed Promi

ses and Engagements, ” and all the three papers are admit

ted or proved in the cause, to be of the handwriting of the

parties, whose writing they purport to be.

It appears that Mr. Dalrymple had strong reasons for sup

posing that his father and family would disapprove of this

conneixon, and to a degree that might seriously affect

his fortunes ; he, therefore in his letters to Miss Gordon,

repeatedly enjoined this obligation of the strictest secrecy ;

and she observed it, even to the extent of making no com

munication of their mutual engagements to her father's fam

ily ; though the attachment, and the intercourse founded

upon it , did not pass unobserved by one of her sisters , and

also by the servants, who suspected that there were secret

ties, and that they were either already , or soon would be

married . He wrote many letters to her, which are exhibi

ted in the cause, expressive of the warmest and most devo

ted passion , and of unalterable fidelity to his engagements,

in almost all of them , applying the terms of husband and

wife to himself and her. It appears that they were in the

habit of having clandestine nocturnal interviews, both at

Edinburgh and Braid , to which frequent allusions are made

in these letters. One of the most remarkable of these noc

turnal interviews , passed on the 6th of July, at Edinburgh,

where she was left alone with two or three servants, laving

declined to accompany her father and family ( much to her

12VOL.I.NO. III .
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father's dissatisfaction,) to his country house at Braid .

There is proof enough to establish the fact, in myopinion,

that he remained with her the whole of that night. He

continued to write letters of a passionate and even conju

gal import, and to pay nocturnal and clandestine visits du

iing the whole of his stay in Scotland ; but there was no

cobabitation of a more visible kind , nor any habit and re

pate , as far as appears, but what existed in the surmises of

the servants and of the sister . His stay in that country

w shortened by his father, who came down, alarmed, as it

ahovid seem, by thereport of what was going on , and re

.naved him to England on or about the 21st of July ,

The correspondence appears to have slackened, though

che language continued equally ardent, if I judge only

trop the number exhibited of the letters written after

his return ; though it is possible, and indeed very probable

there may be many more which are not exhibited. " No let

ters of Miss Gordon's addressed to him , are produced ; he

has not produced them and she has not called for their pro

duction . In England he continued till 1805 , when he sail

ed for Malta : his last letter , written to her on the eve of

his departure, reinforces his injunctions of secrecy , and

Cesures her to withhold all credit from reports, that might

reach her , of any transfer of his affections to another : it

likewise points out a channel for their future correspon

dence, through the instrumentality of Sir Rupert George,

the first Commissioner of the Board of Transports. He

continued abroad till May, 1808, with the exception of a

month or two in the autumn of 1806, when he returned for

a purpose unconnected with this history, unknown to his

and, as it appears, to this lady . It is upon this oc

that the alteration of his affection first discloses it

selt in conversations with a Mr. Hawkins, a friend of his

family, to whom he gives some account of the connexion

whicii he had formed with Miss Gordon, in Scotland, com

plains of the consequences of it , in being tormented with

lenters from her, which he was resolved never to read in

future ; and having reason to fear she would write others

to his father, he requested Mr. Hawkins to use all means of

irteropting any letters which she might write either to the

one on the other.

fr . Hawkins executed this commission by intercepting

Cal " , >
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many letters so addressed ; though, in consequence of her

extreme importunity, he forwarded two or three, as he be

lieves of those addressed to Mr. Dalrymple ; and he at

length wrote to her himself, about the end of 1806 , or be

ginning of 1807 , and strongly urged her to desist from

troubling General Dalrymple with letters . This led to a

correspondence between her and Mr. Hawkins ; and it was

not till the death of Mr. Dalrymple's father, ( which hap

pened in the spring of the year 1807 ,) that she then asser

ted her marriage rights, and furnished him with copies of

these important papers,which she denominates , according to

the style of the law of Scotland, her“ Marriage Lines.”

She took no steps to enforce her rights by any process of

law. Upon the unlooked for return of Mr. Dalrymple, in

the latter end of May, 1808, he immediately visited Mr.

Hawkins, who communicated what had passed by letter be

tween himself and Miss . Gordon ; and suffered him , though

not without reluctance, to possess himself of two of her

letters, which Mr. Dalrymple has exhibited . Mr. Hawkins

however dismissed him with the most anxious advice to ad

here to the connexion he had formed ; and by no means to

attempt to involve any other femalein themisery that must

attendany new matrimonial connexion . Within a very few

days afterwards , Mr. Dalrymple marries Miss Laura Man

ners, in the most formal and regular manner. Miss Gordon

who had before heard some reports of no very definite na

ture, instantly, upon hearing authentic news of this event,

takes measures for enforcing her rights , and being informed

that he is amenable only to this jurisdiction, she immedi

ately applies for its aid , to enforce the performance of what

she considers as a marriage contract.

The cause has proceeded regularly on both sides, and

has been instructed with a large mass of evidence , much of

it replete with legal erudition , for which the Court has to

acknowledge great obligations to the gentlemen who have

been examined in Scotland .* It has also been argued with

great industry and ability by the counsel on both sides , and

now stands for final judgment. Being entertained in an Eng

lish Court, it mustbe adjudicated according to the princi

* It has been deemed proper that this information with the evidence,

should accompany the report of this case : it has therefore been printed

in the Appendix.- [Omited here.-- Editors.]

!
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ples of English law , applicable to such a case .
But the only

principle applicable to such a case by the law of England,

is, that the validity of Miss Gordon's marriage rights , must

bé tried by reference to the law of the country, where , if

they exist at all , they had their origin . Having furnished

this principle, the law of England withdraws altogether, and

leaves the legal question to the exclusive judgment of the

law of Scotland:

I am not aware that the case so brought here is exposed

to any serious disadvantage, beyond that which it must un

avoidably sustain in the inferior qualifications of the person

who has to decide upon it , to the talents of the eminent men ,

to whose judgment it would have been submitted , in its

more naturalforum . The law learning of Scotland , has

been copiously transmitted ; the facts of the case are ex

aminable on principles common to the law of both countries

and indeed to all systems of law. It is described as an ad

vantage lost, that Miss Manners, the lady of the second

marriage, is not here made a party to the suit ; she might

have been so in point of form , if she had chosen to inter

vene ; in substance she is ; for her marriage is distinctly

pleaded and proved, and is as much therefore under the

eye, and under the attention ,and under the protection of the

Court, as if she were formally a party to the question re

specting the validityof this marriage, which is in effect to

decide upon the validity of her own. For I take it to be a

position beyond the reach of all argument and contradiction ,

that if the Scotch marriage belegally good, the second or

English marriagemust be legallybad. Another advantage

intimated to be lost, is this, that the native forum would

have compelled the production of her letters to him , for the

parpose of seeing whether any thing in them favored his

interpretation of the transaction . Surely, according to any

mode of proceeding, there can be no need of a compulsory

process,to extract them from the person in whose posses

sion they must be, if they exist at all . If they contain such

matter as would favor such an interpretation , he must be

eager to produce them, for they wouldconstitute his defence;

not being produced, the necessary conclusion is , either that

they do not exist, or that they contain nothing which he

could use with anyadvantage for such a purpose. The

considerations that apply to the indiscretions of youth , to

?
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the habits of a military profession, and to the ignorance of

the law of Scotland , arising from a foreign birth and educa

tion , are common to both , and I might say , to all systems of

law . They arc circumstances, which are not to be left en

tirely out of the consideration of the Court, in weighing the

evidence for the establishment of the facts, but have no

powerful effect upon the legal nature of the transaction

when established .

The law which in both countries allows the minor to

marry , attributes to him in a way which cannot be legally

averred against, upon the mere ground of youth and inex

perience, a competent discretion to dispose of himself in

marriage ; he is arrived at years of discretion , quoad hoc,

whateverhe may be with respect to other transactions of

life , and he cannot be heard to plead the indiscretion of mi

nority. Still less can the habits of a particular profession,

exonerate a man from the general obligationsof law . And

with respect to any ignorance arising from foreign birth and

education, it is an indispensable rule of law, as exercised in

all civilized countries, that a man who contracts in a coun

try , engages for a competent knowledge of the law of con

tracts in that country. If he rashly presumes to contract

without such knowledge , he must take the inconveniences

resulting from such ignorance, upon himself, and not at

tempt to throw them upon the other party, who has engaged

under a proper knowledge and sense of the obligation,

which the law would impose upon him by virtue of that en

gagement. According to the judgment of all the learned

gentlemen who have been examined, the law of Scotland

binds Mr. Dalrymple, though a minor, a soldier, and a fo

reigner, as effectively as it would do, if he had been an

adult,living in a civil capacity, and with an established do

micil in that country .

The marriage, which is pleaded to be constituted , by vir

tue of some or all of the facts, of which I have just given

the outline, and to which I shall have occasion more partic

ularly to advert in the course of my judgment, has been in

the argument described as a clandestine and irregular mar

riage. It is certainly a private transaction between the in

dividuals, but it does not of course follow that it is to be

considered as a clandestine transaction , in any ignominious

meaning of the word ; for it may be, that the law of the

"
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country , in which the transaction took place , may contem

plate private marriages, with as much countenance and ſa

vor, as it does the most public . It depends likewise , en

tirely upon the law of the country, whether it is justly to

be styled an irregular marriage. Insome countries one on

ly form of contracting marriage is acknow'edged, as in our

own , with the exception of particular indulgences to persons

of certain religious persuasions ; saving those exceptions, all

marriages not celebrated according to the prescribed form ,

are mere nullities ; there is and can be no such thing in this

country as an irregular marriage . In someother countries,

all modes of exchanging consent being equally legal all mar

riages are , on that account equally regular . In other coun

tries, a form is recommended and sanctioned, but with a

toleration and acknowledgment of other more private modes

of effecting the same purpose , though under some discoun

tenance of the law, on account of the non -conformity to the

order that is established . What is the law of Scotland

upon this point ?

Marriage, being a contract, is of course concensual ( as is

much insisted on , Iobserve, by some of the learned advo

cates , ) for it is of the essence of all contracts, to be consti

tuted by the consent of the parties. Consºsus non con

cubitus facit matrimonium,* the maxim of the Roman civil

law, is in truth , the maxim of all law upon the subject; for

the concubitus may take place, for the mere gratification of

present appetite , without a view to any thing further ; but

a marriage must be something more ; it must be an agree

ment of the parties looking to the consortium vitet ; an

agreement indeed of parties capable of the concubitus, for

though the concubitus itself will not constitute marriage ,

yet it is so far one of the essential duties , for which the

parties stipulate , that the incapacity of either party to

.

* D. lib. 50, tit. 17, 1. 30 , de Reg. Juris . . D. lib . 35, tit. 1. 1. 15. Hu

ber, de Nuptiis,p. 23, lib , 24, tit . 2, de Divortiis. Voet. lib . 23, tit. 2. s. 2.

Vinnius, lib. 1 tit. 9. s. 1. Cujac. in D. de Rit.Nup.v. 1 p . 800, in Cod.

lib. 5. tit. 1. de Spons. et Arrhis. Taylor's Civil Law , p . 301. Puffendorf

b. 6c. 1 s.14. Wood's Instit.book 1. chap . 1. 27 qu. 2 c. 1 Matrimoni

um. 27 qu . 2. c. Sufficiat. 27. qu. 2 c. 5. Cum initiatur. 27 qu. 2 c. 6 .

Conjuges. C. 25.Extra, de Spons. et Matrim . Huber, Eunom. Rom. ad

lib . 23. Pand Vind. s. 1. Hoppii, commen. ad Ins. lib . I tit. 10. Woods

instit. book 1 .chap. 2. Ayl. parerg, 362.

+ D. lib . 23.tit . 2.1 . 1. Instit . lib , 1 tit . 9 s.l.
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the one ,

satisfy, that duty nullifies the contract. *, Marriage in

its origin , is a contract of natural law ; it may exist be

tween two individuals of different sexes , although no

third person existed in the world, as happened in the

case of the commonancestors of mankind : It is theparent

not the child of civil society , “ Principium urbis et quasi

seminarium Reipublicæ .” + In civil society it becomes a

civil contract, regulated and prescribed by law, and en

dowed with civil consequences. In most civilized coun

tries, acting under a sense of the force of sacred obliga

tions, it has had the sanctions of religion superadded. It

then becomes a religious as well as a natural and civil con

tract ; for it is a great mistake to suppose that , becauseit is

therefore it may not likewise be the other . Hea

ven itself is made a party to the contract , and the consent

of the individuals pledged to each other, is ratified and con

secrated by a vow to God . It was natural enough that such

a contract should , under the religious system which prevail

eed in Europe, fall under ecclesiastical notice and cogni

zance , with respect both to its theological and its legal con

stitution ; though it is not unworthy of remark, that amidst

the manifold ritual provisions, made by the Divine Law

giver of the Jews for various offices and transactions oflife,

there is no ceremony prescribed for the celebration of mar

riage . ' In the Christian church marriage was elevated in a

later age to the dignity of a sacrament, in consequence

of its divine institution ,and of some expressions of high and

mysterious import respecting it , contained in the sacred

writings . The law of the Church, the canon law ( a system

which, in spite of its absurd pretensions to a higher origin ,

is in many of its provisions deeply enough founded in the

wisdom of man, ) although, in conformity to the prevailing

theological opinion , it reverenced marriage as a sacrament,

still so far respected its natural and civil origin , as to

consider, that where the natural and civil contraet was

formed, it had the full essence of matrimony without the

intervention of the priest ; it had even in that state the cha

racter of a sacramentf ;for it is a misapprehension to suppose,

* C. 2 et 3. Extra . de Spons. et Matrim. Vinnius, lib . 1 tit. 9. s. 1.

Burn's Eccles.Law , v. 2 p. 500. Ayl. Par. 226 .

Cic. de Off. 1 17.

Sanchez, lib . disp. 6. s. 2. et lib . 2. disp. 10. s. 2.-- Father Paul, p .

737 .--- Pallavicini, lib.23. chap. 8 .-- Pothier, tit . 3. p . 290. - 27. qu . 2. c . 10 .

omne .
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that this intervention was required as matter of necessity ,

even for that purpose, before the Council ofTrent. It ap

pears from the histories of that council, as well as from many

other authorities, that this was the state of the earlier law,

till that council passed its decree for the reformation ofmar

riage . The consent of two parties* expressed in words of

present mutual acceptance , constituted an actual and legal

marriage, technically known by the name Sponsalia per

verba de presenti, improperly enough,because sponsalia, in

the original and classical meaning of the word, are prelimi

nary ceremonials ofmarriage, and therefore , Brower justly

observes, jus pontificium nimis laxo significatu, imo etymo

logia invitâipsas nuptias sponsalia appellavit.' The ex

pression, however, was constantly used in succeeding times

to signify clandestine marriages, that is, marriages unattend

ed by the prescribed ecclesiastical solemnities , in opposition,

first, to regular marriages ; secondly, to mere engagements

for a future marriage, which were termed sponsalia per ver

ba defuturo , a distinction of sponsalia not at all known to the

Roman civil law.I Different rules , relative to their respec

tive effects in point of legal consequence, applied to these

three cases - oi regular marriages - of irregular marriages,

and of mere promises or engagements. In the regular mar

riage every thing was presumed to be complete and con

summated both in substance and in ceremony. In the ir

regular marriageevery thing was presumed to be complete

and consummated in substance but not in ceremony ; and the

ceremony was enjoined to be undergone as a matter of order.

In the promise or sponsalia de futuro; nothing was presum-

ed to be complete or consummate either in substance or ce

remony. Mutual consent would release the parties from

their engagement; and one party, without the consent of

the other, might contract a valid marriage, regularly or ir

regularly, with another person ; but if the parties who had

exchanged the promise had carnal intercourse with each

other, the effectof that carnal intercourse was to interpose

* C. 25. et C. 31. Extra de Spons. et Matrim . - C . 3. Extra. de Sponsa

Duorum .-- Swinburn ,sect.4. s . 2, 3, 4. et sect. 18. s. 1 .-- Brower, lib. 1 .

cap. 2. s. 8, 9. et cap. 22. s . 12. et cap. 27.s . 21 .

* L. 1.c. 1. n . 6. Swinburn, Sect. 3. §. 3 .

Ş Swinburn, Sect. 17. § . 1 . || C. 2. Extra. de Spons. et Matrim .

I C. 30. et 31. Extra. de Spons. et Matrim . - C . 3. Extra. de Sponsa

duorum.--Brower, lib . 1. cap. 22.-Swinburn, Sect. 17. s . 11 ..
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a presumption of present consent at the time of the inter

course, to convert the engagement into an irregular mar

riage, and to produce all the consequences attributable to

that species of matrimonial connection . I spare myself the

trouble of citing from the text books of the Canon Law, the

passages that support these assertions. Several of them

have been cited in the course of this discussion , and they

all lie open to obvious reference in Brower and Suinburn ,

andotherbooks that profess to treat upon these subjects.

The reason of these rules is manifest enough. In proceed

ings under the Canon Law , though it is usual to plead con

summation, it is not necessary to prove it, because it is al

ways to bepresumed in parties not shewn to be disabledby

original infirmity of body. In the case of a marriage per

verba de præsenti, the parties there also deliberately accep

ted the relation of husband and wife, and consummation

was presumed as naturally following the acceptance of that

relation, unless controverted in likemanner. But a pro

mise per verba de futuro looked to a future time; the mar

riage which it contemplated mightperhaps never take place.

It was * defeasible in various ways ; and, therefore , con

summation was not to be presumed ; it must eitherhave

been proved or admitted . Till thatwas done, the relation

of husband and wife was not contracted : it must be at

promise cum copula that implied a present aceeptance , and

created a valid.contract founded upon it .

Such wasthe state of the Canon Law, the known basis

of the matrimonial law of Europe. At the Reformation ,

this country disclaimed, amongst otheropinions of the Ro

mish Church, the doctrine of a sacrament in marriage,

though still retaining the idea of its being of divine insti

tution in its general origin ; and on that account, aswell as

of the religious forms that were prescribed for its regular

celebration, an holy estate , holy matrimony, but it likewise

retained those rules, of the Canon Law which had their

foundation not in the sacrament, or in any religious view of

the subject, but in the natural and civil contract ofmarriage .

The Ecclesiastical Courts, therefore, which had the cogni.

zance of matrimonial causes, enforced these rules , and

amongst others, that rule which held an irregular marriage ,

* Swinburn, Sect.18.p.1, et Sect. 4. p. 2 .

$ Swinburn , Sect. 17. p. 11 .

VOL . I.--NO , III : 13
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constituted per verba de præsenti, not followed by any con

summation shewn, valid to the full extent of voiding a sub

sequent regular marriage contracted with another person .*

A statutet passed in the reign of Henry VIII . proves the

fact by reciting, that “ Many persons after long continuance

in matrimony, without anyallegation of either of thepar

ties,or any other at their marriage, why the same matrimo

ny should not be good , just, andlawful, and after the same

matrimony solemnized , and consummate by carnal knowl

edge, have by an unjust law of the Bishop of Rome, upon

pretence of a former contract made, and not consummate

by carnal copulation , been divorced and separate ," and then

enacts, “ that marriages solemnized in the face of the

Church, andconsummate with bodily knowledge , shall be

deemed good, notwithstanding any pre-contract of matri

mony, not consummatewith bodily knowledge,which either

or both the parties shall have made." -, But this statute was

afterwards repealed, as having produced horrible mischiefs,

which are enumerated in very declamatory language, in the

preamble ofthe statute ; 2 Edw.VI; and Swinburn , speaking

the prevailing opinion of his time, applauds the repeal, as

worthily and in good reason enacted. The same doctrine is

recognized, by the temporal Courts, as the existing rule of

the matrimonial law of this country , in Bunting's case, 4

Coke , 29.- " . John Bunting, father of the plaintiff, and Ag

nes Adenshall, contracted marriage, per verba de præsenti,

and afterwards, on the 10th of Dec. 1555 , the said Agnes

took to husband ThomasTwede ; and afterwards on the

9th of July , Bunting libelled against her in the Court of

Audience, et decret.fuit quodprædict. Agnes subiret mat

rimonium cum præfato Bunting' et insuper pronunciatun

fuit dictummatrimonium fore nullum .” Though the com

mon law.certainly had scruples in applying the civilf rights

of dower, and community of goods, and legitimacy in the

cases of these looser species of marriage. In the later case

of Collins and Jesson, 3 Anne , it was said by Holt, Chief

Justice, and agreed to by the whole Bench, that “ if a con

tract be per verba de presenti, it amounts to an actual mar

* Brower, 1. 22. 12. +32 Hen. 8. cap . 38. sec. 2.

I Swinburn, sect. 1. s . 2. and sect. 17. s. 29.- Tract. de Repub. Ang . p .

103. — Perkins, tit. Feoffments, fol. 40. p. 38. Ed. 3. 12.-1 Roll. Abridg:

341. and 357. - Moor, 169.
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riage, which the very parties themselves cannot dissolve by

release or other, mutual agreement, for it is as much a mar

riage in the sight of God,as if it had been in facie ecclesia .”

“ But a contract per verba de futuro, whichdo not intimate

an actual marriage, but refer to a future act, is releasable .”

2 Salk . 437. Mod . 155. In Wigmore's case , 2 Şalk . 438,

the same judgé said, “ a contract per verba de presenti, is a

marriage ; so is acontract de futuro ; if the contract be ex

ecuted , and he take her, 'tis a marriage, and they cannot

punish for fornication.” In the Ecclesiastical Court the

stream ran uniformly in that course. One of the most re

markable is that furnished by the diligence of Dr. Swabey,

on account of its striking resemblance to the present case :

I mean the case of Lord Fitzmaurice, son of Earl Kerry,

coram Deleg. in 1732. There were in that case , as in the

present, three engagements in writing : the first was dated

June 23, 1724, and contained these words, “ We swear we

will marry one another .” The second, dated July 11 ,

1724, was to this effect : “ I take you for my wife and

swear never to marry any other woman ; " This last con

tract was repeated in December of the same year.

argued there, as here, that the iteration of the declaration

proved that the parties did not depend upon their first dec

jaration, and was in , effect a disclaimer of it . But the

Court, composed of a full Commission, paid no regard to

the objection, and found for the marriage, and an applica

tion for a commission of review , founded upon new matter

alleged was refused by the Chancellor . Things continued

upon this footing till the Marriage 'Act, 26 G. 2. c . 33. de

scribed by Mr. Justice Blackstone,* “ an innovation on our

laws and constitution, " swept awaythe whole subject of ir

regular marriages, together with all the learning belonging

to it, by establishing the necessity of resorting to a public

and regular form , without which the relation of husband

and wife could not be contracted .

It is not for me to attempt to trace the descent of the mat

rimonial law of Scotland since the time of the Reformation .

The thing is in itself, highly probable, and we have the

authority of Craigt for asserting that the Canon Law is its

basis there, as it is every where else in Europe, " totam

hanc questionempendere ajure pontificio ," though it is like

* Book 1. chap. 15. s . 3 . * Craig, lib . 2. dieg . 18 s. 17.

It was
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Jy enough that in Craig's time, who wrote not long after

the Reformation, the consistorial law mightbe very unset

tled , as Mr. Cay in his deposition describes it to have been .

It is, however, admitted by that learned gentleman , that it

settled upon its former foundations, for he expressly says,

that the Canon Law in these matters is a part of thelaw of

the land ; that the Courts and Lawyers' reverence the

decretals, and other books of the more ancient Canon

Law ; and I observe that in the depositions of most of the

learned witnesses, and indeed in all thefactums that I have

seen upon these subjects, they are referred to as authorities .

Several regulations, both ecclesiastical and civil , canons

and statutes , have prescribed modes of celebrating mar

riages . Mr. Cathcart, in particular, refers to them in his

deposition. Some of these appear to have been made in

times of great ferment, during the conflict between the

Episcopal and Presbyterian parties, and are therefore, I

presume, of transitory and questionable authority . Mr.

Cathcart infers that the whole of the Scotch statutes hold

solemnization by a clergyman , or, as he expresses it , some

one assuming the functions of a clergyman as necessary. It

rather appears difficult to understand this consistently with

the fact, that othermarriages have always been held legal

and valid . · What the form of solemnization by a clergyman

is , I have not been accurately informed ; prescribed ritual

formsare not , I believe, admitted by the church of Scot

land for any office 'whatever. Whether the clergyman

merely receives the declaration as a witness,or pronounces :

the parties, by virtue of his spiritual authority , to be man

and wife, as in our form , does not distinctly appear . I ob

serve that Mr. Gillies says in his deposition , that to make

marriage valid , it is not necessary that it should be celebra

ted in facie ecclesia, but rebus integris it can only be con

stituted by a consent adhibited in the presence of a clergy

man, or in some mode equivalent to an actual celebration .”

So Lord Braxfield in a loose note, which is introduced, is

made to say , “ private consent is not the consent the law

looks to ; it must be before a priest , or something equiva- .

lent.” Now what are these equivalents ? and how to be

provided ? Are they to be carved out by the private fancy

and judgment of the individuals ? . If so, though equivalent ,

they can hardly be deemed the regular forms , and yet ap
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pear to stand on a footing of equal authority. I observe,

likewise , that a marriage before a magistrate is alluded to in

some passages, as nearly equal to that before a minister,

though certainly not a marriage in facie ecclesiæ , in any pro

per sense of that expression.

Sir Ilay Campbell states,in an opinion of his given to the

English Chancery * in a case furnished to me by Dr. Stod

dart, “ that marriagès irregularly performed without the in:

tervention of a clergyman, are censureable, and formerly

the parties were liable to be fined or rebuked in the face

of the Church, but this foria long time has not been prac

tised.” The regulations, therefore, whatever theymay be

are not penally enforced ; and it does not appear that they

are enforced by any sense of reputation or of obligation im

posed by general practice . The advocates, who describe

the modesof marriageby the terms regular and irregular,

seem as far as I can collect, to attribute no very distinctive

preference to the one over the other ; at any rate the dis

tinction between them is not very strongly marked in the

existing usage of that country. Manyof the marriages

which take place between persons in higher classes of so

ciety, are contracted in such irregular forms, if so to be de

nominated .. Theyappear to createno scandal ; to give no

offence. The parties are not reprobated by public opinion,

nor is legal censure actually applied. But taking it , that

the distinction between the regular and irregular marriages

was much stronger than I am enabled , by the present evi

denceto suppose, the question still remains to be examined

how far actual consummation is required, by the law of

Scotland, in marriages which are so to be deemed irregular .

The libel is drawn in a form not calculated to extract,

simply and directly , a distinct statement of what the law of

Scotland may be upon this point; for it collects together all

the points of which the party conceives she can avail her

self, consummation included, as matters of fact and matters

of law , and then alleges, that, by the law of Scotland, this

aggregate constitutes a marriage ; without providing for a

possible case in which she might establish some of these

matters and fail in establishing others,e . g . if she failed in

proof of a copula , and succeeded in establishing a solemn

compact. If the law had been more distinctly understood

* Lib . Reg. A. 1780. f. 552.
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here, at thecommencement of this suit , the libel would pro.

bably have been drawn with more accommodation
to the

possible state of facts that might ultimately call for the pro

per specific rule of law. The advocates of Scotland have,

to a greatdegree , supplied the want of that distinctness in

the libel, by bringing forward the distinctions in their an

swers, and applying what theyconceive to be the law, ap

plicable to the possible case , that may result from theevi

dence ; most ofthem have stated what they conceive to be

the law, first, in the case of a promise de futuro ; secondly,

of a promise cum copula ; thirdly, of a solemn declaration or

acknowledgment
ofmarriage ; and fourthly, of such a decla:

ration accompanied by a copula . It may be convenient to

consider, first,whetherthe present case is a case of promise,

or of present declaration and acknowledgment
. , It will be

convenient to do so in two respects : The first convenience

attending it is, that the fact itself is determinable enough

upon the face of written existing instruments . It is not

to be gathered from the loose recollections of loose verbal

declarations, not guarded either in the expressions of those

who made them, or in the memory of those who attest

them . The second convenience resulting from this is , that

a large portion of the inquiry into the other points of the

case may, in a great degree, be rendered superfluous ; for

if these papers contain inere promises, then have I to con

sider only the law of promises , as referable to cases accom

panied or unaccompanied
by a copula , leaving out entirely

the law that respects acknowledgment
and declaration . On

the other hand, if they are to be considered as acknowl .

edğments, then the law of promises may bedismissed, ex

cept perhaps sometimes to be introduced incidentally for

purposes of occasional illustration.

Whether they are to be considered as promises or decla

rations must be determined upon the contents of the in

struments themselves, on sucha ởiew as the plain meaning

of the words imports, and upon the information of their

technical meaning as communicated by the Scotch lawyers ;

for it is possible that they may be subject to a technical

construction different from their obvious meaning. This is

the case in the marriage settlements in Scotland. The

words of the stipulatio sponsalitia, are present declaratory

words ; the parties mutually accept each other, but the en
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gagements they enter into are always technically considered

to be mere promises de futuro. Those who are conversant

in the books of the Canon Law, will recollect the extreme

ly nice distinctions which that law and its commentators

have made between expressions of a very similar import in

their obvious meaning,asconstituting contracts de præsenti

or only promises de futuro.

The first paper is without date, and is merely a promise.

Mr. Dalrymple promises to marry Miss Gordon as soon as it

is in his power ,and she promises the same ; it is subscribed

by both their names is endorsed “ A sacreed promise, "

and is left in her possession . It is pleaded to be the first

that was exécuted by them, and it ishighly reasonable to

presume that it was so , for no person, I think , would be con

tent to accept such a paper as this ,after having received the

papers which follow , marked 2, and 10. The paper mark

edNo. 2 , is dated on the 28th of May, 1804 , and contains

these words, “ I hereby declare ,Johanna Gordon is my

lawful wife ; and I hereby acknowledge John William Hen

ry Dalrymple as my lawful husband." I see no great dif

ferencebetween the expression declare and acknowledge ;

the words properly enough belong to the parties by whom

they are respectively used,and are perhaps not improperly

adopted to the decorums of such a transactionbetween the

sexes . No. 10. is a reiterated declaration onthe part of Mr.

Dalrymple, accompanied with a promise that he will ac

knowledge Miss Gordon as his lawful wife the moment he

has it in his power.” She makes no repeated declaration ,

but promises that “ nothing but the greatest necessity, (ne

cessity which situation alone can justify ,) shall

ever force her to declare the marriage. " It is signed by

him , and by her, describing herself J. Gordon, now J. Dai

rymple, and it is dated July 11, 1804. Both thepapers are

inclosed in an envelope, on which is inscribed “ Sacreed

promises andengagements.” There are promises and en

gagements that would satisfy these terms, independent of

the words which contain the declaration of the marriage.

At the same time it is to be observed, that the words " pro

mises and engagements,” are not improperly applied to the

marriage vowitself, which is prospective in its duties, which

engages for the performance of future offices between the

parties till death shall part them , and to which , in the words
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of our liturgy, it plights their troth, or in more modern lan

guage, pledges their good faith for that future performance .

I feel some hesitation in acceding to the remark that the

paper marked No. 2. is at all weakened or thrown loose by

the mere engagement of secrecy, which seems to be the

principal if not the sole object of the latter paper, though

Mr. Dalrymple has thrown in a renewed declaration of his

marriage; that reiterated declaration, though accompanied

with a promise of secrecy, cannot, upon any view of the

case, be considered as a disclaimer of the former. An en

gagement of secrecy is perfectly consistent with the most

valid, and even with the most regular marriages. It fre

quently exists even in them from prudential reasons ; from

the same motives italmost always does in private.or clandes

tine marriages. It is only an evidence against the existence

of a marriage, when no such prudential reasons can be as

signed for it, and whereevery thing, arising from the very

nature of marriage calls for its publication .

Such is the nature of these exhibits ; first, a promise ; se

condly, that promise merged in the direct acknowledgment

of the accomplished fact ; thirdly, a renewed admission of

the fact on his side , with a mutual engagement for secrecy,

till the proper time for disclosure should arrive .

In these papers , as set up by Miss Gordon , resides the

constitution, as some of the gentlemen who have been exa

mined, call it , or as others of them term it , the evidences of

the marriage for 'it is matter of dispute between these

learned persons, whether such papers, when free from all

possibleimpeachment, are constituents or merely evidences

of marriage. It appears to be a distinction not very mate

rial in its effects ; because, if it is to be considered that such

papers,so qualified, are only to be treated as evidences, yet

if free from all possible impeachments, on the grounds on

which the law allows them, as evidences to be impeached,

they make full faith ofthe marriage, they sustain it as effectu

ally,as if, according to other ideas,they directly constituted it ;

they have then become præsumptiones juris et de jure, which

establish the same conclusion, although in another way.

But these papers must be taken in conjunction with the

letters which may control or confirm them. What is the

effect of the letters ? In almost all of them Mr. Dalrymple

addresses Miss Gordon as his wife , and describes himself as
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her husband. In the first letter he insists upon it, that she

shall draw upon him for any money she may stand in need

of, " for it is her right,” and “ in accepting of it she will

prove her acknowledgment of it. ” Her sister he calls his

sister. This letter appears by the post mark to have been

written before No. 2 , and therefore has been said to be en

tirely premature, and to give an interpretation to subsequent

expressions of the like kind. But, non constat that it

might not be written long after the undated promise by

which the parties entered into a solemn engagementto

marry . Verbal declarations similar in their imports to the

contents of No. 2, might have passed, for it can hardly be

conceived that such a papercould have passed without some

preliminary verbal declarations to the same effect. People

do not write in that manner till after they have talked to

gether in the same style . The post mark on the letter No.

4 , is May the 30th, and this letter refers to what passed on

the night after the paper No. 2,bears date ; in it he says,

“ You are my wife , to retract is impossible and ever shall

be ; I have proved my legal right to protect you, which I

have most fully established : nothing in this world shall

break those ties .” The letter,No.5,has these expressions :

<< Remember you are mine : that God Almighty may pre

serve my wife is the prayer of her husband. No. 6. " It

grieves me to suffer you five minutes from your husband ;

nothing can change my sentiments, independent even of

those sacred ties which unite us . Nothing ever can or

should ( if ' twere possible ) annul them . - Put that confi

dence in me which your duty requires .—That God may ev

er preserve my wife, and inspire her with the purest love

for her husband , is the first wish of her adoring

No. 8. “ I have received letters from town which say that

Lord Stair has heard of our marriage.” No. 12. “ What

ever money you may want, draw on me for it without scru

ple .” No. 13, dated May 29, 1805. “ Situated as you are ,

nothing could strengthen the ties which unite us , therefore

wish it notto be mentioned that you aremy wife till it can

be done without injury to ourselves . I insist upon a paper

acknowledging yourself asmy wife.” No. 14 , dated June

10, 1805. “ Forward to me the paper I requested in my last

and acknowledge yourself my wife -- that aswe are not ina

mortal I may leave you , in trust of a friend , the small re

VOL.1.--NO . ITI.
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mains of what was once a tolerable fortune ; you can't re

fuse on any legalgrounds ; do, my dearest wife , forward it . ”

In No. 15, dated June 28, 1805, he says, " I would not give

up the title of your sisters brother for any consideration .

Don't deny yourself what you require, as I should not wish

my wife to appear in any thing not consistent with her

rank ; I will arrange before my departure, money matters,

so as to give you every opportunity of gratifying your taste,

or any other fancy. In the letter marked 14, he asks her

permission to go abroad on account of the distress of his

affairs. " Will you allow me to endeavor by a short ab

sence to rectify these things ? In asking your consent, I

humbly conjure you dearest love, to pardon me.-- I solemn

ly assure you I will not be absent from you very long."

In another part of this letter he points out the period of

four months as the probable duration of his absence.

Now it is impossible to say that the exhibits, No. 2 and

10, are at all weakened by the strong conjugal expressions

contained in these letters. Takentogetherthey ,in their

plain and obvious meaning, import a recognition of an ex

isting marriage. What istheir technical meaning ? That

information we must obtain from the learned persons who

have been examined. Mr. Erskine, Mr. Hamilton, Mr.

Cragie, Mr. Hume, and Mr. Ramsay, are all clearly ofopin

ion that they are “ present declarations.” Mr. Cay is equal

ly clear that they are contracts de præsenti.” Sir Ilay

Campbell describes them as “very explicit mutual declara

tions of marriage between the parties. ” Mr. Clerk says

that No. 2, is evidence of a very high nature to prove that

- a marriage had been contracted bythe parties ; it is a full

and explicit declaration of a contract de presenti.” “ No.

10 , " he says, " imports little more than No. 2 ; it is important

evidence to the same effect." Mr. Cathcart and Mr. Gil

lies who hold a copula in all cases necessary, do not dis

tinctly say under which class of cases the present falls.

Upon this view I think myself entitled to lay aside , at least

for the present, the rules of the law that apply to promises.

The main enquiry will thus be limited totwo questions,

whether, by the law ofScotland, a present declaration con

stitutes or evidences a marriage without a copula ; and se

condly , whether, if it does not, the present evidence sup

plies sufficient proof that such a requisite hasbeencomplied

with
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The determination of the first question must be taken

from the authorities of that country, deciding for myself and

for the parties entrusted to my care, as well as Ican, upon

their preponderance where they disagree, and feeling that

hesitation of judgmentwhich ought to accompany anyopinion

of mine upon points, which divide the opinions of persons

so much better instructed, in all thelearning which applies

to them .

The authorities to which I shall have occasion to refer

are of three classes ; first, the opinions of learned professors

given in the present or similar cases ; secondly, the opinions

of eminent writers asdelivered in books of great legal credit

and weight; and thirdly , the certified adjudication of the

tribunals of Scotland upon thees subjects. I need not say that

the last class stands highest in point of authority ; where

private opinions, whether in books or writing, incline on one

side, andpublic decisions on the other, it willbe the un

doubted duty of the Court, which has to wiegh them , stare

decisis.

Before I enter upon this examination I will premise an

observation , from which I deduce a rule that ought, in some

degree, to conduct my judgment ; the observation I mean,

is this, that the Canon Law, as Lbefore have described it to

be, is the basis of the marriage law of Scotland , as it is of

the marriage law of all Europe. And whether that law re

mains entire, or has been varied, I take it to be a safe con

clusion , that, in all instances where it is not proved that the

law of Scotland has resiled from it , the fair presumption is ,

that it continues the same. Shew the variation, and the

Court must follow it ; but if none is shewn, then must the

Court lean upon the doctrine of the ancient general law ; for

I do not findthat Scotland set out upon any originalplan of

deserting the ancient matrimonial law of Europe, and of

forming an entire new codeupon principles hitherto unknown

in the Christian world . It becomes of importance, there

fore, to consider what is the ancient general law upon this

subject, and, on this point it is not necessary for me to restate ,

that by the ancient general law of Europe, a contract per ver

ba depresenti, or a promiseper verba defuturo cum copula,

constituted a valid marriagewithout the intervention of a

priest , till the time of theCouncil of Trent, the decrees of

which Council were never received as of authority in Scot

land .
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It appears from the case of Younger , cited by Sir Tho

mas Craig ,* that in his time , the practice upon a contract de

presenti, was the same in Scotland as it continued to be in

England, till the period of the Marriage Act, viz . to

compel the reluctant party to a public celebration as matter

of order. This was soon discontinued in Scotland on ac

count of the apparent incongruity of compelling a man to

marry against his will , but with a solemn profession of love

and affection to the party who compelled him. But though

they discarded the process of compulsion for some such

reason as this, which is stated by Mr. Hume, they might

still consistently retain the principle, that a present consent

constituted a valid marriage. Whether it was retained , is

the question I have to examine, assuming first ( as I have

done) that if the contrary is not shewn , it must so be pre

sumed .

The evidence of opinions on this point , taken in this and

similar cases, and under similar authority , stands thus :

Mr. Erskine , Mr. Cragie, Mr. Hamilton , Mr. Hume, and

Mr. Ramsay, who have been examined upon the question

at present before the Court, are all clear and decided in

their opinions, that a declaration per verba de presenti, with :

out a copula does, by the law ofScotland, constitute a valid

marriage. I will not enter into an examination of their au

thorities where they agree-- Oportet discentem credere,

though , where authorities differ , it is a rule which cannot

be universally applied . Still less shall I presume to discuss

their reasonings, exceptin a few instances, where, however

desirous to follow , I find a real inability to accompany them

to their conclusions. To the authorities above stated, I

must add the opinions of the learned persons -examined up

on the case of Beamish and Beamish; a case which came

before this Court upon a similar question of a Scotch mar

riage of an Englishman with a Scotch woman in the year

1788, and in which the Court of Arches to which it was

appealed, upon the informations of law obtained from the

learned advocates of Scotland , pronounced for the validity

of the marriage. Mr. John Millar, Professor of Law at

Glasgow , there said , “ that, by the law of Scotland , the ce

remony of being married by a clergyman was not necessary

to constitute a valid marriage. The deliberate consent of

*Lib . 2. dieg . 18. 6. 10 .
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parties, entering into an agreement to take one another for

husband and wife, was sufficient to constitute a legal mar

riage , as valid in every respect as that which is celebrated

in the presence of a clergyman . Consent must be expressed

or understood to be given per verba de presenti ; for con

sentde futuro, that is, a promise of marriage, does not con

stitute actual marriage. By the Scotch law, the deliberate

consent of parties constitutes marriage.” Mr. John Orr, in

his deposition, said " By the laws of Scotland a solemn

acknowledgment of a marriage having happened between

the parties , whether verbally or in writing, is sufficient to

constitute a marriage, whether expressed in verbis de

prosenti, or in an acknowledgment that the marriage took

placeat a former period . A promise followed by a copula

would constitute a valid marriage ; and a written instrument

containing not a consent de presenti, but only stating that

the parties were married at a certain time , or even a solemn

verbal acknowledgment to this effect, although no actual

marriage had taken place, is sufficient to constitute a mar

riage by the law of Scotland .” Mr. Hume said , “ Marriage

isconstituted by consent of parties to take orstand to each

other in the relation of husband and wife. The mode or

form of consent is not material, but it must be de præsenti."

Mr.Erskine and Mr. Robertson agreed in saying, that a

deliberate acknowledgment of the parties that they were

married, though not containing a contract per verba de pre

senti, is sufficient evidence of a marriage without the ne

cessity of proving the actual celebration.” Mr. Clerk, Mr.

Gillies, and Mr. Cathcart, who are examined in the present

case on the part of Mr. Dalrymple, are equally clear in

their opinions on the other side of the question . Mr. Cay

inclines to think a copula necessary, although well aware

that a different opinion prevails among lawyers on this

point."

Sir Ilay Campbell's opinionupon this important point ,

which the Court was particularly eager to learn, is through

some inaccuracy of theexaminer, transmitted in such a man

ner as to leave it rather a matter of question , which of the

two opinions he favors ; for in the former part of the depo

sition heis made to say, that “ by the general principles of

the law of Scotland , marriage is perfected by the mutual

consent ofpartiesaccepting each other as husband and wife.”
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In words so express and unqualified, pointing to nothingbe

yond the mutual acceptance of the parties, as perfectinga

marriage without reference to any future act as necessary to

be done, I thought I had received a judgment of high an

thority in favor of the ancient rule , that consent without a

concubitus constitutes a marriage : but in a latter part ofthe

deposition , he lays it down, that this acknowledgment per

verba depæsenti must be attended with personal intercourse,

prior or subsequent ; if so , it throws a doubtuponthepre

cise meaning of theformer position, which had declared a

marriage perfected by mere mutualacceptance. “ Without

such intercourse,” Sir Ilay Campbell says, “ they would

resolve into mere stipulatio sponsalitia, where the words

are de præsenti, but the effect future. " And here I have to

lament the difficulty I find in following so highly respec

table a guide to the conclusion, on account of a distinction

that strongly impresses itself upon my apprehension . In

the stipulatio sponsalitiathe words de præsenti arequalified

by the future words that follow , and which implysomething

more is to be done-a public marriage to take place ; but in

the case supposed of a clear present declaration, no such

qualifying expressionsoccur -- nothing pointing to future acts

as the fulfilment ofa present engagement. I find the greater

difficulty in ascertaining the decided judgment of this very

eminent person , from considering an opinionof his given in

to the English Court of Chancery,* upon a requisition from

that Court, and on which that Court acted in the case of the

Scotch marriage . In that case, the caseof the marriage of

Thomas Thomasson, and Catharine Grierson, the opinion

dated August 18th , 1781 , and remaining on record in Chan

cery, states a present contract to be sufficient to validate a

marriage, without any mention of a copula , antecedent or

subsequent; the known accuracy of his judgment would

never have allowed him to omit this, if it had been consid

ered by him at that time a necessary ingredient in the va

lidity. I might , perhaps , without much impropriety, be

permitted to add another legal opinion of equal authority ,

the opinion of a person whose death is justly lamentedas

one of the greatest misfortunes that have recently visited

that country.--I need not mention the name of the Lord

- need not

* Lib . Reg. A. 1780. F. 552 .
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President Blair, upon whosedeliberate advice andjudgment

this present suit has been asserted in argument, and with

out contradiction , to have been brought into this Court .

Upon this state of opinions, what is the duty of the

Court ? How am I to decide between conflicting authori

ties ? For to decide I am bound . Far removed from me

be the presumption of weighing their comparative credit ; it

is not for me to construct a scale of personal weight amongst

living authorities, with most of whom I am acquainted

no otherwise than by the degree of eminence which situa- .

tion , and office, and public practice, and reputation, may

have conferred upon them . In such a case I am under the

necessity of quitting the proper legal rule of estimating pon .

dere, non numero ; I am compelled to attend a little to the

numerical majority ( though I admitthis to be a sort of rus

ticicum judicium ,) and finding that much the greater num

ber of learned persons recognize a rule consonant to that

which , in ancient times, governed the subject universally, I

think I am not qualified to say, that as far as the weight of

opinion goes, it is proved that the law of Scotland has inno

vated upon the ancient general rule of the marriage law of

Europe. It appears to me , that the common mode of ex

pression used in Scotland , which is constantly recurring, is

no insignificant proof of the contrary doctrine. It is always

expressed - Promise cum copula , the copula is in the ordi

nary phrase, a constant adjunct to the promise--- never to the

contract de præsenti, strongly marking theknown distinction

betwen the two cases, that the latter by itself worked its

own effect, and that the other would be of no avail , unless

accompanied with its constant and express associate.

I come now to the text authorities of the Scotch writers :

The first to whom I shall refer is* Craig. It does not ap

pear to me, that he is of great authority either one way or

the other : he admits generally that the question of mar

riage is not hujus instituti propria, sed judicis ecclesiastici,

and the case of Younger, which he cites from the Court of

Commissaries, is a case not of a declaration de presenti, but

of a promise cum copulâ ; unless , therefore, it is previously

established , that promise cum copulâ converts itself in all

respects, and in all its bearings, into a contract de presenti

without a copula, (which certainly it does in the Canon

* Cragii jus feudale, lib. 2. dieg. 18. & 17 & 19 .
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Law, and is so recognized in the majority of the opinions

upon the law of Scotland,) it is no direct authority ; and

the conclusion is still more weakened by observing , that, in

that case, a judicial sentence of the Commissaries had been

actually obtained, and that the point determined by the

eommon law was a mere question of succession upon legi

timation , which may depend upon many considerations ex

trinsic to the original validity of the marriage.

A more pertinent authority, and of higher consideration

· is Lord Stair, an ancestor I presume, of one of the present ,

parties—a person whose learned labors have at all times

engaged the reverence of Scotch jurisprudence . He treats

of this very question, stating it as a question , and deter

mines it thus ;* “ It is not every consent to the married

state that makes matrimony, but consent de presenti, not a

promise de futuro matrimonio." The : marriage con

sists not in the promise but in the present consent,

whereby they 'accept each other as husband and wife,

whether by words expressly, or tacitly by martial co

habitation, or acknowledgment, or by natural commix

tion where there hath been a promise preceding, for

therein is presumed a conjugal consent de presenti, but

the consent must specially relate to that conjunction of

bodies as being then in the consenter's capacity, otherwise

it is void .” I shall decline entering into the distinctions and

refinements which have attempted to convert the obviously

plain meaning of this passage into oneofa very different

import . It does appear to me to establish the opinion of

this very learned person to be , that without a commixtion

of bodies immediately following, ( though in all cases to be

looked to as possible, and at some time or other to take

place,) a present valid marriage is constituted by a contract

de præsenti.

: Sir George Mackinsie ,fLord Advocate under King Charles.

and James the Second, whose authority carries with it a fair

proportion of weight, says, “ consent de præsenti is that in

which marriage doth consist . Consent de futuro is a pro

mise ; this is notmarriage, for either party may Resile rebus

integris ; ” manifestly intimating that this could not be done

under the consent de presenti.

* Stair's Institut . lib . 1. tit. 4. § 6.

† Mackinsie, Institut, book 1. tit. 6. $ 3 .
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Another authority of more modern date , but entitled to

the greatest respect, is Mr. Erskine, a writer of institutional

law ; by him it is expressly laid down* that “ marriage con

sists in the present consent, whether that be by words ex

pressly , or tacitly, by marital cohabitation , or by acknow

ledgment. Marriage may without doubt be perfected by the

consent of parties declared by writing, provided the writing

be so conceived as to import a present consent . ” Nothing

upon the direct meaning of these words can be more clear

than that he held bodily conjunction not necessary in a pre

sent contract . The very note of the anonymous editor, to

whom, as an anonymous editorno authority can be allowed

whatever may be the weight that really belongs to it, ad

mits this ; for he says, “ From the later decisions of the

Court, there is reason to doubt, if it can now be held as

law, that the private declarations of parties, even in wri

ting, are per se equivalent to actual celebration of mar

riage ;" admitting, by that mode of expression, that such

was the doctrine of thetextand ofthetimes when it was com

posed . , Mr. Clerk says; " he considers the doctrine to be

incorrect,” thereby likewise admitting it to be the doctrine

contained in these words.

I am not enabled to say how far Mr. Hutcheson's book

can be considered as a work of authority . It, however,

carries with it most respectable credentials, if it be true,

what hasbeen asserted in the argument, that it has been sanc

tioned by the approbation of several of theJudges of Scotland ,

and particularly of Sir Ilay Campbell, who refers to it in

his deposition as a book of credit, and under whose patron

age it is published , and to whose perusal it is said to have

been submitted previously to its publication . · His statement

of the law of Scotland is full and explicit in favor of the

doctrine, that private mutual declarations require no bodily

consummation to constitute a marriage. He says that the

ancient principle tothis effect has been happily retained in

the lawof Scotland , speaking with similar feelings of at

tachment to it , which are observable in our Swinburn,

when he talks of the repealing Statute of Edward VI.

as being worthily and for good reasons enacted , though

a regard to domestic security has induced us to extinguish

it entirely in this part ofthe island by the"legislative provi

* B. 1.tit. 6. § 5.
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sions of later times . Mr. Hutcheson mentions it as a factz

that in the case of M'Adam against Walker, none of the

Judges , who dissented from the judgment, disputed that

doctrine of the law . His testimony to such a fact is equiv

alent to that of any person of unimpeached credit-even to

that of Lord Stair or Mr. Erskine ; he has asserted it in the

face of his profession and the public , and at the hazard of

being contradicted, if he has stated it untruly , by the united

voice of the whole bench and bar of his country .

In support of the opposite opinion , no ancient writer of

authority has been cited. The only writer named , is of

very modern date, Lord Kaimes, a man of an ingenious and

inquisitive turn of mind , and of elegant attainments, but

whose disposition, as he admits, did not lead bim to err on

the side of excessive deference to authority and establish

ment . The very title of his book is sufficient to excite

caution ; " Elucidations respecting the law of Scotland,"

may seem to imply rather proposed improvements than ex

positions of the existing law . He says, in his preface, that

She brings into the work the sceptical spirit, wishing and

hoping to excite it in others,and confesses that he had perhaps

indulged it too much .” But supposing thatit is liable to no

objection of this kind , the whole of his chapter on these sub

jects , so far as this question is concerned, relates entirely

to the effect of a promise defuturo cum copula, which has

no application to the present case , unless it is assumed ,

that this amounts to the same thing identically in law, to all

intents and purposes, as a contract depræsenti. I must add

that his extreme inaccuracy, in what he ventures to state

with respect both to the ancient Canon Law and to themo

dern English Law, tends not a little to shake the credit of

his representations of all law whatever. In this chapter,

he asserts thatby the present law of England, a mutual pro- ,

mise of marriage de futuro is a good foundation to compel

a refractory party to complete the marriage, by process in

the Spiritual Court . I mean no disrespect to the memory

of thatingenious person, when I say , that it is an extraor

dinary fact that it should have been a secret to any man of

legal education in any part of this island , that the law of

England has been directly the reverse for more than hall a

century.

No other reference to any known writer of eminence is
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produced ; it is easy therefore, to strike the balance upon

this class of authorities; they are all in one scale, a very

ponderous mass on one side, and totally unresisted on the

other.

I come, thirdly , to the last and highest class of authorie

ties, that of cases decided in the Scotch tribunals. Many

of these have been alluded to in the learned expositions

which have been quoted but such of them ( and they are

not few in number) as apply to the cases of promises de fu

turo cum copulâ I dismiss for the present, observing only ,

that if a promise of this kind be equivalent to a contract de

presentinudis finibus, the result of those cases appearsto

me strongly to incline to the conclusion deduced from the

two former classes of authority.

With regard to decided cases , I must observe generally,

that very few are to be found , in any administration of law

inany country, upon acknowledged and settled rules . Such

rules are not controverted by litigation, they are therefore

not evidenced by direct decision ; they are found in the max

ims and rules of books of text-law . It would be difficult, for

instance, to find an English case in which it was directly

decided , that the heirs takes the real, and the executor the

personal estate ; yet though nothing can be more certain, it

is only incidentally, and obiter, that such a matter can force

itself upon any recorded observation of a Court ; equally

difficult would it be to find a litigated case in the Canon

Law, establishing the doctrine, that a contract per verba de

presenti is a present marriage, though none is deeply radi

cated in that law.

The case of Cochrane versus Edmonston , before the

Court of Sessions in the year 1804, was a case of contract

de præsenti, and of this I shall take the account given by

Mr. Clerk . The Court there held, “ that a written ac

knowledgment de proesenti was sufficient to constitute a

marriage. The interlocutor of the Lord Ordinary, which

the Court adhered to , restsupon the consent of parties to

.constitute a marriage de presenti without referring to the

copula .” Mr. Clerk says, “ he cannot suppose the Court

overlooked the very material circumstance of the copula ,">

which did exist in that case , and which he says “ would

havebeen sufficient with a bare promise to bind the man to

marriage.” I find great difficulty in acceding to this obser

1
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vation , particularly when it is stated that the Court adhered

to the interlocutor, which expressed the directly contrary

doctrine , and even if it had not so done , it appears to me to

be an inaccuracy too striking to attribute to that Court,

that they should have declared consent de presenti

sufficient, without express mention of the copula, if they

had thought it a necessary ingredient in the validity of the

marriage. What Mr. Clerk says of his disposition to ad

vise an appeal in particular cases, is not necessary to be no

ticed in the present consideration , which regards only ac

tual decisions, and not private opinions, however respecta

ble . He admits expressly, that on the evidence of the re

port, he thinks it at least highly probable, that some such

doctrine as that held by Mr. Erskine, was laid down in that.

case by the Judges.

The next case which I shall mention , is that of Taylor

and Kello, which occurred in 1786. This was an action of

declarator of marriage instituted by Patrick Taylor against

Agnes Kello, and was grounded on a written acknowledge

ment in the following words: “ I hereby declare you, Pat- .

rick Taylor, inBirkenshaw , my just and lawfulhusband, and

remainyour affectionate wife, Agnes Kello .” . Kello deli

vered this written declaration to Taylor, and received from

him another mutatis mutandis in the same terms, which she

afterwards destroyed. There was no sufficient evidence to

support the concubitus, but the Report states that the Court

in its decision held this to be out of the question . The Com

missaries found the mutual obligations relevant to intermar

riage between the parties , and found them married persons

accordingly.” This sentence was affirmed by the Court of

Session, though that Court was much dividedupon the occa

sion,some ofthe Judges considering the declaration as merely

intended to signify a willingness to enter into a regular mar- .

riage ; but a majority of the Court thought , in conformity to

the judgment of theCommissioners, thatthemarriage wassuf

ficiently established. This sentence was reversed by the

House of Lords, but upon the express grounds that neither

of the parties understood the papers respectively signed by

them to contain a final agreement to consider themselves as

married persons ; on the contrary it was agreed that the

writing was to be delivered up whenever it was demanded :

The whole subsequent conduct of the parties proving this

sort of agreement.
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Itappears then that this wasnotconsidered by theHouse

of Lords an irrevocable contract, such as that of marriages is

in its own nature, from which the parties cannot resile even

by joint consent, much less on the demand of one party only .

This case, 1 think, goes strongly to affirmthe doctrine, that

an irrevocable contract de presenti ,does of itself constitute

a legally valid marriage. Mr. Cathcart admits, in his de

position , that this sentence of the Commissaries, confirmed

by the Court of Sessions, wouldhave been a decision in fa

vorof the doctrine , that a contract de præcenti constitutes a

marriage, if it had not been reversed by the House of

Lords. But as it was clearly reversed upon other grounds,

the authority of the two Courts stands entire in favor ofthe

doctrine. Mr. Gillies thinks the reversal hostile to the doc

trine , but he has not favored the Court with the grounds on

which he entertains this opinion . Mr. Clerk contents him

self with saying, that the doctrine is not recognized : most

assuredly itis not disclaimed ; on the contrary the presump

tion is , that if the contract had been considered irrevocable

the House of 'Lords would have attributed to it a very dif]

ferent effect.

In the case of Inglis against Robertson, which was deci

ded in the same year, the Commissaries sustained a mar

riage upon a contract depresenti, and this sentence wasaf

firmed by the Court of Session upon appeal, and afterwards

by the House of Lords. Theaccounts vary with respet to

the proof of concubitus in this case , which renders it doubt

ful whether the decision was grounded on the acknowledg

ment only ,or referred likewise to thecopula. If it had no

such reference, then it is a case directly in point: but if it

had, it certainly cannot be insisted upon as authority upon

the present question .

The case of Ritchie and Wallace, which was before the

* Court of Sessions in 1792 , is not reported in any of the

books, but is quoted by Mr. Hamilton, who was of counsel

in the cause . It was the case of a written declaration of

an existing marriage, but accompanied with a promise that

it should be celebrated in the Church at some future and

eonvenient time. This very circumstance of a provision

for a future public celebration might of itself have raised

the question, in theminds of some Judges, whether these

acknowledgments could be considered as relating to a mat
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rimonial contract already formed and perfected in the con

templation of the parties themselves and this is sufficient

to account for the diversity of the opinion of the Judges

upon the case , withoutresorting to anysupposed difference

of opinion on the general principle of lawnow controver

ted . The womanwaspregnant by the man when she re

ceived this written declaration from him , but, as I under

stand the case , nothing rested in judgment upon this fact,

for Mr. Hamilton -says, the woman founded on the written

acknowledgment as a declaration de presenti constituting a

marriage, which conclusionof law was controverted bythe

man ; but the Court by a majority of six Judges to three ,

found the acknowledgment libelled, relevant to infer the

marriage.

The case of M'Adam against Walker ( 13thof November,

1806 , ) which underwent very full discussion , is by all

parties admitted to be a direct decision upon the point,

though it was certainly attended with some difference

of opinion amongst the Judges by whom it wasdecided . In

that case Elizabeth Walkerhad cohabited with Mr. M'Adam ,

and borne himtwo daughters. In the presence of several

of his servants , whom he had called into the room for the

purpose of witnessing the transaction , he desire Elizabeth

Walker to stand up and give him herhand ; and she having

done so, he said, “ This is my lawful wife, and these my

lawful children.” On the same day, without having been

alone with Walker during the interval, he put a period to

his existence. The Court held the children to be legiti

mate . It appears clearly that, in this case, there had been

a copula antecedent, though none could have taken

place subsequent to thedeclaration : It could not therefore

have been upon the ground of want of copula that Sir Ilay

Campbell, who holds aprior copula as good as a subsequent

one, joined the minority in resisting that judgment. It is

stated by Mr. Hutcheson , as a matter of fact, that " none of

the Judges disputed the law ," but there were other grounds

of dissent arising out of thecircumstances of the case ,un

connected with the legal question. “ The Judges enter

tained doubts of the sanity of Mr. M'Adam at the time of

the marriage ; they considered also , that whenhe madethe

declaration he had formed the resolution of suicide, and

therefore did not mean to live with the woman as his wife .
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It is said that thisdecisionof the Court of Sessions is ap

pealedfrom , and therefore cannot be held conclusive upon

the point . At any rate it expresses thejudgment of that

Courtupon theprinciple , and the appeal, whatever the

ground of it may be, does not shake the respect which I

owe to thatauthority whilst it exists unshaken .

I might here call in aid the numerous cases where pro

* mise cum copulâ has been admittedto constituite amarriage ,

if the rule of the Canon Law transfused into the law of

Scotland, be sound, that copula converts a promise
de futu

To into a contract de presenti. If itdoes not , if copula is

required in a contract de presenti, what intelligible diffe

rence is there between the two- between a promise de fu

luro and a contract de presenti ? None whatever. They

stand exactly upon thesame footing. A proposition , I will

venture to say, never heard of in the world, except where

positive regulation has so placed them till these recent con

troversies respecting the state of the marriage law of

Seotland .

I might also advert to the marriages at Gretna Green,

where the Blacksmith supplies the place of the priest or

the magistrate. The validity of these marriages has been

affirmed in England upon the certificates of Scotch law,

without reference to any act of consummation, for such I

think was clearly the expositionof the law as contained in

the opinion of Sir Ilay Campbell, upon which the English

Court of Chancery foundedits decision in the case ofGri

erson and Grierson.

Whatare the cases which have been produced in contra

diction to this doctrine ? As far as I can judge, none - ex

cept cases similar to those which have been already stated ,

where the superior Court has overruled the decisionsof the

Court below , and pronounced against the marriage upon

grounds which leave the principle perfectly untouched .-

The case ofM'Lauchlan contra Dobson, in December, 1796,

was a case of contract per verba depresenti where there was

no copula , in which the Commissaries declared for the va

lidity of the marriage, and the interlocutor was altered by

the Court of Session . Butupon what grounds was that

sentence reversed ? Mr.Hutcheson states , that “ the Court

did not think there was sufficient evidenceof a realde pre

senti matrimonial consent. Mr. Hume says, " the con
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duet of the parties had been variable and contradictory

and Sir Ilay Campbellsays, “ there were circumstances

tendingto shew that the parties did not truly mean to live

together.” The dicta of LordJusticeClerk MʻQueenhave

been quoted and much relied upon ; but Imust observe, that

they comebefore the Court in a way that does not entitle

them to much judicial weight: they are stated by Mr.

Clerk to be found in notes ofthe handwritingofMr. Henry

Erskine, who is not himself examined for the purpose of

authenticatingthem , although interrogatories are addressed .

to other persons with respect to other legal authorities, for

which they are much less answerable . They are taken ve .

ry briefly , without any context,nor is it stated in what man

ner, whether in the form of discussion or decision , they fell

from that learned Judge. He is, however, made to say,

“ The case of MʻLauchlan against Dobson is new, but the

law is old and settled. Two facts admitted, hinc inde, no

celebration, no concubitus, nor promise of marriage follow

ed by copula ; contract as to land not binding till regularly

executed , unless where res non sunt integre . This pro

position that “ contract as to land not binding till regularly

executed ,” proves little because it may refer to rules that are

confined to agreements respecting that species of property ,

and even with regard to that species of propertythe con

tract may be sufficiently executed by the signing of articles

or deeds, though there is no entryupon the land. " A

promise withoutcopula locus pænitentic - even verbal con

sent de presentiadmitspænitentia ,” thatis the matter to be

proved . " Formof contracts contains express obligation

to celebrate ; till that done either party may resile .” The

reason is that these sameforms contain wordswhich quali

fy the present engagement by giving them a mere promis

sory effect. « Private consent is not the consensus the law

looks to . It must be before a priest or something equiv

alent ; they must take the oath of God to each other ;" this

may be done in privateto each other, as it actually was

done in the case of Lord Fitzmaurice ; " a present

consent not followed by any thing, may be mutually

given up, but if so , it cannot be a marriage. To be

sure if the propositions contained in these dicta arecorrect,

if it be true that a contract de præsenti may be mutually.

given up , then certainly it cannot constitute a marriage;
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but that is the very question which is now to be determin

ed upon the comparative weight of authorities ; I admit the

authority of Lord Braxfield , deliberately and directly appli

ed to any proposition to which his mind was addressed, to

be entitled to the highest respect ; but I have already ad

verted to the loose manner in which these dicta are attribu

table to him, and it is certainly a pretty strong circumstance

against giving full effect to these dicta so introduced , with

out context and without authentication, that Lord Braxfield,

as Lord Ordinary, refused the Bill of Advocation in the

case of Taylor and Keello complaining of the sentence of

the Consistorial Court, which found “ mutual obligations

relevent to infer a marriage."

The other case that has been mentioned, is that of Mc

Innes against More, which came before the House ofLords

upon appeal in the year 1782. The facts therein were,

that the man , at the woman's desire, had signed the ac

knowledgment not for the purpose of making a marriage ,

but merely as a color to serve another and different purpose

mutually concerted between them , namely, that of prevent

ing the disgrace arising from the pregnancy of the woman .

The Commissaries and Court of Session had found the facts

relevant to infer a marriage, but the House of Lords, con

sidering the transaction as a mere blind upon the world,

and that no alteration of the status personarum was, ever

intended by the parties themselves, reversed the sentence,

and pronounced against the marriage .

I am not aware of any other decided cases which have

been produced against the proposition , that a contract de

præsenti ( be it in the way of declaration or acknowledg

ment ) constitutes, or if you will , evidences a marriage. It

strikes me, upon viewing these cases, that such of them as

are decided in the affirmative, have been adjudged directly

upon this principle, and that where they have been other

ise determined, it turns out that they have rested upon spe

cialties , upon circumstances which take them out of the

common principle, and produce a determination that they

do not comewithin it . If they do not go directly to the ex

tent of affirming the principle, they at least imply a recog

nition of it , a sort of tacit assent and submission to its au

thority, an acknowledgment of its being so deeply in

trenched in the law, asnot to be assailable in any general

16VOL . 1. NO . III .
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and direct mode of attack . The exceptions prove the rule

to a certain degree. It was proved in all those cases where

there was a judgment apparently contradictory , that in

truth they were not real matrimonial contracts depræsenti.

The effect was not attributed to them , because they were

not considered as such contracts . I cannot but think , that

when case.upon case came before the House of Lords in

which that principle was constantly brought before their

eyes, they would have reprobated it as vicious if they had

deemed it so , instead of resorting to circumstances toprove

that theprinciple could not be applied to them . Imay,

without impropriety, add , that the Lord Chancellors of En

gland have always, as I am credibly informed, in stating

their understanding of Scotch law upon such subjects to

the House of Lords, particularly Lord Thurlow, been anx

ious to hold out that law to be strictly conformable to the

canonical principles , and have scrupulously guarded the ex

pressions of the public judgments of the House, against the

possible imputation of admitting any contrary doctrine.

Upon the whole view of the evidence applying to this

point, looking first to the rule ofthe general matrimonial

law of Europe, to the.principle which I ventureto assume ,

that such continues to be the rule of the Scotch matrimo

nial law, where it is not shewn that that law has actually

resiled from it , to the opinions of eminent professors of

that law, to the authority of text writers , and to the still

higher authority of decided cases ( even without calling in

aid all those cases which apply a similar rule to a promise

cum copulâ ) I think that being compelled to pronounce a

judgment upon this point , I am bound to say, that I entertain

as confident an opinionas it becomes me to do, that the rule

of the law of Scotland remains unshaken ; that the con

tract de presenti does not require consummation in order to

become “ very matrimony ;" that it does, ipsofacto , et ipso

jure, constitute the relation of man and wife. There are

learned and ingenious persons in that country, who appear

to think this rule too lax, and to wish to bring it somewhat

nearer to the rule which England has adopted ; but.on the

best judgment which I can form upon the subject, it is an

attempt against the general stream of the law , which seems

to run in a direction totally different, and is not to be diver

ted from its course by efforts so applied . If it be fit that
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the law of Scotland should receive an alteration , of which

that country itself is the best judge, it is fit that it should

receive that alteration in a different mode than that of mere

interpretation .

When I speak of a contract, I mean of course one that is

attended with such qualifications as the law of Scotland re

quires for such a contract, and which in truth appearto me

to be very little more than what all law requires for all con

tracts of every description, and without which an apparent

contract upon any subject is, in truth , no contract at all; for

having been led , by the manner in which these qualifica

tions aresometimes described , to suppose at first, that they

were of a peculiar and characteristic nature, I really can

not, upon consideration, discover in them any thing more

than the ordinary qualifications requisite in all contracts.

It is said that the marriage contract must not be extorted by

force or fraud. Is it not the general law of contracts, that

they are vitiated by proof of either ? In the present case ,

menace and terror are pleaded in Mr. Dalrymple's allega

tion as tothe execution of the first contraet No. 2, for as to

the promise No 1 , he admits. that it was given merely at the

entreaties and instigation of the lady, an admission not

very consistent with the suggestion of the terror afterwards

applied ,) but he asserts that he executed this contract, “ be

ing absent from his regiment without leave , alone with her,

and unknown to her father, and urged by threats of calling

him in .” Whatwas to be the effect of calling in the father,

which produced so powerful an impression of terror in his

mind, he does not explain ; still less does he attempt to

prove the fact, for he has not read the only evidence that

could apply to it , the sworn answers of the lady to this

statemeni of a transaction passing secretly between them

selves, and in which answers it is positively denied. This

averment of menace and terror isperfectly inconsistent with

every thing that follows; with the reiterated declaration

contained in No. 10, and with the letters which he contin

ued to write in the same style for a year afterwards.

Could the paper No. 10, have been executed by a man

smarting under the atrociousinjury of having been compel

led by menaces to execute one of the like import? Could these

letters, breathing sentiments of unalterable fondness have

been addressed to the person bywhom he had been so treated ?
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Nothing can be apparently more unfounded than this sug

gestion of menace and terror. It is said that it must be a

deliberate contract . It is, I presume , implied in all con

tracts, that the parties have taken that time for considera

tion which they thought necessary, be that time more or

less, forno where is there assigned a particular tempus de

liberandi for the marriage contract, any more than for any

other contract .

It is said that it must be serious, so surely must be all

contracts ; they must notbe the sports ofan idle hour,mere

matters of pleasantryand badinage, never intended by the

parties to have any serious effect whatever ; at the same

time it is to be presumed, that serious expressions, applied

to contracts of so serious a nature as the disposal of aman

or woman for life, have a serious import . It is not to be

presumed a priori, that a man is sporting with such dange

rous play things as marriage engagements. Again it is said

that the animus contrahentium must be regarded : Is that

peculiar to the marriage contract ? It is in the intention of

the parties that the substance of every species of contract

subsists, and what is beyond or adverse to their intent

does not belong to the contract. But then that intention is

to be collected (primarily at least , ) from the words in which

it is expressed ; and in some systems of law as in our own ,

it is pretty exclusively so to be collected . You are not to

travel out of the intention expressed hy the words, to sub

stitute an intention totally different and possibly inconsist

ent with the words. By the matrimonial law of Scotland ,

a latitude is allowed, which to us ( if we had any right to

exercise à judgment on the institutions of other countries

with which they are well satisfied ,) might appear somewhat

hazardous, of substituting another serious intentionthan

that which the words express, to be proved by evidence

extrinsic, and totally, as we phrase it , dehors theinstrument .

This latitude is indulged in Scotland to a very great degree

indeed , according to Mr. Erskine. In all other countries

a solemn marriage in facie Ecclesiæ facit fidem ; the par

ties are concluded to mean seriously, and deliberately , and

intentionally , what they have avowed in the presence of

God and man, under all the sanctions of religion and of

law : Not so in Scotland, where all this may pass, as

Mr. Erskine relates, and yet the parties are at liberty to
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shew , that by virtue of a private understanding between

themselves, all this is mereimposition and mockery, with

out being entitled to any effect whatever .

But be the law so, still it lies upon the party , who im

peaches the intention expressed by the words, to answer

two demandswhich the law , I conceive, must be presumed to

makeupon him ; first he must assign and prove some other in

tention; and secondly , he must also prove that the intention so

alleged by him , was fully understood by the other party to the

contract,at the time it was entered into : For surely it can

not be represented as the law of any civilized country, that

in such a transaction a man shall use serious words, expres

sive of serious intentions, and shall yet be afterwards at

liberty to aver a private intention , reserved in his own

breast , to avoid a contract which was differently understood

by the party with whom he contracted. I présume, there

fore, that what is said by Mr. Craigie can have no such

meaning, “ that if there is reason to conclude , from the ex

pressions used, that both or either of the parties did not un

derstand that they were truly man and wife, it would enter

into the question whether married or not,” because this

would open a door to frauds, which the justice and humanity,

and policy of all lawmust be anxious to keep shut . In the

present case no other animus is set up and endeavored to

be substituted, but the animus of avoiding danger, on which

I have already observed. The assignment of that intent

does almost necessarily exclude any other, and indeed no

other is assigned ; and as to any plea that it was differently

understood by Miss Gordon , the other party in this cause,

no such is offered, much less is any proof to that effect pro

duced, unless it can be extracted from the letters.

Do they qualify the express contracts , and shew a differ

ent intention or understanding ? It has been argued that

they contain some expressions which point to apprehensions,

entertained by Miss Gordon, that Mr. Dalrymple would

resile from the obligations of the contract, and others that are

intended to calm those apprehensions by promises of eter

nal fidelity , both which it is said are inconsistent with the

supposition that they had knowingly constituted themselves

husband and wife , and created obligations de präsenti, from

which neither of them could resile.

In the firstplace,is there this real inconsistence ? Do the
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records or this Court furnish no such instance as that of the

desertion of a wife by her husband ? And is such an oc

currence so entirely out of all reasonable apprehension in

a case like the present ? Here is a young gentleman, a sol

dier, likely to be removed into a country in which very dif

ferent ideas of marriage prevail , amongst friends who would

discountenance this connexion, and amongst numerous ob- .

jects which might divert his affections, and induce him to .

repent of the step he had taken in a season of very early

youth , and in a fit of transient fondness : That a wife left

in that countryexposed to the chances of a change in his

affections to the effect of a long separation -- to the disap

probation of his friends - to the impressions likely to be

made by other objects upon a young and unsettled mind,

should anticipate some degree of danger is surely not un

natural; equally natural is it , that he should endeavor to

remove them by these renewed professions of constancy .

But supposing that Miss Gordon really did entertain doubts

with respect to the validity of her marriage, what could be

the effect of such doubts ? Surely not to annul the marriage

if it were otherwise unimpeached. We are , at this mo

ment, enquiring with all the assistance of the learned pro

fessors of law in that country , amongst whom there is great

discordance of opinion, what is the effect of such contracts .

That private persons, compelled to the necessity of a secret

marriage, might entertain doubts whether they had satisfied

the demands of the law which has been rendered so doubt

ful, will not affect the real sufficiency of the measures they

had taken. Mr. Dalrymple might himself entertain honest

doubts upon this point ; but if he felt no doubt of his own

meaning if it was his intention to bind himself so far as by

law he could , that is enough to sustain the contract ; for it is

not his uninformed opinion of law, but his real intention that

is to be regarded. A public marriage was impracticable ;

he does allthat he can to effect a marriage, which was clan

destine, not only at the time, but whichwas intended so to

continue . The language is clear and unambiguous in the

expression ofintent. No other intention is assigned ; and

it is not such expressions as these, arising naturally out of

the feelingswhich must accompany such a transaction, that

can at all effect its validity .

The' same observations apply to the expressions contained
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in the later letters written to Mr. Hawkins. In one ofthem

she says, “ my idea is, thathe is not aware how binding his

engagements are with me,” and possibly he might not . Stili

if hemeant at the time to contract so far by law as he could ,

no doubts which accompanied the transaction , and still less

any which followed it can at all alter its real nature and ef

fect. Miss Gordon had likewise her later hours of doubt ,

and even of despondency, you will never see me Mrs.

Dalrymple, ” she says in the spring of 1807, to her sister ;

and when it is considered what difficulties she had to en

counter, at what an immense distance she then stood from

the legal establishment of her claims , having lost her hold

upon his affections, it cannot be matter of great surprise, if

in the view of a prospect so remote and cloudy, some ex

pression of dismay and even of despair , should occasionally

betray the discomposure of her mind. As to what she ob

serves upon the alternative suggested by some friend, of a

large sum of money in lieu of her rights (a proposition

which she indignantly rejects) it seems to pointrather to a

corrupt purchase of her silence, than to any idea existing in

her mind, of a claim of damages, by way of a legal solamen,

for the breach of a mere promissory contract.

The declarations, therefore, notbeing impeached by any

of those disqualifications by which, in the law of Scotland,

a contradictor is permitted to redargue and overcome the

presumption arising from the production of such instru

ments, they become, in this stage of the matter, præsump

tiones juris et de jure that found an instant conclusion of

marriage, if I amright in the position thatcarnal copulation

is not absolutely required to its completion. The fact that

these papers were left in her singlepossession is insignifi

cant, for it has well been observed by Dr. Burnaby, that it

not mutuality of possession, but mutuality of intention, that

is requisite. It is much more natural that they should be

left in the possession of the lady , she being the party

whose safety is the more special object of protection,

but there is no proof here, that Mr. Dalrymple himself

is not possessed of a similar document . He anxiously re

quested to have one, and the non -production of it by him ,

furnishes no conclusive proof that he did not obtain his re

quest . If he did not , it may have been an act of impru

dence, that he confided the proofs of his marriage entirely
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to the honor of the lady ; but if he did , it is perfectly clear

that she has not betrayed the trust .

But I will now suppose that this principal position is

wrong : that it is either extracted from erroneous authorities,

or erroneously extracted from authorities that are correct.

I will proceed then to enquire what proof there is of carnal

copulation having taken place between the parties ; and ,

upon this point , I shall content myself with such evidence

as the general law requires for establishing such a fact : for

I find no reference to any authorityto prove that the law of

Scotland is more rigid in its demand, where the fact is to be

established in support of a marriage, than for any other pur

pose . It may have happened that the fact of carnal copu

fation has been established by a pregnancy, or some other

evidence of as satisfactory a kind, in the few cases which

have been transmitted to us , but I find no such exclusive

rule as that which has been ingeniously contended for by

Dr. Edwards ; and I take it as an incontrovertible position ,

that the circumstances which would be sufficient to prove

intercourse inany other case, wouldbe equally sufficientļin

this , case .
I do not charge myself in so doing, with going

farther than the Scotch Courts would do, and would be

bound to do , attending to the established rules of evidence .

In the first place I think it is most strongly to be inferred

from the paper, No. 2, that some intercourse of a conjugal

nature passed between these parties. Miss Gordon therein

says, “ I hereby promise that nothingbut the greatest ne

cessity , (necessity which situation alone can justify )

shall ever force me to declare this marriage.” Now what

other possible explanation can be given of this passage, or

how can it be otherwise understood than as referring tothe

consequences which might follow from such an intercourse ?

I confess that I find myself at a loss to know how the blank

can be otherwise filled up than by a supposition of conse

quences which would speak for themselves, and compel a

disclosure.

I observe that Mr. Dalrymple denies, in his allegation,

that any intercourse took place after the date of the written

declarations, which leaves it still open to the possibility of

intercourse before that time , though he certainly was not

called upon to negative a preceding intercourse , in conse

quence of any assertion in the libel which he was bound to
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combat . It will, I think, be proper to consider the state of

mind and conduct of the parties relative to each other at

this time. Preliminary verbal declarations of mutual at

tachment must at least have passed ( as I have already ob

served ) before the promise contained in No. 1 , was written ,

at whatever time that paperwaswritten . In the first letter,

which bears the post-mark of the 27thofMay, whether re

lying on this paper if it then existed , or on declarations

which had verbally passed between them , he thinks him

self entitled to address her as his wife in the most en

dearing terms. On the following day, the 28th, the in

strument which has been produced is signed, by which

they mutually acknowledge each other as husband and

wife. Letters continued to pass between them daily,

and sometimes more than once in a day, expressive of the

most ardent and eager affection on his part, which can

leave no room for the slightest doubt that he was, at that

time, most devotedly attached to her person , and desirous

of the pleasures connected with the enjoyment of it, in some

way or other ; for to what other motive can be ascribed such

a series and style of letters from a young man, written volun

tarily, without any appearance of idle pleasantry, and with

every character of a sincere pursuit , whether honorable or

otherwise. What was the state of mind and conduct of the

lady during this period of time ? It is not to be presumed,

from the contents of his letters , that she was either indif

ferent or repulsive.

The imputation indeed , which has been thrown upon her,

is of a very different kind, that she was an acute and active

female,who with a knowledge of the law of the country,

which Mr. Dalrymple did not possess , was endeavoring ,

quâcunque viâ data, to engage him in marriage . To this

marriage she has inflexibly cohered , and now stands upon

it before this Court ; so that whatever might be the real

state of her affections towards this gentleman , ( which can

be known only by herself,) this at least must be granted ,

that she was most sincerely desirous of this marriage con

nexion , which marriage connexion, both of them perfectly

well knew, could not be publicly and regularly obtained . --

Taking then into consideration these dispositions of the par

ties , his desire to obtain the enjoyment of her person on the

one hand , and her solicitude to obtain a marriage on the
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other, which after the delivery of such instruments she

knew might at all events be effectually and honorably ob

tained by the mere surrender of her person , which is the

probable consequence ? In this part of the island the same

circumstances would not induce the probability of a private

surrender, because a public ceremony being here indispensi

bly required , no young woman, acting with a regard to vir

tue , and character, andcommon prudence, wouldsurrender

her person in a way which would not only not constitute a

marriage, but would , in all probability, defeat all expecta

tion of such an event .

In Scotland the case is very different, because, in that

country, if there are circumstances which require the mar

riage to be kept secret, the woman , after such private de

clarations past, carries ber virgin honors to the private

nuptial bed, with as much purity of mind and of person,

with as little violation of delicacy, and with as little loss of

reputation, as if the matter was graced with all the sanctities

of religion. It is in vain to talk of criminality, and of gross

ness, and of gross ideas . In such a case there are no other

ideas excited than such as belong to matrimonial intercourse .

It is the “ bed undefiled” according to the notions of that

country : it is the actual ceremony as well as the substance

of the marriage : it is the conversion of the lover into the

husband : transit in matrimonium, if it was notmatrimonium

before . A most forcible presumption therefore arises that

parties so situated would, for thepurpose of a secret mar

riage, resort to such a mode of effecting it , if opportunities

offered ; it must almost, I think , be presumed, that Mr. Dal

rymple was in that state of incapacity to enter into such a

contract, which Lord Stair alludes to, if he took no advan

tage of such opportunities ; for nothing but the want of op

portunity can repel such a presumption .

Now how does the evidence stand with respect to the

opportunity of effecting such a purpose ? The connexion

lasted during the whole of Mr. Dalrymple's stay in Scot

land, and was carried on , not only by letters couched in

the most passionate terms, but as admitted ( and indeed it

could not be denied ) , by nocturnal private visits , frequent

ly repeated, both at Edinburgh , and at Braid, the country

seat of Mr. Gordon , in the neighborhood of that city . Upon

this part of the case six witnesses have been examined, who
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lived as servants in the family of Mr. Gordon . Grizell

Lyall, whose principal business it was to attend on Miss

Charlotte Gordon, one of the sisters, but who occasionally

waited on Miss Gordon, says, “ that Captain Dalrymple

used to visit in Mr. Gordon's family in the spring of 1804 ;

that before the family left Edinburgh she admitted Captain

Dalrymple into the house by the front door, by the special

order ofMiss Gordon, in the evenings ; that Miss Gordon's

direction to her were, that when she her bell once; to

come up to her in her bed-room, or the dressing-room off

it, when she got orders to open the street door to let in

Captain Dalrymple ; or when she ( Miss Gordon ) rung her

bell twice, that she should thereupon, without comingup

to her, open the street door for the same purpose ;
that

agreeably to these directions she frequently let Captain

Dalrymple into the house about nine, ten or eleven o'clock

at night, without his ever ringing the bell, or using the

knocker; that the first time he came in this way, she shew .

ed him up stairs to the dressing -room off the young ladies ?

bed-room , where Miss Gordonthen was, but that afterwards

upon her opening the door, he went straight up stairs , with

out speaking, or being shewed up ; but how longhe continu

ed up stairs she does not know, as she never saw him go

out of the house ; that the dressing-room above alluded to,

was on the floor above the drawing- room , and adjoining to

the bed-room , where the three young ladies slept, and next

to the ladies' bed - chamber was another room , in which there

was a bedstead , with a bed and blankets , but no curtains or

sheets to the bed, and it was considered as a lumber room ,

the key of which was kept by Miss Gordon.” She says

that she recollects, and it is a fact in which she is confirmed

by another witness , Robertson , “ that the family removed

from Edinburgh to Braid that year, 1804, on the evening

before a King's Fast,” ( the King's Fast day for that year was

on the 7th of June,) " and on aWednesday as she thinks, as

the Fast Days are generally held on Thursday ; that at this

time Miss Charlotte was at Forth Berwick, on a visit to La

dy Dalrymple ; that Mr. Gordon and Miss Mary went to

Braid in the evening, but Miss Gordon remained in town,

as she Lyall also did , and Mr. Robertson the butler , and one

or two more of the servants."

It appears from the testimony of other witnesses, that Mr,

1
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Gordon her father, appeared much dissatisfied that this lady

did not accompany himself and her sister to Braid , but chose

to stay in town upon that occasion . There are passages in

Mr. Dalrymple'sletters which point to the necessity of her

continuancein town, as affording more convenient oppor

tunities for their meeting. Lyall states , that sherecollects

admitting Captain Dalrymple that evening, as she thinks ,

sometime between ten and twelve o'clock, and he went up

stairs to Miss Gordon without speaking ; that on the next

morning she went up as usual to Miss Gordon's bed -room

about nine o'clock , and'informed her of the hour ; and hav

ing immediately gone down stairs , Miss Gordon rung her

bell some time after, andon the deponent going up to her ,

she met her, either at the bed - room door or at the top of

the stairs, and desired her to look if the street door was

locked or unlocked ; and the deponent having examined ,

informed her that it was unlocked, and immediately after

went into the dressing -room , and , after being a very short

time in it , she heard the street door shut with more than

ordinary force, which having attracted her notice , she open

ed the window of the dressing-room which is to the street,

and on looking out she observed Captain Dalrymple walk

ing eastwards from Mr. Gordon's house ; that from this she

suspected that Captain Dalrymple was the person who had

gone out of the house just before ; that nobody could have

come in by the said door without being admitted by some

person within, as the door did not open from without, and

she heard of no person having been let into the house on

this occasion ; that having gone down stairs aſter this, Mr.

Robertson, the butler, observed to her, that there had been

company up stairs ' last night ; but she did not mention to

him any thing of her having let in Captain Dalrymple the

night before, or of her suspicions of his having just before

goneout of the house, at least she is not certain, but she

recollects that he desired to remember the particular day

on which this happened.” Now from this account given by

Lyall, the counsel have attempted to raise a doubt, wheth

er it was Mr. Dalrymple who went out, for it is said that he

would have cautiously avoided making a noise for fear of

exciting attention . But the account Lyall gives is exactly

confirmed by Robertson, who deposes, “ that on the 7th of

June , which was the King's Fast, as he was employed about
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ten o'clock in the morning in laying up some china in his

pantry, which is immediately off the lobby , he observed

Captain Dalrymple come down stairs, and passing through

the lobby to the front door, unlock it , and go outand shut

the door after him ." Some observations have been made

with respect to Robertson's conduct, and he has been called

a forward witness , because he made a memorandum of this

circumstance at the time it occurred ; but I think his con

duct by no means unnatural . Here was a circumstance of

mysterious intercourse that attracted the attention of seve

ral of the servants, and it is not at all ' surprising that this

man, who held a superior situation amongst them in Mr.

Gordon's family, and who appears to be an intelligent, well

educated, and observing person , as many of the lower

order of personsin that country are , should think it right,

in the zeal he felt for the honor of his master's fami

ly, to make a record of such an occurrence . In so do

ing, I do not think that he has done any thing more

than is consistent with the character of a very honest

and understanding servant, who might foresee that such

a record might, one day or other have its use . The

witness Lyali goeson to say, that Miss Gordon and herself

went to Braid that day, (being the King's Fast ) before din

ner, and that on that evening, or a night or two after, she

was desired by Miss Gordon to open the window of the

breakfasting parlour to let Captain Dalrymple in , and she

did so accordingly, and found Captain Dalrymple at the

outside of the window when she came to open it , and this

she thinks might be between ten and twelve o'clock ,

and she shewed him up stairs , when they were met by

Miss Gordon at the door of her bed- chamber, when they

two went into said chamber, and she returned down stairs ;

that she does not know how long Captain Dalrymple re

mained there with Miss Gordon, or when he went away ;"

she states that “ Miss Charlotte returned from her visit at

North Berwick a few days after Miss Gordon and the de

ponent went to Braid ; that at Braid Miss Gordon and

Miss Charlotte slept in one room, and Miss Mary in ano

ther ; that within Miss Gordon and Miss Charlotte's bed

chamber there was a dressing -room , the key of which Miss

Gordon kept ; and she recollects one day getting the key

of it from Miss Gordon to bring her a muff and tippit out
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of it, and upon going in she was surprised , to find in it a

feather bed lying upon the floor, without either blankets

or sheets upon it, so far as she recollects : that it struck her

the more, as she had frequently been in that room before

without seeing any bed in it ; and as Miss Gordon kept the

key, she imagined she must have put it there herself; that

she found this bed had been taken from the bed-chamber

in which Miss Mary slept , it being a double bedded room ;

that when she observed the said bed in the dressing room ,

it was during the time that Captain Dalrymple was paying

his evening visits at Braid' ; that upon none of the occasions

that she let Captain Dalrymple into Braid House did she

see him leave it, nor did she know when he departed ."

Three other witnesses, Robertson and the two gardeners,

have been examined upon this part of the case, and they all

prove that Mr. Dalrymple wasseen going intothe house in

the night , or comingout of it in the morning ,

It is proved likewise that Porteous, one of the servants,

was alarmed very much , that the window of the room

where he kept his plate was found open in the morning,

and that it must have been opened bysomebody on the in

side : It is proved that nothing was missing, not an article

of plate was touched , and that Mr. Dalrymple was seen by

the two gardeners very early in the morning, coming away

from thehouse , and in the vicinity of the house, going to

wards Edinburgh ; and as to what wassuggested that he

might have been in the out-houses all night, I think it is not

a very natural presumption , that a gentleman who was pri

yately and habitually admitted into the house at such late

hours as eleven or twelve o'clock at night, would have been

ejected afterwards for the purpose of having so uncomforta

ble a situation for repose , as the gentlemen 'suppose, in

some of the stables or hovels, belonging to thehouse.--

There is another witness of the name of Brown, Mr. Dal

rymple's own servant, whose evidence is strongly corrobo

rative of the nature of those visits . This man is produced

as a witness by Mr. Dalrymple himself, and he states that

he was in thehabit of privately conveying notes from his

master to Miss Gordon, which were to be concealed from

her father . He says to the second interrogatory , “ that he

often accompanied his master to Mr. Gordon's house at

Edinburgh, but he cannot set forth the days upon which it
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was he so attended him there, except that it was between

the 10th of May , and the 18th of July 1804,” subsequently

therefore to the execution of the last paper. This witness

further states that on the night of the 18th of July ,which

was the last time Mr: Dalrymple was in ornear Edinburgh

in the said year 1804, he, by the orders of his master, wait

ed with the curricle at the house of Charles Gordon, Esq.

till about twelve o'clock , when Mr. Dalrymple came out of

the said house , and got into the curricle , and rode away

therein about a mileon the road towards Edinburgh , and

then desired him to stop , and having told him to goand put

up his horses in Edinburgh, and to meet him again onthe

same spot at six o'clock the nextmorning with the curricle ,

Mr. Dalrymple then got out, and walked back towards the

said Mr. Gordon's house , and on the next morning at six

o'clock he met his masterat the appointed spot , and brought

him in his said curricle to Haddington , from whence he

went in a chase to the house ofa Mr.Nisbet, in the neigh

borhood of that town, where Mr. Dalrymple's father was

then staying ; that he does believe thatMr. Dalrymple did , on

the night of the said 18th of July, go back to andremain in

the said Mr. Gordon's country -house :” and I think it is

impossible for any body who has seen this man's evidence,

and the evidence of the other witnesses , not to suppose

that he did go there , and did take his repose for the night

in that house. Now it is said , and truly said , in this case,

that the witness Lyall , upon her cross examination, says,

6 she does not think that they could have been in bed to

gether, so far as she could judge ; " what means she took

to form her judgment does not appear ; the view taken by

her might be very cursory : she is an unmarried woman ,

and might be mistaken with respect to appearances, or the

appearances might be calculated for the purposes of decep

tion , in a connection which was intended to be , to a great

degree, secret and clandestine. But the question is not

what inference Lyall draws, but what inference the court

ought to draw from the fact proved by her evidence, that

Mr. Dalrymple passed the whole of the night in Miss Gor

don's room under all the circumstances described, with

passions, motives, and opportunities all concurring between

persons connected by ties of so sacred a nature .

Lady Johnstone, one of her sisters, has been relied upon
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as a strong witness to negative any sexual intercourse ; and

I confess it does appear to me rather an extraordinary thing,

that that lady's observations and surmises should have

stopped short where they did , considering the circumstan

ces which might naturally have led her to observe more

and to suspect more : she certainly was kept in the dark ,

or at least in a twilight state . It rather appears from the

letters , that there were some quarrels and disagreements

between Mr. Dalrympleand the gentleman who afterwards

married this lady, and who was then paying his addresses

to her ; how far that might occasion concealment from her

I cannot say . The father, for reasons of propriety and del

icacy respecting himself and family, was tobe kept in ig

norance , and therefore it might be proper that only half a

revelation should be made to the sister. She certainly

states that upon her return to Braid , in the middle ofJune,

she slept with her sister, and never missed her from her bed,

and never heard any noise in the sister's dressing-room

which led her to suppose that Mr. Dalrymple wasthere .

I am far from saying that thisevidence ofLady Johnstone's

is without weight: In truth , it is the strongest adverse evi

dence that is produced on this point : But she admits, " that

from what she had herself observed , she had no doubt but

that Mr. Dalrymple had made his addresses to her sister in

the way of marriage ; that when the deponent used to ask

her said sister about it, she used to laugh it off : ” From

which it appears that Miss Gordon did not communicate

freely with her upon the subject. She says, “ that never

till after the proceedings in this cause had commenced had

she heard that they had exchanged written acknowledge

ments of there being lawful husband and wife, and had

consummated their marriage ; but , on the contrary , always,

till very lately, conceived that they had merely entered

into a written promise with each other, so as to have a tie

upon each other, that neither of them should marry another

person without the consent of the other of them ." That is

the interpretation this lady gives to the paper No. 10,

though that paper purports a great deal more, and she says,

“that although she did suspect that Mr. Dalrymple had at

some time or times been in her sister's dressing-room, yet

she never did imagine that they had consummated a mar

riage between them .” But since it is clearly proved by
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the other witnesses that Mr. Dalrymple was in the habit of

going privately to Miss Gordon's bed -room at night, and

going out clandestinely in the morning . I cannot think

that the ignorance of this witness respecting a circumstance

with regard to which she was to be kept in ignorance, can

at all invalidate the facts spoken to by the other witnesses,

or the conclusion that ought to be deduced from them .

With respect to the letters written at such a time as this,

I am not disposed to scan with severe criticism the love-let

ters of a very young gentlemen , but they certainly abound

with expressions which, connected with all the circumstan

ces I have adverted to, cannot be interpreted otherwise

than as referring to such an intercourse. I exclude all

grossness, because, considered as a conjugal intercourse , it

carries with it no mixture of grossness but what may be

pardonable in a very young man, alluding to theraptures of

his honey -moon, when addressing the partner of his stolen

pleasures. I will state some passages, however, which

appear to point at circumstances of this nature :- “ My

dearest sweet wife - You are, I dare say , happy at Queen's

Ferry, while your poor husband is in thismost horrible place,

tired to death, thinking only on whathe felt last night, for

the height of human happiness was his.” It is said that

this has reference only to the happiness which he enjoyed

in her society , for an expression immediately follows, in

which he extols the happiness of being in the society of the

person beloved : and itmay be so, but it must meansociety

in a qualified sense of the word , private and clandestine $0

ciety ; society which commenced atthe hour of midnight,

and which he did not quit till an early hour ( and thense

cretly ) in the morning. That society is meant only in the

tamest sense of the word, is an interpretation which I think

cannot very well be given to such expressions as these,

used upon such an occasion. In the letter marked No. 6,

he says, “ put off the journey to Braid , if possible , till next

week , as the town suits so much better for all parties. I

must consult L. on that point to -morrow , as I well know how

apropos plans come into her pretty head ; there appears to

ine onlyone difficulty, which is where to meet, as there is

only one room , but we must obviate that if possible .” In

the nextletter, No. 7, he says, “ but I will be with you at

VOL . 1.-NO , III . 18
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.79 . From

eleven to -morrow night; meet me as usual. P. S. Arrange

every thing with L. about the other room .”

There are several other expressions contained in these

letters which manifestly point to the fact of sexual inter

course passing between them . These I am unwilling to

dwell upon with any particular detail of observation, because

they have been already stated in the arguments of counsel ,

and are of a nature that does not inclineme to repeat them

without absolute necessity ; I refer to the letters themselves,

particularly to No. 4, and No. 6. But it is said, here are

passages in these letters which show that no such intercourse

could have passed between them ; one in particular in No.

4, is much dwelt upon , in which he says, “ have you forgiv

en me for what I attempted last night ; believe me the thought

of your cutting me has made me very unhappy.'

which it is inferred that he had made an attempt to con

summate his marriage , and hadbeen repulsed . Now this

expressionis certainlyvery capable ofotherinterpretations:

It might allude to an attempt made by him to repeat his

pleasures improperly; or at a time when personal or other

circumstances mighthave rendered it unseasonable. In the

very same letter he exacts it as a right. He says, “ you

will pardon it ; although it is my right, yet I make a deter

mination not too oftento exert it ; whata night shall I pass

without any of those heavenly comforts I so sweetly expe

rienced yesterday.”

Ina correspondence of this kind, passing between parties

of thisdescription, and alluding to very private transactions,

some degree of obscurity must be expected. Here is a

young man heated with passion, writing every day, and fre

quently twice in a day, making allusions to what passed in

secrecy between himself and the lady of his affections ;

surelyit cannot be matter of astonishment, that many pas

sages are to be found difficult of exact interpretation, and

which it is impossible for any but the parties themselves

fully to explain. What attempt was made does not appear ;

this I think does most distinctly appear, that he did at this

time insist upon his rights, and upon enjoying those privi

leges whichhe considered to be legally his own . Wherev

er these obscure and ill-understood expressions occur, they

must be received with such explanations as will render

them consistent with the main body and substance of the
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whole case .
Anotherpassage in the letter No. 5, which is

dated on the 30th of May, has been relied upon as shewing

that Mr. Dalrymple did not consider himself married at that

time. In that letter he says, “ I am truly wretched, I

know not what I write , how can you use me so ? but ( on

Sunday, on my soul* ) you shall, you must become my

wife, it is my right,” and therefore it is argued that she

had not yet become his wife. The only interpretation I

can assign to this passage, which appears to have been

written when he was in a state of great agitation , is , that on

Sunday she was to submit to what he had described as the

rights of a husband. - It is not to be understood that a pub

lic marriage was tobe executed between them on that day,

because it is clear, fromthe whole course and nature of the

transaction, that no such ceremony was ever intended : It

appears from all the facts of the case , that it was to be a

private marriage, that it was so to continue, and therefore

no celebrationcould have been intended to take place on

that approaching Sunday .

In a case so important to the parties, and relating to

transactions of a nature so secret, I have ventured to exer

cise a right not possessed by the advocates, of looking into

the sworn answers of the parties upon this point : and I

, find Miss Gordon swears positively that intercourse fre

quently passed between them subsequently to the written

declaration or acknowledgment of marriage. Mr. Dalrym

ple swears as confidently that it did not so take place, but he

admits that it did on some one night ofthe monthof May prior

to the signature of thepaper marked No. 1 ; the date of

which , however, he does not assign , any more than he does

that of the night in which this intercourse did take place?

Now consider the effects of this admission . It certainly does

often happen that men are sated by enjoyment; that they

relinquish with indifference upon possession, pleasures which

they have eagerly pursued : But it is a thing quite incredi

ble that a man , so sated and cloyed , should afterwards bind

himself by voluntary engagements, to the very same party

who had worn out his attachment. Not less inconsistent is

this supposition with the other actual evidence in the case,

for all these letters, breathing all these ardors , are of a sub

sequent date, and prove that these sentiments clung to his

* Torn
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heart as closely and as warmly as ever during the whole

continuance of his residence in Scotland . I ask if it is to

be understood, that with such feelings he would relinquish

the pleasures which he had been admitted to enjoy , and

which he appears to value so highly, or that she would de

ny him those pleasuresfor the consolidation of her marriage,

which she had allowed him, according to his own, account,

gratuitously and without any such inducement.

On this part of the case I feel firm . It is not a point of

foreign law on which it becomes me to be diffident ; it is a

matter of fact examinable upon common principles; and I

think I should act in opposition to all moral probabilities, to

all natural operationsof human passions and actions, and to

all the fair result of the evidenee, if I did not hold that

consummation was fully proved. If this is proved, then is

there, according to the common consent of all legal specu

lation on the subject, an end of all doubt in the case, unless

something has since occurred to deprive the party of the

benefit of a judicial declaration of her marriage.

What has happened that can have such an effect ? Çer

tainly the mere fact of a second marriage, however regular

canhave no such effect. The first marriage, if it be a mar

riage.upheld by the law of the country, can have no com

petitor in any second marriage, which can by legal' possibil

ity take place ; for there can benosecond marriage ofliving

parties in any country which disallows polygamy. There

may be a ceremony, but there can be no second marriage

it is a mere nullity .

It is said that , by the law of Scotland , if the wife of the

first private marriage chooses to lie by, and to suffer another

woman to be trepanned into a marriage with her husband ,

she may be barred personali exceptione from asserting her

own marriage. Certainly no such principle ever found its

way into the law of England ; no connivance would affect

the validity of her own marriage ; even an active concur

rence , on her part , in seducing an innocent woman into a

fraudulent marriage with her own husband, though it might

possibly subject her to punishment for a criminal conspira

cy, would have no such effect . But it is proper, that I

should attend to the rule of the law of Scotland upon
this

subject. There is no proof,I think , upon the exhibition of

Scotch law, which has been furnished to the Court, that

.
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such a principle was ever admitted authoritatively ; for

though in the gross case of Campbell versus Cochran, in

the year 1747, the Court of Session did hold this doctrine,

yet it was afterwards retracted and abandoned, on the part

of the second wife, before the House of Lords, which, most

assuredly , itwould not have been, if any hope had been en

tertained of upholding it as the genuine law of Scotland,

because the second wife could never have been advised to

consent to the admission of evidence, which very nearly

overthrew the rights of her own marriage . Under the cor

rect application of the principles ofthatlaw, I conceive the

doctrine of a medium impedimentum to be no other than

this, that on thefactum of a marriage, questioned upon the

ground of thewant of a serious purpose , and mutual under

standing between the parties, or indeed on any other ground ;

it is a most important circumstance , in opposition tothe real

existence of such serious purpose and understanding, or of

the existence of a marriage, that the wife did not assert her

rights, when called upon so to do, but suffered them to be

transferred to another woman, reclamation on

her part. This doctrine of the effect of amid -impediment

in such a case , is consonant to reason andjustice , and to the

fair representations of Scotch law given by the learned ad

vocates, particularly by Mr. Çay , in his answer to the third

additional interrogatory, and Mr. Hamilton, in his answer

to the first further additional interrogatory ; but surely no

conduct on the part of the wife, however criminal in this

respect, can have the effect of shaking ab initio an undoubt

ed marriage.

Suppose, however, the law to be otherwise, how is it

applicable to the conduct ofthe party in the present case ?

Here is a marriage , which at the earnest request of this

gentleman, and on account of his most important interests

(in which interests her own were as seriously involved )

was not only to be secret at the time of contracting, but was

to remain a profound secret till he should think proper to

make a disclosure ; it is a marriage in which she has stood

firm in every way consistent with thatobligation of secrecy ,

not only during the whole of his stay in Scotland, but ever

since , even up to the present moment. She corresponded

with him as her husband till he left England,not disclosing

her marriage even to her own family on account of his in
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junctions of secrecy. Just before he quitted this country,

he renewed in his letters those injunctions, but pointed out

to her a mode of cominunicating with him by letter, through

the assistance of Sir Rupert George, the first Commission

er of the Transport Board . In the same letter, written on

the eve of his departure for the Continent, he cautionsher

against giving any belief “ to a variety of reports, which

might be circulated about him during his absence, for if she

did, they would make her eternally miserable. I shall not

explain ,” he says “ to what I am alluding,butI know things

have been said , and the moment I am gonewill be repeated,

which have no foundation whatever , and are only meant

for the ruin of us both : once more, therefore, I entreat

you , if you value your peace or happiness, believe no report

about me whatever ." .

No doubt, I think, can be entertained, that the reports to

which he, in this mysterious language, adverts, mustrespect

some matrimonial connections, which had become the sub

jects of public gossip , and might reach her ear . Nothing,

however, less than certain knowledge was to satisfy her,

according to his own injunction, and nothing could, I think ,

be more calculated to lull all suspicion asleep on her part .

It appears, however, that it had not that complete effect,

for Mr.Hawkins says, that upon the return of Mr. Dalrym

ple, in the month of August, 1806 , when he came to England

privately without the knowledge of his father, or of this

lady, he then , for the first time " communicated to him

many circumstances respecting a connection , he stated he

had had , with a Miss Johanna Gordon at Edinburg, and

expressed his fears that she would be writing and troubling

hisfather, upon that subject , as well as tormenting him the

said John William Henry Dalrymplewith letters, to avoid

which, he begged him not to forward any of her letters to

him who was then about to go to the Continent, and in

order to enable him to know her hand writing , and to dis

tinguish her. letters from any others, he then cut off the

superscription from one of her letters to him , which he

then gave to the deponent for that purpose, and at the

same time swore, that if he did forward any of her letters,

he never would read them ; and he also desired and en

treated him to prevent any of Miss Gordon's letters from

falling into the hands of General Dalrymple , and that he
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wentoffagain to the continent in the month of September. '

Mr. Hawkins further says, “ that he did find means to pre

vent several of Miss Gordon's letters addressed to General

Dalrymple , from being received by him , but having found

considerable risque and difficulty therein, and in order to

put a stop to her writing any more letters to General Dal

rymple, he the deponent did himself write and address a

letter to her at Edinburgh, wherein he stated that the let

ters, which she had sent to General Daltymple, had fallen

into his hands to peruse or toʻ answer, as the General was

himself precluded from taking any notice of letters from the

precarious state he was in , or to that effect, and urged the

propriety of her desisting from sending anymore letters to

General Dalrymple ; and the deponent having, in his said

letter, mentioned that he was in the confidence of, and in

correspondence with Mr. Dalrymple ; she soon afterwards

commenced a correspondence with him respecting Mr.

Dalrymple, and also sent many letters, addressed to Mr.

Dalrymple, to him , in order to get them forwarded ; but

the deponent having been particularly desired by Mr.

Dalrymple not to forward any such letters to him , did not

send all, but thinks he did send one or two, in consequence

of her continued importunities ; he says, " that it was

some time in the latter end of the year 1806, or the begin

ning of the year 1807 , that the correspondence was between

Miss Gordon and himself first commenced ; and that after

the death of General Dalrymple, which he believes hap

pened in or about the spring of the year 1807 , she, in her

correspondence with him, expressly asserted and declared

to him her marriage with Mr. Dalrymple.”

It appears then that Miss Gordon knew nothing of Mr.

Hawkins, except from the account he had given of himself,

that he was the confidential agent of Mr.Dalrymple, and

therefore she might naturally have felt some hesitation

about laying the whole of her case before him , especially

as General Dalrymple was alive , till whose death the mar

riage was to remain a profound secret ; but upon that event

taking place, which happened at no great distance of time,

Miss Gordon instantly asserted to Mr.Hawkins her marriage

with Mr. Dalrymple, and he, wishing to be furnished with

the particulars, wrote to her for the purpose of obtaining

them , which she thereupon communicated, and at the same
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time sent him a copy of the original papers, which, in the

language of the law of Scotland, she called her marriage

lines.She mentioned likewise some bills which had been

left unpaid by her asserted husband, upon which he wrote

to Mr. Dalrymple, and he says, " that he has no doubt

Mr. Dalrymple received the letters , because he replied

thereto from Berlin or Vienna, and caused the bills to be

regularly discharged.” He says, " that in thelatter end of

May, in the year 1808, Mr. Dalrymple returned again to

England .” — 1 ought to have nientioned that it appears clear

ly , that Miss Gordon had been sending letters to Mr. Haw

kins, expressive of her uneasiness on account of the reports

which had prevailed of a marriage about to be entered into

by Mr. Dalrymple. She says, in a letter to Mr. Hawkins,

“I shall have no hesitation in putting my papers into the

hands of a man of business, and establishing my rights, as

it is a very anpleasant thing to hear different reports every

day , the last one is , that Mr. Dalrymple had ordered a

new carriageon his marriage with a nobleman's daughter.”

This description cannot apply to the marriage which has

since taken place with Miss Manners, but is merely some

vague report which it seems had got into common discourse

and circulation . On the 9th of May, she writes to know

whether any accounts had been received from Mr. Dalrym

ple, and says, “ Any real friend of Mr. Dalrymple's ought

to caution him against forming any new engagement ;" and

she protests most strongly against his entering into a matri

monial connection with another woman . In the end of

that very month of May, Mr. Dalrymple came home, hav .

ing been atdifferent places on the continent; he went down

to Mr. Hawkins' house at Findon , where having met him ,

they conversed together upon Mr. Dalrymple's affairs, and

particularly upon his marriage withi Miss Gordon, and on

that occasion,Mr.Hawkins having at this time no doubt left

upon his mind of the marriage, and fearing from the manner

and conduct of Mr. Dalrymple, that he had it in contempla

tion to marry Miss Manners, the sister of the Duchess of

St. Alban's, he cautioned him in the most anxious manner

against taking such a step, and in the strongest language

which he was able to express,. described the mischiefs

which would result from such a measure, both to himself

and the lady, and the difficulties in which their respective
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families might be involved, owing to Mr. Dalrymple’s pre

vious marriage.

Mr. Hawkins thought, at the time , that those admonitions

had had the good effect of deterring him from the intention

of marrying Miss Manners, though he mentions a circum

stance which bears a very different complexion, viz . that

Mr. Dalrymple took from him, almost by force , some of

Miss Gordon's letters , and particularly those annexed to the

allegation . He says, “ that Mr. Dalrymple took them un.

der pretence of shewing them to Lord Stair, and seemed

by his manner and expressions to consider that he had

thereby possessed himself of the means of shewing that

Johanna Dalrymple was not his wife.” It was about the

end of the month of May , that Mr. Hawkins and Mr. Dal

rymple held this conversation at Findon, and upon the 20

of the following month , Mr. Dalrymple was married to Miss

Manners, before it was possible that Miss Gordon could

know the fact of his arrival in England. Upon her know

ledge of the marriage, she immediately proceeds to call in

the aid of the law .-- I profess I do not see what a woman

could with propriety have done more to establish her mar

riage rights; Mr. Dalrymple was all the time abroad, and

the place of his residence perfectly unknown to her ; no

process could operate upon him from the Courts, either of

Scotland or England, nor was he amenable in any manner

whatever to

She did all she could do under the obligations of secrecy ,

which he had imposed upon her, by entering her private

protest against his forming any new connection ; she appears

to me to have satisfied the whole demands of that duty,

which such circumstances imposed upon her ; and I must

say, that if an innocent lady has been betrayed into a mar

riage , which conveys to her neither the character nor rights

of a wife, I cannot , upon any evidence which has been

produced , think thatthe conduct of Miss Gordon is chargea

ble, either legally or morally, with having contributed to so

disastrous an event .

Little now remains for me , but to pronounce the formal

sentence of the Court, and it is impossible to conceal from

my own observation the distress which that sentence may

eventually inflict upon one, or perhaps more individuals ;

but the Court must discharge its public duty, however pain

19VOL . I.NO. III .
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ful to the feelings of others, and possibly to its own ; and I

think I discharge that duty in pronouncing, that Miss Gor

don is the legal wife of John William Henry Dalrymple

Esq . and that he , in obedience to the law, is bound to re

ceive her home in that character , and to treat her with

conjugal affection, and to certify to this Court that he has

so done, by the first Session of the next Term .*

Limitations and Reversions of Personal Property.

ALLEN POWELL VS. FRED. E. BROWN.

A limitation over in a personal chattel in this state, may be created by

deed, otherwise than by conveyances to uses.

Where grantor by deed conveyed to N. P. certain negroes to her and

her issue forever, with remainder over on her dying without issue to his

surviving heirs, and she dies leaving no issue alive. Held , that N. P.

takes an absolute estate ; and that if the limitation was not too remote, no

one could take as the surviving heirs of the grantor, the grantor himself

being alive at the death of N. P.

The grantor himself cannot take under a limitation over to his heirs con

tained in his own deed.

There can be no reverter where the grantor or testator shewed his in

tention to part with the whole fee and the court will lay hold of any slight

circumstances to give effect to that intention.

A devise for a day or an hour, with a void limitation over, passes the

whole term.

* From this decree an appeal was alleged and prosecuted to the Court

of Arches. In the course of those proceedings an intervention was

given for Laura Dalrymple — described as wife of John William Henry

Dalrymple Esq. the Appellant in the cause. On the 3d Session of Mich .

Term , viz. 18th , ofNovember 1811, an allegation was asserted on her

behalf, and the Judge assigned to hear, on the admission thereof, on the

by-day. On that day, viz. 4th of December, her Proctor prayed the

assignation to be continued, which was opposed, and the Judge conclu

dedthe cause , andassigned the same for sentence on the next court day .

'On the first Sess. Hil. Ter. viz . January, 1812, her Proctor alleged the

cause to havebeen repealed: and the appeal was accordingly, prosecuted

to the High Court ofDelegates, where the grievance complained ofwas,

“ that the Judge of the Court of Arches had rejectedthe prayer of the

said Laura Dalrymple, fortime to be allowed forthe admission ofan alle

gation on her behalf.” Time was allowed by the Court of Delegates ,

And the cause being there retained, her allegation was given in, and

opposed, and ultimately rejected. Thecausewas afterwards heard upon

the merits; and on the 19th of January, 1814, the sentence of the Consis

tory Court was affirmed .
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If it appear that it was the intention of the grantor to part with the

whole term , the courtwill lay hold of any slight circumstances to give ef

fect to that intention in order to prevent the reverter.

A difference is taken between a devise to one for life expressly, and if

he die without issue remainder over and a devise to one indeffinitely, and

if he die withont issue remainder over. In thefirstit may sometimes go to

the personal representative, but in the last the whole vests in the devisee.

CURIA per JOHNSON J. The questions which were dis

cussed on the argument of this case were, 1st . whether a

remainder in a personal chattel can be limited over by deed .

2d . Whether admitting that it might, this limitation over

was not too remote and void ?

The argument against the motion on the first of these

questions proceed upon the assumption that by the English

common Law, a remainder in a personal chattel could not

be limited over, except by way of executory trust or a con

veyance to uses , and some of the cases cited would seem

to favor this conclusion .

The case of Cooper vs. Cooper, said to have been deci.

ded in the Constitutional Court in 1807 or 1808, in which it

is said that a limitation over of negroes in a deed was on

that ground declared to be void , is relied on as authority ;

and I remember to have heard an opinion said to have been

delivered by the late Mr. Justice Wilds, spoken of in terms

of high commendation ; but there is no printed report of

that case , nor have I been able to obtain a view of the man

uscript , and however highly I may be disposed to appreciate

the opinion of the Court, and particularly that of the very

able judge who is said to have pronounced that opinion , I

cannot be persuaded to regard one so circumstanced as au

thoritative on this Court, and the more so as I believe it to

be opposed to the current of public opinion and the spirit of

the decided cases which has been handed down to us.

In the case of Dott vs. Cunningham , 1 Bay 447 , the first

book of reports publishedin the state , the question would

necessarily have presented itself and would have been con

clusive against the judgment of the Court, and although it

was not made as the counsel remarks, it proves very satis

factorily that the understanding at that day was that the

question was settled , for it is scarcely to be supposed that a

point so important , and which is assumed to be so familiar,

would have been overlooked both by the Counsel and the

Court .
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The same remark applies to the cases of Stockton vs.

Martin , 2 Bay, 471. – Tucker vs. Stevens, 4 Des. Rep. 532 ,

and Milledge vs. Lamar, 4 Des . Rep. 617, in all of which it

seems to have been taken for granted. And it is a little

remarkable , that although the case of Cooper vs. Cooper,

was decided about twenty years ago , there is no one in

stance in which it has been acted upon . I take it therefore

as settled , whatever may have been the rule in England,

that here a limitation, even in a personal chattel , may be

created by deed otherwise than by a conveyance to uses:

The argument on the second proposition has assumed a

variety of forms, some of which it will be necessary to

notice. And first it is said , that the gift of the negroes in

dispute to Nancy Powell in the habendum of the deed is

conclusive of the interest which she took in them , and be

ing to her and her issue forever, is not controuled by the

subsequent limitation over, on her dying without issue , and

the case of Porter, ads. Ingram 1 Harp. Rep. 492 is relied

on as authority .

In that case there was an entire inconsistency in the

premises and the habendum of the deed — they could not

stand together , and on the principle that the first deed should

prevail, it was held that the premises controled the haben

dum, and that she took the interest indicated by them . But

there is no such inconsistency here. Supposing for the

sake of the argument, that the limitation over could take ef

fect, the interest vested in Nancy Powell must be deter

mined by her death before the limitation could operate.

2d . The idea that the defendant can take in any event

under the limitatation over to his heirs contained in his own

deed is preposterous, and the only ground upon which the

plaintiff can be devested or the defendant entitled, is that

the negroes reverted to the defendant the grantor on the

death of Nancy Powell without issue .

All thebooks agree that a grant to a man and the heirs of

his body is a limited fee, and that on the death of the grant

ee without heirs of his body the land reverts to the grantor .

( Fearne 381 , note ( 1 , ) Butler's Ed . ) The case of Jones,

vs. Postell and Porter, 1 Harp . Rep . is an instance of this ,

and that a devise for a day or an hour with a void limitation

over passes the whole term , as was said by the Master of

the Rolls in Forth vs. Chapman , 1. P. W. 666 .
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And if it appear that it was the intention of the grantor

to part with the whole term , the Court will lay hold of any

slight circumstances to give effect to that intention, in order

to prevent the reverter-and a difference is taken between

a devise to one for life expressly , and if he die without issue

remainder over, and a devise to one indefinitely, and if he

die without issue remainder over.

In the first case it is said the estate may in some cases

perhaps return to the executor or personal representatives

of the testator ,but in the last the whole vests in the devisor ;

and the reason given is that in the first case the possibility

of a reverter was left open , and in the last the intention of

the testator to part with the whole estate was manifest .

Fearne 487 .

Here supposing the limitation over in other respects

good — and the defendant the grantor living , and there was

therefore no one capable of taking under the description of

his surviving heirs, the limitation over to them manifest

his intention to part with the whole interest in the negroes,

and according to the rule there can be no reverter, of course

the whole interest vested in the first taker.

The defendants motion is therefore refused, and leave is

given to the plaintiff to enter up judgement on the special

verdict .
Judgment for Plaintiff.

In Sylvester ads . Young and wife, decided at Columbia,

May term , 1830, the court says, “ It is not perfectly clear

that when a devise is to one for life , and the limitation

over too remote, that the tenant for life takes an absolute

estate . In somecases it would have this effect, but in oth

ers , Fearne 478 , seems to think it might not . It is not ne

cessary , however, to look for argument for a case not before

the court. It appears to me that if the limitation over at

the testators death was good , any subsequent event defeat

ing it cannot enlarge the life estate. For the sake of illus

trating this idea , let us suppose that A. bequeaths a slave to

B. for life , remainder to C. and before the death of B. C.

dies ; to whom would the remainder go ? Would it enlarge

the life estate ? It would not It is a vested interest in C.

and would go to his executor or administrator . If A. be
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queath a slave to B. for life and if C. should be alive at the

death of B. then remainder to him , and C. should die before

B. would B. be entitled to hold the slave absolutely ? It is

obvious he would not . The contingency on which C's

rights were to vest , has not happened, and therefore he

takes nothing by the bequest ; but B's estate is not therefore

enlarged, because by possibility C. mighthave taken . If

the bequest had been to B. and his issue, then the limitation

over being too remote, an absolute estate would vest in the

first taker--because the testator has parted with his entire in

terest and manifested his intention that it should go in the line

ofthe first taker, and as the limitation over is against the policy

of the law, it is the nearest approach to the intention of the

testator, which , in law , we can make to say that the first taker

shall take absolutely . In the case before us the testator has

expressly limited the estate to his widow for life, and at her

death has bequeathed freedom to his slaves, so that it is

manifest he did not intend them in any event to be hers for

any longer period than her life, or that after her death

they should go to her descendants claiming through her.

The remainder if it can be so called , is to strangers to her

blood , and if they cannot take, there is no connexion be

tween them and her, which on their failure to take will en

large her estate . At the death of the testator and for

twelve years after, if his widow had died , the slaves would

have been emancipated , and so long as this event was possi

ble and lawful, it will not be pretended that she had any

greater estate than for her life . Thehappening of an event

which destroyed the contingent remainder before it vested,

could not alter her estate so as either to increase or dimin

ish it .

4th . The widow not being entitled to hold the slaves ab

solutely , and their emancipation being defeated by the act

of 1820, what becomes of them ? Do they revert to the es

tate of the testator ? I apprehend they do. It is the same

thing as if the testator after giving a life estate had failed to

dispose of the remainder . In that case they revert to the

executors or administrators for the benefit of the testators

residuary legatees or distributees .--Brown vs. Geiger, 4

M'Cord , 427, 428.

In another point of view however, they must be regard

ed as in the possession of the executors for the benefit of re ,

siduary legatees or distributees as the case may be .
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The assent of the executors evidenced by a deed executed

according to the provisions of the act of 1800, was before

1820, necessary to confer freedom on the slaves . Hence

the right of property in remainder still remained in them ,

notwithstanding the widow had the possession for life. The

right of property being in them , and the intended applica

tion of the remainderbeing defeated by operation of the

act of 1820, they ( or more properly speaking as the execu

tors are now all dead, the administrators with the will annex

ed of Wm. Wright deceased, ) as trustees for the residuary

legatees or distributees, are entitled to the possession of the

slaves for the purpose of distribution ."

1
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HÜBERUS DE CONFLICTU LEGUM ,

In this confederacy oftwenty- four states,each governed by its own local

laws, there must be much variety in their legislative enactments and judi.

cial decisions. The common law is the source ofalltheir legal decisions,

except in the state ofLouisiana, where their laws are derived from the civil

code. Yet in the process of only a few years, with twenty -four legisla

tures at work, annually reforming, amending and accommodating the law

to the supposed peculiar situation ofeach state, and twenty -four indepen

dent judicial tribunals constantly giving their construction of the common

law, there are notwo states which have the same code, but great varieties

have already made their appearance in the legalinstitutionsof the differ

ent states . While this process is still going on, and while the diverging

lines are still extending, and their departure from each other enlarging,

the intercourse between the citizens of the several stateş is increasing,

their contracts are multiplying and those relations forming which render

this conflict of our various codes more'perplexing. Under such circum

stances we have thought it would be acceptable toour readers to repub

lish the chapter of Huberus, de conflictu legum . The profession have

access to the translation in 3 Dallas Rep. 370, butthe generalreader has

not the same advantage. The reporter is only found on the shelf of the

lawyer.

HUBERUS, 2 Vol. B. 1. Tit. 3 ps. 26.* "'It often happens

that contracts entered into inone place, takeeffect in differ

ent governments, or are judicially decided upon in other

places, than those in which they were entered into .

It is also well known, that when the Roman Empire was

destroyed, the Christian world was divided into many na.

tions, not united under any common head, nor connected by

any uniformity of regulations .

VOL . ! .-- NO . IV .
1
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It is not wonderful that we do not find any thing upon this

subject in the Roman law ; when the government of the

Roman people, was extended over a great part of the ha

bitable globe, the frequent conflict and contrariety of laws

could not occur ; the rule was one and the same.

However the fundamental rules by which this question

ought to be decided, appear to be derived from the Roman

law , although the inquiry itself appears to belong rather to

the law of nations, than to the civil law ; as what different

nations observe between themselves, it is obvious forms the

law of nations .

In order to render this very intricate business plain and

clear, wewill lay down three maxims, which, being fully

established ,as it appears to us they may easily be, thede

duction of the consequences, necessary to an entire under

standing of the subject, will be of no great difficulty .

They are these :- 1st. The laws of every empire have

force within the limits of that government, and are obliga

tory upon all who are within its bounds .

2d. All persons within the limits of a government are

considered as subjects, whether their residence is pernia

nent or temporary : :

3d . By the courtesy of nations , whatever laws are carried

into execution , within the limits of any government, are con

sidered as having the same effect every where, so far as

they do not occasion a prejudice to the rights of the other

governments, or their citizens.

It appears, therefore, upon this occasion , that we ought

to consult not the civil law only, but what is to be inferred

from the mutual convenience , and the tacit eonsent of dif

ferent people, because as the laws of one people cannot

have any force or effect directly with another people, so ,

on the other hand, nothing would be more inconvenient in

the promiscuous intercourse and practice of mankind , than

that what was valid by the lawsof one place , should be

rendered of no effect elsewhere, by a diversity of law ,

which is the reason of the third maxim , of which heretofore

no doubt appears to have been entertained.

With respect to the second maxim , some have thought

otherwise , who deny that foreigners are subject to the law

of the place.

I acknowledge there are exceptions to the rule, which I
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will notice hereafter ; but this position we hold as most

certain , that whoever live within the bounds of a govern

ment, are to beaccounted , its subjects. This is evident

from considering the nature ofa republic, and the universal

custom among all nations, of controlling all those by their

·laws, who live among them, exemplified, as Grotius men

tions, 2. c. u. n. 5. in the instance of personal arrest prac

tised every where.

• Whoever makes a contract in any particular place, is sub

jected to the laws of the place as a temporary citizen.

Nor indeed are they supported orjustified by any reason ,

in compelling foreigners to abide by the decisions of the

law where they happened to be, except on the general

principle that the jurisdiction of a government is considered

as competent to the controļ of a those, who are within

its limits.

From these considerations the following position arises.

All business and transactions in court, and out of court,

whether testamentary or other conveyances, or acts, which

are regularly done according the law of any particular place,

are valid even where a different law prevails, and where,

had they been so transacted, they would not have been

valid . On the contrary , transactions and acts which are

executed, contrary to the laws of a country , as they are

void at first,never can be good and valid, and thisapplies,

not only with respect to those who havetheir residence in

the place of the contract ; but those , who were there only

occasionally ; under this exception only, that if the rulers of

another people would be affected by any peculiar inconve

nienceof an important nature, by giving this effect to trans

actions performed in another country, according to the laws

of the place they are in , such particular place is not bound

to give effect to those proceedings, or to consider them as

valid within their jurisdiction. It is worth while to exem

plify the principle by examples and instances .

In Holland a last will and testament may be made before

a notary , and two witnesses ; in Friezeland it is ofno effect

unless established and witnessed by seven witnesses . »

A Batavian makes a will in Holland according to the law

of the place , under which the goods, situated and found in

Friezeland are demanded ; ought the Judges of Friezeland

to grant the demand founded upon the willmade in Holland ?
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The laws of Holland cannot bind the people oiFriezeland ,

therefore to decide according to the first maxim, the will

would not be good in Friezeland ; but by the third maxim

its validity is supported, and by that judgment is given in

its favor. But a Frizian makes a journey into Holland, and

there executes a will according to the law of the place,

contrary to the law of Friezeland , and returnsand dies

there : Is the will good ? It is good according to the se

cond maxim ; because while he was in Holland, though but

for a temporary purpose , he was bound by the law of the

place, and an act good, where done, ought to prevail every

where, according to the third maxim, and that without any

distinction between moveable and immoveable estate , and

so thelaw is practised. On the other hand, the Frizian

makes his will in his own country, before a notary , with

two witnesses , it is carried into Holland , and demand made

of the goods found there : It will not be granted , because

notmade in a valid manner at first, being made contrary to

the laws of the place . It would be the same thing if the

Batavian, was to makesuch a will in Friezeland, although

in Holland it would have been good ; for it is true, that such

a deed would not be good in its commencement, for therea

sons just stated .

What we have said with respect to wills applies equally

to conveyances to take effect during the life of the grantor ;

provided acontract is made according to the law of the

place, in which it is entered into , throughout, in court, and

out of court, even in those places where such a mode of

contracting is not allowed, it will be supported. For ex

ample : In a certain place particular kinds of merchandize

are prohibited, if sold there the contract is void — but if the

same merchandize were sold elsewhere, in a place, where

there was not any prohibition, and a suit is brought in a

place where they were prohibited, the purchaser will be

condemned and the suit maintained , because the contract

was good in its origin, where made. But if the merchan

dize sold in another place, where they were prohibited ,

were delivered, the purchaser would not be condemned,

because it would be contrary to the law and convenience of

the government where they were sold , and an action would

not be countenanced wherever instituted, even to compel

the delivery ; for, if on the delivery being made , the pur
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chaser would not pay the price, he would be bound, if at

all, not by the contract, but that having got the goods of

another, it would be unreasonable that be should enrich

himself at the expence and loss of another,

- The rule isequallyapplicable to adjuged cases. A sen

tenee pronounced in any place, or a pardon granted by

those who had. jurisdiction , has equal effect every where .

Nor is it lawful for the magistrates of another commonwealth ,

to prosecute, or suffer to be prosecuted, a second time, one

who has been absolved or pardoned, although without a

sufficient reason . Still howeverunder this exception, that

no evident danger or inconvenience result from it to the

other commonwealth , as an instance within our own me

mory may exemplify. Titius having struck a man on the

head, on the borders (within the limits ) of Friezeland, who

the following night discharged a great deal of blood at the

nose, and, after having suppediand drank heartily died .

Titius escaped into Transylvania. Being apprehended

there as it appears voluntarily, he was tried and acquitted,

upon the suggestion that the man did not die of the wound .

This sentence was sent into Friezeland, and he applied for

a dischargefrom the prosecution as having been acquitted.

Although the manner of trial was not very exceptionable ,

yet the courtof Friezeland was much disgusted atthe idea

of excusing the delinquent, and giving effect to the foreign

proceedings, although. demanded by the Transylvanians;

because the flight into the neighboring government, and

the pretended process appeared too evidently calculated to

elude the jurisdiction of Friezeland ; which is the exception

under the third maxim . The same principle is observed in

judgments respecting civil matters as is evident from the

following example within our memory A citizen of Har

lem made a contract with one in Groningen and submitted

himself to the Judges of Groningen . Being cited by virtue

of this submission , and not appearing hewas condemned, as

contumacious. Execution of the sentence beingdemanded ,

it was doubted whether it oughtto be granted in a Frizian

court . The reason of doubting was, that by force of the

submission , if he was not found in the foreign territory, they

could not proceed against him as contumacious, as we shall

see elsewhere ; nor without prejudice to our jurisdiction and

also of our citizens, could effect be given to such sentences .
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However , it was allowed at that time, certain magistrates

concurring, that it should not be permitted to the Frizians

to examine by what principle the sentence passed at Gro

ningen eould be justified, but only whether it was valid ac

cording to the law of the place : Others were governed by

the following reason, that the magistrate at Harlem on re

quest had granted a citation which he ought rather not to

have done, and the Amsterdam ' magistrate denies the exe

cution of the sentence passed against the absent, being cited

to the court of Friezeland by an edict founded on the terms

of the submission and condemned without being heard, and

that such proceedings ought not to effect any one. With

this opinion I concur, on account of the restriction contained

in the third axiom .

Again : It has been made a question, whether ifa con

tract is entered into at any supposed place, abroad,and an

action is commenced with us, and the rule was different

here, and there, either in allowing.or denying the action ,

which law is to govern ? For instance. A Frizian becomes

a debtor in Holland on account of merchandize sold there,

and is sued in Friezeland after the expiration of two years ;

the act of limitation is pleaded which bars such actions with

us after a lapse of two years ; the creditor replies that in

Holland , wherethe contract was made, such prescription

and limitation do not exist' , and therefore is not to be urged

against him in this case. But it was otherwise decided

once between justice Bleckenfeldt against G. Y. and again

between John Jenollin against N. B. both before the great

holidays in 1680. Forthe same reason , if a debtor resident

in Friezeland executed an instrument in Holland before a

magistrate which may there entitle him to an execution,

butnot by.common right, no execution can issue here, but

the merits of the original demand must be examined. The

reason is , that acts of limitation , and modes of execution ,

do not belong to the essence of the contract, but to the

time and manner of bringing suits, which is a distinctthing,

and therefore, it is established upon the best ground, that

in entering a judgment, the law of the place where it is

rendered, is to govern, although it respects a contract made

elsewhere-Sandius B. 1. Tit . 12. Def. 5. where he says,

that in the execution.of a sentence given abroad , the law of
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the place , in which the execution is asked, is to govern ,

not the law of the place, where the judgment.was given.

The contract of matrimony is also regulated by the same

rules . If it isregular andvalid in that place where it was

contracted and celebrated, it is binding every where under

the same exception of not doing prejudice to others - to

which exception may be added, if incest should be permit

ted any where, or marriage in the second degree, which in

deed is scarcely supposable.

In Friezeland matrimony' is, when a man and woman

agree to marry and voluntarily take each other for man

and wife, although no ceremony is performed at church .

In Holland, matrimony cañnotbe contracted in thatman

ner. The Frizians, however, without doubt, enjoy among

the Hollanders the rights of married people, in the particu

lars of dower, jointure, the rights of children to inherit the

property of their parents, & c .

In like manner if a Brabanter, who should marry, under

a dispensation from the Pope within the prohibiteddegrees,

should remove here , the marriage would be considered as

valid : yet if a Frizian marries the daughter of his brother

in Brabant , and celebrates the nuptials there, returning

here he would not be acknowledged as a married man , be

cause, in this way our law might be eluded by bad exam

: ples, and this induces me to make an observation upon this

point. It often happens, that young people disirous of

forming improper connexions; and to sanction their illicit

intercourse with the ceremony of marriage , go into East

Friezeland , orother placés, in which the consent of curators

or guardians is not necessary to marriage, according to the

Roman laws. · There they celebrate marriage and presently

return to their country - I think , that this is a manifest fraud

or evasion of our law, and therefore that the magistrates

here, are not obliged by the law of nations to acknowledge

such marriages or to hold them as valid ; especially with

respect to those, who transgress and evade their ownlaws

knowingly and intentionally. Moreover, not only, the

contract of marriage itself, properly and regularly celebra

ted in one place, is good in all places, but the rights and

incidents which attend it where celebrated, attend it else

where . In Holland married people have a communion of

all their goods, unless it , he otherwise expressly covenanted
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by them ; this will be the effect, as to goods situated in

Friezeland, although there' marriage only oecasions, a com

mon risque of profit and loss, not of the goodsthemselves ;

therefore the Frizians remain after the marriage each one,

both husband and wiſe, separate owners-of their goods si

tuated in Holland. When however, the married couple

remove from the one state or province to the other, what

ever is afterwards acquired or falls to either, is not in com

mon, but lield by distinct right, and what was before made

common between them ; will be either in common or other

wise as they direct ; as Sandius lays it down who tells us,

B. ?, de is tit. 5. def. 10. there was a dispute among the

learned doctors whether immoveable goods, situated in an

other country, were to be affected and regulated by the

rules as we havelaidit down ,

The reason of the doubt was , that the laws of one com

monwealth, cannot affect the integral parts,sthe territory of

another commonwealth ; to this two answers may be given ,

First, That it cannot be done by the immediate force and

operation of a foreign law , but with the concurring consent

ofthe supreme power in the other government, which gives

an effect to foreign. laws exercised upon property within its

own jurisdiction, without any prejudice being received to its

sovereignty or the rights of its eitizens, regarding the mu

tual convenience of the two nations or governments, which

is thefoundation of all these rules. The other answer is,

that it is not somuch by force of law , as by the consent of

the parties, reciprocally communicating their rights to each

other, by which meansà change, or anodification ofproperty

may arise, not less from matrimony than any other contract.

The place, however, where the contract is entered into,

is not tobe exclusively considered ; if the parties had in

contemplation anotherplace at the time of the contract, the

laws of the latter, will be preferred in the construction of

the contract.

Every one is considered as having contracted in that

place, in which be boundhimself to pay or perform any thing,

6. 21. de. O. & A. and the place where matrimony is con

tracted is not so muchthe place where the ceremony is per

formed , as where they expect and intend to live and settle.

It happens daily , that men in Friezeland , natives or sojourn

ers, marry wives in Holland, which they immediately bring
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into Friezeland . And if at the time of the marriage, they

intended immediately to settle in Friezeland , there will

not in such case be a community of goods. Although they

makeno special marriage contract, not the law of Holland,

but of Friezeland, will govern : the latter, not the former, is

the place of their contract .

There is a furtherapplication of the restriction so often

mentioned. The effects of a contract entered into at any

place , will be allowed according to the law of that place, in

other countries, if no inconvenience results therefrom to

the citizens of that country , with respect to the law which

they demand, and the sovereignty ofthe latter place, is not

bound, nor indeed can it so .far extend the law of another

territory. For example , the oldest , and first hypothecation

(mortgage) of a moveable, is to be preferred even against

à third possessor, by the law ofCæsar, and in Friezeland,

not among the Batavians ; therefore if any one upon suchan

hypothecation proceeds to demand the article from a third

person , he shall not be heard , but his suit rejected ; because

the right of the third person to that chattel , shall not be ta

ken away, by the law of another jurisdiction or territory.

Let us enlarge this rule to the following extent :

If the law of the place in another government is contrary

to the law ofour state , in which also a contract is made, in

consistent with a contract celebrated and made in another

place, it is reasonablein such case, that we should observe

our own law, rather than a foreign law . For example :

In Holland, matrimony is contracted with this agreement ,

that the wife shall not be responsible for the debts contract

ed by the husbandonly ; although this is a private contract,

it is said to be valid in Holland, tothe prejudice of the credi

tors, with whom the husband shall afterwards contract debts,

but in Friezeland such a kind of contract would not be bind

ing unless published, nor would ignorance of the necessity

ofmaking it public, be an excuse according to the law of

Cæsar and equity. The husband contracts debts in Frieze

land , and the wife is sued as jointly responsible , and liable

for one half ofthedebt: She pleads her marriage contract

the creditors reply that this contract is contrary to the laws

of Friezeland , because not published -- and this is the rule

with us , where the marriagewascontracted here ; as I late

ly gave my opinion when consulted upon the point . But

VOL . 1. NO . IV . 2
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those who contracted in Holland , and in whose favor the

debts were contracted their, were non-suited , nothwith

standing there suit was brought in Friezeland , because, as

far as respected them, the law of the place , where the mar

riage was contracted, not the laws of the two countries,

came into consideration .

From the rules laid down in the beginning, the following

axiom may be deduced . Personal rights or disabilties ob

tained , or communicated , by the laws of any particular

place, are of a nature which accompany, the person where

ever he goes, with this effect, that in all places, he either

enjoys the immunities or exemptions, or is subject to the

disabilities imposed by the law of the country where, they

at any time happen to be , on characters of that description .

Therefore , those who with us are under tutors or curators,

as young men , prodigals, married women, are every where

reputed, as persons subject to curators, and whatever the

law of any place considers as the right or disabilities of per

sons of that description, they may suffer, exercise and enjoy;

hence, he who is excused the consequences of crimes, or

contracts on account of his wantofage, in Friezeland, can

not make binding contracts in Holland, and one declared,

prodigal here, contracting elsewhere, will not be bound.

Again in some provinces,one above the age of twenty -one

years, may convey his real estate ; such a person may do

the same in those places where twenty -five is the period of

full age ; because whatever the laws or judicial proceedings

in any place, decide as to their subjects, other people allow

to have thesame effect with them, unless a prejudice or in

convenience, would result to them or their laws.

There are persons who understand these personal rights

to the following extent, that whoever, in a certain place, is

of fullage, ora minor,a child , or put out of the control of

the father, will enjoy the same rights and be subject to the

same disabilities, as in the placewhere he became such a

character, or was so reputed ; and whether the same thing

would , or would not have happened in his own country,

still that the same consequence necessarily follows. It ap

pears to me, that this is laying down the rule too broad, and

would subject us to a burthensome inconvenience by the

laws of our neighbors. An example will make the thing

plain : A child not emancipated or exempted from the
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power of his father, and who has not ceased to be one of

his family, cannot make a will in Friezeland. He goes in

to Holland, and there makes a will - is it valid ? I think it

valid in Holland, by the first and second rules, that the laws

regulate as to all those within its limits, nor is it reasonable ,

that the people there, respecting a business done there,

neglecting their own laws, should judge according to the

laws of other people, but that will would not be valid

in Friezeland , by the third rule, because by that means

nothing would be more easy than to elude our laws,

and our citizens might elude them every day. But in

other places out of Friezeland, the will would be valid

even where by their laws a child while one of the father's

family could not make a will , because there the reason

would not apply, that their citizen had gone to Holland to

elude their lawin fraudem legis.

The example I have given respects an act prohibited at

home on account of a personal disability . We will give

another act allowed at home, but prohibited abroad , where

done ;-some time since decided in our supreme court

Rudolph Monsema aged 17 years and 14 days, was born ,

and lived at Groningen, after that he went abroad to learn

the business of a druggist, he made a will , which he might

have made in Friezeland, but at Goningen , says D. Nauta

the reporter, it is not lawful for an infanttomake a will un

der 20, or in the time of his last illness, or for more than

half his patrimony. The young man died of that sickness

leaving his father his heir, and leaving nothing to hismoth

ers relations, who contended that the will was void as made

against the law of the place . The heirs insisted that a per

sonal quality accompanies the person every where, and, as

he could have made this will at home, he could make it

abroad . But it was decided against the will, although there

was no intention to avoid the law , but the judgment was

not universally approved Nauta himself dissenting . M. S.

134 . An. 1643. d. 27. Oct.

The foundation of all this doctrine we have said ,

insist upon it , is the subjection that men owe to the laws

of every country within which they are at any time ; from

whence it follows, that an act valid or void , in its begin

ning, and were it first takes place , must be the same else

where .

and we
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But this observation does not apply equally to immovea

ble property, since it is considered not as depending alto

gether upon the disposition of every master or owner of a

family — but the commonwealth affixes certain rights as re

sulting from real property, and is interested in its disposal ;

nor could a nation without a great inconvenience suffer its

real property to be conveyed with these incident rights, by

the laws of another country, and contrary to its own laws

-therefore a Frizian having fields and houses in the pro

vince of Groningen , cannot make a will disposing of them,

because it is prohibited there to make a will of real estate ;

the Frizian law not affecting lands which constitute inte

gral parts of a foreign territory.

But this does not contradictthe rule , that we have before

laid down, that if a will is made according to the ceremo

nies of the place,where the testator resides, it will be good

with respect to his property in another country, if a will

could bemade there, because the diversity of laws in that

respect, does not affect the soil , but directs the manner of

making the will, which, being righthly done, may pass real

estate in another country, so far as may not interfere with

any incidents, connected with the ownershipof realproper

ty in the country where it is situated . This rule takes

place in common conveyances -- things annexed to the free

hold in Friezeland, sold in Holland, in a manner prohib

ited in Friezeland , but allowed in Holland, are well sold

corn growing in Friezelandis sold in Holland according to

the Lasts, as it is called , the sales are void, because it is

prohibited in Friezeland, whether prohibited in Holland or

not, because it is annexed to the freehold, and is a part of it .

The same rule held with regard to the succession to an

intestate estate. If the deceased was the father of a family ,

whose property was in different provinces , as far as respects

the real estate, it would descend according to the laws of

the place where situated ; but with respect to the personal

property, it would go according to the law of the place

where the intestate lived , and of which he was an inha

bitant - for which see Sandium lib . 4. Decis. Tit. 8 .

Def. 7 .

These observations are of a nature that require more full

explanation , seeing there are not wanting writers, who think
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otherwise in some particulars, who you will see respectful

ly spoken of by Sardius in his reports of causes ; to which

add Rodenbergius treatise of laws, in the title of the

Marriage Contract.”

A Digested Index of the Acts of Assembly from 1813 to

1830 inclusive .

There is no digest of the actsof ourlegislature since Brevard's, and

that comes down no later than 1813. The acts since that time have nev.

er been printed, except as they have been published at the close of the

session of the legislature at which they were past. It has thus become

very difficult to find any legislative enactment without running through

the acts themselves. To remedy thisevil , we have prepared a digested

index of the Acts of Assembly from 1813 to 1830 inclusive.

Year. Page .

AOTIONS .

For reimbursement or damages, in real cove

nants the purchase money and interest, shall

be the measure of. 1824 24

In trover, defendant to give security for the

production of the specific article sued for. 1827 81

Introver plaintiff to give bond to answer in dam

ages for illegally suing out such action .

Defendants may be held to bail at any time

pending suit.

ATTORNEY.

How admitted from Georgia to practice in this

State . 1824 , 30

Power of, to be good in certain cases after the

death of the principal. -1828 20

A widow alien may take by will or descent from

her citizen husband deceased . 1828 24

CC

ALIEN .

ARMS .

43May be sold to the militia of the state . 1829

Money arising from such sales to be paid over

to the treasurer .
66

6
6
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Year. Page.

AUCTION .

Auctioneers may take the benefit of the insol

vent and prison bounds acts .
1823 11

Any person may sell at auction .

Auctioneers in Charleston to give security.

60

66

ASSIGNMENTS .

32

66

33

Creditors to appoint agents. 1828

to be called together.

Majority of debts represented to govern .

Umpire to be appointed in case of disagreement. "

Statement of proceedings to be made every

three months.

Commissions allowed .

< C

CC

34

BAIL .

Defendant may be held to bail pending the suit . 1827
81

BANKS.

33

CG

66

34

66

66
35

CC

60

Interest on United States stock to be paid in the

Bank of the State of South Carolina . 1813

Other money to be put in bank .

Public officers to deposit money in bank.

No other bank, except the bank of the State of

South Carolina, shall issue bills under the de

nomination of five dollars .

Directors of, may be expelled .

President and directorsto be elected annually.

Comptroller to be furnished with a statement of

the amount of the capital stock of the bank.

Comptroller not to be a director.

Loans to be made at Columbia.

Compensation to assessors, appointed by the

bank to value property .

Officers of, exemptedfrom ordinary militia duty .

Tay issue bills less than a dollar, signed by the

deputy cashier,
1814

Deputy cashier to be appointed , how, and his

duties defined .

Circulating medium , not to be issued by any but

banks.

May discount inland bills of exchange .
1815

Branch bank in Georgetown established . 1816

Penalty for issuing bills less than one dollar .

C6
36

20

66

21

53

19

43
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CC

( 6

Year . Page.

Penalty for passing or attempting to pass any

bill less than $5, of any bank, other than that

of the bank ofthe State of South Carolina . 1816
43

Clerks of Courts, Commissioners
in Equity and

Sheriffs of Charleston , Georgetown and Rich

land , to report the public money received by

them to the bank. 1817 24

Authorized to make loans , and give credit to

other banks. 29

May vest funds in the stock of other banks .

Clause in the charter of the Union Bank re

pealed. 30

Bank of the State of South Carolina authorized

to prosecute any of its officers failing to do

their duty. 1818. 24

Branch bank at Camden established . .43

Officers of branch banks may sign bills less than
(có

$5 . 25

Bank officers exempted from serving on juries

and from militia duty. 57

How to proceed when bills are cut in two parts. 1822 17

State Bank and Bank of South Carolina , char

ters renewed . 43

Cheraw Bank incorporated. 1824 56 .

A committee of inspection to be appointed an

nually to examine the affairs of the bank of

the State of South Carolina and its branches,
69

Directors are re - eligible . 70

Branch bank established at Hamburgh. 1830 29

66

669

BILLS AND NOTES.

Passed bona fide by agents duly constituted , af

ter the death ofthe drawer or indorser to be

deemed good. 1828 20

BONDS.

42

Form of official bonds and by whom to be ap

proved . 1820

Certain bonds to be examined annually by the

Governor .

Certain bonds to be examined annually by the

Secretary of State , &c .

Certain bonds to be examined annually by the

Attorney General and Solicitors.

43

66
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66

Bond may

66 CC

Year. Page .

Amount of, for Master in Equity forCharleston, 1820 44

" for Commissioners in Equity $ 10,000. 1814 53

" for Sheriff of Kershaw district. 1819 28

" for Escheator for York district . 1829. 40

Form of bonds to be given by public officers .
21

Blanks to be printed.

Clerks to receive and deliver them . 22

Oath to be taken by district officers .

be sued on .

BURNING .

Burning corn , or other grain, stacks or build

ings, a misdemeanor, and punished by fine

and imprisonment.
1828 39

CATAWBA COMPANY.

Lands to be purchased by the state.
1817 28

Not liable to be taken up as vacant land.
29

Proceedings in case of refusal to sell by the said

company.

CATAWBA INDIANS .

Superintendant to sue trespassers on their lands . 1815 74

may distrain for rent . 75

This a public act and need not be pleaded .

CHERAW.

· Town of Cheraw incorporated . 1820 29

Bank of Cheraw incorporated . 1824 56

CHARTER COMPANIES ,

Of Turnpike Roads, Bridges and Ferries. )

Principles of incorporation established . 1827 14

Formation of companies .

Value of Shares . 15

Commissioners to be named and books to be

opened .

When shares are not all taken , those taken lo

be returned .

List of subscribers to be made out . 16

Letters patent to be made out .

Corporation to have succession ofmembers.

Not to carry on banking.

May hold real estate .

May hold bank stock .

How to proceed when the shares are held by

less or more than six individuals . 17

6
6

66

66

66

6
6
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( G

<
66 .

( 6

66

6 :

( 6 66

66

û

Year . Page.

Elections, how to be conducted . 1837 17

Votes may be given by proxy .

Elections, how made.

Directors to report to general meeting. 18

Contracts not to exceed the amount of capital.

Capital may be increased.

How to proceed where road or bridge is des

troyed.

How to proceed when stockholders become

· contractors.

Work to be begun within one year.

How to proceed when the state is a subscriber. 1827 19

Dividend on the shares held by the state to be

paid into bank .

Charters may be taken by the state after 34

years .

Shares may be forfeited. 20

How to proceed when shares are sold before in

stalments are paid .

Charters subject to the provisions of this act .

To be in fee as real estate .

Not to exclude others within any distance .

When toll gates shall be erected.
21

Rates of toīl limited.

Amount of capital to be entered in a book . 22

How to proceed when any loss shall be sustained. “

Bridges may be insured .

Insurances may be effected against losses at fer

ries.

Rates of toll fixed .

Toll may be diminished . 23

Toll to be paid before passing the gate.

Warrant may be issued to collect toll. 24

One tollgate may be erected every twenty miles . “

Width of turnpike road.

How granted .

Wheels with broad tires pay less toll.

How to proceed when bridges, &c . are situated

in two or more districts .

Commissioners to be appointed .
25

Work to be examined by them.

3

CG

66

6
6

66

66

( 6

66

( 6

66

66 66

VOL. I.NO. IV.
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66

06

Year . Page .

Oath to be taken by the commissioners
. 1827

Duration of their office may be altered .

Applications
for charters, how to be made .

Ferries may be suppressed
and bridges built . .27

Lands may be taken at a fair valuation .

How to proceed in case of appeal.
28

Judges to regulate proceedings in case of appeal. “

Works to be protected .

Penalty for injuring works.

Penalty for obstructing roads . 29

Travellers to pass on the right of the centre of

road or bridge.

How bridges are to be passed .

No wooden building to be erected within 50

feet of a bridge :

Slaves not to pass without a permit .

Toll-keeper shall not traffic with slaves .

Proprietors liable to indictment for not keeping

up their works.

Penalties recovered, how applied.

This act a public act .

60

66

CG

30

66

6

CA. SA .

Prisoners may be discharged thereon by consent

without impairing binding efficacy ofthe judg.

ment 1815

Women exempted from arrest on ca. sa . 1824

May issue fi. fa . or ca , sa to collect bastardy fine. 1830

22

23

22

CORONER .

23

66

How appointed. 1821

How vacancies are be filled during the recess

of the legislature .

To give bond, and for how much .

To continue in office for four years.

Appointment by the governor, how long to con

tinue .

Shall not hold office under the sheriff.

May commit prisoners to gaol.

Tohave a room in the gaol. ; 1825

.

CC

67

COSTS .

Fees of commissioner in equity in case of guar

dians or petitions. 1821 11
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Year . Page .

22

55

66
56

C

66
58

56

57

On petitions in equity for sums under $2000,

half costs . 1824

Fees of certain officers limited . 1827

Attorney's, fees.

Clerk's fees.

Sheriff's fees.

Commissioner in Equity - fees.

Register in Equity ---fees.

Solicitor in Equity - fees.

Fees regulated when there is no register.

No higher fees to be received .

Bill of costs to be attached to the execution .

When to take effect.

How taxed on separate actions on joint and

several causes ofaction .

CLERKS OF COURTS AND REGISTERS.

Elected by the people . 1815

How to proceed in cases of contested election .

Vacancies filled by the governor,

What laws are to govern such elections.

When to come into office.

To have eare of the court house . 1817

Clerks of Charleston , Georgetown and Rich

land, to report the money received to the bank. 1817

Shall keep a list of qualified magistrates and re

port to the Secretary of State.
1819

To draw juries for extra courts..
1825

Writs and process to be tested by the clerk .

To grant licenses to hawkers and pedlars .

To take charge of ordinary's papers in case of

vacancy
1826

Registers to give security in the sum of $ 5000.

Fees in criminal cases , how to be certified . 1827

To issue all executions, scire facias, & c . from

the court of sessions .

To grant writs of dedimus potestatem .

To give notice to managers of elections in case

of vacancy in sheriff's office. ( See offices.)

COMMISSIONER IN EQUITY .

An additional commissioner appointed for

Charleston . 1813

23

24

6

16

18

19

60

42

44

13

( 6
59

72
46

66
176

44

1
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24

66

CG 66

66

Year . Page .

Presiding judge , to apportion his duty . 1813 45

Judges to make rules in case their duties clash

or interfere with each other.

Bond to be given by said commissioner. 1813 45

To give bond with security in the sum of

$ 10,000, how approved.
1814 53

Commissioners of Charleston, Georgetown and

Richland to report money received to the

bank . 1817

Declared justices of the quorum , except for the

trial of small causes . 1820 6

Security to be given by the master or commis

sioner for Charleston district increased . 44

When appointed receiver to give a bond as such . 1821 9

Receiver to have 2 per cent. commission .

Shall obey the orders of court .

Shall keep books .
10

Bond, & c. to be lodged in bank .

How to proceed when commissioners
, & c.go out

of office .

No commissions to be allowed on sales not actu

ally made . 11

Fees in cases of guardians or petitions.

Punishment for violation or neglect of duty.

To report annually to the court.
1824 21

To be called on by the ehancellor for returns.

Guardians and trustees defaulters to be reported . « 22

May grants writs of injunction. 1825 19

Witness may be summoned and examined be

fore the commissioner. 1830 18

Shall appoint a day for examining witnesses and

may issue an attachment for contempt against

a witness for not appearing according to the

summons. 19

CONSTABLES .

Entitled to receive pay for attendance on the

court . 1816 10

To give security in the sum of $500.
1822 14

Mayqualify before the clerk ofthe court .

May serve summons or subpænas by leaving a

copy. 15

( 6

6
6

66

66 66

.

.

66

CC
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66 66

66

CG

CO 66

CC

66

66

Yaer . Page.

To receive no fees in certain criminal cases . · 1823 38

CONSTITUTION . ( STATE. )

3d section of the 10ih article amended . 1816 16

Amended relative to impeachment.
1828 40

COTTON.

Not to be packed falsely. 1822 15

66

Penalty for so doing for 1st . offence.

for 2d . offence.

COURT OF APPEALS .

Court of Appeals established.
1824 17

Absence of a judge to be supplied from the cir

cuit bench . 18

Appeals, how made .

Rules to be made by the court .

Special courts may be ordered for the districts .

Court of Appeals, where to be held .
22

when to sit . 1825 19

where to meet . 1827 31

to appoint clerks for Colum

bia and Charleston .

Office of the clerks, where to bekept.

Records, &c . to be delivered to the said clerks . 32

Certificate of cases determined to be given

without charge.

Messengers to be appointed by the court .

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.

Judges of, may appoint extra courts . 1825 18

Circuit judges to attend the appeal court in cer

tain cases .

Circuit judges may appoint persons to execute

process of court. 1827 65

The state arranged into five circuits oflaw courts . 1828 14

Time ofholding thecourts in the southern circuit .

western 15

middle

northern 16

eastern

Persons bound to attend said courts .

Attorney general and solicitors bound to attend

the courts . 17

Time of holding the courts of Barnwell, Colle

ton and Beaufort changed.
1829 20

6

66

• 66

66

65 ( 6

C6 66 66

.
66

66
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66

6
6

Year . Page

COURTS OF EQUITY.

Two chancellors to be chosen . 1824 19

Courts to be held annually.

State divided into four equity circuits.

Chancellors to call on commissioners for returns. 21

Guardians and trustees, defanlters to be returned . 22

Chancellors may appoint extra courts .
1825 18

may appoint registers in certain

cases .

Chancellors may appoint persons to execute

process of court in certain cases . 1827

Time for holding certain courts changed ( extra

session , 1828. )
85

Time of holding other courts changed ( extra

cession , 1828. ) 86

COURTS MARTIAL .

Incompetent officers to be cashiered . 1815 13

Additional oath of court martial .

Court martial on non-commissioned officers.

Appeals from courts martial, how made.

Officers cashiered not re -eligible.

Courts martial and enquiry, how constituted . 1816 16

6
5

66

66

CENSUS.

18Census directed to be taken . 1828

DEVISE .

No particular words necessary to convey an es

tate in fee simple. 1824 23

DOWER .

24

20

Upon what valuation assessments shall be made .

Interest allowed on dower from the accrual of

the right. 1825

Clerks of courts may grant writs of dedimus po

testatem to take renunciation of dower or in

heritance . 1827

DUELLING.

Persons concerned therein may give testimony

without criminating themselves, and are ex

empt from prosecution .
1823

ELECTION

Managers to be appointed by delegation in cer
tain cases . 1828

· 10

39
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66

CL

66

34

66

Year. Page

Managers may swear each other . 1828 39

Election laws published. 1820 123

For members of Congress, postponed to Oct. 1821 35

Congressional district fixed. 1822 32

First election when to be held .

Future elections when to be held . 33

Returns, how to be made .

Votes to be counted .

Managers to count the votes .

How to proceed when the same person is re

turned for more than one district.

Abuses of elections, how punished :
1824 73

EXECUTIONS .

May issue within three years after judgment en

tered . 1815

What articles shall be exempted from execution . 1823 51

How to be made returnable, and when they

may be renewed. 1827 64

To continue in full force for four years .

Returns , how to be made by the sheriff or coro

ner.

May be withdrawn from sheriffs office.

Penalty for not making return by sheriff or

coroner . .

Court may appoint a person to execute its pro

cess .

Clause in the act 1720 P. L .: 109 prohibiting

executions from issuing within thirty days after

judgment, where a copy process is left, re

pealed.

How issued in cases for fine in bastardy. 1830 22

ENGINEER . ( CIVIL AND MILITARY . )

Office of civil and military engineer established . 1817 21

His duties as civil engineer - his duties as mili

tary engineer.

Shall superintend the construction of works. 22

Shall construct and inspect publicbuildings ,

Shall see that contractsarefaithfully performed.

May advance money on contracts .
23

May draw moneyfrom the treasury .

Tocontinue in office for two years . 24

06

66

6
6

66

66

C
6
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To examine the work of the Wando canal com

pany and report to the legislature . 1817

Authorized tomake internal improvements. 1818

May employ agents and assistants.

Office of civil and military engineer abolished . 1819

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS .

Must be twenty one years of age . 1824

Must obtain order from ordinary to sell person

al property .

76

33

34

40

23

24 .

EVIDENCE.

22

34

Office copies of wills may be given in evidence

and on what conditions. 1823

Books of account for spirituous liquors in quan

tities less than a quart, not to be admitted in

evidence . 1827

Cashier or other person shall attend the court

as a witness to prove the genuineness of the

bills of the bank , where a person is charged

with counterfeiting and altering them or steal

ing them. 1830

Penalty $ 1000 for the non-attendance of such

witness to be recovered by indictment .

24

ESCHEAT.

37

Escheated property in Barnwell, to be vested

in the female academy the amount of $ 10,000. 1822

Escheated property in Kershaw , to be vested

in Camden orphan society to the amount of

$ 21,000 .

Escheated property in Greenville, to be vest- .

ed in the Greenville academy to the amount

of $ 5000 .

A widow alien may take by will or descent

from her citizen husband deceased . 1828

Escheators bond for York district, reduced . 1829

66
49

24

40

FENCES .

1827 177How to be made and what shall be lawful.

Horses &c. breaking in, may be seized.

Penalty for injuring animals where a fence is

not lawful.

Penalty on slaves for like offences.

7
8
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Year . Page

FINES .

63

· FISH .

58

59

18

179

42

Fine for over charging ferriage and toll. 1822

Not to be obstructedfrom running up Reedy

River. 1813

Penalty for offending herein .

Repealing clause.

Not to be obstructed from 'running up Lynches

creek .

Penalty for offending herein , and how collected ,

Dam's not to be erected on said creeks beyond

the centre.. !

Sluices to be constructed by superintendant of

ublic works. 1823

Their passage up rivers, not to be obstructed . 1827

Commissioners to be appointed. 7 .

Sluices to be designated.

No fishing to be within eighty yards of dams.

Takingand carrying away fish traps,how pun

ished .
1829

Traps not to be put near boat sluices, so as to

obstruct the navigation.

FREE NEGROES.

Not to migrate to this state.
1820

Penalty for bringing them within the state .

Thoseraised in the state may return within two

'years.

Penalty for selling free personsof colour.

Penalty for circulating seditious papers .

Penalty for harbouring slaves.
1821

Leavingthe state not to return .
1822

Tax imposed on them.

Not to be landed from vessels .

Sheriffs to execute this act.

No person shall hire to slaves their own time .

Males above the age of fifteen years, to have

guardians.

Rising in rebellion to be adjudged felons.

Shall not come into this state . 1823

Not to come on board of vessels .

When imprisoned, how dealt with .

VOL . I.-NO. IV . 4

22

-

20

12

60
131

.

59

60
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Penalty for bringing them by sea ,
1823 61

Those leaving the state shall not returni.

Shipwrecked personsexcepted.
62

Those on board vessels of war excepted .

Penalty on masters of vessels for false returns.

Penalty on sheriff for neglect of duty herein ."

Prosecutions without limitations.

Parts of former acts repealed.

Shall not be employed as ' pioneers, nor carry

fire arms .

May be imprisoned for default in road duty. 1825 41

Shall not be brought into this state in merchant

vessels. 42

How dealt with in case of violation hereof.

This act not to interfere with former acts.

Penalty on sheriff for neglecting to execute this.

act,

GAMING

Games declared unlawful. · 1816

Penalty for keeping a gaming table.
8

Civil officers to enforce this act.

Offenders may be committed until the payment

of the penalty

License to be withheld from those convietedof

gaming

Money staked to be forfeited . --

Suspected houses may be forcibly entered .

Informer exonerated from prosecution and

freed from the penalty.

HAMBURGH .

Town of Hamburgh incorporated. 1827

HAWKERS AND PEDLARS .

Not hereafter to take license from the treasurer

of the state . 1825 60

Licerises to be issued by the clerks of the judi

cial district .

Licences cannot be transferred to another . ca
61

confined in its effect to one district .

Money arising therefrom , how applied .

Penalty for selling without a license . * 62

Repealing clause

66 26
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INSOLVENT DEBTORS .

To be maintained in jail by the assignee . 1817

May be discharged by the sheriff, unless pay be

tendered every week . 35

Auctioneers may take the benefit of the insol

vent debtors and prison bounds act . 1823

Any person may sell at auction,

INTESTATE'S ESTATE.

In what cases the widow shall take the whole

real and personal estate of her husband . 1826 : 46

In what cases the husband shall take the whole

real and personal estate of the wife ,deceased,

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT....

Money appropriated for internal improyement. 1817 . 24

One million set apart for internal improvement. 1818 12

How the same shall be expended .

Board of public works established and five com

missioners chosen . 1819 34

President and secretary to be chosen and meet

ings to be called .

Acting commissioners to be appointed .
35

Duty of the board of public works.
36

Work done to be examined .

Advances ofmoney may be made.

Money may be drawn above what is accounted

for. ' 37

Lands may be purchased for the state.

Certain vacant lands vested in the board of

public works for the use of the state.
38

Fine for injuring the public works and how

prosecuted.

Commissioners to continue in office one year.

Road to be laid out from Charleston to Coļum

bia, and the rivers and creeks to be opened .

Topographical surveys to be made .
39

Labourers, how to be employed.

Board to furnish plans and designs.
40

Clerks and Sheriffs to make certain reports to

the board .

Office of civil and military engineer abolished .

66
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superintendent
to be elected and an engi

neer to be appointed .
1822 19

Duty of superintendent.

To give bond and security.

Duty of engineer.

Work , how to be undertaken . 20

Assessments, how to be made,

Commissioners to be appointed. : 1823 11

Canals to be made under their care . , 12

Tolls to be established and collectors to be ap .

pointed .

Collector to give bond and security.

Their duties and powers.

Duty of lock -keeper.

How boats are to pass through the locks. 13

How they are to pass the guard locks.

Commissioners to report annually. 15

Tow paths not to be used, except to pass vessels.

Penalty for obstructing the canals.

for improperly opening and shutting

gates .

Penalty for injuring any part of the canal . 16

How boats are to pass each other .

Setting poles shall not be used .

Penalty for obstructingthe navigation .

Toll collectors, &c . on being discharged, to de

liver up houses, &e .

All penalties above $ 12 to be recovered by in

dictment .

Streams ordered to be made navigable, not to .

be obstructed .
18

Offences committed by slaves, how to be pun

ished.

Fresh water to be kept running through the

canal . r co

Penalty for injuring public works. 1824 39

for obstructing roads, &c . 40

Toll gates established.
66

to be based .

Conditions of every such lease . 41

is

6 .

.65

66

66 46

62

65
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66

66
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Commissioners
to be named and their duty

specified.
1824 42

When the lease shall be forfeited . 43

What persons are exempted from toll .

Inhabitants may be called out to repair bridges,

&c .

Hands may be hired to repair roads .
44

Toll to be paid before passing

Gates to be delivered up at the expiration of the

lease . 45

Order of travelling regulated.

Slaves of persons of colour offending , how to be

proceeded against .

Water in the canals, how to be used
1825 53

Penalty for violating contracts .

Who may actas commissioners,

· Navigation notto be obstructed.

Certain turnpike and bridge companies autho

rized . 1827 178

Eight toll gates to be established .
1828 24

Rates of toll.

Toll, how to be paid .

Certain carriages exempted from toll .

Toll keepers to be appointed.

Toll gate near Camden.

Toll gate on the Saluda mountain road.

Toll gate on Buck-Head causeway . 26

Width of roads.

Penalty for injuring trees planted on the road .

for injuring mile stones. ",

Posts to be putup ontheroad.

Superintendent not to sell lands . vested in him

without consent: 27

Rates of toll on the several canals.

Water
power to be leased . 28

Toll collector to keep books.
29

Certain contracts to be enforced.

Bonds to be proved and deposited in the treasury. “

An account of all travelling to be kept.
30

Superintendent, his term of office.
1829 14

to fix toll gates .

( 2
25

66
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66
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Superintendent to appoint collectors. 1829 , 14

Oath to be taken by toll.collectors.

Superintendent and others exempt from militia

duty .

Certain persons exempted from toll.

Carriages with broad tires exempted from toll .

Saluda mountain turnpike, rates of toll . 15

Penalty for not paying toll .

Public lands near Rocky Mount to be sold .

Superintendent may lease waterpower at public

auction . -1830 23

Superintendent may call out the inhabitants to

work on the State turnpike.

Superintendent shall keep the canals and turn

pike roads in good repair.

Edgefield turnpike company,established . 32

INTEREST .

Clause in the usury act of 1777 , ( P. L. 285,7)

repealed. 1830 27

Principal debt without interest and costs may

be recovered.

JOINT CONTRACTS .

Where one or more of the parties to a joint con

tract , are out of the State, those remaining

maybe sued . 1823 35

Such facts must be stated in the declaration .

CC

66

JURORS .

10

57

Shall receive pay for their attendance on the

courts . 1816

Officers of the custom house exempted from :

serving as jurors. 1817

President, cashier, and clerks of the office of

discount exempted . .

Bank officers exempted from serving on juries. 1818

Grand jurors to be paid as petit jurors.
1824

JUDGMENTS AND DECREES.

To bear interest in certain cases , until levy and

satisfaction . 1815

Interest aceruing to havelien .

Executions may issue within three years after

judgment rendered .

39

40

6
6
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66

51

Interest recovered on judgment for frivolous ap

peals.
. 1815 44

Interest to be endorsed on the execution and

collected by the sheriff.
66

* May be assigned and sued on byassignee. 1816 20

Satisfaction shall be entered thereon . 1817 26

How satisfaction shall be entered .
66. - 27

May be taken before the clerk of the court : -1821 19

Form and requisites of such judgments .

Execution may issue thereon .

Record of such judgment to be read in open court. "

May be set aside, and how .

Fees thereon to the attorney and clerk.
20

Whatarticles shall be exempted from levy & sale. 1823

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE ÅND QUORUM .

Shall qualify before the clerk of the court . 1819 16

Time for qualifying limited to ninety days .

May qualify beforethe adjournmentof the next

succeeding court .
1820 6

Number limited to each district and parish . 1821 21

Shall receive no fees in certain cases . 1823 .28

Fees in criminal cases regulated, as to what

shall be paid.

Exclusive jurisdiction of, to $ 20 . 1824 25

Number for Fairfield increased. 1725 66

for certain other districts increased . 1826 42

In St. Philips and St. Michaels, regulated. 1827 61

further regulated. 1829. 28

further regulated . 1830
25

CS

66 66

LANDS ,

1

28

37

Lands, olassed. 1815

Superintendent of Catawba Indians, to sue tres

passers on Indian land.

Land of Catawbacompany to be sold to the state . 1817

Lands may be purchased for the state . 1819

Certain vacant lands vested in the Board of

public works .

Superintendent of public works, not to sell lands

vested in him as such, without consent so to do : 1828

Public lands near Rocky Mount to be sold . 1829

38

27

15
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LARCENY.

To take cotton , grain, &e . secretly and fraudu

lently from the field , larceny. 1826 45

Receiver of stolen goods, if petit larceny, how

punished .
1829 40 *

When the taking amounts to grand larceny ; re

ceiver how punished .

Stealing horses, &e. Ist offence punished by

whipping. '
1830 32.

2d 6 punished by death ..“

LANDLORD AND TENANT.

Lease to be recorded . 1817 35

When to terminate and how. 36

No parol lease to give possession longer than

twelve months .

Jury to be drawn to oust tenant .

Jurymen may be objected to , and finable for non

attendance.

Compensation to justices and sheriff for such

service . 37

Landlord to be put in possession.

Tenant not allowed to make alterations. 6 .

LANCASTER .

Certain territory to be added to the district of

Lancaster. 1813

Citizens of said territory, their rights.

Beat companies to be laid anew .
53

Boundary line between Lancaster and Ker

shaw , fixed.. 1817 49

LOCKHART'S SHOALS.

Portage at Lockhart's Shoals established . 1813 56

to be deemed a public highway..
57

LICENSE. (SEE HAWKERS AND PEDLARS .5. )

Not to be granted to persons convicted of gam

ing
1816 9

6
6

CC

66

52

CG

( 6

LUMBER.

How to be measured. 1827 82

LIBRAKY .

The sum of $ 500 to be annually appropriated

for the legislative library. 1814 55
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LOTTERIES .

Persons who sell lottery tickets of any lottery 1820 15

• not authorized by this state , to pay a tax of

$ 10,000. 1821

LIMITATION .

Statute of limitations, not to defeat the rights

of minors. 1824

Statute of limitations to land titles extended to

is
ten years.

24

LUNATIC ASYLUM.

36

66

“

35

35

66

36

16
376

6

66

Commissioners appointed to erect buildings. = "1821

Trustees of, how elected, their duty .

Other duty of the commissioners.

Title vested in the trustees and visitors. 1822

Regents to be elected . 1827

Tobe a body corporate .

To establish rates of admission, maintainance ,

&c .

Who may be admitted into the asylum . *

Inquisition of lunacy to be made by the courts . 1827

Examination by justices and physicians.

Idiots from other states may be admitted .

How long to be retained in the asylum .

Terms ofadmissions from other states .

Bond to be given liable to suit .

Persons employed in the asylum may be re

moved.

Lunatics cured, may be discharged.

Regents must make their reports to the Legis

lature .

Chancellor or judge of sessions may direct en

quiryto be made as tothe lunacyof a person.

Justices may call physicians to their aid .

Officers of the asylum exempted from certain

duties . 1829

Transient paupers to be received into the asy

lum .

Half yearly in advance not to be exacted in cer

tain cases .

Undrawn appropriations in the treasury may be

drawn.

5

38

66

66

15

66
16

6
6

( 65
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Lunaties may be sent to the asylum by the

chancellors.
1829 15

Lunatics may be sent to the asylum by the

judges of sessions.

Lunatics may be sent to the asylum by the com

missioners of the poor .

MOULTRIEVILLE,

Moultrieville incorporated.
1817 63

Intendant and wardens to be elected .

Vacancies. 64

Powers of the intendant and wardens .

May provide for abating nuisances.

May grant licenses. 66

Corporation vested with the powers of commis

sioners of the roads .
1819 44

Patrol duty to be performed in Moultrieville.
43

May receive wharfage. 45

Lots to be held by building dwelling houses

thereon .

MARRIAGE SETTLEMENTS .

To be recorded in the Secretary of State's

office , and in the office ofthe register of the

district within three months or else void . 1823

Settlement by decree of the court must be re

corded in like manner as above. ( See Price

vs. White et al . 1 vol . No. 3, S. C. Law

Journal.)

35

MOTIONS.

13

Judges to hear and determine motions at Cham

bers . 1823

Judges to grant writs of mandamus , prohibitions,

and quo warranto at Chambers, and to stay

or set aside executions . 1818 13

MECHANICS.

19

66

To have lien on buildings erected or repaired

until payment made . 1816

The agreement for such work to be recorded.

MORTGAGÉS,

Satisfaction to be entered thereon .
1817

MILITIA .

Commander-in -Chief may order out the militia : 1813

26

6
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Volunteers and substitutes to be exempted . 1813

Process when to be served .

Estates of one called out to be protected.
7

Pay of the militia when in service.

Pay, when to commence.

How to be governed when in service.

Fines for not turning out .
&

How to be warned out.

Fines, how to be collected .

to be paid over to the paymaster.

for not performing patrolor militia duty,

how to be collected .

Form of warrant to collect fines.

Body of delinquent may be taken .

Pioneers, & c . how to be paid and governed.

Officers of the bank of the State of South Car

rolina exempted from ordinary militia duty .

An act to raise a brigade of state troops.
1814 27

An act to divide the state into five divisions

and ten brigades. 36

Incompetent officers to be cashiered.
1815 13

Penalty for not enforcing militia law .
15

Officers to assemble the day before regimental

muster, for drill .

United States field exercise to be observed. 16

Volunteer companies may be raised .

Beat companies to be protected in certain num

bers .

Rank of officers settled.

Staff of the militia organized.
20

Commissary general &c. appointed.

Adjutant general to be inspector general also .

Aids-de -camp to beappointed.

Uniform of the militia officers established .

Officers to be elective, major general, how

elected .
1816 12

Brigadier general, how elected . 13

65

Colonel of infantry, how elected .

Lieutenant colonel, how to be appointed .

Captain and subaltern officers, how elected . 14

66

• Colonel of cavalry, how elected .

66

66

66

26

66

60
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Lieutenant colonel or major of cavalry or artil

lery, how elected. 1816 14

Captains and subalterns, how elected .

Colonels to be elected by order of brigadiers.

Majors to be elected by order of colonels.
15

Captains to be elected by order of lieutenant

colonel or major.

Lieutenants &c. to be elected by order of cap

tains .

Vacancies in time of service, how filled .

Notice to be given of elections . 16

Sutlers to be appointed:

Officers of the office of discount exempted from

militia duty . 1817

Officers of all the banks exempted from militia

duty.
1818

Artillery to have a compliment of officers. 1820 7

New regiments in Pendleton to be raised . 25

Newregiment in Barnwell to be raised . 1821 38

Camden companiesto muster once in two months. 1822

Companies neglecting to master for three

months to be divided . 1823 58

Boundary line between 34th and 35th regi

ments fixed . 1827 59

Lower battalion of 20th regiment divided into

five companies. 60

Recruiting limits of the Winnsborough light
is

infantry company enlarged .
61

Major of cavalry and artillery to rise to lieuten

ent colonel as infantry.
1828 31

Superintendent of public works, toll keepers,

&c . exempted from militia duty.
1829 14

Fines on officers to be collected by the sheriff.
30

Sheriff to be furnished with the execution .

Amount oftaxes to be furnished by tax collector.
31

Sheriff must return the execution within three

months .

Money to be paid over within two days after

received .

Beat company in 15th regiment to be divided . 41

Two beat companies in Georgetown to be con

solidated.

66
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Place of muster for beat company in St. James

Santee changed . 1830 23

Beat companyin Sumterville organized.
24

A squadron of cavalry in the eighth brigade
૯૮

may be raised . 32

Courts of law and equity may change the name

of any person on petition . 1814 15

• What shall be the effect of such change in law, 16

OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT .

Official misconduct such as habitual negligence,

habitual drukenness, corruption, fraud or op

pression , punished by indictment.
1829 38

Judge before whom such conviction shall take

place, shall certify the indictment to the gov

ernor, who shall declare the office vacant and

proceed to fill it with another as in cases of

resignation or death ,

A person on conviction may be fined and im

prisoned.

This act confined in its operation to those

whose authority is limited to a single election

or judicial district.

( SEE BONDS. )

* OFFICES.

Attorney general, solicitors, ordinaries, clerks,

registers, masters and commissioners,in equi

ty , commissioners of locations , and registers of

mesneconveyance , shall hold their offices after

the term shall expire, and until a successor.

shall be elected, commissioned, qualified and

enter upon the duties of his office. 1819 25

Offices of messenger and private secretary to

the governor abolished. 1828 12

ORDINARY .

( See 1 Con . Rep. 267, 1 M Cord 240.)

Declared justices of the quorum except for the

trial of small causes. 1820 6

In Charleston and Georgetown to publish cita

tion in the papers. 1824 22

Authorized to sell and divide real estate .
is

25

CG

OATH .
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Summons to be issued to the parties.
1824 26

Sheriff to serve writ or summons.

How to proceed when the party makes default.
27

Writ of partition to be issued . 28

Form of thereturn of the commissioners.
65

Proceedings to be filed . 29

Oflice to be kept at the court house.

C6

In case of vacancy, clerk to take charge of the

papers. 1826 -42

PHYSICIANS .

Not to practice without a license . * 1817 31

Penalty for practicing without a license .

Persons indicted must shew their innocence.

Bonds, & c . taken by unlicensed pe shall

be void . 32

Board of physicians established for Charleston

and Columbia .

When said board shall meet.

Persons now practicing not to be affected . 33

No apothecary shall vend drugs without license .

Apothecaries may be examined.

Time allowed to obtain license .

How licenses may be obtained during recess of

the board .

Board in Columbia to elect officers and make

bye laws . 34

Members failing to attend to forfeit their mem

bership .

No license shall be hereafter granted, unless a

diploma be presented from some medical in

stitution, or the applicant shall pass an ex

amination before the faculty of the medical

college in Charleston . 1828

PATROL ,

Patrol districts to be formed.
1819 29 .

Roll to be made out .

Patrol to be pricked off.
30

Patrol to turn out once a fortnight.

May enter disorderly houses .

Slaves shall not carry fire arms .
31

66

66 ( 6

( 6

( 6 66

66
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To be kept in good order . 1819 * 31

Captain of patrol may be fined for misbehaviour. " 32

Substitutes may be employed .

Defaulters to be fined # 2, and 10 per cent . on

general tax .

Return to be made on oath .

Slaves to be apprehended and corrected .

Unlawful assemblies to be dispersed.

Owners of plantations to employ white persons

thereon .

Persons prosecuting and failing, to pay treble

costs .

Powers of town councils not hereby effected . 34

Town council of Columbia , authorized to order

patrols . 1823 19

Patrol duty in Charleston neck regulated. 53

PUBLIC BUILDING .

Commissioners of public buildings to be ap

pointed. 1827 33

Commissioners of public buildings to serve four

years .

Commissioners of public buildings to meet at

the court house .

Fines to be paid to commissioners. 34

Former appropriations not to be effected .

Penalty for injuring court house or gaol.

Buildings on the city square in Charleston un

der the care of the commissioners.

PROTEST .

In what cases protest shall be good and suffi

cient evidence . (See Dobson vs. Laval 4

M-Cord 57. ) 1822 18

POOR .

Commissioners of the poor for Pendleton , Ker

shaw , Lancaster and Georgetown, authorized

to build poor houses. 1821

Commissioners to make annual returns to the

comptroller general . 18

Commissioners to report the number of lunatics

deaf and dumb, tothe governor

66

6 66

06

66
36
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Commissioners
to purchase land and build

houses for the poor. 1824 66

Commissioners to purchase cloths &c. for them ,

and may require them to perform moderate

labour .

Commissioners of the poor may make appropri

ations for them to board out.
1824

Commissioners authorized to make necessary

rules and regulations.

Commissioners vested with the powers of the

vestry and church wardens.
1926 44

Commissioners on Charleston neck, may make

a loan to build a poor house . 1829 43

Commissioners may send lunatics to the asylum .
16

may bind out illegitimate children

till 17 years of age .
1830 22

Balance due on bond for maintenance to be col

lected .

Sentence in bastardy may be collected by fi . fa .

iC

C
C

66
or ca. sa .

ROADS.

29

30
66 66

66

31

66

Commissioners of the roads continued . 1825

to meet once a year .

may change the time and place of

meeting.

may be fined for non - attendance.

to lay out roads and keep them in

repair.

vacancies in the board , how filled.

to serve three years .

may be find for refusing to serve .

Who are liable to work on the roads.

Who are exempted from working on the roads.

Road districts to be divided .

Fine for not making returns .

Two days notice to be givento the hands .

Warners to be appointed andtheir duty.

Working tools to be provided.

Timber, &c. may be taken for the work .

Assessments may be made to build bridges .

How such assessments are to be made .

66

( 6
32

66

66
33

34

35

36
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Tax collector to furnish the amount of taxes . 1825 36

Fine for injury done to the road by the breaking

of a mill dam .
37

Width of a road .

To be posted and numbered .

Commissioners to grant tavern and billiard table

license .

Funds of the board , how to be applied. 39

Defaulters, how to be tried .

Chairman , clerk, and treasurer to be appointed

and how

Warrants & executions to be directed to the sheriff. " 40

Board not meeting for one year, dissolved.

Persons of color making default to be imprisoned . " 41

What shall constitute a quorum for St. Pauls parish .

Board to be furnished with the laws .

Repealing clause .

RAIL ROAD .

Rail road company established . 1827 73

Name of said company.

May hold stock . 74

Tohave the exclusive right of transportation.

May establish rates of toll.

Duration of their rights .

66 ( 6

06

66 66

66

66

66

66

CC

66

( 6

SALARIES .

See the act of appropriations. 1830

SHERIFF .

24

28

9

Sheriffs of Georgetown , Charleston , and Rich

land to report money received bythem to the

bank. 1817

Sheriff of Kershaw to give security in the sum

of $ 12,000. 1819

Sheriffs ofAbbeville,Sumter,Fairfield and Edge

field , to give increased security . 1820

Sheriffs of Marlborough , Darlington and Sum

ter, need not advertise in theGazette. 1821

The power of the Governor to fill vacancies,

repealed .
1822

How vacancies shall be filled .

Clerk to take charge of the gaol and sheriff's

papers during vacancies.

VOL . I.NO. IV . 6
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How long to continue in office . 1822 38

Shall not purchase judgments and executions in

his office. 1823 50

No person shall purchase at sheriff sales for sheriff. “ 50

No deputy shall purchase for the sheriff.

Articles exempted from levy & sale on execution . "

Shall serve writs & summonses from the ordinary. 1824 26

Sheriffs of Union , York , Sumter, Lancaster, Col

leton , Marlborough , Darlington and Chester,

need not advertise in the Gazette. 75

Penalty on sheriff for neglecting to execute the

actsrelative to free negroes . 1825 42

Sheriff of Edgefield to advertise in the Gazette. 57

Sheriff Richland, bond increased to $ 20,000. 64

Fees for dieting slaves reduced . 1826 38

“ in criminal cases, how to be paid.
1827 13

Bond of the sheriff of Union district increased

to $ 20,000 ; of York to $ 30,000 ; of Chester

to $ 20,000 ; of Lancaster to $ 12,000 ; of

Charleston to $50,000 ; of Chesterfield to

$ 12,000 ; of Greenville to $ 10,000 ; of Mari

on to $ 10,000 ; of Lexington to $ 10,000 ; of

Colleton to $20,000 ; of Latrensto $ 12,000;

of Darlington to $ 15,000 ; of Marlborough to

$ 10,000 ; ofGeorgetown to $ 25,000, and of

Sumter to $ 30,000. 1827 32

How to make returns on executions . 64

May permit process to be withdrawn from his

office. 65

Penalty for not making return of executions .
66

Vacancies by expiration of office, how filled . 75

66 , by death , how filled .

Election of sheriff, when declared void to be

held over again .

When the election shall be declared .

When sheriff elect shall enter on the duties of

his office .

Clerks shall give notice of vacancies .

Parts of former acts repealed.

Certain vacancies, how filled . ( Extra session,

January, 1828. ) 25

To collect military fines . 1829 30

66
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Year. Page

Shall be furnished with the execution . 1829 30

Must make return of the execution within three

months . 31

Money to be paid over within ten days after

received .

Shall make titles to property sold by his prede

6C

66
cessor .

41

SLAVES.

24

06

66
25

66 66

66
26

25

66

Not to be brought into this state .
1816

Second offence to be felony.

Penalty for purchasing slaves brought into this

state .

Slaves so brought may be seized .

Persons accused of offending herein to prove

themselves clear .

Oath to be administered by tax collector .

Previous purchasers to be protected in their ti

tles . (See act 1817 page 16. )

Penalty for trading with slaves increased . 1817

Authenticity of permit to be proven by holder .

Acts passed in 1816 and 1817 relative to bring

ing slaves into this state repealed . 1818

Slaves shall not carry fire arms .
1819

to be apprehended and corrected by patrol .

Unlawful assemblies to be dispersed .

Owners of plantations to employ white persons

thereon.

Not to be manumitted but by act of the legisla

ture . 1820

Punishment for killing slaves to be death . 1821

Penalty for harbouring slavesand how prosecuted . “

Shall not hire their own time .
1822

How to be punished for injuring public works. 1823

Shall not be brought into this state from certain

places .

Not to be brought from beyond the Potomac

river .

57

31

32

33
66

22

12

20

13

18

61

SEDITION .

23

Penalty for circulating seditious papers, or pa

pers calculated to excite insurrection . 1820

STATE HOUSE .

Shall not be used for commencement balls . 1814
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Year. Page .

TAX COLLECTOR .

Slaves on Catawba lands liable to be taxed . 1815 5

Oath to be administered
to those who make returns . " 6

Return must be sworn to .

Sales under tax executions , how to be conducted . “ ny

Sheriff to make returns of tax executions .
(

to make return of poor tax . 8

Property lying in other divisions for which taxes

are paid to the collector, how to be returned .

List of defaulting commissioners and clerks to

be published . 9

Names of persons making returns to be left with

the clerks of courts .

Columbia Council may tax carriages , wagons, &c . 1825 20

Bonds of certain tax collectors increased . 1828 22

Shall furnish militia officers with the amount of

taxes when called on , 1829 31

( 6

66

TRESPASS .

TROVER

(To try titles and quare clausum fregit.)

Service of the writ in any district shallbe good,

but the trial shall be in the district where

the land lies . 1823 21

( SEE ACTION. )-USURY . ( SEE INTEREST . )

WITNESSES .

Residing more than one hundred miles distant

may be examined by commission , and if re

sident within that distance and about to re

move, may be examined de bene esse , on af

fidavits filed . 1816 50

WOMEN.

How married women may become sole traders . 1823 35

To give public notice of such intention . 1824 23

Imputing a want of chastity to a woman , slander .

Shall not be arrested on a ca. sa .

( 6 ( 6

C6

WILLS .

1824 24To be attested by three witnesses in all cases.

Revocation of, what is requisite to make it valid .

Office copies may be given in evidence, in what

cases and on what terms.

No words of limitation necessary to carry a fee

of lands .

1823 22

1824 23

END OF INDEY .
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BOND DEBT.

David Rice Guardian of Joseph and MAHALA SMYLY and

David ULMER vs. JOHN CANNON , and others.

In marshalling the assets of a deceased administrator, a balance due to a

distributee of the estate, rarks as a bond debt.

An order made by the court not obligatory on the rights ofone not a par

ty to the proceeding.

The case made by the motion as it is understood is brief

ly this . John Smyly died in 1806 and administration of

his estate was granted to Ephram Cannon, jun . who receiy

ed and retained in his hands on account of Joseph and Ma

hala Smyly, the wards of the plaintiff Rice , and distributees

of that estate, $ 4093. Eph . Cannon the adm'r . died in

1818, without accounting for that amount, and administra

tion of his estate was granted to Henry Ulmer and his

widow Eleanor Cannon . In 1822 a proceeding in chance

ry was instituted which eventuated in an order that certain

negroes belonging to the estate of Eph . Cannon should be

sold and the proceeds distributed amongst his heirs . These

negroes produced $ 1250 and that sum was now in the

hands of the commissioner of the court . In the report of

the commissioner made upon a reference of this cause he

comes to the conclusion that the estate of Eph. Cannon is

“ insolvent to a large amount.” The leading object of this

bill was to arrest this fund and to appropriate it to the pay

ment of the sum due to the plaintiff's wards.

Samuel Cannon, one of the defendants, claims to be reim

bursed outof it a sum of money which he hadpaid as the

surity of Eph . Cannon on a simple contract debt, and the

sole question arising out of the chancellor's decree and the

grounds of the motion, was whether the plaintiff's demand

above stated , was entitled to rank as a bond debt in marshal

ing the assets of the estate , and therefore entitled to pre

cedence over the claim of Samuel Conner.

The casewas brought up on appeal from thc decree of

Chancellor Desaussure .

Bauskett and Dunlap, for the appeal . Johnston , contra .
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CURIA , per JOHNSON , J. - It is difficult to conceive of any

solid foundation for the distinction which the Legislature

has thought proper to make in the distribution of an in

solvent estate amongst the various classes of creditors, or in

what its equity and justice consists , except when actual liens

have been created and the necessary expenses of adminis

tration . But a rule has been established and that is impera

tive—a bond debt is entitled to take precedence of a simple

contract debt . The demand of the defendant Samuel Can

non contessedly falls within the last ; and if the complainant's

fall within the first, that of necessity must be preferred.

The case of M‘Dowal and Caldwell, 2 M Cord's Chan .

Rep. 56 , is decisive of this question . That was a bill against

the ex’ors . of the guardian for an account of estates of his

wards, and it was held that in marshalling the assets of his

estate the balance due to the wards ranked as a bond debt ;

on the principle , that on the breach of the condition of his

guardianship bond the penalty became a debt by specialty

and stood as a security for what might be found to be due .

Its analogy to the case under consideration is so striking as

to render it almost identical . On the grant of administra

tion of the estate of John Smyly to Eph . Cannon, he enter

ed into a penal bond conditioned for the faithful discharge

of his dutyand although that bond is not now the subjectof

suit, it is the substratum of the complainants claim to this

fund, and gives rank and character to it , and it must there

fore be preferred to the demand of Samuel Cannon .

It appears, however, that in the proceeding in chancery

before referred to , that an order had been obtained that Sam

uel Cannon's demands should be paid out of this fund , and

that the administrator had drawn an order in his favor on

the commissioner of the court directing him to pay it, which

it was contended was pro tanto an appropriation of the fund

which the court would not control and the defendants, the

distributees of the estate of Eph. Cannon , also further con

tend that the order for partition before referred to , was an

appropriation of the residue of the fund, and that the plain

tiffs ought to be left to their remedy against the surities to

the administration bond .

The commissioner has reported and in the absence of

proof to the contrary it will be taken for granted that the

estate of Eph . Cannon is insolvent . It follows that what
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ever may be the state ofthings now, the complainantwasin

the due course of administration entitled to this fund . He

was no party to the proceeding in chancery, norwas the in

terest of his wards represented by any one . They could

not therefore be concluded eitherby the order to pay the

amount due to Samuel Cannon or the order for distribution ,

nor did the order drawn by the admistrator in favor of Sam

uel Cannon vary the rights of the parties ; for the fund is

still in the possession of the court , and the question now is ,

whether the court have the power to order it to be paid to

the plaintiff.

One of the objects of chancery jurisdiction is to prevent

circuity and multiplicity of actions, and one of the most effi

cient means is to order rightful and proper disposition of

the funds in its possession and it is the common practice to

do it . If Samuel Cannon had actually received the amount

due to him and the remainder had been distributed amongst

the heirs of Eph. Cannon in pursuance of the orders of

court , ex equo et bono, they were not entitled to retain it ;

and according to well established principles the complainant

might in the event of every other remedy failing, have re

covered it back as money paid in fraud or by mistake. If

the complainant had recovered of the surities of the admin

istration , they on the same principle would be entitled to re

cover it from the defendants. The parties are now all be

fore the court and their rights fully understood , and it is

seen that in the end , the plaintiff will be entiled to the

fund. It saves therefore the delay and expence in pursuing

the circuitous course which this part of the defence indicates.

It is therefore ordered and decreed that the deeree of

the circuit court be reformed according to the principles of

this opinion . Decree reformed.

1
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LIABILITY OF ESTATES FOR CONTRACTS OF

EXECUTORS.

In the 3d. No. of this Journal we published the decision of the Court

of Appeals in Boggs and Reid, in relation to the liability of trust estates .

That case become the leading case in relation to the power of a trus

tee to contract debts for the trust estate . It has been most correctly de

cided that he cannot bind the estate. He contracts on his individual res

ponsibility, looking to the income of the estate for reimbursement. We

pow publish the case below, to prevent any mistake as to the generality of

the rule. It applics as well to executors and administrators as to any -

other trustec .

WILLIAM C. GUERRY VS. WILLIAM MAYRANT, Jr. et al .

Though the executor or administrator is the legal owner ofthe personal

estate of his testator or intestate, still he is bound to take care of it ( in

equity ) for the benefit of the creditors, legatees or distributees.

He musttake as much care of the estate as a prudent man would take of

his own.

Though much is left to his discretion by it, the expenditures for current

expenses should not ( unless in cases of unavoidable necessity) exceed

the current income.

Persons dealing with the executor or administrator can have no right to

look to the estate for remuneration, unless in some extraordinary case.

Wherever the trustee or executor would be entitled to be reimbursed for

advances made by him, his creditor may , if the trustee or executor be

insolvent, take his place and claimsto be paid by the estate.

This is the only exception the court is prepared to make to the general

rule.

This was a bill filed by the complainant as administrator de

bonis non with the will annexed of Legrand Guerry, dec'd.

for marshalling the debts chargeable against the estate and

for a partition. The bill charged that Legrand Guerry

in 1810 or 1811, leaving a will in force

by which he disposed of his property — that he gave thereby

a specific legacy to his widow, which she had received , and

died on
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L
gave the residue of his estate both real and personal to his

children , to be equally divided between them with limita

tions, which appear in thecopy of the will exhibited. He

left three children the complainant William C. Guerry ,

Legrand Guerryand Sarah Guerry, since intermarried with

Noah Laney. He appointed as executors, James Guerry,

jr. Gabriel Capers and William Capers, of whom Gabriel

Capers alone qualified and managed the estate . The bill

stated that Legrand Guerry left a large estate unincumber

ed, as it was believed , except by one considerable debt,

which was not paid by the executor, and that a part of the

estate was afterwards sold by the sheriff to satisfy it - that

the estate remained in his possession for several years and

was greatly mismanaged by him . That the executor

about the year 1827 or 1828 removed out of the State of

South Carolina, abandoning the estate and leaving it

scattered in different parts of the country -- that he made no

settlement thereof — and that Wm . Capers the other surviv

ing executor, refusing to qualify under the will and settle

the estate, complainant applied to the ordinary and obtained

letters ofadministration and that the affairs ofthe estate were

in a very deranged state . Several suits in equity were

commenced against the said G. Capers for the purpose of

charging theestate , upon the ground of supplies furnished

and the like, for its benefit-- that there were other claimants,

among whom, were Wm.Mayrantand others, who threaten

to sue thatthe complainant was likely to be greatly harassed

by suits and the estate wasted in litigation . The bill prays

that the equitable debts ofthe estate might be marshalled

that the creditors be enjoined from proceeding, and that

they be ordered to appear and make proof of their claims.

That Gabriel Capers be compelled to account as executor,

and that a writ of partition issue to divide the estate , &c .

The answer of Wm. Mayrant sets up a claim for rent of

land and negro hire . He alleges that he rented land to G.

Capers the executor, on which the slaves of estate were

employed in rice planting, and that he hired him a negro

driver. In February term 1829, an order was passed that

publication should bemade forall persons having demands

against the estate of Legrand Guerry to appear before the

commissioner of the court and establish their demands bei

fore him by the succeeding court ..

VOL . I.NO, IV .
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The claims were various against the estate , but they were

all contracted by the executor who all the time had suffi

cient funds in his hands from the income. Douglass' claim

was on judgments obtained against the executor. Moore's

for mules sold to the executor for the estate, for which the

exceutor gave his own note, and sold them afterwards.

They were used on the plantation of the estate . Mr. May

rant's claim was for a years rent of a rice plantation, hired by

the executor, on which the slaves ofthe estate were worked.

The estate had lands which might have been cultivated .

It was contended that the executor had the right to exercise

that discretion, the lands being in a different district from

where the slaves were -- they being on the sea coast and the

lands in Sumter district . Cumming's account was for medi

cal services rendered to the slaves of the estate .

: Chancellor Desaussure , before whom the cause was tried,

rejected all the claims but that of Mayrant's and Douglass ,

which he allowed.

From this decree the case” was brought up to this court.

Haynesworth, for complainant.

Mayrant and Desaussure, contra .

• Curia , per O'NEALL, J.-In this case I propose to dis

cuss the single question , how far the testator's estate in

the hands of thecomplainant, is liable for the debts con

tracted by Gabriel Capers the executor.

By operation of law all the personal estate of the testator

is vested in his executor. This legal right would at law

necessarily subject it to his entire control and disposition .

Before the act of 1824 , he could even sell it without the or

der of the ordinary. But in equity he is the trustee for the

legatees. In that character he is bound so to manage the

estate, that his cestuique trust shall sustain no injury from

his neglect. As a general rule , I would say , that heshould

take as much care of it as a prudent man would of hisown .

This general rule still leaves a great deal to the discretion of

the executor in the management of an estate committed to

That discretion, however, is not entirely arbitra

ry, for it may be fairly deduced as a consequence of the

general rule already laid down, that the expenditures for

current expenses should not ( unless in cases of unavoidable

necessity ) exceed the current income. This inference

from a general principle has by repeated adjudications of

.

his care .
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this court , been established as a fixed rule by which execu

tors and trustees should regulate their trusts . M‘Dowell

vs. Caldwell, 2Mc: C. C. 43. Teague vs. Dendy, Ib . 207 .

Boggs vs. Reid, ( see 3d No. Law Journal , ) Smith and

Brown vs. Killingsworth . The income being the fund for

expenses, in its disposition the executor oughtto exercise a

sound and honest discretion. If his disbursements from it

have been made prudently, they will always be supported.

If made extravagantly or for purposes not necessary, they

would be disallowed . These rules relate to the account be

tween the trustee and the cestuique trust . They necessa

rily suppose that he has either paid out their funds or sub

stituted his own credit in lieu of them . Persons dealing

with the executor can therefore have no right to look to the

estate for remuneration , unless in some extraordinary case ,

and which I shall have occasion more particularly to desig

nate hereafter . In Boggs vs. Reid, the great and learned

judge who delivered the opinion in that case, distinctly af

firms this position and says, “ they are the creditors of the

trustee and not of the estate .” In Smith and Brown vs.

Killingsworth, another equally able and learned judge , says

“ the general rule that a trustee cannot bind the cestuique

trust or create a burthen on the trust estate is so familiar as

almost to have become an axiom .” In addition to what has

already been said , and to these decisive authorities, a few

words will demonstrate both the reason and justice of the

rule, that in general the creditor of a trustee has no right

to resort to the trust estate for payment of his debt. In both

law and equity every contract to be binding must be be

tween parties able to contract and actually contracting on a

good consideration. As between the trustee and his credi

tor all these essential parts of a contract do exist ; but be

tween the 'cestuique trusts and the creditor , none of them

can be found. They are not only , not parties, but are fre

quently legally incapable from infancyor coverture to be

Between them there is no actual privity of con

tract , nor is there any legal or implied privity ; for their

funds for the purchase of the thing contracted to be bought,

is in the hands of the trustee . When he buys it and puts it

to their use , they have paid him for it , and hence no impli

cation can be raised that they agree, in considération of re

ceiving the thing bought, to pay the creditor of the trustee

come so .
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for it. This however, it may be said , is more technical rea

soning than the application of equal justice which is said to

be equity. If it is technical reasoning, it is reasoning based

upon the principles of the law , whichI am called upon to

administer and not my own notions of abstract justice . I

am, however, perfectly willing to test the rule on principles

of equal justice . Thetrustee has the right to receive, and

if necessary, to expend the income. If the creditor looks

beyond the trustee, when he makes the contract, it is to

this fund alone he looks for payment. He knows thatat

the end of the year it will be in the trustee's hands ; if he

does not take the necessary steps to procure payment it is

his own fault and there is no injustice done him . But if the

trustee were allowed to bind the trust estate , the effect might

be ruinous to the cestique trusts, and in thus seeking to do

justice to the careful and prudent man of business we might

carry irremediable injury and ruin into the very cradlesof

infancy. With such a security before him a creditor might

be willing to extend credit to the trustee from year to year

until the whole capital of the trust would not more than pay

it . In the mean time the trustee has received and squan

dered the income, and insolvency presents to his cestuique

trusts, not even the consolation of hope . The effect of the

rule when applied, will prevent these consequences, and af

ford security to the creditor. If the trustee is not punctual

andprudent he will be compelled to pay as he buys . If he

is, the creditor will hardly give him the opportunity to loose

his good character, by tempting him with indulgence to

speculate on the funds of another . The annual bill will

generally faithfully wait on the punctual trustee .

I have said that an extraordinary casemay exist where

the creditor might be permitted to be paid out of the trust

estate . It is necessarynow to designate that case as well as

we can. As a general guide, it may be laid down , that

whenever the trustee , for advances made out of his own

funds, for the trust estate, would be entitled to be reimbursed,

that his creditor may, if he ( the trustee ) is insolvent , také

his place and claim to be paid out of the estate . This con

stitutes however, the only exception which we are prepared to

allow to the general rule already laid down .

The case before us shews the necessity of rigidly adher

ing to the rule , and allowing no other exception, than the
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one which I have stated, to be made . The executor Ga

briel Capers had the management of the estate consisting of

à valuable tract of land in Sumter District, and a gang of

seventy negroes from 1810 to 1827. During this time, the

family of the testator to be provided for by his executor , con

sisted of three children. From his returns he appears to have

received an income over and above his payments, $ 4,831 53,

exclusive of interest . Notwithstanding this fund was inhis

hands, he contracted and left unpaid the debts to Humphries,

Douglass and Mayrant, amounting exclusive of interest to

$1749 82. He is insolvent and has abandoned his trust and

left the state . The creditors now seek to make the income

of the estate , realized since he abandoned his trust , liable

for their debts . In common justice have they any claim to

such relief ? The cestuique trusts have already lost by the

mismanagement of their trustee upwards of $ 4000. Is near

ly a half more to be added to that loss ? And for what ? Is

it merely because their trustee was imprudent, or un

faithful, and they were minors incapable of guarding against

the consequences of his bad conduct, while the creditors

were more careful, prudent and vigilant, of their own

intérests ? The answer never can be, that under these cir

cumstances the infant shall loose and the creditor gain . If

loss must fall any where, let it fall on the heads of those

who might have guarded against it , but who neglected to

do so .

5

It is, however, contended that the decree of the court of

equity in favor ofHumphries and Douglass , makes the es

tate in the hands of the complainant liable for the payment

of their debts. The decree is in the usual form , that the

executor Gabriel Capers, do out of the estate of the testator

pay these debts . This is a judgment against the fund pro

perly applicable to payment of themthat fund was in the

hands of the executor, and hence he alone is liable un

der the decree. It may be enforced against him. But ifhe

were now, in the possession of the whole estate , and the

complainants in that case were proceeding to enforce the de

cree by an execution against and a sale under it of the testa

tor's estate , I apprehend the cestuique trusts would on an ap

plication by bill shewing that the debts were contracted by the

executor, and that the income in his hands was sufficient to pay

..them, be entitled to an injunction . Here the creditors be.
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come the actors, they come in under a bill to marshall the

debts and undertake to set up their debts as a charge

against the estate now out of Capers's hands . Before they

could be allowed to charge it, they must shew that Capers

had not in his hands of the income enough to pay the debts,

and that they were necessarily contracted for the benefit of

the estate . This cannot be done, and it follows that the es

tate cannot be so charged .

The debt due to Mr. Mayrant it is contended, rests upon

a still higher ground - It is said the estate had the benefit of

this contract ; and therefore ought to pay
it . But it is wor

thy of remark , that whatever was the income derived from

the use of Mr. Mayrant's plantation and driver, the cestui

que trusts did not receive it . It was received by Capers ,

and he ought to have paid the debt. Like all the rest of

his contracts it should have been paid out of the current in

come. I am however, by no means satisfied , that the rent

and hire of Mr. Mayrant's plantation and driver were ne

cessary for the estate. In relation to that part of the case ,

I am very much disposed to concur with the complainant,

and say it was a mere speculation of the executor and not

an act required to be done by any paramount necessity .

But the observations made on the other parts of the case,

dispose of Mr, Mayrant's debt,without resorting to this:

So much of the Chancellor's decree as charges the income

of the estate since it was abandoned by Capers, with the

payment of the debts to Humphries, Douglass and Mayrant,

is clearly erroneous . It is therefore ordered and decreed

that the decree of the Chancellor in these respects be re

versed .

Decree modified
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•WHAT TRUSTS ARE BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF

LIMITATIONS. *

1

WYATT W. STARKE and Wife vs. John M. STARKE Execu

tor of John W. STARKE deceased .

A trust which is no: within the statute of limitations, must be a technical

andcontinuing trust, which is not at all cognizable atlaw, but falls with

in the proper, peculiarand exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of Equity.

So long as sucha trust continues, there can be no adverse right, forthe

trustee holds both the legal estate and the possession, in right of his

cestuique trust.

But if the trustee does an act, which he intends, and which is understood

by his cestuique trust, to be a discharge ofhis trust, from that time the

statute will commence to operate.

Upon marriage the husband's receipt for the amountof his wife's choses

in action ,though she be a minor at the time, is good, and will discharge

the guardian from any further account.

If the husband receives the property and believing that he has in some

way received an equivalent for the profits, he may decline an account

and discharge the trustee.

After such time the statute of limitations will commence to run .

If the cestuique trust was ignorant ofhis rights or there was fraud on the

part of the trustee, the statute will not commence to run before the

discovery ofthe right or thefraud.

'To give the wife thebenefit of the saving clause in the statute of limita

tions, the cause of action must have accrued during coverture.

The statute of limitations does not regard coverture and infancy as equal

disabilities.

DESAUSSURE, Chancellor :- The object of the bill is to

have an account of the profits of land and the hire and la

bor of slaves ; and a discovery of the personal property of

the estate of Robert Blakeley.

The facts were as follow - Robert Blakeley died in Janu

ary, 1804, intestate , leaving a widow Catharine and one

child , Jeanette Amelia Blakeley, then an infant of a few

months old , and also leaving real and personal estate. The

widow Catharine, administered and made an appraisement

of the personal estate of . Robert Blakeley on the 16th of

July, 1804. The amount was ' $ 4004 62 5. Of this sum

$ 3700 was for the slaves . The appraisement for the oth

er property was therefore only $304 62.
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In the course of the year 1804 , the widow married John

W. Starke, who possessed himself of the estate of Robert

Blakeley and onthe 30th of January, 1808 , he gave a bond

with two surities in the sum of $ 3000 for the faithful ad

ministration ( in right of his wife ) of the personal estate of

Robert Blakeley.

The property remained in the hands of J. W. Starke from

his marriage in December, 1804 , to the year 1819. He re

ceived the rents and profits of the estate but made no re

turns to the ordinary's office .

Miss Blakeley was entitled to two-thirds of the estate

left by her father and the widow to one- third. She was

brought up and educated by her step father and had an ex

pensive education at female academies for which J. W.

Starke paid .

Jeanette Amelia Blakeley intermarried with the com

plainant Wyatt W. Starke, in January 1819, and her share

of the slaves was delivered up to the complainants. It does

not appear by any evidence whether J , W. Starke account

ed with the complainants for the rents and profits of the es

tate .

Mr. Wyatt W. Starke signed a paper of which the follow

ing is a copy :

to John W. Starke having expressed a desire in .common

with his wife Catharine Starke, to be exonerated from res

ponsibility as respects the hire and use of the nègroes be

longing to Amelia Blakeley, heiress of Robert Blakeley, I

do hereby in consideration thereof,proinise and agree never

to institute any suit or make any claim whatsoever against

the said J. W.Starke or his heirs, on account of the use or

hire of the said negroes.

( Signed ,) « WYATT W. STARKE."

There was no date to this paper and it was alleged that it

was executed before his marriage with Miss Blakeley , she

being named Amelia Blakeley in the writing ; from which

the inference hasbeen drawn, that the paper was signed

before the marriage took place .

If that had been proved satisfactorily, it would have been

sufficient to have shewn the nullity of the instrument, as

Mr. Wyatt W. Starke would in that case have had no autho

rity. or interest in the estate . We cannot however believe

without further proof, that the paper was signed before the
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marriage,because the administrator would have known that

Mr. Wyatt W. Starke had nothing to do with the estate

and had no authority to act ; and the latter would never have

done an act in relation to an estate in which he had no con

cern . It would have been an unbecoming act in both par

ties and not seemly in gentlemen of such respectable char

acters . In the absence of direct evidence of the fact I must

presume that the parties acted correctly as became their

characters.

There was a great deal of parol evidence in this cause

which was taken at great length . It is on my notes which I

connect with this decree and forms part of it. I shall refer

to it in this discussion .

It was proved that Mr. J. W. Starke got partof his pro

perty with his wife, ( wḥo had been the widow Blakeley,)

but he had some negroes of his own ; and purchased a few

and some land ( cheap ,) after his marriage ; and he died

rich ; his lands were worth four or five thousand dollars ; and

he left thirty or forty slaves .

Miss Blakeley lived with her step -father, J. W. Starke ,

who was kind to her, and brought her up in good style .

He sent her to Salem for education, and some witnesses

proved , also , to Charleston . She was married to Mr. Wy

at W. Starke in 1819, when she was about 16 years old .

She lived in the family for a year after . The division of the

slaves was made voluntarily and satisfactorily between the

parties. They had largely increased during the time Mr.

J. W. Starke had charge of them , more than doubled. Mr.

J. W. Starke conveyed by deed of the day of Janua

ry , 1819, to Wyatt W. Starke and his wife Amelia Starke ,

and their heirs , a tract of land (which appears to have been

his, J. W. Starke's ) for which Mr. Wyatt W. Starke after

wards got $ 1200.

Theconsideration expressed on the face of the deed, was

one dollar.

This cause was most elaborately and learnedly argued by

the counsel and many authorities cited to establish the points

relied upon .

It was argued by the complainants that they were entitled

to an account of the rents and profits of the real and per

sonal estate of their father ; which had never been rendere

ed to them or to the ordinary .

8VOL . I.-NO, IV .
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The defences set up, were that Mr. Wyatt W. Starke

had given a written paperas above stated , which amounted

to a discharge, and that there was sufficient evidence that

though no formal account had taken place, there was such a

settlement or payment as must have done justice between

the parties and been satisfactory to them . And that at all

events the statute of limitations or a sufficient lapse of time,

had occurred to har the claim to an account.

On the first ground it was conceeded by complainant that

the paper was signed by Mr. Wyatt W. Starke ; but it was

contended that it was not binding, as no legal orproper con

sideration was expressed and none proved . That the court

was jealous of such settlements with young heirs, and would

not sanction them when made without an account rendered

and duly examined.

It was also contended that even admitting the paper re

lied upon as a release or discharge to have been fairly and

properly obtained, yet it is not operative against the rights

andinterests of the wife ; because it was a relinquishment

which the husband had no authority to make; she also being

entitled to a settlement thereof which is now insisted on .

There is no doubt that the court is as it ought to be, very

jealous and watchful of such transactions between parties

so situated. The decided cases cited by the bar prove this

to a great extent ; yet it is not a blind jealousy. The court

hasnever gone so far as to declare that all settlements are

void . If so, it would never enquire into the circumstances.

It does however enquire into the circumstances and decides

according to them. In the case we are considering, thein

testate, Robert Blakeley, left a personal estate of twelve

slaves as appears by the appraisement; two of whom were

very aged , and all the rest called boys and girls in that

document. The widow was entitled to one third and the

daughter to two -thirds. Excluding the two old slaves there

remained very few workers. Miss Blakeley was supported

and educated at considerable expense . After the marriage

of the daughter to Wyatt W. Starke, they lived in the fami

ly for a year. Soon after the marriage, Mr. J.W. Starke

conveyed a valuable tract of land worth $ 1200 to Mr. and

Mrs. Wyatt W. Starke without price ; for the consideration

is statedin the deed to be one dollar. The conveyance to

them both shews that it was not a purchase by Mr. Wyatt
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W. Starke. The negroes had been well taken care of and

a greater number were delivered to Mr. Starke for his wife's

share than the whole number at the death of the intestate .

The witnesses prove that the number divided were between

20 and 30 . All these circumstances shew fairness in the

management, and lead themind very strongly to the belief

that there was fairness in the settlement.

In the decided cases cited and relied on , there are always

circumstances shewing unfairness or at least loss and dam

age to the party complainant.Upon the whole, there does

not appear to be sufficient ground to induce thecourt to in

terpose with a strong hand, and to declare a paper delibe

rately signed by a gentleman of mature age, bredto business

and of great intelligence, to be a void act : more especially

after the death of one of the parties .

This view of the subject applies to and supports the two

first grounds of the defence.

With respect to the husbands competency to give a dis

charge or release of his wife's right in the choses in action ,

to wit, to the rents and profits and hire of the property, there

is considerable difficulty .

The court directs settlements of the wife's property

where the husband must come into this court to get the

property, otherwise it does not interfere. Here the hus

band made a settlement himself with the administrator ; and

upon what was then a satisfactory arrangement, relinquish

ed theright to the choses in action ; for a disclaimer and

relinquishment of remedy, is a relinquishment ofthe right.

That a husband has a right to assign his wife's choses in

action during the coverture, is I think too well settled to be

shaken , when done fairly and on proper consideration . It is

too late after a division of the bulk of the estate and no mar ,

riage settlement made or asked for, and many years have

elapsed, and the administrator is dead , to endeavour to get

rid of asettlement and discharge by setting up an equityof

the wiſe in a mere inferior interest derivedout of the estate

which has been received without a settlement.

In my opinion , the circumstances do not shew any unfair

ness, and that the relinquishment was on proper considera

tion is not doubtful, when we recollect the circumstances

above stated which must have led to the signing the paper

in question.
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If there had been any circumstances which indicated un

fairness, and any injustice resulting from it, the whole of

this reasoning would be inapplicable and the court would

without scruple have opened the transaction , set aside the

relinquishmantor discharge, and ordered an account.

The next point for consideration is whether the statute of

limitations and lapse of time would bar the demand .

It is the established doctrine of the court that executors

and administrators of an estate are trustees for those inter

ested therein ; and it is also settled that the statute of limi

tations does not as such run against the just claims of per

sons so interested . It does not however follow , that great

lapse of time, neglect to pursue the remedy, an acquiescence

in a settlement until the death of a party who might have

been able to render an account, maynot operate as a bar to

the demand. All these circumstances concur in this case .

The paper given or set up as a relinquishment of right,

though without date, must from the facts in the case have

been given soon after the marriage in 1819. It is most pro

bable when the slaves of the estate were divided, and when

the conveyance of the land was made, ( January, 1819 ,)

this relinquishment of right has been acquiesced in till the

bill filed in May of the year 1829. Subsequent to the death

of the person who made the settlement, and who might if

called upon in his life time, have been able to shew the

justice of the settlement . I conclude, therefore, that it

would be improper to set aside the paper of relinquishment

signed by Mr. Wyatt W. Starke and to order an account.

I am sensible that there are real difficulties in this case

and that some of the decided cases cited by the counsel for

the complainants go very far towards supporting their claim

to an account . But it does appear to me that there is one

pervading principle running through the whole of them .

Theremust be some unfairness in the transaction , or some

injury, loss, or injustice sustained, to induce the court to in

terfere and exercise its extraordinary power to set aside a

parties own instrument, voluntarily entered into without any

proof of fraud or imposition practised to induce it . It ought

to be remarked that Mr. Starke himself drew the paper.

The property was largely increased by the management of

the administrators .

It is ordered and decreed that the bill be dismissed -- but

without costs .
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From this decree the complainants appealed .

Gregg and Desaussure for the appeal, cited Stackhouse

vs. Bamston, 10 Ves. 464, as to the statute of limitations.

The bill was filed within five years Jeanette Amelia

attained twenty one . The release was signed after the

marriage. It was a release ofher equitable estate without her

knowledge , without consideration and without an account .

As to the want of consideration , 1 Phillimore 424. 2 P.W.

203. 2 Sch . and Lef. 500. Reeve's Dom . Rel . 129. Hatch vs.

Hatch 292. 9 Ves. 292. Duke of Hamilton vs. Mahun , 1 P.

Wms. 118. 2 Atk . 15–34.2 Ves. Sen. 514. Beam's Pleas in

Equity 226. Can the husband assign the wife's choses in

action without valuable consideration . 2 Atk . 206. 417 .

4 Ves. 392. 8 Ves. 511. 4 Ves. 19. Henry vs. Udal 5 J. C.

C. 464. Clancey 123. 494. Prec. in Chan . 412. 1 Jac .

and Walk . 472. 10 Ves. 466. Ang. on limitations, 134. 1

M'Cord , C. R. 313. 176. 3 J. C. R. 216. 7 Do. 111. Plow .

375.

M Call and Clarke contra , cited 1 Phill. 482. 2 M- Cord's

R. 218. 4 M'Cord 326. Co. Litt . 282. Reeve's Dom. Rel .

5. Roper's Hus. and Wife 218. 9 Ves. 100. 107. 2 Ves.

280. 92. 3 Brown's Ch . R. 633. 13 Ves . 148. 1 Fonb . 201 .

Newland on Con. 404. 3 P. W. 189. 2 Cranch , 180. 1 Har

per, Eq. R. 180. 2 Mad. Ch. 243. 353. ·

Curia , per O'NEALL, J.-The only question necessary

to be considered in this case , is whether the complainants?

claim for an account of the hire of their slaves is barred by

the statute of limitations ?

A trust which is not within the statute of limitations,

must in the language of Chancellor Kent, “ be a technical

and continuing trust, which is not at all cognizable at law ,

but falls within the proper, peculiar and exclusive jurisdic

tion ” of the court of equity . Kane vs. Bloodgood, 7 J. C.

R. 111. So long as this trust continues there cannot be any

adverse right orpossession - for the trustee holds both the

legal estate, and thepossession, not for himself but for his

cestuique trust. While therefore the trust continues , the stat

ute of limitations cannot effect it ; but if the trustee does an

act which he intends,and which is understood by his cestui

que trust to be a discharge of his trust, then the statute will

from that time commence to run : and this was so decided

by this court at our last session in Charleston , in the case of

ch

e

it

at.

Or

e
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Moore vă. Porcher. According to Chancellor Kent's defi

nition of such a trust as will not be effected by the statute

of limitations, the case put will be found to want one very

essential character. It is no longer a continuing trust . In

deed it is no longer a trust in any senseof the word ; for a

trust is to hold for the use of another. But here the trustee

has ceased so to hol - l : he indeed holds for himself. In this

respect the case is very analogous to a very common and

familiar one at law , that of landlord and tenant . So long as

this relationship exists, the tenant cannot acquire an adverse

title by possession . But so soon as he is divested of bis

character as tenant by the consent of his landlord, as by pur

chase from him , or by going out of possession, and again

acquiring it , or by actual notice to his landlord that he has

ceased to hold as tenant, and holds for himself-he may ac

quire a title by possession , for he then holds for himself, and

in his own right, and not for and in the right of another, and

this is what I understand by adverse possession . Simons

vs. Parsons, decided January term , 1830, at this place.

It is supposed, however, that the rule which I have stated

cannot apply to this case ; for it is alledged that the defen

dants testator, as trustee for Mrs. Starke, could not dis

charge his trust otherwise than by coming to a regular ac

count and paying the balance found in his hands. This -

position is based upon the notion that the hire in arrear,

was the wife's equitable chose in action , which the court of

equity would order to be settled on her, and that therefore

no act of the husband short of an actualreceipt of the fund

could actually or construetively discharge the trustee from a

future account . There is no doubt of the rule , that where

the husband or his assignee have to seek the aid of the court

ofequity, to render the wife's chose in action available , that

it will generally decree a settlement ; and that there is as

little doubt where either receive it and render it available

that the court of equity, cannot interfere. Upon marriage,

the husband has the right to receive the personal property

of the wife ; and his receipt of the amount of his wife's

choses in action, even although she be a minor, is good and

valid , and will discharge her guardian from any further ac

count. Edwards vs. Higgins, 2 M'Cord's C. Ř . 16 . If he

thinks proper to receive the property, and believing that he

has in some way , received an equivalent for its hire,he
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may decline an account, and discharge the trustee . For

it will not be denied, that the complainant, Starke, might

( if he had thought proper so to do ) have claimed from his

uncle, the testator, an account of the hire of his wife's

slaves, and on receiving payment, he could have returned

the money to him ; and if this had been done, it could not

be pretended that either he or his wife, could ever have de

manded any further account . The course which the com

plainants alledge was pursued, was exactly equivalent to this .

For he received the slaves ofhis wife and such of the prop

erty as the testator thought proper to give him, and believ

ing either that he was fully indemnified for the hire , or that

it would be hard or unjust to claim an account, he promised

not to do so . This was a gift by the husband to the trus

tee , of his liability to account. Standing by itself, it could

not perhaps be sustained as a promise not to demand an

account, unless plenary proof had been furnished of a con

sideration to sustain it . But it is in evidence, that at that

time the trustee did an act , intended and understood to be

by the cestuique trust entitled to receive a discharge.

of the trust. It is in this point of view alone, that I attach

any importance to the paper executedby Wyatt W. Starke.

The statute of limitations is founded upon the
presum

tion , that after the time allowed by it for an action to be

brought that the evidences of settlement and payment have

beenlost, and this lapse of time stands in the place ofproof,

and operates as a positive bar, even against our belief of

*non-payment. If it was necessary therefore, in the case

before us, it would be our duty, in speaking of a matter to

which the bar of the statnte applies, to presume in favor of

the defendant, that an actual account , and payment in mo

ney or property had been made , at the time the trust was

terminated .

In January, 1819, when the testator delivered over the

slaves to his cestuique trust, his trust terminated, and the

statute then commenced its operation . If it was pretended ,

that a fraud had been committed by the trustee , or that his

cestuique trusts were ignorant of their rights , the statute

would not commence to run until a discovery of the fraud ;

or until they were informed of their rights. But there is

no pretence of this kind in the case ; and indeed the paper

executed by Wyatt W. Starke, shows that he was well
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aware of his wife's rights, and that he chose to end the re

lation of trustee and cestuique trust without asserting them .

In four years after January, 1819, the right of the com

plainant, Starke, to demand any further account, was

barred ; and I am very much inclined to think, that in a

case brought by himselfand wife, the coverture of his wife

would not be any answer to the plea of the statute of limi

tations . The saving in favor of femes covert, in the statute ,

is for the protection of the wife, and not the husband ; and

in that view, it is, that she is authorized to constitute an at

torney to sue either in her own name, or in the name of

her husband himself. But it is not necessary so to decide in

this case . For unless the wife was entitled to five years,

after attaining to full age , the bar is complete against her

as well as the husband. By the act of 1712, 2 Brev. Dig.

Tit. 110, Sec . 14, p . 23, it is provided, that if any person

or persons, “ atthe time of any such cause of action given

or accrued, shall be beyond the seas, or feme covert, or

imprisoned, shall be at liberty to bring their action at any

time within four years after the ratification of this act, or at

any time within five years after such cause of action given

or accrued, and at no time after. ” To entitle the com

plainants to the benefit of this saving, it is necessary to

shew that the cause of action accrued during coverture. It

is however unquestionable, that the right to demand an ac

court of the hire of the slaves, accrued to Miss Blakely at

the end of every year after the death of her father. The

cause of action therefore existed before coverture, and she

cannot claim the benefit of this saving. In Tredwell &

wife, vs. Collins, 1st Con . Rep. ( Tredway's Ed . ) 202, the

cause of action accrued to the feme plaintiff while sole, and

during infancy , and it was held that she was bound in four

years, after attaining to full age ; and that she was not en

titled to sue within five years from her coverture, notwith

standing it appeared that she had been married during in

fancy.

It is true that in Stowell vs. Zouch, Plowden , 375, it is

said “ that if one had three or four of the defects, and im

pediments, as if a woman who has present right, or when

the positive right falls in is covert, within age, not of

whole mind, and in prison , and one or two, or three of

these defects, are removed , as if the husband dies, and she
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is of full age and let outof prison, the five years appointed

to her by the statute , shall not commence , until the last

defect or impediment is removed ; and when she is void of

all the impediments or defects, then the five years shall

commence.” Onlooking back into the reportof that case,

at page 362, the clause of the statute , to which this argu

ment of the Judges alludes , will be found to provide, “ that

all women covert, not parties to the fine, and every person,

within age , in prison or out of the realm , and not of whole

mind at the time of the fine levied and ingrossed, and by

the act before excepted, having any right or title or cause

of action , to the lands , shall take their actions on lawful

entry according to their right and title , within five years ,

after they come and be of full age of twenty one years,

out of prison, discovert, & c.” from which it appears, that

the statute there referred to, and upon which the argument

is founded, contemplates the giving of five years, after

the removing of all disabilities which may exist at the ac

crual of the cause of action . The conclusion of the Judg

es in this argument is nothing more than that the party

may rely upon the disability last removed, and claim the

five years from that time . All the disabilities must exist

at the moment the cause of action accrues . If only one

existed , and that is removed, the statute would commence

to run, and a subsequent disability accruing, would not pre

.vent it from running out, as appears from the same authori

ty . So that even according to this case , coverture, after

the cause of action accrued , could not be joined to infancy,

to extend the term allowed by the statute . But our acts

of limitations , are not identical in their provision with the

statute referred to in Plowden . T'he act of 1788, 2d Brev.

Dig. Tit . 110, Sec 23 , p . 25, allows to infants four years,

after attaining to full age , to prosecute any personal action .

The act of 1712, does not except femes covert until after

discoverture, but merely gives them the right to sue at any

time within five years after the cause of action accrued.

The acts of limitations do not therefore regard coverture

and infancy as equal disabilities. Indeed, coverture is not

a disability, for the act of 1712, does not treat it as such , in

permitting the rights of a feme covert to be barred while

it exists : and by another provision , the right and power to

sue , is given to her. It may admit of a grave question ,

9VOL . I.-NO. IV .
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whether the disability of infâncy is not merged in the cov

erture, and whether an infant feme covert could have any

longer term than five years after the accrual of her cause

of action. In all events, the party could only have the

right to claim the protection of one or the other, and not

rely upon both as cumulative disabilities .

In the case before us, the complainants must 'rely on

the infancy of Mrs. Starke. She was of full age in July or

October, 1823. Take the last period as the true time , and

she would be barred in October, 1827, three months before

the testator's death, and nearly a year and eight months

before the filing of this bill .

It is therefore ordered and decreed, that the Chancel

lor's decree be affirmed . Decree affirmed .

TRIAL OF THE FRENCH MINISTERS.

We have endeavoured for some months past, to procure a report of this

trial that we could fully rely on. We have at last been compelled to

take it from Galignani's Messenger. We are not certain that we have

the whole evidence, but what we have, is so interesting, and commu

nicates so much information in relation to the late Revolution in

France, that we are sure it must be acceptably received by our read

ers . The Speeches delivered on this occasion , are excellent speci

mens of the French Bar ; a bar of whom we know but too little in this

country. Whatever the Englishmay think , and notwithstanding thegreat

advantages ofthe English language over that of France, we do not

hesitate to say , that with the exception of Mr, Brougham, we have

heard better speaking in France than in England. Tobesure ,

we have heard some very wretched. So we have in both countries.

Fully as bad as any we ever heard in America ; with every fault ex

cept that of Grammar.

Nothing, however can be more wretched and rediculous to the eyes and

ears of an Englishman or an American, than the sudden rush to the
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tribune, a low reading desk, precisely similar to that of the Readers

desk below our Speaker's seat, and situated in the same way as to the

Speaker, and the hurried schoolboy manner in which many speakers in

the French Chamber hurry over a few sentences ofepigramatic turn

which it would seem ihey had prepared for the purposes of producing a

sort of momentary convulsion, to enable them to escape to their seats

before they are discovered. What renders this habit the more redicu

lous, is the great contrast which is seen in the Chamber of Deputies

every day -- for this sharp shooting is often immediately succeeded by

a fine, full, flowing voice ; noble and dignified action , vehement and

energetic utterance ; prompted alone by the feelings of the moment

or the dignity of the occasion, and quite equal to any thing we hare

scen or heard any where.

At ten o'clock this morning, ( 15 Dec. 1830. ) the im

portant trial of the ex -Ministers commenced before the

Court of Peers. The morning was cold and snowy, con

sequently unfavorable to the congregation of any considera

ble crowd in the streets . Numbers had, however, assem

bled before eight o'clock in the neighbourhood of the

Odeon and Luxembourg, but the great mass of persons vis

sible were National Guards of all legions and grades. They

lined every avenue , their bayonets glittered among the

gardens of the Luxembourg, and the whole palace was in a

state ofsiege. The court- yard was entirely occupied by the

civil and military authorities, who, with excellent arrange

ments, secured prompt ingress for the privileged few who

had obtained tickets of admission to the interior.

At nine o'clock , the whole area of the Chamber ofPeers

was filled by spectators. The Peers did not take their

seats before ten o'clock .

The principal advocates of the Paris and provincial bar

were in attendance .

On the right ofthe place allotted to the French bar, and

on the spot usually filled by the clerk of the House of

Peers, was a commodious box, enclosed for the prisoners,

with four chairs provided for their accommodation, and a

desk and stools for their counsel ; the accusing Managers

had a similar box, on the other side of the bar division .
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upon the floor.

About one third of the space on the floor was railed off

for the use of the members of the Chamber of Deputies,

who were in full attendance . All the small boxes behind

the seats of the Peers were filled by those privileged from

the different Embassis, and the foreigners of rank who had

tickets .

The public had the semicircular gallary , nearly two

thirds of whichwere railed off for thejournalists — the re

mainder was filled by those who had tickets , so that in point

of fact, for unprivileged strangers, there were found only

four places.

The ministers of the King sat, as usual , in the front bench

The Peers wore their full uniform , and

among the spectators , officers of the Court, and journalists,

the greater number were in the uniform of the National

Guard . For the first time in the Chamber of Peers, mem

bers had their seats marked, as is the custom on nights of

important business in the British House of Commons.

The building was completely filled, but the distribution

of places was so mechanically correct , that not the slight

est confusion prevailed.

A few minutes after ten o'clock , and before the Presi

dent took his seat, the prisoners were conducted into the

Chamber by four soldiers, of the municiple guards, pre

ceded by Colonel Festamel, the Commandant of the prison

of Luxembourg ;-they immediately sat upon the chairs pro

vided for them . They were dressed in black, except Pos

lignac and Peyronnet, who wore brown coats and coloured

waistcoats . They entered the Court uncovered, and bowed

upon entering. Some Gentleman of the bar cordially shook

hands with Count Peyronnet . They were not, however,

seated more than a minute, when, upon some intimation ,

Col. Festamel withdrew them across the floor, and through

the same door of their entrance . As they were retiring in

front of the box allotted to the deputies, a number con

versed for an instant with Count Peyronnet, and warmly

shook him by the hand.

The prisoners, with the exception of Peyronnet, ( who

maintained a firm and cheerful demeanor) were very pale

and wan . Chantelauze appeared like a man on the thresh

old ofthe tomb. The fortitude which had conducted Po

lignac to his elevation , appeared now to have entirely de
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serted him ; he looked around him with evident anxiety ,

but his eye sèemed not to meet a sympathizing glance.

He is a man of gentlemanly appearance , and his silvery

hair gavea sorrowful hue to his aspect. Polignac is 50 years

of age ; Peyronnet 52 ; Chantelauze 43 ; and Guernon de

Ranville 43.

At half past ten o'clock precisely, Colonel Festamel re

conducted his prisoners to the bar ; they were now follow

ed by the whole corps of their Counsel ; of the latter, Mar

tignae took the lead. He did not wear the professional

costume ofthe defenders of the other prisoners, but wore

his Court dress as Deputy.

As soon as the prisoners were seated , a number of wit

nesses were introduced on the door at the right of theCourt.

The President then entered , and all the Peers took their

seats in great pomp and order. The prisoners looked

steadfastly at their Judges as they passed-l'eyronnet,

who is a tall figure, with his arms crossed, and apparently

at perfect ease-Polignac followed them attentively with his

eye, but no familiar recognition on the part of the Peers to

the prisoner was observed during this ceremony. Polig

nac,however attimes conferred with some ofthe gentle

men of the bar deputation, who were next his elbow.

Silence being proclaimed , the President asked the pris

oners in succession, beginning with Prince Polignac , their

names, ages and professions, as follows. The answers

were given ( except from Peyronnet, who maintained the

utmost self possession and naivete ) in a plaintive tone, in

particular by Polignac, who was at times scarcely audible.

The tone of Chantelauze was that of a man entirely sub

dued by physical indisposition .

The Court of Peers was then called over by the proper

officers, and the Peersanswered to their names. The

Commissioners of the Chamber of Deputies, charged with

the impeachment of the Ministers of Charles X. were in

full Court dress . As the business commenced, all the pris

oners were furnished with paper, pens and ink, of which

they commenced to make immediate use, with the excep

tion of Chantelauze, who was evidently too weak for any

personal exertion .

The answers to the President's questions to the prison

ers, were as follows :--
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The PRESIDENT, to the Prince Polignac, Monsieur Le

Prince, what is your name , rank, age, and place of nati

vity ?My name is Jules Amand Marie Prince de Polig

nac, Peer of France.

Your age, sir ? Fifty years .

Your domicile ? The reply of the prisoner was given by

a sign of his hand, pointing to the adjoining prison where

he had been so lately domiciled.

Your profession ? I have none .

The PRESIDENT then put the same interrogatories to

Count de Peyronnet who replied :

M. DE PEYRONNET, Mr. President, before I answer, I

wish to say, that I have already prefaced my interrogato

ries elsewhere by a protestation which must be recorded

by the Commissioners ofthe Chamber of Deputies. I wish

here to record on your proces verbal, a similar process.

My name is Count de Peyronnet, Peerof France, my age

53 years. My former residence and protest are correctly

given in the previous process.

The PRESIDENT — The Greffier ( officer ofthe court) will

take a note of that declaration .

The same questions being repeated to M. Guernon de

Ranville , and M. de Chantelauze, the former said he was

a Deputy for the Maine and Loire , aged 43 years , born at

Rouen ; and thathe wished to have his protest recorded

before the Court in the same terms as that of Count de

Peyronnet. M. de Chantelauze gave his

(43 years, ) was born at Caen , formerly Minister of Pub

lie Instruction, and then residing at the Ministry. He pro

tested likewise .

Prince POLIGNAC -- then rose and said " I also wish

to record my protestation before the Commissioners, and

to have it here recorded . "

This conjoint protestation was against the Competency

of the Court to question their acts by command of the King

in Council .

The Peers being all called over , and other forins

complied with, the Presidentrose and said, “ The defend

ers of the prisoners know the terms of the article 211 of the

Criminal Code of Instruction . I desire they will bear in

mind toconform to them during the trial.”

The GREFFIER then read the record of the proceedings

of the Chamber of Deputies on the 29th of September, and

age as before

some
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of the Chamber ofPeers on the28thof November, rela

tive to the process against the accused .

The PRESIDENT.- “ Accused - you are charged with

having sigued the ordinances of the 25th ofJuly . You will

now hear this accusation read according to the forms pre

scribed by the law , and you will answer afterwards the

questions which it is my duty to put to you separately .”

The prisoners Polignac and Peyronnet inclined their

heads in assent to this intimation.

The act of accusation was then read in due form , and in

the manner in which we have already published it. It

charged the Ministers with conspiring, through the means

of the memorable ordinances of July, to overthrow the

charter and liberties ofthe French people .

M. BERENGER, the Reporter of the Commission of Accu

sation of the Chamber of Deputies, then rose and addressed

the Court. He said that the resolution and act ofaccusa

tion which they had just caused to be read against the Ex

Ministers of Charles X. it was for them now to proceed

upon . As the organ of the Commissioners, he said hede

manded justice for the violation, by these Ex -Ministers of

the law of France ; the attempt to overthrow by an act of

arbitrary power her institutions; and for the blood ofher

citizens so daringly and unlawfully shed . In making this

appeal in behalf of the people of France, he begged to as

sure the Court of Peers, that the good citizens ofParis,

who had suffered so much in their struggle , sought for

justice only, and that justice in strict conformity with the

law, the jurisdiction of which they had re - established.

He had toaccuse the ex-Ministers of violating the electoral

laws, under the form and pretext of a dissolution of the

Chamber of Deputies, and to demand justice against the

perpetrators of these crimes . The nation demands, and

has a right to demand this act of justice when I prove to

you these crimes. It was, he knew , necessary that the

tribunal whichhad to adjudge such a cause should beinde

pendent, that its free deliberations should be secured, and

its judgment above all suspicion of being induced by fear or

bias. Of this importantcause they would so judge as to

acquit their consciences with satisfaction tothemselves,and

then he had no doubt they would secure the according

voice of their country , andof Europe, which now kept its
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eye upon their solemn proceeding. He concluded by a

strong appealto the Court — to govern ils feelings during

the progress of this trial, so as to secure the permanent as

cendancy of the laws, the liberties of the people, and the

punishment of those who should be convicted ofcrimes

which shook , as these did, the basis of society .

The witnesses who had previously entered the court,

and among whom were M. Casimir Perrier, M.Lafitte, and

other eminent members of Parliament, were here com

manded by the voice of the Greffier to retire.

The President to the Prince Polignac - You see, sir , the

necessity which is now imposed upon you of repelling , in

the best manner you can , this most serious charge. You

are called upon to do so, to clear up your own consci

ence, if youcan, and also to acquit the consciencies ofyour

peers.

Upon your entrance , on , the 8th of August, into theMin

istry, had youbeen for any time previously acquainted with

theintentions of King Charles X. respecting your appoint

ment ? No.

Did you , when called upon , aid or form that Ministry ?

I had a list of persons submitted to the king, who chose

those who were agreeable to his wishes.

Was the formation of that ministry preceededby several,

or by any conferences, and was M. de Chabrol's retire

ment discussed ? I know of none of these conferences.

The selection was made by the king as Ihave already men

tioned, and the retirement of M. de Chabrol was the con

sequence, I believe, of differences respecting the person to

be named President of the Council.

What was the nature of these differenees ? I can say

nothing ofthe particulars which confidentially transpired in

the councils ofthe king .

What is the meaning of your distinction ? Justice re

quires from you the fullest explanations ; it is your duty to

give them , both for yourself and your colleagues ? I cannot

disclose the secrets of the counsel . I have no means of

furnishing the particulars which transpired therein .

Who dictated the answer to the address of the Chamber

of Deputies ? I am ignorant about it .

Was there not , I ask you, some opposition in the council

respecting it? It necessarily gave rise to some observations

and discussions.
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Several questions were then put to M. de Polignac al

most similar to those we have already published in the de

positions before the Commissioners. The prisoner still

denies that an intention existed to dissolve the Chamber at

the time of its prorogation , but admitted that when the dis

solution did take place, it was with the view to get a bet

ter Chamber.

Were not the secrets of the electoral votes violated by

order ? No ; I believe not.

A note being here handed to Polignac at his desire,

which it was intimated implicated him upon his long con

sideration upon the ordinances, the Prince said : I see

nothing in this note to justify your suspicion. I see noth

ing to show thatwe did not wish to repose upon the forms

and principles of the constitution; and in a report which

I addressed to the King on the 7th of the same month, I

proved the necessity of resting upon the Charter--Where,

I ask , is the proof that we wished deliberately to violate

the Charter I see none in this note . (Handing it back

to the officer of the Court.)

M. de Peyronnet here rose , evidently to address the

Court, but he was checked , and informed by the President

that he could only be heared in his turn , when he should

be fully heard .

M. de Martignac, ( Council for the defence ) rose and

requested that no interlocutory remarks should be made in

this stage of the trial, or indeed until the proper time came

when the accused could go fully into their defence. The

thread ofthe interrogatories should not be broken. ( Hear. )

You have said, that up to the moment of publication,no

part ofthe publicwas apprised ofyour intention respecting

the ordinances.? I believe none.

Precautions were taken to arrange the local command

after their publication ? Yes.

Were not the proper precautions taken ? No.

M. de Polignac was then asked if he had ever made a

communication to the King relative to the effect produced

by the ordinances, but he declined to answer . He denied

having given orders to break the presses of the journals, or

to arrest certain Deputies, and even that he had given any

order to the troops to use force. The next interrogatory

was :

VOL . I.NO. IV . 10
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But if
you had given no order, there is a great difficulty

in believing you could be ignorant that such orderswere

given , and if so , what were the motives of your non -inter

ference ? Who gave orders to the police for the illegal pro

ceedings ? Their officers I suppose.

Did you not give the orders, or hear them given to dis

tribute fifty rounds of ball cartridges to the troops ? No ; I

had nothing to do with those matters. They were ne

cessarily in the hands of the Marshal in command , who had

declared Paris in a state of siege . The whole military

power was necessarily vested in him .

Then it is not true you were a party to any of these

military orders, or that you ever said to an officer in com

mand , “ you will fire every where where youcan and you

wish to fire ? I never said so .

Did you ever render any account to the late King of

what passed on the Tuesday ? No, for I had no official cor

respondence upon the subject, and could not therefore

make official communications to 'him relative to it .

Did you not know that the combat was then every

where raging ? No, I did not .

Nor of the number of persons then killed ? No,

Nor that the shops were shut, and the armourers plun

dered ? Nothing of the kind .

Nor of the fire at the Exchange ? No.

Were you not soon apprised of the re- assemblage of the

Deputies at the house of M. Casimir Perrier and of their

resolution ? Of none of it .

Nor of the formal protest drawn up in their nameby M.

M. Guizot, Dupin, Villemain, &c. ? I knew . of none of

these details until after my arrest..

You repeat , you had no official communication with the

King on Tuesday ? None officially, but verbally .

What communication had you with your colleagues ? We

had a Council on Tuesday evening.

Who was it proposed to place Paris in a state of siege ?

I cannot tell that.

Was there any opposition ? The proposal to place Paris

in a state of siege was adopted.

What reason induced its adoption ? The motives will be

assigned in the defence.

Was the placing Paris in a state of siege spoken of in the

Council ? No.
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At what hour on Wednesday were you at St. Cloud ?

Eight, or half past eight, in the morning.

Were
you

informed as to the state of Paris ? No.

Did you propose to the King to sign the ordinance plac

ing Paris in a state of siege ? Yes .

At what o'clock did you return, to Paris ? At eleven

o'clock .

Did you inform the Marshal of the placing Paris in a

state of siegé ? Yes.

Were the Civil'Authoritiesinformed of it ? It must have

been so .

Was it with the Council that the Marshal put himself in

relation ? With me and with the Council .

At what o'clock on Wednesdaydid you leave the hotel

of the Minister of Foreign Affairs ? About 2 o'clock.

What induced you to leave the hotel ? The crowds were

numerous .

Did you make your determination known to the other

Ministers ? There were one or two of them with me at the

time .

Were you informed of the resistance made by the in

habitants ? The information was not broughtto me .

Then you did not inform the King of what had taken

place ? I could not.do- so , as I did not know it till late in

the day towards eleven o'clock. I wrote that the move

ments continued, but I had no positive information to com

municate.

Did you communicate with the other Ministers ? Yes .

Did you communicate with the Marshal ? I asked him

what had passed and what he thought of it:

At what hour did you part with the Deputies at head

quarters ? In the morning.

Did the Marshal giveyou an account of the proceeding

of the Deputies ? He made several observations to me on

the subject. When I knew that the Deputies were with

him , I caused it to be intimated to the Marshal that I could

not see them. He told me the conditions they insisted on

were the withdrawal of the ordinances. I answered that I

could not take that upon me, but that I would communicate

with the King. I then sent an officer to the Deputies, to

say that I would see them ; but when I knew the conditions

on which I had already made my answer, I did not think

it my duty to see them .
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Did youtake the necessary measures for publishing this

ordinance ? In quality of keeper of the Seals, it was my

duty to send it to the competent authorities.

Had the Council any sitting after Paris was placed in a

state of siege ? There was no meeting of Council after the

evening of the 27th .

Did you do nothing to stop the effusion of blood ? The

placing Paris in a state of siege placed all power in the

handsof the Marshal. I could have wished to stop the

effusion of blood ; but I repeat, that I could do nothing to

prevent it .

Were you acquainted with the proceedings of the Depu

ties in regard toM.de Polignac ? He told me of it after

wards.

Did you make the King'acquainted with what was pass

ing at Paris ? No ; but I think theMarshal did .

At what o'clock did you re -join your colleagues on

Thursday morning ? I cannot say precisely .

What did you resolve on with them ? We resolved to

proceed immediately to St. Cloud, to require the re -call

of the ordinances.

Did you not issue orders to arrest 'several persons,

amongstwhom were some of the Deputies ? Such orders

appear, indeed to have been given, though not by me,

and were revoked an hour after .

However, it is not probable that the Marshal would have

taken such a measure of his own accord ? I do not know

who gave him the orders 'in question.

After the departure of the Deputies, were you not in

formed that the troops were declaring for the people ; and

did you not then say that the troops of the line ought to be

fired at ? I do not remember having said any thing to that

purpose .

In the course of the evening did you not assemble your

colleagues, in order to deliberate on what was to be done

the next day, which was Thursday ? No Council. met since

that moment.

Did youtake every measure necessary to prevent the ef

fusion of blood ? No measure could be taken for we contin

ued to hope that the disorders would cease .

Was the Court Royal ordered to the Tuilleries in con

sequence of your directions ? Yes.
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Do you know ifany money was given to the troops ? On

Monday they received none ; but I heard that those who

were in Paris received some money on Wednesday.

In virtue of what ordinance was thatmoney distributed ?

In virtue of an ordinance emanating from the Minister of

the Finances,

Where and by whom, were the orders given to dissolve

the eamp of St. Omar ? By the King, during the night be

tween Wednesday and Thursday ..

The PRESIDENT to M. de Peyronnet - Were you ac

quainted with the measures which proceeded your acces

sion to the Ministry ? No.

Did you hold any conference with your colleagues rela

iive to the measures which were to be . ultimately taken

coneerning the elections ? I attended one conferrence pre

vious tomy accession to the Ministry.

Was there not a scheme formed to effect an entire change

in the system of elections ? I believe that in the proceed

ings there are most evident proofs of the contrary. The

only report to the King on the subject, is one dated the

14th of April, and which announces on the part of the

Government the formal intention of maintaining the Char

ter. This report was made a few days before I became

Minister.

What motives determined the King to appeal in person

to the electors by the Proclamation which proceeded the

election ? I do not feel it my duty to investigate the inten

tions of the King. However, it is probable. that hismo

tives were the same as those which prompted Louis XVIII .

in 1820 .

Wasthe Proclamation issued by the Council ? Yes .

Who drew it up ? I am bound to name no one .

Why was it signed by the Prince de Polignac and not by

yourself ? Because it was thought more proper at the mo

ment.

Were not many illegal measures taken to influence the

elections ? I took no measure of the kind you allude to :

on the contrary I always opposed them . I shall avail my

self of the present opportunity to beg the Court to allow

my defender to read the only circular which I wrote at the

moment of the elections.

M. Hennequin, defender of M. de Peyronnet then read

1
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the circular , in which the Minister gave orders to the Pre

fects to take every measure necessary, in order that the

electors might vote freely and in perfect security ..

M. de Peyronnet - I shall also beg leave to enter into

some details , in order to bring to light the sincerity of my .

conduct at that period . Ofthe Presidents of the electoral

colleges, three were chosen in this Court, and now at

tend the present trial ; they thought proper to consult

me on the speeches they were to make on the opening of

the Colleges, and I hope that they will not refuse to do me

justice by making known my answer to their demand.

Were no threats made use of against anypublic function .

ary who would venture to oppose the intentions of the

Government ? I can affirm positively that no menace was

made use of by me, in myrelations with the public fun

ctionaries .

Were no circulars addressed to the electors ? I have been

informed that several Prefects did address circulars to the

electors of their departments, but they acted on this occa

sion without my orders.

Did not many violent disorders take place at Montauban

at the momentof the elections, and what measures did you

adopt to repress them ? On being informed that dişorders

hadarisen at Montauban and at Figeac, I transmitted im

mediate orders for the punishment of those who had dis

turbed the public tranquility. I am truly sorry that the

orders in question have not been found, and I have already

expressed my regret on that point to the Commisson of

Chamber of Peers.

As soon as the ordinances were published , did you in

form all the authorities placed under your orders, of that

publication ? I did not think that any rigorous measure

would become necessary: The reports which were made

to the Ministry, only served to delude it by false and fatal

security.

Were you acquainted with the troubles which took place

in Paris on the Monday evening ? On my way home, I saw

afew groups, and heard several persons utter different vo

cifferations.

To whom was the report on the seizure of the printing

press addressed ? [ Here the President sent the report to .

M. de Peyronnet, that he might read it . The latter, after
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examining it, replied.] The documents reply to the ques

tion ; I shall therefore beg leave to make no answer.

Whoissued the orders 10 disperse the groups ? I do not

know.

Atwhat period were the measures in regard to the ordi

nances concerted ? The measures were resolved on when

the result of the elections was known.

Were there not journals which published articles having

this for their object ? It is true there were journals which

advocated the principles I had professed all my life ; but I

can affirm , that at this period the only journal which con

tained any articles of mine , incessantly combatted all coups

d'etat.

Which of the Ministers opposed the publication of the

ordinance ? When this question was first put to me by the

Commissioners of the Chamber of Deputies, I kept the si

lence imposed on me by, duty , in regard to all that passed

in the King'sCouncil. On the other hand , it was neces

sary to speak in favor of a colleague as unfortunate as my

self, and also my friends . The Commissioners saw my

reluctance: they triumphed over it. I told the truth. I

do not regard it, but I must add, that at this moment, silence

is my duty.

As thecircumstances under which you acted no longer

exist , it appears to me that you should now feel yourself at

liberty tospeakout ?. The oath I have taken is absolute,

and not conditional . I cannot think that misfortunes have

absolved me of it .

You are one of those who opposed the ordinances ? I

cannot answer that question .

Had you any share in thepreparation of the report to the

King ? Yes.

Who was the author of thạt report ? - I cannot answer

that question .

Who was the author of the ordinances as to the elec

tions ? . It was I.

Was not the illegality of these ordinances discussed ?

Even if I durst speak of what passed in the Council, I could

not answer that question.

Who prepared the ordinances which named M. de Ra

gusa to the command of the first military división ? I have

but an imperfect knowledge of that ordinance, which was

not in my province .

4
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Do you know if any summons was made to the people ?

I do not .

Do you know that there was a meeting of Deputies at

Paris ? I knew it afterwards.

Did you assist at the Council which had for its object the

putting Paris in a state of seige ? . Yes .

Was that resolution definitive or conditional ?
As far as

I can recollect , a note was addressed to the Council; an

nouncing that the troubles had been appeased . It was

then useless to recur to such a measure, if next day the

troubles had entirely ceased . That is atleast what I al

ways understood .

Did you take the necessary measures for making your

self acquainted with what was passing in Paris ? I repeat

that the ordinance placing Paris in a state of seige united

the whole power in a single harid . . After that period I had

no nreans of action , and ng communication with the autho

rities intrusted with the execution . In returning from St.

Cloud on Tuesday, I went to the Tuilleries, where I ex

pected to find mycolleagues, Not finding them, however,

in their usual place of meeting, I learned by a man, whom

I met at the Tuilleries, that they were assembled at head

quarters. I went there and found that the putting Paris in

a state of siege was already resolved on. I had then ' no

means of communicating withthe Prefect of Police , who

had already been driven from his hotel.

At what o'clock did you meet.your colleagues ? I can

not specify the hour.

What deliberations took place at this council ? There

was no councils for there was not an instant when the seven

Ministers could not assemble .

He then, in his further evidence , denied any knowledge

of an order to arrest certain Deputies, and described that

he had no part in the measure for placing Paris in a state

of siege, and that he did all he could to prevent the mea

sures which were impending ; he declined, however, to

state the especial points upon which those differences arose .

The President to M. De Chantelauze.

Have you any knowledge of the orders relative to the

Ordinances, and from whom they emanated ? This is a

subject upon which I respectfully state I must hold silence .

Was not your entrance into office dependent on the in
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dispensable condition of M. Peyronnet's entrance ? Yes,

it was. I avow that all my efforts were directed to the

support of the King's measures, and the electoral votes, but

I deprived no man of his situation , and I used no threats

for that purpose .

Who was the author of the ordinance relative to the

press ? I cannot answer that question .

Did you not hear of the protestation ofthe members, and

of its insertion in the journals ? I had no cognizance of

this circumstance until informed of it by the Procureur du

Roi.

Did you not take measures against the assemblage of the

people ? No, it was not my province to do so .

You knew Paris to be in a state of siege ? Yes.

Who caused that measure ? The order of circumstances .

The business of the day was then closing with M. Guer

non de Ranville's examination. The neighborhood of the

Luxembourg was perfectly tranquil.

Polignac rallied a good deal while answering his inter

rogatories. He heldin hishand the printed book of the

depositions, published by the House of Peers, and the Pre

sident interrogated him from the original manuscript from

which this publication was made.
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COURT OF PEERS .

Francois Mauguin , aged 45, Deputy from the Cote - d '

Or, residing No. 6, Rue du Gros Chenet.

At the time of the elections at Paris, which preceded the

Ordonnances of July, my intention was to go to awatering

place, which the state of my health had long rendered ne

cessary . I had even ordered post-horses to set out on the

19th July, the day of the elections, immediately after hav

ing given my vote. At the moment I voted, M. Vassal

was in the chair, at the bureau of the college. I acquaint

ed himwith my projected journey, and my intention of be

ing back a fewdays after the opening of the Chambers.

He answered me that I did wrong in going away , because

acoup d'etat was preparing, and he related to me the plan

of it, which was, in effect, that of the Ordonnances, assur

ing me that he heard it from one of his friends, acquainted

with public affairs. This friend had mentioned the 25th or

26th of July, as being that of the publication of the Ordon

11

tate

to
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nances. Notwithstanding this advice, I persisted in my

resolution to depart. Towards half-past eleven , the horses

had been put to, and I was ascending the coach, when two

persons on whose information I could rely, came up and

requested menotto go, stating that to a certainty the pro

jected coup d'etat would be issued. The details they gave

me determined me to remain , and I passed the following

days till Monday 26th, at my countryhouse , near St. Ger

main. I was there on the afternoon of that day, when,

having been informed by a person who had arrived from

Paris, of the Ordonnances published in the morning, and of

the agitation they had excited in Paris, I thought proper to

return thither immediately . It was nine o'clock when I

reached my house, and Ihad scarcely arrived, when a per

son of a very royalist opinion called upon me , and advised

me to return to the country, telling me that it was in con

templation, even that evening, to arrest a great number of

Deputies. It has not been in my power since to ascertain

whether this news was true . On Wednesday we were told

again that several arrestations were to take place. This

measure appeared to us probable , but no indication was

given to announce a resolution on thissubject. However

this might be, having learnt on Tuesday, that a meeting

was held at M. Casimir Perier's, I repaired thither at two

o'clock . On my arrival, I saw much agitation about the

guard -house ,which had been established on the previous

day, at the Hotel of M. de Polignac. There was a great

crowd in the Rue Neuve de Luxembourg. The gate of

M. Casimir Perier's house was shut. , I knocked, and the

porteronly opened it on giving my name. When I entered

he told me that a pumerousgroup, unarmed, having assem

bled beforethe gate and shouted, - " Vive les Deputes ," as

they were entering, the Gendarmerie had arrived from both

sides of the street, and made a double charge upon the group

with their sabres, and that in this charge two young men

had been killed , and eighteen or twenty wounded. This

fact was confirmed to me, on coming out , by several persons

who were in the street. Some days after, I received a visit

from a young man , who assured me that his brother was

killed at thatmoment. This young man told me he was a

law student, but I do not recollect his name. On Wednes

day we met again , but at M. Audry de Puyraveau's. After
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having spoken of the events and the chances of the battle

which was fighting, a proposition was made to go to St.

Cloud. But we thought we should not be received, and

resolved to apply to the Duke de Raguse . ( The remain

der of the Hon. Deputy's evidence was confined to a detail

of the mission to the Duke de Raguse, similar in all re

spects to the account given by his colleagues , already

[hereafter] described .

M. George- Francois- Pierre, Baron de Glandeves, aged

72, Peer of France.

On the morning of Wednesday, the Marshal informed me

that the Ministers, not finding themselves safe in their own

houses, were about to go tothe Tuileries, and told me to

prepare apartments for them. Shortly after they arrived

at head -quarters, with the exception of Messrs. Peyronnet

and Capelle ; the former, it was said , was at St. Cloud. In

about an hour or two after the arrival of the Ministers, five

of the Deputies came to the Tuileries, and addressing them.

selves to me, said they wished to speak to the Marshal. I

conducted them to him myself, in order to occasion them the

least possible inconvenience, and I showed so much the

more zeal in doing this, as I felt great satisfaction from the

mission on which they were come, their object with which

they had made me acquainted in accosting me, being to enter

into the measures necessary for effecting a pacification.

After having introduced them to the Marshal, I waited for

their departure in an adjoining room, where I experienced

a keen feeling of sorrow on learning from Count Lobau ,

when taking leave, that they had failed in attaining their

purpose . I know not from whence the refusal came, but

theCount assured me, on being questioned as to his recep

tion , of his perfect satisfaction with the Marshal, as well as

with the disposition he had maniſested. I owe it to justice

not to fail in affirming on the present occasion, that the

Duke de Raguse expressed to me in strong terms the des

pair he felt in consequence of the frightful position in which

circumstances had placed him . He soughtevery means of

bringing about a pacification, to obtain which he would have

sacrificed his existence ; such were his own words. Among

other means, he had called together the Prefect of the Seine,

and the Mayors and their substitutes in full costume, hoping

that through them he might be enabled to put an end to the
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firing. Unfortunately it was impossible to dispatch the let

ters for this purpose on Wednesday evening ; it was only at

a very early hour on Thursday morning, that persons could

be found bold enough, and for a considerable recompense,

to expose themselves to the danger of passing the barri

cades . Some of the letters were brought back , others

reached their destination , for three or four of the Mayors or

their substitutes came in full costume to head quarters, not

withstanding the dangers of the moment . Events now press

ed onwardsso rapidly, that thebest measures became use

less . But however extreme the difficulty of approaching

head -quarters, Messrs. de Semonville and d’Argout, bra

ving every danger, succeeded in arriving. I spoke for a

few momentswith them . After quitting them, I heard M.

de Semonville talking loudly to M. de Polignac, and de

manding that he should immediately summonthe Chambers

to assemble . ' The Ministers having withdrawn into their

Cabinet, M. de Semonville continued to converse with the

Marshal, till the moment whenI causedhim to be informed

that the carriage which I had ordered for him from the

King's stables was ready. Nearly at the same instant M.

de Peyronnet came to ask me for the means of going spee

dily to St. Cloud . I know not if this determination pro

ceeded from the demand of M. de Semonville and theMar

shal, who entered the cabinet occupied by the Ministers

after having spoken to the former. They set off shortly

after for St. Cloud, and I have no knowledge of what else

took place with regard to them .

M. Louis de Komierouski, aged 44, ex - Aide-de - Camp to

the Duke de Raguse.

On Monday, the 26th July , I was on service with the

Marshal at St. Cloud . Whilst at breakfast, a Lieutenant of

the Guards having informed me of the publication of the

Ordonnances in the Moniteur, I instantlywent to communi

cate it to the Marshal, whose first word in reply to me was,

that it was not possible. He appeared to meto be entirely

occupied withthe news when I again saw him after break

fast. About half-past 11 o'clock, the Marshal set off for

Paris , and I did not again see him till the evening, when I

went for orders , which were issued rather late ,the King

having been at Rambouillet. On Tuesday morning, the

Marshal had ordered his carriage for the purpose of going
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to the country , when I observed to him that there had been

some disturbances at Paris the previous evening, and that it

would be necessary at least to make known to me where he

was to be found, if any thing should happen. This remark

determined the Marshal to remain at St. Cloud ,and shortly

after he received orders to wait on the King after mass.

On leaving his Majesty, about half-past 11, he ordered his

carriage, and we instantly setout for Paris . We alighted

at the residence of Prince de Polignac, where the Marshal

remained a short time ; after which we went to the Etat

Major, andthe Marshal occupied himself in giving orders.

M.de Lavillate, who soon after arrived, announced that a

mob of 800 persons were directing their steps towards

Bagatelle, to carry off the Duke of Bordeaux ; upon which,

the Marshal directed me to go immediately to the Ecole

Militaire, in order to obtain 150 lancers, and to proceed to

Bagatelle with directions , if we came in contact with the

people, to act only with the flat of the sabre and the shaft

of the lance . When I arrived at Bagatelle , I found no one

there : the Duke of Bourdeaux had gone to St. Cloud , whi

ther I proceeded, and from thence returned to Paris. I

was sent on Wednesdayto the Prefect ofPolice, to engage

him , on the part of the Marshal, to issue proclamations to

the people , and he assured me that it would be done im

mediately. In the course of the morning I accompanied the

Marshal to M.de Polignac's , at whose house were several

Ministers ; and it was in returning from thence that the

Marshal intimated to me that the city was declared in a

state of siege . The ministers were not long in arriving at

the Tuileries, where I again saw them at the Etat-Major,

and they were frequently in the same room with the Mar

shal. I know that the orders given by the Marshal to the

commander of the troops were, not to fire upon the people,

until they themselves should have received fifty shots.

About four o'clock on Wednesday, I was sent by the Mar

shal to St. Cloud , with despatches for the King, and was

ordered to make the greatest haste, which I did . The

Marshal had moreover recommended me to inform his Ma

jesty myself of what I had seen at Paris. When introdu

ced to the Cabinet of the King, I put into his hands the

Marshal's dispatch, and gave him a verbal account of the

state of affairs, telling him that a prompt determination was
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essential . I also informed him that it was not the popula

tion alone of Paris , but the entire population of the country

that had risen , and that I had myself been rendered capa

ble of offering an opinion , seeing that in traversing the vil

lage of Passy, I had been fired at, not by the common peo

ple , but by those of a more elevated class. The Kingsaid

that he would read the dispatch , and I withdrew to await

his orders ; but, as some time elapsed without their being

communicated to me , I begged the Duke de Duras to go in

to his Majesty. He, however, replied , that agreeably to

etiquette , it was impossible for him to do so until after the

expiration of twenty minutes ! I was at length called in to

the cabinet, when his Majesty charged me only to tell the

Marshal TO BE FIRM, AND TO ASSEMBLE HIS FORCES ON THE

PLACE DU CARROUSEL, AND THE PLACE Louis XV. AND TO

ACT WITH MASSES. HE EVEN REPEATED TWICE THE LAST

WORD. The Duchess of Berry and the Dauphin were in

the cabinet at the time, but they said nothing. I returned ,

bringing this reply to the Marshal, but I did not see M. de

Polignac, and I am ignorant of his. sending any dispatch to

the King. WhatI am certain of is, that he gave menone .

I have no knowledge of any order being given on the Wed

nesday or Thursday to arrest several persons ; but I was

employed by the Marshal, early on the Thursday morning,

and say to M. de Foucauld that the order for the ar

rests was annulled. I acquitted myself of that commission ,

but without knowing by whom the order had been given, or

who the persons were it concerned .

Gilbert Joseph Gaspard, Comte de Chabrol Volvic, aged

57 , late Prefect of the Seine.

This witness details minutely the steps which he took

during Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. He states that

he knew nothing of the Ordonnances until Monday morn

ing ; having received his summons as Deputy only the night

before. On each of these three days witness saw the Min

ister of the Interior, but received no orders from him - it

did not appear to witness that M. de Peyronnet had the di

rection of affairs - on Wednesday morning he expressed

astonishment at not having seen the Prefect of Police, or

received any report fromhim . Witness asked fora guard

to secure the Hotel de Ville from surprise . M. de Peyron

net took a note of it . Witness then describes the taking of

to go
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the Hotel de Ville ; the first attack was about eleven, when

some National Guards in uniform occupied the post from

which the Guard of the Hotel had been driven by the peo

ple, they were, themselves, however, obliged to give way

to the crowd, who forced the doors, planted the trico zred

flag, and sounded the tocsin . Witness then retirer from

thebuilding to one of the dependences . The troops arrived

on hearing the tocsin , and the fighting continued from 12

o'clock until ten at night . About eleven the troops eva

cuated the Hotel de Ville of which they had regained pos

session , and left the people absolute masters ofit. Onthe

same night witness received the Ordonnance declaring

Paris ina state of siege, and finding on Thursday morning

that a Provisional Government was being established, and

that the measures he hadtaken for the security of the trea

sury chests ( caisses) of the city were sufficient, finally re

tired .

M. Joseph Rocher, aged 35, Conseiller a la Cour de Cassa

tion .

Thiswitness, who was Secretary in Chiefof the Depart

ment of Justice at the time of M. de Labourdonnaye's re

tirement, states that he was sent for by M. de Polignac to

give his opinion respecting M. Guernon de Ranville. He

told the Prince thatM.Guernon was a man of great “abili

ties and of perfectly constitutional opinions. M. de Polig

nac then desired witness to inform M. Guernon de Ranville

that the King had fixed on him as Minister of Public In

struction , which he did, and received the following answer,

which he produces : ---

“ Lyons, Nov. 14, 1829 .

“ I have read , three times, my dear friend, your letter of

the 11th , and if you were not so urgent, I should like to

wait 3 hours to tranquillise the agitation into which the un

expected proposition of which you speak, has thrown me ;

but you require an immediate answer, and I must give it.

My acceptance cannot be doubtful. Devoted to the So

vereign, to whom I have consecrated all my existence, I

shall not shrink from any service which he may impose on

me ; I would sacrifice my life for him . I cannot refuse to

compromise my reputation for him , and that is precisely

the situation ( hypothese) in which I should find myself if I

were called into the Administration ."
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“ I have already told you , and I repeat from the very

bottom of my heart, ( and it is no ridiculous affectation of

modesty that I believe myself a tolerably good Procureur- .

General, but do not find in my knowledge of men and things,

I do notfind in my mental powers, the extent of capacity

necessary to constitute a good Minister ; In fact, I have not

that knowledge of the world, that ease of manner which is

so necessary in certain situations, the closet is more calcu

lated for me than the drawing-room , and I feel that I should

be not a little out of place at Court. Brought up in the

lap of the Revolution ,my education, like that of many men

ofmyage, has been neglected, and nothing can supply the

deficiency. "

“ In a word , the conviction ofmy incompetence, alarms

me so much , that I cannot familiarise myself with the idea

of the enormous burthen of a portfolio. Thence , my dear

friend, I am led to conclude , that, if I were called to the

high mission of which you speak , I should soon lose the re

putation for talent, which some forensic successes have ob

tained for me."

“Impart these confessions, entreat that they be well

weighed, and if possible , turn away the cup of bitterness

from me. Whatever may be the decision , you may answer

for my devotion . The doctrines of the present ministry

are mine, no re-action or violence, but no more concessions;

in two words, justice and firmness' is my motto, and the

Charter my political gospel.

“ The reproach of being hostile to religion and the Cler

gy is amusing enough , at the very moment when the jour

nals of the faction are accusing me ofbeing a Jesuit and a

congregationist; you will own that this is being unfortu

nate ( jouer de malheur ) ; you have truly said , I have not the

happiness of being a devotee ; I shall become so no doubt,

and that is one of my hopes, for the times when illusions

will disappear, but I am firm to the religion of my ances

tors ; and I even consider it certain that it is impossible to

be a good Royalist without believing in God, and I think no

one will dispute my being a Royalist.

“ All that is absurd and only deserving of contempt.

Farewell, my dear friend, I need not tell you how much I

esteem you .

" GUERNON RANVILLE ."
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The witness , in explanation of that part of the letter in

which M. Guernon says the doctrines of the Ministry are

his , remarks, that , judging from all he has known of him,

both before and after he was Minister, he has no doubt that

it must be understood as meaning that he coincided in the

opinions of the moderate party in the Ministry , the prepon

derance ofwhich appeared secured by the retreat of M. de

Labourdonnaye, and that he always heard him express him

self decidedly hostile to any extra-legal measure, and can

only account for his adhesion to the Ordonnances by a mis

taken sentiment of honor whichforbade him shrinking from

the danger he had himself signalized , and though themea

sures to which he acceded were contrary to his opinion.

Jacques de Puybusque, aged 34, Captain on the Staff.

This witness details what he knows of the operations of

Monday and Tuesday . The only order given on Monday

by M. de Polignac was to occupy the Place Vendome with

500 men , which was given so late that it was but imper

fectly executed. About 4 o'clock on Tuesday, witness was

sent to the barracks, Rue de la Pepiniere, to desire the 1st

regiment to march to the Boulevard, adjoining the Hotel of

M. de Polignac ; he saw no commotion on hisway thither.

On arriving at head-quarters , about a quarter before seven,

witness heard of the combat having commenced in the Rue

du Coq, and was informed by M. de Varaigne , Lieutenant-,

Colonel, that the people had endeavored to take his cabri

olet to assist in making a barricade at the cornerof the Rue

de l'Echeile . Witness was directed by the Marshal to

take 30 men , and destroy this barricade. In the way, he

met a detachment of lancers, who had been turned back by

the barricadors. Finding that they had not charged their

pieces, he made them do so , and proceeded to clear a way

for them by destroying the barricade. They were immedi

ately attacked with bricks and stones, particularly from a

house in the Rue des Pyramides, whence several shots

were also fired upon the troops . The grenadiers , without

waiting for orders, returned the fire, and killed three indi

viduals in the house . Witness then forced an entrance ,

and found that the house had been regularly stored with

bricks and stones for the purpose of annoying the troops .

While witness was thus employed , he was assailed by se

veral individuals, some of whom he was obliged to take

12VOL. I. NO . IV .
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into custody. One man, who was pointed out to witness

as having been particularly active in procuring bricks, com

plained of witness forcing his way into the house, on which

witness replied , that he had a right to do so , the town being

in a state of siege , a circumstance which had been commu

nicated to witness at head - quarters by Colonel d’Audre, in

answer to an observation made by him of their having been

a proclamationmade to the people. Witness states that he

is not personally aware of the people having been summon

ed to disperse by the civil authorities, though he has been

told by an eye-witness that they were so summoned, at the

corner of the Rue de Coq ; but he says that his troops only

used their arms because they were attacked . He then

gives an account of his having been sent to the Bastille to

learn what was going on there, and of his having been fired

on, both in going and returning from a coffee -house on the

Quay, and another at the corner of the Place de Greve.-

At the Bastille he was informed by the Colonel of Caras

siers that some arms and two tri -colored flags had been

captured from two bodies of insurgents, who had directed

their course towards the Place de la Bastille.

Joseph Long - Duplan , aged 40, Lieutenant ofthe 3d Regi

ment of Infantry of the Guards.

At night fall on Tuesday, the 27th , witness was ordered

to patrol near the Palais Royal, with a party of twenty -one

men ; his directions were to act with prudence, but if ne

cessary , to repel force by force . Witness met with nume

rous groups of people, who complied with the directions

given them by witness to retire , and no force was used. In

returning by the Rue de Rohan, a number of large stones

were thrown from the houses, and a grenadier wounded in

the ear. Witness then, in order to frighten those who were

throwing stones , ordered the detachment to fire, but to level

their pieces above the windows. All the next day, witness

was in the neighborhood of the Hotel de Ville .

M. Camille Gaillard , aged 35, Juge d'Instruction du Tri

bunal de Premiere Instance de la Seine.

This witness, in answer to questions put to him, states ,

that he had not been placed in contact with the ex -Minis

ters, except on one occasion, when he went to produce to

M. Montbel the letters attributed to M.M. Colomb and

d'Efflat, which were the subject of some legal proceedings,
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and that he knew nothing of the intentions of Ministers

relative to the late events . He particularly denies the

truth of the report of his having signed any orders to ar

rest any individuals whatever, or that any application was

made to him to do so . Had such an application been made

to him , he was too well aware of the laws and Charter to

have complied with it . He does not believe that any such

application was made to any Juge d'Instruction , because

each has his particular department, and it was to him alone,

that the Procureur du Roi , Billot , had been in the habit of

applying in proceedings regarding political offences, and

those relating to the press. He refers the Committee to

the military officers to know whether they might not have

been applied to for the purpose , after Paris was declared in

a stateof siege .

M. Jean - Francois - Cyr Bellot , aged 41 , formerly Procu

reur du Roi at the same Tribunal.

This witness, in answer to the questions put to him ;

states that his only connection with the ex-Ministers was

such as necessarily resulted from his situation , and that he

knew nothing of the Ordinances, except from the Moniteur.

He confirms the statements of the Ministers, that there was

no intention of re -establishing the Cours Prevotales, and

attributes the reports to that effect, which appeared in the

Journals, after the events ofJuly, to the same source and

motive as those which stated Messrs. Seguin and De Bel

leyme ( two of the Presidents of the Tribunals ) to have

been arrested and confined at Vincennes . He then states

that he was not called upon to take any part in the executiou

of the Ordonnances, but that he should not have refused to

do any thing within the ordinary compass of his functions.

He says that though he saw M. de Peyronnet on Monday,

and M. Chantelauze on Monday and Tuesday, it was in

the ordinary course of his office , and nothing passed res

pecting the Ordonnances, except a question of form as to

the mode of their application in Corsica.
That on

Wednesday
, he endeavoured

to see M. de Chantelauze
,

to tell him of all the magistrates
having retired , and that

the whole course of justice was interrupted
, and to take his

instructions
on the subject, but being unable to do so , could

only confer with his private Secretary:

Q. Have you any knowledge of judicial mandates being
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directed against a certain number of persons presumed to

be hostile to the Ordonnances ? A. I might content my

self with replying, that I am not bound to give any infor

mation respecting a.y thing I may have done or become

aequainted with in the exercise of my functions . But, as

under existing circumstances, a refusal to answer might be

falsely interpreted in a manner unfavourable to the Minis

ters, whose accusation is called for. I will answer your

question . I learnt from the Journals that , as is always the

case when a government is violently overthrown, there

were individuals who actuated either by the wish of ren

dering that government odious, or of arrogating a species of

merit from having been the objects of a threatend pro

scription, have expressed themselves in a manner, which

probably gave rise to the question addressed to it. I

declare , on my honor, and on the oath which I have ta

ken , that no proceedings were ordered against either

Peers, Deputies, or any other person bearing a public char

acter, with reference to the occurrences of July , or for po

litical causes . No judicial mandate could be decreed in

Paris, except on my application , or at any rate could only

be entrusted for execution to the officers, of police, by me,

or by my orders . Jf I had made any such applications, or

given any such orders, I should haye done so because I

thought it my duty, and those who know my principles and

character, are well aware that I am not a man to deny it , far

from it, I would take all the responsibility on myself.

Q. Were any such mandates issued for political causes

against any individuals not invested with a public character ?

A. No such mandates were either at that or any other period

of my being in office issued , except for ordinary offences,

and in political cases exclusively for offences relating to the

press. Q. Do you know whether any such mandates were

issued at this period against the writers in the Journals ?

A. Determined to reply only by the consideration mention

ed in the beginning of my last answer. I will admit

that mandates were in fact issued against the Journalists,

but it was for causes entirely independent of the general

events, and solely on account of the articles which appear

ed in the Journals of the day, and precisely in the same

instances as would have been the case at an ordinary time.

Q. How many mandates were issued ? A. I think between
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fifty and sixty. Q. Were they delivered on your requisi

tion ? A. Yes, on my collective requisition. Q. What

Juge d'Instruction issued them ? A. A motive of delicacy ,

which will easily be appreciated, forbids me to reply. Q.

Can
you tell us the names of the persons against whom

these mandates were issued ? A. I can only tell you

that they were responsible proprietors (Gerans) of the

Journals, or individuals who had signed articles. - Q.

What became of these mandates ? A. They had been

sent as usual to the Prefecture of Police to be execut

ed , and were returned to me when, in consequence of

the general events, it was found that they 'were useless

and could not be carried into effect.

Q. Were not these mandates destroyed because they

were not directed solely against the Journalists ? A. To

avoid the distressing interpretation to which I alluded in

the commencement of my deposition, and faithful always to

strict truth , I will state that, finding the affair could not

have any result, I agreed with M. le Juge d’Instruction to

return him the mandates on receiving the requisition which

I had given . I will add , in order to remove all pretence

for the interpretation implied by the question ( although my

word of honor,ought to be sufficient) that the number of

mandates, which I now recollect positively to have been

45, correspond exactly with that of the names signed to an

article in the National, on which I founded my proceedings,

adding to them that of the Printer. Q. Did you not re

ceive instructions from one of the Ministers relative to

these proceedings ? A. I recollect having spoken with M.

le Garde des Sceaux on the subject of the article in the

National, which I have mentioned ; but , before that , my

opinion that there were grounds for proceeding was formed ,

and my resolution consequently was taken . Q. Did you

not refer to M. de Polignac on the subject, and receive

some instructions from him ? A. That question is substan

tially replied to in one of my preceding answers. Those

who knew the independence ofcharacter with which I have

always performed my functions , are aware that I would

never have received and followed instructions which did

not emanate from the Minister in whose Department I

held my situation , and which were in conformity -with my

personal opinions. Having made a deposition in confor

}
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mitywith the oath which you haveexacted from me, it is

myduty to declare that , as I cannot recognise the powers

which the Chamber of Deputies has arrogated to itself, I

have only appeared before you in submission to the threat

of compulsion ( contrainte ) held out by the summons which

I received .

M. Victor Donatien Musset, aged 58, Head of the Office of

Military Justice in the War Department.

This witness deposes to the fact of having been applied

to about 10 or 11 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,

28th July, by M. Champagny, Under Secretary at War, for

information respecting the mode of establishing Courts

Martial in a city.declared in a state of siege, and also res

pecting the actual composition of the Courts Martial per

manently established at Paris . - Witness was obliged to

send for some documents to refer to on the subject, and in

the mean time several names were selected from the Army

List as proper to form part of the Court Martial, if estab

lished . Before the documents in question arrived , M. de

Champagny was sent for to the Tuilleries, and they sepa

rated, witness having been cautioned by him not to men

tion any thing concerning the city being in a state of siege..

The establishment of Cours Prevotales was not alluded to

in this interview.

M. Jean Baptiste Greppo, aged 34, a Clerk in the Savings

Bank .

This witness states that about two o'clock on Tuesday,

the 27th, he was in the balcony of M. Letourneur, at the

corner of the Rue de Rohan, in the Rue St. Honore, and

saw the troops behave with great brutality to the citizens,

and particularly an officer of the Gendarmerie , who killed

with his sabre a helpless old man who had been thrown

down and trampled under foot by the horses . This ex

cited general indignation ; and a few minutes afterwards,

firing commenced on both sides of the Rue St. Honnore,

but witness was too far to observe whether any warnings

to disperse( sommations) were previously given.

M. Joseph Joly ,aged 37, Wine Merchant.

This witness deposed to the manner in which hostilities

commenced on the 27th . He states that the Gendarmerie

charged on the people, and maltreated all the prisoners,

whom they took to the Corps de Garde ; that one man, in
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particular, was thrown down in the guard houseby a Gen

darme, who killed him by treading on him with the heels

of his boots, and striking him with thebutt end of his mus

ket . The 3d Regiment of the Garde Royale fired on the

people without provocation . Witness saw a Field Officer

of the Gendarmerie under his window directing a young

officer of a regiment of the line to fire on the people ;

the latter replied , that he had no orders ; on which the

former showed him a written paper . The officer made a

negative gesture, and dropt the point of his sword . Wit

ness saw the officers distributing money to the troops,

and the Commissary of Police, Mazug, perpetually passing

in front of the detachments, and appearing to give direc

tions to the troops.

M. Jacques Martin Lizoire, aged 48, Artiste Cirier .

The deposition of this witness was in conformity with

a printed paper, signed by him , and entitled “ Petition to

the Deputies,” which is annexed to the proceedings. It

relates to an application made to him to supply inflamma

ble projectiles to be used against Paris during theThree

Days. The witness also stated that he was ignorant of the

names of any of the persons referred to in his petition, ex

cept the Dauphin . ( 1.)

M. Francois Sauvos, Editor of the Moniteur.

At five o'clock in the evening of the 25th July, I receiv

ed instructions to go to the house of the keeper of the Seals

at eleven o'clockprecisely . From him I received orders

to insert in the Moniteur of the 26th the Report to the King

on the Press, and the Ordonnances dated the 25th . M. de

Montbel, who happened to be with theKeeper of the Seals

when I received the documents, remarkedthat I was great

ly moved , after having glanced over the Ordonnances and

perceived their tendency. I replied that it would have

been very extraordinary had my emotion notbeen great.

On which M. de Montbel exclaimed, “ Well !" and I re

joined , “ Sir, I have only one word to say : God save the

King ! God protect France !” Messrs. de Montbel and

Chantelauze both replied at the same instant : “ We sin

cerely hope so.” On my preparing to withdraw , these gen

( 1. ) This witness was examined by the Committee of the Chamber of

Deputies, but not by that of the Chamber of Peers.
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tlemen appeared desirous that I should explain my mean

ing more fully, and I addressed them in the following

words : “ Gentlemen, I am now 57 years old , I witnessed

the scenes of the Revolution , and I retire from your pres

ence inspired with a profound terror of new disorders. "

M. Auguste Gaspard Baudesson de Richebourg , aged 47,

Commissary of the Bourse.

Some days before the publication of the Ordonnances, the

report of an immediate coup d'etal was spread at the Bourse ;

but the opinion was far from general, and the distribution

of the lettres- closes, both to Peers and Deputies, had the

effect of leading many persons to a different conclusion .

What principally supported the rumour of a coup d'etat was

the great number of operationseffected by M. Ouvrard to pro

duce a fall in the stocks within two or three months . had

occasion to speak to. M. de Montbel of these operations,

and of the opinion entertained, that they were the result of

communications made to M. Ouvrard byM. de Polignac,

relative to the anticipated coup d'etat. He replied that it

was absolutely false, and that M. de Polignac had not seen

M. Ouvrard for more than two months. I ought to remark

that previous to the appearance of the Ordonnances, it was

said at the Bourse that the operations of those persons who

possessed the intimacy of M. de Peyronnet tended to a

rise, whilst those supposed to bein relation with M.

d'Haussez were strugling for a fall. In the frequent con

ferences to which my functions led me with M. de Montbel,

I once intimated to him, as a means ofmaintaining the

Cours en Liquidation, the necessity of inducing the Syn

dicate of Receivers General and M. Rothchild, to operate

simultaneously ; when he answered me by saying, that this

would be to substitue error for truth , and was altogether

unsuitable for an honorable Government. I afterwards re

lated this conversation to M. de Polignac , who replied

“ We are fully aware that M. de Montbel is a conscien

tious man , and itis for that reason we are desirous of keep

ing him with us." Permit me to add , that in all the rela

tions I have had with M. de Polignac , he always appeared

to me wholly unacquainted with the speculations at the

Bourse. In the evening of the 26th July, having rendered

an account to M. de Polignac, of the fall that had taken place ,

he said he was certain that the funds would rise , and that,
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had he any disposable capital , he would not hesitate to em

ploy it in the purchase of rentes.

M.Albert Louis Felix Eugene de Mauroy, aged 40, Re

tired Officer of Engineers.

This witness also deposes to the mode of the commence

ment of hostilities. He mentions a Serjeant of the 3d regi

ment of the GardeRoyale, remarkable for his red hair and

whiskers as being the first man who, without any provoca

tion , fired on the people . His example was immediately

followed by his troop, and severalindividuals, amongst

whom wasa woman,were killed . Witness then put him

self at the head of about forty journeymen printers, and

armed with stones , stood the charge of a troop of Lancers,

one of whom fired a pistol at witness. At the same moment,

twocompanies of the 5th regiment of the line , entered the

Place du Palais Royal, witness addressed several of the

officers, entreating them not to fire on the people ; many

replied that they would not , and in fact no hostile measures

were, as far as witness saw, taken by these two companies.

Witness saw no Commissary of Police , or Peace Officer,

and did not see or hear any legal or other proclamation

( sommation ) made to the people.

Pierre - Antoine Plougoulin , aged 34, avocat.

This witness was examined on the same points, but

stated that he had no personal knowledge of the facts, hav

ing only received his information from individuals to whom

he had applied, in consequence of being employed to write

an historical account of the events ..

Jacques Nicolas Leroux, aged 59, formerlyInspector of the

Public Works.

This witness details the scenes at which he was present,

about seven o'clock on Tuesday evening, on the Boule

vard de la Madeline,and between that point and the rue

Neuve des Petits Champs. The only important circum

stance mentioned by him , is that none of the charges made

by the gendarmerie in his presence were preceded by any

summons to the people to disperse. Witness on the next

day commanded jointly with M. Marcha!, the attack on the

Barracks of the Cuirassiers.

M. Jean Batiste Marchal, aged 59, formerly a Cavalry

Officer

This witness describes the manner in which the people

VOL. I.-NO, IV , 13
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were driven out of the Palais Royal, at the point of the

bayonet, on Tuesday, at half past one . A similar course

was pursued in the rue St. Honore, from 2till 4 ; but up to

that time witness heard no shot fired . He confirmsthe

testimony of the preceding witness, as to the occurrences

of Wednesday, and as to the people not being summoned

to disperse . Witness left his houseon Wednesday morn

ing, unarmed, and on his private affairs, and was only in

duced to head the insurgents by finding himself in the

midst of unarmed and inoffensive groups who were fired on

without provocation.

Theodore de Mazug ,' aged 47; formerly Commissary of

Policeforthe quarter ofthe Tuileries.

This witness deposes that he was ordered by the Prefect

of Police to go to the coach offices on Mondaytoseize any

Journals which might be sent in defiance of the Ordonnan

ces, and that on Tuesday he was sent to the Hotel of the

Prince de Polignac, where he remained from one or two

o'clock, until eight, in the evening,onlygoing occasionally

to head-quarters ( Place Vendome.) That on Wednesday

the Duke de Raguse applied to him to get a proclamation

printed, which he endeavoured to do, but without success ;

this was printed during the night at Sevres, and distributed

by means of prisoners taken the night before, who were

released on that condition . Witness received no other or

ders, and particularly received no instructions to summon

the people to disperse before force was employed.

Pascal France Durios, aged 35, formerly Commissary of

Police.

The only important part of the deposition of this witness

is his statement that, though no specific orders were given

him to summon the people to disperse, he considers it part

of the general duty of a Commissary of Police to do so with

out orders, and that he should have doneso if he had found

himself where it was necessary. The declaration of Paris

being in a state of siege was not notified to him .

Jacques Antoine Deroste, aged 43, formerly Commissary of

Police.

This witness was employed to seize the presses of Le

Temps newspaper , and was afterwards at the Corps de

Garde of the Bourse when it was taken by the people. On

Wednesday morning he was officially called on to take cog
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nizance of two dead bodies, one of which was that of an

individual shot by the Garde Royale at a moment whenno

one was in the street, and the other that of a person killed

in the Rue de Richelieu, without having taken any part in

the disorders. In other respects his deposition confirms

those of the preceding witnesses .

Charles Lange, aged 37 ,formerly Commissary of Police.

This witness gives some details on the commencement of

hostilities in the Quarter of the Hotel de Ville, but they do

not establish any fact of importance to the case .

Pierre Alard, aged 39,formerly Commissary of Police .

This witness gives similar details relative to the Quarter

of the Chatelet and the Prefecture de Police .

Pierre Modeste Courteille, aged 43, formerly Commissary

of Police.

This witness details the attack made on the Hotel of

Prince de Polignac on Monday night, in which the populace

broke the windows, and retired saying, that they would go

to the Faubourg St. Antoine, for re- inforcement, and return

to burn the Hotel . Witness informed the, Prefect of Po

lice of this , but received no particular instructions.

Victor Boniface, aged 36, formerly Commissary of Police.

This witness received , on Tuesday morning, a written

order from the Prefect of Police to clear the Palais Royal

Gardens, which he did . About three o'clock , he found the

Gensdarmerie charging the people in the Place du Palais

Royal, with drawn swords; and witness was applied to by

M.Reisch , the commander, to give orders to disperse the

people, saying that his troops hadbeen attacked with stones,

and that a shot had already been fired from a window (wit

ness did not hear this shot . ) Witness replied, that as he

had not been applied to before thepeople were cut down

with sabres, it was now too late for him to summon them to

disperse , or to take any other step . Witness, however,

stationed himself, with a detachment of the line , near the

house from which the shot was said to have been fired ;

nothing of the sort occurred while witness was there, and

the troops of the line were perfectly well received by the

people . Witness then went to the Prefect of Police for in

structions, but was told by him that he must act as he

thought best ; he even intimated that he had no longer any

orders to give , and spoke of Paris being declared in a state
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of siege, but witness is not certain whether he mentioned

that as a measure already taken, or about to be taken . On

leaving the Prefecture, witness heard the discharge of mus

ketry for the first time, and was told that it had been or

dered by the officer commanding the guard of honor at the

Palais Royal . That evening, several officers on duty near

the Palais Royal, said that they did not want commissioners

of police , as the state of siege enabled them to act without.

The witness then produced to the committee a certificate ,

signed by four individuals, present when the circumstances

alluded to took place , who state, in confirmation of his de

position , that though M. Reisch seized him by the collar,

and commanded bim to order the troops to fire, he positive

ly refused to do so, and that the firing, which wasthus re

tarded more than an hour, would have been prevented

entirely if a Captain of the Garde Royale , commanding the

guard posted inside the Palace , had not declared that Paris

being in a state of siege , they had nothing to do with the

civil authority,and taken on himself to summon the people

to disperse, and direct a platoon fire .

Godefroy Eleonore Delaporte, aged 50, Linen Draper.

The son of this witness was killed by the Garde Royale,

at the window of his own house , in the Rue St. Honore ,

about half past six on Tuesday. No shot had been fired or

stone thrown from the house . The deposition is not other

wise important.

Jean Baptiste Pelloy, aged 38, Jeweller.

This deposition is merely confirmatory of the manner in

which the attack was commenced on Tuesday by the Garde

Royale.

Antoine Laurent Arnous, aged 65, Second Chief of the Of

fice of military Justice in the War Department.

This witness went with M. Musset to M. de Champagny,

and confirms his deposition ,adding, that having produced

the law of 11. Frimaire, An. VI . as applicable to the subject,

it was read by an individual present. ( Who this individual

was is not stated .)

Jean Pierre Henri Feret, aged 53 , Bookseller.

This deposition merely contains minute details of the cir

cumstances preceding thefirst shot fired by the Garde Roy

ale . They are in accordance with those already given ,

particularly as to the fact of the people being withoutarms.
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Nicholas Delangle, aged 33 , Alexandre Mesnier, aged 22,

Booksellers.

These depositions merely relate to the occurrences in

the Place de la Bourse, on Tuesday night , but they contain

no new facts .

Francois Victorien Letourneur, aged 37, Linen-draper and

Silk Mercer.

This witness describes the occurrences in the Place du

Palais Royal, on Tuesday afternoon . He charges all the

acts of aggression on the Gendarmes, and states that an of

ficer of the Garde Royale , three times begged the people to

disperse ,and retired in tears , at being obliged to fire on

them . He adds, that the people did not appear irritated

against the Gendarmerie after the first charge, that they

even assisted one who had fallen to remount his horse, and

that it was not until after the second charge that any stones

were thrown .

Jean Marie Antoine Defrance, aged 59, Lieut . General.

This witness merely says that he knows nothing of the

circumstances.

Alexander Marie Petit, aged 48, late Mayor of the 2d Ar

rondissement.

This deposition contains a minute account of what the

witness saw and did during the three days . The only cir

cumstances which bear at all on the merits of the case , are

that on Wednesday the witness applied to the Prince de

Polignac for information and instructions as to the re -estab

lishment of the National Guard , and was immediately re

ferred by him to the Duke de Raguse. That on Thursday

he received a circular from the Duke de Raguse, request

ing him and all the mayors to go to him in their official

costume; witness did so , but only one other mayor ( M.

Hutteau ) attended. They saw the Prince de Polignac,

who said he was going to take the King's orders, and beg

ged witness and M. Hutteau to wait the result. The mar

shal then informed them that he could not authorise them

to announce the re-organization of the National Guard : but

that hehad applied for the repeal of theOrdonnances, and

was in hopesit would be granted,of which they might in

form the people . Witness and M Hutteau accordingly

proceededto the Rue Rivoli and Place Vendome, and suc

ceeded in calming the agitation of the people assembled
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there ; in returning to the Tuileries they found the combat

continuing in the direction of the Rue de Richelieu, and

were informed by the Marshal that he had suspended the

fire , but the people were continuing it . While witness was

endeavoring to put an end to the contest in the neighbour

hood of the Rue úe Richelieu , the Louvre was taken , and

the Marshal obliged to retreat. During the time witness

was so employed, he saw several soldiers of the guard dis

tributing, as extensively as possible , to the people, procla

mations signed by the Duke de Raguse, of which the fol

lowing is a copy : --

CS PROCLAMATION.

" Marshal Duke de Raguse , Governor of Paris, Major -Ge

neral of the Royal Guard, Commandant of the city of

Paris, now in a state of siege .

“ Parisians ! -- The events of yesterday occasioned the

shedding of many tears --- there has been but too much blood

spilt. For the sake of humanity , I consent to suspend hos

tilities in the hope that all good citizens will retire to their

houses and resume their ailairs . I earnestly conjure them

to do so .

" THE MARSHAL DUKE DE RAGUSE .

“ Head - Quarters, Paris, 29th July , 1830."

Nicholas Puinier Quatremere, aged 42 , late Commissary

of Police.

This witness deposes to no fact of importance ,except

that he called the attention of General Comte de Wall to

the necessity of summoning the people to disperse , by ask

ing him whether, in the event of his having to do so, he

had not better be on horseback to be more conspicuous ? -

The General replied that he would speak to the Marshal on

the subject. Witness , however, did not receive any or

ders, nor was he present at any of the engagements .

Jean Bouin , aged 69, Porter at the Hotel of the Minister of

Public Instruction .

Deposes that he knows nothing of any papers being de

posited with him , or elsewhere, by M. Guernon de Ran

ville , or any of his family or suite .

Francois Joseph Bosche, aged 36 , Clerk to a Solicitor.

The deposition of this witness proves that an individual

who was heard about eleven o'clock on the morning of the

27th , crying “ Vive l'Empereur," was driven out of the
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Palais Royal, and witness, under the idea that his life might

be in danger, insisted on his being received into the Corps

de Garde at the Bank . This individual acknowledged that

he was an Agent of the Police .

Jean Georges Perusset, aged 36, Merchant.

This witness details the circumstances of the commence

ment of hostilities in the Place du Palais Royal , on Tues

day. The only new fact mentioned by him is , that the

Gendarmes charged with sheathed swords, until an officer

of the staff cameup and spoke to the captain andthe com

mander of the post, and that immediately after his depar

ture they charged with drawn swords.

GeorgesMouton, Comte de Lobau , aged 60, Deputy of

La Meurthe.

This witness merely confirms the evidence of M. Lafitte,

concerning the deputation to the Duke de Raguse on Wed

nesday ; and adds, that the overtures made to the Provi

sional Government at the Hotel de Ville the next day , led

to no result, on account of the individual charged with

them having no written authority.

Jacques Jean Marie Francois de Tromelin , aged 57

Lieutenant General.

This witness being at St. Cloud on Thursday, was told

by the Duke of Mortemari, then nominated President of

the Council, that he wished the Tribunals to be assembled

the next day, and the National Guards to be re-organised

as rapidly as possible, which instructions he repeated to

witness the next day. Witness saw the Prince de Polig

nac on Wednesday morning at the Tuileries, and thought

that he appeared not at allaware of the serious nature of

the events in progress , but looked on them merely as anal

ogous to the disturbances in the Rue St. Denis, in 1827.

The witness adds that, in all his conversations with the

Duke de Raguse , the latter expressed his deep affliction at

what had occured , and at the situation in which he found

himself placed.

Jean Louis Joseph Briere, aged 34 , Bookseller.

The deposition of this 'witness refers . to the com

mencent of the firing in the Rue St. Honore, which he fixes

at two o'clock on Tuesday, the 27th .

Jean Baptiste Joseph Duboise, aged 34, Sous-Intendant

Militaire Adjoint.

This witness proves that M. de Champagny, to whose
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service he was attached , koew nothing of the Ordonnances

until the appearance of the Moniteur, on Monday, at

which time he was ill at Fleury . Witness also states that,

up to Wednesday morning, be heard of no preparations for

the organization of Courts Martial ; and that on Thurs

daymorning, witness accompanied M. de Champagny to the

Tuileries, where they had been advised to take up their

abode.

Robert -Marie, Lecrosnier, aged 40, Chef de Division at

the Prefecture of Police.

This witness only deposes to having been in the closet

of the Prefect on Tuesday morning, when it was debated

whether all the presses belonging to the printing effices in

which the journals had been printed , should be seized, or

only those which had been actually used in printing them .

Witness supported the latter opinion, which was adopted .

The same evening witness received from the Prefect, in the

presence of the procureur du Roi, 45 mandates of arrest,

issued against those who had signed the protest of the jour

nalists . Witness, on going down stairs told the Procur

eur it would be impossible to execute them , and they re

mained in witnesses portfolio for a few days, when he re ,

turned them to the procureur at his request.

Francois inthoine, Buron de St. Joseph, aged 43, Colo

nel and ex - Sous -Aide-Mujeur of the Garde Royale.

Witness states that no orders relative to the execution of

the Ordonnances were given to the guard on the 25th ,orthe

morning of the 26th July. From that period, not being on

duty, he had no personal knowledge of what orders were

given. Witness explainsthe orders given on the 20th to

the guards for their guidance, in case of a sudden call (or

drepour le cas d'alerte ) by stating that Colonel d'Alvy

mare had pointed out to him that the old orders were not

applicable to the present situation of the troops, in conse

quenceof the barracksin the Rue de Clichy, formerly oc

cupied by the guards, being then allotted to the troops of

the line. M. de Choiseul mentioned this to the Marshal,

and also that the old order made no provision for the case

ofthe King being at St. Cloud, in consequence of which the

new order was issued , and inscribed in the register in the

usual way
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Jean - Baptiste -Marie Thouret, aged 43 , late Conmissary

of Police.

This witness states , that the only order he received

from the Prefect during the late events, was on Monday,

and related to holding the proper force in readiness, to

effect any seizures that might be necessary the next day,

in consequence of a violation of the Ordonnances.

Benjamin - Jean - Amedee Jauge, aged 43, Banker.

This witness deposes , that either on Wednesday or

Thursday, he saw several articles taken from the cartridge

box of a soldier, in the 5th regiment of the line , oneof

which he still has, and which only consists ofpowder rolled

up in paper, without any ball..

Pierre Galleton, aged 55, late Commissary ofPolice .

The deposition of this witness contains details of various

events at the Bourse and the Place de Chatelet, but they

present no new feature. He states that he was not in a

position to summon any of the groups to disperse , as none

of the detachments of gendarmerie, with whom he hap

pened to be , fired while he was with them, in addition to

which he had not his official scarf.

Jean - Francoise Cyr Billot, aged 41 , late procureur du Roi

at the Tribunal de Premiere Instance of Paris.

This deposition contains nothing more than the depo

sition of the same witness before the committee of the

Chamber of Deputies, inserted in the Messenger of Satur

day, except that at 4 o'clock on Tuesday , the Prefect of

Police told him , he ( the Prefect) was discharged from a

great responsibility by the Gendarmerie being placed un

der the command of the Duke de Raguse , as Governor of

Paris, but said nothing respecting Paris being in a state

of siege .

Augustin - Joseph Ducastel, aged 35, Dealer in Sponges.

This witness speaks favourably of the conduct of the

post of Gendarmes at the Halle aux Drapes, and states that

so far from firing first, they did not discharge a shot until

several men had been wounded by the people with the

weaponsthey had taken from the gunsmith's shops in the

Rue St. Honore. Witness saw no civil officer interfere in

any manner.

Jacques- Louis Barbe, aged 32 , Proprietor .

This witness says, that at the place mentioned by the

L. .NO . IV .
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last witness, he heard an officer of the Garde Royale three

times summon the people in the name of the law to dis

perse, and that though the pieces were presented, the

moment the people began to disperse , the officer ordered

them to be recovered , and no firing took place until a later

period. Witness saw no Commissary of Police summon

the people to disperse .

Alphonse- Carpentier, aged 23, Avocat Stagiare.

This witness knew nothing of what passed, except that

one day he saw a dead body carried past his door.

Alexis Guigue, aged 33, Porter at the Hotel of the Minis

terfor Foreign Affairs.

Witness merely states, that he has heard ( without know

ing the fact) that a man among the group, assembled before

M. Casimir Perier's door, was woundedwith a sabre, but

that no one was broughtinto the Hotel wounded, except

a man brought there with five or six others, who were in

arms, by the Garde Royal, on Tuesday night, and another

on Thursday, who had been wounded in the Rue Caumar

tin , and died as he was entering the Hotel .

Victor Graffon , aged 36, another Porter at the same Hotel,

States that no one was brought there wounded on Tues

day morning, except a Gendarme, who had hurt his knee

by a fall from his horse .

Pierre-Nicolas Ragez , aged 42, Porter at the Hotel ofM.

Casimir Perier

This witness only deposes as to the fact of a crowd

ofyoung students,assembled at the door of the Hotel, on

Tuesday, having been charged upon by the Gendarmes,

and some of them slightly hurt.

Alexis Noel -Clair de Quevauvilliers, aged 42 , Avocat.

On Wednesday morning , 1 , in company with a neighbour,

M. Wurtz , called on the Mayor of the 10th Arrondissem

ent, to re-organize the National Guards for the protection

of the persons and property of the Arrondissement. On his

stating that he could not take it on himself, I replied that it

was not the moment for deliberation , but for action, and

that the organization would take place even in spite of him,

as many of the citizens were already armed . He then ad

vised us to see the Governor of Paris which we agreed to

do, but ( as we told him ) only for the purpose of receiving

the pass -word, to prevent our patrols being fired on by
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those of the Garde Royale. I then with the approbation of

the Committee of Defence, which we had organised under

the superintendence of M. Chardel, proceeded to the Mara

shal, with Messrs . Hutteau and Wurtz . He told us that

the National Guards could not be organized while the

City was in rebellion ; that Paris was in a state of siege ;

that we should not have the pass-word ; and that every one

found in arms he would be fired on . We told him that at least

such a determination ought to be made known to the citi

zens; he replied that every thing necessary would be done ,

but that it was not possible to post_up any proclamation.

At this moment I perceived M.de Polignac. . It was about

half past eleven . The Marshal told us to retire , as the can

non would soon begin to fire. This conversation determin

ed me, as soon as I had reported what had passed to the

Committee to go home, and assume my arms and uniform ;

after which I went to the Mayoralty, and actively employed

myself with my fellow citizens in organising the National

Guard. In the evening I learnt that, about a quarter of

an hour after we had quittedthe Mayoralty , a detachment

of the Garde Royale and Swiss Guards had presented

themselves there, and demanded to have the National

Guards given up to them . There was only one there at

the time, whom the Mayor took under his protection, and

no harm was done him .

Charles de Tryon , Colonel of the Staff, aged 56.

This witness not having received any orders during the

Three Days, cannot depose to any fact of importance.

Louis Chabert de Praille, aged 39, Captain of Artillery ,

on kalf pay.

This witness merely confirms the pacific intentions and

conduct of the 5th regiment of the Line, and deposes to

having been told by the Officer commandingthe Gendar

merie in the Place du Palais Royal, about half past five on

Tuesday , that the officer of the Line had refused to order

the troops to fire, alleging as a reason , the absence ofa Com

missary of Police, and his determination not to place him

self in a situation similar to that of the Rue St. Denis, in

1827, but, added the officer of Gendarmerie , “ the Royal

Guard has already fired three times.” Witness asked what

arms the people had, and the Officer pointed to the stones

with which the ground was covered, and with which sev
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cral Gendarmes had been overthrown . He also showed

witness the remains of a barracade which had been com

menced three times. The witness, in reply to specific

questions, stated that the Officer did not inform him that

the troops had been fired on , and that he ( the witness ) had

no knowledge of any summonses having been made to the

people by the civil authority.

Louis Andre Lecompte, aged 42, formerly a Solicitor at

Joigny.

This witness details the circumstances of his having been

deprived of his situation in July, 1822, by M. de Peyronnet,

without any alleged motive, but really on account of hav

ing been - suspected of being concerned in a conspiracy

against the Bourbons,of which he had been acquitted by

the Cour Royale . Witness then states that on the 27th

July, 1830, he endeavoured to dissuade the Officer com

manding the Gendarmerie in the Place du Palais Royale

from continuing to fire on the people, but received no reply,

except a threat of being cut down if he did not retire.

Wednesday he was fired on in the Rue d'Antin by 150

troops of the line ! On Thursday he was named Secretary

of the Municipal Commission, and in that capacity took

cognizance of the propositions of Charles X. and of the Or

donnances revoking those of the 25th , and appointing a new

Ministry, at the head of which was the Duke of Morte

mart.

Third Day.

The general appearance of the Court and neighbourhood

was precisely similar to that of the preceding days . It is

only just to remark, the greatest facilities which were

afforded to the public press in the arrangements made to

enable them to hear and report the proceedings. The

gallery appropriated to the Journalists immediately faced

the accused and witnesses , and was so arranged as to afford

a front of twenty -two places , provided with a desk and

writing materials.

At a quarter past ten , the accused were introduced in

the usual order: M. Guernon de Ranville, before he took

possession of his place , continued a few minutes in conver

sation with M. Cauchy, Secretaire Archiviste of the Cham

ber. Amongst the audience we observed MM. Cormenin ,
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Dupin aine , Isambert and Grouchy, Deputies, and M. De

quevarvilliers, advocate, in the uniform of Lieutenant-Col

onel of the National Guard . After the names of the Peers

were called over ,

M. Hennequin (Counsel for M. de Peyronnet ) demand

ed permission to address the Court . [Movement of curi

osity and attention . ]

M. Hennequin .- A Clerk in the Ministry of the Interior

• came to me yesterday, and informed me that he had had

in his hands the report of the Prefect of Montauban, and

that he had read there the orders given by the Minister of

the Interior, to disavow and punish the originators of the

disturbances which took place at the elections . We desire

that the Clerk may be summoned ..

M. le President.-- He shall be summoned before the

Court.

M. Hennequin .-- I have another observation to make :

the visit of M. Mangin to M. Peyronnet on Sunday even

ing is a fact, the truth of which we are desirous of establish

ing, by the testimony of MM. Lajor and St. Martin, who

saw M. Mangin in the saloon of M. de Peyronnet on that

evening

M. le President. They shall be summonedand exam

ined .

EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES CONTINUED.

M. Jacques Laffitte, President of the Council of Minis-.

ters, aged 63 .

Q. You formed part of the deputation ,which on Wednes

day the 28th of July , waited upon the Duke de Raguse .

As great interest attaches to that interview , the Court re

quests that you will detail every thing which passed at it .

Witness. - On Wednesdayevening, the 28th of July, Iwas

at a meeting of deputies atthe house of M. Audry de Puy

raveau . It was there agreed that a Deputation of five

Members should proceed to the Duke de Raguse, to en

deavour to stop the effusion of blood . The deputation was

composed of Marshal Gerard, Count Lobau, M. Casimir

Perier, M. Mauguin , and myself. It was arranged that I

shouldbe the organ of the deputation to the Duke. Hav

ing arrived at the Etat Major, about half past two, we were

introduced by M. de Glandeves with great readiness, and

experienced every attention and civility. We entered the

.
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appartments of the Marshal ; I addressed him , and in clear

and energetic terms represented the frightful situation of

the capital, and the danger to which, not only Paris, but

even the Throne would be exposed if these calamities were

prolonged. The Marshal replied with kindness, and ap

peared deeply afflicted at his situation , but he had also a

decided feeling of what he considered his duty, that is to

say, he thought himself obliged to obey the orders he had

received. · Ă discussion arose between us on this point. •

He declared that he had positive orders , from the execu

tion of which he could not dispense himself ; that his honor

as a soldier was pledged ; and that obedience to authority

was the only means of putting a stop to the firing. Never

theless , he begged us, in his turn, to use our influencein

inducing the people to submit. We replied that our influ

ence with themass of the people did not extend so far, that

the people would resist , and that there was no chance of

prevailing with them unless the Ministers were discharged ,

and the Ordonnances revoked . The Marshal then dis

played sentiments, which appeared to me honorable in the

highest degree ; he then urged the difficulties of his situa

tion , the duties by which he was bound, and he promised

to communicate our propositions to the king with the least

possible delay, and said that he wished they might be ac

ceded to with all his heart, but he did not conceal from us

that he hoped nothing from this step. ( Witness laid great

stress on these words. ) While we were conversing, a

rote was given to the Marshal, and it was after reading it

that he asked us whether we had any repugnance to see

M. de Polignac . I stated that we had not, and he left us

for a few minutes. On his return , he said it was useless.for

us to see M. de Polignac . In retiring, we traversed the

apartments, which were crowded withofficers, and I ought

to state , that if, on our arrival , their countenances express

ed joy, they were clouded by a deep sentiment of sorrow,

on hearing from one of us that we had but little to hope

from the step we had taken. I should also state that a dif

ference of opinion exists in the Deputation, as to whether

the Marshal promised to send us word as soon as he heard

from the King. I and two of my colleagues think he did ,

but the other two have no recollection of his having done

SO . As we were descending the staircase, M. de Laroche-,
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jaquelin called us back, saying, that M. de Polignac was

most anxious to see us . We told him there must be some

mistake , but he repeated that he was certain M. de Polig

nac desired earnestly to see us , and retired to announce us,

but in a few moments returned, and informed us that , in

fact, M. de Polignac, having heard from the Marshal the

particulars of our visit, it was now useless for us to see

him .

M. de Martignac.-I think it absolutely necessary to call

the attention of the Court to the circumstance of M. de

Polignac having at first had the intention of seeing the

Deputies, and of his having ordered M.de Larochejaquelin

to wait for them on the staircase . This fact, stated by M.

de Polignac, is confirmed by the deposition you have just

heard ; but the witness also says that when the Marshalre

turned to the deputation , after he had seen M. de Polignac,

he manifested his regret that their propositions could not

be accepted . I should wish this point to be perfectly clear

ed up :

Witness - When the Marshal told us that he had no

hopesofour mission having a favourable result,it is evi

dent that he was not referring in any manner to M.de Pol

ignac , who had not then been mentioned. His opinion

evidently referred to some one other than M.de Polignac.

I will add, that when the Marshal returned to us,
after

having seen M. de Polignac, neither the tenor of his con

versation, nor the expression of his countenance, were in

any respect changed, and that there is no ground to sup

pose
that he conceived any fresh obstacles to have arisen

from any thing that passed in his interview with theMinis

ter . ( The conclusion of this deposition , which was given

with clearness and deliberation , gave rise to a marked

movement of satisfaction in the assembly. )

M. Casimir Pierre Perier, aged 52, President of the Cham

ber of Deputies.

This witness merely confirmed the deposition of M.

Laffitte asto what passed at the interview of the deputa

tion with the Duke of Raguse. At the conclusion of this

examination, he was, in consideration of his official func

tions , allowed to retire.

M. Achille Francois Nicolas de Guise, aged 39, late Aide

de- Camp of the Duke de Raguse.

Q. On what day was the Duke de Raguse invested with
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the military command of Paris ? A. On the morning of

Tuesday the 27th, I received a letter from him, desiring

me to repair to the Etat Major. I went immediately, and

found the Marshal there ; it was then between 12 and I

o'clock . He told me that the King had sent for him that

morning, and ordered him to repair to Paris to take the

command of the troops, informing him at the same time ,

that some disturbances had taken place the night before,

but adding that tranquility had been restored , and that he

( the Marshal) might return to St. Cloud in the evening.

Sensation in the assembly. ) Q. Do you think the Mar

shal was before aware that he was to be invested with the

command ? A. I am convinced that he was entirely ignor

ant of it ; I saw him on the Monday, and it was on his ar

rival in Paris, on that evening that he read the Ordonnan

ces for the first time in the Moniteur, which he had been

unable to see at St. Cloud . He left me to go to the Insti

tute , and thence to return to St. Cloud. · Q. What orders

had been given to the troops ? A. When I arrited at the

Etat Major on Tuesday, none had been given . I will add

that the troops had not even been ordered to remain in

their quarters, which occasioned them to arrive very late

at the various points to which they were afterwards order

ed to repair . Q. Did the Marshal, on his arrival at Paris,

see M. de Polignac ? A. I do not know, personally, but I

have heard from my colleagues that he did . Q. Do you

know whether the Marshal directed any Proclamations to

be made to the People ? A. On Tuesday, the 27th, I heard

him repeat several times, that the troops were not to fire

until they had been fired upon ; and added, “ You under

stand afusillade is 50 shots at least.” The order given by

the Chief-d'Etat-Major to the Chiefs-des-Colonnes says, in

so many words, that the troops were not to fire until after

they were fired upon . Q. Did not the Marshal write sev

eral letters to the King ? A. On Tuesday evening I was

directed by the Marshal, to write a letter to the King from

his dictation , announcing that the crowds were dispersed

and that tranquility was entirely restored . ( A laugh .) I

was sent by the Marshal, about eleven o'clock at night, to

inform M. de Polignac that the crowds were dispersed, and

that the troops were going to retire to their quarters. It

was after my return that I wrote the letter to the King.
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( Marked Sensation in the Assembly ; M. de Polignac whis

pered to his Counsel . ) Q. did not the Marshalwrite oth

er letters to the King ? A. About eight o'clock in the even

ing ofWednesday, the 28th, he wrote a second letter to

the King, in which he communicated to him the progress of

events. This letter was entrusted to a gendarme, and ac

cidentally lost ; the Marshal being informed of it , immedi

ately dictated another to me, in which he said that the as

semblages had assumeda more threatening aspect — that it

was no longer a riot , but a revolution ; that it was of ur

gent importance to adopt measures of pacification ; that the

honor of the Crown might still be preserved, butthat the

next day it would be too late . The same day, at half past

three, the Marshal wrote a third letter to the King, in which

he said that the troops could not be forced in their positions,

but that the situation of affairs was becoming more and more

serious. It was at this moment that the Deputies arrived

at the Tuileries . After their departure, the Marshal re

turned, and made me finish the letter which was taken to

St. Cloud by one of my colleagues, : ( M. Komierouski.)

Q. What day was the declaration of Paris being in a siege

ordered ? A. On Wednesday, a little before or after the

first letter addressed to the King was sent off,a youngman,

a stranger to me came from the Prefect of Police to ask the

Marshal whether it was true that Paris was declared in a

state of siege, the Marshal, who had been questioned on the

same subjeet by several other persons, sent me about ten

o'clock to M. de Polignac to know what it meant, ( sensa

tion , ) and to remind him that there were legal forms to be

observed in adopting such a measure. M. dePolignac told

methat in fact the Ordonnance declaring Paris in a state of

siege was signed , and that he had sent for the Marshal to

come and take it. I returned with the Marshal, who, on

leaving M. de Polignac, handed me the Ordonnance. Q

What steps were taken by the Marshal to restore tranquil

ity ? A. On Thursday he convoked the Mayors of Paris .

Only four came to the Tuileries ; after liaving ordered a

suspension of the firing on the part of the troops, he beg

ged them to induce the people to cease firing also . One of

them did in fact advance into the Rue de Rohan , andwas ré

ceived with cries of “ Vive le Roi , Vive la Charte.” A

Proclamation to the same effect was also drawn up, and

VOL. I.NO. IV. 15
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several persons who had been taken prisoners were set at

liberty for the purpose of distributingit to the people. Q.

Did the Ministers assembled at the Tuileries hold any Coun

cil there ? A. I do not know, but I can assert that I often

saw the Marshal with the Ministers . ( Visible sensation . )

M. Persil.-I will ask the witness whether he knows

positively to whom the Marshal had to give reports of the

events ? A. I do not .

M. Persil . - It is , however, certain that the witness has

said that on Tuesday , the Marshal, before he even wrote to

the King sent him to M.de Polignac to announce that tran

quility was restored . Does the witness positively know

'whether M. de Polignac gave the Marshal any other order

when he gave him the Ordonnances declaring Paris in a

state of siege ? A. I have no means of knowing, the Mar

shall only said these words to me " I have just received

the Ordonnance declaring Paris in a state of siege.”

M. Persil. - With whom was the Marshal to hold com

munication after the city was declared in a state of siege ,

was it with M. de Polignac , or with the King ? A. I cannot

answer that question positively ; all I can say, is, that the

Ministers were all assembled at the Tuileries, and that I

often saw the Marshal with them .

M. Persil . - What was the Marshal doing with them ?

Was hecommunicating the reports which he received as to

thestate of Paris ? A. I could only give you my personal

opinion on that point , which would be of no weight. We

officers remained in a different apartment from that in

which were the Marshal and the Ministers. Nevertheless,

I repeat that I saw them very often together. I will add ,

that in the course of Wednesday, a proclamation was drawn

up by one of the Ministers, and communicated to another

Minister who was present . I was ordered to get it printed

at the Imprimerie Royale ; but I pointed out that it was im

possible for me to do so, and it wasgiven to the young man

from the Prefecture of Police , who came backwards and

forwards several times during the day. He was directed

to get it printed and distributed.

M. Persil.-- All these facts are important, and I will ask

the witness, whether from all he saw , he is led to conclude

that the Marshal reported what passed to M. de Polignac,

or to the Ministers assembled at the Tuileries ? ( Sensa

tion ,
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M. Hennequin -- ( Instantly rising. )--It appears to me

that such a question tends evidently to introduce into the

debates questions relating to the defence, and forms part

of a deeply erroneous system . The witness can only give

evidence as to facts. To ask them their opinion on the

character of these facts, or on the consequences to be drawn

from them, is to run the risk of involving the court in im

portant, involuntary errors ; it is to vitiate the principle of

debate ; therefore, when the witness said that he could

merely express a personal opinion , which says nothing, he

spoke thetruth ; I submit these observations to the court ,

with the conviction that the Commissioner himself, with

whose high knowledge we are perfectly acquainted , will

not insist further.

M. Persil.— I refer entirely to the wisdom of the Court

to decide on the propriety of the question addressed to the

witness , but I thought it both useful and legal to put it , be

cause it hangs on a point of much importance , and may

contribute tomake us acquainted with the truth , which we

are all anxious to arrive at . In a word, I regret it, and a

bandon it entirely to the wisdom of the Court, passing on

to another question .

President-- The question having been put by tủe Com

missioner, I cannot refrain from addressing it to the witness ,

leaving the Chamber the task of appreciating the nature of

the reply..

Witness - I must naturally suppose that when the Mar

shal was with the Ministers, they spoke together of what

was taking place in Paris. ( Sensation , )

A Peer - Did not the witness, as well as the Duke de Ra

guse, think of writing immediately to the King ? It was

to the King that he rendered account ? A. I do not know.

M. de Martignac. - It is important that this point should

be cleared up. M. de Polignac declared that the Duke de

Raguse communicated directly with the King ; that he gave

him an account of what was going forward ; and that he re

ceived his orders . It is generally known that when a per

son employed in an administration has an account to render,

it is addressed to the head of his department ; and thus, on

an ordinary occasion , the Duke de Raguse would have

communicated with M. de Polignac, as Minister of War.

But the situation of things was no longer the same , in con
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sequence of the city being declared in a state of siege, and

I maintain that it was to the King he rendered an account:

No doubt can exist on this point , for the witness wrote two

letters by the direction of the Marshal, in which he render

ed a direct account of events to his Majesty , and even of the

step taken by the Deputies. Q. Did not the Marshal also

address letters to M.dePolignac ? A. None. But I must

observe, that I do not see why he shouldhave written to M.

de Polignac, seeing that the latter was near him , and that

they were in continual communication . (Sensation . ). Q.

M. de Polignac might even have given him some explana

tion on all these circumstances. It is not doubted that the

Ministersassembled at the Etat-Major ; but what did they do

there ? Did they talk of passing events ? Did they direct

the conduct of the Marshal ?

M. de Polignac ( rising)—I have already given every

possible explanation on this point. With regard to the

Marshal, we had all that intimacy with him which exists

between persons anxious to know passing events from him

who directs them , and who was in the same apartment with

themselves. ( Sensation . ) But I declare that the Minis

ters did nothing but collect the information, sometimes cor

rect, at other timesincorrect, brought by a variety ofpersons.

They had not either with the King or the Marshal, any of

ficial correspondence, or any of the relations that subsist be

tween a superior and an inferior . If such a correspondence

had taken place, some trace of it would necessarily remain

and have been found ; none has , however, been any where

discovered . The Marshal did not address a single report

to me, and I transmitted nothing -- I had nothing to transmit

to the King. It is true that I twice wrote to his majesty ,

when I sent him some information as to the events then tak

ing place; but it was simply in the form of intelligence, and

in order to give him some knowledge of what was going

on .-- ( Sensation .)

President ( to the witness )—Where was the-Where was the money tak

en from that was distributed to the soldiers as a gratifica

tion ? A. From the Treasury. A hundred soldiers were

employed in that service ; they left their muskets and each of

them carried bags of 1000 fr.- (Great sensation .)—Q. In vir

tue ofwhatorderdid the Minister of Finances draw that mo

ney ? A. I know not . The order was given during the

night, and the distribution made the following morning.
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Louis de Komierouski, aged 44, native of Poland , ex - Aide

de- Camp of the Duke de Ráguse, residing rue St. Flor

entin , No. 5 .

( A general movement of interest and curiosity was evin

ced on the entrance ofthis witness : he was low in stature ,

his meagre but striking features exhibiting great vivacity,

and his accent denoting his foreign origin .)--At the mo

ment the President addressed the first question , witnessbe

sought the indulgence of the Court, on account of the diffi

culty he experienced in expressing himself in French . Q.

You were with the Duke deRaguse during the events of

July : inform the Court of all you know relative to what

forms the object of the accusation ? A. On Monday, the

26th of July , I was on service at St. Cloud, with the Mar

shal : while breakfasting, a Lieutenant of the Guards having

apprised me of the Ordonnances in the Moniteur, I immedi

ately informed the Marshal of it , whose first word in reply

was, that it was not possible. After breakfast, when I

again saw him, he appeared to me deeply occupied with the

news : about half past eleven he set off for Paris, and I did

not again see him till the evening, when receiving orders,

which took place somewhat late, the King having been at

Rambouillet. On Tuesday morning the Marshal or

dered his carriage, to go to the country, when I intimated

to him that late on the preceding eveningsome disturbance

had taken place at Paris, and that it would be at least neces

sary he should inform me where he would be found . This

observation determined him to remain at St. Cloud, and he

shortly received orders to wait on the King, aftermass, on

returning from which audience, about halfpast 11, he order

ed his carriage and we instantly started for Paris. We

alighted at M. de Polignac's, where the Marshal remained

a few minutes : he then went to head-quarters , and occupied

himself in giving orders. M. Lavillatte arrived shortly af

ter, to announce that about 800 persons were directing their

steps towards Bagatelle, in order to carry off the Duke de

Bordeaux. The Marshal instantly sent me to the Ecole

Militaire, to take a hundred and fifty lancers, and to pro

ceed to Bagatelle, with orders that, should I fall in with the

multitude, to act only with the flat of the sabre and the staff

ofthe lance . On arriving at Bagatelle, I found no one there ;

the Duke de Bordeaux was gone to St. Cloud, whither I

.
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proceeded, and from whence I returned to Paris . On Wed

nesday morning I was sent to the Prefeet of Police, to en

gage him , on the part of the Marshal, to issue Proclamations

to the people, who replied that it should be done . In the

course of the morning I went with the Marshal to M. de

Polignac's where there were several of the Ministers, and it

was in returning from thence that the Marshal informed me

of the city being in a state of siege . The Ministers were

not long in coming to the Tuileries , where I again saw

then , as they were frequently in the same room with the

Marshal . I know that the orders given by the Marshal to

the commanders of columns were not to fire upon the peo

ple until there had been fifty shots fired by them .

About four o'clock on Wednesday I was sent by the

Marshal to St. Cloud , with a despatch for the King ; I had

orders to make the greatest haste, which I did, as must have

been observed by the fatigue I suffered on myarrival . The

Marshal had moreover recommended me to inform theKing

myself of what I had seen of the actual state of Paris . I

therefore told his Majesty that the entire population had

risen , a fact I was perfectly competent to attest, seeing that

in passing through Chaillot several shots were fired at me,

not by the lower classes , but by persons of a more elevated

rank . The King replied thathe would read the dispatch ,

and I withdrew to await his orders ; as they however were

long in arriving , I begged the Duke de Duras to go to his

Majesty, to speak to him of the serious aspect of affairs ; but

he replied that , agreeablyto etiquette , it was impossible to

enter the cabinet of the King:-(Laughter.) After a lapse

of 20 minutes. I was at length called into the closet, when

the King, who gavemeno written despatch , told me only

to say to the Marshal to continue firm ; to unite his forces in

the Place du Carrousel and the Place Louis XV. , and to act

with masses.- (Murmurs.) -- He even repeated the last

word twice.-( Murmurs renewed .)) returned with this

answer to the Marshal, I did not then see M. Polignac, and

I did not know that he had sent any dispatch to the King ;

what I know is , that he gaveme none. I had no knowledgeof .

an order given on Wednesday or Thursday, to arrest seve

ral individuals ; but , I was desired by the Marshal , very ear

ly on Wednesday, to go and tell M. Foucauld that the

orders for arrest had been annulled. I acquitted myself of
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this mission , but without knowing by whom the order had

been given ; or to whom it related . In my written deposi

tion , I stated that this last fact took place on Wednesday ; I

was deceived ; but this ought not to be considered surpris

ing ; I was constantly on horseback during the three days,

and , it may be supposed that it was difficult for me to recal

every circumstance.

Q. You were not the bearer of any other letter than that ,

ofwhich you have spoken ? A. Of no other. Q. What

were the arrests you have spoken of ; were they numerous ?

A. I know nothing on that subject. Q. Have you any

knowledge of an order for distributing money to the troops ?

Do you know by whom that order was given ? A. Towards

midnight, on Wednesday, a dispatchfrom the King was

brought to the Etat-Major, it contained an order to distrib

ute money to the troops.

The President M.de Polignac, you hear what the wit

ness declares ;you had no money at the Etat-Major ; it is

only from the Treasury that a sum adequate to the distribu

tion commanded , could have been obtained ; upon what or

der was it delivered ?

M. de Polignac.— Ican give no explanation on this head ;

all that I can say is, that neither order, nor money passed

through my hands; it was only on Thursday, about seven

o'clock in the morning, that money was distributed. I have

always believed that thesesums did not exceed seven or

eight thousand francs. I do not know for what cause this

money was drawn , nor to what order it was delivered . Q.

Can any one of the parties accused give the Court any in

formation on this point . ( The accused, by gestures replied

in the negative. )

President - It appears that no -Minister has any knowl

edge ofthe particulars of this fact.

M. Peyronnet - The result of this discussion appears to

be , whatI did not know that the order for the distribution

of money did not reach the Etat-Major until night. On

Thursday morning, I was walking with M. Glandeves, on

the place of the Carrousel. There I aequired the only idea

I had of the distribution of money to the troops . I saw a

squadron of lancers, to whom an order of the day was being

read . From the circumstances in which we were placed ,

I was curious to know what the order addressed to the
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troops could be . The King expressed his satisfaction at

their conduct.--- ( Violent murmurs.) He announced that

money should be distributed to them, and that he would

grant them special rewards.—( Renewed murmurs. )

The President, to M. de Polignac-M. de Montbel was

at the same place as yourself ; is it by his order or by the

order of the Duke de Raguse, that this money was distribut

ed ? A. The order did not arrive until midnight, as the

witness has just stated , we were at the Etat Major, but we

were not assembled in the same chamber ; wewere, in some

degree, isolated from each other, and we only met together

when the two Peers of France arrived at the Etat-Major.

There was no order from me ; no trace has been found of

such , which would have been easy , if an order.had existed ;

nothing of this kind can have been discovered at the Hotel

of the Minister of Finance . I have learnt with much sur

prise that the sums distributed to the troops amounted to

three or four hundred thousand francs.

M. Seguier - Three hundred and ten thousand francs.

M. dePolignac - I mustrepeat that I feel unfeigned as

tonishment, forat first,as I havesaid , I thought it merely

seven or eight thousand francs ; I know nothing else, and

it is difficult for me to imaginea distribution so considerable

as to amount to the sum mentioned ; the actual time of this

distribution seemsto me to have exceeded the space ( half

an hour which elapsed between the reading of the order

of the day and the renewed movementof the troops.

M. Martignac- Two important circumstances appear

here ,springing out ofthis disposition. The Duke de Ra

gusehad charged the Prefect of Police tomake a proclama

tion to the people, he had then some communications and

a correspondence with the Prefect of Police ; on the other

side , communication with the King was so direct, that the

King ordered the Marshal to make a distribution .- ( The

whole assembly gave audible proof of satisfaction at the

manner in which M. Komierouski had delivered his testi

mony.)

Viscount Faucauld, aged 59, ex - Colonel of Gendarmerie .

This witness, interrogated as to the part he took in the

military events of the three days, declares that he thought

his presence was required at Paris during the time of the

elections, for, said he, I remembered the events which sig .
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nalized those of 1827.-( the tumults in the Rue St. Denis. )

Still I was re - assured by the tranquility of the elections,

and I did not hesitate to repair to niy own arrondissement , I

was far from foreseeing the Ordonnances. Being return

ed , on the 25th July, I went to St. Cloud, where I heard

nothing said of them ; the same evening, I went to see M.

Peyronnet; 1 accompanied my wife to the reception , which

that Minister gave on that evening ;. there were a great

many visitors. On the following dày, Monday the 26th,

informed of the Ordonnances, I ran to the Prefecture of

Police ; I could not see the Prefect until half past'one ; he

did not seem to me to be very uneasy at the result of the

Ordonnances; I was less tranquil , for I forsaw they would

give us plenty of work (besogne,) - ( general and prolonged

laughter ; M. de Polignao himself joining in the hilarity of

the assembly .)

President - I must remind the audience that all signs of

approbation or disapprobation are positively forbidden ; I

must beg that the respect due to the Court may not be for

gotten .

M. Faucauld-Ioåght to have said embarrassment.

( Half suppressed laughter in every part of the Chamber .)

The witness then commenced a very long and unintelliga

ble narrative of all the events that were personal to him .;

he strove especially to evforce the maxim of military obe

dience, touching the body of Gendarmes, which he repre

sentedas being in a particular situation : it is impossible

to follow M. Faucauld fn his long and desultory discourse,

his language, prolex and incorrect, seemed several times

to excite the impatience of the Court. We give the sum:

mary of that part of his deposition, which preceded the

questions put to him by the President, evidently with a

view to bring his narrative, which threatened to be inter

minable, to a close .

Witness said he was desirous of remaining in Paris dur

ing the elections of the Grand College ; for he did not wish

again to expose himself to the reproaches of the Royal

Court of Paris,which had expressed its regret that, in the

month of November, 1827, the disorders had not been pre

vented , and the armed force so placed as to avoid the ne

cessity of using violence . By order of General Wall, he

furnished a hundred Gendarmes, who were to protect the

16VOL. I.NO. IV .
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Chancellerie and the Hotel of the Minister of Foreign Af

fairs. He had no knowledge of the first disturbance pre

vious to receiving the newsof the kind of riot which had

taken place on the Monday at the Palais Royal, between

the gendarmerie and the idlers assembled in front of the

shop of the Marquisde Chabannes . On Tuesday he went

: at balf-past 11 o'clock to the Prefect of Police , who was

quite at his ease , and in bed . The state of Paris, and the

nccessity of stopping the progress of the tumults, prevent

ed a review of gendarmerie, which the witness was to have

made ; from that time he placed the gendarmerie at the dis

posal of the constituted authorities, and contented himself

with occasionally visiting the guard houses of his tidops.

He affirmed that he never drew his sabre from the sheath ,

and he attested the same thingof the orderly -man andtrump

eter who followed him . It was in one of these excursions

that he received a violent blow from a stone, thrown , he

said point blanc ( à bout portant) - (suppressed laughter ,)

-and which struck him on the head at the moment. he was

going to the Rue Neuve des Petits Champs. ( The wit

• ness here entered into another disquisition upon the doc

trineof passive obedience, and thepeculiar responsibility

attached to the gendarmerie ; from the latter, however he

considered himself completely relieved by having placed

his corps at the disposal of the commander of the military

force . )

The President. Did you receive orders from the Duke

de Raguse , on Wednesday ? A. He handed me an order

of arrest, in which , I believe , six persons were included . I

causedsome officers to copy it , and was afterwards inform

ed that there were seven or eight persons included in it .

The Duke de Raguse was at that time invested with the

command of the troops of the division , and all the public

force, and I was bound to obey him unreservedly . I

should not have acted in the same way on the previous

evening ; I should have used the right of discussion which

the officers of my corps possess ; but at this moment, in

virtue of the power of the Marshal , the extent of his author

ity , and the elevation of his rank, I considered any repre

sentation as unbecoming. Q. At what'o'clock did he give

you that order ? A. About mid-day, as far as I can trust to my

memory - before the Deputies came to head -quarters. Q.

1
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do you know the names of the persons you were employed

to arrest ? A. 'On my former deposition , I vainly endeav ..

oured to recollect more than those of Messrs. Eusebe de

Salverte , Laffitte , and Lafayette; however, on reading

the procedure, and having since learned that these gentle

men came from the house of M..Audry de Puyraveau, I

perfectly recolloct that that name belonged to one of the

personsto be arrested. Q. Do you know whether that or

der had been concerted with the Ministers who were at-

head -quarters ? A. I 'think I have already replied to that

question, in stating that thegreat authority with which the

Marshal was invested, did not permit meto make any obser

vation . I repeat, that on Tuesday I would have entered

into ' a discussion as to the order, but on Wednesday I'neith

er could nor ought. . Q. How was the order withdrawn

from your hands ? A. Immediately on receiving the order,

I saw how many difficulties therewere to its execution : a

secretary of the Etat-Major took the almanack of 25,000

addresses, and wrote those of the personis designated. I

then set off with an adjutant-major, trumpetor, andorderly,

and went to the Hotel of the Keeper of the Seals, where

several officers set about making the necessary copies . I

was returning to the Duke de Raguse, when I met an aide

de-camp of theMarshal, who informed me that the Duke '

had revoked the order, and that he was come to withdraw

it. This relieved me from a great weight.- (Laughter.)

He must have seen that I restored it to him with great eag

erness. Q. Do you know positively whether the gendar

mérie or other bodies of troops, whose operations came

within your knowledge, made the proclamations required

by the law ? Reply briefly : A. I received no report. f !

can affirm that I never spoke of any rigorous act, and that

my orders never prescribed any thing of the kind; I always

employed conciliatory measures, for -- in short, what I

can say, is , that I canonly answer for my own actions, and

that I have no exact knowledge of those of others. Q.

How was the guard-house at the Bourse forced ? A. I re

plied on a former occasion to that question. I was asked

howthe guard -house at the Boursehad beenforced. I reply

that I learn it from you ; for in war such a thing sometimes

happens, when one is forced to yield and to withdraw be

fore a superior force. I am unwilling to pass sentence on
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>the gendarmes who were there, and would judge of their

conduet only after hearing their justification . Iknowthat

the guard house was formed of planks, raised'on wooden

blocks, and was capable of being easily upset. Q. ' On

Wednesday night and Thursday morning - let us not go

back-did you learn any important facts relative to the con

duct of the gendarmerie ? A. The orderlies could only

reach me in plain clothes, and by this means ' I succeeded

in establishing a kind of correspondence with the command

ers of the barracks.

.M . de Persil. — On Wednesday, when the Duke de Ra

guse gave you the order of arrest of which you have just

spoken, had you the means of knowing if the order had

been prepared beforehand, or was it written before you ?

A. It was not written before me ; I know not if it had been

previously arranged ; it was handed to me quite prepared .

M. Persil.-- It is of the highest importanceto know with

whom this act of arrest originated. Is it thedeed of M.'de

Raguse ,ofM. de Polignac , or of the Ministry ? You have

heard M. de Polignac denyall participation in these acts of

arrest. The other accused persons have done the same ;

we are therefore, led to believe, that M. de Raguse is the

sole author of the act of accusation, for, on Wednesday the

28th, there were but two authorities, M. de Polignac, or,

rather the Ministry , and M. de Raguse. We have here

two aids-de campof M. de Raguse, I demand that they may

"be questioned as to this fact.

The President then called the next witness, M. de Guise,

ex-aide -de-camp of Marshal Duke de Raguse. At the mo

ment this witness advanced at the summons of the Presi

dent, M. de Komierowiski, aide-de-camp to the Duke de

Raguse, darted precipițately into the middle of the assem

bly, and exclaimed—“ M . de Raguse is not the author of

the deed of arrest ; in default of proof, to demonstrate this

I have, in evidence,his eagerness to have it revoked ; he

said tome, in a tone which I cannot forget, send in search

of Col. Foucauld, to withdraw an order I gave him a few

minutes back-send one, two, or three officers - go your

self, if it be necessary .” -- ( Sensation.)

M. de Guise was then examined by the President.-- Do

you think the Marshal was the author of the Deed of Ar

rest ? A. I have been for a long time connected with the
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Marshal, Ihave passed the greater portion of my life with

him , but I never heard him mention the names of Messrs .

Eusebe Salverte, and Audry de Payraveau .

M. d'Angosse to Col. Foucauld-Q. In what hand -writ

ing was the order ? A. I fancied I recognised in the body

ofthe document the same hand-writing as that of the sig

nature .

M.d'Angosse to M. Guise--Who was the person who

wrote what the Marshal dictated ? A. I alone ; he never

dictated any order like that here spoken of.

M. de Martignac - It has been said that the order ap

peared to be in the same hand-writing as the signature .

President - That was the answer of Colonel Foucauld .

M. Persil to M. Foucauld — Was the Order in many or

few words ? A. It contained a line and a half, or two lines

of writing withoutthe names, it was nearly in these words,

“ M. le Marechal de France, Commandant Militaire, de

Paris, donne l'ordre d'arreter.” ( The Commander-in-chief

of Paris, Marshal of France, gives an order to arrest . )

M. Komierouski here advanced towards the witness with

great vivacity , and asked-By whom had you this order

decyphered ?-[This singular proceeding produced an evi

dent feeling of astonishment inthe assembly, not , however,

unfavourable to the intruder. ] — A , I read , near to the bot

tom , the words “ Duķe de Raguse ;” and in reading the

rest , I fancied'I perceived a resemblance to the hand writ

ing of the signature ; the real motive for my conjecture, as

I glanced over the order which indeed , was very badly

written , was that it was confidential, and that owing to the

sameness in the hand writing, I could not think it hadbeen

written by any other than the Marshal himself.

M. Komierouski- You must be very clever, for the Mar

shal's writing is so bad that it is next to an impossibility to

read it ; in fact, it is illegible.-( Great laughter .)

M. Hennequin - Q . The witness has said that he took

his daughter to M. Peyronnet's soiree on Sunday, the 25th .

Was he at the Hotel of the Minister when M. Mangin ar

rived there ? A. I did not stay at M. Peyronnet’s that even

ing ; it was my wife, not my daughter, that I accompanied

there .

M.Hennequin. - Q. In your dealings with the Prefect

of Police , did you hear that he was informed of the Ordon

1
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nances in any other way than by the Moniteur ? A. I guessed

that, for the appearance of M. Mangin, made me think that

he knew ofthe Ordonnances before they appeared ..

M. Hennequin . - Q . Then , on using your best recollec

tion , you find only the suspicion, and no.positive knowl

edge of the fact ? A. I have always thought, and I still

think , that he had only been informed of them the evening

before by official confidence ; for, without that , it would

seem surprising that he had not informed the Chief of the

Gendarmerie of Paris .

In all the conversation which followed the examination

in chief of Foucauld , Komerowski displayed an open vica

city , and an eagerness to explain and elicit the facts, which

were remarked with 'approbation by the assembly. The

laughter which followed his remark respecting the bad writ

ing of the Duke de Raguse was loud and general, the ac

cused all joining in it .

M. Arago Secretary of the Institute . This witness re

ferred to his former deposition ( inserted in the Messenger

ofthe 4th inst.) for the particulars of his becoming ac

quainted with the Marshal Duke de Raguse. He added

that the Marshal had, in conversationwith him , long before

the Ordonnances, alluded to the appointment of the Minis

try of the 8th August, as one of the most unfortunate

events of his life. The witness then detailed the facts of

his visit to the Marshal at the Etat-Major, accompanied by

his son, as previously given in his written deposition al

ready published . The witness stated that on arriving at

the Etat-Major, he was favourably received , and remarked

that the authority presiding there, was not entirely milita

ry , as he found in the apartments many persons belonging

to the Office for Foreign Affairs, and even some ofthe

Journalists mingled with the officers. On preparing to

withdraw , he stated that he -desired M. Delarue to ac

quaint the Marshal that he would return the following day

to renew the conference, if it were not too late , that is to

say, if the whole of the troops had not joined the people.

The impression made by this sentence, continued M.Arago,

convinced me at once that there was until that time no ap

prehension of any such result. I then explained myself

more fully, and mentioned several quarters of the town ,

where, about twelve o'clock , I saw numerous groups of
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soldiers fraternising with the armed citizens . M. Delarue

thought that this circumstance might have some effect upon

the Prince de Polignac , and after urging me to make him

acquainted with it , I felt I could not hold a direct commu

nication with any one of the Ministers, as I had pointed

out their immediate dismissal, and M.Delarue then went to

deliver my message to the Marshal , who communicated it

to M. de Polignac. It was, however, far from producing

the expected effect, for M. Delarue returned , and with an

air of deep affliction, said ; “ We are lost . Our Prime

Minister, not acquainted with the character of his country

inen, when they repeated to him your account that the

soldiery were going over to the side of the people, 'he re

plied, well then, they must also fire upon the troops.

( This produced an evident effect upon the accused, as well

as upon the whole Court.) From this moment, I was con

vinced , that notwithstanding the martial law , the Marshal

was merely a nominal Commandant, and I withdrew .: I

have here related all that passed ; but there exists between

the evidence I now give, and my written deposition, a dif

ference which requires explanation . I understood that it

was the Marshal who spoke to the Prince, and received his

answer ; but,M.Dalarue has since informed me by a letter ,

that it was himself who spoke to the Prince and heard the

words in reply which I have repeated.

The President informed the Court that M. Delarue' was

not in France , or he would have been called as a witness .

M. Persil - The witness has said that he found several

Clerks of the Office of Foreign Affairs at the Etat Major ?

A. T'hat was correct . Q. Will he state the names of these

Clerks ? A. M. de Flavigny . ,

M. Persil — Then I will ask M. de Polignac how it hap

pened that the Clerks of his office were found with him at

the Tuileries when he declared that he was no longer-Min

ister , and no longer interfered in public affairs.

The Prince de Polignac - M . de Flavigny certainly did ,

come to the Tuileries to receive my orders relative to the

papers which were at the Hotel ofthe Ministry as he was

the only clerk that I had left there, having told all the oth

ers that there attendance was necessary. This was the

only time he came to the Tuileries..

The President to the witness - Did M. Flavigny remain

1
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any length of time at the Tuileries ? Were there notother

persons with him from the same office ? A. I only knew

M. de Flavigny, but they pointed out to me another person

as being the private Secretary of M. de Polignac. M. de

Flavigny remained two hours.

The Prince de Polignac - Then I cannot tell what he

was about .

M. de Martignac I am not going to question the wit

ness, I wish merely to submit an observation to the Court .

Nothing can be more painful-nothing can be more severe

than the accusation contained in the deposition you have

just heard . An infliction we must all’deplore oppressed the

capital ; the streets of Paris for three whole days ran with

blood . The Prince de Polignac is labouring under an ac

cusation of the most distressing character.. Hitherto not a

single witness has been able to statė, from hisown person

al knowledge, a single fact which can connect the Prince de

Polignac with the bloody scenes that have caused him as

much affliction as any other human being , and now for the

first time comes forward a witness to accuse him of uttering

words indicative of inhuman cruelty, which it is impossible

to contradict or explain , because the accuser himself did

not hear them , but was told them by another person who is

in a foreign country. I recommend this observation to the

conscientious consideration of the Judges.

Lerdente, Concierge at the Tuileries, was called , but his

evidence was wholly unimportant. The Court retired for

a quarter of an hour on resuming

The President, to M. Arrago. Is the letter of which you

have spoken, addressed by M.Delarue to yourself ? A : No;

to M. Guise .

The President desired M. Guise to go and bring the letter .

M. Lemercier to M. Arrago - Did any other person hear

the expression you have stated ? · A. I cannot say, probably

my son, who was with me, might have heard them .

M. de Glandeve, Governor of the Tuileries, deposed that

the Duke de Raguse took the command of the Palace on the

Tuesday, and , thereupon , his authority was at an end , and

that he had no personal knowledge of any of the facts relat

ing to the impeachment.

The PresidentSuppose the Ministers had offered any

resistance to the wishes of M. de Somonville and M. d'Ar
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gout, would you nothavebeen of opinion that they should

be arrested, and would you not have concurred in enforcing

such a measure ? A. I had no troops under my command,

and yet if the Marshal had thought of any such measure , I

should have assented, and done all in my power ; and (tur

ning towards the accused, added in under tone) I should

havefelt, I was doing my duty as a trueFrenchman, and a

faithful servant of my King. R. Did the witness render

any account to the King of what had passed under his ob

servation ? Had you beenable to formanyopinionwhether

the resolutions come to emanated from himself or were

suggested by the Ministers?". A. I saw the King on Friday ,

and was with him but a few minutes ; our conversation was

confined to the events of Paris .

M. Galle, Bronzist; Rue de Richelieu, repeated, nearly

verbatim , his former written deposition .

M. deMartignac. After having recited to the Marshal

all that had happened , and added that it was necessary to ac

quaint the King, did you not receive from the Marshal the

following answer : “it will be useless, as M. de Polignac

has already informed him ? " A. This answer certainly was

given me .

M. Wurtz, Bookseller, stated that on the 20th, he went

with M. Hutteau , Mayor of the 10th Arrondissement, to the

Duke of Ragusa, to obtain bis authorityto arm the Nation

al Guards : that the Duke answered that Paris was in a state

of siege ; and , as long as the people were not reduced to

order, no concessions could be granted. Besides, the Na

tional Griard having been disbanded, if it were suffered to

be re -embodied , ill-disposed persons might be so introdu

ced into it, and the safety of the troops might be endanger

ed . The Marshal added, “ Before you are out of the Tuil

eries, you will hear the roaringof the cannon . " . Conducted

back by two Aids-de-Camp, the witness and M. Hutteau

strongly urged the bad consequences that might arise from

not allowing the re -organization the National Guard, Struck

by the force of their reasoning, one of the officers returned

to the Marshal, and in a few minutes after M. Hutteau was

recalled in to the Duke,who then told him that he had con

sulted the Ministers, who were of the same opinion with

himself.

The President, addressing the Assembly, said , " Tho
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Court will believe that I could not leave neglected to sum

mon a witness so important as M. Hutteau ; but he has not

been found, and is , it is believed, travelling in Italy .

Lieut. Gen. Tromelin (On the name of this witness be

ing called, a movementof curiosity was visible in the Cham

ber .) Having heard on Wednesday, the 28th, that the

Duke de Raguse had been named Commander-in-Chief of

Paris, I went to the Tuileries, and I found him deeply af

fected by the serious aspect of events, and which he was so

nruch better able to appreciate, as I related to him all I had

been myself a witness to in traversing the streets . See,”

said he, “ what a fatality weighs upon me ; if I succeed,

iny countrymen will never forgive me for the rigorous

measures that I am compelled to adopt, if I fail, they, for

whom I sacrifice myself will pay me with ingratitude."

While the Marshal spoke to me in the Salon de Service ,

I perceived Prince Polignac ; I expressed my uneasiness

to him at the tumults , but he strovę to give me confidence,

assuring me that this affair would not bemore serious than

that of the rue St. Denis, M. de Polignac added in conclu

sion , “ A display of military force will be sufficient to effect

a return to order ."

M. Bayeux, Avocat-General a la Cour Royate.

This witness, whose written deposition wehave already

published, gave an exaet repetition of it with little varia

tion , the length of this deposition , which throws no new

light on the proceedings, and the greater importance of

some of the testimony which followed, induce us to refer

the reader to his previous deposition . ( See.Messenger, of

4th instant . )

M. Mercer, employed in the Droits Reunis. This witness

nothavingbeen heard in the previous examination, only made

a deposition for general information ,, without taking the

usual oath . On the 29th July, I went, in the morning, to

Petit Montrouge, with some of my comrades.
We saw a

man on horseback, coming from the direction of Orleans,

and , supposing he was the bearer of an express, we stopped

and searched him : he was the bearer of a portfolio, fasten

ed with a lock . I proposed his giving up the portfolioto

the Provisional
Government, but the persons present de

manded that it should be opened, which was immediately

done. We found a packet addressed to the Post-Master
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General, in which was enclosed a letter to the Minister of

the Interior, by the Prefect of the 'Loiret, dated Tuesday,

at midnight. The nature of its contents was nearly this :

“Agreeably to your orders, I have given the Swiss troops,

garrisoned in this city; directions to set out immediately for

Paris, and I can assure you , that in half an hour, these

troops will be in march for the capital. I cannot dissemble

with you, that on the 28th, we had 'serious troubles here,

sufficient to require the display of a great military forcé.

On the departure of the regiment, I shall remain with only

40 gendarmes, and I cannot answer for the maintainance

of tranquility in consequence." The Prefect of the Loiret

concluded the dispatch, by requesting to call to Orleans a

regiment of Swiss. I afterwards sent this dispatch to the

12th arrondissement, and was informed that, on the follow

ing day, it was sent to the Provisional Government.

M. de Peyronnet rose , and addressed the Court - These

facts are entirely unknown to me . Since the witness has

retained the substance of the letter so completely; I beghe

will state whether it appeared to be a report made sponta

neously by the Prefect of the Loiret, or in answer toa des

patch addressed to bim by me? A. Ifmy memory does not

deceive me, it appeared to bear the character of an answer

to an order previously received "; and I believe I may add ,

that it began with these words— « Aceording to the orders

you have given me."

M. de Peyronne .-- It is , however, most certain that I

never wrote to the Prefect of the Loiret, any. thing that

could have called for such an answer ; and it will be easy

to verify what I have advanced , for if such a correspon

dence existed, some traces of it must be found in the office

of the Minister of the Interior ; and , if followed by the fa

tality which so unfortunately for me, occurred to the docu

ments upon the disturbances at Montauban,and those pa

pers have also disappeared both from the Ministry and the

Prefecture, the personsemployed in the transmitting or re

ceiving them may surely still be ' met with. If, by any

means, it can be proved that I wrote to the Prefect of the

Loiret to send up the Swiss regiment, I will submit to all

the censure of the Court.-( This sentence delivered with

a strong appearance of sincerity, produced a visible sensa

tion in the Assembly. ) Iam the more warranted in speak
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ing with this confidence , as this is the first time I ever

heard that there was a Swiss regiment at Orleans. Those

who are acquainted with the routine of the War Office,

must know that I who was Minister of the Interior, a Minis

ter of only 70 days standing, could not be informed where

the regiments were stationed. I repeat, I did not write , but it

is possible that the Prefect of the Loiret, having become in

formed of the order given by the Minister of War, to send

up the Swiss regiment, thought it right to , acquaint the

Minister of the Interior with it...

M. de Champagny was here called up again , and exam

ined by the President.-Q. In point of fact, was this order

given by the Minister of War ? A. No order that the Swiss

troops at Orleans should be sent to Paris, was given by the

Minister atWar; the only orders of this nature that were

given, were those relative to the return of thetroops from

Luneville and St. Omer. It is probable that the order spo

ken of was given in direct course by the Major -General,

either to the Commanding Officer of the Department, oy, in

his absence, to the Colonel of the regiment.

Here it was announced that M, de Guise had returned

with the letter of M. Delarue, of which he had spoken in

his deposition .

M. Guise handed to the Court a fragment of a letter,

which he states he received from M. Delarue . It had

neither signature or post mark. The witness explained

this latter circumstance, by stating that he received it in a

paeket with other letters . The passage of this letter read

by M. Guise, states that itwas to M.Delarue himself, and

not to any third person, that M. de Polignac said, “ if the

troops ofthe linehave gone: over to the people, they must

fire on the troops of the line." And the letter further

stated that if he. (M. Delarue ) were called on to make a de

position , he should do it in the same words made use of by .

M. Arago.

M. Komeirouski was called, and having looked at the

letter stated it to be in the hand writing of M. Delarue.

M. de Martignac .-- It is a general rule in criminal cases,

that when only one witness affirms a circumstance which

the accused denies, that circumstance cannot even be a

question for the decision of the Judges. Should M. Dela

rue himself come forward , and say what you have heard ,

3
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the formal denial of the accused would be sufficient to coun

terbalance the effect of the testimony ; but here independ

ently of general principles, the Court has also to consider

what reliance can be placed on a mere fragment of a letter

unsigned , the end of which only is presented, and the hand

writing of which is disputed. When the law requires that

a witness should be called on to deliver his testimony in

open Court, it is that the Judges may mark the expression

ofhis features, and even the tone of his voice. It often

happens that a witness thus exposed to examination, and

liable to contradiction from the accused and the Counsel,

has been induced to retract a part, or the whole, of his

written deposition, though , also made in the presence of a

Judge, and under the sanction of an oath ; and it is in case

of such paramount importance as the present, that the wish

is shown to deprive us of these just advantages. I there

fore repeat, that this fragment of a letter cannot be admit

ted as a basis upon which any' conclusion can be founded.

The President. The Court will decide , upon the extent

ofcredit due to thisdocument.

M. Komierouski, with energy — I declare upon my honor

that this letter is in the hand writing of M. Delarue.

Count de Remon --- ( Formerly attached to the Ministry of

the Interior )-- declared that he had seen.in themargin of

the Report from the Prefect of the Department of the Tarn

and Garonne, respecting the disturbances at Montauban,

a minute in the hand writing ofM. de Peyronnet, in these

terms—% Why have not the ringleaders of these disturb

ances been arrested in conformity with my orders ? A

similar minute was also written on the margin of the Report

of the Prefect of the Maine and Loire, on the occurrences

at Angers, and it was in pursuance of these minutes, that

the letters to these Prefectswere written.

M. Lepelletier de Bois Raimond stated that he had learnt

from the public Journals, the disturbance at Montauban

arising out of the elections, and that a Chief-de-Bureau, of

the Minister of the Interior, who told him that M. de Pey

ronnet had written a very severe letter on that. subject, to

the Prefect of Tarn , and Garonne.

M. Lajard, Member of the Institute , affirmed, that on

Sunday, the 25th , at ten o'clock in the evening, being with

several other persons, at the Hotel of M. de Peyronnet, he

1
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saw M. Mangin, Prefect of Police , arrive there ; and also

saw them converse together for some time, in a recess

formed by one of the windows.

The three last witnesses, called at the request of M. de

Peyronnet, were heard merely for the information of the

Court; and without making oath :

Count Lobau , Lieutenant-General, one of the five

Deputies, who presented themselves on the 28th at the

Tuileries.—Questioned as to his profession ; the witness

replied, a soldier ( a murmur of approbation in the gal :

leries.)- This witness repeated the particulars already giv

en by his colleagues, M. M. Lafitte and Casimir Perier,

relative to their interview with the Marshal.

M. Horace Almain , Wine-Merchant; saw the Gendar

merie eharge on the 27th, without warning, a crowd assem

bled in theRue Neuvre du Luxembourg ; one of these men

had his ear cut off, witness also saw the troops fire repeat

edly in Rue Caumartin.

M. Arago, jun . examined .-- You were with your father

on the 28th when he went to the Etat-Major of the Duke

de Raguse ; do you recolleet to have heard M.Delaruesay,

that at thetime he informed M. de Polignac that the troops

of the Line were going over to the side of the people; the

latter replied, " Well then fire on the troops of the line ?"

A. M. Delarue related the phrase , exactly as you have ex

pressed it.

M. deMartignac. The Court will allow me to dwell

on a subject, the imputation of which weighs greviously on

the heart of the accused, and, I hope it will not deem it

wrong that I should temark, that there are not two wit

nesses on the point, but merely two echoes ofan absent in

dividual.

M. de Polignac. — I declare that I have no recollection

whatever of this point; and I will just ask the Court (un

peu) if it is on words in the air, or hearsays, more or less

understood, more or less exactly reported , that they are to

found the most serious accusations ; if they were to be ad.

mitted, who would be safe ; there is not an indvidual whom

Ihave known, against whom I could not direct an accusa

tion . I will go further, I would give him the choice of the

crime of which I should accuse him .

M. le Marquis de Semonville, Grand Referendaire of the

2
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Chamber of Peers, aged 70. - On the name of this witness

being called, a feeling of attention and curiosity was mani

fested throughout the assembly. He came forward leaning

on a staff, and walking with difficulty , owing to an attack

of gout; in other respects, his age appeared to sit lightly

on him ; his.voice was firm and sonorious, and his manner

animated and energetic. - A . chair was brought for him ,

but he only lent on the back of it , and commenced his evi

dence in the following terms The Court has been made

aware by my written deposition , and still more by its knowl

edge of my occupations and connections with itself, that it

was only from the Moniteur that I became acquainted with

the Ordonnances. The Court knows the melancholy oc

cupations in which I employed myself on Tuesday and

Wednesday in order to collect together in the smallnumber

ofour colleagues in Paris, which was not more than from

16 to 18.- On Wednesday evening, as I was walking with

my neighbour' , M. D'Argout, in the gardensof the Luxem

bourg, we talked over the disasters of the day , and deplored

our inability to remedy them ; we did not shut our eyes to

the fact, that amidst the momentary calm which reigned

in Paris, both parties were preparing for the attack and the

defence, we anticipated disasters ' even more serious for

the next day ; we then resolved to meet at day 'break , to

endeavour to avertthe threatened evil , and to make our

zeal compensate for the feebleness of our powers. · M.

d'Argout was punctual ; it was a rendezvous of honor :

before five o'clock he was with me.. Being: informed that

the Ministers were assembled at the Etat-Major in the

Tulieries , I entrusted the care of the establishment confid

ed to me to three of those around : me, and immediately

started with M. d'Argout . It is my duty to say that, dur

ing my absence, which was for 17 hours, this establish

ment was eptered by the armed populace, and that, thanks

to the care of the persons whom I had left in charge of it,

and to the good feeling of the people of Paris, not the

slightest damage was done to any part of it ; this is a fact

which I feel it my duty to communicate here. The dis

tance which my colleague and myself had to traverse , was

notlong, but it was difficult. On our arrival at the Etat

Major, we found the Marshal in evident despair, and we

were received by him as deliverers. My first step was, to
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ask him where the Ministers were ; he replied that they

were in an adjoining chamber, and I can even affirm that he

told me they were assembled in Council, I asked to speak

to M. de Polignac ; the Marsh : I entered the room to call

him, and a moment afterwards, M. de Polignac came out,

and acco -ted me with perfect calmness, and with that po

litesse, which you so well knew him tó possess.- ( A

laugh . ) Iallowed myself to reply to him with a violence al

most insulting. I should repent having done so, now that he

is in misfortune, could it be supposed that I addressed myself

to him personally , and not alone to the high authority with

which he was invested . I urged warmly the revocation of

the Ordonnances, and the dissolution of the Ministry. The

high tone of my voice brought several General Officers and

other Ministers into the room where we were ; then the

discussion , or , I may say, the dispute became general. The

Officers were requested to retire, and M. Stainislas de Gir

ärdin wasthe only one who remained. M. de Glandeves

came in and out occasionally. It would be impossible for

ime to give an exact accountof what was then said ; we were

very warm , and interrupted each other constantly ; every

onefollowed the course of his own ideas . I could not even

hear the replies of M. de Polignac ; all I can say is, that he

remained calm , and only sheltered himself behind the au

thority of the King ; that is the only , impression I retain of

what passed at the time . Theother Ministers did not ap

pear to participate in this confidence, but they kept silence .

At a later period at St. Cloud, I found several there of my

opinion; but in the conference of which I am now speaking,

they were afraid to show it , and appeared under the influ

ance of a superior power. M. de Polignac begged to re

tire , to consider the subject; still, however, alleging the

necessity of referring to the King. When M. de Polignac

had left the room , and M. de d’Argout and myself remain

ed alone with the Marshal, we endeavoured to take advan

tage of his emotion to induée him to put an end to the

scenes of blood which were afflicting the capital , the Mar

shal always replied by referring to the rigorous severity of

the orders which hereceived , and which had succeeded

each other every minute all the morning . Twice while we

remained with him, he was applied to , to authorise firing

with canister shot (mitraille ) in repulsing the dangerous at
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tacks which were being made , and twice we saw him a prey

to a convulsive emotion of horror.We endeavoured to

take advantage of this disposition , and implored him to

place the Ministers under arrest ; our colleague who was

with me offered to devote his sword to so 'noble a purpose ;

M. d'Argout then undertook to obtain an armistice, and

the Marshal was to go to St. Cloud and offer his head as

the pledge of the purity of his intentions . Alreadyhewas

retiring to carry this resolution into effect, when the door

of the Council room opened , and M. de Peyronnet came

behind me and said , “ What are you still in Paris ” From

that moment our project was baffled, our only resource was

St. Cloud. The, Marshal wrote a few pressing

lines to the King, theywere destitute of any of the formal

ities of etiquette , but the agitation in which I was at the

time prevented my retaining any recolleetion of their pur

port. M.de Gerardin offered to be the bearer of this dis

patch , but M. de Glandeves had taken the precaution to

have a post-chaise in readiness , we threw ourselves into it,

and it took the direction of St. Cloud. At this moment a

circumstance occurred which I have never been able to .

understand exactly :-we were going with the rapidity of

lightning through the grounds of the Tuileries, when we

met in the principal avenue, a man, whom the postillion's

horse nearly threw down, he turned to us, and pointing

with one hand to the route leading to St. Cloud, and with

the other, to the carriages which were following us, cried

out, “ Quick , quick.” That man was M. de Peyronnet;

this incident occupied our attention during our whole jour

ney, and thence we concluded that we had had advocates

even in the Council . At the moment of our arrival at St.

Cloud, the simultaneous entrance of several carriages into

the court, attracted a number of guards and officers ofeve

ry description to the steps leading to the grand entrance ;

in the midst of this crowd, it was an easy matter for us to

prevent M. de Polignac passing; in fact, we waited for him

to get out of his carriage, both M. d'Argout and myselfwere

grieved to exhibit ourselvesbefore so many persons, as per

forminga part which we only valued fromits utility, not its

eclat . I, however, addressed M. de Polignac, and told him

that I did not wish to assume to myself the honour of ob

taining the revocation of the Ordonnances and the change

VOL. I .--NO . IV . : 18
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of the Ministry, thatthis honour might still belong to him

that we therefore allowed him to proceed to the King,

but charged him not to forget that every moment was pre

cious, that we would go and wait for him in the apartments

of the Duke of Luxembourg, but that we would not wait

for him long, and that if our wishes and the wants of the

country were not satisfied , we would return to Paris like

the most humble individuals, without even speaking to the

King, M. de Polignac made no reply, and passed on with

his usual polite courtesy. M. d'Angout and myself entered

the apartments of the Duke of Luxembourg ; nearly aļl the

inmates of the Chateau assembled about us in an instant,

and we saw ourselves surrounded by Messrs. de Mortemart ,

de Duras , and a number of others whose names I have for

gotten : these gentlemen were impatient to hear the details

of what was passing at Paris . I had not even begun to

speak to them , when an ursher of the closet came to beg

me to go up to the King. I ascended the stair-case rapid

ly, and found M. de Polignac outside the exterior door of

the King's closet : I expressed to him mysurprise at being

• sent for so soon, before the Council could have had time to

deliberate, or even assemble . “ You know, Sir, " he re,

plied, “ what duty you think of performing by coming here

under existing circumstances ; I have told the Kingyou are

here : you accuse me, it is for you to speak first." ". After

these words he opened the door, and, having introduced

me into the closet, closed it aſter me. I do not think I

ought to repeat here the details of the conversation which I

then had with the King ; all that I can say is , that through

out the whole of that conversation, neither the name nor

the intervention of any Minister was mentioned or alluded

to . This is all I have to say respecting my communications

with the Ministers on that day .

At the conclusion of this deposition, which was through

out listened to with intense interest, M. de Semonville sat

down in a chair on which he had been leaning, and an usher

broughthima glass ofeau sucree.

The President - It appears that M. de Semonville, both

in his written deposition and in the evidence which he has

just given , has thought it bis dutyto abstain fromentering

on the details of his conversation with the King : the Court

perfectly understands the motives of delicacy which induc

1

I
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ed the Noble Peer to maintain this silence ; but I must ob:

serve to him that his delicacy cannot be allowed to prevail

entirely, in opposition to the oath which he has taken , not

only to speak the truth , but the whole truth . Such a con

versation, under such circumstances, could hardly have ta

ken place without leaving its substance, if not its very

words, engraven on the memory. The information he could

give us would tend greatly to enlighten us on the situation

of affairs : I ask him , therefore , whether he had occasion

during his conversation with the King to remove some fatal

errors with which the royal mind had recently been imbur

ed ; whether he was not obliged to remove a thick veil be

fore he could give the truth a passage to the King ? whether

he was able to ascertain any particulars of his personal.

feelings ? whether, in fact the King, without pronouncing -

the name of any Minister, appeared to be under the empire

ofany external influence whatever. The Court begs the

Noble Peer to explain himself on these points .- (Marked

expression of interest and curiosity in the assembly .)

M. de Semonville - If I rightly understandthe question

proposedto me by the President, I can reply toit in aman

ner calculated to satisfythe just anxiety of the Court, with

out derogating from those proper observances ( convenan

ces,) which the Court itself would be the first to call on me

to respect.— ( Profound silence.) I believe , and have al

ways believed, that the resolution of the King, against

which I had to contend on entering his closet , was person

al; of long standing, deep and meditated on , that it was, in

short, the result of a systemboth political andreligious.

( Strong marks of adhesion in the assembly. ) If I could

have entertained any doubts on this subject, they would

have been entirely removed by the painful interview which

I had with the King: Every time I touched upon his sys

tem , I was repulsed with an immovable resolution . He

would not allow his eyes, to rest on the disorders of Paris,

which he imagined exaggerated in my representations; he

turned away his eyes from the storm which menaced his

head and dynasty. I could only affect his resolutions

through the medium of his heart. Having tried every

othermeans, I ventured to represent him to himself as re

sponsible for the fate which he might be preparing for Ma

dame la Dauphine . “ One hour, one minute's hesitation ,"
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said I , “ may at this juncture compromise every thing.

Think what might be the consequences, should the distur

bances of Paris extend themselves to the places through

which she has to pass. Would the authorities be sufficient

for her protection ? " I exerted myself to make him under

stand that it was necessary for bim to do violence to his

own feelings, in order to secure her from , perhaps, the only

misfortune which she had not yet experienced in the course

of her life of sorrows. Tearsstarted from the King's eyes;

his firmness vanished ; his resolution changed ; his head

sunk on his breast, and he said , in a low tone and faltering

voice, “ I will tell my son to write, and I will assemble the

Council.” ( This narrative, which was given by the wit

ness with an affecting earnestness of manner, produced a

strong sensation in the assembly. Messrs . Peyronnet,

Chantelauze, and Guernon de Ranville, were moved almost

to tears ; M. de Polignac was more unsuccessful in sup

pressing his emotion .)

The President.- What motive induced you to withhold

these details from the Committee of the Chamber of Peers?

M. de Semonville I have before stated , and I will again

add, that the names of the ex-Ministers was not in any

manner alluded to in this conversation . I was entirely ta .

ken up with the present and with the future, which I con

sidered near at hand . I did not think myself called on to

trouble myself in any way with the past .

M. Persil-Iwish the witness to explain the latter part

of his written deposition relative to the possible refusal of a

budget by the Chamber of Peers.

M. deSemonville- Whenever I have seen M. de Polig

there were always two separate and distinct parts in

our conversation. In the one, he spoke ( and this frequent

ly occurred ) of what he proposed to do respecting the

Chamber of Peers ; of his intention to increase its political

importance, by giving it a greater share in the Govern

ment, and a constitution of a more extended and elevated

nature. These projects were always vaguely expressed ,

but I may add that I was always extremely distrustful of

the system of the Ministry of the 8th of August. I have

collected nothing respecting thatsystem , buttheories im

portedby M. de Polignac from England, which appeared

very difficult to make applicable to our social system .
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I never saw any plan drawn up by him on the subject. I must

add that I never heard him at any time breathe the sligh

test hint of a wish to dispense with the concurrence of the

Chamber of Deputies. He only appeared to contemplate a

great extension ofthe functions of the Chamber of Peers.

In our other conversations, M. de Polignac never failed to

ask me what I thought would occur during the next Ses

sion ; what course I thought the Chamber of Peers would

pursue. I always replied thatthe Chamber of Peers would

never quit the line of constitutional conduct ; that nothing

would make it deviate from it ; and that the successive non

inations which had been made fully proved the force of its

resistance, and the nature of its opinions as a body. I re

peated to him several times that if laws were proposed by

an unpopular Administration , these laws would pass
the

Chamber if the Peers were convinced of their propriety

and expediency. I told him also that the most popular

Administration would never have a majority on a measure

contrary to the conviction of the Chamber. : M . de Polig

nac never spoke to me, either directly or indirectly, of the

adoption of any coup -d'etat ; on the contrary, he always

made a point of endeavouring to inspire me with confidence

on that subject, as he must have perceived my distrust,

which was evident as far as the forms of society would alá

low me to showit externally. M. de Polignac asked me

one day if the Chamber of Peers could bedepended on ;

whether it could make up its mind to refuse a budget, in a

case in which the safety of the Crown was dependent on

it. I replied that if, arguing on imposibilities, an uncon

stitutional law were furtively and fraudulently introduced

into a finance law , I had no doubt that the Chamber of

Peers would reject the budget ; I. added, “ If, as I may bea

lieve, or at least suspect, you are putting two.questions in

one, having answered thefirst, I will now reply to the se

cond, if you imagine that the Chamber of Peers would grant

you a man or a centime, without the concurrence of the

Chamber of Deputies, do not deceive yourself ; create a

hundred and fifty Peers. It will be in vain ; the Chamber

will not step out of the circle of its functions, to enter a

path in which it has no authority , and in which no one

would obey itsorders, because no one ought to obeythem .”

On Wednesday the 28th of July we were waiting the
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determination of the Council, which was interrupted sever

al times by the absence of the Dauphin : and the Prince de

Polignac , feeling all the bitterness of our situation , became

deeply affected. In the passion of his grief, he said to me

“ You are the cause of all this misery.” Í rèpelled with

energy his inference, and called upon him for an explana

tion " Have I not a long while ago turned your attention

to the Chamber of Peers ?” He, no doubt, regreted that

he had not succeeded in inducing me to adopt a system from

which heexpected a great deal. I added that I was then

inclined to give credit to reports that my personal safety

had been indanger . Officers, who were attached to me,

followed me wherever I went, to protect me, if attacked ;

but that others might have different intentions . In the

height of our impatience, and the suffocating heat of the

weather, we wentfrequently on to the Terrace of the Tro

cadero to get the fresh air, and I perceived that we were

overheard .

I have repeated my conversation with the Prince de Po

lignae word for word, in order that it mightbe fully under

stood by the Court. I again declare that I never heard a

single word from the Prince which had the slightest tenden

cy towards a coup d'etat. I was deceived by events up to

the last moment.

M. de Peyronnet - I have some short explanations to

give ; first, on the words that I addressed to the witness in

the Tuileries, and on the gesture, with which I am said to

have accompanied them; I confess that I have no recollection

of the gesture which relates to the building 1 leftbehind me ;

if I used this action, it has not been faithfully interpreted .

I will explain my thoughts; pointing to St. Cload with one

hand, I said, “ Go quickly," and with the other 1 pointed

to Paris, then the theatre of such fearful events.

said 1-make haste - time presses --neglect 'nothing to put

an end to such dreadful calamities.-(Murmurs of assent

and incredulity in different parts of the assembly. ) Sev

eral persons know, that at this time , such werethe painful

sentiments of my heart. The second circumstance is rela

tive to my arrival at St. Cloud , as also to that of M. de Po

lignac. I think that some errors have crept into the nar

rative of M. de Semonville. A very short time elapsed be

tween our arrival, and the moment when M. de Semon

“ Go,
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ville waš ushered into the king's presence . We had told

the king what the Marshal desired us to tell him ; the king

heard nothing else from our lips. ( The voice of M. de

Peyronnet betrayed the depth of the emotion he had ex

perienced during M. de Semonville's examination .

• M. de Martignac - The result of the explanations which

have just been given, is, that M.de Semonville wasdeceiv .

ed as to the meaning of M.de Peyronnet's gesture, M. de

Peyronnet wished to say to the witness— " Time presses

-hurry on to St. Cloud.” It does not result from it that

he wished to make him understand that he ought to distrust

M. de Polignac ,whose carriagewas following him . (Mur

murs of incredulity in the assembly .)

M. de Polignac here . Lose and addressed the Court.- Įt

is impossible for me not to give some explanation relative

to the long deposition which you have just heard. Doubt

less the talent engaged for the defence will , at the proper

time, know how to reply to it , while extracting from itthe

truth ; but, nevertheless, it is necessary that I should follow

it on the instantby a few words. You cannot forget, No

ble Peers, the indulgence to be accorded to a person un

der accusation ; nor will it escape. you that if, on the one

hand, you hold the sword ready to strike the guilty , on the

other, you also hold the shield destined to protect the in

nocent. ( Sensation .) . I loudly declare that there neyer

was a .disagreement between my Colleagues and myself

with regard to the events which have been made known

to you ; they will inform you that upon this point we were

unanimous ; that we all deplored the unfortunate events

which took place in Paris, and that, to have prevented

them, would have sacrificed our lives . Immediately after

the conversation I had with M. de Semonville and the No.

ble Peer who accompanied him , immediately after I learn .

ed whạt had taken place, allthat was done and still remain

ed to be done, I perceived the abyss opening beneath my

feet, and madeknown that I was ready to tender my resig

nation, if it was thought useful to the country. Fifteen days

previously had I made the same offer : A sentiment of re

spect prevents me from stating the motives that then ren

dered my wish to withdraw of no effect. After my con

versation with M. de Semonville and the Peer who ac.

companied him , we instantly set.off for St Cloud, where, on
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arriving, I entered the apartment of the King, and the repeal

of the Ordonnances wasdetermined by his Majesty . I then

requested authority to employ M. de Semonville, before

the Council even was assembled, to carry to the Marshal

the orders of his Majesty consequent on that decision , so

completely had it already been decided that I could no

longer remain Minister. I must yet beg the indulgenee

of the Court for some moments longer. (Go on, go on .)

The Commissary of the Chamber of Deputies yesterday

said, that he would search for the truth , and nothing but the

truth , as well in the interest of the accused as in that of the

accusation . Coming from him , this language was not less

conformable to his personal character, than to the very high

public character in which he at present stands, as the Re

presentative of the Chamber of Deputies demanding at

your Bar - Justice, but without hatred - without animosity.

Gentlemen, you will scrutinise with care, and weigh with

exactitude , all that has been laid before you in these ex

aminations, resolute to discover the truth . Consult your

own consciences, and then declare whether I have not done

all that was in my power to stop the effusion of blood ,

which I deplore in bitterness of heart. Noble Peers, I am

confident it will be impossible for you not to acknowledge,

that I neglected nothing to effect that object. If I did not

receive the Deputies, it was because I was prevented from

doing so by an irresistible influence - because I could add

nothing to what I had said to the Duke de Raguse. Believe

me, that though I never shrunk from danger, I dared not

be guilty of disloyalty, and could not do otherwise than re

fer to the King, as soon as I became acquainted with their

wishes ; and as a proof that I duly appreciated their pre

eminent importance, I instantly hastened to his Majesty.

From this , Noble Peers, you will be able to judge the in

justice of the prejudices that at firstwere raised against me

on this subject. I declare that , had the Charter notpoint

ed out this Assembly as the High Tribunal before which I

was to appear, I would not have refused to plead to the

jurisdiction of any Court in France, confident that truth

must ultimately have prevailed, even though my judges

had been the people of Paris, who, during three days,prov

ed themselves a population of soldiers. ( At this point of

the Prince's speech , which was delivered with deep feel

1
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ing, there was an evident émotion in the public galleries,

where there were a great number of persons in the uniform

of the NationalGuard , to whom the accused raised his eyes . )

The violence of political divisions , the passions which

spring from them , the excitation of the public mind, me

nace me in 'vain ; my tranquility remains undisturbed , for

truth must be triumphant. I call , then , on all present who

form part of the armed population of Paris, to go forth and

tell their brothers inn arms that I know my country well

enough to be assured that, in France, no Judge will ever

allow passion to find itsway into the sanctuary of justice,

and that Frenchmen acknowledge no enemies butin the

field of battle . ( This speech was delivered in a low tone

of voice, and M. de Polignac was evidently deeply affected.

At the conclusion of his speech ,a very marked expression

of approbation was perceptible throughout the Assembly.

M. Martignac pressed his hand affeetionately , and M. de

Peyronnet wiped away the tears which started from his

eyes.)

M.Mauguin was introduced.

M. de Martignac — I am far from 'wishing that this wit

ness should not be heard, if his evidence canin any manner

enlighten your consciences, we should be the first to call

for it. It is therefore, only as a point of law, that I call

your attention to the fact of M. Mauguin having been 'one

of the Members of the Committee of Impeachment. A

decision of the Chamber of Deputies invested this Com

mittee with powers similar to those conferred by the ordi

nary tribunals on the Juges d’Instruction . M. Mauguin

has therefore, in this matter, performed the office of a

Juge d'Instruction ,and no Juge d’Instruction can also be a

witness.

M. Mauguin — I was about to make an observation to

the same effect myself.

The President- The Commissaries of the Chamber de.

sired to have M. Mauguin examined '; he is not cited as a

witness, but only called before you by virtue of the discre

tionary power of the President. Do the accused oppose

his being heard ?

M. de Martignac- Sofar from opposingit we wish him

to be heard.

M. Mauguin I have in fact aeted as Juge d'Instruction

VOL . 1. NO . iv . 19
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in this affair : if, however, the Court order me to do so , I

am ready to give evidence.

The Courtdecided that M. Mauguin should not be ex

amined.

The President - The hearing of witnesses is terminated.

To -morrow the Court willhear the Commissioners of the

Chamber of Deputies, eharged with supportingthe accusa

tion .

M. de Martignac- shall take the libertyof observing

to the Noble Court, that it would be impossible for me to

reply , in the sitting of to -morrow , to the arguments in sup

portof an accusation of which, up to this moment, nothing

has occurred to explain to me the plan or system .

The President - The Court will form itsdecision onthis

point after having heard the accusation .

M. de Martignac — The Court will decide, but will not,

I trust, refuse toacknowledge the justice ofmy observation .

( From all parts ) - It is just ; it is just..

The sitting was adjourned at ten minutes past four o'clock ,

The people assembled round the doors were rather more

numerous than yesterday, but equally tranquil and silent.

We now proceed to report the Sitting of the Court on

this day. It was nearly half-past ten before the accused

entered ; M. de Chantelauze appeared in a state of weak

ness and suffering ; the Counsel followed then , andM. Sau

zet, conspicuous by his height and figure, marched along

the Chamber with the elevated mein and proud step of a

conqueror in a triumph .

Immediately after the names of the Peers had been cal

led over.

M. Sauzet, the Advocate of M. de Chantelauze, resumed

his speech, which had already occupied two hours and à

half of the sitting of yesterday, and was continued about

the same time to -day.

[We regret exceedingly that we shall be obliged to omit

this Speech and all the others, but that of Messrs. Beran

ger and Martignac, one for and the other against the Min

isters. Eventhere two Speeches will greatly exceed our

limits. We had intended to print the whole case, but re

luctantly abandon it .]

The moment M. Sauzet ceased his address, the public

galleries resounded with applause, which the President did

not oppose .—The Advocates and the accused were the first

.
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to testify their admiration, M. de Martignac and M. de

Peyronnet.pressed his hand with peculiar warnath, and M.

de Chantelauzė expressed his gratitude M. Dupin, Sen.

hastened from the gallery of the Deputies, and throwing

himself into the armsof M. de Sauzets publicly embraced

him , his eyes being filled with tears. Several Peers of

France also advanced to the eloquent Advocate , and ad

dressed him in terms with which he 'was deeply affected .

The whole assembly was excited, and the President de

clared the sitting suspended.

Whenthe sitting was resumed , M. Cremieux, the Advo

cate for M. Guernon de Ranville , addressed the Courts at

the conelusion of his speech , overcome by the violence of

his feelings, he fainted away, and was carriedout.

M. Beranger, one of the Commissioners ofthe Chamber

ofDeputies, then read a reply to the defence.

M. BERANGER'S REPLY FOR THE PROSECUTION,

" Peers of France,—By the division of the duties that

the Commissioners of the Chamber of Deputies are called

upon to fulfil before you, it has been reserved forme to

discuss the general,political,and criminal questions which

have arisen in the defence of the ex -Ministers. The çare

of producing, in alltheir force, the important and abundant

judicial proofs furnished in aid of this prosecution, belongs

to one of my colleagues; this duty will complete ourtask.

* “ Before a less enlightened Tribunal, in presence of

Judges more susceptibleof giving themselves, up to first

impressions, we should havereasonto fear test the brilli

ant eloquence and admirable talent displayed by the Ad

vocates charged with the defence, might have distracted

your minds from the true nature of the accusation. But,

bearing freshly in your minds the recollections of the events

so painful, sodifficult to forget, could any exculpatory cir

cumstances,however plausibly urged , allow us,even for a

moment, to lose sight of the terrible reality of those crimes

which the investigation we have made, has only dragged

into clear day ? Alas ? spite of the efforts of a generous

eloquence, spite of so many efforts to gloss over a criminal

ity so evident, the accusation stands as it was nothing is

changed in the position of the late Ministers, with regard

to their injured country.

With your permission , Noble Peers, we will take a rap

id glance at those important matters which have been trus
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ted to for the defence ; we shall then be able to judge of

their value . The events of which France has been the

theatre since 1814 , are represented as having brought

belween the Monarch and the people, a division likely to

produce the bitterest fruits.; inquietude on both sides,

mutual distrust , and opposition of interests ; popular ex

actions, leading to extorted concessions, always ready to

be resumed. Such has been, it is said, the relative posi

tion ofthe throne andthe nation ; such , in fact, were the

causes that produced the Ministry of August 8.

This Ministry, it is added, had not at first the project of

advising the Crown to resort to coups -d'etat ; it was led to

this by successive events. The Ordonnances of the 25th

of July were the necessary accomplishment of conditions,

to which this Ministry had neither voluntarily nor consci

ously submitted in entering the Cabinet; but which were

imposed upon them by the very nature of things.

The Ordonnances presented under this aspect, and as the

resultofa species of fatality , the political defence of the

Late Ministers is reduced to two principal points. It has

been attempted to establish , that the accusation was inad

missible , and void of foundation. Inadmissible, because

for fail of the dynasty having destroyed the conditions of

had neither legal cause, nor object nor in

terest ; because the inviolability of the King not having

been respected , the Ministers could not be submitted to any

responsibility , because the Court of Peers having under

gone a modification to the prejudice of the accused ,by the

suppression of those of its Members named under Charles

X., and the immutable constitution of that Court being in

question before the accusers themselves, it may be said that

the cause has no judges; for the Chamber of Peers only

having jurisdiction, it would be impossible to send it be

fore any other Tribunal.

In this way, Noble Peers, it isthat the defence pretends

to destroy the accusation to its basis. An absence of re

sponsibility, and consequently of criminality on the part of

the Ministers, an absence of interest on the part of France

to follow up the charges, and an absence of Judges. A de

cree of absolution , at least of incompetence, would be the

result ofthis reasoning.

The defence has asserted that the accusation was ill

founded, for the Ministers were led to believe that the
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14th Article of the Charter authorised the Crown , under

grave circumstances, to suspend the Laws and the Charter ;

that if this were an error, it had the sanction of numerous

and imposing authorities . It was then to be considered

whether such a crisis had not arrived ; the opposition to

the Ministry ofAugust 8, was violent and systematic ; it

found no sympathy in the Chamber of Deputies; the new

Elections returned the same men. , There was not merely

here an impossibility of proceeding, but a danger even in

making concessions. All power was at an end ; and the

Constitutional Journals themselves proclaim that a perm

anent conspiracy had been established against the Govern

ment. In admitting, then the error of the Ministry as to

the true meaning of the 14th Article of the Charter, every

thing rendered it necessary for them to act as they have

done , but error is not crime, and they cannot be punished

for that. It is not here contended that there was crime,

but it is represented as the fruit of error, as the conseqence

of the most imperious circumstances, and consequently as

excusable .

The line of the defence naturally traces that of the reply :

we shall adhere to it, in avoiding every digression. Can it

be true , that this national accusation is divested of founda

tion ? that a great nation which complains, has no motives

for it ? and that the imposing duty which we fulfil is with

out an object ? What ! because a wicked attempt might

have been beneficial, is it to be left unpunished ? Can pub

lic morality , admit this distinction ? Can a tribunal at

once severe, and just, entertain it without failing in its du

ty to that society from whom it derives its power ? No :

it is in the name of public morality , Noble Peers, that the

country speaks : it is in its name that you will brand with

criminality, those acts which have transpired before you .

We shouldbut offend you, if we were to examine how far

these acts have favoured. an order of things different from

that which existed when they were committed .

Executors of your orders, instruments of your will, could

they avoid the reproach of being accomplices, or escape

the penalty attached to it ? Is it under a Constitutional

Government, that it is attempted to substitute passive obe

dience for the principle of responsibility ?

The King would have it so, it will be said ; to abandon

him amidst these fatal occurrences was not to be thought of;
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the honour of the Ministers was pledged against it . But if

they who showed such a blind devotion , after having re

presented to him that hehad violated his oaths, and shown

him all the evils ready to fall upon the country ;-if they,

Noble Peers, had returned to him their portfolios, what bet

ter step could they have taken ? And if only one among

them if he even, who, to the last moment "appears to have

combated the Ordonances of July , had had the courage to

accomplish his duties by withdrawing — is it tobe imagin

ed , that breaking up of the Council, occasioned by his re

treat, would nothave turned aside the deadly stroke aimed

at our institutions ?

( Here M. de Peyronnet appeared struck with profound

emotion. )

If we recur to an epoch already distant of our history ,

we shall see what a great- Minister has said on a similar

occurrence . “ Into your hands I remit these seals, which I

had accepted with the intention of making use of them for

the benefit of your Majesty and the good of your subjects ;

I cannot keep them if theymust be employed in amanner

which I find to be impracticable with that desire ."

What glory would the Ministers of Charles the Tenth

have acquired , had they held the same noble language ?

What an undeniable proof of true -fidelity would they

then have given to their King! Instead of which, see the

Royal sceptre crumble to dust in their hands - see the

scowling shades of the numerous victimsof their sad policy

range their ghastly files, as if to pursue them even into the

midst of this sanctuary !_see that aged Monarch, who had

confided to them his authority, the happiness and the repose

of his reign, obliged to fly and hide his dishonoured head

amongst that people of Europe, who pardon the least easi.

ly kings who have violated their oaths, and where he has

found the severestof his censurers. Weowe to the per

nicious counsels of these 'men , not merely the evils we

have already experienced , but those we have yet to appre

hend, for their very presence among us, even while rend

ering to us account of their deeds, occasions that feverish

inquietude, of which , affecting as it does, all hearts, and

all interests, it is yet impossible to define the termination .

If such a state of things has been their work, it also is

their punishment; but such regrets, insupportable as they

are to a humane mind ; will it satisfy their country ?
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The duty of obedience, Noble . Peers, can never justify

them in your eyes ; under a Constitutional -Government

this obedience has defined limits, that a Ministry can never

pass without culpability . It is useful, it is salutary , that a

great lesson should be given , that a severe example should

be made, that, in times to come, no one should betempted

to obey, when obedience is contrary to the laws. Once al

low impunity to such acts, and there is an end of all Consti

tutional Government; we must either surrender it up and

live under a despotism the most absolute, or be daily ex

posed to the risk of new révolutions

If Kings found themselves destitute of instruments to se

cond their evil intentions, they must always do what is

right ; it rests with you then, Noble Peers, to establish , by

a justjudgment, the principle of responsibility so wisely in

troduced into our laws.

But, Noble Peers, are you held to be competent judges ?

You have heard it attempted to alarm your consciences as

to the nature of your powers'; your independence has even

been brought into question. These doubts have been urg

ed on your attention only in the yiew of touching your

hearts' ; and special care has been taken not to lay too great

stress upon these points for what other judgés are likely to

be more favourable to the accused ? -- Andwe may, safely

dispense with all further consideration on this head, seeing

that they themselves have attached no real importance to

it . With a similar aim some shade of doubt has been tried

to be cast on the legitimacy of the powers whichthe Cham

ber of Deputies assumed to itself in the preparation of the

present memorable process...

We, the Commissioners of that Chamber, which has hon

oured us with the mission we now fulfil - we are tobe de

nied thepriviledge of exereising the great powers of the

State, within constitutional limits : - ifthe Chamber have

exceeded its powers, it is always amenable for it to the

country , which has constitutedit.

After all, I doubt whether any aecused parties eyer found

more guarantees ; I question whether great criminals were

ever treated withmore consideration : and on that point i

would even appeal to themselves . Their process has been

slow ; it has been carried on without asperity ; --we knew

that we were acting fora nation which, while itdemands

signal justice at your hands, disclaims every feeling of

vengeance .
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This, Noble Peers, wholly disappears the political_let

us say prejudicial - portion of the defence, having for its

object to prove the inadmissility of the accusation. The

other consideration which is bound up with the preceding,

can find no more favour with you, and in effect you must

have been much struck at the danger which would eosue

to our institutions , were the doctrine to be received which

has been advanced in the defence, relative to the responsi

bilityofMinisters. According to this doctrine, this respon

sibility increases not in proportion to the magnitude of the

evil that may have been incurred, but, on the contrary ,

diminishes the more that the Monarchy and the State is

brought into danger! Thus, the more that Ministers are

culpable, the less are they to be reflected on ; the more

that they are in the wrong, the less are they to be punish

ed ; and it is in sober seriousness these positions have been

advanced.

The theory of ministerial responsibility is simple - the

Monarch can do no wrong ; likeanother Providence, he is

supposed to bethe source of all that is good, the dispenser

of pardons and recompences ; if he be accessible to the

complaints and the expressed wants of his subjects, he can

never be subjeot to their reproaches ; no evil can be impu

ted to him , for it is his Ministers alone that are responsible

for all that may be to blame in the conduct of his Govern

ment, and that resonsibility is at once the condition and the

guarantee of stability .

Is itintended to attenuate the consequence of this respon

sibility ? As soon asthe complaints and reproaches chang

ed their object, the Monarch became culpable ; it is him

that they are about tocall to account, and causeto descend

from the elevated station in which he was placed, to play

the most humiliating part; but it, he were compelled to jus

tify himself, it is extremely doubtful if they would gain their

end. At all events he lays down his dignity, and dissipates

those illusions from the minds of the people, through which

they had viewed his power' ; that respect which surrounded

him , that almost religious awe with which they beheld him

will vanish , and though they may still regard the man, they

will no longer venerate the Monarch .

Yes, the Advocates for the defence were right, when

they said thatthe responsibilty of Ministers was intimately

connected with the inviolability ofthe Sovereign ; one is an
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essential consequence of the other, Only the counsel for

the accused argue against the law which renders this prin

ciple sacred , whenthey petend to find an exception under.

circumstances involving the fall of the throne. An excep

tion ! and why ? Because the most pernicious coðnsels

have produced a catastrophe themost unforseen. If Charles

had given way in time. ' ; if he had not allowed the crownto

fall from his head, what would his situation be, relative to

his Ministers? Would he not have a right to take them to

account for the perils they had plunged him in ? At all

events, could he have successfully interposed himself be

tween them and the justice of the nation . The dethroned

monarch prefers no complaint, we shall be told . We wish

to ask, can he ? It may be supposed that, from the depths

of his retreat, his bitter .meditations on the recent events

prevent him from thinking of their authors.

But after all, has this ióviolability of the Prince been mis

understood ? . Itmight be inferred , from the strain of the de

fence, that Charles himself stood accused at your bar,rath

er than his counşellors : it is on -them , then, the rightful

vengeance of the laws ought alone to fall.

Has the inviolability of the prince been invaded by per

mitting him to leave the kingdom through the midstof a

justly, irritated population, which showed nothing but cour

tesies or forbearance ? The good sense of the nation re

served all its anger for his guilty counsellors, and their firm

determination to call these to a rigid reckoning såved the

detroned monarch . Without that feeling, could he have

quitted the soil of France in safety ? And it is when the

religious observation of this condition ofour representative

Governmenthas been so favourable for the exiled King,

when it has been the guarantee of his life and liberty, I

might even say of his honour, it is now that the accused

seek to make light of such a condition . Ah ! Noble Peers,

attached , as we may suppose them to be to their late Mas

ter, they baght to bless the operation of that prineiple to

which he owes his safety .

But can they have any better success, now that his per

son is safe, in throwing upon him the charge of all the evils

that have afflicted Paris and France , or find excuses for

this blind obedience to his will ? The accusation will now

follow the accused in this new road thrown open for their

20 .VOL . I.-NO. IV .
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defence, notwithstanding that, bý a sentiment which must

be recognised as doing them honour, the ex -Ministers havé

avoided compromsing the name of Charles X. and have

ratherpermitted thenature of the commands laid on them

to be guessed at, than declared what they really were ;

while the irresistible influence he exercised over them

plainly appears .

Yes, Noble Peers, it afflicts us to proclaim what all

France ought toknow , every thing concurs toprove that

the Ordonnances of July, and stillmore their sad results,but

fulfilled the intentions of the late King. ( Sensation. ) Yet

while weadmit this fact, while we'grant'the part that he

has taken in these events, and acknowledge the moral foree

that oppressed the minds of his Ministers, are they to be

counted as less guilty ?

The second part rests, as we have already said , on ano

ther chain of argument. The accused here allow them

selvesto be accountable for their acts ; without conceding

their rights to be considered as vanquished , and worthy of

our interest and pity, they are content to take the attitude

ofaccused parties,and theyurge thatthe monarchy' wasin

peril, and the 14th Article of the Charter presented the

means of saving it : " if” say they, " we have overstrained

the sense of this Article, we found opposing authorities

raniged on our side, andan error ought not tobe punished

as a crime.” Here, Noble Peers, we have all the preten

signs of the Restoration recalled into existence, tet as trust

for the last time.

We do certainly avow that; during several late yèars par

ticularly , there was a small number of men who urged the

Governmenttowards extremecourses, pretendedthat coups

d'etat were authorised by the 14th Article of the Charter :

but the more imprudent did not foresee all the mischief

likely to proceed from its perverted application or

We may further remark , that the Government was itself

unaware of the excessive power supposed to be invested

in it by this Article ; at all events, such an understanding of

it was never officially or publicly avowed ; for even after

the coming into power of the Ministry of the 8th of August,

the Journals devoted to absolutism , having counselled it to

possess itself of the Constitutive power, the Government

caused their own Journals to disclaim all right to hazard

1
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coups d'etat, and denied all the imputations then laid to

their charge; it professed to interpretthe Charter in a sense

totally different,and neglected putting forth an assurance

that could calm the excited fears ofthe nation .

Can it be really true, that Louis XVHI, the author of

the Charter, could have meant such an interpretation to

Article 14th, as has been supposed ? Our attention has

been recalled to the origin of the Charter : it was no com

pact between parties ; we have been assured it took its

source in anterior Right Divine! it was merely granted

( octroyer).at the good pleasure of the Crown. Alas, No

ble Peers, thedefence we have heard - hás, perhaps,with

out meaning it, in few words, explained the fundamental

vice, the first cause which , sixteen years later , overturneda

Monarchy founded onso weak and doubtful a basis.

Yes, it was oneofthe perpetually- recurring errors of

the men whosurrounded the throne, that the Charter of

Louis. the XVIII. was nota contract; and consequently,

that the samehand which had given - could at pleasure

modify,suspend , or annul it. It was theknowledge that

this error was prevalent, whichmade the nation distrust

ful ofits Government, and which haunted uswith an inces

sant dread , lest the guarantees, should one day be with

drawn.

But let us not do such an injury to the memory of the

legislator -King, as to imagine that he regardedhis Charter

as any thing but a veritable, compact between him and the

Would not that be to outrage his memory, after

reading in its preamble the memorable words : -- " Sure of

our intentions, strong in our conscience, we engage our-

selves,in face of the assembly nowhere present, to befaith

ful to this Constitutional Charter, reservant to ourselves

to swearits observance, with a new solemnity , before the

altars of Him who weighs inthe same balance, both kings

and nations. "?

And what was that assembly before which Louis XVIIT.

contracted such an engagement ? It was that which repre

sented the nation, which accepted for it, and swore in its

name obedience and fidelity to that Charter, which the

Monarch himself considered as the wish of hissubjects, and

the expression of a real want. In effeet, the Address of the

Chamber of Peers and of the Deputies, which immediately

.
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encè, he took care to add, that ( .It is the comm
on

good I

followed this declaration , and added new foree to the con

tract so 'solemnly entered into, to which an oath also added

its solemn pledge of perpetuitý .

Hardly were ten months elapsed, than the throne was

threatened and France invaded less by force than the

power of a great name and its glorious recollections; Louis

XVIII. hastened to explain to the nation in arms what was

the character and value of that contract, whose origin was

then , as now, a subject of contestation . Ifhe then said that

the Charter was his own work, the result of his experi

have wished to give to the interests and opinionswhich

have so long divided, France.” : Thehr in what manner

could the Charter ble a bondbetween interests and opinions,

if it were not a contract for all .?

On every occasion that presented itself, Louis XVII .

disclaimed the strange doctrines that some attribute to him ;

and Charles X., in ascending the throne, swore at the altar

to observe, without restriction, the fundamental compact

which defined the dutieshe had to perform to the country.

It might be imagined that some latent principle might be

inherent in a Charter, conferring the power to effect need

ful ameliorations, to suspend, on necessity , the regalar op

eration of the laws, or, in an extreme case, to create a Dic

tatorship : the best Constitutions are those endowed with

such extensive and salutary powers--but such changes ne

cessarily infer the united consent of all the powers of the

State together, and they certainly ought in allcases to pass

through those regular forms which ensure to thecountry

that its institutions shall not be shaken by thesudden eap .

rice of power on the one hand, or by that of parties on the

other.

But to admit that one of the three powers might receive

from an obscure article so extraordinary a, faculty ; to admit

that itcan alone judge of the opportunity , of the necessity ,

of the use , that it should make of it; to admit; also , that

this should be precisely that one ofthe three powers charg

ed with the executive authority ; consequently , that most

interested to extend it, which should be alone and exclu

sively invested with the right of appreciating this opportu

nity, and of seizing itself the dictatorship . This, myLords,

would be to admit an absurdity : every Constitution which
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contained such a provision ',would be a monument of de- '

ception ; it would bear within itself the principle of its own

destruction : events have proved this ; the proof is here -- a

grand lesson, which the Ministers of Charles the Tenth

are to teach the universe . "

You know full well - even the defence has told you that

Frapce, since the Revolution, has changed her chayacter,

generation, manners, interests all have been renewed

the manliest part, the most numerous portion of the nation,

only knew by history the family of their former kings ; the

. remembrances connected with them were already old . So

many events, so many glorious events had ' enriched our

new annals , that we felt but little sympathy for any thing

that dated beyond them . What, then, were the Bourbons

to us ? What appeal did they make toour hearts ? Above

all, what were they in the unfavourable circuinstances in

which they presented themselves ? It was foreigners, ( you

see I abound in the system of defence ,) it was foreigners

who brought them back to us ; theymarehed in their suite ;

and nations seldom forgive sovereignswho come amongst

them ,with such support,". The cortege which accompanied

them , was, besides, little calculated to inspire confidence ;

how hope for any wisdom on thepart of so, many irritated

men who returned with them .

Louis XVHI. had then , and could have, but a single

claim , in the eyes.ofFrenchmen "; this claim was to dispel

prejudice, andcalm apprehension ; he promised -- and gave

--the Charter ; and, confiding in the guarantees which such

acompact promised ; the nation hastened to adhere to it.

Had the nation suspected the intention which he is now

supposed to have had, would there have been so much sub

mission and obedienee ? That France, whom foreign na

tions, with all their armies, respected,dreaded, evenin her

defeat, would she willingly have submitted to aconduct like

this ?

Let us, my Lords, for the honour of Louis XVIII . , repel

an imputation, the direst which can afflict his memory.

But, it will be asked, whatgense will you give to Article

14 of the Charter. , The sense is clear - it requires no com

mentary. Article 14 , in giving the monarch the right of

making such regulations and Ordonnances as were necessa

ry for the execution of the laws and the safety of the State ,
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limits itself to tracing out, by- that, one of the forms of the

King's Government, the essence of which is toconfide to

the Monarch the power of making regulations and ordon

nances , and at the same time it imposes on' him the duty of

watching over the safety of the State .

Who is not aware that an Ordonnance or regulation can

only be validas long as it is conformable to thelaws of the

realm ? Who is not aware that such provisions would have

no poweriſ contrary to them ? Who is unacquainted with

the numerous detrees which confirm the principles of our

Constitution on this point ?

Twice did Louis XVIII. have recourse to these heroic

means .

Napolean -had landed on the coast ofProvence, towns

opened their gates to him , the army ranged itself beneath

his colours. - Swift as his fame Napoleon flew towards the

capital. What did the King do ? Did he pronounce the

dissolution of the Chambers ? . Far from that ; the mem

bers were scattered be hastened to convoke them .

Did he suspend the laws ? No. He used the power

they gave him ; and if he invoked Article 14 of the Chat

ter, itwas to act within the circle it marked out.In truth ,

instead of considering Bonaparte .as a foreign sovereige,

bringing with him war, he declareds him a traitor and a

rebel; he ordered himto be wrested and brought before a

Council ofWar , and invoked upon his head the application

of the puoishment prescribed by the law . He desired, in

fine, that those whoincrte torevolt should also be punish

ed ; but how ? conformably to Art. 102 of the Penal Code.

In fine, instead of suspending the Charter, listen to the

character of order andunion, which marks the Ordonnance

of the 9th of March (AM . 9.) Wewish that the Consti

tutional Charter should be the rallying point, and the sign of

alliance of all Frenchmen ywe shall consider such persons

only well disposed to us, as pay deference to this injunc

tion ."

This the way in which Louis XVIII understood Art. 14.

We ask , is thereany thing there whichresembles themeas

ures of July. It was on his return from Ghent, that for the

second time, the monarch thought himself compelled to

have recourse to measures, which the situation of affairs

might authorise , -4
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He came amongst us, brought back again by foreigners.

His Government had committed errors ; he nobly avowed

it , but he believed that he had a two- fold duty to perform

--that of soothing the public mind by the increase of liber

ty, and that of punishing rebellion . He accomplished the

first of thèse duties ; by his Ordonnance of the 13th July,

1815. New colleges were assembledo- electors were ad

ded to them , but it was not in virtue of article 14 of the

Charter, which is not even once cited in the Ordonnance ;

it was conformably to the rules ofthe empire.

Lewis, on re-entering France, punished what, by his

Ordonnance of the 24th of July,he calls rebellion. Two

distinctions were made one concerned the illustrious Gen

erals attached to the fortune of Bonaparte . - Theywere ar

raigned before a Court". Martial, and punished conformbly

to the law ; the other fell or men,whose ,influencethe Gov

ernment feared . Was it in virtue of Article 14 that they

were condemned ?: No, Gentlemen, the Chambers pro

nounced upon their fate .

Thusbefore, as aftertheinvasion of Bonaparte, subse

quent to the return of the King in the greatest crisis which

could threaten the Orown, Louis XVIII. constantly gave

to Art. 14 ofthe Charter the true character, which belongs

to it .

, In 1814, a Project of Law on the responsibility of Min

isterswas movedand adopted by the Elective Chamber :

" A Minister becomesguilty of treason, when, by aets con

signed by him , he endeavours tooverthrow the constitution

al power of either of thethree branches of the legislative

power , andwhen he invades the public rights of French

men, consecrated and defined by the Constitutional Char

ter . ”

Now , Gentlemen, what Minister could have made use of

Article 14, in the way that it is attempted to establish, with

out invading the constitutional power ofone of the branches

of the Legislature,and the rights of Frenchmen ?

In 1816 - a Project of Law , on the same subject, was pro

posed to the Chamber ofPeers byone of its most illustrious

Members ; one of those whose doctrines make them dear

est to the monarchy. The article adopted by the Elective

Chamber, two years before, is there reproduced, word for

Sitting
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In fine, Gentlemen, in 1817 , the Crown, presenting itself

so desirable a project,appropriates to itself the articlewhich

had already taken birth in the two Chambers ; it does not

hesitate ashas already been done,to pronounce the Minis

ter who invades the constitutional power of either of the

three branches ofthe legislature, guilty of treason.- (Sit

ting of February 5 , 1817.)

• Behold, Gentlemen , how the Chambers — how Louis

XVIII understood Article 14 of the Charter.

But, it said , there is a time whena dietatorship becomes

a necessity ; and, if the Monarch be depied the use of it ,

the State mäy run -great risk .

Yes, Gentlemen, there unhappily are times when the

majesty of the laws. must bęveiled ; times of mourning,

whicheveryfreeman deplores,where violent measures are

necessary for the salvation of the State.

But who can be the judge of the necessity of this power?

Is it the first who seizes it.. No , that would be an usurpa

tion.-- At Rome it was the Senate that conferred it; in our

modern times the concurrence of the three powers is ne

cessary : with our English neighbours, it is the Parliament

whichsuspends the habeas corpus, and which confers un ,

limited power on Government; but, in this case, the liberty

of the press is entire ; it must warn -- enlighten - temperall

that is absolute and alarming to the liberty of citizens, in

the power conferred on Ministers.

The British Charter hasno Article 14. 1. do not inquire

why. I will not involve myself in the comparison of a

Charter which owes its origin to democratic influence, with

a Charter which monarchical power alone.created ; the

distinction is more subtle than true, for every Charter is

the result of a necessity ; from what quarter soever it come,

it must supply this necessity, pr. perish . , Such has been

the French Charter --with Article 14 , such as you have

comprehended and interpreted it.

But Louis XVIII. comprehended it betterthan you; he

had also difficulties to encounter after the Hundred Days.

Foreign nations wearied us with melancholy favours. France

saw her treasury exhausted, her strong places abandoned,

or occupied by others ; her arsenalş despoiled ; her muse

ums, which treaties had, enriched, despoiled by pillage ;

and to these causes , mortifying to national pride, was ad .
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ded the discontent excited by an enormous war-tax . Eve

ry mind was irritated, and you know what power was in

voked ; yet, in these perilous moments, did Louis seek from

Article 14 of the Charter a dietatorial power ?

No, my Lords, following the example of British Minis

ters , his government addressed itself to the Chambers,and

obtained laws upon seditious placards and their vendors,

measures of surveillance ; in fine, the suspension of indi

vidual liberty ; such were the expedients granted ; such

was the origin of the dictatorshipwith which it was invest

ed ; and it was confided on condition of rendering a faith

ful account to the Chambers.

After this, Gentlemen, how will it be possible to justify

that which the Ministers of Charles X., have usurped ?

They have spoken of necessity. Alas ! how painful a

task it is to follow them in this new discussion . Necessity ?

But who will understand that necessi'y, after the eloquent

picture which the defence itself has made of the means

which the Opposition intended to employ to resist an at

tempt at coups d'etat.

Is it sword in hand-is it byrevolt that the opposition

announced its resolution to defend our liberties ? No : it

was by the Laws ! You wish to impose on us arbitrary trib

ute -- we will have recourse to the Magistrates, tobe re

leased from them ; you wish to establish by Ordonnance an

unconstitutional system of Election--we will not go to the

hustings; you wish, illegally, to deprive us of the liberty

of publishing our thoughts -- we will reclaim from the Tri

bunals the use of this liberty.

And where isthe people from whom more perfect sub

mission to the Laws could be expected ? You prepareto

violate them all, and you find the people guilty for an

nouncing a firm resolution to observe them ! Strange con

spiracy,which has for its object the preservation , the sta

bility , and the maintainance of all existing institutions.

M. Beranger then proceeded to justify the opposition

shown by the Chamber of Deputies, in 1829, towards the

measures of the then Ministry, which was followed by its

retreat. The next Administration, that of August 8, did

not possess the confidence of the country ; and the Cham

ber was dissolved for having acquainted the Monarch, as

was their undoubted right, with the general feeling. The

VOL . I.NO. IV . 21
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1

may

contest in fine resolved into a question of Parliamentary

inajorities, which two of the Ministers of that day, whose

testimony you have heard , perfectly comprehended, and

which is still better understood by our neigbours on an op

posite coast .

Had the new Chamber been allowed to meet the Minis

ters of the King, I cannot venture to prophecy what would

have been the line of conduct to the latter ; but this I

venture to affirm , that each Deputy was fully impressed with

the gravity of existing circumstances, and had been recom

mended by their respective Constituents to observe the ut

most moderation, and were authorised to try every means

of conciliation , consistent with the honour of the country,

rather than expose it to a rupture.

Such was the real state of the kingdom ; and it is useless

for me to reply to the accusation raised against it , that it

formed a conspiracy. The late Counsellors of the Crown

know full well that during the last eight or nine years, and

the two and twenty conspiracies, true, or invented , or pro

voked , with which they have occupied your attention, we

have not a single attempt to carry any into execution to de

plore . And if they really believed in a universal conspi

racy , and which could have arisen only out of the alarms

they themselves had generally created, they alone were

guilty ; it is upon them, and their Government, that the

odium ought to be thrown .

Yes, a victory has been gained ; but would it have been

equally glorious , equally pure, had the attack been previ

ously planned, the arms prepared, and the phalanxes mus

tered ? Where were the leaders at the onset of the battle ?

Who gave the rallying cry ? Was there any other than the

name of that great Right which had been attempted to be

destroyed ? La Charte ! this was the only word ; and which

by a spontaneous impulse , excited the courage of every

citizen, and became the sure harbinger of victory. This

is the only victory we acknowledge. To admit the idea

of premeditation , for a single moment, would bring dishonor

on our cause .

We have been told that there can be no victory without

war, and consequently we say the accused are the vanquish

ed ! Would you treat us otherwise than as prisoners of

war ? Permit us then , in our turn , to enquire if the for

:
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tune of the fight had been reversed, and you had been vic

tors , what would have been the fate reserved for us ? Have

you forgot your intended Martial Law, your five and forty

warrants of arrest of men held in the highest esteem by

their fellow -citizens ? It is with regret that we repeat this

severe reproach, but it is yourselveswhohave provoked it .

We confess we have been totally unable to comprehend

how the Council for the defence could venture to discuss

the fatal Ordonnances, and represent them as not being a

violation of our Constitution. We have not the courage

to follow them in this examination . Their direct opposi

tion to the Constitution has been sufficiently proved, and

condemned by the revolution , and we should forget our du

ty if we ventured to argue further in support of their crim

inality .

This important process now verges towards its close .

It remains for you , Noble Peers, to come to a decision ab

solutely and irrevocably , but with independence and digni

ty. It is not merely men you are called upon to judge,

but acts and doctrines. You are about to brand perjury

with the stigma of your reprobation: for your judgmentwill

reach moreelevated personages than the guilty accused .

It will be a lesson to Kings;-it will strike terror into eve

ry man , however exaltedthe rank in which he happens to

be placed , who may be tempted to violate the rights of the

people, or fail in the observance of their oaths . It will es

tablish for ever the principle of the responsibility of Minis

ters ; without which, as we have, alas ! but too well been

taught, there is nothing but disorder and anarchy . By a

severe example you will secure the repose of nations, and

this example will not be without its effect in strengthening

the new Throne of France .

MARTIGNAC'S DEFENCE OF PRINCE POLIGNAC.

§ 1 .

Is M. de Polignac guilty of Treason for having abused

his power as Minister in order to falsify the Elections,

and to deprive the Citizens of the free exercise of their

civil rights ?

If I had toexamine, Noble Peers, generally, and in the

interest of all the accused, the question I have just laid

down, I would ask if it were possible to mark with certain
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ty the line up to which the influence of Government over

the Elections remained aright, and beyond which it became

an abuse and a crime ?-Passing, afterwards, from the theo

ry to the practice of this rule laid down forthe application

given, I would easily demonstrate that on all occasions, un

der the reign of all parties , the line prescribed by principle

has been constantly passed in fact ; and I would substantiate

this demonstration by the records of all times, without even

stopping at those of the Restoration .

Threats, promises , dismissions from service , have been

employed by others than the accused Ministers, and the

parties who have complained of them when they were op

posed to their interest, have not shrunk from using them

when they could, in their turn , do so with advantage.

I only treat of this charge as far as regards M. de Polig

nac-so many blows have fallen on him - so much care has

been taken to accumulate on his head an enormous weight

of accusation, that he has a right to insist that all my exer

tions should be reserved for him alone . Indeed, I owe

them to him all ; may they not betray the zeal with which

I devote myself to the mission I have received from him .

None of the acts which have been brought forward to prove

that the Elections have been falsified belong to M. de Po

lignac . As Minister for Foreign Affairs he had no circu

lars to write-as Minister of War par interim he wrote one

which has called forth no coment. The best way to justify

it is to read it :

The King, Mounsieur le- expects from you, on this

occasion , the same proofs of attachment to his service and

his person, which you have given him , on many similar oc

casions . You have, several times, already, made the sol

diers called to take part in the elections, acquainted with

the nature and extent of the duties, which belong to their

functions; and, how incompatible with these functions ,

would be any conduct which might embarrass the system

which his Majesty has deemed most conformable to the

circumstances and present situation of the Kingdom ! There

is not one of themwho ought to understand that if they are

free in their suffrages, they have, also , obligations , insepa

rable from their position ; that they cannot, at the same time

serve the King's Government and the Opposition ; and, that

loyalty, as well as duty, requires that they should make an
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option between one and the other . You will now have to

support the same doctrines, by your instructions, and ex

ample , and to call to your aid, to enforce them , the full

force of your own conviction , and all those legitimate

means, which the confidence of his Majesty has placed at

your disposal. The views which direct the King's Gov

ernmentare known , and may be loudly declared . They

have for their sole object, the preservation of the rights of

the throne , and the stability of those institutions of which

it is the fundamental basis ; they are, henceforward, a cer

tain rule for the conduct of all who loyally desire the main

tainance of the Monarchy, and public liberty ..

This is what M. de Polignac'wrote to his subalterns : to

me, it seems difficult to find matter of accusation in it . As

a private individual, he sent a letter into his department, to

solicit the suffrage of his friends in favour of a candidate

who interested him . In that he has done no more than

use a power which belongs to every one of us ; and to ex

onerate himself in a peremptory manner, it would be , per

haps, sufficient for him to compare his letters with those

which other electors have received more recently. In

support of this point of accusation , will the proclamation , in

which the King's name and person are introduced , be

brought forward ?- I would frankly answer, for I have not

promised to approve what I blame, that this interposition,

was in my opinion, highly unbecoming : that , in our form

of Government, the King ought not to be allowed to take

a personal step; that , with the well-founded apprehensions,

which the Ministry ought to have had , of seeing the Elec

toral Colleges again return the majority rejected by the

Crown , it was impolitic and dangerous to compromise the

King's person in an attempt at least uncertain . " I say this

because I believe it to be true ; but I add, because it is

equally true, that this attempt has been tried more than

once ; and that, if it has been a subject of comment, it has

never yet been imagined to make it matter for accusation ;

and that it is impossible to find there an abuse of power

which may have deprived citizens of their civil rights, nor ,

consequently, any element of the crime of treason towards

King or country. The first point of accusation is, then,

entirely void of foundation , particularly as regards M. de

Polignac. Let us now pass to the second : it is there that
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difficulties await us , serious and heavy difficrilties, which I

arrive at with apprehension, because conscience and reason

tell me that I touch upon the cause of a great disaster, and

that there I meet with real responsibility, positive acts, and

terrible consequences.

: § II .

Are the accused, and particularly the Prince de Polignac,

guilty of thecrime of Treasonfor having arbitrarily and

by violence altered the Institutions of the Kingdom ?

I will not attempt, Noble Peers, to conceal my sense of

the gravity of this count in the Act of Impeachment. ' If I

owe my best endeavours to the unhappy accused who has

required them , it is also my duty to observe the strictest

truth before the Judges I am addressing. Neither of these

duties will I betray..

The Ordonnances of the 25th of July contain various

provisions.

The first declares the dissolution of the Chamber of De

puties. This Chamber was but just elected, and had not

yet assembled. This circumstance has been represented

as an abuse of power - a violation of the Charter. To dis

solve the Chamber before it had performed a single act,

before it could have made known the spirit with which it

was animated, before even it had been regularly formed , has

been represented as an annihilation of the elective privile

ges, and as a measure of the Crown unauthorised by any

provision in the Charter .

I cannot deny that there is some appearance of founda

tion for this distinction ; yet I think it is far from substan

tive . I will not stop to inquire whether the delivery of

the usual Circular Letters to the Members was sufficient

to show that the Chamber was existing and acknowledged;

it is the soundness of the argument itself that I contend

against, and which appears tome inadmissible .

The right of dissolving the Chamber of Deputies was

vested in the King by Article 50 of the Charter. It was

no where stipulated that the Chamber should be previous

ly convoked: the only condition imposed was that a new

Chamber should be called within three months.

The Ministers were fully acquainted with the sentiments

of the majority of the newly elected Deputies, since it was

identically the same as that previously dissolved ; and they
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mightbe thenceled to conceive that the Crown was war

ranted in immediately deciding upon a second dissolution .

It will be vain to seek in the Charter for any clause that

this measure violated ; I need not add that an accusation so

serious ought to be supported by some actual clause , and not

by argument or inference. If, then, the reproach of having

violated the Charter by the Ordonnances of the 25th of

July rested upon this alone, it would be a mere chimera ;

myduty would have been at once pronounced .

Unhappily, there are accusations of a graver character,

and the acts that followed cannot be so easily defended .

Our Electoral System was founded on distinct laws . By

an Ordonnance, these laws were set aside, and replaced by

a different system .

The Press was regulated by formal enactments of the

Legislature. These regulationswere also destroyed by an

Ordonnance, and arbitrary restrictions were provisionally

substituted .

Such are the acts denounced by you as crimes, and they

were incontestibly violations of the laws of the kingdom;

they amount also to a formal infraction of two Articles of

the Charter. But in order to ascertain whether they con

stitute the crime denounced, it is not merely necessary

to look at the two Articles of the Charter, but to examine

thoroughly the whole of the Constitution .

Article 8 granted to all Frenchmen the right of publish

ing their opinions, so that they conformed to the laws enact

ed , made to repress the abuse of this liberty..

Any Ordonnance, though merely temporary, which at

tempted to regulate that right, which could only be modified

by a law, is an infringement of Article 8.

Article 35 declares that the Deputies shall be elected by

Electoral Colleges , the organization of which shall be set

tled by laws ; and consequently to attempt to makea differ

ent organization by means of an Ordonnance, is an infringe

ment of this Article of the Charter.

You will perceive , Noble Lords, that I disguise none of

the gravity which this branch of the Impeachment involves .

If, then ,the accused are unable to produce from the Char

ter itself provisions of a different nature, and from which

they have derived the right by which they have acted ; un

less they can repel , in all these cases , every idea of a crim
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inal intention , without which our laws acknowledge no

crime to.exist , it must be admitted that this part of the ac

cusation rests upon solid grounds, and we must proceed

to examine whether it amounts to the crime of treason , as

intended by the Charter .

But have the accused , my Lords, no legal, or at least no

sufficient, defence for their conduct ? Hear, Noble Peers !

and decide !

“ The first duty of a Government, whatever may be its

nature, is to watch over its own preservation, and the pro

tection and defence of the society over which it has been

called to preside. · All publicists acknowledge that, what

ever maybe the interior organ z ition of a state, there ought

always to be in reserve an extraordinary power to be ex

ercised as a remedy in violent cases , threatning its exis

tence , and they all agree that there should be some para

mount authority , which, slumbering and inactive while so

ciety remains in its natural state, shouldbe ready to awake

and spring forth to savę, should a terrible moment arrive

when safety depends alone upon its exertion .

66 This Power, they add, we found in Article 14 of the

Charter. The general but positive terms in which this

Article is couched, reserve even a Dictatorship in case the

safety of the State should require it ; and should any doubt

remain as to its sense and meaning, it would vanish on re

ferring to the origin of the Charter, the spirit in which it

was drawn up , by the interpretation given to it, and by the

use that has been made of it. Let us first,' say they con

sider the words of the Article .'

“ The King is the supreme chief of the State, he com

mands the land and sea forces, he declares war and makes

treaties of peace, of alliance and commerce, appoints to all

offices of public administration, and makes the rules and

Ordonnance necessaryfor the due execution of the Laws

andfor the safety of the State.

“ This last part of the Article , manifestly contains two

different provisions, involving two different powers or au

thorities .

“ In the ordinary and legal state for which the Charter

was made, the King issues such Ordonnances as are neces

sary for the due execution of the Laws. In this , his con

stitutional functions consist . The King, as founder of the
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State, calls to partake with him in his power of creating

Laws two greatbodiespolitic , the one hereditary andemana

ting from himself, the other temporary and nominated by the

people ; he reserves to himself alone, without restriction and

without partition, the power of carrying the laws into exe

cution, and consequently he issues the necessary Ordon

nances .

“ But this Article adds-- and for the safety of the State .

This is a provision of a totally different order, a distinct

regulation, the sense , of. which, appears to us, cannot be
misunderstood .

“ Were these Ordonnances, then the sole cause and ob

jeet of which was to be the safety ofthe State,were they to be

subordinate to the Laws, or might they be issued in a spir

it beyond the Laws? This is the whole question, and this

question issolved bythe approximation of terms.

“ The Charter declares that the King isues Ordonnances

necessary for the execution of the Laws, and immediately

after this absolute declaration , it goes on to add, andfor

the safety of the State. This power annexed to the former,

is evidently of a totally different nature ; but if, as in the

preceding case, the Royal authority.was in this instance

to be subordinate to the Laws, then was it superfluous as

every thing had been comprised in the foregoing terms, for

the execution of the Laws. The power for acting for the

safety of the State, added to that ofprovidingfor the execu

tion ofthe Laws, implies the faculty of going beyond the

Laws, and in fact, involves a Dictatorship.

6 If,' say the accused, you pass from the terms of the

article to seek for its spirit and meaning, and with this

view , consider all that preceded , accompanied, and follow

ed its preparation, all doubts will disappear from your minds.?

“ The Charter of 1814 was not the result of a formal con

tract between France and the restored Dynasty, it was not

a condition imposed by France , it was a voluntary act of

Royal Authority .

<< From these causes,' said Louis XVIII . after recapitula

ting the prerogatives of the Crown, and the wantsandwish

es of the people, ' from these causes we have voluntarily,

and from the free exercise of our Royal Authority, granted,

and do grant, and made concession and gift (Octroi) to our

subjects of the following Constitutional Charter .'

22VOL . I.NO. IV .
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“ It was thus that the Charter was given, and thus was it

received in the name of France by the great powers of the

State . No one ever thought of contesting the pre-existent

right by virtue of which this concession was made, and eight

years afterwards, in 1822, when perfect peace and order

reigned, a positive law which you have lately modified,

denounced heavy penalties upon all attempts against the

Rights the King derived from his birth , or thoseby virtue

of which he had granted the Charter .

“ This origin of our Constitution , say the accused, the

declaration that preceded it, and in which we find it recor

ded that the first duty of a Sovereign towards his peo

ple is to preserve for their interests the prerogatives of the

Crown , announces in advance, and prepares the mind for

Article 14 , and at the same time clearly explains its mean

ing and intention .

* Have we now occasion to seek how others than our

selves have understood it, and to fix upon grave and im

posing authorities the wide and direct interpretation we

have given it ? This task would be least difficult of all ; and,

in fact the accused refer to the most respectable names,

those of men most known for their high capacity, and for

the liberality of their constitutional opinions, they recall

their words, the principles they have developed on this

subject, and every where find the interpretation, which

they had' themselves given to the article, of which we are

endeavouring to discover the real meaning.

6 In fine, say they , after numerous quotations ( which you

will approve my not reproducing here, unless their reality

and their authority should be disputed ,) the most positive,

themost peremptory interpretation, beyond all doubt, is that

which has been given by the authors of the new Charter.

Nothing has been changed in the attributes of the Royal

authority, such as they were defined by Article 14 of the

old Charter ; and if, as our accusers wish , the terms of that

article ought to be understood in this sense , that the Royal

power, acting for the safety of the State, could neither ar

rest nor suspend the execution of the laws, the text ought

to be strictly maintained . This is what has not been done

in the new Charter. The words and for the safety of the

State have been suppressed ; and to make Ordonnances ne

cessary for the execution of the laws , thèse formal and pos
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itive words have been added - without ever being able eith

er to suspend the laws themselves, or to dispense with their

execution .

“Let these two texts be compared together, and let it

be said if they present the same sense, naturally , to the

mind ; let the origin of the two articles be considered, the

power from which they emanated, the circumstances in

which they were prepared, and let it then be said , if the

same spirit could have dictated both , if both were created

with the same view. Let the necessity, which has been

approved, of substituting the second text for the first, be

taken into view ; and let it then be determined , if it does

not also result from this fact, that the first ought, or at least,

might be differently understood .

Is this all ? continue those whom we defend ; and they

must be forgiven for saying every thing that justifies them:

that which accuses them has been so frequently, so well ,

and so loudly said . Is this all ? No : look again at the use

which is made of the power reserved by Art. 14 : it is a

rule of civil law, of that law which rests entirely, on com

mon reason , that , to discover the true sense of doubtful

stipulations, it must be seen how the parties themselves

have understood them in the execution . Let us follow this

rule, and let us see what has taken place since the granting

of the Charter in 1814 .

“Eight months passed away . The throne, scarcely re

stored, was threatened with a new overthrow . Napoleon,

banished , resolved toregain possession of that crown which

Europe in arms had torn from his brow ; he set foot upon

the soil of France, and the soil of Fraitce trembled. The

safety of the state is menaced ; Louis XVIII. , founder of

the Charter, knows the extent of power that belongs to him ;

he invokes the Art. 14 , the rightwhich this article conſers

on him to provide for the safety of the state ; he publishes

Ordonnances which create jurisdictions , command prose

cutions, pronounce , or apply penalties , which, in a word,

receive from the circumstances, and the extraordinary pow

er they had given rise to , all the force, all the authority of

the law. The great bodies of the state were present ; and

far from complaining of the usurpation of their authority,

they approve, and rejoice at it . The Chancellor told the

Chamber of Peers, that the King was invested by the Con

al

lo
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stitution with the right, and duty of providing, in case of

need, alone and by himself, for all that the safety of the

kingdom might require ; that the circumstances in which

they were placed, authorized the use of extraordinary, but

still legitimate means ; it being the safety of the state which

called for them : and the Chamber of Peers approved and

sanctioned this language.

“ It was thus that Art. 14 was exercised at that time, it is

thus that it was still executed, when after a short, but bloody

war, the Throne of the Bourbons was a second time restor

ed .

“We will not recall these Ordonnances, monuments of

that sad re-action, which to punish old hostilities, sowed the

seeds of new animosities, and which, therefore, had not

even the excuse of interest or policy. Butnone of you can

have forgotten those of 1815 and 1816, which not only sub

stituted an entire electoral system for that prescribed by

law, but which even changed the conditions ofeligibility,

in contradiction to the text of the Charter. It is here,

say the accused, that we have found those precedents,

which have misled us as to the nature of Art. 14 . We

thought, and if our interest does not make us blind, we were

justified, at least excusable , in thinking that this Article

reserved to the Crown, in all momentous circumstances, by

which the safety of the State might be threatened, an ex

traordinary power, superior to every other, which permit

ted it to act without the laws. Is this, then , a crime ? If,

as judges, your consciences answer yes - strike ! Such,

Gentlemen ,is their language ; it was my duty to repeat it,

for it belongs to them to state the motives that determined

them , the stimulus which induced them to act, the moral im

pulse to which they yielded .

“ I know all that may be urged in answer to this reason

ing ; nor do I dissimulate to myself all that is serious in the

objectoins thatmay be opposed them . I do not know what

I should say, if called upon to pronounce a disinterested

opinion between the two opposite systems, but I have no

opinion to put forth, no system to sustain .

“ We have not here, as Counsellors of the Crown , to

weigh the rights and interests of the Prince ; it is not the

question to examine, as legislators , how far the boundary

of the Sovereign authority extends, and where usurpation
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of the legislative power begins; our just legislation desires

that in matters of crime and judgment every thing should

be.positive and manifest — that the conscience and the rea

son of the Judge should be struck at the same time by the

evidence of the fact and by the wishes of the law. Doubt

and accusation may be understood - doubt and condemna

tion are, in our language, a monstrous association . If the

fact is doubtful the Judge absolves if the law can be in

terpreted at the same time in the sense which acquits and in

the sense which condemns ; there is no crime, there is only

error, and wherever reflectingminds are divided in opinion,

we scarcely dare declare on which side it exists.

My Lords, is Art. 14 so clear that it is not possible to

mistake its interpretation , and does it constitute the crime of

high treason to have interpreted otherwise than the accusa

tion ? This is thequestion --you will allow my respect for

you to dread nothing from your answer.

But I am arrested by the remark, admitting that the ex

traordinary power in question might in effect be found in

Art. 14, but that it could only be invoked to save a totter

ing state .

A highremedy reserved for a mortal crisis - for circum

stances whose imperious voice could silence laws, and cre

ate, in the midst of a free country, an armed dictatorship.

Where were these circumstances ? Who had shaken the

throne ? Where the power and dangerous enemies against

whom it was necessary to defend the throne by arbitrary

power ? The real enemies of the throne were those who

declared themselves its friends — those whose imprudence

had deprived it of its support, and whose weakness let it

totter on the abyss which they had already created.

My Lords - You have heard the accusation ; listen to the

defence. It is the first accused who is about to speak - it is he

on whom the accusation presses with the severest force and

most determinedperseverance. I do not ask favour for him

at yourhands, but that supreme virtue of a Judge — imparti

ality.

" A revolution ( the former one )--- becomes terrible in

passing from theory toaction, from the enlightened classes

to the blinded masses, had ,” - says he , “ in the midst of a

longtempest, constructed a scaffold , with the ruins of

a throne . ' France, herself again, soon gazed with horror
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on the blood that had been shed ; but the principles of that

absolute liberty ,which did notadmit the curb of a sovereign

authority, and , above all , of that authority, which, under the

name of legitimacy, takes its source , had not disappeared

with these dreadful punishments ; they had taken root in the

hearts of numbers, and remained there, menacing and in

flexible .

“Dazzled by the glory of conquest, and kept down by

the arm of power, they remained under the Empire with

out action , and almost without an organ ; they began to

manifest themselves with caution under the first Restora

tion, but the return of the banished Conqueror restored

them all their energy. The skilful warrior, who has just

graspedagain his fallen crown, easily comprehended that

he could find no possible support, but in the enemies of the

fugitive family ; that these enemies werez at the same time,

partisans of popular doctrines, the adversaries of every thing

that presented itself, in the guise of exclusive power. He

felt that the iron sceptre broken at Fontainbleau, could not

be again re-cast, and that he must derive his power from

liberty. He marched, then, in this new path, and re -ani

mated principles and doctrines long condemned to silence.

" A new compact, conceived in a popular system , was

offered to the adhesion of France ; and, one of the articles

of this compact declared the family of the Bourbons, for

ever driven from the throne of France.-- Europe in arms,

and France divided, allowed only a duration of some days

to this attempt, but its traces were deep.

“ The armed Allies were at the gates of Paris ; Waterloo

had seen the Imperial Eagle sink in waves of blood ; every

hope of resistance was lost; and , yet the most energetic

protestations, the most solemn threats were again heard at

the same tribune of the Chamber of Representatives. If

force,' said one of the Members, should succeed in impos

ing the Bourbons upon us again, an everlasting civil war

would be the consequence of this violation of our indepen

dence. The partisansof this dynasty have wished to bring

it back by a Royal La Vendee ; but we, also , we will have

our patriotic La Vendee.m " You will declare to the For

eign Powers,' said another, that the perpetual exclusion

of the Bourbons is the sine qua non of all negotiation, and

that Frenchmen will rather perish than support the humilia

ting yoke now sought to be imposed upon them . "
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“ In the midst of these cries of hatred , accompanied but

not drowned by acclamations of a different nature, Louis

XVIII . and his family re -entered France. I am ignorant

if, after so many conflicts, there existed any means of re

storing concord and union in this country, so often distract

ed by the violence of contending parties. I know not if

faults were committed. Who would presume to flatter

himself that he had been able to traverse a road so difficult

and so little known, without some deviation ? What is cer

tain is, that hatred was not disarmed , and that menaces were

not abandoned.

“ He knew it well, that grave and powerful orator, who

was seven times the same day proclaimed a Deputy of

France - he knew it well, when in 1819, he said with that

depth of thought and force ofexpression that belonged only

to him :-The legitimate Government has enemies ; these

enemies act in concert ; they will act and agitate the nation

so long as they nourish theabsurd hope of bringing it under

the yoke. In order to be assured thatthey know each oth

er, that they act in concert , I have need of no documents ;

although I know it not frompositive facts, I affirm it with no

less ofauthority than if I had proofs. I affirm it on the faith

of history, of universal experience, of the immutable laws

of the human mind . '

“ Such were his words, and each day brought the proofs

of which his powerful reason stood in no need . During

eight years, conspiracies incessantly'springing up signalised

the existence of an irreconcilable hatred. Twenty -one

criminal prosecutions have successively saddened France .

The blood of conspirators has sometimes flowed ; but in

political crimes it is not the terror, it is hatred , it is the

desire of vengeance that producesand augments the blood

of the victims .

“ Partial conspiracies come to an end , but the sentiment

which had given them birth is not appeased. A system of

absolute opposition was organised in order to support the

press, and presented a perpetual obstacle to the movements

of the Royal Government; associations were formed , and

constituted a popular power always in opposition to the au

thority of the Crown. A Deputy proclaimed from his seat

the repugnance which had marked the reception of the

Bourbons, and honours awaited him when driven from the
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tribune. Aggression every where found support ; pecunia

ry condemnations were met by subscriptions, and foreign

revolutions were countenanced and defended .

" The Crown had maintained itself against so many sys

temised attacks, by means of a majority in the elective

Chamber ; but , in 1827 , that majority seem on the point of

abandoning it. Recourse was then had to the measures

open to it by the Constitution ; the Chamber was dissolved ;

but the newly elected one formed under the influence of

the opposition, declared itself incompatible with the Minis

try left by Louis XVIII, to his brother. Charles X. de

termined to remain within the limits of our institutions,

withdrew himself froń his Ministry , and chose another

from that portion of the two Chambers distinguished by

its moderation and dislike of every measure contrary to the

laws. He hoped that this change, effected in a spirit of

kindness, that this explicit acknowledgment of the powers

of the representative Government; would disarm the op

position against which all his efforts had failed. He pro

claimed his intention of completing the work of his brother,

by placing the legislation ofthe kingdom in harmony with

the Charter.

“ The new Ministry acted with this intention ; it walked

manfully in the line indicated by the Constitution ; it dis

engaged the Press from its fetters ; and it liberated the elec

tions from the direct influence of the administration . The

introduction to the schools of a religious order, suspected of

professing maxims opposed to our civil and religious liber

ties, was declared by yourselves to be a subject of alarm :

their exclusion seemed necessary to the preservation of the

public tranquility ; that exclusion was pronounced , and

measures, the severity of which perhaps exceeded the

bounds of justice , were adopted against them. It was com

plained that the choice of the Crown was limited to too

small a number, and testimonies of confidence and impor

tant situations were granted to men attached to other politi

cal opinions.

“ So many efforts made to bring back confidence and un

ion : so many concessions entered into for the purpose of

producing the necessary union between the three powers of

the State, produced none of the results hoped for. The

Press, nowfree, continued hostile and violent; the Elections
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did not become, more favourable ; the demand of the Elee-*.

tive Chamber rose in proportion to the concessions accord

ed, and afterwards exhibited a character more imperious,

more alarming ; in short, in the session of 1829, the most

imposing minority which had yet presented itself threaten

edeventhe budget

“ The King was struck with the utility of his attempts ;

he imagined that the system adopted by his Ministers, with

out weakening the opposition , deprived the Crown of its

means of resistance ; and, stopping short in the course he

had commenced, he entrenched -himself behind his consti

tutional prerogatives. The task imposed by this new plan

of operations on those charged with its executionpresented

serious difficulties, whieh were not even devoid of danger ;

devotion, zeal, courage, was necessary, Unfortunately , the

King turned his eyeson me . . You know my family ; what

we owe to our Princes;what empire duty and gratitude have

over a heart which is not devoid of somegenerosity; you

therefore are aware I could not hesitate.

“ I did not form the Ministry of the 8th August, but Ien

tered it. The most violent clamours immediately assailed

it. We were supposed to entertain the design of destroy

ing the Charter ; that attempt was daily promised for the

morrow , and in this supposition every means of resistance

were organized, and ready tobecomethe means of attack .

That project, however, did not enter into our intentions,

and all our wishes and efforts tended to the preservation,

the consolidation ofwhatwe were supposed willing to destroy

Six months passed without any one act that could justify

this suspicion ,and the convocation of the Chambers for the

3d of March gave to it the most striking contradiction.

“ I recollected that, in 1814, in a projeet of law on Min

isterial responsibility , it had been proposed to invest the

Chambers with the right of declaring the Ministers un

worthy of public confidence ; that that proposition had been

strongly combated.; and that M. Benjamin Constant, whose

opinion it will be permitted me to cite, had especially

maintained, that such a declaration would be a direct at

tempt to the Royal prerogative : that it would be to dispute

the Prince's liberty of choice ; that in accusing the Minis

ters, they alone were assailed , but in declaring them un

worthy of the public confidence, it was the Prince who was

23VOL . I.NO. IV .
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inculpated in his intentions or his judgment, a thing that

should never happen in a constitutionalGovernment."

“ Reassured by this doctrine, I hoped that the Chamber

of Deputies would hear'us previousto judging our inten

tions, and that it would learn our projects andwitness out

acts before declaring between the country and an invincible

antipathy. If it had in truth consented to hear us, I am

certain that the unfoundedprejudice against us would have

been dissipated , for in all thatwe had to propose to it, we

had been animated only by the desire ofincreasing the pros

perity of our country. My hope was deceived : you know

in what terms the Address of the Chamber' was conceived.

The King imagined his authority compromised , his most

precious prerogative attacked ; he wished to appeal to the

nation, and the Chamber was dissolved ; butthe associa

tions and the press decided that it was 'necessary to send

back to the Crown the Deputies bywhom the King thought

his rights violated ; the Electoral Colleges executed that

decision ..

6.The new , Chamber advanced victorious and irritated,

and the triumphant organs of opinion threatened to destroy

the springs ofGovernment, in employing the power, if not

the right, of refusing the imposts. It was necessary to yield

to saerifice the Ministers; to recede those imposed by the

majority - by the press, or by the hostile party, by whom it

was put in motion ; to yield to a torrent which might over

whelm every thing in its course ; abandon an intention

which had, perhaps, been imprudently proclaimed un

changeable ; surrender to contempt an authority from that

moment rendered contemptible, or resign' ourselves to seek

in the 14th Article, that dangerous power it contained .

“ The King looked back upon past events ; he remem

bered the reiterated dismissals and recalls of the Ministers

of Louis XVIII., and the bloody penalty that followed this

too ready obedience of his brother, whose feebleness of re

solve, and the consequent miseries it produced during the

revolutions of seven and thirty years, were constantly

brought to his mind, and produced a conviction that similar

conduct must produce similar effects. " I also ," declares the

accused, 'Ialso had the same disastrous predictions incessant

ly repeated to me, and I shuddered at the fatal prospect.'

“ One of the most enlightened advocates of public liber
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ty, who must have fully comprehended its genuine charac

terand extent, that national orator of whose electoral vic

tories I have recently spoken , had prophesied , that the

moment when the, Government shall not stand without a

majority in the Chambers, the day on which it is establish

ed, in fact, that the Chamber can compel the King to dis

miss his Ministers and impose upon him men who are not

of his own choice, on that day, not onlythe Charter is an

nulled , but the monarchy itself destroyed .' Ipondered on

these words, to which no suspicion could be attached, and

the terrible responsibility,thrown upon me appeared in all

its magnitude. Convinced that the Charter invested us

with power to save thé Monarch , I conceived myself abso

lutely bound to employ it , under the pain of being taxed

with cowardice or, treason, if I hesitated. I was assured

that Francewould bless the act by which she was saved ;

she would disavow the party that'attaeked the Throne ; one

act of firmness would preserve to the Crown that authority

required for the happiness of the kingdom , and that would

be the only means of maintaining the Charter. Such was

the language poured upon myear from every side, such

were the reasonings of innumerable memorials addressed

to me ; and the violent hostility of the opposing opinions

only increased in myeyes the danger of the impending evil,

and the urgency of the remedy. Alarmed,but not for my

self, and undertakinga task I felt beyond my powers, I was

anxiousto place in other and abler hands the trust I felt to

be too weighty for my own . I was desirous of removing

beyond the influence of commands I had not learnt how to

disobey, but which enjoined meto remain at mypost. I

did not remain, because the peril was iminent, and activity

indispensible. Were I to expose the Counsels I received,

and name those who gave them - many ofwhom no doubt

have joined their voices to the chorus of my accusers-- could

I have displayed to those who have condemnedme with so

much severity, all the alarms, all the illusions, all the influ

ences, and all the moral violence which have at once over

ruled my conviction , and subdued my reason -- it is more

than probable that a full acquaintance thus acquired of my

real situation, would have rendered my opponents less in

exorable. I do not deny my acts, but I must leave to those

who haye participated in my alarms, and who now partake
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in the danger, the care of examining and elucidating each

particular evil to which each of us was to apply a remedy:

But though I throw this charge upon them , I do not mean

to divest myself of a particle of my own responsibility. I

was the first to sign the Ordonnances of the 25th of July,

and I know and admit that I am the first who ought to answer

for their consequences, and it is not to -day that this

responsibility appears in its greatest terror.-- I have seen

in my own country, in the very town in whichI was born ,

the blood of Frenchmen shed by the hands of Frenchmen .

I have seen that Throne, I was bound to defend and uphold ,

crushed into atoms. I have seen the Monarch , whose au

thority I was anxious to preserve, bow his time-blanched

head, and with his own hand, removę: from it the crown

with which it was encircled, and disinherit his son - vainly

seeking, by this bitter sacrifice of two generations of Kings

to redeem the fost fortunes of the third . I have seen stalk

before my eyes, that aļl devouring Revolution,and have

been forced to confess to myself, that my hand had given

birth to it. I have felt that it is myself that my country,

and the whole world , have a right to call to a terrible ac

count for such ' tremendous evils . · Believe me, Noble

Peers, it was then the accusation pressed upon me in all its

terrible force, and no judges can inflịct upon a mind,not lost

to feelinga punishment in any degree equal to the affliction

I have already undergone."

Such is the answer of an old and faithful servant of the

exiled family, to the reproaches cast upon him of having

changed the institutions of the Kingdom . It appears to me

that there is in this statement-inthis painting of so many

opposing sentiments and adverse impulsions -- suffieient to

satisfy the mind of a judge,that crime is not to be found in it.

There was a conviction that a powerful party was march

‘ing, with steady perseverance , towards the overthrow of

the Monarchy - there was a belief that the Throne was at

tacked and the crown in danger, and the only. arms that ap

peared sufficient fortheirdefence were takenup . It may, no

doubt, be replied, that the weapons were dangerous, and

that the use of them has hastened the catastrophe they

were intended to avert: thạt by laying an imprudent hand

upon the Charter, and thus giving to the unjust aggression

apprehended, all the force and all the advantage of a legal
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resistance, the Crown was deprived of all its real power

all its true support.

But , who can now , say that the danger foreseen was a

mere chimera.--that the Throne, resting upon the Charter,

had nothing to fear--that the whole country was tranquil,

orderly and submissive - and, that in the then existing state '

of things, the Government might move boldly along the

path pointed out by the Constitution.

On this point, Noble Peers, I am bound to say, for it is

an essential and real part of the defenoe, which Iam not

at liberty to omit, doubt is no longer possible. During the

last four months too many voices, too many writers have

takenpains to dissipate all doubts on the subject.. I shall

not call to your minds all the avowals, or rather all the claims

to national gratitude, that have transpired from the public

press, for ne one here can be unacquainted with them .

There we find it inscribed that the conspirators of La

Rochelle had friendsand affiliationsthroughout all France.

Here we are told that during the fifteen years reign of the

Bourbons,the opposition had availed itself ofprivate grive

ances to render the aversion manifested by all classes against

the Government more and moreinveterate .

Other writers declare that France took up arms against

the odious principles of legitimacy and the divine rightof

Kings ; and have invoked the testimony .of courageous

Deputies who have conspired with them against the Bour

bons. They add, that during the great days of July, that

they only wished to punishà perjured King; but also to

seize a happy pretext for escapingfrom an odious Govern

ment, and entering again into the paths of 1789.

In a celebrated association , which has been several years

in existence , they state that the revolution had been long

expected, and make no secret of the efforts made by them

to expel Charles X. from his Throne- their correspondence

with the patriots of the provinces; their influence over the

elections, and their affiliation with the conspirators.

Here, however I will stop , though Noble Peers, you are

well aware that it is not from want ofmeans of swelling the

account. I leave to those who are associated with me in

the honourable, though difficult task , I am now performing,

the care of filling upthe picture, of which I have traced

but an outline .
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The only conclusion I can possibly draw from what I

have laid before you is that the apprehensions entertained

as to the dangers surrounding the dynasty were not illuso

ry . " The circumstances in which France found herself

placed at the commencement of July were of a nature to

awaken the zeal and alarm the responsibility of those who

having received from their Sovereign the deposit of bis au

thorityhad sworn to guard it faithfully, and preserve it un

diminished.

If thisbe admitted as their duty, my task is ended .. I am

not called upon to justify the Ministry in the eyes of pos

terity for the disastrous ; error of the 25th of July, the re

cord of which can never perish . I have onlyengaged to

defend them against an impeachment of treason , and I re

peat, with a sinceritywhich can only arise from a perfect

conviction, that this crimeis not to be found here, and that

the severest scrutiny will search for it in vain . An insuf

ficient or deceitful acquaintance with the state of the coun

try, distruction occasioned by real danger and leading to an

ilt-judged defence, a dangerous confusion betweenrashness

and courage, affection and obedience -- the sacrifice of a

clear and defined duty to what was considered imperious

necessity, these are all that reason , policy, or conscience

will be able to discover ; but that wilful intention, that ma

lice prepense, that predetermined resolution to commit an

act known to be criminal, can ever be traced by the most

invetevate oftheir enemies ; how therefore can they be dis

cerned by their impartial Judges ?

The accused, and much less the Prince de Polignac can

not therefore be found guilty of treason, of having arbitra

rily and violently changed the institutions of the country ;

because in Law , they might, without committing a crime,

believe that the crown was authorised in acting with vi

gour beyond the Law, in order to secure the safety of the

State, and, in fact, they might without committing a crime

believe the State to be so far in danger, as to render neces

sary the exercise of extraordinary measures.

1.consequently here find myself at liberty to proceed to

the third head of the impeachment.

Is the Prince de Polignac guilty of Treason , for having

formed a conspiracy against the safety of the State.

$ II.
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I confess, Noble Peers, I find great difficulty in discus

sing this ground of accusation , from not being able to com

prehend it .

What is the conspiracy here meant, and in which the

Prince de Polignac has taken a part? It can be no other

than that which had for its object -a violation of the Charter,

and an attempt against our institutions. If so, this com

plaint is completely , identified with the preceeding com

plaint, and is so mixed up with it, that they form but one

single accusation : for the act of affixing his signature to the

Ordonnances, and the preparation of these documents, can

not form two distinct crimes,

The only real object that this Count of the Impeachment

can have in view, must be to, establish that the signing of

the Ordonnances was not arising from the embarrassment

created by unforeseen circumstances, but the result of a

long considered combination — the execution of a plan pre

viously laid , and, and for which purpose the Ministry of

the 8th of August was formed. Even in this case ,it might

be considered as an aggravation of the principal fact, but

could be converted into one ofa distinct nature .

Nevertheless, let us examine the imputation by itself, and

independent ofthe consequences that have been attempted

to be deduced from it ,

Is it at all proved that the Prince de Polignac had for any

length of time entertained the project of violating the Char

ter , and destroying our institutions that he entered into the

Ministry with this view? and, that, during twelve months

he pursued the same object ? or, whether , on the contrary ,

is it not evident that he was led by circumstances to the fa

tal part he afterwards acted

Noble Peers, thank Heaven, it will be easy for me to

clear up this question .

From the commencement of the year 1829, when the

Count de la Ferronnis was attacked with a serious illness,

which appeared likely to terminate in his death, it was no

torious that Charles X, intended to appoint the Prince de

Polignac Minister of Foreign Affairs.

This desire, which was frequently expressed, was resis

ted by those whothen formed the Council, and but for this

obstacle the Prince de Polignac would have come into

the Cabinet, as it was then composed, and most assuredly
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it never could have entered the minds ofany one of those

who would then have become his Colleagues, to have fol

lowed the steps he afterwards .was induced to pursue. It

is therefore altogether erroneous to infer that the Prince de

Polignac entered the Council with the project of making an

attemptupon the Charteralready formed .

The Ministry of the ' 8th of August was then constituted .

Among itsmembers, appeared, as Ihave already remarked,

M. deChabrol, whose prudence and moderation were weli

known ; M. de Courvoisier, whose politics were founded

upon Constitutional principles; and Admiral deRigny, who

can never be suspected of yielding to measures inconsistent

with his opinions and duties. · A man who had conceived

theaudacious design imputed to the Prince de Polignae,

would never have selected such characters for his coadju

tors.

If, this design, had in fact, been planned, if it had been

the predominantcreation of the Ministry ofthe 8th of Au

gust, it would evidently have been carried into immediate

execution . Theprompt adoption of these violent measures

was theironly chance of success . Nothing of the kind had

been foreseen, and, no sort of resistance could have been

prepared, and a momentary success was then possi

ble ; but to delay the execution of such a pro

ject, till it became known, and the country was warned of

the impending danger ; to allowthe formation of the associa

tions for resisting the payment of the taxes, to allow the

public press time to promulagate the doctrine of the sov

ereignty of the people , and diffuse the theory of legal resis

tance, wasto lay the foundation of an insurmountable ob

stacle to their own views. This is never the conduct of

those whocontemplate despotism , and common sense repels

the idea of such, as, total abandonment of all prudence.

But to continue ; A short time elapsed -na division arose

in the Council- one of its Members retired and who was

this Member ? It was the man whose name has been most

frequently quoted as an indication that counter- revolutiona

rý principles were entertained. Those whose known

sentiments were totally incompatible with this idea are re

tained , and M. Guernon de Ranville, who the very act of

Impeachment itself almost acknowledges to have, in open

opposition to the Ordonnances of July , up to the very last
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moment, is called in-he whose “ Political Gospel” was the

Charter - he who professed that a Representative Govern

ment must of necessity accord with the opinions of the peo

ple, and that in France the political feelings of the country

were represented by the cenire gauche.

In the month ofMay, 1830, after the Address of the Cham

ber its adjornment and dissolution , and the orders for a new

General Election, afresh change took place in the Cabinet .

M. de Chabrol and M. Courvoissier retired .Wewill pres

ently return to the subject of this retreat. Let us for the

present fix our attention upon those who were admitted in

their places. The first.is M.de Chantėlauze, who it is said

delivered to the King such false calculations as to the ma

jority of the Chamber — he who, as early as1829, had de

veloped the plan that was executed in 1830 — he who re

commended the Government to form a Fifth of September

Monarchy.

Certainly if these suppositions are admitted as facts, it

will be very easy, to arrive at conclusion's favourable to the

Impeachment . But nothing in the whole course of the

proceedings has been proved which establishes the truth of

the rumours upon which the supporters of the Impeachment

have argued. M. de Chantelauze positively denies the al

legations, and a long while ago, fullyexplained the words

quoted. Those who know him are perfectly satisfied that

he would unhesitatingly prefer the danger that might arise

from his declaring the truth , to any security he might derive

from a falsehood ...

The admission ofM. de Chantelauze to the Council ,

therefore , was no indication of a plot , and M. de Chabrol,

who had been long acquainted with him, would have drawn

a very different inference.

M. Capelle was also admitted into the Council, an office

being created expressly for him . M. Capelle was a mana

ger of elections, but by no means an advocate for coups

d'etat . It was only his experience and address in elections

that were required,and these became ofgreatconsideration ,

as a majority was necessary. It was not then coups d'etat

that were in contemplation, but a constitutional contest, in

which the Ministry were naturally anxious to be strongest.

M. de Peyronnet received the appointment of Minister

of the Interior ; he is a man of great capacity and resolu

24VOL . I.NO. IV.
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tion , qualified to support and accomplish any undertaking,

however arduous .

This no one can dispute ; but, after all , what does it

prove ?

The known character of M. de Peyronnet appeared fa

vourable to the elections, towards which attention was now

turned . The Ministry was in want of men versed in Par

liamentary discussions, and M. de Peyronnet was one of

those wiro could best fulfill this condition of our form of

Government . Here, then, is more than necessary to ex

plain why the port folio of the Interior was confided to him

But this is not all ; and the observation must have already.

struck you, that M. de Peyronnet is in the same position as

M. Guernon de Ranville . The proceedings clearly indi

cate, and there is no difference of opinions as to the fact,

that M.de Peyronnet "was strongly opposed to the party ,

which,in the month of July , obtained the triumph so terri

ble to the Throne ; but his voice was long heard in the

Council in opposition to that extreme measure , which , un

der the circumstances, was judged necessary, and which

had powerful supporters .

If this be the state of the fact, as every thing proves it ,

it is then also true that the plot ,to the existence of which

our researches are directed, could not have been formed

previous to the period when the acts, took place . The en

trance of M. dePeyronnet to the Council, in the month of

May, appears irreconciable with the idea that the planex

ecuted in the month of July had been formed before that

period . : Up to this point nothing proves the conspiracy,

and every thing gives it a decided denial.' Is the proof to

be sought in the disposition of a Peer of the Realm , which

has taken a strong hold of public attention ? I cannot be

lieve it. I well know all the confidence that is due to the

exalted dignity as well as personal character of the Noble

witness ; but I was convinced, even previous to hearing it ,

that it would be to give to his language an interpretation

· more extensive than he himself wished, to find in it the

positiveproofof a plot long previously arranged.

The Marquis de Semonville met M. de Polignac at the

bridge of Trocadero at St. Cloud , on the 29th of July, and

he remarked in him the signs of great agitation. M. de

Polignac said to him . “These misfortunes are owing to
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you . Have I not been trying to explain to you for six.

months what might be done in the Chamber of Peers ? " :

Such are the entire words then uttered by M. de Polignac,

as recollected by M. de Semonville ; and from that vague

and scarcely intelligible expression to the proof of a , plot

directed against the safety of the State, the interval appears

to me immense . Then comes the reply of M. de Semon

ville , at once energeticand temperate, calculated to make

known the constitutional and legal line from which nothing

would force the Chamber of Peers to deviate , and which it

is not astonishing to see reproduced so correctly, nothwith

standing the agitation of the moment, the place, and the

speakers, seeing it contains the habitual expression of sen

timents ofhim who made it . : -You once asked me," repli

ed M. de Semonville " if the Chamber of Peers would take

on itself to refuse a budget, and I answered, yes , in certain

grave circumstances the Chamber would refuse a budget ;

but if you mean , as I am sure that this is your idea, that the

Chamber would grant you a farthing, a'man, or a law,

without the Chamber of Deputies, you are mistaken , for

you might make a hundred and fifty Peers, and this creation

would be vain . Nothing is more just, or more constitu

ţional , than the doctrine supported by M.de Semonville,

but what our judges have to fear for, is not the opinion of

the witness , nor his thoughts, it is the sense of the words

which the accused uttered, in the circumstance recollected

by the witness. “ He had asked if the Chamber of Peers

would resolve to amend a budget.” There is the whole

question , and M. de Semonville, with the loyalty that might

be expected from him , has possitively affirmed, that the

conclusion he drew from these words, was merely a sup

position; and that no communication , made,atany time by M.

de Polignac had tended to confirm it . There is then nothing

illegal there-- nothing that could lead to a supposition of a

violation of the Charter, nothing, consequently, which jus

tifies the imputation of a plot against the safety of the State.

What other indication can be brought to the supportof

the charge.

The language of the Journals supposed to be the organs

of the Ministry ? , If the law added to the responsibility for

their actions, which already weighs on Ministers, responsi

bility for thepolitical writings the direction of which is at

ideplans
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tributed to them , the weight would be overwhelming and

the law would be unjust. - M . de Polignac has often dis

claimed the Journals which appeared devoted to him in

their remarks on things ; I am pleased to say that he loudly

disclaimed them in their remarks on persons.

It has been said that an attempt was projected to estab

lish Count Prevotales, but this suspicion has completely

vanished, and neither these proceedings nor the accusation

leave any thing to defend on this point.

Friends of truth , because you are also friends of justice,

you have wished to know what motives determined the

retirement of two Ministers, who were replaced in 1829.

You have felt that if the plot had in effect existed, the proof

of it ought to have been found there . M. de Chabrol and

M. de Courvoissier may be said to have found themselves

placed between two imperious yet opposite duties ; on one

hand , sworn secrecy ; on the other, promised truth ; at one

side the remembrance of former engagements ; on theother,

the necessity of satisfying justice ; they have judged that, in

this solemn circumstance, where the question was not their

own personal interest,but the safety of others, their most

sacred obligation was the latter alternative ; and more than

one conscience will sanction the decision of theirs. You

have heard them , and all doubts have vanished .

Two opinions divided the Council, the one thought that

the dignity and interests of the crown , and its interests

made it a duty to persist in the resolutions it had announced

and to maintain its ministry, no act of which had , as yet,

justified the hostility of the Chamber. They hoped that

thefirmness of the King would win back to his cause, the

opinion of the electors, who would not bya painful strug

gle, compromise the prosperity of the country. Flattering

themselves they should be able to maintain a favourable

majority, they inclined towards the dissolution .

The others not partaking these illusions, and consider

ing the state of the public mind , wished that they should

yield to the necessities of the Representative Government,

and that they should endeavour to struggle against a majority,

which would return , after the elections, more powerful, and

more irritated . Such was the subject of the division , such

was the honourable motive for the retreat oftwoMinisters,

whose enlightened foresight had so well judged of the fu

ture .
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There is not here , both declare it , either plot or combi

nation against the Charter ; and the idea of coups d'etat or

extra legal measures was never proposed. Indeed no such

plan was formed ; this will be clear to all , who, without

prejudice, examine the events of the last year, to all ,

who will remark that prolonged inaction , those frequent

changes in the Council, that complete, absence of precau

tions or necessary measuresat the moment of the crisis, all

of which prove , that no plan contrary to our institutions

had been formed beforehand.

· M. de Polignac had proceeded from hope to hope , from

illusion to illusion ; he had supposed that he could , in course

of time , conquer the spirit ofresistance which had hailed his

admission to the Council . He supposed,He supposed, in the month of

March , that he could obtain a majority in the Chamber of

Deputies ; he continued convinced, after the address had

been voted, that an energetic measure would bring back

the hearts that were ' estranged, he thought his exertions

would prevail in the new Elections, overthose of an oppo

sition , to the power of which he still seemed blind; he cal

culated so strongly on the result of these Elections being

favourable, that he did not fear to mix the person of the

King up with them . With fortunate Elections he had a fa

vourable majority ; with this majority he obtained , by eon

stitutional means, laws upon the Press, and Electoral laws,

which would give security to the Throne. All these chim

eras vanished successively , one after the other, and the de

cisive moment arrived , without having been seriously media

tated or foreseen .

It was when the Elections were finished , when the ter

rible reality presented itself, when we had to deal with a

deed accomplished, and when the easy resource of time and

adjournments had been exhausted, that it was necessary

to decide on the step to be taken : and what step could be

taken , at the point then arrived at ? To endeavour to

proceed by the regular and legal route were folly,

for a compact and resolved majority stood in the way, an

insurmountable barrier ; to retire and abandon the Throne,

when it firmly relied on the support of its counsellors,

would have been cowardice. In this manner were they

driven to the perilous resource of coups d'etat .

Thus, Noble Peers, there has been no fixed plan , no ris
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pened project , for the overthrow of our institutions. The

Ordonnances of the 25th July, were not the result of a pre

meditated combination ; and the accusation cannot there

fore reckon on the existence of such a conspiracy as one

amongst the number of the charges which presson those

whom its rigour pursues. In this manner I arrive, Noble

Peers, by a slow and painful route , to the last head of ac

cusation, that is, to the subject of the accusation of treason .

SIV..

Is M. de Polignacguilty of treason for having excited civil

war , by arming the citizens one against another ; for

havingcarried desolation and massacre into the Capital

and several other Communes ?

It is thus that the fourth count of the indictment is con

structed, and it is particularly against M. de Polignac that it

is directed .

Assuredly never was an imputation more cruel and more

opprobious cast upop a minister ; never was a man more

generally held up to public hatred . To excite civil war, to

arm the citizens oneagainst another, to carry into various

places deyastion and massacre ; such acts,' committed with

the will to commit them , are crimes which would remain

crimes even we're they successful. But the more grave

and terrible the accusation , the more rigorous is the ne

cessity of the proof. Shall we be unfortunate enough for

this obligation to be fulfilled ? Will our accusers obtain

over us this melancholy triumph for which their hearts

would have to lament ? No, Gentlemen , they have prov

ed great disasters without doubt, perhaps great faults, but

they have not proved crimes , they have endeavoured in

vain to give a character of ferosity to the accused, of one

who beholds with sang froid the blood flow , and the vic

tims fall, who ordains massacre, and prepares executions.

Ah ! If such was the impression that their words have

left upon your minds, in the name of heaven , do not suffer

it to penetrate them . It would mislead your justice. No,

the blindestzeal, and the most senseless fanaticism would

not distort the heart and the character to such a degree .

A man does not become sanguinary or barbarious because

he is animated with a profound and exalted devotion .

After 45 years of a life passed inthe exercise of the mil

der virtues , in the habit of generous and benevolent senti
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ments, a day does not render us inexorable or ferocious.

No, Gentlemen , the accusation is mistaken-suspend your

judgment, listen to me, and you will perceive whether itor

we is the more gratifying, the more just , and the more na

tural to believe .

Here the facts are numerous. It is difficut to follow the

series of acts held up to public wrath . Relative to these acts ,

the accusation finds every where the name ofM.de Polig

nac and put it forward without indulgence. For all the

other accused one often remarks kindness by the side of

memory, and an extenuating supposition by the side of a

lamentable fact. It is for him alone that the unmingled se

verity has been reserved, which explains nothing, which ex

tenuates nothing, which never assigns to situation , to cir

cumstances and thepreoccupation ofdespair, the partwhich

equity seems to claim for them .

M. de Polignac is far from complaining of the justice

which there is a disposition to render to the sentiments, and

intentions of those who share his dangers ; he knows bet

ter than any one how much it is their due ; but, notwith

standing the degree of misfortune to which he has arrived,

he cannot resign himself to the thought, that the remem

brance which accuses is the only one that has been presery

ed for him .

Are his name and his antecedent conduct, such as it has

been represented by popular rumour, of.any weight in this

deplorable accusation ? In this respect, few men havebeen

more cruelly treated.

Ultramontane fanatic, protector of that dangerous society

which is an enemy to our liberties, intolerant in religious

matters, intolerant in political matters, the constant adver

sary of our institutions, implacable towards those who have

followed other colours , a stranger to every sentiment of pat

riotism and national honour-such is the features under :

which he has been held up to you-- such is the man whom

shouts for his death and the cries of hatred have pursued

even under your shield . And how should this pernicious

error be removed how should it be weakened when we

have heard the accusation , the language of which is so

measured, declare that, in the opinion ofFrance , he alone

represented the whole counter revolutionary faction, and

that it was always he who was offered to the hopes of the

enemies of order and the laws.
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Gentlemen, such an izpatadija irposes on thedefence

duties which it cassot besitate to fclóil. Before it dwells

upon the particular facts on bich the accusation is ground

ed, it ought to repel openly those erael suppositions,

through which the truth wbicb justifies is unable to make

its way. You have need to know the man to become ac

goainted with the accused.

Permit metben to place before your eyes the rapid , but

faithful sketch of a life so strangely disfigured.

Jules de Polignac, whose family had long been attached

to the Royal Household , was brought up at Versailles, with

the children which then bore the noble name of Enfans de

France ; with his mothers milk he imbibed respect and at

tachment for Louis XVIII . and his brotbers, and de

votedness to the King unfolded itself in him , with his ear

liest sentiments of filial tenderness .

He was nine years of age when the revolution broke out

and his memory remained impressed with those popular

benedictions which accompanied for some days the name of

the Minister wbom Geneva had given to France, and of

that insulting clamour which shortly after pursued him .

Having quitted France with his family, when blood be

gan to flow , he first travelled through Italy and Germany ;

he entered into the service of Russia, and in 1800 settled

in England, near Monsieur,who attached him to his per

son . He then was 20 years of age .

No one has forgotten the great events of which France

was at that time the theatre . The transition was theni pre

paring for her, from a complete state of anarchy and licen

tiousness to a regular Government, which was to give her

internal order and military glory in the place of liberty.

This transition could not be effected without effort, and

without shock, and numerous dangers surrounded the first

steps of the extraordinary man , who with skilful precau

tions, raised up the ruins of a Throne, upon which he had

resolved to seat himself.

Among the audacious attempts made against him, there

was one which was marked with the stamp of ferosity, and

which is known by the name ofplot of the infernal machine;

an infamous plot in which barbarism disputes with cowardice

and the remembrance of which after the laps of 29 years, still

awakens just and legitimate indignation . A frightful sus
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picion formerly was thrown uponM. Jules de Polignac,and

his name was mentioned among the accomplices of this hor

rible attempt. This suspicion was revived, or rather this

calumny was reproduced, in one of those moments when

calumnies of every kind re-appear, ardent andempoisoned;

when, prosecuted and menaced, all misfortunes were doom

ed to overwhelm him at once, and among all the unjust as

persions by which it has been sought tobrand his name,

this is that, the weight of which appeared to him the most

distressing to endure.

Reduced to repel the allegation of a fact, to contend

against the impotency of a negative proof, he would have

had to defend himself against these vague accusations,

which rest - only upon popular rumour ; his solemn denial,

and his challenge to produce any probable evidence in sup

port of the suspicion . But against obstinate prejudices, of

what avail are the denials and challenges of an accused.in

dividual, all whose words are received with distrust, and

from whomthe cry of wounded honour always seems wres

ted by the necessity of defending his life.

Providence, by whom, at least, the unfortunate are not

abandoned, has raised up in his favour a sure witness ; a

witness not to be suspected, whose candid ,and positive lan

guage ought to remove every doubt.

Every body in France knows Count Real and the im

portant functions which be discharged with such high dis

tinction under the empire . I know that, from his situation,

he might have known better than any one of the facts upon

which the question is to throw light ; I knew that his
per

sonal character and his political sentiments would give to

his declaration all the weight of a proof. I applied to him

to ascertain the truth . Allow me to read his answer.

( The Learned Counsel here read a letter from Count

Real, stating that at the time of the infernal machine, he

was in a situation to be acquainted with the most minute

circumstances of the plot , and that having since examined

all the documents and reports of the proceedings; he had it

in his power to attest that thename of M. de Polignac was

not pronounced in that horrible affair.)

Thus it is that a man of honour expresses himself to

whom truth is known, and whose impartiality is above sus .

picion .

25VOL . I.NO. IV .
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* Thanks to Heaven, if the name of M. de Polignac is still

mixed up with the recollection of the infernal machine, it

can onlybeso through hatred and no longer through error.

Three whole years elapsed, during which he whose life I

am relating to you, continued to dwell in England . He

availed himself.of this sojourn to study carefully the En

glish institutions, and I would say , if there were not be

tween this assertion and the events which have brought

him before you something which appears contradictory, that

he observed them witha lively interest, and expressed

wishes that his country might one day be enriched with in

stitutions like those the effects of which he admired .

In 1803 a movement was prepared in France in favour

of the exiled dynasty. General officers of great renown

directed this perilous operation, and appeared to reckon

upon the support of a considerable portion of the army and

the population. Pichergru,one of the chiefs of the enter

prise, proposed to Jules de Polignac, to accompany him to

Paris, and share with him in the dangers, the gravity of

which he did not conceal from him, nor does he now hesi

tate to avow it.

Wearied by disorder, and disgusted by weakness and

unskilfulless, France ardently wished for a protecting and

lasting Government, which should restore to her repose.

He who wasto satisfy her had not laid the foundations of

that sovereign power which has since shone with such

splendour. The question was, not to overthrow an estab

lished Government, and deliver his country up to the chan

ces of a Revolution, but to place the ancient family, instead

of a new family, upon the Throne which was building up .

Jules de Polignac arrived at Paris with Gen. Pichegru

and the Marquisde Rivere, his elder brother, had preced

ed him . Iwill not relate toyou the events which followed

his arrival, and the results of their rash expedition. They

formed the subject of a celebrated trial, that cannot have

been forgotten. I will only dwell upon a single circum

stance which it is impossible forme topass over in silence,

for itmakesknown thisman who is held up as insensible to

the ills of others, as indifferent to bloodshed ! what do I say ?

as eager to have it shed ! and my chief want is to break

that cruel arm in the hands ofthose who may still make use

of it.
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His brother and himself had been arrested and arraigned

before the Special Court with Georges, Moreau, and all the

actors in that melancholy drama. The issue wasdrawing

nigh ; the President asked the accused whether they had

any thing more to say in their defence. “ I have only one

wish to express, " answered the elder of the two brothers.

“ Ifone of us two must perish , save mybrother, for he is still

very young! and let the blow fall upon me.” “ Do not lis

ten to him !” exclaimed the young man , in a state ef excite

ment and grief which it is impossible to describe, “ do not

listen to him ! it is he whomust be saved ; it is he who must

be restored to the tears of a wife . , I have tasted too much

of life to regret it, and I have neither: wife nor children

whose image can pursue me in the hour ofdeath !"

These words, which then he wasable to pronounce , af

fected the auditory and the judges themselves, but did not

preserve the elder of the two brothers from the terrible

condemnation with which he was threatened . The sen

tence of death was pronounced. Napoleon, however, show

ed himself generous, and the sentence was commuted to

imprisonment for life. The other was condemned to only

two years imprisonment; but the police added its rigour to .

that of justice ; and the detention endured still eight years,

longer, after the expiration of the penalty . These ten

years were spent at the Temple andat Vincennes, amidst

the most hard and painful privations. It was there that,

living in adversity and solitude,without support or prospect,

he accustomed himself to seek for consolation elsewhere

than in this world, that he acquired that religious convice

tion which helps to support the ills of life, and contracted

those habits of piety which have since served as a pretext

for so many unfounded prejudices, ..

The events of 1814 restored him liberty ; and those of

whom he had perhaps bad cause to complain during his

long captivity, can say, whether they ever perceivedthat

he had retained the recollection of them .

M. de Polignac beheld with a joy which he would not be

pardoned in dissembling at present, the return of a family

to which he had devoted his whole existence ; he served

Louis XVIII. with ardour until March 20, 1815 ; he quitted

France at that period ; he returned with the Royal Family,

and was promoted to the dignity of Peer.
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A restriction which he thought proper to make in his

oath of obedience to the Charter, and which caused his ad

mission into the Chamber to be adjourned, has been often

mentioned ; it has been considered the proof of long -stand

ing hatred against our new institutions, and the first act of a

lengthened plot carried on against them . .

A few words will suffice to throw light upon all that is

equivocal and obscure in this circumstance.

At the time of the second Restoration, modifications in

the Charter were announced . Among which, it appeared,

were to be modified the Article which declares the Catho

lic Religion the Religion of the State. Some Peers declin

ed taking the oath required, without a formal reserve rela

tive to the modifications that might be made, M. de Polig

nac was one of the number.

The Chamber of Peers did not think that it ought to ad

mit an oath , couched in any other terms than those which

had been preseribed ; the admission of M. de Polignac was

therefore adjourned, and he did not take his seat in 1815 ;

bat in 1816, the King, having positively declared that no

modifications should be made in the Charter, the motive

for the restriction -existed no longers anđ,the oath was ta

ken .

Perhaps, Gentlemen, it might be permitted to deduce

from this fact thus explained a consequence diametrically

opposite to that which it is sought to infer. At any rate,

it is impossible to discover in itasign of hatred against the

Charter, or the first act of a plot carried on against it, nor

can there be seen in it a disdainful lightness for the respect

that is due to an oath .

I will not, Gentlemen , enter into the speeches and acts

which have marked his political life among you ; your re

collections dispense me from the task , but I cannotdispense

with reminding you of some of the words which he pro

nounced a short time after his admission .

In January 1817 , the electorallaw wasdiscussed. Heop

posed it and particularly remarked that those who paid 300

francs taxes alone invested with the right of electing, only

represented one third of the direct taxes ; that two- thirds

of property were deprived of all right of election , and that

thus the interests of the mass of property were but very

imperfectly represented in the elective Chamber.
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Answering afterwards those who beheld in the law pro

ject only a trial which might be made without inconvenience

he expressed himself in the following terms, whieh I re

commend to your heart, even more strongly than to your

understanding

( M. de Martignac here quoted part of a speech ofM. de

Polignac, in which he opposed the experiment, upon the

ground that the country was not perfectly quiet, and argu

ed that it was necessary to wait till the Charter had, by its

salutary influence, confounded together the sentiments of

all , as it rallied the hopes of all. ) Behold, then , Gentlemen ,

how the Peer of that day , the accused individual of the

present day , was already preparing civil war.

Behold, Gentlemen, how the former Peer, and now the

accused wasalready preparing the civil war. To continue .

In 1823, M. de Polignac was named by Louis XVIII Ambas

sador to England, and found meansto establish , in a coun

try where strangers are sometimes heard with mistrust and

judged with severity , a reputation for loyalty of which I

shall limit myself here to citing one proof . A rather angry

discussionhaving arisen in the House of Commons on the

occasion of the adoption of Spain by the French army, Mr.

Canning gave some explanations relative to the intentions

of France, in order tosatify the House . Several voices

were raised to demand if the explanations given were foun

ded on any diplomatic note ? when Mr. Canning replied.

“ With regard to this 'affair, I have received no official.com

munication , but I have the word of the Ambassador;" and

this reply so satisfied the Commons, that not another ques

tion was addressed to the Minister. M. de Polignac had

remained Ambassador six years, when , in the month of Au

gust 1829, he was called by the King to the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs.

Such is the man upon whom weighs the terrible accusa

tion of which you are the judges. Hehas come before you ,

surrounded by vague and general prejudices that render

the conscience suspicious-; and while lying under which,

the accused loses even that involuntary interest that sel

dom fails to attach itself to misfortune. Contemplate, Gen

tlemen , with me , these destructive prejudices : it is your

duty, as it is mine ; 'for, in order to judge the accusation

well, it is necessary that youshould see it singly and alone.
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Behold the odious cortege obliterated and effaced as soon

as approached .

M. de Polignac is said to be an ultra -montaine fanatic ,

the friend and protector of a dangerous society, and intol

erant in affairs ofreligion. This is one of those matters up

on which people are not agreed. " The fanatic braves the

scaffold , and rushes to martyrdom . The man who is ani

mated with a warm piety and a sincere faith does not deny

his principles, andwould not purchase life at the price of a

false disavowal. The truth of the words I here pronounce

for him may therefore be credited. M. de Polignac is un

alterably attached to his ancestors ; he is attached to his re

ligion by affection and conyiction , and he would make forno

interest, no danger," the sacrifice of the duties it imposes

upon him . But that piety, the offspring of misfortune,

has nothing in it of the blindness,the fury offanaticism : a

faithful subject of bis Prince, and an inhabitant of his na

tive country, he has never acknowledgeda power hostile

to the authority of the one , or the rights of the other. It

is not at the moment in which they are proscribed that he

would disavow his relations with the members of a society

ofwhom he is accused of being the friend ; but he can say,

for the truth may be told at all times, that no connection

existed between him and them . · He adds, that his name

has never been found mixed up in any religious question ,

and that never did any relation on this subject exist be

tween him and any foreign power.

Shall I speak of his intolerance ? During fourteen years

he has hadin his service persons of a religion differentfrom

and these persons would if necessary say, if bis

confidence in them has known bounds, if their religion has

caused them either disquietude or oppression , if the fullest

liberty in this respect has .not been accorded them , and if

evera more humane and generous master found more faith

ſul servants . In the number of the young gentleman at

tached to his embassy there was one whom Inow cite , Ba

ron Billing, who professed the protestant religion ; let him

be interrogated on this point...

Political intolerance has been spoken of, and what fact

can be produced, what name cited , in support of such a šup

position ? M. de Polignac never preserved the vindictive

remembrance of a political controversy, however keen it

his own,
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might have been ; no one can say that he has been heard to

express resentment against his antagonists. I here invoke

the remembrance of all ; I call upon it from without, at amo

ment when the passions are excited; when public appeals

are dangerous ; and nevertheless I. dare to say that I shall

not be contradicted.

He is supposed to entertain a constant and inveterate ha

tred to our institutions, and in this trait of his character an

injury is foundas the ground of the accusation. In En

gland he had acquired the taste, thehabit, theneed of con

stitutional monarchies. In 1826 , a French emigrant having

published in London a libel , in which Louis XVIII. was in

sulted for having given a charter to France, M. de Polig

nac demanded ,in the most energetic terms, authority to

prosecute the libeller before the English tribunals. Again

the purchasers of the property of his family ; confiscated in

1793, having at his return offered to restore them or to pur

chase his ratification , he replied to them that , in terms of

the Charter, national property, was as inviolable as other

property , and that therefore they had need of nothing to

consolidate their right. Perhaps this testimony of respect

for our fundamental law may dispense, with the neces

sity of giving others.

He has been deemed inflexible to the faults of others ,

and implicabletowards those who had marched under other

banners than his own . Deign , Noble Peers to listen to

three letters addressed to M.Vertamy, by three different

persons, all of whom had been condemed,for political offen

ces, and then judge whether there was any justice inthese

reproaches.

The learned Advocate then read the three Letters, the

first of which wasfrom Capt. Delamotte, of the first ex- Le

gion of the Seine, who states that in the year 1823, he fled

to England, to escape from two prosecutions for political

offences, and in one of which he was condemned to death .

That Prince de Polignac was then Ambassador at London ,

and though Capt. Delamotte had no personal acquaintance

with the Prince, he ventured to solicite his interest to ob

tain a pardon , with permission to return to his native coun

try, which was not only granted to him at the time of the

Coronation, but afterwards, through the benevolence of the

Prince, he was placed upon the list of the half-pay officers.
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The second Letter from a M. Morrior, who had also re

ceived sentence of death for à political crime, which was

commuted into banishment, and who at the same period

and under the same circumstances as Capt. Delamotte, uw

ed his full pardon and restoration to bis family andfriends,

to the kind interference of the Prince, who obtained the in

sertion of his name in the anmesty granted on the occasion

of the Coronation. The third letter was from General G.

de Vaudonoourt, who being resident in London at about

the same period and under similar proscription , being in

formed by some person in whom he had no great confidence

that the Prince de Polignac had mentioned his name in

conversation, and declared that he should be glad to see

the General restored to his country, formed the resolution

of waiting upon the Prince of himself, who declared that he

had no acquaintance whatever with theperson alluded to ,

and that he had never spoken to him on the subject of the

General ; but added “ Since you wish to return to France ,

I shallbe happy if Ican contribute tothe accomplishment of

your desires . Send me a Memorial, and be assuredyou

shall have all my interest. I have myselfbeen proscribed,

and know too well how terrible it is to be so situated, not

to use my exertions in your behalf.” The Memorial was

sent and soon afterawards taken to Paris by the Prince

himself. On his return , he informed the General that his

petitionhad been granted, but that he must be content to

wait till the Coronation. Finding a residence in England

too dear for his limited means, the General obtained , through

the Prince, permission to reside in Belgium or on the banks

of the Rhine ; and being aware of his motives for quitting

England, offered him , through his Seeretary of Legation,

and as if from the Gevernment, a supply of money. . He

adds, that on his arrival at Brussels, hewas informedby the

Ambassador Viscount d'Argoult, that the Prince de Polig

nac had strongly recommended him to his notice and pro

tection , and authorised him to make advances of money if

the General should be in need .':

Such, Gentlemen, is that intolerant and implicable man ,

that man whose heart had been closed by the spirit of party

against every sentiment ofhumanity .

In fine, he has been represented as often devoted to oth

er interests than those of France , and as foreign to every

sentiment of patriotism and national honour.
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There is something in the very vagueness of such an im

putation, something which wounds aman in what he holds

dearest, something more painful and afflicting than in possi

tive accusations which affect his life, for against those de

fence is more easy .

I should wish here to unroll the chart ofthe ground gone

over in the diplomatic career of him , the object of so many

stigmas : it is the best defence I can make.

Sincethe Restoration, the English made encroachments

on our fisheries of the coasts of ancient Normandy ; he put

an end to them . Our flag had been insulted on the shores

of Africa, under divers pretexts ; satisfaction for this has

been obtained, and orders were given there to respect the

French colours .

For ten years, the payment ofcertain sumsdue to French

subjects had been refused ; he caused them to be liquidated .

The colonists ofSt. Domingo had obstaclesthrown in the

way of a settlement of the just claims: He caused these

to disappear.

Manyproducts of our manufacture were kept outof the

English markets : they now find entry there . A treaty of

navigation that might contain advantageous and equitable

stipulations for France was long a desirable object: such

a treaty has been signed . An expeditiori, alike called for

by religion and humanity , was sent forth , accompanied by

the best wishes of all civilized nations ;. the arms of France

have stopped the torrent ofblood which inundated a land so

rich in heroical recollections ; they have snatched from

slavery a people born for liberty ; but good policy only

could.crown so noble a work ; and the duty of a minister of

France was, while consolidating so great a deliverance, to

push to their farthest possible extent its important and saluta

effects. Allthedocumentswhich have yetbeen published

relating to this subject, permit me not to doubt that M. de

Polignac has done these duties with indefatigable zeal

with a prudent yet energetic constancy; and the proofs of

his efforts are demonstrated in the yielding up ofevery for

tress and each territory which has been obtained beyond

the Morea.

I will stop here, Noble Peers, and say nothing ofthe acts

of his Ministry ;I shall not even bring to recollection who

it was that added to all the trophies of France a new
26
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achievement worthy ofher - seeing that prejudice, whose

contact soils all things, has found means to make that great

and noble enterprise a subject ofreproach and accusation .

· Algiers was at war withFrance, and the prolonged block

ade which vexed her commerce, caused sacrifices without

results. Attempts at concilation were made, and the last of

them had been followed by an insult which French honour

could not endure:

The government, justly sparing of the blood and of the

treasure of France, endeavoured to obtain ,by the interven

tion of the Porte, the reparation which it had a right to de

mand. This attempt did not succeed .

It was, after havingexhausted all specific means, that it

resolvedon employing the force of arms, and, in adopting

this resolution , ithopedto render the sacrifices, that it was

about to ask of the country, at once glorious and profitable.

To punish the despot of Algiers, to re -establish our inter

rupted.commerce with Tripoli-- to destroy piracyto abol

ish the shameful slavery of christians, and to deliver the

European natiohs from the ignominous tribute , which civi

zation had for a long time paid to barbarism , such was the

plan conceived, and it must be owned, it was worthy of

France. This plan was executed by the French army with

signal bravery , and. God forbid that those who had pro

jected it should taketo themsevlés-any portion of the glo

ry which belongs to them ; but should it, then be denied,

that they well understood all that might be undertaken with

Frenchsoldiers ? must it not be admitted that their enter

prise has not been without honour and utility ?

The treasures, which were the fruitsof this conquest, pay

its expenses ; and thank heaven, the brave fellows who

have conquered them, stand forth , freed from the odious

calumnywhich ,springingup in their native land, went forth

to wound them in a hostile country.

The vessels which spread terror. in our eommerce, now

form part of the squadrons which protect it.

The innumerable cannons which defended the pirate's

den against our attacks, npw guard ourconquest, or enrich

our arsenals. Tunis and Tripoli have relinquished the

tribute they extorted - abolislied slavery - renounced pira

cy - and delivered their own subjects from a system of ex

tortion and monopoly, as fatal to their interest as that of
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were

TENNIS

European commerce -- such is the result of the expedition

to Africa.

Gentlemen , a Minister accused of treason to his country

has, perhaps, a right to recalto your minds, this use which

he made of an ephemeral authority. I will not say moreon

this head, but those who have had opportunities of examin

ing his other acts, will not contradiotme, if l say that in all

our relations with foreign powers, the honour and the inter

est of France have been nobly defended. I will only add

another word - I should be culpable if I omitted it ; it is ,

that no foreign power was ever informed of, or consulted

upon , any project of interior administration, nor on the in

tentions of the King towards the nation .

Such is the life such arethe actions of theman youare

to judge ; . I see nothing in all this, I eonfess, which could

-winfor him the shame of being offered up, - " to the hopes

of the enemies of order andthe law ," .

Assuredly , I am far from seeking praises ; alas ! I do not

make even an apology- well know , and cannot forget,

that I defend an aceused before his judges. All I ask is, that

this accused may appear before you such as he is, and not

such as passion and error have made him appear. What I

wish is, that the judges of this great trial, that all France

may know if hatred, hatredalone, ought still toclingto that

man ,whom eventshave east hero, defending himself in the

midst of his Peers, against a capital aecusation ; if that man

is a stranger to us -- an enemy, let his country disown and

banish him . '.

I can now , with more security , go over the sad particu

lars which remain ;I shall no longer find incredulity armed

by recollection . The accumulated charges which support

the accusation of having incited to civil war,and led to mas

sacre in the capital, may thus be classed : M. de Polignac

has conferred on the Duke of Raguse, the command ofthe

troops in the First Military Division .

The armed force received the order to fire on the people

without warning and before any provocation . M. de Do

lignac aloneinstructed of these facts, and directing affairs,

maintained during three days this barbarious order.

He threw Paris into a state of siege, and occupied him.

self with organizing Councils ofWar, before which the citi

zenswere to be tried by martial law . Orders of arbitrary

arrest were given.
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On the 28th , M. dePolignac refusedto receive the Dep

uties, and repelled allhope ofconciliation. Nothing proves

that he informed the King ofthispacific step . On the 29th ,

money was distributed to the troops.

Finally , the same day , Messrs. de Semonville and d’Ar

gout went to the Tuilleries,' to insist on an end being put

to this horrible tragedy ; they there saw the Ministers and

the Marshal; all appeared in consternation, but under the

influence of apowersuperior to their own . M. de Polig .

nac supported the contest alone, and appeared opposed to

the two Peers going to enlighten the King.

There is theentireaccusation. I have omitted nothing

I have weakened nothing ; why should I seek to deceive

myself? your' forgetfulness would not follow mines 'What

charge can you find in conferring on the Duke of Raguse

the command of thetroops assembled at Paris . The Duke.

ofRaguse had been for several years titular governor of the

1st Division. General Courtard, who had the effective

command, was absent for several weeks, and was not then

expected to return : it had been resolved to confer on the

Marshal the Lettres de Service were signed on the 25th ,

notice was given the 26th . If it were true that the extra

ordinary measures which had just been taken , had in

some degree, contributed to the date of this nomination,

what would be the conclusion ? That thecouncil had fore

seen a popular resistance, a general insurrection .

But, my Lords, cast your eyes over all that has taken

place , and ask yourselves if it is possible to believe it ? Dev

er has Paris been so ill supplied with troops, never had less

precautions been taken , no catastrophe wasever so unfore

seen.

It was first thought that some approach to execution had

been discovered inan Order ofthe Day , given to the Guard ,

by the Major -General, on duty, on the 20th of July , regu

lating the disposition of the troops en cas d'alerte ; and as

this order emanated from the Duke of Raguse, who five

days later was called to the command ofParis, it was con

cluded, that all had previously been regulated, and prepar

ed for action ; but this conclusion soon fell with the fact that

had given rise to it. It has been acknowledged that the

Order ofthe 20thhad nothing special or extraordinary attach

ed to it ; unconnected with this circumstance , the nomination
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of the Duke of Raguse offers neither proof nor indication

of preparation for, still less of excitement to civil war.

Nevertheless this war took place ; the armed force re

ceived the order to fire on the people, without warning or

provocation, as you know, my Lords, it is said that M. de

Polignac maintained during three days the barbarious or.

der.

Alas! Gentlemen , it is buttoo true. · Paris for three days

saw her streets defiled with blood , the mournful sound of

her alarm bells, the noise of that destructive thunderwhich

broke the silence of night , despair in the midst of hundreds

of families,have left animpression: on many a mind that

will never be effaced . But what is there in this terrible

recollection, which conveys a conviction of the crime for

which punishment is here demanded . ...

Is it certain, certain as theconscience of a judge requires

that it ought to be, that the armed force fired on the peo

ple without provocation, and otherwise than for itsown de

fence ?

Hạs this point been proved ina possitive manner, is it cer

tain such an order was given ? and ,in fine, has proof been

found, that it was given by M. de Polignac

These three evidences are necessary to justifythe ac

cusation. You do not require, my Lords, that I should

wade through all the bloody details of thethree days ;

that I should harrow up painful recollections ; that I should

re -open still bleeding wounds ; that I should go forth to in

terrogate the tombs, orto question public rumour, in order

that Imayknow, if the first Frenchmen who fell,were clad

in the coat of a soldier , or in that of a citizen . Who does

not feel how vague, unsatisfactory ,and contradictory, evi

dence of this nature would be ? How shall we seek for

absolute truth amid so many different facts, and, consequent

ly,so many different accounts ?

On one part; -- MessieursJoly-de Mauroy -- Delaporte

Pilloy - Marchal de Boste - Grepps~ Bayeux - Letoura.

neur - have been heard to declare, that in their presence,

thearmed force was carried into guilty excesses against the

people , without provocation ; and I do not dispute either

the exactitude orthe sincerity of their depositions.

But, on the other hand, Messieurs de Puybusque - Dup

lan -- Count Virien - SaintGermain - Delaunay -- and Gen

1
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eral SaintChamas - affirm that, wherever they chanced tobe

the first violence was committed by the people , and that

the troops only resolved to employ their arms in the abso

lute necessity of self-defence.

M. Martignac here quoted the evidence of Messrs. Plou

golm and Masson, Advocates, M. Petit Feret, Pilloy de

Laporte, Ducastel, and others, in support of that given by

the military witnesses and those attached to the police ser

vice, stating that the first acts of hostility were committed

by the people, who in several places had assaulted and se

verely wounded the soldiery and gendarmerie before they

had recourse to theirarms. With the people , he contend

ed ,that after the first aggression, and when'sedition had ri

pened into revolution, the necessity for attack became-more

imperious, as safety could only be found in victory. He

admitted that, amidst the frightful disorder which prevailed

the legal formality of warning the people to retire before

the military commenced aeting, wasnot in all places com

plied with, but there was nothing. whatever to lead even

to a suspicion that an order for dispensing with it had been

given. ' The learned Advocate then argued, that all the

testimony produced tended to the conclusion that the entire

authority hadbeen vested in the hands of the Duke of Ra

guse , who alone directed the proceedings after the capital

had been declared in a state of siege, which was done in

the last Council, held by the accused on the evening of

Tuesday. He strongly denied that the Ordonnance, au

thorizing this measure, was justly liable to the imputation

which had been fastened on it, of beingthe result of a plot

formed by M. de Polignac, to deprive his fellow - citizens

of their civil rights, and deliver them up to Military Law ;

contending thatit was intended as a tempory means of re

straint which, it was hoped , would secure the immediate

restoration of order. Ofthe legality of the act, however,

there was no question. Art . 53 of the imperial Decree

dated December, 1811, expressly provided for the cases in

which it might be issued , and a town, nay an entire depart

ment in the southern provinces, had even recently been

placed under this law for the restoration of tranquility.

The learned Advocate went on to argue that the evi

dence in no manner showed M.de Polignac to have issued

the orders of arrest so much complained of, which was the
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act of the Duke of Raguse, and was never put in execution ;

relative to that part of the charge against the accused for

not giving sufficient publicity to theOrdonnance declaring

the state of siege, means were, in fact taken for this purpose;

but so rapid was the march of events- that, though partially

made known, it was without effect. M. Martignac then

described the reasons of the course taken by. M.de. Polig

nacin refusing to see the Deputies of the Tuilleries on the

28th July , as already .explained in the statement of the ac

cused himself; after reminding the court of the utter im

possibility of the Prince's withdrawing the Ordonnance or

agreeing to a change of Ministry without the consent of the

King, the learned Advocáte addressed himself as follows

to the part of the charge relative to the distribution of mo

ney tothe troops i so little did M. de Polignac wish it to be

unknown, that, in his note to the Duke of Raguse (men

tioned in the Report of the Chamber of Deputies,) there is

a recommendation made , to cry about every where, that the

King would give money to the artisans if they will leave

the rebels; and that, on the other hand, the guilty would be

judged by a council of war. I now, my Lords approach

limits difficult to tread , for they. touch the boundaries of

honourable feelings. I know that it is permitted to sacri

fice one's own safety to a noble sentiment of probity ; but I

am not permitted to sacrifice to it that of another, whose

defence has been confided to mebyhis family.. I should

hesitate between twoopposing daties, if a real danger were

consequent on my silence ; but my conscience tells me,that

yours is sufficiently enlightened on this important subject

to leave menothing to fear.

I may therefore proceedto the charges that still remain .

On the 29th money was distributed to the troops.. Yes,

it does in truth appear that moneywas given to the soldiers.

M.de Polignac heard of it , he knew it; but it would be

difficult for him to say how , by what orders, or on what

foundation , thedistribution was made . He recollects that

provisions for the troops had not been made ; that the sol.

dies were in want of every thing; and that in the midst of

a parehing heat and a city in disorder, they were suffering

from thirst and hunger. Money .was given them to pro

cure for themselves what could not be furnished to them .

Assuredly it is not the inhabitants of Paris who will be as
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tonished at the assistance afforded to our suffering soldiers ;

more than one citizen, after engaging them in the contest

shared his bread with them . Besides, you know that the

order arrived during the night, addressed to the Marshal

himself ; and at this stage of business let it be permitted to

return to an important point, which the evidence has estab

lished, viz, that the Marshal rendered an account of his

proceedings directly to the King, and received his orders

directly from him.

God forbid that,taking advantage ofthe absence of an un

fortunate Officer,I should seek tothrow upon his shoulders

the overwhelming weight under which another groans. I

did not hear without the most lively emotion the recital of

the terrible conflicts that afflicted his heart, and the sor

rowful recollection of that fatalitywhich has pursued his

steps. I can believe that he wept for the evils which had

befallen his country , for the fatal duty which has connected

hisname with that bloody epoch ; thathemade everyeffort

to be expected from an honourable man ,,to conciliate his

duty as a soldier with his sentiments as a citizen ; but I

cannot dispense with stating what is the truth , for I am cer

tain that he would say it himself.

The Marshal acted under the direct orders of the King,

and accounted to him alone. He acted directly , because

he issued all orders of every, description , and prescribed

himself, the proclamations to be published by the Prefect

ofPolice - he rendered account directly to the King, for it

has been proved , that in the course of Wednesday he wrote

twice to Charles X and received a verbal order from him,

by an Aid-de-Camp he had sent to St. Cloud. ..

The Prince de Polignac was questioned whether he con

ceived that he was consequently discharged from all re

sponsibility. · Alas!Gentlemen, the answer is but too rea

dy. It was this responsibilty that placed him where he

now stands, and from which he has never pretended he

was in law ·absolved. But this particular point rests on

facts. He replies, that he is a total stranger to the acts

imputedto him, and that his accusers cannot avail them

selves of them to load him with an odium that he repels .

“ But this disgraceful dispute with the Marquis de Semon

ville , in the presence of his astounded colleagues, this pre

cipitate departure for Saint Cloud, this anxicty to arrive
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there before the Noble Peer who was about to open the

eyes of the Monarch , and this animated and almost violent

scene that passed in the King's cabinet, and which alarmed

the officers in attendance ." What is there in all this that

resembles an implacable tenacity, a feeling for personal in

terest ? Was it then over his office, his title, or his hon

ours , that the Prince de Polignac watched with so much

care ? . Can you believe that on the 29th of July, when

the population of Paris was in possession of everypointof

defence, and that the tremendous.cloud which veiled the

future was already beginning to dissipate -- can you believe

that at sach ajuncture the pride of the Ministry, or the ne

cessity forsupporting coups d'état retained any influence

over his mind ?

The Marquis de Semonville spoke with all the warmth

of a man who is demanding the safety of the public, and

the Prince dePolignac replied with that apparent firmness

which is frequently at avarice with the genuine feeling of

the heart, and with that affected confidence which is often

assumed to conceal real weakness.

But from what act can it be inferred that, he hesitated

as to the stephe ought to take ? Does notall the evidence

show that the Ministers hastened immediately to Saint

Cloud , reaching the chatead at the same time as M. de

Semonville. Did the Prince throw any impediment to the

interview sought ? M..de Semonville attests the contrary,

that was by the Prifice himself he was introduced into the

King's Cabinet.' It was not in the presence of the Prince

that thepainfulscene,took place describedby the Marquis,

during which his name was not mentioned, Already was

his formal dismissalpronounced, already he had sought M.

de Mortemart. At the Council which was held after the

departure of M. de Semonville, the formation of a new

Ministry was settled, and from this moment the responsi

bility of delay no longer rests with the Ministers who had

retired .

Thus are the facts.weighing heaviest against the accused

forcibly mitigated on impartial investigation , ifnot entirely

justified, and are relieved from that odious character of bar

barity with which they have been branded .

Is it necessary for me to recur to that hæsty, cruel, insane

expression , which has been attempted to be established by

VOL . I.NO. IV. 27
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hearsay evidence.-- " The troops of the line are fraterniz

ing with the people .-- Well, then, fire upon the troops !” I

have advanced , that when an accused possitively denies

what is asserted by one witness only, there is no evidence

to go to a judge. I am answered contemptuously, that this is

an old obsolete ' axiom . ' I now reply that it is a maxim

laid down by Montesquieu, whose authority is rarely. thus

treated .

If then M. Delarue himself had appeared before you, and

affirmed that he had heard these words spoken by M. de

Polignac, and the Prince replied, you have, in the confu

sion of the moment, entirelymisunderstood.me, I say that

even that would have been no evidence to go to a judge.

But here, instead ofawitness coming forward in person and

delivering his testimony under thesanetion ofhis oath, a

fragmentofa letter is produced, and in which not even the

words are repeated. The law, I know , does not call upon

you to account for the motives of your decision, but con

science demands it , and then will find how light in the bal

ance will weigh that tattered scrap of paper on whichthey

wish you to found a sentence of death . The learned Ad

vocate then briefly recapitulated the heads of the impeach

ment, which he contended. were not supported by the évi

dence. The eyents of July did not arise from any attempt

or desire to stir up civil war. TheOrdonnances,he main

tained , excited discontent and irritation ; from hence grew

up riot and confusion, terminating in revolution. Govern

mentwas driven by imperiousness of çircumstancesto de

fend itself, to array its soldiersin.opposition to the citizens,

and this contest produced bloodshed and disasters, the tra

ces of which will be drawn by history with less fidelity

than they will remain impressed on the hearts of those who

are reproached with having produced them.

I have thus, Gentlemen , gone through the four heads of

impeachment adopted by the resolution of the Chamber of

Deputies, and I trust that by the aid of truth and reason,

that I have now only to fix your attention and call for your

impartial decision upon one important point, and on which

I have already touched, and which goes to the very core of

the accusation .

THIRD PROPOSITION .

The Court of Peers cannot apply to any of thefour points
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of accusation, the articles of the Penal Code quoted by the

l'esolution of the Chamber.

It is sufficient to state this proposition, to make its accu

racy be understood .

Thelate Ministers are, and can only be, accused of trea

son ; it is a point already known. The crime of treason

not being defined , the Chamber of Deputies has thought

proper to construe it by the aid of four facts, already qual

ified by the penal code. I have already demonstrated the

illegality of thismode, but I reason in the supposition of the

legality. Each of the facts indicated forms not a separate

crime, for,which the late Minister's could be accused and

punished , in virtue of the text of the law, but a distinct el

emént ' of the crime of treason , the only onė on which

the law could determine .

The Court of Peers, therefore, cannot have to pronounce

on each of these facts, and to apply-to- it, if it were so, the

punishment orderedby the code ;this would be to pervert

the accusation , and to violate the Charter. The Court will

have to declare if the Ministers, who have signed the Or

donnances of the 25th of July, are guilty of treason , or not.

To arrive at thesolution of this single question, thejustice

of everyone of the judges will appreciate the influence that

each of the stated facts may have over this solution .

It is then solely on the crime of treason that you
will

have to pronounce .. I know not what will be the cry of

your conscience, on this important question . If it were

contrary to the defence; if, in spite of so many motives

which repel every idea of crime, your voice should pro

claim the culpability of the accused, you will still have to

determine the punishment . No law pronounces it ; the

crime that is here pursued is neither defined, nor affected

by a legal provision. Its name is not to be found written

in any of our codes.

It will be then to your power, which partakes, at the

same time,of legislature and justice - of the authority which

makes the laws, and those which applies them -- that will be

reserved the immense, the terrible right of making for a

man the law with which you would strike him.

I know that this jurisprudence, noble and generous as it

self, has sanctioned its right to qualify penalties ; but it has

only admitted and exercised this right for the benefit of
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parties accused ; it has never used it to create law , but to

soften the rigour of existing laws.

Here this jurisprudence is without application , and with

out authority ; for, here it is the crime which is not defined ;

it is the punishment which is notpointed out ; it is the law,

in fine, which is silent, which is wanting, which must be

made .

There is but one single measure, for which I could un

derstand the intervention of political power blended with

judicial power, this power would be applicable to things

rather than to men ; it would spring fromthe necessity of

ensuring public peace in the country, and would be accom

plished by the removal from the territory of those whose

presence might trouble it . There, my Lords, is neither

judgment nor law , there is an act of high political adminis

tration, for which one of the two great bodies of the state ,

informed ofthe dangerby the other, seems to havean ade

quate and protecting authority .

Beyond this, I repeat it, I should fear to find arbitrary

power without justification .

God forbid ; that in the silence of the law , and looking to

the supposition of your authority being substituted in its

place, that I should suffer a yain terror to gain possession of

The more the power, exercised by you,mightbe ex

tended , the less should I dread the abuse of it . It is notby

death , by an irreparable deed,which leavesthe conscience

neither refuge nor repose, that a doubtful power, placedin

pure and generous hands, would be first exercised. Oh !

why, in the presentday, should I conceive such gloomy ap

prehensions ? Is it not against a political accusation that

we are pleading ? Is it not the Chamber of Deputies which

accuses - pursues -- and demands satisfaction . And has not

that Chamber acknowledged . " That no where has liberty

been strengthened by the scaffolds that have been erected

in her pame ; that liberty is only durable in as much as she

is pure ; that revolutions only succeed in -giving solidity to

her eause, by moderation in victory, by generosity towards

the vanquished, by justice towards all."

Is it not understood that bloodshed by the executioner

brings to the friends of the victims only tears and a thirst

of vengeance, to the oppressor remorse, and to society

regrets . Such being supposed to be the sentiments ofour

accusers, what should wehave to fear from our judges ?

me ?

1
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Is it in the name of the people's security, is it in the in

terest of honour, that the glaive of the law is unsheathed ?

Listen to the words pronounced formally by one of the

friends of this people, one of their most ardent defenders,

one of their most able counsellors -- of him whose tomb has

so lately bcen watered with their tears : “Neither the

death ;" says Benjamin Constant, " nor even the captivity

of any man has ever been necessary to ihe well-being ofa

people, for the security of a nation which fears any thing

from leaving at liberty, or in life, a Minister dispossessed of

power. . Such a miserable people may be likened to slaves

who assassinate their masters when they have overpowed

then less, they should reassume their authority ,and appear

with their whips in their hands."

Here have we then, in what relates to the securityand

true honour of a people , the present prosecution anticipat

ed and judged, by a man whose sentiments and thqughts

cannotbe disavowed by the accusers .-- I drive far from me

then as unworthy of you and of France , every sinister pre

sentment, all vain fear of the result -- at the aspect of the

accusers, and judges, I dare pledge myself to my country

that no blood will be here shed, to continue our civil dis

cords.

I pause, Noble Peers, at the close of the long and pain

ſul route I have traversed, and in ' reviewing what I have

done, I believe I have, fulfilled all the engagements I have

contracted to perform .

Thus I have proved that the accusation is inadmissible .

First, Betause the tempest we have just experienced

has carried away, along with the throne and the dynasty,

all materials and elements necessary to such a prosecution .

Secondly, Because , from the changes operated in our in

stitutions, by the recent revolution , it was not possible to

afford to the accused the guarantees promised them by the

Charter, under whose domination the acts charged against

them have been committed .

Thirdly, In fine, that, by the terms of the Charter, the

Ministers can be accused and judged only for the crime of

treason ; and that, in the present state of our legislation ,

there exists no law defining that offence , or applying its be

fitting penalty .

Inanticipation of a case wherein the Court might appre
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ciate separately the charges contained in the accusation, I

have successively ran over the four heads on which it re

lies ; I have established that no one of them stands within

the limits comprehended by any act that our criminal laws

allow to be considered as punishable .

I have demonstrated that none of those four heads could

furnish matter for a decision of the Court, because the fact

of treason alone was the only thingwhich could be submit

ted to your deliberation, and on which you could pass to

judgment. In fine, I have shewn that, supposing treason to

be recognised, such crime not having any penalty awarded

to it by the Legislature, it was for the Court to inquire

whether the nature of its institution, and its double quality

( Legislative et Judicial) conferred the power to at once

create andmake application of a law ; and in admitting the

power ( the origin of which , however, I am at a loss to con

ceive, ).I have already intimated my profound conviction ,

that it could only be exercised by you in , the interests of

Four country and humanity .

COURT OF PEERS:

SEVENTH DAY.

The sitting commenced at half -past ten o'clock ; the

spectators in the public galleries were less numerous than

on the preceeding days, doubtless on account of the meas

ures of precaution which had been adopted. Weremarked

Messrs . Jouy, Charles Dupin, St. Cricq, de Schonen, and

Carbonnel ( Aide-Major-General. ) Casimir Perrier was on

one of the arm - chairs reserved for the witnesses.. - The

gallery allotted to the sons of Peers . of France was much

less filled than at former audiences. The accused were led

in ; they wore the same serious aspect which marked their

demeanour yesterday, and appeared sensible that the crisis

of their fate was at hand. M. de Peyronnet conversed for

a few moments with a friend who was in the public tribune

near him, the others took their seats in silence. The Coun

sel followed them .

M. Hennequin wore under his gown the uniform of the

National Guard . All eyes were turned with interest to

wards M. Cremieux, who was in the uniform of the Chas .

seurs of the Guard, and without gown ; his countenance was

still pale ; several Peers surrounded and talked with him .
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M. Saużet also excited much attention ; under his gown he

wore his uniform , as Captain of the Cannoneers of the

Rhone .

When the President ordered the Registrar to call over

the names, a deep attention was manifest in the Assembly.

All the Members present at the other sittings, answered again

to -day except M.Mollien, who was stated by the President to

have been bled yesterday evening in consequence of a sud

den illness. The number of Peers present was.163.

The President then called on M. Madier Montjau ,. Com

missary of the Chamber of Deputies, who immediately

came forward leaning on a cane, being prevented walking

by a rheumatic affection in the knee. The President and

several Peers requested him to sit down, but he remained

standing supported on an arm -chair. A profound silence

succeeded ; and he read a reply to the arguments of the

Counsel for the defence, which we shall insert in to -mor

rows Messenger. While he was speaking, a note was

handed to Prince Polignac.

M.de Martignac then rose , and spoke as follows - I

could wish, my Lords, that it had not been my duty to avail

inyself of the sad and precious privilege which the law

grants me as Counsel for the accused, to trouble you with a

second address . I could wish that it had been permitted

me to close this high controversy , in which the 'life , hon

our, and liberty of four accused individuals' are at stake,

without further trespass on the time ofthe Court. But the

extreme rigour with which the right of accusation has been

employed, will not allow me to be silent. I shall not trou

ble your patience long. I feel that this trial ought to be

brought to a termination, for the truth has been made evi

dent ; it has shone in all its effulgence, and has removed

the doubts which might have existed on your minds. I

feel, also, my Lords, that it is time, your judgment should

put an end to the long anguish of the accused ; that it should

restore calm and peace to the country, shaken by this mourn

ſul prosecution , the fatal heritage of a time that is no

more .

Before entering again on the defence of the accused ,

why must I have to justify those who have answered the

call of misfortune when it invoked their aid ? We are ac

cused of having braved the justice of public opinion ; of
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having expressed no other repentance than that of not hav

ing been the victors .

How , Gentlemen , the forebodings which troubled me,

that dread of incompetency for such a cause, which weigh

ed so heavily on my mind ,are then realised ! That thought

will weigh on my heart like a remorse . I have failed then ,

in all the recommendations given to me ; in all the prayers

addressed to me. Ah ! if it is thus, let the individual ac

cused disavow me- (M. de Peyronnet gave a sign of as

sent) - for I have betrayed my trust. The order I had

received and accepted was a commission of respeet, justice,

and regret; such was what I ought to hare accomplished.

If I bave not done it, I have failed in my duty , and done in

justice to my commission, and am become unworthy of it.

But I have some hope , Gentlemen , that the reproaches ad

dressed to us have not been merited by the defence wbich

you bave heard..

It is said that I pronouuced the eulogium of M. de Polig

nae, when I simply related his history. I wished only to

prove that the individual accused of inhumanity had shown

towards his brother a devotion that never enters the heart

of one prompt to issue orders of murder and massacre . I

said , that I thought it worthy the dignity of Paris and of

France to exercise generosity after victory ; I said so be

cause I am desirous ofseeing my country strong and pow

erful, and do not believe that this strength and power are to

be found in blood unnecessarily shed .

But blame is not attached to me alone, Gentlemen ; the

same censure has embraced another system , that presented

to you by a young orator, of whom the first city in France

envies the second the possession -- a young orator whose

talent not merely promises an eloquent advocate to the bar,

but apowerful defender to bis country.- (General approba

tion. Healso has been misunderstood .

I now return to the defence. We find ourselves, accord

ing to the opinion of the Hon. Commissioner for the Ac

cusation , in the same situation as at the beginning of the trial,

that is to say, four causes of complaint are defined, by the

aid of which, it has been sought to establish a crime not de

fined. But three obstacles arise to oppose this mode of argu

ment, and this system of accusation . Namely , being with

out definite grounds, without judges, and without applica
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ble laws: the four subjects of accusation, are high treason ,

-a plot against the interior safety of the State, incitement

to civil war - and, finally, promoting that civil war, by arm:

ing the citizens one against the other, not only in Paris, but

in all the rest of France .

The hearts of the Ministers repel this horrible responsi

bility ; they have shuddered to hear the investigation as to

when , and how, and by what hands the first blood was shed.

I will not longer fatigue the Court with these mournful de

tails .

The Noble and learned Advocate then briefly defended

his client from the charge of not arresting the course of the

disasterous events of July , which he (M.de Martignac ) de

clared was not in his power. Ah ! ( said the learned Advo

cate ) no more of this accusation imbrued with blood. ! In

mercy - place not on this head, already so bowed down , a

burthen it cannot bear; no -- theMinisters were not the authors

of the fatal delay imputed to them , they deplored with eve

ry citizen the misfortunes of our country ; but they had not

the power of bringing them to a close ; they repel this

responsibility ; they had no longer a mandate in which it

originated. (Here M. de Peyronnet gave a gesture of as:

sent , and 'spoke to Messrs. Chantelauze and Guernon de

Ranville, who also assented .) - After briefly replying to the

various arguments urged by the Hon . Commissioners,
and

re -urging the arguments in his former speech, M. Martig

nac concluded asfollows :

Noble Peers—I have fulfilled my duty, and the time is

arrived for you to perform yours . The task is noble and

worthy of you , and nothing that has passed or may occur

without the Court will have any influence on your decision .

Let those who may imagine they can by their menaces

make an impression upon your minds approach - let them

come with the trial of Strafford in their hands, let them

reckon on the number of the Peers of France, who have

answered to your appeal. I desire no better guarantee.

This speech was spoken, not read, when it was conclu

ded .

M. Hennequin rose and said , he should occupy but a few

minutes of the time of the Court, and would make but one

observation. The Council at St. Cloud did not sit for six

hours ; it was assembled merely to dissolve the old Minis

28VOL. I.NO , IV .
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try and arrange a new one. The time which elapsed be

tween the departure from the Tuileries , and the Council

was consumed by the affecting interview of the Marquis de

Semonville with the King. " Is it then true” asked the

Learned Advocate , “ that the defence has left the cause

where it found it ?" No, Gentlemen, it has treated of

high questions, and discussed noble and genuine theories.

Truth will emanate from every point, and enlighten every

heart . - Hours of passion are never bours of justice. Let

us hopethat the courageous and patriotic efforts of that

guard of citizens in the ranks of which I have the honour

of holding a place, will by its loyalty and firmness, cause

the voice of justice alone to be heard, and suppress forever

the outcries for vengeance .

M. Sauzet, with a feeble and exhausted voice said , that

weaknessarising from painful exertions would not allow

him to address the Court, but after what had been already

delivered he felt no regret at his incompacity. He added

that someof his expressions and feelings had been misun.

derstood , but as he had declared himself incapable of exer

tion on behalf ofhis client, he should make no efforts in his

own justification.

M. Cremieux, in a very short address, expressed his re

gret at having found it announced ina publicpaper thatthe

advocate of M. Guernon de Ranville had endeavoured as

well as the other Counsel to maintain the legality of the

Ordonnances and appealed to the Court for his justification .

« The counsel for the accused,” said the learned advocate

in conclusion , “ have said every thing without reserve , and

without fear, for they were addressing an assembly of

Frenchmen ; they had forgotten nothing, because the fate of

four of their fellow -men were entrusted to their care . You,

Noble Peers, are about to enter upon the consideration of

your judgment; nothing that may be passing without will

reach the sanctuary in which you will be inclosed ; and

France will respect your decree, because it will know that

it is the fiat of justice.

The President. - Have the accused any thing to add ?

( The accused bowed in silence .) Have the Commission

ers of the Chamber of Deputies any thing to add ?

M. Beranger ( Slowly and impressively . ) - The cause

has been heard; our mission is accomplished;yours is about
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to commence . You have before you the resolution of the

Chamber of Deputies, and the book of the law : the nation

awaits your decision ; ithopes it will obtain sound and se

pere justice. ( Sensation .)

The President.-- Thé pleadings are ended . ( Slight

movement.) The Court is about to withdraw to the couns

cil-chamber, to decide upon the mode and moment of de.

liberation. I request the Court and auditory not to leave

their places previous to the departure of the accused .

The prisoners then withdrew , and were reconducted to

their prison. In goingout, M.de Polignac bowed to the

tight and left, and particularly recognized M. Billot; the

others made a slight inclination of the head : and all eyes

followed them to the door of that hall into which they are

never again to enter.

After the lapse of a few minutes, the President said , in

the midst of a profound silence. “ The sitting is finished .”

It was then nearly two o'clock. In the course of the day's

proceedings, numerous messages reached the President.

SENTENCE .

Precisely at ten o'clock the public sitting was resumed .

The President and Peers occupied their usual seats. The

Commissioners of the Chamber of Deputies were also in

the places alloted to them. The accused were absent but

their Counsel were all in Court. But very few persons

were in the tribunes. The President in a voice of deep

émotion, pronounced the following sentence :

« The Court of Peers, after deliberation, in pursuance of

the resolution of the Chamber of Deputies, having heard

the Commissioners of thatChamber for the accusation, and

the accused in their defenre :

“ Considering that by the Ordonnances ofthe 25th July,

the Constitutional Charter of 1814, the Electoral Laws, and

those securing the liberty of the press were manifestly

violated , and that the Royal power, thereby usurped the

functions of the legislature.

“ Considering that, although the individual will of Charles

X. may have influenced the determination of the accused,

that circumstance cannot relieve them from their legal re

sponsibility :

“Considering that it appears from the proceedings that

Auguste Jules Armand Marie Prince de Polignac, as Min
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ister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of War ad interim , and

President of the Council of Ministers ; Pierre Denis Comte

de Peyronnet, as Minister of the Interior ; Jean Claude

Balthazar Victor Chantelauze, as Garde des Sceaux and

Minister of Justice ; and Martial Come Annibal Perdetue

Magloire , Comte de Guernon Ranville , as Minister of Pub

lic Instruction and Ecclesiastical Affairs, all responsible in

the terms of the 13th Article of the Charter of 1814,

countersigned the Ordonnances of the 25th of July, the il

legality of which they themselves acknowledge ; that they

took every means to enforce the execution of them ; and

that they advised the King to declare the city in a state of

seige, in order to subdue by arms the legitimate resistance

of the citizens :

“Considering that these acts constitute the crime of trea

son , provided against by the 56th Article of the Charter of

-1814 :

“ Declares le Prince de Polignac, le Comte de Peyron

net, Victor Chantelauze, and le Comte de Guernon Ran

ville, guilty of the crime of treason :

“ Considering that no law has determined the punish

ment of treason, and that the Court is therefore under the

necessity ofsupplying the defficiency :

“ According to the7th Article of the Penal Code, which

classes transportation ( 1 ) among the punishments stigma

tising with infamy ( peines afflictive et infamantes :) .

According to the 17th Article of the same Code, which

declares transportation to be for life :

“ According to the 18th Article, which declares, that

transportation involves civil death, and the 25th Article of

the Code Civile, which regulates the consequences of civil

death :

“ Considering that there is not any place , out of the con

tinental dominions of France, to which criminals sentenced

to transportation can be taken and detained :

“ Condems le Prince de Polignac to be imprisoned for

life in the continental dominions of the Kingdom, declares

bim deprived of his titles, rank , and orders, declares him

eivily dead - all the other consequences of transportation

remaining in force, as regulated bythe Articles before men

tioned .

“ Considering the facts of the case as appearing from the

proceedings :
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“ Condemns le Comte de Peyronnet, Victor Chantelauze,

and le Comte de Guernon Ranville to imprisonment for life;

directs them to be placed in a state of interdiction , confor

mably to the 28thand 29th Articles of the Penal Code , de

clares them equally deprived of their titles , rank, and or

ders .

“ Condemns all the accused, individually and collective

ly , to pay the expenses of the proceedings.

“ Orders the present sentence to becommunicated by

message to the Chamber of Deputies .

Orders, that it shall be printed and posted up in Paris

and every other Commune of the Kingdom , and transmit

ted to the Garde des Sceaux , Minister of Justice, for the

purpose of being carried into execution."



NOTE -- This number completes the first volume of the Law

Journal. For reasons, which it is unnecessary to state , the

work will be discontinued.

Those who have not contributed the amount of their sub

scription will see the propriety of remitting the same im

mediately, that the business relating to the Law Journal

may be brought to a close as early as possible.
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